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PRE FA^C E.

The Lectm-es comprised in the present Volume form

the second and concluding portion of the Biennial

Course on Metaphysics and Logic, which was com-

menced by Sir William Hamilton on his election to

the Professorial Chair in 1836, and repeated, with but

slight alterations, till his decease in 1856. The Ap-

pendix contains various papers, composed for the most

part dm-ing this period, which, though portions of

then- contents were publicly taught at least as early

as 1840, Avere only to a very small extent incorporated

into the text of the Lectures.

The Lectui-es on Logic, like those on Metaphysics,

were chiefly composed during the session in which they

were first delivered (1837-8); and the statements made

in the Preface to the previous volume, as regards the

cu-cumstances and manner of theii- composition, are

equally applicable to the present course. In this, as

in the precediag series, the Author has largely availed
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himself of the labors of previous writers, many of

whom are but little known in this country. To the

works of the German logicians of the present century,

particularly to those of Krug and Esser, these Lectures

arc under special obligations.

In the compilation of the Appendix, some responsi-

bility rests with the Editors ; and a few words of ex-

planation may be necessary as regards the manner in

which they have attempted to perform this portion of

theu- task. In publishing the papers of a deceased

writer, composed at various intervals during a long

period of years, and treating of difhcult and contro-

verted questions, there are two opposite dangers to be

guarded against. On the one hand, there is the dan-

ger of compromising the Authors reputation by the

publication of documents which his maturer judgment

might not have sanctioned; and, on the other hand,

there is the danger of committing an opposite injury

to him and to the public, by withholding writings of

interest and value. Had Sir- William Hamilton, at any

period of his life, published a systematic treatise on

Logic, or had his projected Neio Analytic of Logical

Forms been left in a state at all approaching to com-

pleteness, the Editors might probably have obtained a

criterion by which to distinguish between those specu-

lations which would ha^•e received the final imprimatur

of theh Author, and those which would not. In the
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absence of any such criterion, they have thought it

better to run the risk of. giving too much than too

little ;
— to publish whatever appeared to have any

philosophical or historical interest, without being in-

fluenced by its coiacidence with then- own opinions, or

by its coherence with other parts of the Author's writ-

ings. It is possible that, among the papers thus pub-

lished, may be foimd some which are to be considered

rather as experimental exercises than as approved re-

sults; but no papers have been intentionally omitted,

except such as were either too fragmentary to be Intel-

ligible, or manifestly imperfect sketches of what has

been published here or elsewhere m a more matured

form.

The Notes, in this as in the previous volume, are

divided into thi-ee classes. Those printed fi-om the

manuscript of the Lectures appear without any dis-

tinctive mark ; those supplied fiom the Author's Com-

monplace-Book and other papers are enclosed within

square brackets without signature ; and those added by

the Editors are marked by the signature " Ed." These

last, as in the Lectures on Metaphysics, are chiefly con-

fined to occasional explanations of the text and verifi-

cations of references.

In conclusion, the Editors desire to express theii- ac-

knowledgments to those friends from whom they have

received assistance in tracing the numerous quotations



and allusions scattered through this and the preceding

volume. In particular, their thanks are due to Hubert

Hamilton, Esq., whose researches among his father's

books and papers have supplied them with many val-

uable materials; and to H. W. Chandler, Esq., Fellow

of Pembroke College, Oxford, who has aided them from

the resom-ces of a philosojihical learning cognate in

many respects to that of Sir William Hamilton himself
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LECTUEES ON LOGIC.

LECTURE I .*

DCTRODUCTIOX.

LOGIC— I. ITS DEFINITION.

Gextlehex:—Wc are iio-n- about to enter on the consideration

of one of the most important branches of Men-
Logic proper,—mode t^i Philosophy,— the science whkh is conver-

ta which iwconsidora- ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^aws of Thought. But, before
tion ought to be con-

.

a^citd. commencing the discussion, I would premise a

word in regard to the mode in which it ought

to be conducted, with a view to your information and improvement.

The great end which every instructor ought to
End of instruction. ^

. , • !^- r • ^
propose in the communication oi a science, is, to

afford the student clear and distinct notions of its several parts, of

theii' relations to each other, and to the whole of which they are

the constituents. For unless he accomplish this, it is of comjjara-

tively httle moment that his information be in itself either new or

important; for of what consequence are all the qualities of a doc-

trine, if that doctrine be not communicated?— and commimicated

it is not, if it be not understood.

But in the communication of a doctrine, the methods to be fol

lowed by an instructor who writes, and by an
Methods of written instructor who spcaks, are not the same. They

and oral iustrucUon • ^ ^ ^ ^ •
.. j. -i tc

(^jff^^^^^
are, in fact, to a certain extent, necessarilj- drt-

ferent : for, while the reader of the one can al-

ways be referred back or forward, can always compare one part of a

* The first seven Lectures of the Metaphysical Course (.Lectures on Metaphi/sics, pp.
1—90) were delivered by Sir William Hamilton as a General Introduction to the

Coarse of Logic proper.— Ed.

1



book with another, and can always meditate at leisure on each step

of the evolution ; the hearer of the other, on the contrary, must at

every moment be prepared, by what has preceded, to comprehend

at once what is to ensue. The oral instructor has thus a much more

arduous problem to solve, in accomplishing the end which he pro-

poses. For if, on the one hand, he avoid obscurity by communicat-

ing only what can easily be understood as isolated fragments, he is

intelligible only because he communicates nothing worth learning :

and if, on the other, he be unintelligible in proportion as his doc-

trine is concatenated and' systematic, he equally fails in his attempt;

for as, in the one case, there is nothing to teach, so, in the other,

there is nothing taught. It is, therefore, evident, that the oral in-

structor must accommodate his mode of teaching to the circum-

stances under which he acts. He must endeavor to make his audi-

ence fully understand each step of his movement before another is

attempted ; and he must prepare them for details by a previous sur-

vey of generals. In short, what follows should always be seen to

evolve itself out of what precedes. It is in consequence of this

condition of oral instruction, that, where the development of a sys-

tematic doctrine is attempted in a course of Lec-
use of Text-book in

^^^^.^^^ jj jg ^,gyj^j f^j. ^j^g lecturer to facilitate the
a systematic course of , , ,. ., , ,. ,„ , ,.,•,•

•L^(,m,.^g
labor to his pupils and himself, by exhibiting in

a Manual or Text-book the order of his doctrine

and a summary of its contents. As I have not been able to prepare

this useful subsidiary, I shall endeavor, as for as possible, to supply

its want. I shall, in the first place, endeavor alwaj's to present yeu
with a general statement of every doctrine to

Auii.ors metboa of
^^ explained, before descending to the -details

rrelcctiou. ' =>

of explanation ; and in order that you may be

insured in distincter and more comprehensive notions, I shall, where

it is possible, comprise the general statements in Propositions or

Paragrajihs, which I shall slowly dictate to you, in order that they

may be fully taken down in writing. This being done, I shall pro-

ceed to analyze these propositions or paragraphs, and to explain

their clauses in detail. This, I may observe, is the method followed

in those countries where instruction by prelection is turned to the

best account;— it is the one prevalent on the Continent, more es-

pecially in the universities of Germany and Holland.

In pursuance of this plan, I at once commence by giving you,

as the first proposition or paragraph, the following. I may notice,

however, by parenthesis, that, as we may have sometimes occasion

to refer articulately to these ]iro]>ositions, it would be proper for

you to distinguish them by sign and number.
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Till" first paragrai^b, then, is this

:

^ I. A System of Logical Instiniction consbts of Two Parts,

— 1°, Of an Iiiti-oduction to the science;
P.r.i. Ofwhat a.y.- go^ q^ ^ j,^j^, ^f Doctriuc Constituting the
tem of Logic

Science itself.

These, of course, are to be considered in their order.

^ II. The Introduction to Logic should afford ans^yers to the

following questions ; L What is Logic ? ii.

Auction lo'^oglT'"^
^^^^-"^ 's i^s Value? iu. What are its Divis-

ions? iv. What is its History? and, v.

What is its Bibliograijhy, that is, what are the best books upon

the subject?

In regard to the first of these questions, it is evident that its

answer is given in a definition of Logic. I therefore dictate to

you the third paragraph.

•i III. What is Logic? Ansicer— Logic
Par m. I. Beam-

;^ ^j^^ Scicncc of the Laws of Thought as
tion of Logic. ^

Thought.

This definition, however, cannot be understood without an ar-

ticulate exposition of its several parts. I there-
E.\plicaUon.

'
, . ',

tore proceed to this analysis and explanation,

and shall consider it under the three following heads. In the first,

I shall consider the meaning, and history, and sjiionyms of the

word Logic. In the second, I shall consider the Genus of Logic,

that is, explain why it is defined as a Science. In the third, I shall

consider the Object-matter of Logic, that is, explain to you what

is meant by saying, that it is conversant about the Laws of Thought
as Thought

Fii-st, then, in regard to the significance of the word. Logic, you

are aware, is a Greek word, XoyixiJ ; and Aoyuo;,
1. The word Loffic— i*, / , / / c> \ ' t i

( 1
1 - H- f

ypafiixaTiKTj, prjTopucij, 770117700;, oujlA(.ktu<i], 1 need

hardly tell you, is an adjective, one or other of

the substantives iTncrTiijxrj, science, ri)(imj, art, or irpayfj-aTiia., study, or

rather matter of studi/, being understood. The term XoyooJ, in this

special signification, and as distinctly marking out a particular sci-

ence, is not so old as the constitution of that science itself Aris-

totle did not designate by the term XayiKri, the science whose doc-
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trine he first fully developed. He uses, indeed, the adjective XoyiKos

in various combinations with other substantives.

Thus I find in his Physics, XoyLKt] dTropi'a,^— in

his Jiheioric, XoyiKoX Svcr)(epdaL,^— in his 3Ietaph)/slcs, XoyiKas dTroSci^-

eis,''— in his Posterior Analytics, ei'ia XoyiKa,*— in his Tojncs, Xoyi-

Kov irpofikrjixa.' He, likewise, not unfrequently makes use of the

adverb AoytKws.'^ By whom the term XoyiK-^ was first applied, as the

word expressive of the science, does not appear. Boethius, who
flourished at the close of the fifth and commencement of the sixth

century, says, in his Commentary on the Topics of Cjce?'0,'' that "the

name of Logic was first given by the ancient

Peripatetics. In the works of Alexander of Aph-
Alexander of Aph-

j-Qclisias, the oldest Commentator we possess on

the works of Aristotle (he flourished towards

the end of the second century), the term XoyiKij, both absolutely

and in combination with Trpay/xaTcia, etc., is frequently employed ;

'

and the word is familiar in the writings of all the subsequent Aris-

totelians. Previously, however, to Alexander, it is evident that

XoyiKT^ had become a common designation of the

science; for it is once and again thus applied

by Cicero.^ So much for the history of the word Lofjic, in so for

as regards its introduction and earlier em2:>loyment. We have now
to consider its derivation and meaning.

It is derived from Xo'yos, and it had primarily
(b) Its derivation and ^hc same latitude and variety of signification as

""Twofold mcanin.^ of
'^'^^ Original. What then did Xdyos signify ? In

xi-^oi. Greek this word had a twofold meaning. It

denoted both thought and its expression ; it was
equivalent both to the ratio and to the oratio of the Latins. The

IB. iii. c. 3. "Exei 5" airopmr \oywr]V. ^'V.. g.. Anal. Foa., i. 21, 32; P/.ys. viii. 8;

"Dubitationemqujenonererumsingulaiium Metaph.,\-i.i., 17; xi. 1.— Ed.

(physicarum) coutemplatione, sed e ratiociua- ^ ^* ^- ^"^ ""^' — Ed.

tione sola orta est." Waltz, ad Arist. Org., ^ See, especially, his commentary on the

vol. ii. p. 354. Logical and dialectical reason- -P"'"'' Analijtics, f. 2 {Scholia, ed, lirandis, p.

ing in Aristotle mean the same thing,— viz., 1«). >^l>ere be divides^^ XoyiK-i] re Kal avK-

reasoning founded only on general principles Xoy^i^nK^ npa.yna.Tiia into four branches,

of probability, not on necessary truths or on a-woSemriKii, Sia\eKTiK-h, 7re.pa<7TiK^, and

special experiences. —Ed. croipiaTtK-fi. Ilere iofic is used in a wider

2 This expression occurs not in the Rhetoric, ^"^^^ tt"" <•«= adjective and adverb bear in

but in the Metaphysics, B. iii, (iv. ) c. 3, and B. Aristotle, while the cognate term dmlcctw re-

siii. (xiv.) c. 1. In the Rhetoric we find the ^'"'"^ "^ original signification. -Ed.

expression \oyLKol aiiWoytaixol, B. i. c. 1. ^ ^"^ ^' ^'""""^ '• '! ^'"- '''"'"' '^- ^*-

_j;j,_ Cicero probably borrowed this use of the

,„ ...... , r.^ 7, „ , . term from the Stoics, to whose founder,Zeno,
3 B. xui. (XIV.) c. 1. Cf. JJe Gener. Anim., , ... , .. -,„, .i. ^, . . e *i,«

.. „ _ '
' Laertius (vii. 39) ascnbes the ongni of the

" ^'
division of Tbilosophy into Logic, Physics,

i B. i. c. 24 —Ed. ^j,^ Ethics, sometimes erroneously attributed

5 B. V. c. 1. — Ed. to Plato.

—

Ed.
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Greeks, iu order to obviate the ambiguity thus arising from the

confusion of two different things under one expression, were com-

pelled to add a differential epithet to the common term. Aristo-

tle, to contradistinguish Xoyos, meaning thour/ht.

How expressed ^jy ^youx \oyos, meaning speech, calls the former tov

(XTui,— TOV hr T-g i/a;;^^,— that Within,— that in the

mind,' and the latter, Tof c^w,— that tcithout} The same distinc-

tion came subsequently to be expressed by the

Xdyos evSia^tros, for tJiought, the verbuni mentis ;

and by Xo'yos Trpo<l>opiK6s, for lauffuat/e, the verhiim oris? It was nec-

essary to give you this account of the ambiguity of the word Xo'yos,

because the same passed into its derivative XoyiK-r) ; and it also was

necessary that you should be made aware of the ambiguity in the

name of the science, because this again exerted an influence ou the

views adopted in regard to the object-matter of the science.

But what, it may be asked, was the appellation of the science

before it had obtained the name of Logic ? for,

Appellations of the
j,g j j^^^^.g g^jj^ ^^ doctrine had been discrimi-

caiied ioffic.

"^"""^ ' natcd, and even carried to a very high perfection,

before it received the designation by which it is

now generally known. The most ancient name for what was sub-

sequently denominated Logic, was Dialectic. But this must be

understood with certain limitations. By Plato, the term dialectic is

fi-equently employed to mark out a particular section of philosophy.

But this section is, with Plato, not coextensive with the domain of

Logic ; it includes, indeed. Logic, but it does not exclude JMetaphysic,

for it is conversant not only about the form, but about the matter

of our knowledge. (The meaning of these expressions you are

soon to learn.)

This word, StoXefCTtK^ (^rixirq, or f.TTUrri}ixrj, or Kpayp.aj^ia, being

understood) is derived, you are aware, from

huaKiynrSai, to hold conversation or discourse

together; dialectic, therefore, literally signifies,

of a conversation, colloquy, controversy, dispute. But Plato, who
defined thought an internal discourse of the soul with itselfi' and

who explained to SiaXeyeo-Sai. by the ambiguous expression tu Xo'yai

1 Anal. Post., i.W. — 'ED. originated with the Stoics. See AVytten-

2 E. g., Fhilo, Dt Tiia Mosis, p. 672, edit, bach's note on Plutarch's Moralia, p 44 A
Paris,ltol; Plutarch, PMlos. esse cum principi- (torn. vi. pars 1, p. 3T8, edit. Oxon, 1810).—

bus, c. 2 (vol. ii. p. 7T7, C, ed. Francof., 1G20); Ed.

Sextus Empiricus, Pi/rrli. Hyp., i. 65; Simpli- 3 Fishaber, p. 10. {Lthrbueh der Loeik, Einlei-

cius. In Catfg. Arist.. p. 7; Damasceuu.^; Fi'I. tung. See Tlucetetus p. 189. Bophista, p. 263.

Qrtliod., ii. 21. The expressions probably — Ei>.j

^laXiKTiHT}— its ety-

mology.



Use of tlie term Dia-

lectic by riato.

Xp^(T.9ai,i did not certainly do violence either to the Greek Inn-

guage or to his own opinions, in giving the

name of dialectic to the j^rocess, not merely of

logical inference, but of metaphysical specula-

tion. In our own times, the Platonic signification of the word

has been revived, and Hegel has applied it, in

^ "^^ '

even a more restricted meaning, to metaphysical

speculation alone.^ But if Plato employed the term Dialectic

to denote more than Logic, Aristotle employed
Aristotle's employ-

j^ ^^ denote less. With him, Dialectic is not
ment of Dialectic. ^ , , • •

a term for the pure science, or the science in

general, but for a particular and an applied part. It means

merely the Logic of Probable Matter, and is thus convertible

with -what he othei-wise denominates Topics (tottik^).^ This, I

may observe, has been very generally misunderstood, and it is

commonly supposed that Aristotle uses the term Dialectic in two

meanings,— in one meaning for the science of Logic in general,

in another for the Logic of Probabilities. This is, how'cver, a

mistake. There is, in fact, only a single passage in his writings,

on the ground of which it can possibly be maintained that he ever

employs Dialectic in the more extensive meaning. This is in his

Bhetoric i. 1 ;* but the passage is not stringent, and Dialectic may

there be plausibly interpreted in the more limited signification.

But at any rate it is of no authority, for it is an evident intei-pola-

tion,— a mere gloss which has crept in from the margin into the

text.^ Thus it appears that Aristotle possessed no single tei-m by

which to designate the general science of which he was the prin-

cipal author and finisher. Analytic, and Ajyo-

^.^^^f"^'-''"'^'""'""
deictic with To2nc (equivalent to Dialectic,

and including Sophistic), were so many special

names by which he denoted particular parts, or particular applies

tions of Logic. • I say nothing of the vacillating and various em-

ployment of the terms Logic and Dialectic by the Stoics, Ejhcu-

reans, and other ancient schools of philosophy ; and now proceed

to explain to you the second head of the definition,— viz., the

Genus,— class, of Logic, which I g.ave as Science.

It was a point long keenly mooted by the old logicians, whether

1 I. Alcib., p. 129. 2n. Ti 5e SiaXiyia^iu * Uepl 5e avKXayiajjiov d/iolois atram-os

Kol Tu \6yu XPV<^^<" Tai/Toy irou KoAeTs; Trjs SiaKexriKris iarw iSetv i) ainris oKris t)

AA. rioru 76. Cf. Gassendi, iogico, Proocm. fiepovs tii/6s.— Ed.
Opera, t. i. p. 32. — Ed. 5 gee Balforeus. [R. Balforei Comtnrntnrim in

2 See Encyidnri'lir, 5 81.— ED.
^

Orgnmim Logicam Arisioielis, Buidigala;, 1618.

3 Topira, i. 1. Aia\eKTiKhs Se (rvWoyur- qu. h. j 3, p. 12. Muretas, in his version,

>ibj i i^ ifSd^va (j'u\Ao7i(,'(i/iei'os.— Ed. omits this passage as au interpolation.— Ed.]
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Logic were a science, or an art, or neither, or both; and if a science,

whether a science practical, or a science specu-

2. Logic— Its Genus
lative, or at once speculative and practical.

— whether Science or
-, ^t -m ^ \ i -^ •

i

^^ Plato and the Platonists viewed it as a science,

but with them Dialectic, as I have noticed,

was coextensive with the Logic and Metaplijsics of the Peripatetics

taken together. By Aristotle himself Logic is not defined. The

Greek Aristotelians, and many philosophers since the revival of

letters, deny it to be either science or art.^ The Stoics, in general,

viewed it as a science ;' and the same was done by the Arabian and

Latin schoolmen.* In more modern times, however, many Aris-

totelians, all the Ramists, and a majority of the Cartesians, main-

tained it to be an art;* but a considerable party were found who

defined it as both art and science.'' In Germany, since the time of

Leibnitz, Logic has been almost universally regarded as a science.

The controversy which has been waged on this
The question futile. . . , „ , „ ., . ,

pomt IS perhaps one oi the most futile in the

history of speculation. In so far as Logic is concerned, the decis-

ion of the question is not of the very smallest import. It was not

in consequence of any diversity of opinion in regard to the scope

and nature of this doctrine, that philosophers disputed by what

name it should be called. The controversy was, in fact, only about

what was properly an art, and what was properly a science ; and as

men attached one meaning or another to these terms, so did they

aflirm Logic to be an art, or a science, or both, or neither. I should

not, in fact, have thought it necessary to say anything on this head,

were it not to guard you against some mistakes of the respectable

author, whose work on Logic I have recommended to your atten-

tion,— I mean Dr. Whately. In the opening sentence of his

Elements, it is said :
" Logic, in the most exten-

Whately quoted. . , . , ,

sive sense which the name can with propriety

be made to bear, may be considered as the Science, and also the

Art of Reasoning. It investigates the principles on which argumen-

tation is conducted, and furnishes rules to secure the mind from

\[C&meta.r\\is, Dispuiationes Philoiophica, -p. i. i 1. subs. 4, tt seq., p. 8, ed. 1711. — Ed.]

30 ] [Pars i qu. 3. ed. Parisiis, 1630. See Gerard John Vossius, Dc Nat. Ariium, sifc tie

also Qu. 4, p. 44 — Ed.] Logica, c. vi ]

2 [See Themislius, In Anal. Post., 1. i. c. 24, 3 [See Laertius, In Vita Ztnonis, 1. vii.] [j 62.

[Opera, p. 6, Venice, 1551.- Ed.] Ammonius _ed ]

Hermit. /,. Cate,., Pr=ef [p. 3, ed. Aid. 1003.
, g^^.^, Pr^,ua,.enta, Qu. i. Albertus- ED.] S,mpl,c.us /„ Caug., Tr^f. [26, p.

^„ ^^ P.^,icami,us, c. 1]
5, ed. Basilcie. 1551. — Ed] Zabarella, De "

' '

Natura Logica, [1. i. c. 5, tt seq. — Ed.] Smi- ^ [Eamus, Instit. DiaUct., 1. i. c. 1. Bnr-

glecius, Logica, Disp. ii. qu. 4, [p 69. ed, 0.\- gersdicius, In.^iit. Log., 1. i. c. 1, (} 4. — Ed]
onii, 1G58. — Ed.] Logica Conimbrictiisis, [Tract 6 See Smiglecius, as above. — Kd.
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error in its clfccluctions. Its most appropriate office, however, is

that of instituting an analysis of the process of the mind in reason-

ing; and in this point of view it is, as has been stated, strictly a

science ; while mentioned in reference to the practical rules above

mentioned, it may be called the art of reasoning. This distinction,

as will hereafter appear, has been overlooked, or not clearly pointed

out, by most writers on the subject; Logic having been in general

regarded as merely an art, and its claim to hold a place among the

sciences having been expressly denied"

All this is, from first to last, erroneous. In the first place, it is

erroneous in what it savs of the opinion prev-
Criticized.

, , ., , ' . ,
* , *

alcnt among philosophers, m regard to the genus

of Logic. Logic was not, as is assorted, in general regarded as an

art, and its claim to hold a place among the sciences expressly

denied. The contrary would have been correct; for the immense

majority of logicians, ancient and modern, have regarded Logic as

a science, and expressly denied it to be an art. In .the second place,

supposing Dr. Whately's acceptation of the terms art and science

to be correct, there is not a previous logician who would have

dreamt of denying that, on such' an acceptation. Logic was both a

science and an art. But, in the third place, the discrimination

itself of art and science is wrong. Dr. Whately considers science

to be any knowledge viewed absolutely, and not in relation to prac-

tice,— a signification in which every art would, in its doctrinal

part, be a science; and he defines art to be the application of

knowledge to practice, in which sense Ethics, Politics, Religion,

and all practical sciences, would be arts. The distinction of arts

and sciences is thus wrong.^ But, in the fourth place, were the

distinction correct, it would be of no value, for it would distinguish

nothing, since art and science would mark out no real difibrence

between the various branches of knowledge, but only diflbrent

points of vieAV under which the same branch might be contemplated

by us,— each being in different relations at once a science and an

art. In fact, Dr. AVhately confuses the distinction of science theo-

retical and science practical with the distinction of science and art.

I am well aware that it would be no ea.sy matter to give a gener.al

definition of science, as contradistinguished from art, and of art, as

contradistinguished from science ; but if the words themselves can-

not validly be discriminated, it would be absurd to attempt to dis-

criminate anything by them. When I, therefore, define Logic by

tlie genus science, I do not attempt to give it more than the general

denomination of a branch of knowlodo-e ; for I reserve the discrimi-
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nation of its peculiar character to the differential quality afforded

by its object-matter. You will find, when we have discussed the

third head of the definition, tiiat Logic is not only a science, but a

demonstrative or apodictic science ; but so to have defined it, would

have been tautological ; for a science conversant about laws is con-

vei-sant about necessary matter, and a science conversant about

necessary matter is demonstrative.

I proceed, therefore, to the third and last head of the defini-

tion,— to explain to you what is meant by the

viz., the Laws of

Thought as Thought. The consideration of

this head naturally divides itself into three questions : 1, What is

Thought? 2, What is Thought as Thought? 3, What are the Laws

of Thought as Thought?

lu the first place, then, in saying that Logic is conversant about

Thought, we mean to say that it is conversant
" °"° '

' about thought strictly so called. Tlie term

thought is used in two significations of different extent. In the

wider meaning, it denotes every cognitive act
n Its wjc cr an nar-

-whatever : by some philosophers, as Descartes
rower meaniug. ^ <i i i '

and his disciples, it is even used for every mental

modification of which we are conscious, and thus includes the Feel-

ings, the Volitions, and the Desires.^ In the more limited meaning,

it denotes only the acts of the Understanding properly so called,

that is, of the Faculty of Comparison, or that which is distinguished

as the Elaborative or Discursive Faculty.- It is in this more re-

stricted signification that thought is s:ii<l to be
Objects that lie be-

^j^g object-matter of Logic. Thus Logic does

^^„jj,
' not consider the laws which regulate the other

powers of mind. It takes no immediate account

of the ficulties by which we acquire the rude materials of knowl-

edge ; it supposes these materials in possession, and considers only

the manner of their elaboration. It takes no account, at least in

the department of Pure Logic, of Memory and Imagination, or of

the blind laws of Association, but confines its attention to connec-

tions regulated by the laws of intelligence. Finally, it does not

consider the laws themselves of Intelligence as given in the Regu-

lative Faculty,— Intelligence,—Common Sense ; for in that faculty

tliese laws are data, facts, ultimate and, consequently, inconceivable

;

1 Descartes, Prinn'pia, p. i. ; 9. " Cogita- intelligere, Telle, imaginari, fed ctiam sentirc,

tiouis nomine intelligo ilia omnia qux nobis idem est liic quod cogitare."— Ed.

consciis in nobis Sunt, quatenus eorum in 2 See Liriurcs on ileiaphysies, Icct. xxxiv,
nobis conscientia est. Atque ita non modo p. 403. — Ed.
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but whatever transcends the sphere of the conceivable, transcends

the sphere of Logic.

Such are the functions about which Logic is not conversant, and

such, in the limited signification of the word, are the acts which are

not denominated Thought. We have hitherto found what thought

is not ; we must now endeavor to determine generally what it is.

The contemplation of the world presents to our subsidiary foeul-

ties a multitude of objects. These objects are
oug proper.

^^^ ^^^^ materials submitted to elaboration by a

higher and self-active faculty, which operates upon them in obedi-

ence to certain laws, and in conformity to certain ends. The opera-

tion of this faculty is Thought. All thought is a comparison, a

recognition of similarity or difference ; a conjunction or disjunc-

tion;— in other words, a synthesis or analysis of its objects. In

Conception, that is, in the formation of concepts (or general notions),

it compares, disjoins, or conjoins attributes ; in an act of Judgment,

it compares, disjoins, or conjoins concepts; in Reasoning, it com-

pares, disjoins, or conjoins judgments. In each step of tliis process

there is one essential element; to think, to compare, to conjoin, or

disjoin, it is necessary to recognize one thing through or under

another; and therefore, in defining Thought proper, we may either

define it as an act of Comparison, or as a recognition of one notion

as in or under another. It is in performing.this act of thinking a

thing under a general notion, that we are said to understand or

comprehend it. For example : an object is presented, say a book

;

this object determines an impression, and I am even conscious of the

impression, but without recognizing to myself what the thing is

;

in that case, there is only a perception, and not properly a thought.

But suppose I do recognize it for what it is, in other words, com-

pare it with, and reduce it under, a certain concept, class, or com-

plement of attributes, which I call book; in that case, there is more

than a perception,— there is a thought.

All this will, howejer, be fully explained to you in the sequel; at

present I only attempt to give you a rude notion of what thinking

is, to the end that you may be able vaguely to comprehend the lim-

itation of Logic to a certain department of our cognitive functions,

and what is meant by saying that Logic is a science of thought.

But Thought simply is still too undetermined; the proper object

of Logic is something still more definite ; it is

-l^Tt""""'""'""'' "'^^ *'"'"S^i^ "^ gc"^'-"!' ^'''^ t'i°"g'>t considered

merely as thought, of which this science takes

cognizance. This expression requires explanation; we come there-
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fore to tlie second question, — What is meant by Thought as

Thought ?

To answer this question, let us remember wliat has just been said

of the act constitutive of thought,— viz., that it is the recognition

of a thing as coming under a concept ; in other words, the marking

aji object by an attribute or attributes previously known as common
to sundry objects, and to which we have accordingly given a general

name. " In this process we are able, by abstraction, to distinguish

from each other,— 1°, The object thought of;

and, 2°, The kind aud manner of thinking it.

Let us, employing the old and established tech«

nical expressions, call the first of these the matter, the second the

form, of the thought. For example, when I think that the book

before me is a folio, the matter of this thought is book and folio

;

the form of it is a judgment. Now, it is abundantly evident that

this analysis of thought into two phases or sides is only the work

of a scientific discrimination and contrast ; for as, on the one hand,

the matter of which we think is only cogitable, through a certain

form, so, on the other, the form under which we think cannot be

realized in consciousness, unless in actual application to an object."'

Xow, when I said that Logic was conversant
Logic properly con-

j^i^^^j. thought considered merely as thought, I
Torsaut only with the . , , t • .

Form of Thought. meant simply to say, that Logic is conversant

with the form of thought, to the exclusion of

the matter. This being understood, I now proceed to show how
Logic only proposes — how Logic only can propose— the foi-m of

thought for its object of consideration. It is indeed true, that this

limitation of Logic to the form of thought has not always been

kept steadily in view by logicians; that it is only gradually that

pi-oper views of the science have been speculatively adopted, and

still more gradually that they have been carried practically into

effect, insomuch that to the present hour, as I shall hereafler show
you, there are sundry doctrines still taught as logical, which, as

relative to the matter of thought, are in fact foreign to the science

of its form.

"But although it is impossible to show by the history of the

science, that Logic is conversant with the form,
This shown by aeon- to the exclusion of the matter, of thouglit ; this

Eideration of the na- , , . ^ , , -, i -,

. . .... „ can, however, be satisfactorily done by a consid-
ture and conditions of ' ' J J

the thing itself. cration of the nature and conditions of the

thing itself. For, if it be maintained that Logic

takes not merely the form, but the matter of thought into account

1 Esser, Logik, j 3, p. 4, 2d edit, lliinster, 1S.30. — Ed.
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(the matter, you will recollect, is a collective expression for the

several objects about which thought is conversant), in that case,

Logic must either consider all those objects without distinction, or

make a selection of some alone. Now the former of these alterna-

tives is manifestly impossible ; for if it were required that Logic

should comprise a full discussion of all cogitable objects,— in other

words, if Logic must draw within its sphere all other sciences, and

thus constitute itself in fact the one universal science,— every one at

once perceives the absurdity of the requisition, and the impossibility

of its fulfilment. But is the second alternative more reasonable?

Can it be proposed to Logic to take cognizance of certain objects

of thought to the exclusion of others? On this supposition, it

must be shown why Logic should' consider this particular object,

and not also that; but as none but an arbitrary answer— that is,

no answer at all— can be given to this interrogation, the absurdity

of this alternative is no less manifest than that of the other. The

particular objects, or the matter of thought, being thus excluded,

the form of human thought alone remains as the object-matter of

our science ; in other words. Logic has only to do with thinking as

thinking, and has no, at least no immediate, concernment with that

which is thought about. Logic thus obtains, in common parlance,

the appellation of a formal science, not indeed in the sense as if

Logic h.ad only a form and not an object, but simply because the

form of human thought is the object of Logic; so that the title

formal science is jiroperly only an abbreviated expression." ^

I proceed now to the question under this head,— viz., Wh.at is

meant by the Laws of Thought as Thought? in

other words. What is meant by the Formal Laws
of Thought ?

We have already limited the object of Logic to the form of

thought. But there is still required a last and final limitation ; for

this form contains more than Logic can legitimately consider. "Hu-
man thought, regarded merely in its formal relation, may be consid-

ered in a twofold point of view ; for, on the one hand, it is either

known to us merely from experience or observation,— we are

merely awai'e of its phenomena historically or empirically, or, on the

other, by a reflective sjseculation,— by analysis and abstraction, we
seek out and discriminate in the manifestations of thought what is

contained of necessary and universal. The empirical or historical

consideration of our thinking faculty does not belong to Logic, but

to the Phenomenology of Mind,— to Psychology. The empirical

1 Esser, Logik, J 3, pp. 5, G. Cf. Krug, Denklehre Oder Logik, } 8, p. 17 et seq., 20l edit. 1S19.

(c) The Laws of

Thought as Thought.
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observation of the phenomena necessarily, indeed, precedes their

speculative analysis. But, notwithstanding this, Logic possesses a

peculiar province of its own, and constitutes an independent and
exclusive science. For where our empirical consideration of the

mind terminates, there our speculative consideration commences;
the necessary elements which the latter secures fi-om the contingent

materials of observation,— these are what constitute the laws of
thought as thought."*

1 Cf. Esser, Logik, § 4, pp. 6, ".— Ed



LECTURE II.

KTRODUCTION.

LOGIC— I. ITS DEFINITION— HISTORICAL NOTICES OF OPINIONS
REGARDING ITS OBJECT AND DOMAIN— IL ITS UTILITY.

In my last Lecture I commenced the considei-ation of Logic,

—

„ , .
of Logic properly so denominated,— a science

Eecapitulation. „ , , . . ^ , ,

lor the cultivation of which every European

university has provided a special chair, but which, in this country, in

consequence of the misconceptions which have latterly arisen in re-

gard to its nature and its end, has been very generally superseded

;

insomuch that, for a considerable period, the chairs of Logic in our

Scottish universities have in fact taught almost everything except

the doctrine which they were established to teach. After some pre-

cursory observations in regard to the mode of communication which

I should follow in my Lectures on this subject, I entered on the treat-

ment of the science itself, and stated to you that a systematic view

of Logic would consist of two parts, the one being an Introduction

to the doctrine, the other a body of the Doctrine itself. In the in-

troduction were considered certain preparatory points, necessary to

be understood before entering on the discussion of the science itself;

and I stated that these preparatory points were, in relation to our

science, exhausted in five questions and their answers— 1°, What is

Logic ? 2°, What is its value ? 3°, How is it distributed ? 4°, What
is its history? 5°, What are its subsidiaries?

I then proceeded to the consideration of the first of these ques-

tions ; and as the answer to the question,— what is Logic,— is given

ill its definition, I defined Logic to be the science conversant abovit

the laws of thought considered merely as thought; warning you,

however, that this definition could only be understood after an artic-

ulate explanation of its contents. Now this definition, I showed

you, naturally fell into three parts, and each of these parts it be-

hooved to consider and illustrate by itself. The first was the word
significant of the thing defined,— Logic. The second was the

genus by which Logic was defined,—-science. The third was the
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object-matter constituting the differential quality of Logic,— the

laws of thought as thought. Each of these I considered in its order.

I, first of all, explained the original meaning of the term Logic, and

gave you a brief history of its application. I then stated what was

necessarj', in regard to the genus,— science ; and, lastly, what is of

principal importance, I endeavored to make you vaguely aware of

that which you cannot as yet be supposed competent distinctly to

comprehend ; I mean the peculiar character of the object,— object-

matter,— about which Logic is conversant. The object of Logic,

as stated in the definition, is the laws of thought as thought. This

required an articulate explan.ation ; and such an explanation I en-

deavored to afford you under three distinct heads; expounding,

1°, What was meant by thought; 2°, What was meant by thought

as thought ; 3°, What was meant by the laws of thought as thought.

In reference to the first head, I stated that Logic is conversant

about thought taken in its stricter signification, that is, about thought

considered as the operation of the Understanding Proper, or of that

faculty which I distinguished as the Elaborative or Discursive,—
the Faculty of Relations, or Comparison. I attempted to make you

vaguely apprehend what is the essential characteristic of thought,

— viz., the comprehension of a thing under a general notion or attri-

bute. For such a comprehension enters into every act of the dis-

cursive faculty, in its different gradations of Conception, Judgment,

and Reasoning. But by saying that Logic is conversant about

thought proper, Logic is not yet discriminated as a peculiar science,

for there are many sciences, likewise, inter alia, conversant about the

operations and objects of the Elaborative Faculty. There is re-

quired a further determination of its object-mattei-. This is done

by the limitation, that Logic is conversant not merely .about thought,

but about thought as thought. The explanation of this constituted

the second head of our exposition of the object-matter. Thought, I

showed, could be viewed, by an an.alytic abstraction, on two sides

or i:)hases. We could either consider the object thought, or the

manner of thinking it ; in other words, we could scientifically dis-

tinguish from each other the matter and the form of thought. Xot
th.it the matter and form h.ave .any sep.arate existence ; no object

being cogitable except under some form of thought, and no form of

thought having any existence in consciousneiss except some object

be thought under it. This, however, formed no impediment to our

analysis of those elements, through a mental abstraction. This is in

fact only one of a thousand similar abstractions we are in the habit

of making; and if such were impossible, all human science would
be im])ossible. For example : extension is only presented to sense.
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under some modification of color, and even imagination cannot rep-

resent extension excejJt as colored. We may view it in phantasy

as black or white, as translucent or opaque ; but represent it we can-

not, except either under some positive variety of light, or under the

negation of light, which is darkness. But, j)sychologically consid-

ered, darkness or blackness is as much a, color, that is, a positive

sensation, as whiteness or redness ; and thus we cannot image to

ourselves aught extended, not even space itself, out of relation to

color. But is this inability even to imagine extension, apart from
some color, any Jiinderance to our considering it scientifically apart

from all color ? JSTot in the smallest ; nor do Mathematics and the

other sciences find any difficulty in treating of extension, without

even a single reference to this condition of its actual manifestation.

The case of Logic is precisely the same. Logic considers the form

apart from the matter of thought ; and it is able to do this without

any trouble; for though the form is only an actual phamomenon
when applied to some matter,— object,— yet, as it is not necessa-

rily nstricted to any object, we can always consider it abstract from

all objects ; in other words, from all matter. For as the mathema-
tician, who cannot construct his diagrams, either to sense or to im-

agination, apart from some particular color, is still able to consider

the properties of extension apart from all color ; so the logician,

though he cannot concretely represent the forms of thought except

in examples of some particular matter, is still able to consider the

properties of these forms apart from all matter. The possibility be-

ing thus apparent of a consideration of the form abstractly from

the matter of thought, I showed you that such an abstraction was
necessary. The objects (the matter) of thought are infinite ; no

one science can embrace .them all, and therefore, to suppose Logic

conversant about the taatter of thought in general, is to say that

Logic is another name for the encycloptedia— the omne scibile—
of human knowledge. The absurdity of this supposition is appar-

ent. But if it be impossible for Logic to treat of all the objects

of thought, it cannot be sujjposed that it treats of any ; for no rea-

son can be given why it should limit its consideration to some, to the

exclusion of others. As Logic cannot, thei-efore, possibly include all

objects, and as it cannot possibly be shown why it should include

only some, it follows that it must exclude fi'om its domain the con-

sideration of the matter of thought altogether ; and as, apart fi-om

the matter of thought, there only remains the form, it follows that

Logic, as a special science of thought, must be viewed as conversant

exclusively about the form of thought.

But the limitation of the object-matter of Logic to the form of



thought (and the expression form of thought is convertible with

the expression thought as thought), is not yet
(c) The Laws of enough to discriminate its province from that of

Thought as Thought. =>
. o -r, , . .1 t- •

Other sciences; for Fs}-cholog.y, or the Jimpir-

ical Science of Mind, is likewise, among the other mental phseuora-

ena, conversant about the phfenomena of formal thought. A still

further limitation is therefore requisite ; and this is given in say-

ing that Logic is the science not merely of Thought as Thought,

but of the Laws of Thought as Thought. It is this determination

which affords the proximate and peculiar difference of Logic, in

contradistinction from all other sciences ; and the explanation of its

meaning constituted the third head of illustration, which the object-

matter in the definition demanded.

The phenomena of the formal, or subjective phases of thought,

are of two kinds. They arc either such as are

The phaenomena of contingent, that is, such as may or may not ap-
formal thought are of ^i , ^t^ ^ •

^ .. ^
°

,. , pear ; or they are such as are necessary, that is,
two kiuds—contingent l j j j

'

i

and necessary. such as Cannot but apj^eai'. These two classes

of phfenomena are, however, only manifested in

conjunction; they are not discriminated in the actual operations of

thought; and it requu-es a speculative analysis to separate them

into their several classes. In so far as these phaenomena are con-

sidered merely as phainomena, that is, in so far as philosophy is

merely observant of them as manifestations in general, they belong

to the science of Empirical or Historical Psychology. But when
philosophy, by a reflective abstraction, analyzes the necessary from

the contingent forms of thought, there results a science, which is

distinguished fi-om all others by taking for its object-matter the

former of these classes ; and this science is Logic. Logic, there-

fore, is at last fully and finally defined as the science of the neces-

sary forms of thought. Here terminated our last Lecture. But
though full and final, this definition is not explicit; and it still

remains to evolve it into a more precise expression.

Now, when we say that Logic is the science of the necessary

fonns of thought, what does the quality of necessity here imply ?

" In the first place, it is evident that in so far
Form of thought.—

Four conditions of its
as a form of thought is necessary, this foiTa

necessity. must be determined or necessitated by the na-

1. Determined by the ture of the thinking subject itself; for if it

"tiLlJf!*"'^"^ ^"^^ determined by anything external to the

mind, then would it not be a necessary, but a

merely contingent determination. The first condition, therefore,

3
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of the necessity of a form of thought is, that it is subjectively, not

objectively, cletermined.

"lu the second place, if a form of thought be subjectively neces-

sary, it must be oriarinal and not acquired. For
2. Original. . ^ ."

. -, , , ^,
if It were acquired, there must have been a time

when it did not exist ; but if it did ever actually not exist, we must

be able at least to conceive the possibility of its not existing now.

But if we are so able, then is the form not necessary; for the crite-

rion of a contingent cognition is, that we can represent to ourselves

the possibility of its non-existence. The second condition, there-

fore, of the necessity of a form of thought is, that it is original, and

not acquired.

"In the third place, if a form of thought be necessary and origi-

nal, it must be universal ; that is, it cannot be
3. Universal. , . . . , ,

that it necessitates on some occasions, and does

not necessitate on others. For if it did not necessitate universally,

then would its necessitation be contingent, and it would conse-

quently not be an original and necessary principle of mind. The
third condition, therefore, of the necessity of a form of thought is,

that it is universal.

"In the fourth place, if a form of thought be necessary and uni-

versal, it must be a law; for a law is that which

applies to all cases without exception, and from

which a deviation is ever, and everywhere, impossible, or, at least,

unallowed. The fourth and last condition, tiierefore, of the neces-

sity of a form of thought is, that it is a law."' This last condition,

likewise, enables us to give the most explicit enunciation of the

object-matter of Logic, in saying that Logic is

The objcct-mntter
^j^g science of the Laws of Thought as Tliought,

of Logic explicitly , . „ , _^ ^ /. mi i

enounced.
°'" *"° scicnce ol the t ormal Laws of 1 bought, or

the science of the Laws of the Form of Thought

;

for all these are merely various expressions of the same thing.

Before proceeding further, it may be proper
General historical ^0 take a very general retrospect of the views

re lospec o views in
^-^^^ ha,\c prevailed in regard to the object and

regard to the object
^

^ o -^

and domain of Logic. domain of Logic, from the era when the science

received its first grand and distinctive develop-

ment from the genius of Aristotle to the present time.

I may say, in general, that the view which I
Merii^of the Author's

j^^^.^ ^^^^ presented to you of the object and
view of Logic.

,

' •' **

domain of Logic, is the one which concentrates,

corrects, and completes the views which have been generally held

1 Esser, Logik, s 6, pp. 9, 10, with a few original interpolations. — Ed
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by logicians of the peculiar province of theii- science. It is the one

to which they all gravitate.

It is unfortunate, that by far the greater number of the logical

writings of Aristotle have perished, and that

those which remain to us exhibit only his views

of the science considered in its parts, or in certain special relations.

Xone of the treatises which are now collected in the Organon^

considers the science from a central point; and we do not even

possess a general definition of Logic by its illustrious founder. It

rt'ould, therefore, be unjust to the mighty master, if, as has usually

been done, we estimated his conception of the science only by the

partial views contained in the fragmentary or special treatises which

have chanced to float ashore from the general wreck of his logical

writings. These by themselves are certainly enough to place the

Stagirite high above comparison with any subsequent logician ; but

still, if he has done so much in the half-dozen treatises that still

remain, what may we not conceive him to have accomplished in

the forty which are recorded and seem to have been lost ? It is,

therefore, not to be attributed to Aristotle, that subsequent logi-

cians, mistaking his surviving treatises of a logical nature— few in

number, and written, in general, not in exposition of the pure sci-

ence, but only of the science in certain modified applications— for

a systematic body of logical doctrine, should have allowed his views

of its partial relations to influence their conceptions of the science

absolutely and as a whole. By this influence of the Aristotelic

treatises, we may explain the singular circumstance, that, while

many, indeed most, of the subsequent logicians speculatively held

the soundest views in regard to the proper object and end of Logic,

few or none of them have attempted by these \'iews to purify the

science of those extraneous doctrines, to which the authority of

Aristotle seemed to have given a right of occupancy within its

domain. I shall not attempt to show you, in

extenso, how correct, in general, were the notions

entertained by the Greek AristoteUans, and even

by the Latin schoolmen, for this would require an explanation of

the signification of the terms in which their opinions were embod-

ied, which would lead me into details which the importance of the

matter would hardly warrant. I shall only say, in general, that, in

their multifarious controversies under this head, the diversity of

their opinions on subordinate points is not more remarkable than

their unanimity on principal. Logic they all discriminated as a sci-

1 See below, p. 24. — Ed.

Greek Aristotelians

and Latin Schoolmen.
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Lect. II

ence of the form nncl not of the matter of thought.^ Those of the

schoohnen who held the object of Logic to be things in general,

held this, however, under the qualification that things in general

were not immediately and in themselves considered by the logician,

but only as they stood under the general forms imposed on them
by the intellect ("quatenus secundis intentionibus substabant "),

—

a mode of speaking which is only a periphrasis of our assertion, that

Logic is conversant about the forms of thought.^ The other school-

men, again, who maintained that the object of Logic was thought

in its processes of simple apprehension, judgment, and reasoning

(three, two, or one), carefully explained that these operations were

not in their own nature proposed to the logician, for as such they

belonged to Auimastie, as they called it, or Psychology, but only in

so far as they were dirigible or subject to laws,— a statement which

is only a less simple expression of the fact, that Logic is the science

of the laws of thought.^ Finally, those schoolmen who held that

the object-matter of Logic was found in second notions as applied

to first, only meant to say that Logic was conversant with concep-

tions, judgments and reasonings, not in themselves, but only as reg-

ulators of thought,*— a statement which merely varies and per-

plexes the expression, that the object of Logic is the formal laws

of thought.

The same views, various in appearance, but, when analyzed, es-

sentially the same, and essentially correct, may
Leibnitio-woifian

^^ ^^.^^^^^ through the Leibnitio-Wolfian school
and Kautian Schools. ^

. , . , •

into the Kantian; so that, while it must be

owned that they were never adequately carried out into practical

application, it cannot be denied that they were theoretically not

unsound.

The country in which, perhaps, the nature of
'~~

' Logic has been most completely and generally

misunderstood, is Great Britain. Bacon wholly misconceived

l"Logicus solas coDsiderat formas iuten- idoo qusedam secunda; intentiones iiiventse

tionum communes." Albei-tus MaRiius, In sunt ad legulandum discursum, de quibus

De Anhna, L. I. trac. i. c. 8. For various proprie est Logica." See also Zabarella and

scholastic theories on the object-matter of Camerarius as above. — Ed.

Logic, see Scotus, S«pn Univ. Fcrpkyrii, Qu.
, [Camerarius, Dhp- Phi!., P. i. qu. 1, p.

iii.
;
Zabarella, D, Natura Log.ca; hb. i^ cap.

3 _ ^d.] Schuler, milosophia, p. 307, [L. v.,

19; Smiglecius, Lo^ca, D.sp. ... qu. 1; Came-
^ ^^^^ .^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^.^^.^.^^ j.g3 _

rarius, ft>«.<iiio»« PAtoppW, Pars. .. qu.
D'Abra de Eaconis, [ r.ac/ai

-

1, p. 2, et seq. Compare Discussions, p. ^'^

— Ed.
Philosophite, Praeludia Logica, Post., c. i. p. 48,

, „ . „ „ , . . _ ed. Parisiis, 1640.— Ed.]
2 [G. J. Vossius, De Nat. Artium sivc De '

Logica, c. iv.i Compare Alex, de Ales, In < See Zabarella and Camerarius, as above.

Metapli. 1. iv. t. 5. " Dialectica est inventa ad — Ed. [Compare Poncius, Cursiis Philosophi-

regulandum discursum intellectus et rationis; cus, Disp. i. qu. ult., p. 48, 2d ed. Paris, 1649.J
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its character in certain respects; but his errors are insignificant,

when compared with the total misapprehension of its nature by

Locke. The character of these mistakes I shall have occasion to

illustrate in the sequel; at present I need only say, that, while

those who, till lately, attempted to write on Logic in the English

language were otherwise wholly incompetent to the task, thej', at

the same time, either shared the misconceptions of its nature with

Locke, or only contributed, by their own hapless attempts, to jus-

tify the prejudices prevalent against the science which they professed

to cultivate and improve.

It would be unjust to confound with other attempts of our country-

men in logical science the work of Dr. Whately.
Whateiy,- general rpj^^

author, if not endowed with any high tal-
character of his Ele- „ , ., , . , , .

jj^jjj^jg
ent for philosophical speculation, possesses at

least a sound and vigorous understanding. He
unfortunately, however, wrote his Elements of Logic in singular

unacquaintance with all that had been written on the science in

ancient and in modem times, with the exception, apparently, of two
works of two Oxford logicians,— the Institutio of Wallis, and the

Compeyidium of Aldrich,— both written above

. . a century ago, neither of them rising above a

humble mediocrity, even at the date of its com-

position ; and Aldrich, whom Whately unfortunately regards as a

safe and learned guide, had himself written his book in ignorance

of Aristotle and of all the principal authors on the science,— an

ignorance manifested by the grossest errors in the most elementary

parts of the science. It is not, therefore, to be wondered at, that

the Elements of Whately, though the production of an able man,

are so far behind the advancement of the science of which they

treat ; that they are deformed with numerous and serious errors

;

and that the only recommendation they possess, is that of being the

best book on the subject in a language which has absolutely no

other deserving of notice !
^

I have now, therefore, to call your attention to Dr. Whately's

account of the object-matter and domain of
wiiateiy's view of Logic. "The treatise of Dr. Whately," says his

tlie object-matter and tt. t> « • i t •, , -r^ -rr. t o ,, t
domain of L "i t t

ice-1 iincipal and epitomator Dr. Hinds,- " dis-

ed and criucized. pl^vs, and it is the Only one that has clearly

done so, the true nature and use of Logic ; so

that it may be approached no longer as a dark, curious, and merely

1 See Dhcuisions, p. 128, second edition, 2 Introduction to Logic, Preface; p. riii. Ox-
foot-note, ford, 1827.— Ed.
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S23eciilative study, siicb as one is apt in fancy to class with astrologyj

and alchemy."

Let ns try whether this eulogy be as merited as it is unmeasured.

Now, Dr. Whately cannot truly be said clearly to display the na-

ture of Logic, because in different passages he
Whateij- proposes to proposes to it dififerent and contradictory ob-
ogic

1
eron an

jects I and he cannot be said to display the true
contradictory object- -J ^ 14
matter. nature of Logic, for of these different objects

there is not one which is the true.

In several passages,' he says that "the process or operation of

reasoning is alone the appropriate province of Logic." Now, this

statement is incorrect in two respects. In the first place, it is in-

correct, inasmuch as it limits the object-matter of Logic to that

part of the Discursive Faculty which is especially denominated

Reasoning. In this view Logic is made convertible with Syllogis-

tic. This is an old error, which has been frequently refuted, and

into which Whately seems to have been led by his guide Dr. Wallis.

In the second place, this statement is incorrect, inasmuch as it

makes the process, or, as he also calls it, the op-

The operation ofEea- eration, of reasoning the object-matter of Logic.

°.T^°^
e o jec - j^Qw a definition which merely aflirms that

matter of Logic, as ' •'

Whately affirms. Logic is the Science which has the process of

reasoning for its object, is not a definition of

this science at all ; it does not contain the differential quality by

which Logic is discriminated from other sciences; and it does not

prevent the most erroneous opinions (it even suggests them) from

being taken up in regard to its nature. Other sciences, as Psychol-

ogy and Metaphysic, propose for their object (among the other fac-

ulties) the operation of reasoning, but this considered in its real

nature : Logic, on the contrary, has the same for its object, but only

in its formal capacity; in fact, it has in propriety of speech nothing

to do with the process or operation, but is conversant only with its

laws. Dr. Whately's definition is therefore not only incompetent,

but delusive ; it would confound Logic and Psychology and Meta-

physic, and tend to perpetuate the misconceptions in regard to the

nature of Logic which have been so long prevalent in this country.

But Dr. Whately is not only wrong as meas-
Whately erroneous- , , /. . -»->*•

]y and contradictorily
"'''^^1 by a foreign Standard, he IS wrong as meas-

makes Language the ured by hls own ; he is himself contradictory,

adequate object-mat- Yoxi have just seen that, in some places, he
°^'°'

makes the operation of reasoning not only the

principal but the adequate object of Logic. Well, in others he

1 See pp. 1, 13, 140, third edition.
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makes this total or adequate object to be language. But as there

cannot be two adequate objects, and as language and the opera-

tion of reasoning are not the same, there is, therefore, a contradic-

tion. "In introducing," he says, "the mention of language previ-

ously to the definition of logic, I have departed from established

practice, in order that it may be clearly understood that logic is

entirely conversant about language ; a truth which most writers on

the subject, if indeed they were fully aware of it themselves, have

certainly not taken due care to impress on their readers."' And
again: "Logic is wholly concerned in the use of language."

-

In our last Lecture, I called your attention to the ambiguity of

the term Xdyos, in Greek, meaning ambiguously either thought or its

expression; and this ambiguity favored the rise of two counter-

opinions in regard to the object of logic ; for while it was generally

and correctly held to be immediately conversant about the internal

Xoyos, thought, some, however, on the contrary, maintained that it

was immediately conversant about the external k&yo'i, language.

Now, by some unaccountable illusion. Dr. Whately, in different

places, adopts these opposite opinions, and enunciates them without

a word of explanation, or without even a suspicion that they are

contradictory of each other.'

From what I have now said, you may, in some degree, be able to

judge how far credit is to be accorded to the

Tiie true nature of assertion, that Dr. Whately is the only logician
Logic more correctly

.^^j^^ g^er clearly displayed the true nature and
understood by the /• t • t ^ / ^ • .1 •

scholastic logicians
"^e of Logic. In fact, SO far is this assertion

than by Whately. from the truth, that the object-matter and scope

of Logic was far more correctly understood

even by the scholastic logicians than by Dr. Whately; and I may
caution you, by the way, that what you m.ay find stated in the Ele-

ments of the views of the schoolmen touching the nature and end
of Logic, is in general wrong; in particular, I may notice one
most erroneous allegation, that the schoolmen " attempted to employ
logic for the purpose of physical discovery."

But if, compared only with the older logicians, the assertion of
Dr. Hinds is found untenable, what will it be found, if we compare
Whately with the logicians of the Kantian and Leibnitiiin schools,

of whose writings neither the Archbishop nor his abbreviator seems
ever to have heard ? And here I may observe, that Great Britain is,

I believe, the only country of Europe in which books are written

by respectable authors upon sciences, of the progress of which, for

1 rage 6a, 2 Page 74. 3 Besides most vague. -Jo((ni^.
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above a century, they have never taken the trouble to inform

themselves.

The second question, to which in the Introduction to Logic an

answer is required, is,— What is the Value or
II. The Utility of ^t -v ^ i • • o -r. r.

j^p,,.^.
Utility of this science ? Before proceeding to

a special consideration of this question, it may
be proper to observe, in general, that the real utility of Logic has

been obscured and disparaged by the felse utilities which have too

frequently been arrogated to it; for when logic was found unable

to accomjjlish what its unwise encomiasts had promised, the recoil

was natural, and as it failed in performing everything, it was lightly

inferred that it could perform nothing. Both of these extremes are

equally erroneous. There is that which Logic can, and there is that

Avhich Logic cannot, perform ; and, therefore, before attempting to

show what it is that we ought to expect from the study of this

science, it will be projser to show what it is that we ought not. I

shall therefore, in the first place, consider its false utilities, and, in

the second, its true.

The attribution of every fiilse utility to Logic has arisen from er-

roneous opinions held in regard to the object of
utilities falsely at- , . „ , .

'
^ ,

tributed to Lo-ric.
^'^^ scicnce. bo long as it was supposed that

logic took any cognizance of the matter of

thought,— so long as it was not distinctly understood that the form

of thought was the exclusive object of this science, and so long as

it was not disencumbered of its extraneous lumber,— so long must
erroneous opinions have been prevalent as to the nature and com-

prehension of its end.

It was accordingly, in the first place, frequently supposed that

Lojfic was, in a certain sort, an instrument of

3very. The title of Or(/anon

bestowed on the collection we
possess of the logical treatises of Aristotle, contributed to this er-

ror. These treatises, as I observed, are but a few of the many writ-

ings of the Stagirite on Logic, and to him we owe neither the order

in which they stand arranged, nor the general name under which

they are now comprehended.' In later times, these treatises were

supposed to contain a complete system of Logic, and Logic was

viewed as the organ not only of Philosophy, but of the sciences in

general. Thus it was that Logic obtained not only the name of in-

strument, or instrumental iMlosophy, but many other liigh-sound-

1 See Braiulis ArhmrU-i, srhie nkrirlrmi.v/im Uft- Trendelenburg, Elcmenta Log. Aristot.,

Zeilgenossen unil niichsUii Nach/olgir, P. i. p. p. 38. — Ed.



As the corrector of

intellectual vices.

ing titles. It was long generally styled the Art of arts and ,Sci-

ence of sciences. " Logica," says Scotus, " est ars artium et scien-

tia scientianim, qua aperta, omnes aliie ajjeriuntur; et qua clausa,

omues aliie claucluntur; cum qua quaelibet, sine qua nulla."' In

modern times, we have systems of this science under the titles of

Via ad Yeritatem ^— Cynosura Yeritatis ^— Caput et Apex Philos-

ophice*— Heuristica, sive Introductio ad Artem Inveniendi,^ etc.

But it was not only viewed as an instrument of discovery, it was

likewise held to be the infallible corrector of our

intellectual vices, the invigorator of our intel-

lectual imbecility. Hence some entitled their

Logics, The Ifedicitie of the 3Iind,^ TJie Art of Thinking,^ The

Lighthouse of the Intellect^ The Science teaching the Et^ht Use

of Reason^ etc., etc. Now, in all this there is a mixture of truth

and error. To a certain extent, aud in certain points of view, Logic

is the organ of philosophy, the criterion of truth, and the corrector

of error, and in others it is not.

In reference to the dispute, whether logic may with propriety be

called the instrument, the organon of the other
In what respect Logic

sciences, the question may be at once solved by
is an instrument ofthe i- ^- ^- r\ i x i t ^i

g^i^^^^g
a distmction. One science may be styled the

instrument of another, either in a material or in

a formal point of view. In the former point of view, one science is

the organ of another when one science determines for another its

contents or objects; Thus Mathematics may be called the material

instrument of the various branches of physical science ; Philology—
or study of the languages, Latin, Greek, Hebrew, Chaldce, etc.,

with a knowledge of their relative history— constitutes a material

instrument to Christian Theology; aud the jurist, in like manner,

finds a material instrument in a knowledge of the history of the

country whose laws he expounds.'" Thus, also, Physiology, in a

1 Mauritii Expositio QueBstionum Doctoris S Gunner, Ars Heuristica InttUcctualis, Lip-

Svblilis in quinqiu Universalia Porphyrii, Quaest. siae, 1756. Trattato di Messer Sebastiano Erizzo,

i. {Scoti Opera, Lugd. 1639, torn. i. p. 434.) delP Instrumento et Via Inventrice de gUantichi

Mauritius refers to St. Augustin as his author- netle scientie, Venice, 1554.— Ed.

ity for the above quotation. It slightly re- 6 Tschirnhausen, Medicina Mentis, sive Artis

sembles a passage in the De Ordine, 1. ii. C. 13. Inveniendi Pracepta Generalia, Amst. 16S7.

— Ed. Lange, Medicina Mentis, Halae, 1703. — Ed.
2 Gundling, Via ad Veritatem Moralem, Ila- ^ L'Art de Penser, commonly known as the

la, 1713. Daries, Via ad Veritatem, Jenae, Port Royal Logic. Several other works have

1764 (2d edit). —Ed. appeared under the same title.— Ed.
3 P. Laurembergius, Cynosura Bona Mentis 8 Grosserus, Pharus intelleetus, sive Logica

s. Logiea Uostoch, less. 'R. Loenus, Cynosura JHsclha, Lips., 1697.— Ed.
Rationis, Arnhem, 1667.— Ed. 9 Wafts, Logic, or the Right Use oj Reason.—

i See Krug, Logik, § 9, p. 23, from whom Ed.
several of the above deflnitious were probably
taken. — Ed.



material point of view, is the organon of medicine ; Aristotle has

indeed well said, that medicine begins where the philosophy of

nature leaves off.^ lu the latter point of view, one science is the

organon of another, when one science determines the scientific

form of another. Now, as it is generally admitted that Logic

stands in this relation to the other sciences, as it appertains to

Logic to consider the general doctrine of Method and of sys-

tematic construction, in this respect Logic may be properly

allowed to be to the sciences an instrument, but only a formal

instrument."

In regard to the other titles of honor, Logic cannot with pro-

priety be denominated a [Heuretic or] Art
Logic not properly ^^ Discoverv. " For discovery or invention is

an art of discovery.
, , , ,

,"^
. . ,

not to be taught by rules, but is either the

free act of an original genius, or the consequence of a lucky acci-

dent, which either conducts the finder to something unknown, or

gives him the impulse to seek it out. Logic can at best only analyt-

ically teach how to discover, that is, by the development and dis-

memberment of what is already discovered. By this process there

is nothing new evolved, and our knowledge is not amplified ; all

that is accomplished is a clearer and distincter comprehension of

the old ; our knowledge is purified and systematized." ^ It is

Avell observed by Antonius, in Cicero : " Nullum est pr£Bceptum

in hac arte quomodo verum inveniatur, sed tantum est, quomodo
judicetur."'' Logic is thus not creative; it is only plastic, only

formative, in relation to our knowledge.

Again: "Logic cannot with propriety be styled the medicine of

the mind, at least without some qualifying ad-
in what sense Logic

jgctive, to show that the Only remedy it can
can be styled the med- "' , . ^ „ , , .,

''
^ '. ,

icine of the mind ^PP'y ^® to our lormal errors, while our material

errors lie beyond its reach. This is evident.

Logic is the science of the formal laws of thought. But we cannot,

in limiting our consideration to the laws of formal thinking, investi-

gate the contents,— the matter of our thought. Logic can, there-

fore, only propose to purge the understanding of those errors which

lie in the confusion and perplexities of an inconsequent thinking.

This, however, it must be confessed, is no radical cure, but merely a

purification of the understanding. In this respect, however, and to

this extent, Logic may justly pretend to be the medicine of the

1 Be Semu et SetisUi, c. i. 3 Krug, Logik, 5 9, p. 24. —Ed. Cf. [Eich.

2 Krug. Logik, s 9, p. 23: Cf. Plainer, Philo- ter, Logik, p. 83 et seq.]

sophische Aphorismen, Ft. i. p. 23, ed. 1793.—Ed. 4 Di Oralore, ii. 38. — Ed.
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mind, and may therefore, in a formal relation, be styled, as by some
logicians it has in foot been, Catharticon intellectus.

"By these observations the value of Logic is not depreciated;

they only prepare us to form an estimate of its real amount. Pre-

cisely, in fact, as too much was promised and expected from this

study, did it lose in credit and esteem." ^

1 Krug, Logilc, 5 9, pp. 2t-6. — Ed. Cf. [Kichter, Logik, p. 85.]



LECTURE III.

INTRODUCTION.

LOGIC — n. ITS UTILITY— III. ITS DIVISIONS— SUBJECTIVE
AND OBJECTIVE — GENERj\X AND SPECLVL.

The last Lecture was occupied with tlie consideration of the

latter ijart of the introductory question,—What
Recapitulation. t ^ i-,, „„

IS Logic ? and with that of the first part of the

second,— What is its Utility? In the Lecture preceding the last,

I had given the definition of Logic, as the science of the laws of

thought as thought, and, taking the several parts of this definition,

had articulately explained, 1°, What was the meaning and history

of the word Logic ; 2°, What was the import of the term science,

the genus of Logic ; and, 3°, What was signified by laws of thought

as thought, the object-matter of Logic. This last I had considered

under three heads, explaining, 1°, What is meant by thought ; 2°,

What is meant by thought as thought ; and, 3°, What is meant by

laws of thought as thought. It was under the last of these heads

that the last Lecture commenced. I had, in the preceding, shown

that the fonn of thought comprises two kinds of phsenomena, given

always in conjunction, but that we are able by abstraction and

analysis to discriminate them from each other. The one of. these

classes comprehends what is contingent, the other what is necessary,

in the manifestations of thought. The necessary element is the

peculiar and exclusive object of Logic; whereas the phsenomena of

thought and of mind in general are indiscriminately proposed to

Psychology. Logic, therefore, I said, is distinguished from the

other philosophical sciences by its definition, as the science of the

necessary form of thought. This, however, though a full and filial

definition, is capable of a still more explicit enunciation; and I

showed how we are entitled to convert the term necessary into the

term laws; and, in doing so, I took the opportunity of explaining

how, the necessity of a mental element being given, there is also

implicitly given the four conditions, 1°, That it is subjective; 2°,

That it is original; 3°, That it is universal ; and, 4°, That it is a

law. The full and explicit definition of Logic, therefore, is,— the
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science of the Laws of Thought as Thought ; or, the science of the

Laws of the Form of Thought ; or, the science of the Formal Laws

of Thought ;— these being only three various expressions of what

is really the same.

Loc^ic being thus defined, I gave a brief and general retrospect

of the history of opinion in regard to the proper object and domain

of Locric, and showed how, though most logicians had taken, specu-

lativeTy and in general, a very correct view of the nature of their

science they had not carried this view out into application, by

excluding from the sphere of Pure and Abstract Logic all not

strictly relative to the form of thought, but had allowed many

doctrines relative merely to the matter of thought to comphcate

and to deform the science.

I then called attention to the opinions of the author whom 1

recommeud to your attention, and showed that Dr. Whately, m his

statements relative to the object-matter of Logic, is vague and

obscure, erroneous and self-contradictory; and that so far from

being entitled to the praise of having been the only logician who

has clearly displayed the true nature of the science, on the contrary,

in the exposition of this nature, he is far inferior, not only in per-

spicuity and precision, but in truth, to the logicians of almost every

age and country except our own.

''And here, taking a view of what we have already established,

I would interpolate some observations which I

Observations inter- ought in my last Lecture to have made, before

posed relative to tiie
jg^ving the consideration of the first question,

'^"Itc'"'"^^'''''
'' _viz.,°What is Logic? Logic, we have seen, is

°°'°

exclusively conversant about thought,— about

thought considered strictly as the operation of Comparison, or the

faculty of Relations ; and thought, in this restricted signification, is

the cognition of any mental object by another in which it is consid-

ered as included;— in other words, thought is the knowledge of

things under conceptions. By the way, I would

The terms Conception
-^^^^.^ pause to make an observation upon the

,nd concep,.
^^^^^ conce2nion, and to prepare you for the em-

ployment of a term which I mean hereafter to adopt. You are

aware, from what I have already said, that I do not use conception

in the signification in which it is applied by Mr. Stewart. He

usurps it in a very limited meaning, in a meaning which is peculiar

tohimself,— viz., forthe simple and unmodified representation of

an object presented in Perception.^ Reid, again, vacillates in tho

signification he attaches to this term,— using it sometimes as a

1 See Lectures on Sletapliysics, lect. xxxjii. p. 152. —Ed.
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synonym for Imagination, sometimes as comprehending not only

Imagination, but Understanding and the object of Understanding.'

It is in the latter relation alone that I ever em-
ut orsemp oymen ,

j ^^^^ ^^-^^ j^ j^.^ con-ect and genuine signi-
of these terms.

.

^
fication, whether we regard the derivation of

the word, or its general use by philosophers. Conception, in English,

is equivalent to conceptio and conceptus in Latin ; and these terms,

by the best philosophers, and the most extensive schools, have been

employed as synonymous for notion (iiotio), the act or object of the

Understanding Proper, or Faculty of Relations. So for, therefore,

you are sufficiently prepared not to attribute to the word co7ice2)tion,

when you hear it from me, the meaning which it bears in the philo-

sophical writings with which you are most likely to be familiar.

What is the precise meaning of the term will be soon fully ex-

plained in its proper place, when we commence the treatment of

Logic itself. But what I principally pause at present to say is—
that, for the sake of perspicuity, I think it necessary, in reference to

this word, to make the following distinction. The term conception,

like perception, imagination, etc., means two things, or rather the

same thing in two different relations,— relations, however, which it

is of great importance to distinguish, and to mark the distinction

by the employment of distinct words. Conception means both the

act of conceiving, and the object conceived; as perception, both the

act of perceiving, and the thing perceived; imagination, both the

act of imagining, and what is imagined. Now, this is a source of

great vagueness in our philosophical discussions: have we no means
of avoiding this inconvenience ? I think we have ; and that, too,

without committing any violence upon language. I would propose

the following distinction : For the act of conceiving, the term con-

ception should be employed, and that exclusively ; while for the

object of conception, or that which is conceived, the term conce2')t

should be used.^ Concept is the English of the Latin concejytiun,—
id quod conceptum est,—rand had it no vested right as an actual

denizen of the language, it has good warrant for its naturalization.

There are a thousand words in English formed on precisely the

same analogy, as precept, digest, etc., etc. But we have no occasion

to appeal to analogy. The term concept was in common use among
the older philosophical writers in English,' though, like many other

valuable expressions of these authors, it has been overlooked by our

1 See Lerttires on Mataphijsics^ led. xxxiii. p. intellif^endi." See Occam, In Sent.^ I. i. d. 2,

452. — Ed. qu. 8; and Biel, 1. i. d. 3, q. 5 ]

2 See liiel, [ In Seni., 1. i. dist. 2. qu. 8 ; 1. ii. 3 See Zachaiy Coke, Art of Logick. London
dist. 2, qu. 2 By Occam and most others, 1634, pp. 11, 101, et alibi; Gideon Harvey,

conctptus is used as " id quod termiuat actum Ardielogia F/iUosopfiica Nova, or New Principlis
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Englisli lexicograpTiers. I may add, tliat nearly the same fortune

has befallen the term in French, Concept was in ordinary use by

the old French philosojjhers, but had latterly waxed obsolete. It

hag, however, I see, been reinstated in its rights since the reawaken-

ing of philosophy in France ; and, in particular, it is now employed

in that language in translating from the German the term Begriff.

I shall, therefore, make no scruple in using the expression concept

for the object of conception, and conc€p>tion I shall exclusively em-

ploy to designate the act of conceiving. Whether it might not, in

like manner, be proper to introduce the term percept for the object

of perception, I shall not at present inquire.

But to return froni this digression. Logic, we have seen, is ex-

clusively conversant about thought strictly so

Analogy between denominated, and thought projoer, we have seen,

Logic and Mathemat-
jg ^he cognition of One object of thought by an-

other, in or under which it is mentally included
;

— in other words, thought is the knowledge of a thing through a

concept or general notion, or of one notion through another. In

thought, all that we think about is considered either as somvething

containing, or as something contained;— in other words, every pro-

cess of thought is only a cognition of the necessary relations of our

concepts. This being the case, it need not move our wonder that

Logic, within its proper sphere, is of such irrefragable certainty,

that, in the midst of all the revolutions of philosophical doctrines,

it has stood not only uushattered but unshaken. In this respect,

Logic and Mathematics stand alone among the sciences, and their

peculiar certainty flows from the same source. Both are conversant

about the relations of certain a priori forms of intelligence:—
Mathematics about the necessary forms of Imagination; Logic about

the necessary forms of Understanding; Mathematics about the re-

lations of our representations of objects, as out of each other in

space and time ; Logic about the relations of our concepts of ob-

jects, as in or iinder each other, that is, as, in diflerent relations,

respectively containing and contained. Both are thus demonstra-

tive or absolutely certain sciences only as each develops what is

given— what is given as necessary, in the mind itself The laws

of Logic are grounded on the mere possibility of a knowledge

through the concepts of the Understanding, and through these we
know only by comprehending the many under the one. Concern-

ing the nature of the objects delivered by the Subsidiary Faculties

of Pkilo^ophy . Lend 16'j3, P. i., b. ii., c. 4, p. Baynes, AV«' Analytic of Logical Forms, pp. 5,

22. For several authorities for (lie use of tills 6, note. —Ed.
term among the older Euglisli logicians, see
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to' tbe Elaborative, Logic pronounces nothing, but restricts its con-

sideration to the laws according to which their agreement or disa-

greement is affirmed."

It is of itself manifest that every science must obey the laws of

Logic. If it does not, such pretended science
Logic is the negative

j^ ^^^^ founded On reflection, and is only an irra-
condition of trutli.

. , , -, «,,.,. , .

tional absurdity. All mference, evolution, con-

catenation, is conducted on logical principles— principles which

are ever valid, ever imperative, ever the same. But an extension

of any science through Logic is absolutely impossible ; for by con-

forming to logical canons we acquire no knowledge— receive noth-

ing new, but are only enabled to render what is already obtained

more intelligible, by analysis and arrangement. Logic is only the

negative condition of truth.^ To attempt by a mere logical knowl-

edge to amplify a science, is an absurdity as great as if we should

attempt by a knowledge of the grammatical laws of a language to

discover what was written in this language, without a perusal of the

several writings themselves. But though Logic cannot extend,

cannot amplify a science by the discovery of new facts, it is not to

be supposed that it does not contribute to the progress of science.

The progress of the sciences consists not merely in the accumulation

of new matter, but likewise in the detection of the relations subsist-

ing among the materials accumulated ; and the reflective abstraction

by which this is effected, must not only follow the laws of Logic,

but is most powerfully cultivated by the habits of logical study.

In these intercalary observations I have, however, insensibly en-

croached upon the second question,—W hat is the Utility of Logic ?

On this question I now dictate the following paragraph :

^ IV. As the rules of Logic do not regard the matter but

only the form of thought, the Utility of

Par. IV. utuity of Loglc must, in like manner, be viewed as

limited to its influence on our manner of

thinking, and not sought for in any effect it can exert upon

what we think about. It is, therefore, in the first place, not to

be considered useful as a Material Instrument, that is, as a mean
of extending our knowledge by the discovery of new truths

;

but merely as a Formal Instrument, that is, as a mean by which

knowledge, already acquired, may be methodized into the form

accommodated to the conditions of our understanding. In the

second place, it is not to be regarded as a Medicine of the mind

1 Cf. Bachmann, Lor/ik, Einleitung, § 20. 2 [Ancillon, Essais Philosophiques, t. ii. p.

Edit. 1828.— Ed. 29L]
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to the extent of remedying the various errors which originate

in the nature of the objects of our knowledge, but merely to

the extent of purging the mind of those errors which arise

fi-om inconsequence and confusion in thinking.'

Logic, however, is still of eminent utility, not only as presenting

to us°the most interesting object of contemplation in the mechanism

of human thought, but as teaching how, in many relations, to dis-

criminate truth from error, and how to methodize our knowledge

into system ; while, at the same time, in turning the mind upon

itself, it affords to our higher faculties one of their most invigorating

exercises. Another utility is, that Logic alone affords us the means

requisite to accomplish a rational criticism, and to communicate its

results.

What is now summarily stated in the preceding paragraph, I

illustrated, in my last Lecture, in detail,— in so fxr as it was requis-

ite to disencumber the real value of our science from those false

utilities which, in place of enhancing its worth in the opinion of

the world, have, in foot, mainly contributed to reduce the common

estimate of its importance far beneath the truth. I now proceed

to terminate what I have to say under this head by a few words, in

exposition of what renders the cultivation of Logic— of genuine

logic— one of the most important and profitable of our studies.

"Admitting, therefore, that this science teaches nothing new,—

that it neither extends the boundaries of knowl-

Logic gives us, to a q(\oq^ nor unfolds the mysteries which lie beyond

LtoTer'ouTtbouTws'
the" compass of the reflective intellect, - and

that it only investigates the immutable laws to

which the mind in thinking is subjected, still, inasmuch as it devel-

ops the application of these laws, it bestows on us, to a certain ex-

tent, a dominion over our thoughts themselves. And is it nothing

to watch the secret workshop in which nature fabricates cognitions

and thoughts, and to penetrate into the sanctuary of self-conscious-

ness, to the end that, having learnt to know ourselves, we may be

qualified rightly to understand all else ? Is it nothing to seize the

helm of thought, and to be able to turn it at our will ? For, through

a research into the laws of thinking. Logic gives us, in a certain

sort, a possession of the thoughts themselves. It is true, indeed,

that the mind of man is, like the universe of matter, governed by

eternal laws, and follows, even without consciousness, the invari-

able canons of its nature. But to know and understand itself, and

1 Cf. Krug, Logik, i 9.— Ep.

5
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out of the boundless chaos of phaenomena presented to the senses

to form concepts, through concepts to reduce that chaos to harmony
and arrangement, and thus to establish the dominion of intelligence

over the universe of existence,— it is this alone which constitutes

man's grand and distinctive preeminence." "Man," says the great

Pascal, " is but a reed,— the very frailest in nature ; but he is a reed

that thinks. It needs not that the whole universe should arm to

crush liim. He dies from an exhalation, from a drop of water. But
should the universe conspire to crush him, man would still be nobler

than that by which he fills ; for he knows that he dies; and of the

victory whicli the universe has over him, the universe knows noth-

ing. Thus our whole dignity consists in thought Let

us labor, then, to think aright ; this is the foundation of morality." ^

In the world of sense, illusive appearances hover around us like

evil spirits; unreal dreams mingle themselves
Supplies in part the ^j^j^ ^.g^jj knowledge ; the accustomed assumes

criterion of truth from
, , „ . -, , . .

^,.j(,j
the character of certauity ; ancl the associations

of thought arc mistaken for the connections of

existence. We thus require a criterion to discriminate truth from

error ; and this criterion is, in part at least, supplied to us by Logic.

Logic teaches us to analyze the concrete masses of our knowledge

into its elements, and thus gives us a clear and distinct apprehension

of its parts, it teaches us to think consistently and with method, and

it teaches us how to build up our accumulated knowledge into a firm

and harmonious edifice.^ " The study of logic is as necessary for

correct thinking, as the study of grammar is for correct speaking

;

wei'e it not otherwise and in itself an interesting study to inves-

tigate the mechanism of the human intellect in the marvellous

processes of thought. They, at least, who are familiar with this

mechanism, are less exposed to the covert fallacies which so easily

deluile those unaccustomed to an analysis of these processes."^

But it is not only by affording knowledge and skill that Logic is

thus useful ; it is perhaps equally conducive to
nvigoiaes e n-

the Same end by bestowing power. The retor-
derstandiDg. •' ^ ^

sion of thought upon itself— the thinking of

thought— is a vigorous effort, and, consequently, an invigorating

exercise of the Understanding ; and as the understanding is the in-

strument of all scientific, of all philosophical, speculation. Logic, by

preeminently cultivating the understanding, in this respect likewise

1 [Bemriah Kichter], [iiba den Gegenstand Faiigere.) Compare Dismssiona, p. 311.—
ttnd den Vm/ang der Logik^ pp. 3, 4, Leipsic, Ed.

1825. — Ed.)

2 Pensees, P. i. art. iv. { 6, (vol. ii. p. S4. ed.
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vindicates its ancient title to be viewed as tlie best preparatory dis-

cipline for Philosophy and the sciences at lai'ge.

There is, however, one utilitj- wliich, though of a subordinate

kind, I must not omit, though I do not remember to have seen it in-

sisted on by any logical writer. In reference to this, I give you the

following paragraph

:

II T. But Logic is further useful as affording a Nomenclature

of the laws by which legitimate thinkinaf
Par. V. mUity of . ,•',„, °. , . „ ,

Logic, - as affording IS goveiTied, and of the violation ot these
a scientific oomenoia- i^^g^ through which thought bccomes vicious
tare. '

nor null.

niustraUon. It is said, in Hudibras,^

—

" That all a Rhetorician's rules

Serve only but to name liis tools;

"

and it may be safely confessed that this is one of the principal utili-

ties of Rhetoric. A mere knowledge of the rules of Rhetoric can

no more enable us to compose well, than a mere knowledge of the

rules of Logic can enable us to think well. There is required from

nature, in both, the facultj'' ; but this faculty must, in both depart-

• ments, be cultivated by an assiduous and also a well-directed exer-

cise; that is, in the one, the powers of Comparison must be ex-

ercised according to the rules of a sound Rhetoric, in the other,

according to the rules of a sound Logic. In so far, therefore, the

utility of either science is something more than a mere naming of

their tools. But the naming of their tools,
Importance of a sci-

^^ ]^ j^ ijggif ^f ^(^1^ ^,,^l^g js valuable as the
entific rtomenclature. ^

condition of an important function, which, with-

out this, could not be performed. Words do not give thoughts ; but

without words, thoughts could not be fixed, limited, and expressed.

They are, therefore, in general, the essential condition of all think-

ing, worthy of the name. Now, what is true of human thought in

general, is true of Logic and Rhetoric in particular. The nomencla-

ture in these sciences is the nomenclature of certain general analy-

ses and distinctions, which express to the initiated, in a single word,

what the uninitiated could (supposing— what is not probable—

•

that he could perform the relative processes) neither understand nor

express without a tedious and vague jjeriphrasis ; while, in his hands,

it would assume only the appearance of a particular observation, in-

stead of a particular instance of a general and acknowledged rule.

To take a very simple example : there is in Logic a certain sophism.
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or act of illegal iuterference, by which two things are, perhaps in a

very concealed and circuitous manner, made to
Example. . i , ^wt i • -t

prove each other. Now, the man unacquamted

with Logic may perhaps detect and be convinced of the fallacy

;

but how will he expose it? He must enter upon a long state-

ment and explanation, and after much labor to himself and others,

he probably does not make his objection clear and demonstrative

after all. But between those acquainted with Logic, the whole

matter would be settled in two words. It would be enough to say

and show that the inference in question involved a circulus in con-

dicdendo, and the refutation is at once undei-stood and admitted. It

is in like manner that one lawyer will express to another the ratio

decidendi of a case in a single technical expression ; while their

clients will only perplex themselves and others in their attempts to

set forth the merits of their cause. Now, if Logic did nothing more

than establish a certain number of decided and decisive rules in

reasoning, and afford us brief and precise expressions by which

to bring particular cases under these general rules, it would confer

on all who in any way employ their intellect— that is, on the culti-

vators of every human scienee— the most important obligation.

For it is only in the possession of such established rules, and of such

a technical nomenclature, that we can accomplish, with focility, ancl

to an adequate extent, a criticism of any work of reasoning. Logi-

cal language is thus, to the general reasoner, what the notation of

Arithmetic, and still more of Algebra, is to the mathematician.

Both enable us to comprehend and express, in a few significant sym-

bols, what would otherwise overpower us by their complexity ; and

thus it is that nothing would contribute more to facilitate and ex-

tend the faculty of reasoning, than a general acquaintance with the

rules and language of Logic,— an advantage extending indeed to

every department of knowledge, but more especially of importance

to those professions which are occupied in inference, and conversant

with abstract matter, such as Theology and Law.

I now proceed to the third of the preliminary questions— viz.,

IIow is Logic divided ? Now, it is manifest that
III. Divisions of

^j^.^ question may be viewed in two relations

;

for, in asking how is Logic divided, we either

mean how many kinds are there of Logic, or into how many con-

stituent parts is it distributed ? ^ We may consider Logic either as

a universal, or as an integrate, whole.

1 Division of Logic into Natural and Artificial, inept.

" He hits each point witli native force cf mind,

Wliilst puzzled Logic struggles fur beliind."

Cf. Krug, ioffit, p. 29. Troxler, Logik, i. 48.
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It is necessary to considei- the former question first ; for, before

proceeding to show what are the parts of which

Lo^ic
^ ^^"^ " ^ logic is made up, it is requisite previously to

determine what the logic is of which these parts

are the components. Under the former head, I therefore give you
the following

:

H TI. Logic, considered as a Genus or Class, may, in differ-

^-lations, be divided into difterent Spe-

And, in the first place, considered by
relation to the mind or thinking subject,

'^°"'°'
Logic is divided into Objective and Subjec-

tive, or, in the language of some older authors, into Logica

systematica and Logica hahitualis}

By Objective or Systematic Logic is meant that complement of

^ ,. .
doctrines of which the science of Logic is made

Explication.
c. i • . tt i • , -r

up; by subjective or Habitual Logic is meant
the speculative knowledge of these doctrines which any individual,

(as Socrates, Plato, Aristotle) may possess, and the practical dex-

terity with which he is able to apply them.

Now, it is evident that both these Logics, or, rather. Logic con-

sidered in this twofold relation, ought to be pro-
Both niese Logics posed to himself by an academical instructor.

o^'^il^ r ^
^ P''<'P°='' -^g n;^uj5+ therefore, neglect neither. Logjic con-

as the eud of logical ' ' o o

instiuction. sidered as a system of rules, is only valuable as

a mean towards logic considered as a habit of

the mind ; and, therefore, a logical instructor ought not to think

that he fulfils his duty— that he accomplishes all that he is called

on to perform— if he limit himself to the mere enouncement of a

code of doctrine, leaving his pupils to turn his instructions to their

own account as best they may. On the contrary, he is bound to rec-

ollect that he should be something more than a book ; that he ought

not only himself to deliver the one Logic, but to take care that his

pupils acquire the other. The former, indeed, he must do as a con-

dition of the latter ; but if be considers the systematic logic which

he pronounces, as of any value, except in so far as his pupils convert

it into an linbitual logic, he understands nothing of the character of

the function which he attempts to perform. It is, therefore, incum-

1 See Timpler, p. 877; Tossius, p. 217; Ta- various divisions of Logic, see Timpler, Lngi-

Cius. [LogictF Si/sleyna, aulhore M. Clemente cm Syslcma, I. i. c. 1, q. 13—20, p. 40—56,
Timplero, Hanovis, 1612. Vossius, De Natura Gisbert ab Isendooni, Effma Philosophka,

Artium, 1. iv. Sive de Logica, c. ix. Pacius, In [Cent. i. 5 51—63, p. 95 el seq., ed. Daventriae

Porphyriilsagogtn, p. 2, ed.Fiaacof,imi. On 1613. — Ed.]
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bent on an academical instructor, to do -what in him lies to induce

his pupils, by logical exercise, to digest what is presented to them

as an objective system into a subjective habit. Logic, therefore, in

both these relations belongs to us, and neither can be neglected

"without compromising the utility of a course like the present.

H VII. In the second place, by relation to its application or

non-application to objects. Logic is divided
Par VII Logio by

Abstract or General, and into Concrete
relation to objects, is '

Abstract or General. Or Special. The fomicr of these is called,
and Concrete or Spe-

^^ ^^^ q^.^^^ Aristotelians, SiaXcKTtKr/ X^P'S

Trpayndrmv, and, by the Arabian and Latin

schoolmen, Zogica docens; while the latter is denominated, by

the Greeks, SiaXeKTix^ Iv ^^aei Koi yvjxvaa-ia. irpayixdrtiiv ; by the

Arabians and Latins, Logica utens.

Abstract Logic considers the laws of thought as potentially appli-

cable to the objects of all arts and sciences, but
p ica ion.

^^ ^^^ actually applied to those of any ; Con-

crete Logic considers these laws in their actual and immediate appli-

cation to the object-matter of this or that particular science. The

former of these is one, and alone belongs to philosophy, whereas

the latter is as multiform as the arts and sciences to which it is

relative.'

This division of Logic does not remount to Aristotle, but it is

found in his most ancient commentator, Alexan-
This division of Logic jgj. ^j^g Aphrodisian, and, after him, in most of
remounts to Alcxan- , , \^ , t . . .

,

i -ti

dertue Aphrodisian. the Other Greek Logicians. Alexander illus-

trates the opposition of the logic divorced from

things (x«pis irpayiJi.o.Tm',— rebus avulsa), to the logic applied to

things {iv )(prj(J€i KcA yu/xvacrta irpayfidrav,— rebus ajjiplicata), by a

simile. "The former, he says, "may be resembled to a geometrical

figure, say a triangle, when considered abstractly and in itself;

whereas the latter may be resembled to the same triangle, as con-

cretely existing in this or that particular matter : for a triangle con-

sidered in itself is ever one and the same; but viewed in relation to

its matter, it varies according to the variety of that matter ; for it

is different as it is of silver, gold, lead— as it is of wood, of stone,

etc.- Tlie same holds good of Logic. General or Abstract Logic

1 SceKrug, p. 27 [Logik, § 10, Anm. — Ed.] gmiim, p. 2.3. q. v. } 2. "Alexander Aplii

2 [Isendoorn, Effata, Cent. i. 65; Crellius, disiensis Logicam illam abjunctam siinili

Isagoge Logira, p. 12.] The illustration is esse ait figura; geometrica;, utpote triangu

fully giyen by Balforeus, Comnuatarms in Or- dumiu se et per se speotatur; Logicam ve
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is always one and the same; but as ajiplicd to this or to that object

of Consideration, it appears multiform." So tar Alexander. This

appearance of multiformity I may, however, add, is not real ; for

the mind has truly only one mode of thinking, one mode of reason-

ing, one mode of conducting itself in the investigation of truth,

whatever may be the object on which it exercises itself Logic

may therefore be again well compared to the
Illustrated by com-

authority of an Universal empire— of an em-
parisOQS.

,
"^

,
^

pire governing the world by common laws. In

such a dominion there are many provinces, various regions, and dif-

ferent prsefeetures. There is one pr?efect in Asia, another in Europe,

a third in Africa, and each is decorated by different titles ; but each

governs and is governed by the common laws of the empire con-

fided to his administration. The nature of General Logic may
likewise be illustrated by another comparison. The Thames, for

instance in passing London, is a single river,— is one water,—but is

there applied to many and diiferent uses. It is employed for diink-

ing, for cooking, for brewing, for washing, for irrigation, for naviga-

tion, etc. In Uke manner, Logic in itself is one : as a science or

an art, it is single ; but, in its applications, it is of various and multi-

form use in the various branches of knowledge, conversant be it with

necessary, or be it with contingent matter. Or further, to take the

example of a cognate science, if any one were to lay down diflerent

grammars of a tongue, as that may be applied to the different pur-

poses of life, he would be justly derided by all grammarians^ indeed

by all men ; for who is there so ignorant as not to know that there

is but one grammar of the same language in all its various applica-

tions ?
1

Thus, likewise, there is only one inethod of reasoning, which all

the sciences indifferently employ ; and although men are severally

occupied in different pursuits, and although one is, therefore, entitled

a Theologian, another a Jurist, a third a Physician, and so on, each

cum rebus coDjuuctam similem eidem tri- 1 See Kami Sch., p. 350, [P. Rami Srho'.m in

angulo huic aut illi materte impresso. Nam Liberales Artes, BasiIeK, 1578. " Unus est Lu-
trianguli in se una est et eadem ratio; at pro tetiae Sequana, ad multos tamen usus et varioa

varielate materije varia. Aliud euim est ar- accommodatus, lavaudum, aquandum, vehen-

genteum, aliud aureum, aliud ligneum, lapi- dum, irrigaudum, coquendum: eic una est

deum, aut plumbeum." The passage referred Logica, varii et multiplicis usus, in proposi-

to is probably one in the Commentary on the tioue necessaria, probabili, captiosa; ars ta-

Prior Analytics, p. 2, ed. Aid. The distinction men una. Si Grammaticas tres aliquis inep-

itself, though not the illustration, is given tus nobis instituat, unam civilem, alteram
more exactly in the language of the text by agrestera, tertiam de vitis amborum, mcrito
some of the later commentators. See the In- rideatur a Grammaticis omnibus, qui unam
troductions of Ammonius to the Categories, Grammaticam uoruut omnium ejusdcm lin-

and of Philoponus to the Prior Analytics.— gua homiuum communem."— Ed.]

Ed.]
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employs the same processes, and is governed by the same laws, of

thought. Logic itself is, therefore, widely differ-

Generai Logic is ent from the use— the application of Logic.
alone one; Special For Logic is astricted to HO determinate matter,
Logic IS manifold, and . ,,,.,,.
part of the science in ""* ^^^ extended to all that IS the object of reason

whicii it is applied. and intelligence. The use of Logic, on the con-

trary, although potentially applicable to ev-

ery matter, is always actually manifested by special reference to

some one. In point of foct, Logic, in its particular applications, no

longer remains logic, but becomes part and parcel of the art or sci-

ence in which it is applied. Thus Logic, applied to the objects of

geometry, is nothing else than Geometry ; Logic, applied to the

objects of physics, nothing else than Natural Philosophy. Wc have,

indeed, certain treatises of Logic in reference to diiferent sciences,

which may be viewed as something more than these sciences them-

selves. For example : we have treatises on Legal Logic, etc ; but

such treatises are only introductions— only methodologies of the

art or science to which they relate. For such special logics only

exhibit the mode in which a determinate matter or object of sci-

ence, the knowledge of which is presupposed, must be treated, the

conditions which regulate the certainty of inferences in that mat-

ter, and the methods by which our knowledge of it may be con-

structed into a scientific whole. Special Logic is thus not a sin-

gle discipline, not the science of the universal laws of thought, but

a congeries of disciplines, as numerous as there arq special sciences

in whicli it may be applied. Abstract or General Logic, on the con-

trary, in virtue of its universal character, can only and alone be

one; and can exclusively pretend to the dignity of an independent

science. This, therefore, likewise exclusively concerns us.



LECTUEE IV.

DCTRODUCTION.

LOGIC— III. ITS DIVISIOXS—PURE AST) IIODIFIED.

Is my last Lecture, after terminating the consideration of the seo

ond introductory question, touching the Utilities of Logic, I jwo-

ceeded to the third introductory question,

—

ecapiuaion.
What are the Divisions of Logic? and stated

to you the two most general classifications of this science. Of

these, the first is the division of Logic into Objective and Subjec-

tive, or Systematic and Habitual; the second is its division into

General and Special, or Abstract and Concrete.

To speak only of the latter. Abstract or General Logic is logic

viewed as treating of the formal laws of thought, without respect

to any particular matter. Concrete or Special Logic is logic viewed

as treating of these laws in relation to a certain matter, and in sub-

ordination to the end of some determinate science. The former of

these is one, and belongs alone to philosophy, that is, to the science

of the universal principles of knowledge; the latter is as manifold

as the sciences to which it is subservient, and of which it, in fact,

constitutes a part,— viz., their Methodology. This division of

logic is given, but in difierent terms, by the Greek Aristotelians and

by the Latin schoolmen. The Greek division does not remount to

Aristotle, but it is found in his earliest expositor, Alexander of

Aphrodisias, and he was probably not the first by whom it was

enounced. It is into SioXeKTiK^ X'^f'^ irpayixaToiv, Logica rebus avulsa,

that is, Logic merely formal. Logic apart from things; in other

words, abstract from all particular matter ; and StaXeKTiK?; iv XPV"'^'-

Kol yu/Avao-ia TrpayfjiaTwv, Logica rebus applicata, that is. Logic as used

and exercised upon things; in other words, as applied to certain

special objects.

This distinction of Logic by the Greek Aristotelians seems alto-

gether unknown to modern logicians. The division of Logic by the

scholastic Aristotelians is the same with the preceding, but the

terms in which it is exjjressed are less jjreeise and imambiguous.
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This division is into the Logica docens and Logica utens. The
Logica docens is explained as logic considered as an abstract the-

ory,— as a preceptive system of rules,— " que tradit prtecepta ; "—
the Logica utens, as logic considered as a concrete practice,— as an

application of these rules to use,— " quse utitur prasceptis." ^

This scholastic division of Logic into docens and utens has, I see,

been noticed by some of the more modern au-

The division of Log- ^hors ; but it has been altogether mistaken, -which
ica ocens, an og-

.^ would not have been, had these authors been
ica uteDS, mistaken by ^

'

some modern authors. aware of the meaning in which the terms were

employed, and had they not been ignorant of

the more explicit expression of it by the Greeks. Thus the terms

docens and utens are employed by Wolf to mark a distinction not

the same as that which they designate in the scholastic logic, and

as the Wolfian distinction will not stand the test of criticism, the

terms themselves have been repudiated by those who were not

aware that there was an older and a more valid division whict

they alone properly expressed.^ Wolf makes the Logica docens^

the mere knowledge of the rules : the Logica utens, the habit or

dexterity of applying them. Tliis distinction of General and Spe-

cial logic. Wolf and the Wolfian logicians, likewise, denote by that

of Theoretical and Practical Logic." These terms are in themselves

by no means a bad expression of the distinction ; but those by whom
they were employed, unfortunately did not limit their Practical

Logic to what I have defined as Special, for under Practical they

included not only Special, but likewise Modified Logic, of which

we are now to speak.

Having explained, then, this primary division of Logic into Gen-

eral and Special, and stated that General Logic, as alone a branch

of i^hilosophy, is alone the object of our consideration ; I proceed

to give the division of General Logic into two gre.at species, or

rather jjarts,— viz., into Pure or Abstract, and Modified or Con-

crete.

IT YIII. In the third place, considered by
Par. vni. oenerai rcfcrencc to the circumstances under which

Logic, divided into ., . , . , -^ .

Pure and Modified. 1* Can come luto cxercise by us, Logic—
Logic General or Abstract— is divided into

Pure and Modified ;
•— a division, however, which is perhaps

1 Smiglecii Logica, Disp. ii. q. vi. For sclio- S Wolf, Philosophia Rationalls, §S 8, 9, 10, 12.

lastic authorities, see Aquin:is, /;i /r. ilifm/./i., —Ed. [Cf. Stattler, Sauter, and Make,]

lect. iv. Scotus, Super Univ. Porphyrii, q. i. — [Stattler, Logica, 5 18. p. 12 ; Sauter, Positioiies

Ea. Logica, P. I. and II, 1778; Instil. Log., T J. and
2 [As Krug] [see his Logik, § 11, p. .30. Com- II. 1799; Paulus Mako de Kerek-Gede, Comp.

pare Kant, Logik, Einleitung, ii. — Ed.] Log. Instit.F.l. andll., 4th edit., 1773. —Ed.]
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rather the distribution of a science into its j^arts than of a genns

into its species. Pure Logic considers the laws of thought

proper, as contained a 2yriori in the nature of pure intelligence

itself. Modified Logic, again, exhibits these laws as modified

in their actual applications by certain general circumstances

external and internal, contingent in themselves, but by which

human thought is always more or less influenced in its mani-

festations.^

Pure Logic considers Thought Proper simply and in itself, and

apart from the various circumstances by which
Pure Logic.

.^ ^^^ ^^ affected in its actual application. Hu-

man thought, it is evident, is not exerted except by men and indi-

vidual men. By men, thought is not exerted out of connection

with the other constituents of their intellectual and moral charac-

ter, and, in each individual, this character is variously modified by

various contingent conditions of different original genius, and of

different circumstances contributing to develop different faculties

and habits. Now, there may be conceived a sci-

^' '

ence, which considers thought not merely as

determined by its necessary and universal laws, but as contingently

affected by the empirical conditions under which thought is actually

exerted;— which shows what these conditions are, how they im-

pede, and, in general, modify, the act of thinking; and how, in fine,

their influence may be counteracted. This science is. Modified or

Concrete Logic. What I have called Modified
Nomenciahire of

j^^^j^ j^ ijgjjtical with what Kant and other

philosojihers have denominated Applied Logic.

{Angeicandte Zoffik, Logica ap^jlicata^^ This expression I think

improper. For the term Applied Logic can

The term Applied only with propriety be used to denote Special
^"^'°'

or Concrete Logic ; and is, in fact, a brief and

excellent translation of the terms by which Special Logic was des-

ignated by the Greeks, as that iv XPW^'- "'" yvf^vaa-iaTrpayfjLaTiov. And
so, in fact, by the Latin Logicians was the Greek expression ren-

dered. Let us consider the meaning of the term applied. Logic,

as applied, must be applied to something, and that something can

1 For distinction of reason in abstratto and quet, p. 236, [Sammlung der Schriften wtlcht den

reason m concrfto^ grounding the distinction Logischen Cakul H^rn Prof, Ptoucquets betreffen^

of an Abstract (or Pure), and a Concrete (or Tubingen, 2773. — Ed.]

Modified) Logic, see Boyle's IVor/ts, iv. p. 164. 2 Kant, Logik, Eiuleitung ii.; Uoffbauer,

See also Lambert [Nnits Orgnnon, Dianoiolo- Anfangsgrumle dir Logik, }§ 17. 4Cifi; Krug,

pj>, i.— Ed], § 444, who says that the sciences Logik, Einleitung, § 11; Fries, System da
in general are only applied logics. Cf. Plcuc-' Logik, S 2.— Ed.
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only be an object or matter. Now, Special Logic is necessarily an

applied logic ; therefore the term applied, if given to what I would

call Modified Logic, would not distinguish Modified from Special

Logic. But further, the term applied as given to Modified Logic,

considered in itself, is wrong ; for in Modified Logic thought is no

more considered as actually applied to any particular matter than

in Pure Logic. Modified Logic only considers the necessary in

conjunction with the contingent conditions under which thought is

actually exertible; but it does not consider it as applied to one

class of objects more than to another; that is, it does not consider

it as actually applied to any, but as potentially appHcable to all.

In every point of view, therefore, the term apptlied, as given to

Modified Logic, is improper ; whereas, if used at

How properly em- ^11, it ought to be used as a synonym for special;
'"''" which I would positively have done, were it not

that, having been unfortunately bestowed by high authority on what

I have called Modified Logic, the employment of it to designate

a totally different distinction might generate confusion. I have

therefore i-efrained from making use of the term. I find, indeed,

that all logicians who, before Kant, ever employed the expression

Apjplied ZfOgic, employed it as convertible with Special or Concrete

Logic* In fine, it is to be observed that the terms ^jwre and ap-

plied, as usually employed in opposition in the Kantian philosophy,

and in that of Germany in genei'al, are not properly relative and

correlative to each other. For p>ure has its proper correlative in

modified or mixed; applied its proper relative in unapplied, that

is, divorcedfrom things, that is, abstract.

But passing from words to things, I may observe that it can be

questioned whether Modified or Concrete Logic
Modiaed Logic not ^^ entitled to the dignity of an essential part of

properly an essenUal t •
i / i j> •• t .

part of Logic. Logic m general, far less of a coordmate species

as opposed to Pure or Abstract Logic. You are

aware, from what I have previously stated under the first introduc-

tory question, that Logic, as conversant about a certain class of

mental phenomena, is only a part of the general philosophy of

mind ; but that, as exclusively conversant about what is necessary

in the jDhfenomena of thought, that is, the laws of thinking, it is

contradistinguished from Empirical Psychology, or that philosophy

of mind which is merely observant and inductive of the mental

phenomena as facts. But if Modified or Concrete Logic be consid-

1 See Balforeus, [R. Balforci Commentarius separatam ; aliam rebus applicatam et Cum lis

t'n Organvm, q. v. 5 2, p. 22. " Graeci . . . coujunctam." — Ed.)

aliam dicuut Logicam abjuuctam et a rebus
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ered either as a part or as a species of General Logic, this Jiscrim-

ination of Logic, as the Xomology of thought, from Psychology, as

the Phsenomenology of mind, will not hold. For Modified Logic,

presupposing a knowledge of the general and the contingent ph.-e-

noniena of mind, will thus either comprise Psychology within its

sphere, or be itself comprised within the sphere of Psychology.

But whichever alternative may be preferred, the two sciences are

no longer distinct. It is on this ground that I hold, that, in reality,

Modified Logic is neither an essential part nor an independent sjje-

cies of General Logic, but that it is a mere mixture of Logic and

Psychology, and may, therefore, be called either Logical Psychol-

ogy or Psychological Logic.^ There is thus in truth only one

Logic, that is. Pure or Abstract Logic. But while this, I think,

must be admitted, in speculative rigor, still, as all sciences are only

organized for human ends, and as a general consideration of the

modifying circumstances which affect the abstract laws of thought

in their actual manifestations, is of gi-eat practical utility, I trust

that I shall not be regarded as deforming the simplicity of the sci-

ence, if I follow the example of most modern logicians, and add (be

it under protest) to Pure or Abstract Logic a pai-t, or an appendix,

nnder the name of Modified Logic. In distributing, the science,

therefore, into these two principal heads, you will always, I re-

quest, keep steadily in mind, that, in strict propriety. Pure Logic

is the only science of Logic— Modified Logic being only a scien-

tific accident, ambiguously belonging either to Logic or to Psy-

chology.

This being understood, I now proceed to state to you the dis-

tribution of the general science into its parts

;

Conspectus of t e ^^^ ^^ j^ j^ ^^ j^- j^ importance that you now
Course of Logic. o J J

obtain a comprehensive view of the relation of

these parts to each other and to the whole which they constitute,

in order that you may clearly understand the point towards which

we travel, and every stage in our progress,— I shall comprise this

whole statement in the following paragraph, which I shall endeavor

to make sufliciently intelligible without much subsequent illustra-

tion. That illustration, however, I will give in my next Lecture.

As this paragraph is intended to aflbrd you a conspectus of the

ensuing Course, in so far as it will be occupied with Logic, I need

hardly say that you will find it somewhat long. It is, however, I

believe, the only paragraph of any extent which I shall hereafter

be obliged to dictate.

1 [See Kichter, p- 6", [ Uber dm Gfgenstand und dm Vmfang der Logilc, 5 17, Leipsic, 1825.— Ed.]
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% IX. General or Abstract Logic, we
IX. Distribu- have seen, is divided into two parts, — into

PuEE and into Modified. Of these in

their order,

I.— PuEE Logic may, I think, best be distributed upon the follow-

ing principles. We may think ; and we may think well. On
the one hand, the conditions of thinking do not involve the

conditions of thinking well; but the conditions of thinking

well involve the conditions of thinking. Logic, therefore, as

the science of thought, must necessarily consider the conditions

of the possibility of thought. On the other hand, the end of

thought is not merely to think, but to think well ; therefore, as

_the end of a science must be conformed to the end of its ob-

ject-matter. Logic, as the science of thought, must display not

only the laws of possible, but the laws of perfect, thinking.

Logic, therefore, naturally foils into two parts, the one of which

investigates the formal conditions of mere thinking; the other,

the formal conditions of thinking well.

i.— In regard to the former :— The conditions of mere
thinking are given in certain elementary requisites ; and that

part of Logic which analyzes and considers these, may be called

its Stoicheiology, or Doctrine of Elements. These elements

are either Laws or Products.

ii.— In regard to the latter, as perfect thinking is an end, and
as, the elementary means being supposed, the conditions of an

end are the ways or methods by which it maybe accomplished,

that pai-t of Logic which analyzes and considers the metliods

of perfect thinking, may be called its Methodology, or Doctrine

of Method.

Thus Puee Logic is divided into two parts,— into Stoichei-

ology, or the Doctrine of Elements, and Methodology, or the

Doctrine of Method. Of these in their order.

Logical Stoicheiology, or the doctrine conversant about the

elementary requisites of mere thought, I shall divide into two
parts. The first of these treats of the Fundamental Laws of

thinking; in other words, of the universal conditions of the

thinkable— Xoetic— Nomology. The second treats of the

laws of thinking, as governing the special functions, faculties,

or products of thought, in its three gradations of Conception

;

or, as it is otherwise called, Simple Apprehension, — Judg-

ment, and Reasoning,— Diaonetic— Dynamic.

This second part of Stoicheiology Avill, therefore, fall into
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three subordinate divisions coiTesponding to these several de-

grees of Conception, Judgment, and Reasoning. So much for

the Doctrine of Elements.

Logical Methodology, or the doctrine conversant about the

regulated ways or methods iu -n-hich the means of thinking

are conducted to their end of thinking well, is divided into as

many parts as there are methods, and there are as many meth-

ods as there are different qualities in the end to be differently

accomplished. Now the perfection of thought consists of three

virtues,— Clear Thinking, Distinct Thinking, and Connected

Thinking ; each of these virtues is accomplished by a distinct

method ; and the three methods will consequently afford the

division of Logical Methodology into three parts.

The first part comprises the method of Clear Thinking, or

the doctrine of Illustration or Definition.

The second part comprises the Method of Distinct Thinking,

or the doctrine of Division.

The third part comprises the Method of Concatenated or

Connected Tliinking, or the Doctrine of Proof.

These parts are only, however, three particular applications

of Method; they, therefore, constitute each only a Special

Methodology. But such methodology, or union of methodolo-

gies, supposes a previous consideration of method in general, in

its notion, its species, and its conditions. Logical Methodology

will therefore consist of two parts, of a General and of a Spe-

cial,— the Special being subdivided, as above stated. So much
for the distribution of Pcke Logic.

— Modified Logic falls naturally into Three Parts.

The First Part treats of the nature of Truth and Error, and

of the highest laws for their discrimination,— Alethiology.

The Second treats of the Impediments to thinking, with the

Means of their Removal. These impediments arise, 1°, from

the Mind ; 2°, From the Body ; or, 3°, From E.xternal Circum-

stances. In relation to the Mind, these impediments originate

in the Senses, iu Self-Consciousness, in Memory, in Associa-

tion, in Imagination, in Reason, in the faculty of Language, in

the Feelings, in the Desires, in the Will. In relation to the

Body, they originate in Temperament, or in the state of Health.

In relation to External Circumstances, they originate in the di-

versities of Education, of Rank, of Age, of Climate, of Social

Intercourse, etc.

The Third Part treats of the Aids or Subsidiaries of think-
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ing; and thinking is aided either, 1°, Through the Acquisition,

or, 2°, Through the Communication, of Knowledge.

The former of these subsidiaries (the acquisition of knowl-

edge) consists, 1°, Of Experience (and that either by ourselves

or by others) ;
2°, Of Generalization (and this through Induc-

tion and Analogy) ; and, 3°, Of Testimony (and this either Oral

or Written). Under this last head falls to be considered the

Credibility of Witnesses, the Authenticity and Integrity of

Writings, the Rules of Criticism and of Interpretation.

The latter of these subsidiaries, the Communication of Knowl-
edge, is either One-sided or Reciprocal. The former consists

of Instruction, either Oral or Written ; the latter of Conversa-

tion, Conference, Disputation.

So much for the distribution of Modified Logic.

Tabular view of the On the Opposite page is a general tabular view
Divisions of Logic. of the Divisions of Logic now given.

The fourth and fifth questions of the Introduction would now
fall to be considered,— viz.. What is the History

IV. Tiie History of and what is the Bibliography, of Logic ? Were
''°i^'°' . I writing a book, and not givinsr a course of Lec-

Tliis question post- => ^ .

'

, ^
*= °,

poued. tures upon Logic, 1 would certainly consider these

questions in the introduction to the science ; but

I would do this with the admonition that beginners should pass

these over, and make themselves first of all fiimiliar with the doc-

trines of which the science is itself the complement. For why?
The history of a science is a narrative of the order in which its

several parts have been developed, and of the contributions which

have been made to it by different cultivators ; but such a narrative

necessarily supposes a previous knowledge of the contents of the

science,— a knowledge which is identical with a knowledge of the

science itself
.
It is, therefore, evident, that a history of Logic can

only be proposed with advantage to those who are already in some
degree fomiliar with Logic itself; and as, in a course like the present,

I am bound to presume that you are not as yet conversant with the
'

science, it follows that such a history cannot with any propriety be

attempted in the commencement, but only towards the conclusion,

of the Lectures.

In regard to the fifth question, — What is the Bibliography or

Literature of Logic ?— the same is true, in so
V. The Bibliography - , i t .t. ^i i i

jjC j^^^jj,
lar as a knowledge oi the books written upon a

« science is correlative to a knowledge of its his-

tory. At the same time, nothing could be more unprofitable than
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for me to recite to you a long series of works to wticli you have not

access, by authors of whom you probably never heard, often in lan-

guages whicli few of you uuderstancl. In the present stage of your

studies, it is not requisite tliat you should know of many books, but

that you should read attentively a few ;— oion niulta sed midtum.—
I shall therefore adjourn, at least, the consideration of the question.

What in general are the principal books on the science of Logic?

—

simply recommending to you a few, not absolutely the best, but such

as you can most easily procure; such as are in languages wliich most

of you can read, and which are of such a character as maybe studied

with most general advantage.

Of works in our own language, as those most accessible and most

intelligible to all, there are unfortunately hardly
eneia notice o

^ which I Can recommeud to you as exhibiting
works OQ Logic. •' j a

the doctrines of Logic, either in purity or com-

pleteness. The Logic of Watts, of Duncan, and others, are worth

reading, as books, but not as books upon Logic. The Elements of

Logic by Dr. Whately is, upon the whole, the one best entitled to

'

your attention, though it is erroneous in various respects, and imper-

fect in more. The abridgment of this work by Hinds contains what

of the original is most worthj of study, in the commencement of a

logical education. In French, there are sundry works deserving of

your attention (Damiron,' Delariviere) ;- but the only one which I

would at present earnestly recommend to your study, is the cele-

brated Port Royal Art of Thinking,

—

L'Art de Penser,— an anony-

mous work, but the authors of which were the two distinguished

Jansenists, Arnauld and Nicole. It has been frequently reprinted

;

and there is recently a stereotyped edition, by Hachette, of Paris,

which can easily be procured. There are more than one trans-

lation of the work into Latin, and at least two English versions, both

bad.'

In Latin there is a very elegant compend of Logic by the late

illustrious Daniel Wyttenbach, of Leyden. Besides the Dutch edi-

tions, which are handsome, there is a cheap reprint published by

Professor Maas, of Halle, who has, however, ventured on the unwar-

rantable liberty of silently altering the text, besides omitting what

he did not consider as absolutely indispensable for a text-book. This

work can be easily procured. There is also in Latin a system of

I Cours de Pliitosophie, t. iv.; Logique, Taris, burgh, 1850; 2d edition, 1851. In the Intro-

1837. — Ed. diiction to this version ivill be found an
^Logique CTa.«i5Kf, Paris, 1829. — Ed. account of the various editions and transla-

3 A third and far superior translation has tious of the worlc. — Ed.
subsequently appeared by Ur. Baynes, Edin-
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Logic by Genovesi, under the title, Genuensis Ars Zogico-critica.

This work is, however, extremely rare even in Italy, and it was

many years before I was able to procure a copy. There was an edition

of this woi-k published in Germany in 1760, at Augsburg, but the

impression seems to have been small, for it also is out of print. The
Italian Logic of Genovesi has, however, been repeatedly reprinted,

and this, with the valuable addition of Romagnosi, is easily obtained.

Of the older writers on Logic in Latin, the one I would principally

recommend to you is Burgersdyk — Burgersdicius. His Institu-

tiones Logicce is not a rare work, though, as there are no recent

editions, it is not always without trouble to be obtained.



LECTURE V.

PURE LOGIC.

PART I.-STOICHEIOLiOGY.

SECTION I. NOETIC — ON THE FUNDAMENTAL LAWS OF

THOUGHT— THEIR CONTENTS AND HISTORY.

Having terminated our consideration of the various questions of

which the Introduction to Logic is composed,
oic eio ogy.

^^^ proceed to the doctrines which make up the

science itself, and commence the First Great Division of Pure Logic

— that which treats of its elementary or constituent processes,—
Stoicheiology. But Stoicheiology was again divided into two parts,

— into apart which considered the Fundamental Laws of Thought

in general, and into a part which considered these laws as applied

to and regulating the special function of Thought in its various

gradations of Conception, Judgment, and Reasoning. The title,

therefore, of the part of Logic on which we are about to enter is,

—

Pure Logic, Part I. Stoicheiology— Section I. Noetic. On the

Fundamental Laws of Thought.

Before, however, descending to the consideration of these laws, it

is necessary to make one or two preliminary
The character of

gt^tements touching the character ofthat thought
Thought in general. „ ,. , , ^ -, j

of which they are the necessary conditions; and,

on this point, I give, in the first place, the following paragraph

:

H X. Logic considers Thought, not as the operation of

thinking, but as its product; it does not

treat of Conception, Judgment, and Rea-

soning, but of Concepts, Judgments, and Reasonings.

I have already endeavored to give you a general knowledge of

what is meant by thought. You are aware that
Thought as the ob-

^j^j^ ^^^.^^ j j^ ^.^i^^^Xon to Logic, employed in
ject of Logic.

. .
' , ,..-,..„.

its strictest and most limited signification,-—
viz., as the act or product of the Discursive Faculty, or Faculty of
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Relations ; but it is now proper to consider, somewhat more closely,

the determinate nature of this process, and the special point of

Tiew in which it is regarded by the logician.

In an act of thinking, there are three things which we can dis-

criminate in consciousness,— 1°, There is the
The subject, form,

thinking subject, that is, .the mind or ego,
aud matter ol thought.

. ,
= ' ' .„ ' ,

, , „
'

which exerts or manifests the thought; 2°,

There is the object about which we think, which is called the matter

of thought; and, 3°, There is a relation between subject and ob-

ject of which we are conscious,— a relation always manifested in

some determinate mode or manner;— this is the form of thought.

Now, of these three, Logic does not consider

Thought as the ob- either the first or the second. It takes no ac-
jec respecney o

count, at least no direct account, of the real
rsychoiogy aud of '

Logic. subject, or of the real object, of thought, but is

limited exclusively to the form of thought. This

Las been already stated. But, again, this form of thought is con-

sidered by Logic only in a certain aspect. The form of thought

may be viewed on two sides or in two relations. It holds, as has

been said, a relation both to its subject and to its object, and it may
accordingly be viewed either in the one of these relations or in the

other. In so far as the form of thought is considered in reference

to the thinking mind,— to the mind by which it is exerted,— it is

considered as an act, or operation, or energy ; and in this relation it

belongs to Phenomenal Psychology. "Whereas, in so far as this

form is considered in reference to what thought is about, it is con-

sidered as the product of such an act, and, in this relation, it be-

longs to Logic. Thus Phfenomenal Psychology treats of thought

proper as concejjtiou, judgment, reasoning; Logic, or the Nomology

of the understanding, treats of thought proper as a concept, as a

judgment, as a reasoning. Whately, I have already shown you,

among other errors in his determination of the object-matter of

Logic, confounds or reverses this ; for he proposes to Logic, not

thought considered as a product, but reasoning alone ; and that, too,

considered as a producing operation. He thus confounds Logic

with Phfenomenal Psychology.

Be it, therefore, observed, that Logic, in treating of the formal

laws of thought, treats of these in reference to thought considered

as a product ; that is, as a conceirt, a judgment, a reasoning ; whereas

Psychology, as the Phreuomenology of mind, considers thought as

the producing act, that is, as conception, judgment, reasoning.

(You here see, by the way, the utility of distinguishing concept and

conception. It is unfortunate that we cannot also distinguish more
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precisely judgment and reasoning as producing acts, from a judg-

ment and a reasoning as products.)

Par. XI. Thought a IT ^I. Thouglit, as the knowledge of
mediate and complex one thing in relation to another, is a medi-
cognition. ^ -, .

ate and complex cognition.

The distinctive peculiarity of thinking in general is, that it in-

volves the cognition of one thing by the cognition of another. All

thinking is, therefore, a mediate coonition : and
Explication. . n. . • , -, r T i

is thus distinguished irom our knowledge in per-

ception, external and internal, and in imagination ; in both of which

acts we are immediately cognitive of the object, external or internal,

presented in the one, and of the object, external or internal re-

presented in the other. In the Presentative and Representative

Faculties, our knowledge is of something considered directly and in

itself; in thought, on the contrary, we know one object only through

the knowledge of another. Thus in perception, of either kind, and
in imagination, the object known is always a single determinate ob-

ject; whereas in thought,— in thought proper,— as one object is

only known through another, there must always be a plurality of

objects in every single thought. Let us take an example of this,

in regard to the simplest act of thought. When I see an individ-

ual,— say Bucephalus or Highflyer,— or when I' represent him in

imagination, I have a direct and immediate apprehension of a cer-

tain object in and through itself, without reference to aught else.

But when I pronounce the term Horse, I am unable either to per-

ceive in nature, or to represent in imagination, any one determinate

object corresponding to the word. I obtain the notion correspond-

ing to this word, only as the result of a comp.arison of many per-

cejrtions or imaginations of Bucephalus, Highflyer, Dobbin, and
other individual horses ; it, therefore, contains many representations

under it, has reference to many objects, out of i-elation to which it

cannot possibly be realized in thought; and it is in consequence of

this necessity of representing (potentially at least) a plurality of

individual objects under the notion horse, that it obtains the denom-

ination concept, that is, something taken up or apprehended in con-

nection with something else. This, however, requires a further ex-

plication. When we perform an act of thought, of positive thought,

this is done by thinking something, and we can think anything only

by thinking it as existing; while, again, we cannot think a thing to

exist except in certain determinate modes of existence. On the

other hand, when we perform an act of negative thought, this is
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done by thinking something as not existing in this or that determi-

nate mode, and when we think it as existing in no determinate

mode, we cease to think it at all ; it becomes a nothing, a logical

nonentity {non-ens Logicum).

It being thus xmderstood that thought can only be realized by
thinking something; it being further understood that this some-

thing, as it is thought, mvist be thought as existing; and it being

still further understood that we can think a thing as existing only

by thinking it as existing in this, that, and the other determinate

manner of existence, and that whenever we cease to think some-

thing, something existing, something existing in a determinate man-

ner of existence, we cease to think at all ;— this, I say, being vinder-

stood, it is here proper to make you, once for all, acquainted with

the various terms by which logicians designate the modes or man-

ners of cogitable existence. I shall therefore comprise these in

the following paragraph

:

II XII. When we think a thing, this is done by conceiving

it as possessed of certain modes of being.

Ear. xn. The vari- or qualities, and the sum of these qualities
ous terms by which conStitUtCS itS COnCept OV tlOtion (vo-naa, iv-
the modes of cogi. •" \ /r

'

table eiistenoe ars voia, iwivoia, COnceptUin, COnceptUS, notio).

designated. ^^g tj^gge qualities or modes (TroioVr^Te;, qiiCll-

itates, modi) are only identified with the

thing by a mental attribution, they are called attributes (ican;-

-yopou'/icva, attributa) ; as it is only in or through them that we
say or enounce aught of a thing, they are called predicates,

2}redicables, and p)''^<^^icaments, or categories, these words being

here used in their more extensive signification (Acyo/^em x«p4
KaTrjyopiai, KaTrjyoprjfiLaTa Karqyopovjx.a/a, J^rcedicata, 2}>'(edicabilia,

proidicamenta) ; as it is only in and through them that we rec-

ognize a thing for what it is, they are called notes, sig7is, marlcs,

characters {notm, signa, characteres, discrimina) ; finally, as it

is only in and through them that we become aware that a thing

is possessed of a peculiar and determinate existence, they are

called p)roperties, differences, determinations (jwoprietates, de-

terminationes'). As consequent on, or resulting from, the exist-

ence of a^thing, they have likewise obtained the name of con-

sequents (eTTo/xevo, consequentia, etc.). What in reality has no

qualities, has no existence in thought,— it is a logical nonen-

tity ; hence, e converso, the scholastic aphorism,— non-entis

nulla sunt prcedicata. What, again, has no qualities attributed
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to it, thougli attributnble, is said to be indetermined (dSiopto-Toi',

indeterminatum) ; it is only a possible object of thought.'

This paragraph, which I liave dictated that you might be made
once for all acquainted with the relative terms in

Explication. What ^^gg among logicians, requires but little explana-
is involved iu tbinli- . -.

. . , ,, . ., • i ,

^. , tion. I may state, however, that the mmd only
ing an object.

>- - • j j i j

thinks an object by sep.arating it from others;

that is, by marking it out or characterizing it ; find in so far as it

does this, it encloses it within certain fixed limits, that is, determines

it. But if this discriminative act be expressed in words, I predicate

the marks, notes, characters, or determinations of the thing ; and if,

attain, these be comprehended in one total thouglit, they constitute

its concept or notion. If, for example, I think of Socrates as son of

Sojyhroniscus, as Athenian, as i:>hilosopher, as pug-nosed, these are

only so many characters, limitations, or determinations, which I pre-

dicate of Socrates, which distinguish him from all other men, and

together make up my notion or concept of him.

But as thought, in all its gradations of conception, judgment, and

reasoning, is only realized by the attribution of
The attribution in- certain qualities or characters to the objects of,

^"
^l , ',\

',°"° '^ or about which we think ; so this attribution is
regulated by laws.

_
'

regulated by laws, which render a great part of

this process absolutely necessary. But when I speak of laws and of

their absolute necessity in relation to thought,
What is meant by a

^^^^^ ^^^ suppose that these laws and that
law as applicable to . , . , , n <• i

free intelligence.
necessity are the same in the world ot mind as

in the world of matter. For free intelligences,

a law is an ideal necessity given in the form of a precept, which we

ought to follow, but which we may also violate if we please

;

whereas, for the existences which constitute the universe of nature,

a law is only another name for those causes which operate blindly

and universally in producing certain inevitable results. By law of

thought, or by logical necessity, we do not, therefore, mean a j^hysi-

cal law, such as the law of gravitation, but a general precept which

we are able certainly to violate, but which if we do not obey, our

whole process of thinking is suicid.al, or absolutely null. These laws

are, consequently, the primary conditions of the possibility of valid

thought, and as the whole of Pure Logic is only an articulate

development of the various modes in which they are applied, their

consideration in general constitutes the first chapter in an orderly

1 [Schuize, Zog-ft, ! 13. Eosling, p. 03.] [Die Uhren der reinen Logik, Ulm, 1S26. Cf.

Erug, Logik, } 16. — Ed.]
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system of the science. Now, in explaining to you this subject,

the method I shall pursue is the following : I
Order of considera-

gjjj^jj g^.^^ ^f ,,jj^ g^^^g -^ general the number and
tion of thefundamen- . .^ ,. •, i i . -,

tai laws of thought. sigmhcance ot the laws as commonly received
;

I shall then more particularly consider each of

these by itself and in relation to the others ; then detail to you their

history ; and, finally, state to you my own views in regard to their

deduction, number, and arrangement.

1 XIII. The Fundamental Laws of Thought, or the condi-

tions ofthe thinkable, as commonly received,
Par. xm. Pun. arefour:— 1. The Law of Identity ; 2. The

damental Laws of t . , t
Thought. Law ot Contradiction ; 3. The Law of Ex-

clusion or of Excluded Middle ; and, 4. The
Law of Reason and Consequent, or of Sufficient Reason.

Of these in their order.

IT XIV. The principle of Identity {principium Identitatis)

expresses the relation of total sameness in
Par. XIV. Law of

-^yhich a couccpt stauds to all, and the rela-
Identity. ' '

tion of partial sameness in which it stands

to each, of its constituent characters. In other words, it de-

clares the impossibility of thinking the concept and its charac-

ters as reciprocally unlike. It is expressed in the formula A is

A, ov A::^A; and by .4 is denoted every logical thing, every

product of our thinking faculty, — concept, judgment, reason-

ing, etc'

The principle of Identity is an application of the principle of the

absolute equivalence of a whole and of all its
Explication. , , . , .

parts taken together, to the thinking of a thing

by the attribution of constituent qualities or characters. The concept

of the thing is a whole, the characters are the parts of that whole.-

This law may, therefore, be also thus enounced,— Everything is

equal to itself,— for in a logical relation the thing and its concept

coincide ; as, in Logic, we abstract altogether from the reality of the

thing which the concept represents. It is, therefore, the same
whether we say that the concept is equal to all its characters, or

that the thing is equal to itself.^

The law has, likewise, been expressed by the formula— In the

1 [Schuize, ioffii, }
1" Gerlach, Xojii, s 2 See Schulzc, Xojii-, p. 32-3. — Ed.

87.] Cf. Kruf, Logik, j 17— Ed. 3 See Krug, Logik, p. 40.— Ed.
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predicate, the whole is contained explicitly, which in the subject is

contained implicitly. It is also involved in the axiom— iVbto notm
est nota rei ipsms}

The logical importance of the law of identity lies in this— that

Its logical importance ^^ '® *'^^ principle of all logical affirmation and

—TLe priucipie of all definition. An example or two may be given to
logical affirmatiou aud illustrate this.
'^"^'""°°-

1. In a concept, which we may call Z, the

characters a, b, and c, are thought as its constituents ; consequently,

the concept, as a unity, is equal to the characters
This illustrated. , , r» , ,

taken together— Z= (a + 6 + c) . If the former

be affirmed, so also is the latter; therefore, Z being (a + b + c) is a,

is b, is c. To take a concrete example : The concept man is a

complement made up of the characters, 1°, substance, 2°, material,

3°, orga7iized, 4°, animated, 5°, rational, 6°, of this earth; in other

words man is substance, is material, is organized, is animated, is ra-

tional. Being, as entering into every attribution, may be discharged

as affijrding no distinction.

2. Again, suppose that, in the example given, the character a is

made iip of the characters I, m, n, it follows, by the same law of

Identity, that Z= a =: (?, m, n) is I, is m, is n. The concept man
contains in it the character animal, and the character animal con-

tains in it the characters corporeal, organized, living, etc.

The second law is the principle of Contradiction or Non-contra-

diction, in relation to which I shall dictate the following paragraph

:

1[ XV. When an object is determined by the affirmation of

a certain character, this object cannot be

Contradiction. thought to be the Same when such character

is denied of it. Tlie imiiossibility of this is

enounced in what is called the principle of Contradiction

{principium Contradictionis seu RepugnantiiB). Assertions

concerning a thing are mutually contradictory, when the one

asserts that the thing possesses the character which the other

asserts that it does not. This law is logically expressed in the

formula — What is contradictory is unthinkable. A= not

.4= 0, or^— JL= 0.

Now, in the first place, in regard to the name
Its proper name. p , • , • , t i

01 this law, it may be observed that, as it en-

joins the absence of contradiction as the indispensable condition of

1 See Kant, Logik^ p. 40. — Ed.
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thought, it ought to be called, not the Law of Contradiction, but

the Law of Non-contradictiou, or of non-repugnantia}

This law has frequently been enounced in the formula— It is

impossible that the same thing can at once be and
How enounced. , ,,,.. , , ,..

not be ; but this is exposed to sundry objections.

It is vague, and therefore useless. It does not indicate whether a

real or a notional existence is meant ; and if it mean the former,

then is it not a logical but a metaphysical axiom. But even as a

metaphysical axiom it is imperfect ; for to the expression at once

(sitmd) must be added, in the same place, in the same respect, etc.^

This law has likewise been expressed by the formula— Contra-

dictory attributes cannot be united in one act of consciousness. But
this is also obno.xious to objection. For a judgment expresses as

good a unity of consciousness as a concept. But when I judga that

round and square are contradictory attributes, there are found in

this judgment contradictory attributes, ' but yet a unity of con-

sciousness. The formula is, therefore, vaguely and inaccurately

expressed.

The logical import of this law lies in its being the principle of all

logical negation and distinction.
The principle of all r^^^

j,^^ ^f Identity and the law of Contra-
logical negation and ,. .

distiucUon. diction are coordinate and reciprocally relative,

and neither can be educed as second from the

other as first; for in every such attempt at derivation, the supposed

secondary law is, in fact, always necessarily presupposed.' These
are, in fact, one and the same law, diifering only by a positive and
negative expression.

In relation to the third law, take the following paragraph :

IT XVI. The principle of Excluded Third or Middle— viz.,

between two contradictories {principium

Excluded Midd^r
° Exdusi Medil vel Tertii), enounces that

condition of thought which compels us, of

two repugnant notions, which cannot both coexist, to think

either the one or the other as existing. Hence arises the gen-

eral axiom— Of contradictory attributions, we can only afiirm

one of a thing; and if one be expHcitly affirmed, the other is im-

plicitly denied. A either is or is not. A either is or is not £.*

By the laws of Identity and Contradiction, I am warranted to

1 Compare Krug, Logik, j IS. — Ed. 3 Tliis is shown more in detail by Hoffbauer,
= Compare the criticism of Kant, Mritik d. r. AnfaiigsgrnnJe dcr Logik, J 23. — Ed.

v., p. 134, ed. Eosenliranz.— Ed. 4 See Schulze, Logik, s 19. — Ed.
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conclude from the truth of one contradictory proposition to the

falsehood of the other, and by the law of Ex-
Logicai signiacance

d^^^ie^i Middle, I am warranted to conclude from

the falsehood of one contradictory proposition to

the truth of the other. And in this lies the peculiar force and import

of this last principle. For the logical significance of the law of Ex-

cluded Middle consists in this, that it limits or shuts in the sphere

of the thinkable in relation to affirmation ; for it determines, that,

of the two forms given in the laws of Identity and Contradiction,

and by these laws affirmed as those exclusively possible, the one or

the other must be affirmed as necessary.

The law of Excluded Middle is the principle of Disjunctive Judg-

ments, that is, ofjudgments in which a plurality

The principle ofDis-
ofjudgments are -Contained, and which stand in

junc iTc u gmen
.

^^^^^^ ^ reciprocal relation that the affirmation of

one is the denial of the other.

I now go on to the fourth law.

H XVII. The thinking of an object, as actually character-

ized by positive or by negative attributes, is

Par. XVII. Law of not left to the caprice of Understanding—
Sufficient Keason, or jj^g faculty of thought I but that faculty
of BeaBon and Conse- ^

. ^
q^ent. must be necessitated to this or tliat deter-

minate act of thinking by a knowledge of

something different from, and independent of, the process of

thinking itself This condition of our understanding is ex-

pressed by the law, as it is called, of Sufficient Reason (jmnci-

pium Rationis Sufficientis) ; but it is more properly denomi-

nated the law of Reason and Consequent {jmncipium Bationis

et Consecutionis). That knowledge by which the mind is

necessitated to affirm or posit something else, is called the logi-

cal reason, ground, or antecedent; that something else which

the mind is necessitated to affirm or posit, is called the logical

consequent; and the relation between the reason and conse-

quent, is called the logical connection or consequence. This

law is expressed in the formula — Infer nothing without a

ground or reason.^

Btiations between The relations between Reason and Conse-

Eeason and Conse- quent, when comprehended in a pure thought,
«"''°'-

are the following:

1. When a reason is explicitly or implicitly given, then there must

1 See Schuize, Logitc, J 19, and Krug, iog-i'A-, } 20. —Ed.
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exist a consequent ; and, vice versa, when a consequent is given,

there must also exist a reason.

2. Where there is no reason there can be no consequent ; and,

vice versa, where there is no consequent (either implicitly or explic-

itly) there can be no reason. That is, the concepts of reason and of

consequent, as reciprocally relative, involve and suppose each other.

The logical significance of the law of Reason and Consequent lies

in this,— That in virtue of it, thought is consti-

Logicai significance
^^^^^^ -^^^^ ^ sevl&s of acts all indissolubly con-

nected; each necessarily inferring the other.

Thus it is that the distinction and opposition of possible, actual and

necessary matter, which has been introduced into Logic, is a doc-

trine wholly extraneous to this science.

I may observe that "Reason is something different from Cause,

and Consequent something different from Effect;

Reason and Conse-
tjjQugjj gauge and effect, in so far as they are

l^ect.

*° ""^'^ ""
conceived in thought, stand to each other in the

relation of reason and consequent. Cause is

thus thought of as a real object, which affords the reason of the

existence of another real object, the effect ; and effect is thought of

as a real object, which is the consequent of another real object, the

cause. Accordingly, every cause is recognized in thought as a rea-

son, and eveiy effect is recognized in thought as a consequent ; but

the converse is not true, that every reason is really considered a

cause, and every consequent really considered an effect. We must,

therefore, carefully distinguish mere reason and mere consequent,

that is, ideal or logical reason and consequent, from the reason

which is a cause and the consequent which is an effect, that is, real

or metaphysical reason and consequent.

" The expression logical reason and consequent refers to the mere

synthesis of thoughts; whereas the expression

Logical and Meta- rixetaphysicol reason and consequent denotes the
physical Reason and

^^^j connection of existences. Hence the axiom
Consequent. •

. .,..,.
of Causality, as a metaphysical principle, is es-

sentially different from the axiom of Reason and Consequent, as a

logical principle. Both, however, are frequently confounded with

each other ; and the law of Reason and Consequent, indeed, for-

merly found its place in the systems of Metaphysic, while it was

not, at least explicitly, considered in those of

Generality of the Logic. The two terms condition and conditioned
tenns Condition and

.^ ^^ .^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^,^g relations both of
Conditioned. i i j i

, ^
and consequent, and of cause and effect.

A condition is a thing which determines (negatively at leatt) the
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existence of another; the conditioned is a thing whose existence is

determined in and by another. If used in an ideal or logical signifi-

cation, condition and conditioned imj)ort only the reason in conjunc-

tion with its consequent ; if used in a real or metajjhysical sense,

they express the cause in connection with its effect."

'

I have now, in the prosecution of our inquiry into the fundamen-

tal laws of logical thinking, to say a few words
History of the de- in regard to their History,— their history being

veiopmeut of tbe fun-
^j^^ narration of the order in which, and of the

dameutal Laws oi
,

Thougbt. philosophers by whom, they were articulately

developed.

Of the fii'st three laws, which, from their intimate cognition, may
not unreasonably be regarded as only the three

Tbe law of Identity gjj^g ^j. j^^^ggg ^f ^ gj„ j^ ^ ^j^g ^^^ ^f jjpjj.
last developed in the

i,- i, . i £ J^- .i. j r ^

Older of time. ^'''J''
'"'hich Stands nrst in the order of nature,

was indeed that last developed in the order of

time ; the axioms of Contradiction and of Excluded Middle having

been long enounced, ere that of Identity had been -discriminated

and raised to the rank of a coordinate principle. I shall not, there-

fore, now follow the order in which I detailed to you these laws,

but tbe order in which they were chronologically generalized.

The principles of Contradiction and of Excluded Middle can both

be traced back to Plato, by whom they were
The principles of enounced and frequently applied ; thoutrh it was

??Tl'f,°,r"'^'^K' not till long after, that either of them ^obtained
eluded Middle can be ....
traced back to Plato. a distinctive appellation. To take the principle

of Contradiction first. This law Plato frequently

employs, but the most remarkable passages are found in the JPhwdo,

in the Sophista, and in the fourth and seventh books of the Rejmhlic?

This law was, however, more distinctively and
Law of contradic- emphatically enounced by Aristotle. In one

tion emphatically ,,-, t .«

enounced by Aristotle.
pl'^ce,' he says : "It IS manifest that no one can

conceive to himself that the same thing can at

once be and not be, for thus he would hold' repugnant ojiinions,

1 Knig, Logik, pp. 62, 63- This exposition For, in as much as this principle is not mate-

of the law of Reason and Consequent does rial, it is only a derivation of tbe three for.

not represent tbe Author's latest view. In a mal laws; and in as much as it is material, it

note to the Discussions, p. 160 (where a similar coincides with the principle of Causality, and
doctrine had been maintained in the article is e.xtra-logical." The Laws of Thought,
as originally published), he says: "The logi- properly so called, are thus reduced to three,

cal relation of Reason and Consequent, as more —those of Identity, Contradiction, and .Ec*

than a mere corollary of the law of Noncon- chicled Middle.— TS.t>.

traduction in itstbree phases, is, I am confident

of proving, erroneous." And again, in the
2 See PAtirfo, p. 103; SopWjfa, p. 252 ; Rcpi^

e work, p. 603: "The principle of S//#i

: Reason should be excluded from Logic

.p. 436; vii. p.
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and subvert the reality of truth. Wherefore, all who attempt to

demonstrate, reduce everything to this as the ultimate doctrine ; for

this is by nature the principle of all other axioms." And in several

passages of his Metaphysics,^ in his Prior Analytics,- and in his

Posterior Analytics^' he observes that "some had attempted to

demonstrate this principle,— an attempt which betrayed an igno-

rance of those things whereof we ought to require a demonstration,

and of those things whereof we ought not : for it is impossible to

demonstrate everything ; as in this case, we must regress and re-

gress to infinity, and all demonstration would, on that supposition,

be impossible."

Following Aristotle, the Peripatetics established this law as the

highest principle of knowledge. From the

•„ .1' ., t
!"^^ ! Greek Aristotelians it obtained the name by

ics the highest pnuci- •^

pieof knowledge. Ob- which it has Subsequently been denominated,
from the principle, or law, or axiom, of contradiction,

((l|«u/ia T^s a.vTL<f>daeu>^). This name, at least, is

found in the Commentaries of Ammonius and

Philoponus, where it is said to be "the criterion which divides truth

from falsehood throughout the universe of exist-
The Schoolmen,— « 4 mi. 1 1 • ^ 1 ,

ga„g2.
ence. * Ihe schoolmen, in general, taught the

same doctrine; and Suarez even says, that the

law of contradiction holds the same supremacy among the princi-

ples of existence.^

After the decline of the Aristotelian philosophy, many controver-

sies arose touching the truth, and still more touching the primitive

or axiomatic character, of this law. Some main-
ControTersicB re- ^,,^^^^1 ^^^^ jj^ ^^^^ indemonstrable ; others that it

Bpccting the truth and
, , , , , -,,.,.

character of this law.
^ould be proved, but proved only mdirectly by a

reductio ad ahsurdum; while others, again, held

that this could be directly done, and that, consequently, the law of

Contradiction was not entitled to the dignity of a first principle.*

1 L. iii. c. 4. 7£y oinav (to! /i)) otirav Sicupfi rh \fievSos Kol
^ ^- ;•• •= 2- tV aKriS,e\ai'. In Anal. Post., 1, i. c. xi. f. 30
' ^- '• " 2-

b. —Ed. [Cf. Augustinus Niphns Suessanue,
4 For the name, see Ammonins, Tn De Inter. ,^ ^„„i^ p„^,^^ p gg, ed. Paris, 1540.]

vret.. Comment., p. 153 b, ed. Aid. Venet. 1546.

Philoponus, In Anal. Pr., p. 13 b, 38 b, ed. ^ ^'^'^ [Alstedius, ^(mm Liberallum Systtma

Tenet. 1.536. In Anal. Post., p. 30 b, ed. Aid.
<^''°'- ?' ^'*- " Cojniitio a priori est principi-

Venet. 1534. The language quoted in the text
onim

;
inter qua agmen ducit hoc, impossibik

isnearlyatranslationofAmmonius/n Categ.,
"' idem esse et non esse. . . . Consule JVIriapA-,

,,„ 'u ^ - /^ > , >. Suarezii :
—

' Hoc, inquam, tenet primatum
p. 140 a. H fiev yap Karaebatris Kal airdtfr- . ... ' * \. . .1

, , ,

^ inter principia cognoscendi, sicut Deus inter
o<ns ae! iirX iravTuv tuv Syrav Kal f^i, ivTuv principia essendi.' "]

Smipe? ri ^am^h KoX rb >f655os. Ammon- g Cf Suare2.2),>ura(f™« Metaphysicc., Disp.
lus IS followed by Philoponus, who sars,- iii.j3._ED. [Alstedh
Til Se Tr)s a.ini<pd(rtus a^la/ia irtl iravTav fiiv Archtlogia, c. vii. p. 80.]

3. — Ed. [Alstedius, Entyclopesdia,
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In like manner, its employment was made a further matter of

controver.sy. Finally, it was disputed whether it Were an imme-
diate, native, or a priori datum of intelligence ; or whether it

were an a posteriori and adventitious genei-alization from experi-

ence. The latter alternative, that it Avas only an induction, was
maintained by Locke.^ This opinion was, how-
ever, validly refuted by Leibnitz, who showed
that it is admitted the moment the terms of its

.

enunciation are understood, and that we implicitly follow it even

when we are not explicitly conscious of its dictate.- Leibnitz, in

some parts of his works, seems to identify the principles of Iden-

tity and Contradiction ; in others, he distinguishes them, but educes

the law of Identity out of the law of Contradiction.^ It is needless

to pursue the subsequent history of this principle, which in latter

times has found none to gainsay the necessity
Its truth denied by ^^^ universality of its truth, except amon^ those

modern absolutists.
i -i i i . /-i

philosophers who, in Germany, have dreamt that

man is competent to a cognition of the absolute : and as a cognition

of the absolute can only be established through positions repug-

nant, and, therefore, on logical principles, mutually exclusive, they

have found it necessary to start with a denial of the fundamental

laws of thought ; and so, in their effort to soar to a philosophy

above logic and intelligence, they have subverted the conditions of

human philosophy altogether. Thus Schelling and Hegel prudently

repudiated the principles of Contradiction and Excluded Middle as

having any application to the absolute ;
* while again those philoso-

phers (as Cousin) who attempt a cognition of the absolute without

a preliminary repudiation of the laws of Logic, at once involve

themselves in contradictions, the cogency of which they do not deny,

and from which they are wholly unable to extricate themselves."

1 Essay, B. i. cb. ii. § 4.—Ed. pointed out by the latter in his GesMehte der

2 iVo!<ffau.T Essais, B. i. ch. i. 5 4-— Ed. Pkilosophie, (Werke, xv. p. 598.)— Ed. [On

3 Compare Tkeodicce, J 44, Monadologie, S 31, rejection of the Logical Laws, by Schelling,

with Noiiveniix Essais, 1. i. ch. i. } W; 1- iv. Hegel, etc., see Bachmann, Uber die Philosophic,

ch. ii. i
1. — Ed. meiner Zeit, p. 218, ed. Jena, 1816. Bolzano,

4 See Schelling, Tom Ich als Prindp der Phi- Wissemcliafisklire, iv., Logik, § 718. Sigwart,

losopkie, 5 10; Hegel, Logik. b. ii. c. 2; Encyk- Logik, 5 68, p. 42, ed. 1835. Herbart, De Prin-

lopadie, i 115, 119. Schelling endeavors to cipio Logico Exclusi Medii inter Conlratlictoria

abrogate the principle of Contradiction in non negligendo, GBtting, 1833. Hartenstein^

relation to the higher philosophy, by assnm- Be Methodo Philosophia Logica Legibus adstrin-

ing that of Identity; the empirical antago- g<m!ii, Jinibus non lerminnnda, Lipsia;, 1835.

nism between ego and non-ego being merged On the lo?ic:iI ;nul metaphysical significance

in the identity of the absolute ego. Hegel of the princiiilf of roiitradiction, see Plat-

regards both principles alike as valid only for ner, riiil. Apli.A. 5 673, and Kant, Kriiik d.

the finite Understanding, and as inapplicable reinen Vemunft, p. 191, <

"

higher processes of the Benson This 5 See the Author's criticism of Co

difference between the two philosophers is cussioiu, p. 1 e< stj. — Ed.
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But this by the w.iy, and on a subject which at present you cannot

all be supposed to understand.

The law of Excluded Middle between two contradictories re-

mounts, as I have said, also to Plato, though the

Second Alcibiades, the dialogue in which it is

most clearly expressed, must be admitted to be

spurious.' It is also in the fragments of Pseudo-Archytas, to be

found in Stobffius.- It is explicitly and emphat-

b^tltie"'"''""^''
^''^^'^ enounced by Aristotle in many passages

both of his Metaphysics (1. iii. (iv.) c. 7.) and

of his Analytics, both Prior (1. i. c. 2) and Posterior (1. i. c. 4). In

the first of these, he says: "It is impossible that there should exist

any medium between contradictory opposites, but it is necessary

either to affirm or to deny everything of everything." And his ex-

pressions are similar in the other books. Cicero says " that the

foundation of Dialectic is, that whatever is

enounced is either true or false." This is from

his Academics (1. ii. c. xxix.), and there are parallel passages in his

Topics (c. xiv.) and his De Oratore (1. ii. c. xxx.). This law, though

universally recognized as a principle in the Greek Peripatetic school,

and in the schools of the middle ages, only received the distinctive

appellation by which it is now known at a comparatively modern

date.' I do not recollect having met with the term principium «c-

clusi niedii in any author older than the Leib-

nitzian Baumgarten,^ though "Wolf ^ speaks of

the exclusio medii inter contradictoria.

The law of Identity, I stated, was not explicated as a coordinate

principle till a comparatively recent period. The
Law of Identity.

earliest author in whom I have foimd this done,
Antonius Andreas.

_ .

'

is Antonius Andreas, a scholar of Scotus, who
flourished at the end of the thirteenth and beginning of the four-

teenth century. The schoolman, in the fourth book of his Com-
mentary of Aristotle's Metaphysics^— a commentary which is full

of the most ingenious and original views,— not only asserts to the

law of Identity a coordinate dignity with the law of Contradiction,

1 Second Aleibiada, p. 139. See also So- Tueus Ekmtnta Logica, I. ii. c. 14. [p. 172, ed.

pAijio, p. 230.— Ed. 1603. " Contradicentium usus explicatur uno
2 Ecloga. 1. ii. c. 2, p. 15S, ed. Antwerp, 1575

j
axiomate : — Contradicentia non possunt de

Part ii. torn. 1, p. 22, ed. Heeren. Cf. Simpli- eodem simul esse vera; et necessarium est

cias. In Arist. Categ., pp. 97, 103, ed. Basil, contradicentium alteram cnilibct rei conven-
1551.— Ed. ire, alteram non convenire."— Ed.]

3 Ux contradictariarum, principium contradi-
^ iutaphysica, i 10. -Ed.

centium (sc. propositionum)^ as used in the

schools, included the law of Contradiction ° Oniologia, H 52, 53.

and the law of Excluded Middle. See Jloli- c Quastlo t. p. 21 a, ed. Tenet., 1.513.— Ed.



but, against Aristotle, he maintains tliat the principle of Identity,

and not the principle of Contradiction, is the one absolutely first.

The formula in which Andreas expressed it was Ens est ens. Sub-

sequently to this author, the question concerning the relative prior-

ity of the two laws of Identity and of Contradiction became one

much agitated in the schools ; though there were also found some

who asserted to the law of Excluded Middle this supreme rank.'

Leibnitz, as I have said, did not always distin-

guish the principles of Identity and of Contra-

diction. By Wolf the former was styled the principle of Certainty,

(jirincipiuni Certitudmis) ;' but he, no more

than Leibnitz himself, sufficiently discriminated

between it and the law of Contradiction. This was, however, done

by Baumgarten, another distinguished "follower
aumga en.

^^ Loibnitz,' and from him it received the name

of the principle of Position, that is, of Affirmation or Identity,

{principium Positionis sive Identitatis),— the name by vrhich it is

now universally known. This principle has found gi'eater fivor, in

the eyes of the absolutist philosophers, than those of Contradiction

and Excluded Middle. By Fichte and Schelling

Fichte and Schei-
jj. j^^g ^gg^ placed as the primary principle of all

''

y^ ^j
philosophy.'' Hegel alone subjects it, along with

the other laws of thought, to a rigid but falla-

cious criticism ; and rejects it along with them, as belonging to that

lower sphere of knowledge, which is conversant only with the rela-

tive and finite.''

The fourth law, that of Reason and Conse-

Law of Eeason and quent, which stands apart by itself from the other
Consequent.

tliree, was, like the laws of Contradiction and
Recognized by Plato

and Aristotle. Excluded Middle, recognized by Plato." He lays

it down as a postulate of reason, to admit noth-

ing without a cause ; and the same is frequently done by his

scholar Aristotle.'' Both, however, in reference
PX T^'T"" f"'-

^Q ^jjjg principle, employ the ambiguous term

cause (aiTia acTiov). Anstotle, indeed, distm-

the law of Reason, as the ideal principle of knowledge (apxv

1 [Ales, de Ales, Tn Arisi. Metnph., iv. t. 9.] 3 Metaphyska, } 11.— Ed.

Compare Suarez, Disp. Meluph., Disp. iii. j 3. i See Fichte, Crun'llage der gesammten Wis-

Ale.\ander professes to agree witli Aristotle sensclia/islehre, § 1. Schelling, Vom Idi, f 7. —
in giving the first place to the principle of Ed.

Contradiction, but, in fact, he identifies it 5 See above, p. 64, note 4. — Ed.

with that of Excluded Middle, de qtwris affir- G Pliilebus, p. 26. — Ed.

math i-d nrgado. — Ev. ' E. g. Anal. Post., ii. 16; P/ii/s., ii. 3; Metaph.,

2 Oniologia, j 55, 283. — Ed. i. 1. 3; Rlut., ii. 23. — Ed.
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T^s yvajo-€ft)s, 2}>'incipmm cognoscendi), from the real principle of

Production, (u/3X^ t^s yevco-Ews, pi-incipium Jiendi,—priiicipium es-

sendi)} By Cicero, the axiom of reason and

Th ''^'h im n
Consequent was, in like manner, comprehended

under the formula, nihil sine causa,"— a formula

adopted by the schoolmen ; although they, after Aristotle, distin-

guished under it the ratio essendi, and the ratio cognoscendi.

In modern times, the attention of jihilosophers was called to this

law of Leibnitz, who, on the two principles of
Leibnitz called at- Rgagon and of Contradiction, founded the whole

flcient Reason. edifice of his philosophy.' Under the latter

law, as I have mentioned, he comprehended,

however, the principle of Identity ; and in the former he did not

sufficiently discriminate, in terms, the law of Causality, as a real

principle, from the law of Reason, properly so called, as a formal or

ideal principle. To this axiom he gave various denominations,

—

now calling it the principle of Detei-mining Reason, now the princi-

ple of Sufficient Reason, and now the princijjle of Convenience or

Agreement {convenientia) ; making it, in its real relation, the ground

of all existence; in its ideal, the ground of all positive knowledge.

On this subject there was a celebrated controversy between Leibnitz

and Dr. Samuel Clarke,— a controversy on this, as on other points,

eminently worthy of your study. The documents in which this con-

troversy is contained, were published in the English edition under

the title, yl collection of Papers which passed between thelate learned

Mr. Leibnitz and Dr. Clarke, in the years 1715 a?if?1716, relating

to the Principiles of JVatural Philosophy and Peligion, London,

1717."

"Wolf, the most distinguished follower of Leibnitz, employs the

formula— "Nothing is without a sufficient rea-
Wolf. , . . , , . .

son why it is, rather than why it is not ; that is,

if anything is supposed to be (ponitur esse), something also must

be supposed, whence it may be understood why the same is rather

than is not."' He blames the schoolmen for confusing reason

{ratio) with cause (causa) : but his censure equally apjilies to his

master Leibnitz, as to them and Aristotle ; for all of these philoso-

phers, though they did not confound the two principles, employed

ambiguous terms to denote them.

1 Melnph., iv. {v.)1. — Ud. or Identity is assumod as tlio founclntion ol

2 De Dichialione, ii. c. 28. — Ed. all matbematics and that of Sufixiciit Eea-

3 See T/icoilicce, S U. Monwlologie, H 31. 32. son as the foundation of natural philosophy

— Ed. —Ed.
4 .See especially, Leibnitz's Second Letter, 5 See Fischer's Logik. [J 59, p. 38, ed. 1838,

p. 20, in which the principle of Contradiction Compare Wolf, Ontologia, H 70, 71.— Ed.J
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The Leibnitiau doctrine of the universaUty of the law of Suffi-

cient Reason, both as a principle of existence
Discussion regard-

^^^^ ^f thought, excited much discussion among
jng the LeibDitzian ,, , •, i j.- ^ i -c r^

doctriie of tiie law of
the philosophers, more particularly of Germany.

Sufficieut Reason. In the earlier half of the last century, some con-

troverted the validity of the principle, others

attempted to restrict it.* Among other arguments, it is alleged, by
the advocates of the former opinion, if the principle be admitted,

that everything must have a sufficient reason why it is, rather than

why it is not,—^on this hypothesis, error itself will have such a rea-

son, and, therefore, must cease forthwith to be error.^

Many philosophers, as Wolf and Baumgarten, endeavored to

demonstrate this principle by the principle of Contradiction ; while

others, with better success, showed that all such demonstrations

were illogical.^

In the more recent systems of philosophy, the universality and
necessity of the axiom of Reason has, with other logical laws, been

controverted and rejected by speculators on the absolute.*

1 As Feuerlin and Darieg. See Bachmann, 3 [Kiesewetter, AUgemcine Logik, P. i. p. 57]

;

Logik, p. 56, Leipsig, 1828; Cf. Degeraudo, compare Lectures on Metaphysks^ ii. pp. 396,

Hht. Comp. des Syst. de FhU., t. ii. p. Ii5, ed. 397, notes. —Ed.
1804.— Ed. 4 [On principle of Double Negation as

2 See Bachmann, Logik, p. 56. With the another law of Thought, see Fries, Logik, {

foregoing history of the laws of Thought, 41, p. 190; Calker, Denkleltre oder Logik und

compare the same author, Logik, § 18-31.— Dialfktik, j 165, p. 453 ; Beuekc, Leiirbuch der

Ed. Logik, S 64, p. 41.]



LECTUKE VI.

STOICHEIOLOOY.
SECTION I — NOETIC.

THE FUXDAilEXTAL LAWS OF THOUGHT— THEIR CLASSIFI-

CATION AST) BIPORT.

Hatixg concluded the Introductory Questions, we entered, in

our last Lecture, upon our science itself. The
first part of Pure Logic is tlie Doctrine of Ele-

ments, or that -which considers the conditions of mere or possible

thinking. These elements are of two kinds,— they are either the

fundamental laws of thought as regulating its necessary products, or

they are the products themselves as regulated by those laws. The

fundamental laws are four in number,— the law of Identity, the law

of Contradiction, the law of Excluded Middle, the law of Reason

and Consequent.^ The products of thought are three,— 1°, Con-

cepts or Xotions ; 2°, Judgments ; and, 3°, Reasonings. In our last

Lecture, we considered the first of these two parts of the doctrine

of elements, and I went through the general explanation of the con-

tents and import of the four laws, and their history. Without re-

capitulating what was then stated, I shall now proceed to certain

general observations, which may be suggested in relation to the four

laws.

And, first of all, I may remark, that they naturally fall into two
classes. The first of these classes consists of

General obserrations

in relation to the four the three principles of Identity, Contradiction,

ftndamentai laws of and Excluded Middle ; the second comprehends

into?" '

^^''^ ^ ^^^ principle of Reason and Consequent alone.

This classification is founded both on the difl'er-

ent reciprocal connection of the laws, and on the different natui-e of

their results.

In the first place, in regard to the difference of connection be-

tween the laws themselves, it is at once evident that the first three

1 See, however, p. 62, note 1.— Ed.
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stand iu a far more proximate relation to each otlier than to the

fourth. The first three are, indeed, so inti-

Thjs classification mately Connected, that though it has not even
founded, 10, On the

^^^^^ attempted to carry them up into a hii?her
difference of connec- ... , , , , . -, ,.

tion between the laws principle, and though the various and contradic-

themseives. tory endeavors that have been made to elevate

one or other into an antecedent, and to degrade

others into consequents, have only shown, by their failure, the im-

possibility of reducing the three to one ; still so intimate is their

connection, that each in fact supposes the others. They are like the

three sides of a triangle ; not the same, not reducible to unity, each

pretending with equal right to a prior consideration, and each, if

considered first, giving in its own existence the existence of the

other two. This intimacy of relation does not subsist between the

principle of Reason and Consequent and the three other laws;

they do not, in the same necessary manner, suggest each other in

thought. The explanation of this is found in the difierent nature

of their results; and this is the second subject of our consideration.^

In the second place, then, the distinction of the four laws into

two classes is not only warranted by the difler-

2°, On the difference
g,;,gg ^f ^i^eir mutual dependence in thought, but,

le en w uc i le
likewise, by the difference of the end which the

two classes severally ' •'

accomplish. two classcs Severally accomplish. For the first

three laws not only stand apart by themselves

(forming, as it were, a single principle \iewed in three difierent

aspects), but they necessitate a result very difierent, both in kind

and in degree, from that determined by the law of Reason and Con-

sequent. The difierence iu their result consists in this, — whatever

violates the laws, whether of Identity, of Contradiction, or of Ex-

cluded Middle, we feel to be absolutely impossible, not only in

thought but in existence. Thus we cannot attribute even to Om-
nipotence the power of making a thing difierent from itself, of mak-

ing a thing at once to be and not to be, of making a thing neither

to be nor not to be. These three laws thus determine to us the

sphere of possibility and of impossibility; and this not merely in

thought but in reality, not only logically but metaphysically. Very
difierent is the result of the law of Reason and Consequent. This

principle merely excludes from the sphere of positive thought what

we cannot comprehend ; for whatever we comprehend, that through

which we comjirehend it is its reason. What, therefore, violates the

1 For a later development of the Author's philosophy as regards the distinction here indi-

cated, see Discussions^ p. 602 etseq. — Ed,
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law of Reason anrl Consequent merely, in virtue of this law becomes

a logical zero; that is, we are compelled to think it as unthinkable,

but not to think it, though actually non-existent subjectively or in

thought, as therefore actually non-existent objectively or in reality.

And why, it may be asked, does the law of Reason and Consequent

not equally determine the sphere of general possibility, as the laws

of Identity, Contradiction, and Excluded Middle ? "Why are we to

view the unthinkable in the one case not to be equally impossible in

reality, as the unthinkable in the other? Some philosophers have,

on the one hand, asserted to the Deity the power of reconciling con-

tradictions ;
- while, on the other, a greater number have made the

conceivable in human thought the gauge of the

Two counter opin- possible in existence. What warrants us, it may
ion8 regar ing le ^^ asked, to condemn these opposite proced-
hmits of objective ' i i i

possibility. "I'es as equally unphilosophical? In answer to

this, though the matter belongs more properly

to Metaphysic than to Logic, I may say a few words, which, how-

ever, I am aware, cannot, by many of you, be as yet adequately

understood.

To deny the universal application of the first three laws, is, in

fact, to subvert the reality of thought ; and as this subversion is

itself an act of thought, it in fact annihilates itself

When, for example, I say that A is, and then say that A is not,

by the second assertion I sublate or take away
The respective what, by the first assertion, I posited or laid

spheres of the two down ; thought, in the one case, undoing by
classes of the laws of . ,

° . ,, ,, -^ , j v iif
thought defined and

negation what, m the other, it had by aftrma-

iiinstrated. tiou done. But when it is asserted, that A
To deny the nniver- existing and A non-existing are at once true,

sal application of the ^j^_^^ ^^^^^ ^^.^ j^^ , , j^ y^^^ ^^^^^ negation
first three laws, is to ' •' ' '^

subvert the reality of ^nd affirmation correspond to nothing out of the

thought. mind— that there is no agreement, no disa-

greement between thought and its objects; and

this is tantamount to saying that truth and falsehood are merely

empty sounds. For if we only think by aflirmation and negation,

and if these are only as they are exclusive of each other, it follows,

that unless existence and non-existence be opposed objectively in

the same" manner as affirmation and negation are opposed subjec-

tively, all our thought is a mere illusion. Thus it is, that those who
would assert the possibility of contradictions being at once true,

in fact annihilate the possibility of truth itself, and the whole signifi-

cance of thought.

1 Compare Le Clerc, Logica, p. ii. c. 3.— Ed.
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But this is not the case -when we deny the universal, the absolute

application of the law of Reason and Conse-

But tiiis is not in- queot. When I say that a thing may be, of
voivediu the denial of -^vhich I cannot conceive the possibility (that is,

the universal applica- , • • -j. ^i ^ o , •

,., , ^^ by conccivniar it as the consequent of a certain
tion of the lawof Rea- •' ° ...
son and (joueequent. reasou), I Only say that thought is limited ; but,

within its limits, I do not deny, I do not sub-

vert, its truth. But how, it may be asked, is it shown that thought

is thus limited ? How is it shown that the inconceivable is not an

index of the impossible, and that those philosophers who have em-

ployed it as the criterion of the absurd, are themselves guilty of

absurdity? This is a matter which will come under our considera-

tion at another time and in its proper place ; at

This law shown in present it will be sufficient to state in general
general not to be the

^j^^^ ^j^g hypothesis which makes the thinkable
measure of objective , i -i i i • • •

possibility. the measurc oi the possible, brings the principle

of Reason and Consequent at once into collision

with the three higher laws, and this hypothesis itself is thus reduced

at once to contradiction and absurdity. For if we take a compre-

hensive view of the phenomena of thought, we shall find that all

that we can positively think, that is, all that is within the jurisdic-

tion of the law of Reason and Consequent, lies between two oppo-

site poles of thought, which, as exclusive of each other, cannot, on

the principles of Identity and Contradiction, both be true, but of

which, on the princij^le of Excluded Middle, the one or the other

must. Let us take, for example, any of the general objects of our

knowledge. Let us take body, or rather, since body as extended is

included under extension, lot us take extension itself, or space.

Now, extension alone will exhibit to us two pairs of contradictory

inconceivables, that is, in all, four incomprehensibles, but of which,

though all are equally unthinkable, and, on the hypothesis in ques-

tion, all, therefore, equally impossible, we are compelled, by the law

of Excluded Middle, to admit some two as true and necessary.

Extension, then, may be viewed either as a whole or as a part

;

and, in each aspect, it affords us two incogitable contradictories.

1°, Taking it as a whole:— space, it is evident,
By reference to Ex- jjj^,gj gitj^gj. i,q limited, that is, have an end, a

tension, 1°, As a . „ ,..-.,.,
_,j^

J

circumference ; or unlimited, that is, have no

end, no circumference. These are contradictory

suppositions ; both, therefore, cannot, but one must, be true. Now
let us try positively to comprehend, positively to conceive, the pos-

sibility of either of these two mutually exclusive alternatives. Can

we represent or realize in thought extension as absolutely limited?
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in other words, cau we mentally hedge round the whole of space,

conceive it absolutely bounded, that is, so that beyond its boundary

there is no outlying, no suiTounding, space?
Space or extension rpj^j^

jg impossible. Whatever compass of space
as absolutely bounded, . .... . , ,

unthinkable
'^®

'^'^J' i^close by any limitation oi thought, we
shall find that we have no dilEculty in transcend-

ing these limits. Xay, we shall find that we cannot but transcend

them ; for we are unable to think any extent of space except as

within a still ulterior space, of which, let us think till the jiowers of

thinking foil, we can never reach the circumference. It is thus

impossible for us to think space as a totality, that is, as absolutely

bounded, but all-containing. We may, therefore, lay down this first

extreme as inconceivable. We cannot think space as limited.

Let us now consider its contradictory ; can we comprehend the

possibility of infinite or unlimited space ? To
Space unlimited in- s„ppose this is a direct contradiction in terms

;

conceivable, as con- . ; , , , . •, i tt^
tradictory. '*' '^ to Comprehend the incomprehensible. \\ e

think, we conceive, we comprehend, a thing, only

as we think it as within or under something else ; but to do this of

the infinite is to think the infinite as finite, which is contradictory

and absurd.

Now, here it may be asked, how have we then the word infinite?

How have we the notion which this word ex-
Objection from the presses? The answer to this question is con-

the Infinite obviated"
tained in the distinction of positive and negative

thought. We have a positive concept of a

thing, when we think it by the qualities of which it is the comple-

ment. But as the attribution of qualities is an
Distinction of posi- aflirmation, as affirmation and negation are rela-

tive and neeative ^. , , ,. , , . _

.. . . . .7 tives, and as relatives are known only m and
thought and notion. ' •'

through each other, we cannot, therefore, have a

consciousness of the aflirmation of any quality, without having at

the same time the correlative consciousness of its negation. Xow,

the one consciousness is a positive, the other consciousness is a neg-

ative notion. But, in point of fact, a negative notion is only the

negation of a notion ; we think only by the attribution of certain

qualities, and the negation of these qualities and of this attribution,

is simply, in so far, a denial of our thinking at all. As afiirm.ation

always suggests negation, every positive notion must likewise sug-

gest a negative notion ; and as language is the reflex of thought,

the positive and negative notions are expressed by positive and

negative names. Thus it is with the infinite. The finite is the only

object of real or positive thought ; it is that alone which we think

10
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by the attribution of determinate characters ; the infinite, on the

contrary, is conceived only by the thinking away of every character

by which the finite was conceived; in other

The Infinite ex- words, we conceive it only as inconceivable.

ZmT
^' '"""'™

'T'"^ relation of the infinite to the finite is

shown, indeed, in the terras by which it is ex-

pressed in every language. Thus in Latin, infinitum ; in Greek,

airupov ; in German, unencllich ; in all of which original tongues the

word expressive of the infinite is only a negative expression of the

finite or limited. Thus the very objection from the existence of a

name and notion of the infinite, when analyzed, only proves more

clearly that the infinite is no object of thought; that we conceive

it, not in itself, but only in correlation and contrast to the finite.

The indefinite is, however, sometimes confounded with the infin-

ite ; though there are hardly two notions which,
The Indefinite and -^ithout being contradictory, differ more widely.

g^jj^^^j'
The indefinite has a subjective, the infinite an

objective relation. The one is merely the nega-

tion of the actual apprehension of limits, the other the negation of

the i^ossible existence of limits.

But to return whence Ave have been carried, it is manifest that

we can no more realize the thought or concep-

Space as bounded tion of infinite, unbounded, or unlimited space,
and space as unbound-

^j^^^^ ^^ ^^^ realize the Conception of a finite or
ed being two lucon- ^

ceivabie contradicto- absolutely bounded space. But these two incon-

ries, tiie law of Reason ceivables are reciprocal contradictories, and if

and Consequent can- ^,,3 jjj.g u„j,ble to comprehend the possibility of
not, therefore, form .^, ,-ii ,1 --i r--r^
*. „„ •,. •„ „f „), „ either, while, however, on the principle of Ex-
the criterion of objec- ' ' ' ^ ^

live possibility. cluded Middle one or other must be admitted,

the hypothesis is manifestly false, that proposes

the subjective or formal law of Reason and consequent as the crite-

rion of real or objective possibility.

It is needless to show that the same result is given by the exper-

iment made on extension considered as a part,

This further shown ^^ divisible. Here, if we attempt to divide ex-
by reference to Exten- ... , 1 n • i 1

siou 2° As a Part.
tension m thought, we shall neither, on the one

hand, succeed in conceiving the possibility of an

absolute minimum of space, that is, a minimum ex hypothesi ex-

tended, but which cannot be conceived as divisible into parts, nor,

on the other, of carrying on this division to infinity. But as these

are contradictory opposites, they again afibrd a similar refutation of

the hypothesis in question.

But the same conclusion is reached by simply considering the
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law of Keason and Consequent in itself. This law enjoins— Think
nothing without a reason why we must think it

;

3°, By reference fo ^jj^j jg^ t},j,j], nothing except as Contained in,
the law of Reason and , .

Consequent itself.
"^ evolved out of, something else which we
alreadj' know. Xow, this reason, — this some-

thing else,— in obedience to this very law, must, as itself known,

be itself a consequent of some other antecedent ; and this antece-

dent be again the consequent of some anterior or higher reason

;

and so on, ad injinifum. But the human mind is not possessed of

infinite jjowers, or of an infinite series of reasons and consequents;

on the contrary, its faculties are very limited, and its stock of knowl-

edge is very small. To erect this law, therefore, into a standard of

existence, is, in fact, to bring down the infinitude of the universe to

the finitude of man,— a proceeding than which nothing can be im-

agined more absurd. The foct is, that the law
The laws of Eeason ^f Reason and Consequent can, with the law of

^°, „rr7"™KY' Cause and Effect, the law of Substance and
reducible to a mgher '

principle. Phfenomenon, etc., be, if I am not mistaken, all

reduced to one higher princiisle,— a principle

which explains from the very limitation of the human iuind, from

the very imbecility of its powers, a great variety of phajnomena,

which, from the liberality of philosophers, have obtained for their

solution a number of positive and special principles. This, how-

ever, is a discussion which would here be out of place.^ What, how-

ever, has been said may sufiice to show that,
Snmmaiy statement .^jj^g ^.j^g fij.gt t|jj.gg jj^^^g ^f thought are of an

laws of thought.
absolute and universal cogency, the fourth is only

of a cogency relative and particular; that, while

the former determine the possibility, not only of all thought, but of

all real knowledge, the latter only regulates the validity of mediate

or reflective thought. The laws of Identity, Contradiction and Ex-

cluded Middle are, therefore, not only logical but metaphysical prin-

ciples, the law of Reason and Consequent a logical jjrinciple alone ; a

doctrine which is, however, the converse of what is generally taught.

I proceed, now, to say a few words on the general influence which

these laws exert upon the operations of think-

The general influ- ing. These operations, however various and
ence which the forego-

multiform they may seem, are so goveraed in all
mg laws exert on the , . .^ '' . "^ , , -,. ,

operations of think- their manifestations by the preceding laws, that

ing. no thought can pretend to validity and truth

which is not in consonance with, which is not

governed by, them. For man can recognize that alone as real and
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assured, which the laws of his understanding sanction ; and he can»

not but regard that as false and unreal, which these laws condemn.

From this, however, it by no means follows that what is thought in

conformity to these laws, is therefore true ; for the sphere of thought

is for wider than the sphere of reality, and no inference is valid

from the correctest thinking of an object to its actual existence.

While these laws, therefore, are the highest criterion of the non-

reality of an object, they are no criterion at all of its reality; and

•they thus stand to existence in a negative and not in a positive rela-

tion. And what I now say of the fundamental principles of thought

in general, holds equally of all their proximate and special applica-

tions, that is, of the whole of Logic. Logic, as I have already ex-

plained, considering the form alone of thought to the exclusion of

its matter, can draw no conclusion from the correctness of the man-

ner of thinking an object to the reality of the object itself. Yet
among modern, nay recent, philosophers, two

The true relations of •, i . * i i • i

_ ^. 1

k d
• opposite doctrines have sprung ui), which, on

two ways;— 1. Logic opposite sides, have overlooked the true rela-

erroneousiy held to tions of Logic. " One party of philosophers
be the positive stand-

£,efini, truth in general,— the absolute har-
ard of truth.

= °
. . t .

-,mony of our thoughts and cognitions,— divide

truth into a formal or logical, and into a material or metaphysical,

according as that harmony is in consonance with
The division of truth ^he laws of formal thought, or, over and above,

physical —criticized.
'^^^^ ^^^ ^^'^^ ^^ ^'^^^ knowledge.' The criterion

of formal truth they place in the principles of

Contradiction and of Sufficient Reason, enouncing that what is non-

contradictory and consequent is formally true. This criterion, which

is positive and immediate of formal truth (inasmuch as what is

non-contradictory and consequent can always be thought as possi-

ble), they style a negative and mediate criterion of material truth

:

as what is self-contradictory and logically inconsequent is in reality

impossible ; at the same time, what is not self-contradictory and not

logically inconsequent, is not, however, to be regarded as having an

actual existence. But here the foundation is treacherous ; the no-

tion of truth is false. When we speak of truth, we are not satisfied

with knowing that a thought harmonizes with a certain system of

thoughts and cognitions; but, over and above, we require to be

assured that what we think is real, and is as we
Truth, — what. , . , . , . . ^ , , .

think it to be. Are we satisfied on this point,

we then regard our tlioughts as true ; whereas if we are not satis-

fied of this, we deem them false, how well soever they may quad-

1 SeeKaut, Logik, Eiuleitung, vii.; Krug, Logik, i 22; Fries, Logik, § 42. — Ed.
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rate with any theory or system. It is not, therefore, in any absohite

harmony of mere thought that truth consists, but solely in the cor-

respondence of our thoughts with their objects. The distinction of

formal and material truth is thus not only unsound in itself, but

opposed to the notion of truth universally held, and embodied in all

languages. But if this distinction be inept, the title of Logic, as a

positive standard of truth, must be denied ; it can only be a nega-

tive criterion, being conversant with thoughts and not with things,

with the possibility and not with the actuality of existence." ^

The preceding inaccuracy is, however, of Uttle moment compared

with the heresy of another class of jjhilosophers,

2. The Absolutists to whose observations on this point I can, how-
proceed on a subver- ^^.^^^ Qjj|y allude. Some of you may, perhaps,

j^^g

° °'
find a difficulty in believing the statement, that

there is a considerable party of philosophers,

illustrious for the highest speculative talent, and whose systems, if

not at present, were, a few years ago, the most celebrated, if not the

most universally accredited in Europe, who establish their meta-

physical theories on the subversion of all logical truth.^ I refer to

those philosophers who hold that man is capable of more than a

relative notion of existence,— that he is competent to a knowledge

of absolute or infinite being (for these terms they use convertibly),

in an identity of knowledge and existence, of himself and the

Divinity. This doctrine, which I shall not now attempt to make

you understand, is developed in very various schemes ; that is, the

different philosophers attempt, by very diflerent and contradictory

methods, to amve at the same end ; all these systems, however,

agree in this,— they are all at variance with the four logical laws.

Some, indeed, are established on the express denial of the validity

of these laws; and others, without daring overtly to reject their au-

thority, are still built in violation of their precept. In fact, if con-

tradiction remain a criterion of falsehood, if Logic and the laws of

thought be not viewed as an illusion, the philosophy of the absolute,

Ln all its forms, admits of the most direct and easy refutation. But

on this matter I only now touch, in order that you may not be

ignorant that there are philosophers, and philosophers of the high-

est name, who, in pursuit of the phantom of absolute knowledge,

are content to repudiate relative knowledge, logic, and the laws of

thought. This hallucination is, however, upon the wane, and as

each of these theorists contradicts his brother. Logic and Common
•Sense will at length refute them all.

Before leaving the consideration of this subject, it is necessary to

1 Esser, Logik, p. 65-6.— Ed. 2 See above, p. 64, note 4. — Ed.
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notice a mistake of Dr. Eeicl, which it is not more remarkable

that he should have committed, than that others
Mistake of Eeid in

j^,^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ f^jj^^ ^^^^ applaud it, as the
regard to Conception.

. V i <-

correction of a general error. In the fourth

Essay on the Intellectual Powers, and in the third chapter, entitled

Mistakes concerning Conception^ there is the following passage,

which at once exhibits not only his own opinion, but the universality

of the doctrine to which it is opposed

:

" There remains," he says, " another mistake conceraing concep-

tion, which deserves to be noticed. It is, that
Eeid quoted. . x- ^, • • ^ ^ ^ ^i •

our conception of things is a test of their pos-

sibility, so that, what we can distinctly conceive, we may conclude

to be possible ; and of what is impossible, we can have no con-

ception.

" This opinion has been held by philosophers for more than a hun-

dred years, without contradiction or dissent, as far as I know ; and,

if it be an error, it may be of some use to inquire into its origin, and

the causes that it has been so generally received as a maxim whose

truth could not be brought into doubt."

I may here observe that this limitation of the prevalence of the

opinion in question to a very modern period is altogether incorrect

;

it was equally prevalent in ancient times, and as many passages could

easily be quoted from the Greek logicians alone as Dr. Roid has

quoted from the philosophers of the century prior to himself Dr.

Reid goes on

:

" One of the fruitless questions agitated among the scholastic

philosophers in the dark ages was. What is the criterion of truth?

As if men could have any other way to distinguish truth from error,

but by the right use of that power of judgment which God has

given them.

"Descartes endeavored to put an end to this controversy, by

making it a fundamental principle in his system, that whatever we
clearly and distinctly perceive, is true.

" To understand this principle of Descartes, it must be observed

that he gave the name (i'i perception to every power of the human
understanding; and in explaining this very maxim, he tells us

that sense, imagination, and pure intellection, are only different

modes of perceiving, and so the maxim was understood by all his

followers.

" The learned Dr. Cudworth seems also to have adopted this prin-

ciple. 'The criterion of true knowledge,' he says, 'is only to be-

looked for in our knowledge and conceptions themselves : for the

1 Collected Works, p. 376-8.— ED.
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entity of all theoretical truth is nothing else but clear intelligibility,

and whatever is clearly conceived is an entity and a truth ; but that

which is folse, Divine power itself cannot make it to be clearly and

distinctly understood. A falsehood can never be clearly conceived

or apprehended to be true.'— {Eternal and immutable Morality, p.

172, etc.)

" This Cartesian maxim seems to me to have led the way to that

now under consideration, which seems to have been adopted as the

proper correction of the former. When the authority of Descartes

declined, men began to see that we may clearly and distinctly con-

ceive what is not true, but thought that our conception, though not

in all cases a test of truth, might be a test of possibility.

" This indeed seems to be a necessary consequence of the received

doctrine of ideas ; it being evident that there can be no distinct im-

age, either in the mind or anywhere else, of that which is impos-

sible. The ambiguity of the word conceive, which we observed,

Essay i. chap, i., and the common phraseology of saying, ice cannot

conceive such a thing, when we would signify that we think it im-

possible, might likewise contribute to the reception of this doctrine.

" But whatever was the origin of this opinion, it seems to prevail

universally, and to be received as a maxim.
"

' The bare having an idea of the pi-oposition proves the thing not

to be impossible ; for of au impossible proposition there can be no

idea.'— Dr. Samuel Clarke.

"'Of that which neither does nor can exist we can have no idea.'

— Lord Bolingbroke.
"

' The measure of impossibility to us is inconceivableness, that of

which we have no idea, but that reflecting upon it, it appears to be

nothing, we pronounce to be impossible.'— Abernethy.

"'In every idea is implied the possibility of the existence of its

object, nothing being clearer than that there can be no idea of an

impossibility, or conception of what cannot exist.'— Dr. Price.

"'Impossibile est cujus nullam notionem formare possuraus; pos

sibile e contra, cui aliqua respondet notio.'— Wolfii Ontolog.
"

' It is an established maxim in metaphysics, that whatever the

mind conceives, includes the idea of possible existence, or in other

words, that nothing we imagine is absolutely impossible.'— D.

Hume.
" It were easy to muster up many other respectable authorities for

this maxim, and I have never found one that called it in question.

" If the maxim be true in the extent which the famous Wolfius

has given it in the passage above quoted, we shall have a short road

to the determination of every question about the possibility or im-
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possibility of tilings. We need only look into our own bre.ist, and
that, like the Urim and Thuminim, will give an infallible answer. If

we can conceive the thing, it is possible ; if not, it is impossible.

And surely every man may know whether he can conceive what is

affirmed, or not.

"Other philosophers have been satisfied with one half of the

maxim of Woltius. They say, that whatever we can conceive is

possible ; but they do not say, that whatever we cannot conceive is

impossible."

On this I may remark, that Dr. Reid's criticism of "Wolf must be

admitted in so far as that philosojjher maintains our inability to con-

ceive a thing as possible, to be the rule on which we are entitled to

pronounce it impossible. But Dr. Reid now advances a doctrine

which I cannot but regard as radically erroneous.

"I cannot help thinking even this to be a mistake which philoso-

phers have been unwarily led into, from the causes before mentioned.

My reasons are these :

" 1. Whatever is said to be possible or impossible is expressed by
a proposition. Now, what is it to conceive a proposition? I think

it is no more than to imderstand distinctly its meaning. I know no

more that cau be meant by simple apprehension, or conception,

when applied to a proposition. The axiom, therefore, amounts to

this :— Every proposition, of which you understand the meaning
distinctly, is possible. I am persuaded that I understand as distinctly

the meaning of this proposition, Any two sides of a triangle are to-

gether equal to the third, as of this. Any two sides of a triangle are

together greater than the third ; yet the first of these is impossible."

Now this is a singular misunderstanding of the sense in which it

„ . . , has been always held by philosophers, that what
Criticized. . -. . . -, .

IS contradictory is conceived as inconceivable and

impossible.^ No philosopher, I make bold to say, ever dreamt of

denying that we can distinctly understand the meaning of the propo-

sition, the terms of which we recognize to be contradictory, and, as

contradictory, to annihilate each other. When we enounce the pro-

position, A is not A, we clearly comprehend the separate meaning
of the terms A and not A, and also the import of the assertion of

their identity. But this very understanding consists in the con-

sciousness that the two terms are contradictories, and that as such

it is impossible to unite them in a mental judgment, though they

stand united in a verbal proposition. If we attempt this, the two

mutually exclusive terms not only cannot be thought as one, but in

flict annihilate each other ; and thus the result, in place of a positive

1 See the Author's notes, Reid's Works, p. 377. — Ed.
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judgment, is a neg.ation of thought. So far Dr. Reid is wrong. But

he is not guilty of the absurdity attributed to him by Dr. Gleig; he

does not say, as by that writer he is made to say, that " any two

sides of a triangle may be conceived to be equal to the third, as dis-

tinctly as any two sides of a triangle may be conceived to be greater

than the third."' These are not Dr. Reid's words, and nothing he

says warrants the attribution of such expressions to him, in the sense

in which they are attributed. He is made to hold, not merely that

we can imderstand two terms as contradictory, but that we are able

to combine them in the unity of thought. After the passage already

quoted, Reid goes on to illustrate, in various points of view, the

supposed error of the philosophers; but as all he says on this

head originates in the misconception already shown of the opin-

ion he controverts, it is needless to take any further notice of his

arguments.

We have thus considered the conditions of Logic, in so far as cer-

tain laws or principles are prescribed ; we have
Postulates of Logic. ^ ., .* ,.^. . ^now to consider its conditions, in so far as cer-

tain postulates are demanded. Of these there are more than one :

but one alone it is here requisite to signalize ; for although it be ne-

cessarily supposed in the science, strange to say, it has, by logical

writers, not only been always passed over in silence, but frequently

and inconsistently violated. This postulate I comprise in the follow-

ing paragi-aph :

TT XVIII. The only postulate of Logic which requires an ar-

ticulate enouncement is the demand, that

oai ' o^t^te"'^
'°^'' before dealing with a judgment or reasoning

expressed in language, the import of its

terms should be fully understood ; in other words. Logic postu-

lates to be allowed to state explicitly in language all that is

implicitly contained in the thought.

This postulate cannot be refused. In point of fact, as I have said.

Logic has always proceeded on it, in overtly ex-

not be ^ef

'"

d^
"^^ pressing all the steps of the mental process in

reasoning,— all the propositions of a syllogism

;

whereas, in common parlance, one at least of these steps or proposi-

tions is usually left unexpressed. This postulate, as we shall have

occasion to observe in the sequel, though a fundamental condition

of Logic, has not been consistently acted on by logicians in their

development of the science ; and from this omission have arisen

1 Art. "Metaphysics," Encydopccdia Briianmea, 7th edit., p. 620. -Ed
11
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mucli confusion and deficiency and error in our present system of

Logic. The illustration of this postulate will appropriately find its

place on occasion of its applications. I now articulately state it,

because it immediately follows in order the general axioms of the

science ; and, at present, I only beg that you will bear it in mind. I

may, however, before leaving the subject, observe

This postulate im- (what has already, I believe, been mentioned),
plied in tbe doctrine

^j^,^^ Aristotle States of syllogistic— and, of course,
of Syllogism, accord- ,.^^ ^ i-^t-- i ^i.^
ing to Aristotle.

'^^^ Statement apphes to Logic m general — that

the doctrine of syllogism deals, not with the ex-

ternal expression of reasoning, in ordinary language, but with the

internal reasoning of the mind itself.^ But of this again, and more

fully, in the proper places.

In like manner, we might here, as is done in Mathematics, pre-

mise certain definitions ; but these it will be more convenient to

state as they occur in the progress of our development. I there-

fore pass on to the Second Section of the Doctrine of Elements,

which is occupied with the Products of Thought ; in other words,

with the processes regulated by the previous conditions.

IXnai. P«J!., i. 10. — Ed.



LECTUEE VII.

STOICHEIOLOGY.
SECTION II.— OF THE PRODUCTS OF THOUGHT.

I. ENyOEJIATIC— OF CONCEPTS OR NOTIONS.

A. OF CONCEPTS IN GENERAL.

I coxcLFDED, in my last lecture, all that I think it necessary to

say in regard to the Fundamental Laws of Thought, or the neces-

sary conditions of the thinkable. The discussion, I am aware, must

have been found somewhat dry, and even abstruse ; not that there

is the smallest difficulty in regard to the api^rehension of the laws

themselves, for these are all self-evident propositions, but because,

though it is necessary in a systematic view of Logic to commence

with the elementary principles of thought, it is impossible, in speak-

ing of these and their application, not to employ expressions of the

most abstract generality, and even not to suppose a certain acquaint-

ance with words and things, which, however, only find their expla-

nation in the subsequent development of the science.

Having considered, therefore, the four Laws of Thought, with the

one Postulate of Logic, which constituted the

The products of First Section of the Doctrine of Logical Ele-
Thought, Concepts,

j^^g^^ j ^^^ proceed to the Secon.l— that
Judgments and Kea- , . , . t i ti n

go^j^„ which is conversant about Logical r^rotlucts.

These products, though identical in kind, are of

three different degrees ; for while Concepts, Judgments, and Rea-

sonings, are all equally the products of the same Faculty of Compar-

ison, they still fall into three classes, as the act,

These are all pro- and. Consequently, the result of the act, is of a
ducts of Comparison,

jrreater or a less simplicity. These three degrees
and all modifications *^ ' - °

of judgment. ^re all in fact, strictly, only modifications of the

second, as both concepts and reasonings may be

reduced to judgments ; for the act of judging, that is, the act of

affirming or denying one thing of another in thought, is that in

which the Understanding or Faculty of Comparison is essentially
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expressed. By anticipation :— A concept is a judgment ; for, on

the one hand, it is nothing but the result of a foregone judgment, or

series of judgments, fixed and recorded in a word— a sign; and it

is only amplified by the annexation of a new attribute, through a

continuance of the same process. On the other hand, as a concept

is thus the synthesis or complexion, and the record, I may add, of

one or more prior acts ofjudgment, it can, it is evident, be analyzed

into these again ; every concept is, in fact, a judgment or a fascicu-

lus of judgments— these judgments only not explicitly developed

in thought, and not formally expressed in terms.

Again, a reasoning is a judgment ; for a reason is only the .afiirma-

tion of the connection of two things with a third, and, through that

third, with each other. It is thus only the same function of thought,

which is at work in Conception, Judgment, and Reasoning ; and

these express no real, no essential, distinction of operation, but

denote only the different relations in which we may regard the indi-

visible act of thought. Thus, the consideration of concepts cannot

be effected out of all relation to, and without even some anticipation

of, the doctrine ofjudgments. This being premised, I now proceed

to the consideration of the Products of Thought, viewed in the

three relations of the three degrees, of Concepts, Judgments, and

Reasonings.^

Under the Second Section of Stoichciology, Concepts or Notions

form the first chapter.

Now, in treating of Concepts, the order I shall follow is this : —

I

shall, in the first place, treat of them in general;
I. Of Concepts or

^^ ^j^^ .secoud, treat of them in special. Under

discussion. ^^^ former, or general head, will be considered,

1°, What they are ; 2^, How they are produced.

Under the latter, or special head, they will be considered under

their various relations. And here, I may observe, that as you

obtain no information from Dr. Whately in re-
whateiy's omission

.^^ ^^ ^j^^ primary laws of thought,— these
ofthe doctrine of Con- =• 1 J o '

(.;,ptg
laws being in fact apparently unknown to every

British logician, old or new, — so you will find

but little or no aid from his Elements towards an understanding of

the doctrine of concepts. His omission, in this respect, cannot be ex-

cused by his error in regard to the object-matter ofLogic ; that object,

you will recollect, being on his view, or rather one of bis views, not

thought in general, or the products of the comparative faculty in

1 [Hume, Treatise of Hitman Nature, Bk. i, preliension is impossible wifliout judfrment.

part iii. § 7. Jac. Thomasius, P/iysira. p. 295] Compare also Krug, Logik, j 23, Aum. ii. p 70

[c. xlix. i 112, where he holds that simple ap- —Ed.)
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their tliree degrees, but reasoning or argumentation alone ; for even

on the hypothesis that Logic is thus limited, still, as the doctrine of

reasoning can only be scientifically evolved out of the doctrine of

concepts, the consideration of the latter forms the indispensable

condition of a satisfactory treatment of the former. But not only is

Whately's doctrine of concepts, or, in his language, of " the process

of simple apprehension," meagre and imperfect, it is even necessary

to forewarn you that it leads to confusion and error. There is a

fundamental distinction of what is called the Extetision and the

Comprehension of notions— a distinction which,

Whateiy abusively in fact, as you will find, forms the very cardinal

point on which the whole theory of Logic turns,

hensiou as convertible. ^"t not Only is this distinction not explained, it is

not even articulately stated ; nay, the very words

which logicians have employed for the expression of this contrast,

are absolutely used as synonymous and convertible. Instead, there-

fore, of referring you for information in regard to our present object

of consideration, to Dr. Whateiy, I am sorry to be compelled to

caution you against putting confidence in his guidance. But to re-

turn. The following I dictate as the title of the first head to be

considered :

A. Of Concepts or ^ Qf Concepts or Notions in General : What
Notions in general.

What tbey are.
^re they ?

In answering this question, let us, first, consider the meaning of

the expressions ; and, secondly, the nature of the thing expressed.

^ XIX. Concept or notion {iwoua., eworifia, vorj/Jia, eTTtVoia,'

conceptio, notio), are terms employed as

Par. XIX. Concepts, convertible, but, while they denote the same

terms
^^""^ °

thing, they denote it in a different point of

view. Conception, the act of which concept

is the result, expresses the act of comprehending or grasping up

I In Greek, the terms ewoio (^woTjTiKiis), lius, lexicon Pkilosophicum, v. 'NSviia, p. 890,

iworiiia {4i'yoTiiJ.aTiK6s), iirimia {iwimrrriK- and p. 80, [f. A.Vd^j^aTo. Cf. p. 310, v. Con-

is), vir,^., to say nothing of .V,.o,Ma (^«- "'"'"^Pf•"• In'e-t'o.-Ev] On.o^^ara,
' ^ ---: Aristotle, De Jnierpr, c i. and Waltz, Com-

nlarias, p. 327. In Aristotle, De Anima,
yoriiiaTiK6s), are all more or less objection-

able, as all more or less ambiguously used foi

the object or product of thought, ii^an act of \ .

' } '.
' } ' ' '

''

Conception, or, as it has been usually called

by the logicians, Simple Apprehi

clearly equivalent to concepts in our meaning,

[c. 6, 'H liff olv rav aSiaipfray viritns h
Blemmidas, Ephome Logica [c. V. Ilepl 'Zwiv- toutois, irep! h. ovk ecrTi rh <pevSos eV oi's 5e

oi'os, p 31, ed. 1605.— Ed ]; Eugenios, Logica ical rh itievSos Koi rh a\rj^€s, avi/d^ris tis

[AoyiK^, c. ii. p. 170, Leipsic, 176(5.— Ed ] J^gr} voriiiijav uxrirep ef ovraiv. K. T. \. —
Stephanas, Thesaurus, V. NoSs; Hocker, aavis gj, i

Phil. Jrist., V. Noi7/«iTo, p. 227 it seq. ; Micrae-
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into unity the various qualities by which an object is character-

ized; notion {notio), again, signifies either the act of appre-

hending, signalizing, that is, the remarking or taking note of,

the various notes, marks, or characters of an object, which its

qualities aiford ; or the result of that act.

In Latin, the word canctpere, in its many various applications,

always expresses, as the etymology would indi-

iiiustrated, — em- cats, the process of embracing or com2)rehending
poymento eammo

^j^^ many into the One, as could be shown by anvd mente concipere^ and
.

animi concfptiis. Erticulatc aualysis of the phrases in which the

term occurs. It was, accordingly, under thia

general siguification, that this word and its derivatives were ana-

logically applied to the operation of miad. Animo vel mente con-

cipere, as used by Cicero, Pliny, Seneca, and other Roman writers,

means to comprehend or understand, that is, to embrace a multitude

of diiferent objects by their common qualities into one act of

thought ; and animi conceptus was, in like manner, applied by the

ancient writers to denote this operation, or its result. The employ-

ment of concipere, coticeptus, and concep)tio, as
Oi condvere, .oncep.

^^^^^^^.^ ^^ -^^ ^l^g philosophy of Mind,
riM, and concfprio, with- ^ "^

'

out adjunct. without the explanatory adjunct, was of a later

introduction— was, indeed, only possible after

they had been long familiarly used in a psychological relation. But
when so introduced, they continued to be employed by philosophers

in general in their proper signification as convertible with thought or

comprehension, and as opposed to the mere apprehension of Sense

or Imagination. Not, indeed, that examples enough may not be

adduced oftheir abusive application to our immediate cognitions of

individual objects, long before Mr. Stewart formally applied the

term conception to a certain accidental form of representation— to

the simple reproduction or repetition of an act of perception in

imagination.^ In using the terms conception and concept in the

sense which I have explained, I therefore employ them not only in

strict conformity to their grammatical meaning, but to tlie meaning

which they have generally obtained among philosophers.

The term notion, like conception, expresses both an act and its

product. I shall, however, as has commonly
Tbe terra nouon,—

j^ggj^ done, use it Only in this latter relation.
limv employed by the _,, . . , ,., . ,

^^(ijj,^
Ihis word has, like conception, been sometimes

abusively applied to denote not only our knowl-

edge of things by their common characters, but, likewise, to include

1 See Lectures on Metaphysics, p. 452 seq.— Ed.
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the mere presentations of Sense and representations of Pliantasy.

This abusive employment Las, however, not been so frequent in

reference to this term as to the term conception; but it must be

acknowledged, that nothing can be imagined more vague and vacil-

lating than the meaning attached to notion in the writings of all

British philosophers, without excejjtion. So much for the expres-

sions concept and notion. I now go on to that which they express.

^ XX.^— In our Consciousness— apprehension— of an indi-

vidual object, there may be distinguished

-^T ^^^ura°onhe'
^^^ ^^*^ following cognitious

:
— 1°, The

tiung. immediate and irrespective knowledge we
have of the individual object, as a comple-

ment of certain qualities or characters, considered simply as

belonging to itself. 2°, The mediate and relative knowledge

we have of this object, as comprising qualities or characters

common to it with other objects.

The former of these cognitions is that contained in the Pre-

sentations of Sense, external and internal, and Representations

of Imagination. They are only of the individual or singular.

The latter is that contained in the Concepts of the Under-

standing, and is a knowledge of the common, general, or uni-

versal.

The conceiving an object is, therefore, its recognition medi-

ately through a concept; and a Concept is the cognition or

idea of the general character or characters, point or points, in

which a plurality of objects coincide.

This requires some illustration, and it will be best afforded by

considering the histoiy of om* knowledge. Our
Concepts,- their na- cental activity is not first exerted in an appre-

tnre illustrated by rcf- , . „ .''
, ^- c

erence to the history
hension 01 the general, common properties oi

of our knowledge. things. On the contrary, objects are originally

Objects are originally presented to US in confused and imperfect percep-
pr^nted in confused

^^^^^_
rj,^^

^^^^ materials fumished bv Sense,
and imperfect percep- '

_
'

tions. retained in Memory, reproduced by Reminis-

cence, and represented in Imagination, the Un-
derstanding elaborates into a higher knowledge, simply by means

of Comparison and Abstraction. The primary act of Comparison

is exerted upon the individual objects of Perception and Imagination

J On this and three following paragraphs et seg. — [Meditationa dc Cognitione Veritate,

apply Leibnitz's distinction of Intuitive and et Iileis. — 'ED.]

Symbolical Knowledge, see Opera II. i. p. li
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alone. In the multitude and complexity of these objects, certain

attributes are found to produce similar, others
Offices of Compari- ^^ produce dissimilar, impressions. The obser-

Bon and Abstraction . ,.,•,.-> a
or attention.

Tation of this fact determmes a reflective con-

sideration of their properties. Objects are in-

tentionally compared together for the purpose of discovering their

similarities and diiferences. When things are found to agree or to

disagree in certain respects, the consciousness is, by an act of voli-

tion, concentrated upon the objects which thus partially agree, and,

in them, upon those qualities in or through which they agree ; and

by this concentration— which constitutes the act caWecl Atte?ition

— what is effected? On the objects and qualities, thus attentively

considered, a strong light is shed; but precisely in proportion as

these are illuminated in consciousness, the others, to which we do

not attend, are thrown into obscurity.

The result of Attention, by concentrating the mind upon certain

qualities, is thus to withdraw or abstract it from
Prescision, Attention, ^\\ g]gg_ j^ technical language, we are said to
and Abstraction are • y .1 ^ i • 1 i • i

, ,. , prescind the phtenomena which we exclusively
correlative names for -' _

-i •'

the same process. consider. To prescind, to attend, 2Mdi to abstract,

are merely different but correlative names for

the same process ; and the first two are nearly convertible. When
we are said to prescind a quality, we are merely supposed to attend

to that quality exclusively ; and when we abstract, we are properly

said to abstractfrom, that is, to throw other attributes out of ac-

count. I may observe that the term abstraction is very often abu-

sively employed. By Abstraction we are frequently said to attend

exclusively to certain phaenomena,— those, to wit, which we ab-

stract; whereas, the term abstraction is properly applied to the

qualities which we abstract from; and by abstracting from some, we
are enabled to consider others more attentively. Attention and

Abstraction are only the same process viewed in different relations.

They are, as it were, the positive and negative poles of the same

act.'

By Comparison, the points of resemblance among things being

thus discovered, and by Attention constituted into exclusive ob-

jects ; by the same act they are also reduced in consciousness from

multitude to unity. What is meant by this will be apparent from

the following considerations.

1 See Lectures on Melaphjsics, p. i'i , und Logik, f d-.Kruj;, Logik. ^ i9. —Ed. [Scliulze,

Bachraann, Logik, 5 44, Compare Kant, Lo^jA:, j 28; Drobiscb, Log-ii, § 14, p. lleO^j./
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We are conscious to ourselves that vre can repeat our acts of con-

sciousness— that we can think the same thought
The reduction of Ob-

^^^^^ ^^g^ ^^.gj._
rpj^j^

^^^^ ^^ ^j^-^ ^h^^ j^j^ jg .jj.

jects from multitude , ,. i i i .^ ,

to unity, -explained 'wo.js in reality the same, though manifested at

and illustrated. different times : for no one can imagine that in

Thought is one and
^jjg repetition of One and the same thought, he

t e same, w i e i s
^^^ ^ plurality of thoughts ; for he is conscious

contents are identical. 1 J ^ >

that it is one and the same thought which is

repeated, so long as its contents remain identical.

Now, this relation of absolute similarity which subsists between

the repetitions of the same thought, is found to

Objects are to us the jjold between our representations of the resem-
same when we are nn-

j^jj^p, qualities of objccts. Two objects have sim-
able to distinguish =1 * ,.._,-
their cognitions. ilar qualities only as these qualities afford a

similar presentation in sense or a similar repre-

sentation in imagination, and qualities are to us completely similar,

when we are unable to distinguish their cognitions. But what we

cannot distinguish, is, to us, the same ; therefore, objects which de-

termine undistinguishable impressions upon us, are perceived and

represented in the same mental modification, and are subjectively

to us precisely as if they were objectively identical.

But the consciousness of identity is not merely the result of the

indiscernible similarity of total objects, it is

The consciousness equally the result of the similarity of any of

of identity is equally their parts— partial characters. For "by ab-
the result of the simi-

gtracting observation fi-om the qualities, points,
laritv of any of the ° ,,....,
partial characters of ii which objects differ, and limiting it to those

objects. in which they agree, we are able to consider

them as identical in certain respects, however

diverse they may appear to be in others, which, for the moment,

we throw out of view. For example : let B, C, and D represent a

series of individual objects, which all agree in possessing the resem-

bling attributes of y y y, and severally differ in each respectively

possessing the non-resembling attributes i, o, u. Xow, in so far as

we exclusively attend to the resembling qualities, we, in the first

place, obscure or remove out of view their non-resembling charac-

ters i, o, w, while we remain exclusively conscious of their resem-

bling qualities y y y. But, in the second place, the qualities

expressed hy y y y determine in us cognitive energies which we are

unable to distinguish, and which we, therefore, consider as the

same. "We therefore view the three similar qualities in the three

different objects as also identical; we consider the y in this, the y
in that, and the yin the third object, as one; and in so far as the

"12
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three objects participate in tliis oneness or identity, we regard them

as also the same. In other words, we classify B, C, and D, under y ;

y is the genus ; B, C, and D are its individuals or species, severally

distinguished from each other by the non-resembling properties, i,

0, M. Now, it is the points of similarity thus discovered and iden-

tified in the unity of consciousness, which constitute Concepts or

Notions.

It is evident that the same process of Comparison and Abstrac-

tion may be again performed on the concepts thus formed. They
are, in like manner, compared together, and

Generalization. . .

' ,,.,
their pomts of resemblance noted, exclusively

considered, and reduced to one in the synthesis of thought. This

process is called Generalization; that is, the process of evolving the

general or one, out of the individual and mani-
Concepts or notions foj^^ Notions and concepts are also Sometimes

^"nerai"""^
^ ^ ^ ^ designated by the style of general 7iotions—

general concejMons. This is superfluous ; for, in

propriety of speech, notions and concepts are, in their very nature,

general ; while the other cognitive modifications to which they are

opposed,— perceptions and imaginations,— have, in like manner,

their essence in their individuality.

By the way, you may have noticed that I never use the term

idea. The reason of my non-employment of

irfm,— reason why th.at word is this: There is no possible diversity
not regularly employ-

^f meaning in whlch that term has not been
ed, and sense in which

i -^ n i n t
it is occasionally used,

usurped ; and it would only confuse you, were I

by the Author. to attempt to enumerate and explain them. I

may, however, occasionally not eschew the

word ; but if you ever hear it from me, I beg you to observe, that I

apply it, in a loose and general signification, to comprehend the

presentations of Sense, the representations of Phantasy, and the

concepts or notions of the Understanding. We are in want of a

generic term to exi^ress these ; and the word representation [repre-

sentatio), which, since the time of Leibnitz, has been commonly
used by the philosophers of the Continent, I have restricted to

denote, what it only can in propriety express, the immediate object

or product of Imagination. We are, likewise, in want of a general

term to express what is common to the presentations of Perception,

and the representations of Phantasy, that is, their individuality and

immediacy. The Germans express this by the term Anschainmg,

which can only be translated by intuition (as it is in Latin by Ger-

mans), which literally means a looking at. This expression has,

however, been preoccupied in English to denote the apprehension
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we have of self-evident truths, and its application in a different sig-

nification, would therefore be, to a certain extent, liable to am-

biguity. I shall, therefore, continue, for the present at least, to

Struggle on without such a common term, though the necessity thus

imposed of al^ways opposing presentation and representation to con-

cept is both tedious and perplexing.

If XXI. A concept or notion thus involves— 1°. The repre-

sentation of a part only of the various attii-
Genera: Characters ^^^^^g ^^ characters of "which an individual

of Concepts.

Par. XXI. (a) A Con- object IS the suDi ; and, consequently, affords

TZl:^:eZ::l^. «°ly ^ one-sided and inadequate kno^^-ledge

of the things which are thought under it.

This is too simple to require any commentary. It is evident that

when we think Socrates by any of the concepts,

— Athenian, Greek, European, man, biped, ani-

mal, being,— we thro^w out of view the far greater number of

characters of which Socrates is the complement, and those, like-

wise, which more proximately determine or constitute his individii-

ality. It is, likewise, evident, that in proportion as we think him
by a more general concept, we shall represent him by a smaller

bundle of attributes, and, consequently, represent him in a more
partial and one-sided manner. Thus, if we think him as Athe-

nian, we shall think him by a greater number of qualities than if we
think him by Greek; and, in like manner, our representation will

be less and less adequate, as we think him by every higher concept

in the series,— European, man, biped, a7iimal, being.

IT XXII. 2', A concept or notion, as the result of a compari-

son, necessarily expresses a relation. It is.
Par. XXn.fb)ACon. , „ .,,..,„ . .

oept aaords no abso- therefore, not cognizable m itself; that is, it

lute object of knowi- affords no absolute or iirespective object of

knowledge, but can only be realized in con-

sciousness by applying it, as a term of relation, to one or more
of the objects, which agree in the point or points of resem-

blance which it expresses.

In this paragraph (if I may allude to what you may not all be
aware of) is contained a key to the whole mystery of Generalization

and Geberal Terms ; for the whole disputes between the Concep-
tualists and Nominalists (to say nothing of the Realists) have only

aiisen from concepts having been regarded as affording an irre-
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spective and independent object of thought.' This ilhision has

arisen from a very simple circumstance. Objects

This paragraph con- compared together are found to possess certain
tains a key to the

attributes, which, as producing indiscernible
mystery of Generah- ' r o

zation and General modifications in US, are to US absolutely similar.

Terms. Tlicy are, therefore, considered the same. The
relation of similarity is thus converted into

identity, and the real plurality of resembling qualities in nature is

factitiously reduced to a unity of thought ; and this unity obtains a

name in which its relativity, not being expressed, is still further

removed from observation.

But the moment we attempt to represent to ourselves any of

these concepts, any of these abstract generalities,
Wherein consists

f,g absolute objects, by themselves, and out of
the generality of a , ^- ^ \. t -i i i- •

j.ijjj J
relation to any concrete or individual realities,

their relative nature at once reappears ; for we
find it altogether impossible to represent any of the qualities ex-

pressed by a concept, except as attached to some individual and

determinate object; and their whole generality consists in this,

—

that though we must realize them in thought under some singular

of the class, we may do it under any. Thus, for example, we can-

not actually represent the bundle of attributes contained in the

concept man, as an absolute object, by itself, and apart from all that

reduces it from a general cognition to an individual representation.

We cannot figure in imagination any object adequate to the general

notion or term man; for the man to be here imagined must be

neither tall nor short, neither fat nor lean, neither black nor white,

neither man nor woman, neither young nor old, but all and yet

none of these at once. The relativity of our concepts is thus i

in the contradiction and absurdity of the opposite hypothesis.

1 For a full account of this dispute, see Lectures on Metaphysics^ p. 477 et seq.— E



LECTURE VIII.

STOICHEIOLOGY.
SECTION II.— OF THE PRODUCTS OF THOUGHT.

I.— EKNOEMATIC.

A. OF CONCEPTS IN GENERAL; B. IN SPECIAL— I. THEIR
OBJECTIVE RELATION— QUANTITY.

In our last Lecture, we began the Second Section of Stoicheiol-

ogy,— the consideration of the Products of Thouglit. The product

of thought may be considered as Concepts, as
Eccapit'iiation, with Judgments, and as Reasonings ; these, however,

andinu5tratk>n.""""'
''''^ "°* ^° ^® viewed as the results of different

faculties, far less as processes independent of

each other, for they are all only the product of tlie same energy in

different degrees, or i-ather in simpler or more complex applications

to its objects.

In treating of Concepts, which form the subject of the First

Chapter of this Second Section, I stated that I should first consider

them in general, and then consider them in special ; and, in my last

Lecture, I had nearly concluded all that I deem it requisite under

the former head to state, in regard to their peculiar character, their

origin, and their general accidents. I, first of all, explained the

meaning of the two terms, concept and notion,— words convertible

with each other, but still severally denoting a different aspect of

the simple operation, which they equally express. N'otioii being

relative to and expressing the apprehension,— the remarking,

—

the taking note of, the resembling attributes in objects; concept,

the grasping up or synthesis of these in the unity of thought.

Having shown what was properly expressed ty the terms notion

and concept, or conception, I went on to a more articulate explana-

tion of that which they were employed to denote. And here I

again stated what a Concept or Notion is in itself, and in contrast

to a Presentation of Perception, or Representation of Phantasy.

Our knowledge through either of the latter, is a direct, immediate,
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irresiDective, determinate, individual, and adequate cognition ; that

is, a singular or individual object is known in itself, by itself, tlirough

all its attributes, and without reference to aught but itself. A con-

cept, on the contrary, is an indirect, mediate, relative, indeterminate,

and partial cognition of any one of a number of objects, but not an

actual representation either of them all, or of the whole attributes

of any one object.

Though it be not strictly within the province of Logic to explain

the origin and formation of our notions, the logician assuming, as

data, the laws and products of thought, as the mathematician as-

sumes, as data, extension and number and the axioms by which

their relation is determined, both leaving to the metaphysician

the inquiry into their grounds;— this notwithstanding, I deemed
it not improper to give you a very brief statement of the mode and

circumstances in which our concepts are elaborated out of the pre-

sentations and representations of the subsidiary faculties. Different

objects are complements partly of similar, partly of diiferent, attri-

butes. Similar qualities are those which stand in similar relation

to our organs and faculties, and where the similarity is complete,

the effects which they determine in us are, by us, indiscernible. To
us they are, therefore, virtually the same, and the same we, accord-

ingly, consider them to be, though in different objects
;
precisely as

we consider the thought of the same object to be itself the same,

when repeated at intervals— at different times— in consciousness.

This, by way of prefoce, being understood, I showed that, in the

formation of a concept or notion, the process may be analyzed into

four momenta. In the first place, we must have a plurality of ob-

jects presented or represented by the subsidiary faculties. These

faculties must furnish the rude material for elaboration. In the sec-

ond place, the objects thus supplied are, by an act of the Under-

standing, compared together, and their several qualities judged to

be similar or dissimilar. In the third place, an act of volition,

called Attention, concentrates consciousness on the qualities thus

recognized as similar ; and that concentration, by attention on them,

involves an abstraction of consciousness from those which have

been recognized and thrown aside as dissimilar ; for the power of

consciousness is limited, and it is clear or vivid jjreeisely in propor-

tion to the simplicity or oneness of its object. Attention and Ab-
straction are the two poles of the same act of thought ; they are

like the opposite scales in a balance— the one must go up as the

other goes down. In the fourth place, the qualities, which by com-

parison are judged similar, and by attention are constituted into an

exclusive object of thought,— these are already, by this process,
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identifietl in consciousness ; for they are only juclged similar, inas-

much as they produce in us indiscernible efiects. Their synthesis in

consciousness may, however, for precision's «ake, be stated as a

fourth step in the process ; but it must be remembered, that at least

the three latter steps are not, in reality, distinct and independent

acts, but are only so distinguished and stated, in order to enable

us to comprehend and speak about the indivisible operation, in the

different aspects in which we may consider it. In the same way,

you are not to suppose that the mental sentence which must be ana-

lyzed in order to be expressed in language, has as many parts in

consciousness, as it has words, or clauses, in speech ; for it forms, in

reality, one organic and indivisible whole. To repeat an illustra-

tion I have already given,— the parts of an act of thought stand in

the same relation to each other as the parts of a triangle,— a figure

which we cannot resolve into any simpler figure, but whose sides

and angles we may consider apart, and, therefore, as parts ; though

these are, in reality, inseparable, being the necessary conditions of

each other. But this by the way.

The qualities of different individual things, thus identified in

thought, and constituting concepts, under which, as classes, these

individual things themselves are ranged;— these primary concepts

may themselves be subjected to the same process, by which they

were elaborated from the concrete realities given in Perception and

Imagination. We may, again, compare different concepts together,

again find in the plurality of attributes which they comprehend,

some like, some unlike ; we may again attend only to the similar,

and again identify these in the synthesis of consciousness ; and this

process of evolving concepts out of concepts we may go on per-

forming, until the generalization is arrested in that ultimate or pri-

mary concept, the basis itself of all attributes,— the concept of

Being or Existence.

Having thus endeavored to give you a general view of what con-

cepts are, and by what process they are formed, I stated, by way of

corollary, some of their general characteristics. The first of these I

mentioned is their partiality or inadequacy ; that is, they compre-

hend only a larger or smaller portion of the whole attributes belong-

ing to the things classified or contained under them.

The second is their relativity. Formed by comparison, they ex-

press only a relation. They cannot, therefore,
e ativity of Con- ^ j j^^ absolute object to consciousness,

cepts. '^ •>

. .

'

— they cannot be represented, as universals, in

imagination. They can only be thought of in relation to some one

of the individual objects they classify, and when viewed in relation
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to it, they can be represented in imagination ; but then, as so actu-

ally represented, they no longer constitute general attributions, they

fall back into more special determinations of the individual object in

which they are represented. Thus it is, that the generality or uni-

versality of concepts is potential, not actual. They are only gener-

als, inasmuch as they may be applied to any of the various objects

they contain ; but while they cannot be actually elicited into con-

sciousness, except in ajjplication to some one or other of these, so,

they cannot be so applied without losing, pro tcmto, their universal-

ity. Take, for example, the concept horse. In so far as by hoi-se

we merely think of the word, that is, of the combination formed by

the letters h, o, r, s, e,— this is not a concept at all, as it is a mere

representation of certain individual objects. This I only state and

eliminate, in order that no possible ambiguity should be allowed to

lurk. By horse, then, meaning not merely a representation of the

word, but a concept relative to certain objects classed under it;—
the concept horse, I say, cannot, if it remain a concept, that is, a

universal attribution, be represented in imagination ; but, except it

be represented in imagination, it cannot be applied to any object;

and, except it be so applied, it cannot be real-

conceptshavcapo- j^ed in thought at all. You may try to escape
tential, not an actual, , , n i t, ,

^ ^
»

universality,
*"^ horus 01 the dilemma, but you cannot. You
cannot realize in thought an absolute or in-espec-

tive concejit, corresponding in univers.ality to the application of the

word ; for the supposition of this involves numerous contradictions.

An existent hoi'se is not a relation, but an extended object possessed

of a determinate figure, color, size, etc. ; horse, in general, cannot,

therefore, be represented, except by an image of something extended,

and of a determinate figure, color, size, etc. Here now emerges the

contradiction. If, on the one hand, you do not represent something

extended and of a determinate figure, color, and size, you have no

representation of any horse. There is, therefore, on this alternative,

nothing which can be called the actual concept or image of a horse

at all. If, on the other hand, you do represent something extended

and of a determinate figure, color, and size, then you have, indeed,

the image of an individual horse, but not a universal concept coad-

equate with hoi-se in general. For how is it possible to have an act-

ual representation of a figure, which is not a determinate figure?

but if of a determinate figure, it must be that of some one of the

many different figures under which horses appear; but then, if it be

only of one of these, it cannot be the general concept of the others,

which it does not represent. In like manner, how is it possible to

have the actual representation of a thing colored, which is not the
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representation of a determinate color, tbat is, either white, or black,

or gray, or brown, etc. ? but if it be any one of these, it can only

represent a horse of this or that particular color, and cannot be the

general concept of horses of every color. The same result is given

by the other attributes ; and what I originally stated is thus mani-

fest,— that concepts have only a potential, not an actual, universal-

ity ; that is, they are ouly universal, inasmuch as they may be applied

to any of a certain class of objects, but as actually applied, they are

no longer general attributions, but only special attributes.

But it does not fi'om this follow that concepts are mere words,

and that there is nothing general in thought it-

Bat concepts are not, ggjj. rp^j^
jg ^^^ indeed held in reality by any

therefore, mere words. J J J

philosopher ; for no jihilosopher has ever denied

that we are capable of ajjprehending relations, and in particular

the relation of similarity and difference ; so that the whole contro-

versy between the conceptualist and nominalist originates in the

ambiguous employment of the same terms to express the represen-

tations of Imagination and the notions or concepts of the under-

standing. This is significantly shown by the absolute non-existence

of the dispute among the philosophers of the most metaphysical

country in Europe. In Germany, the question of nominalism and

conceptualism has not been agitated, and why? Simply because

the German language supplies terms by which concepts (or notions

of thought proper) have been contradistinguished fi-om the presen-

tations and representations of the subsidiary faculties.' But this

is not a subject on which I ought at present to have touched, as it

is, in truth, foreign to the domain of Logic ; and I have only been

led now to recur to it at all, in consequence of some difficulties ex-

pressed to me by members of the class. All that I wish you now
to understand is— that concepts, as the result of comparison, that

is, of the apprehension and affirmation of a relation, are necessarily,

in their nature relative, and, consequently, not capable of represen-

tation as absolute attributes. I shall terminate the consideration

of concepts in general by the following paragraph, in which is

stated, besides their inadequacy and relativity, their dependence on

% XXIII. The concept thus formed by an abstraction of

the resembling from the non-resembling qualities of objects,

would again fall back into the confusion and infinitude from

1 See the Author's note, Reid-s TTorks, p. 412; and Lectures on Metaphysics, p. 477 et seij
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which it has been called out, were it not rendered permanent

for consciousness, by being fixed and ratified

Par. XXIII. Con. in a verbal sign. Considered in general,

'^e^dencl^* M^'Lan- thought and language are reciprocally de-

guage. pendent; each bears all the imperfections'

and perfections of the other; but without

language there could be no knowledge realized of the essential

properties of things, and of the connection of their accidental

This also is not a subject of which the consideration properly

belongs to Logic, but a few words may not be

The relation of Lan- inexpedient to make you aware, in general, of the
guage to Thought, and i„timate Connections of thought and its expres-
the influence which it .

t r ^\ i- l
• a i

•
i i

exerts on our mental
^'°'''' ^^^ °^ "^^ powerful mfluencC whicb Ian-

operations, gii'ige exerts upon our mental operations. Man,

in fact, only obtains the use of his faculties in

obtaining the use of speech ; for language is the indispensable mean
of the development of his natural powers, whether intellectual or

moral.

For Perception, indeed, for the mere consciousness of the similar-

ities and dissimilarities in the objects perceived,
Language unneces-

f^y ^j^g apprehension of the causal connection

Terations
"'^ ™*° ^ ^^ certain things, and for the application of this

knowledge to the attainment of certain ends,

no language is necessary; and it is only the exaggeration of a truth

into an error, when philosophers maintain that language is the indis-

pensable condition of even the simpler energies of knowledge.

Language is the attribution of signs to our cognitions of things.

But as a cognition must have been already there, before it could

receive a sign ; consequently, that knowledge which is denoted by
the formation and application of a word, must have preceded the

symbol which denotes it. Speech is thus not the mother, but the

godmother, of knowledge. But though, in general, we must hold

that language, as the product and correlative of thought, must be

viewed as posterior to the act of thinking itself; on the other hand,

it must be admitted, that we could never have risen above the very

lowest degrees in the scale of thought, without the aid of signs.

A sign is necessary, to give stability to our intellectual progress,—
to establish each step in our advance as a new starting-point for

our advance to another beyond.

A country may be overrun by an armed host, but it is only

conquered by the establishment of fortresses. Words are tho
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fortresses of thought. They enable us to realize our dominion over

what we have already overrun in thought ; to

Mental operations to make every intellectual conquest the basis of
which language is in- ^ .j^^ions for Others still beyond. Or another
dispensable, and its ^ •'

relation to these. illustration : You have all heard of the process

of tunnelling, of tunnelling through a sand-bank.

In this operation it is impossible to succeed, unless every foot, nay

almost every inch in our progress, be secured by an arch of masonry,

before we attempt the excavation of another. Now, language is to

the mind precisely what the arch is to the tunnel. The power of

thinking and the power of excavation are not dependent on the

word in the one case, on the mason-work in the other ; but without

these subsidiaries, neither process could be carried on beyond its rud-

imentary commencement. Though, therefore, we allow that every

movement forward in language must be determined by an antece-

dent movement forward in thought ; still, unless thought be accom-

panied at each point of its evolution, by a corresponding evolution

of language, its further development is arrested. Thus it is, that

the higher exertions of the higher foculty of Understanding,— the

classification of the objects presented and represented by the subsi-

diary powers in the formation of a hierarchy of notions, the connec-

tion of these notions into judgments, the inference of one judgment

from another, and, in general, all our consciousness of the relations

of the universal to the particular, consequently all science strictly

so denominated, and every inductive knowledge of the past and

future from the laws of nature:— not only these, but all ascent

from the sphere of sense to the sphere of moral and religious intelli-

gence, are, as experience proves, if not altogether impossible without

a language, at least possible to a very low degree.

Admitting even that the mind is capable of certain elementary

concepts without the fixation and signature of language, still these

are but sparks which would twinkle only to expire ; and it requires

words to give them prominence, and, by enabling us to collect and

elaborate them into new concepts, to raise out of what would oth-

erwise be only scattered and transitory scintillations a vivid and

enduring light.

I here terminate the General and proceed to the Special consid-

eration of Concepts— that is, to view them in
B Of Concepts or ^^^-^ several Relations. Now, in a logical point

Motions in special. ^ '

of view, there are, it seems to me, only three

possible relations in which concepts can be considered ; for the only

relations they hold are to their objects, to their subject, or to each
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other. In relation to their objects,— they are considered as inclu-

sive of a greater or smaller number of attributes, that is, as applica-

ble to a greater or smaller number of objects ; this is technically

styled their Quantity. In relation to their subject, that is, to the

mind itself, they are considered as standing in a higher or a lower

degree of consciousness, — they are more or less clear, more or less

distinct ; this, in like manner, is called their Qualitij. In relation

to each other, they are considered as the same or different, coordi-

nated or subordinated to each other; this is their Relation, strictly

so called.' Under these three heads I now, therefore, proceed to

treat them ; and, first, of their Quantity.

11 XXIV. As a concept, or notion, is a thought in which an

indefinite plurality of characters is bound
Par. XXIV. Quan. . -, ^ • i ,-

tity of Concepts of "P luto a uuity ot consciousncss, and appli-

two kindB, intenaive cable to an indefinite plurality of objects, a
and Extensive. . • ,i i. 't

concept IS, thereiore, necessarily a quantity,

and a quantity varying in amount according to the greater

or smaller numbers of characters of which it is the complement,

and the greater or smaller number of things of which it may
be said. This quantity is thus of two kinds ; as it is either an

Intensive or an Extensive. The Internal or Intensive Quantity

of a concept is determined by the greater or smaller number

of constituent characters contained in it. The External or Ex-

tensive Quantity of a concept is determined by the greater or

smaller number of classified concepts or realities contained un-

der it. The former (the Intensive Quantity) is called by some

latter Greek logicians the f7e/:><A (/8a5os), by the Latin logical

writers the comprehension (comprehensio, quantitas comjyre-

he7isionis, comjjlexus, or quantitas complexus). The latter (the

Extensive Quantity) is called by the same latter Greek Logi-

cians, the breadth (TrXaros) ; by Aristotle, 17 jrepwx'], to -rrepii^^iiv,

TO 7repi£'x€o-.Jat;^ by the logical writers of the western or Latin

world, the extension or circuit {extensio, quantitas extensionis,

1 On their relation to their origin as direct 3°, By relation to each other they have re-

or indirect, see Esser, [System der Logik, § 49, Jation strictly so called,

p. 98.— Ed.] 4°, By relation to their subject they have

Mem. — N. B. Notions may be thus better clearness and distinctness.

divided ( ?)

:

(1"'''* '°^* ^^^ better be relegated to Method-

,„„,.,. .... ,, oloffy.)— Memoranda.
1°. By relation to themselves they have the

^'^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^__ Metnpky.ic., p. 474 n. Aris-
quantity of comprehension.

^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^p_„^^ ^^ ^ substantive,

2"^, By relation to their objects they have though the verb, both active and passive, is

the quantity of extension. These two thus employedin this signification, f.g-.^no?. Pn'or-

quantity in general. i. 27j Rhei. iii. 5. — Ed.
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ambitus, quantitus ambitus) ; and likewise the (tornaui or

sphere of a notion {regio, sphcera)}

The Internal Quantity of a notion, its Intension or Coraprehen-

sion, is made up of those different attributes of
General Explication. , . , , . • ,i i ^i ^

which the concept is the conceived sum ; that

is, the various characters connected by the concept itself into a

single whole in thought. The External Quantity of a notion or its

extension is, on the other hand, made up of the number of objects

which are thought mediately through a concept. For example, the

attributes rational, sensible, moral, etc., go to constitute the inten-

sion or internal quantity of the concept man; whereas the attributes

European, American, philosopher, tailor, etc., go to make up a con-

cept of this or that individual man. These two quantities are not

convertible. On the contrary, they are in the inverse ratio of each

other; the greater the depth or comprehension of a notion the less

its breadth or extension, and vice versa. You wiU observe, like-

wise, a distinction which has been taken by the best logicians.

Both quantities are said to contain; but the quantity of extension

is said to contain under it ; the quantity of comprehension is said to

contain in it.

By the intension, comprehension, or depth of a notion, we think

the most quaUties of tlie fewest objects ; whereas by the extension

or breadth of a concept, we think the fewest qualities of the most

objects. In other words, by the former, we say the most of the

least ; by the latter, the least of the most.

Again
;
you will observe the two following distinctions : the first,

— the exposition of the comprehension of a notion is called its

Defiiidon (a simple notion cannot, therefore, be defined); the

secoiul,— the exposition of the Extension of a notion is called its

Division (an individual notion cannot be divided).

1 [Cf. Tprphyrii^ Isagoge, cc. i. ii. viii. ; Caje- liic extensive. Porphyrins autem loquebatnr

tan. In Porphyrii Prmilkabilia, cc. i. ii. [|>. 37 cd. hie de extensiva collectione, ideo dixit, genus

1579; prefixed to his Commentary on the Col- esse magis collectivum." Quoted by Stahl,

egoTies. first published in 1496. " Ad hoc RrgiUa Philosophies, tit. xii., reg. 5, p. 381.

breviter dicitur. quod esse magis collectivum Cf. reg. 6, ed. London, 1658. — Ed.] IPon-

multorum potest inteliigi dupliciter: nno Royal Logic, T . i. c. 6, p. 'i. ed. ITIS. Boe-

modo iniensire, et sic species magis est collec- thins. Imroduciio ad Syllogismos, Opera, p. 562:

tiva, quia magis unit adunata; alio modo fX- In Tnpica Cif-troms Commentarii, Vlh. i., Optra,

tensive, et sic genus est magis collectivum. p. 765. ed. Basilac, 1570. Eeuschius, Systema

quia multo plura sub sua adunafionc cadunt, Ln^nim. pp. 11, 92; Baumgnrten. Acroasis

quam sub spcciei ambitn Unde species et Loslm, (( 56. 57. ed Halie JIazdeburgtc. 1773.

genus se habent sicut duo duces, quorum alter Krug. Lozik. ( 26; Schulze. T.oaik. i 311; Esser,

babctexercitumparvnmsedvaldeunanimem. Logih. t 34 et seq.- Engenio= p IM 'I stq.

alter eiercitum magnum, sed diversarum [Aoyiic^, c. iv., Uepl "Evvoiwu BcOous Te

factionum. Illeenim magis colligit intensive, /col IIAotous.— Ed.]
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"What follows is in further illustration of the paragraph. Notions

or concepts stand in a necessary relation to cer-
Speciai illustration

^^j^^ objects, thought through them ; for without
of Paragraph. — A '. '

f „ f
concept is a quautity. something to think of, there could exist no

thought, no notion, no concept. But in so far

as we think an object through a concept, we think it as part of, or

as contained under, that concept : and in so far as we think a con-

cept of its object or objects, we think it as a unity containing,

actually or potentially, in it a plurality of attributions. Out of the

relation of a concept to its object it necessarily results, that a con-

cept is a quantum or quantity ; for that which contains one or more
units by which it may be measured, is a quantity.

But the quantity of a concept is of two, and two opposite, kinds.

Considered internally, that is, as a unity which
This quantity of two

^^^ generally does, contain in it a plurality
kinds:— 1. Intensive. . .,

' "'

of parts or component attributes, a concept has

a certain quantity, which may be called its internal or intensive

quantity. This is generally called its comprehension, sometimes its

depth, ISdSoi, and its qudntitas complexus. Here, the parts, that is,

the several attributes or characters, which go to constitute the total

concept, are said to be contained in it. For example, the concept

man is composed of two constituent parts or attributes, that is, of

two partial concepts,— rational and animal; for the characters

ratio?ial and animal are only an analytical expression of the syn-

thetic unity of the concept man. But each of these partial con-

cepts, which together make nip the comprehension of the total

concept man, are themselves wholes, made up in like manner of

parts. To take only the concept animal ;— this comprehends in

it, as 2iarts, living and sensitive and organized, for a living and sen-

tient organism may be considered as an analytical development of

the constituents of the synthetic unity animal. But each of these,

again, is a concept, comprehending and made up of parts; and these

parts, again, are relative wholes, divisible into other constituent

concepts; nor need we stop in our analysis till we reach attributes

Avhich, as simple, stand as a primary or ultimate element, into which

the series can be resolved. Now, you will observe, that as the

parts of the parts are parts of the whole, the concept man, as imme-
diately comprehending the concepts rational and animal, medi-

ately comprehends their parts, and the parts of their parts, to the

end of the evolution. Thus, we can say, not only that man is .an

aniynal, but that he is a living being, a sentient being, etc. The
logical axiom, N^ota notce est nota rei ijisius, or, as otherwise ex-
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pressed, PrcBdicatum 2:>rcedicati est prcedicatum suhjecti^— is only

a special enunciation of tbe general principle, that the part of a part

is a part of the whole. You will, hereafter, see that the Compre-

hension of notions affords one of the two great branches of reason-

ing, which, though marvellously overlooked by logicians, is at least

of equal importance with that which they have exclusively devel-

oped, and which is founded on the other kind of quantity exhibited

by concepts, and to which I now proceed.

But a concept may also be considered externally, that is, as a unity

which contains under it a plurality of classifying
2. Extensiye. ., , -,. , .

°
attributes or subordmate concepts, and, in this

respect, it has another quantity which may be called its external or ex-

tensive quantity. This is commonly called its extension; sometimes

its sphere or domain, sphmra, regio, quantitas ambitus; and, by the

Greek logicians, its breadth or latitude, TrAaros.- Here the parts which

the total concept contains, are said to be contained under it, because,

holding the relation to it ofthe particular to the general, they are sub-

ordinated or ranged under it. For example, the concepts man, horse,

dog, etc., are contained under the more general concept animal,—
the concepts triangle, square, circle, rhombus, rhomboid, etc., are con-

tained under the more general concept ^r/wrey inasmuch as the sub-

ordinate concepts can each or any be thought through the higher or

more general. But as each of these subordinate concepts is itself a

whole or general, which contains under it parts or more particular

concepts, it follows, again, on the axiom or self-evident truth that a

part of a part is a part of the whole,— an axiom which, you will here-

after see, constitutes the one principle of all Deductive reasonino-,

it follows, on this axiom, that whatever is contained under the par-

tial or more particular concept, is contained under the total or more
general concept. Thus, for example, triangle is contained under

figure; all, therefore, that is contained under triangle, as rectangled

triangle, equilateral triangle, etc., will, likewise, be contained under

figure, by which we may, accordingly, think and describe them.

Such, in general, is what is meant by the two quantities of con-

cepts— their Comprehension and Extension.

But these quantities are not only different, they

are opposed, and so opposed, that though each
tensive quantiaes are ,, , , ,. . „ .

opposed to each other.
supposes the Other as the condition of its own
existence, still, however, within the limits of con-

junct, of correlative existence, they stand in an inverse ratio to each

1 A translation of Aristotle's first antipre- KaTTjyopoviJ.evov Keyerat iravra KaX Kara tou

dicamental rule, Ca(e^,, iii. l,"0(ra Kara ToD viroKej^cVou ftTj^airai, — Ed.
2 See above, p. 100, note 2, p. 101, note 1.— Ed.

Intensive and Ex-
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other,— tlie maximum of the one being the minimum of the other.

On this I give you the following paragraph :

1 XXV. A notion is intensively great in proportion to the

greater number, and intensively small in

Par. XXV. Lawreg- proportion to the smaller number, of deter-

utions J E "tel^sion minations or attributes contained in it. Is

and Comprehension the Comprehension of a concei^t a mini-

mum, that is, is the concept one in which a

plurality of attributes can no longer be distinguished, it is

called simple ; whereas, inasmuch as its attributes still admit of

discrimination, it is called complex or compound}

A notion is extensively great in proportion to the greater num-

ber, and extensively small in proportion to the smaller number,

of determinations or attributes it contains under it. -When
the Extension of a concept becomes a minimum, that is, when it

contains no other notions under it, it is called an itidividual?

Tliese two quantities stand always in an inverse ratio to each

other : For the greater the Comprehension of a concept, the less

is its Extension ; and the greater its Extension, the less its Com-
prehension.^

To illustrate this : When I take out of a concept, that is, ab-

stract from one or more of its attributes, I dimin-
lUustration. • , . , . m, , ^ ,

ish its comprehension. 1 hus, when from the con-

cept man, equivalent to rational animal, I abstract from the attribute

or determination rational,! lessen its internal quantity. But by this

diminution of its comprehension I give it a wider extension ; for what

remains is the concept animal, and the concept animal embraces

under it a far greater number of objects than the concept man.

Before, however, proceeding further in illustrating the foregoing

paragraph, it may be proper to give you also the following

:

^ XXVI. Of the logical processes by
Par. XXVI. Process- which thcsc couutcr quantities of couccpts

es by which the Com- ... -.^
prehension and Ex- fire amplified,— the one which amphfles the

ttnsion of Notions Comiirehcnsion is called Determination,
are amplified and , n t xv • i i

resolved. 'ind somctimes called Voncretton, the other

which amplifies the Extension is called Ab-

straction or Generalization. Definition and Division are sever-

1 Krug, Logik, $ 28.

—

Ed. avTo. elSuiv irepioxv Ta Se tJfS?? ruiy •yeiwv

- K^'g. »'<'
> § 29. - Ed. wK.ouiifL raTs oWJia, Sla^npdts. 'En o«Te

." Knig, Logit, s 27.— Ed.; [Scliulze, Log*, >-!.'..>. • . ^ ^i.

( 33. C f. Porphyry, Isagoge, c. vlii. H 9, 10.] ' '

(Et, t^ ^ih -yeVT, 7r\«;/ife< t^ -ri,^ in' T^Vos f.'S.Kc^TaTo^. _ Ed.]
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ally the resolution of the Comprehension and of the Extension

of notions, into their parts. A Simi^le notion cannot be defined
;

an Individual notion cannot be divided.^

The reason of this opposition of the two quantities is manifest in

a moment, from the consideration of tlieir sev-
iiiustration of the

^^.^jj Qjj^^„,.gg_ The comprehension of a concept is
two foregoing para- . ,

^^ ^ nothing more than a sum or complement oi the

distinguishing characters, attributes, of which

the concept is made up ; and the extension of a concept is nothing

more than the sum or complement of the objects

Comprehension and themselves, ^\hose resembling characters were
Extension are op- abstracted to constitute the concept. Now, it

pose in an inverse
. j^^g,jj ^^mt the more distinctive characters

ratio to each other. '

the concept contains, the more minutely it will

distinguish and determine, and that if it contain a plenum of dis-

tinctive characters, it must contain the distinctive— the deter-

mining— characters of some individual object. How do the two

quantities now stand? In regard to the comprehension or depth, it

is evident, that it is here at its maximum, the concept being a com-

plement of the whole attributes of an individual object, which, by

these attributes, it thinks and discriminates from every other. On

the contrary, the extension or breadth of the concept is here at its

minimum; for, as the extension is great in jn-oportion to the num-

ber of objects to which the concept can be applied, and as the object

is here only an individual one, it is evident that it could not be less,

without ceasing to be at all. Again, to reverse the process : throw-

ing out of the comprehension of the concept, that is, abstracting

from those attributes, which belonging exclusi\ely to, exclusively dis-

tinguish, the individual,— we at once diminish the comprehension,

by reducing the sum of its attributes, and amplify the extension of

the concept, by bringing within its sphere all the objects, which the

characteristics, now thrown out of the comprehension, had pre-

viously excluded from the extension. Continuing the process, by

abstraction we throw out of the sum of qualities constituting the

comprehension, other discriminating attributes, and forthwith the

extension is proportionally amplified, by the entrance into its sphere

of all those objects which had previously been debarred by the

determining characteristics last discarded. Thus proceeding, and

at each step ejecting from the comprehension those characters

1 [Synonyms of Abstraction : — 1, Analysis —1, Analysis (of Extension); 2, Synthesis; 3,

(of Comprehension); 2, Synthesis; 3, Gener- Specification; 4, Eestriction; 5, Individua-

ification; 4, Induction; 5. Amplification. tion.]

Synonyms of Determination or Concretion

:

14
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which are found the proximate impediments to the amplification of

the extension of the concept, we at each step diminish the former

quantity precisely as we increase the latter; till, at last, we arrive

at that concept which is the necessary constituent of every other,—
at that concept which all comprehension and all extension must

equally contain, but in which comprehension is at its minimum,

extension at its maximum,— I mean the concept oi Being or Exist-

ence}

We have thus seen, that the maximum of comprehension and

the minimum of extension are found in the con-
Deflnition and Di-

^^ ^^^ individual,— that the maximum of
vision, — are the pro- ^

.
. .

cesses by which Com- extension and the minimum of comprehension

prehension and Ex- are found in the concept of the absolutely sim-
tension of Concepts p|g^ ^j^^j Jg^ Jjj ^|jg concept of existence. NoW,

comprehension and extension, as quantities, are

wholes ; for wholes are only the complement of all their parts, and

as wholes are only by us clearly comprehended as we distinctly

comprehend their parts, it follows :— 1°, That comprehension and
extension may each be analyzed into its parts ; and, 2°, That this

analysis will afford the mean by which each of these quantities can

be clearly and distinctly understood. But as the two quantities are

of an opposite nature, it is manifest, that the two processes of analy-

sis will, likewise, be opposed. The analysis of the intensive or

comprehensive quantity of concepts, that is, their depth, is accom-

plished by Definition ; that of their extensive quantity, or breadth,

by' division. On Definition and Division I at present touch, not to

consider them in themselves or on their own account, that is, as the

methods of clear and of distinct thinking, for this will form the mat-

ter of a special discussion in the Second Part of Logic or Method-
ology, but simply in so far as it is requisite to speak of them in

illustration of the general nature of our concepts.

The expository or explanatory analysis of a concept, considered

as an intensive whole or quantum, if properly
Definition Illustrated. n. -, -, , .

' r 1 J

eflected, is done by its resolution into two con-

cepts of which it is proximately compounded, that is, into the higher

concept under which it immediately stands, and into the concept

which affords the character by which it is distinguished from

the other coordinate concepts under that higher concept. This is

its definition ; that is, in logical language, its exposition by an

analysis into its Genus and Differential Quality;— the genus being

the higher concept, under which it stands ; the differential quality

1 This, like other logical relations, may be typified by a sensible figure. [See below, p. 103.

^Ed.J
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the lower concept, by which it is distinguished from the other con-

cepts subordinate to the, genus, and on a level or coordinate with

itself, and which, in logical language, are called Species. For ex-

ample : if we attempt an expository or explanatory analysis of the

concept man, considered an an intensive quantity or complexus of

attributes, we analyze it into animal, this being the higher concept

or genus, under which it stands ; and into rational, the attribute of

reason being the characteristic or differential quality by which man
is distinguished from the other concepts or species which stand

coordinated with itself, under the genus animal, — that is, irrational

animal or brute.

Here you will observe, that though the analysis be of the compre-

hension, yet it is regulated by the extension ; the extension regulat-

ing the order in which the comprehension is resolved into its parts.

The expository analysis of a concept, an extensive whole or

quantum, is directly opposed to the precediue;,
Division. / , . , . . , : _ , \ , . ,

to which It IS correlative. It takes the higher

concept, and, if conducted aright, resolves it into its proximately

lower concepts, by adding attributes which afford their distinguish-

ing characters or differences. This is division:— Thus, for exam-

ple, taking the highest concept, that of ens or existence, by adding

to it the differential concepts per se or substantial, and non per se

or accidental, we have substantial existence or existence per se,

equivalent to substance, and accidental existence or existence non per
se, equivalent to accident. We may then divide substance by siin-

ple and not-simple, equivalent to compound, and again simple by
material and non-material, equivalent to immaterial, equivalent to

spiritual;— and matter or material substance by organized waA not-

organized, equivalent to brute matter. Organized matter we may
divide by sentient or animal, and non-sentient or vegetable. Ani-
mal we may divide by rational and irrational, and soon, till we
reach a concept which, as that of an individual object, is, in fact,

not a general concept, but only in propriety a singular representa-

tion.

Thus, it is manifest, that, as Definition is the analysis of a complex

concept into its component parts or attributes,
The Indefinable and -c ^ , • i ^i ^ • •/ -^ . • • -^

Indivisible
^ Concept be simple, that is, if it contain in it

only a single attribute, it must be indefinable

;

and again, that as Division is the analysis of a higher or more gen-

eral concept into others lower and less general, if a concept be an
individual, that is, only a bundle of individual qualities, it is indi-

visible, is, in fact, not a proper or abstract concept at all, but only a

concrete representation of Ira.igination.
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Diagram represent- The following Diagram^ represents Breadth
ing Extension and

a^^i j)epjii ^^^i^ ^he relations of Affirmation and
Comprehension nf i

'

Negation to these quantities.

Schemes of the Two Quantities.

Line of Hreadth,
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lately the greatest wliole ; an inclividual (z) absolutely the smallest

part ; whereas the intermediate classes are each of them a relative

part or species, by reference to the class and classes above it; a

relative whole or genus, by reference to the class or classes below

it. In Depth : the individual is absolutely the greatest whole, the

highest genus is absolutely the smallest part ; whilst every relatively

lower class or species, is relatively a greater whole than the class,

classes, or genera, above it. The two quantities are thus, as the

diagram represents, precisely the inverse of each other. The greater

the Breadth, the less the Depth ; the greater the Depth, the less the

Breadth ; and each, within itself, affording the coiTclative differences

of whole and part, each, therefore, in opposite respects, contains and

is contained. But, for distinction's sake, it is here convenient to

employ a difference, not altogether arbitrary, of expression. We
should say:— "containing and contained under^'' for Breadth;—
"containing and contained {«," for Depth. This distinction, which

has been taken by some modem logicians, though unknown to many
of them, was not obsei-ved by Aristotle. "We find him (to say noth-

ing of other ancient logicians) using the expression iv oXw cTiai or

vn-dpx^tv, for either whole. Though different in the order of thought,

{ratione), the two quantities are identical in the nature of things,

(?"e). Each supposes the other ; and Breadth is not more to be dis-

tinguished from Depth, than the relations of the sides, from the rela-

tions of the angles, of a triangle. In effect it is precisely the same

reasoning, whether we argue in Depth,— " z' is (i. e. as subject,

contains in it the inherent attribute) some T ; all Y is some U ; all

U is some O ; all O is some I ; all I is some E ; all E is some A ;
—

therefore, z' is some A : " or whether we argue in Breadth, — " Some
A is (i. e. as class, contains zmder it the subject part) all E ; some

E is all I ; some I is all O ; some O is all U ; some U is all Y ; some

Y is z' ; therefore, some A is z'." The two reasonings, internally

identical, are externally the converse of each other; the premise

and term, which in Breadth is major, in Depth is minor. In syllo-

gisms also, where the contrast of the two quantities is abolished,

there, with difference of figure, the differences of major and minor

premise and term fall likewise. In truth, however, common lan-

guage in its enouncement of propositions, is here perhaps more cor-

rect and philosophical than the technical language of logic itself.

For as it is only an equation— only an affirmation of identity or

its negation, which is, in either quantity, proposed ; therefore the

substantive verb {is, is not), used in both cases, speaks more accu-

rately, than the expression, contained (or not contained), in of the

one, contained (or not contained), under of the other. In fact, the
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two quaiitities and the ttoo quantifications have by logicians been

neglected together.

This Table (the principle of which becomes more palpably dem-

onstrative when the parts of the table are turned into the parts of a

circular machine ^ ) exhibits all the mutual relations of the counter

quantities.— 1°, It represents the classes, as a series of resemblances

thought as one (by a repetition of the same letter in the same

series), but as really distinct (by separating lines). Thus, A is only

A, not A, A, A, etc. ; some Animal is not some Animal ; one class

of Animals is not all, every, or any other; this Anbnalis not that;

Socrates is not Plato; z is not z'. On the other hand, E is E A;
and YisYUOIEA; every lower and higher letter in the series

coalescing uninterruptedly into a series of reciprocal subjects and
predicates, as shown by the absence of all discriminating lines.

Thus Socrates (z') is Athenian (Y), Greek (U), European (O), Man
(I), Mammal (E), Animal (A). Of course the series must be in

grammatical and logical hai-mony. We must not collate, notions

abstract and notions concrete.— 2°, The Table shows the inverse

correlation of the two quantities in respect of amount. For exam-
ple : A (J. e. A, A, etc.), the highest genus represented as having six

times the Breadth of Y ; whilst Y (». e. Y—A), the lowest species,

has six times the Depth of A.— 3°, The table manifests all the

classes, as in themselves unreal, subjective, ideal; for these are

merely fictions or artifices of the mind, for the convenience of think-

ing. Universals only exist in nature, as they cease to be universal

in thought; that is, they are reduced from general and abstract

attributes to individual and concrete qualities. A—Y are only truly

objective as distributed through z, z', z", etc. ; and in that case they

are not universals. As Boethius expresses it :
" Orane quod est, eo

quod est, singulare est."— 4°, The opposition of class to class,

through contradictory attributes, is distinguished by lines different

from those marking the separation of one part of the same class

from another. Thus, Animal, or Seutiently-organized (A), is con-

trasted with Not-animal, or Not-sentiently-organized
( |

A), by lines

thicker than those which merely discriminate one animal (A) from

another (A).-

1 A machine of this kind was constructed 2 See further in Discussions, p. 701 et seq.—
by tlie Author, and used in the class-room to Ed.
illustrate the doctrine of the text.— Ed.



LECTURE IX.

STOICHEIOLOGY.
SECTION II.— OF THE PRODUCTS OF THOUGHT.

L— EJWOEMATIC.

B. OF COXCEPTS IN SPECIAL,— n. THEIK SUBJECTIVE RELA-
TION— QUALITY.

Havixg concluded the consideration of the relation of concepts

to their objects,— the relation in which their
EeLtion ofconcepts

Q^^^^-^^ jg ^ _ J ^^^ proceed to consider
to their snbject. T . , .

*'
, . \ .

their relation to theu- conceiving subject— the

relation in which is given their Quality. This consideration of the

quality of concepts does not, in my opinion, belong to the Doctrine

of Elements, and ought, in scientific rigor, to be adjourned alto-

gether to the Methodology, as a virtue or perfection of thought.

As logicians, however, have generally treated of it likewise under

the former doctrine, I shall do so too, and commence with the fol-

lowing paragraph.

IT XXYII. A concept or notion is the unity in conscious-

ness of a certain plurality of attributes, and

it, consequently, supposes the power of

thinking these, both separately and to-

ftctioiu""
" ^^^"' gether. But as there are many gradations

in the consciousness with which the charac-

ters of a concept can be thought severally and in conjunction,

there will consequently be many gradations in the actual Per-

fection or Imperfection of a notion. It is this perfection or

imperfection which constitutes the logical Quality of a con-

cept.^

It is thus the greater or smaller degree of consciousness which

accompanies the concept and its object, that determines its quality,

1 Krug, Logik, J 30. Cf. Esser, Logik. j 45 et seq. — Eo.
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anil according to wLicli it is called logically perfect or logically

iiiijicrfeet. Now, there may be ilistitiguisbed two degrees of this

logical perfection, the nature of which is summarily expressed iu the

following paragraph.

1 XXVIII. There are two degrees of

Par. XXVIII. The i]xq logical perfection of concepts,— viz.,

logical Perfection and their Clecimess and their Distinctness, and,

Imperfection of Con- conscqucntly, two opposite degrees of their
cepts, — their Clear- -,. . j? ,. • ._i •

ness and Distinct- Corresponding imperfection, — viz., their

ness, and their Ob- Obscurity and their Indistinctness. These

tinctness.*'^
" ' ^°"'^' qualities exprcss the perfection and im-

perfection of concepts in extremes. But

.

between these extremes there lie an indefinite number of inter-

mediate degrees.

A concept is said to be clear (clara), when the degree of

consciousness is such as enables us to distinguish it as a whole

from others ; and obscure (obscura), when the degree of con-

sciousness is insufficient to accomplish this. A concept is said

to be distinct [distincta, perspicua), when the degree of con-

sciousness is such as enables us to discriminate from each other

the several characters, or constituent parts of which the con-

cejjt is the sum ; and indistinct or confused {itidistincta, con-

fusa, impers2>icua), when the amount of consciousness requisite

for this is wanting. Confused (coiifusa), may be employed as

the genus including obscure and indistinct}

The expressions clearness and obscuriti/, and distinctness and

indistinctness, as applied to concepts, originally

Original appiic.ition denote Certain modifications of vision; from
of the expressions

yision they wcrc analogically extended to the
clearness, obscurity, etc. ... t n ^^

Illustrated by refer-
Other senses, to imagination, and fan.ally to

ence to vision. thouglit. It may, therefore, enable us the better

to comprehend their secondary .ipplication, to

consider their primitive. To Leibnitz- we owe the precise distinc-

tion of concepts into clear and distinct, and from him I borrow the

following illustration. In darkness— the complete obscurity of

night— we see nothing,— there is no perception,— no discrimina-

1 Compare Knig, Logilc, 31 tt seg.— Ed. Ssais, L. ii. ch. xxix. The illustration, Iiow-

[Buffier, Logique, } 345 et seq. Kant, Kr. d. r. ever, does not occur in either of these paa-

Vernimft, B. ii. Trans Dial
.

, art. i., p. 414, 3d sages. It was probably borrowed from Krug,

ed. 1790.] Logik, i, 31, and attributed to Leibnitz by an

2 See his Mttlhationes de Cognilione, Verilale oversight.— Ed.

«( Idcis
( Opera, ed. Erdmann, p. 79), Nouveuuz
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tion of objects. As the light dawns, the obscurity diminishes, the

deep and unifoiTU sensation of darkness is modiiied,— we are con-

scious of a change,— we see something, but are still unable to

distinguish its features,— we know not what it is. As the light

increases, the outlines of wholes begin to appear, but still not with

a distinctness sufficient to allow us to perceive them completely

;

but when this is rendered possible, by the rising intensity of the

light, we are then said to see clearly. "We then recognize moun-

tains, plains, houses, trees, animals, etc., that is, we discriminate

these objects as wholes, as unities, from each other. But their

parts,— the manifold of which these unities are the sum,— their

parts still lose themselves in each other, they are still but indis-

tinctly visible. At length, when the daylight has fully sprung, we

are enabled likewise to discriminate their parts ; we now see dis-

tinctly what lies around us. But still we see as yet only the wholes

which lie proximately around us, and of these only the parts which

possess a certain size. The more distant wholes, and the smaller

parts of nearer wholes, are still seen by us only in their conjoint

result, only as they concur in making up that whole which is for us

a visible minimum. Thus it is, that in the distant forest, or on the

distant hill, we perceive a green sui-fiice ; but we see not the several

leaves, which in the one, nor the several blades of grass, which in

the other, each contributes its elTect to produce that amount of

impression which our consciousness requires. Thus it is, that all

which we do perceive is made up of parts which we do not perceive,

and consciousness is itself a complement of impressions, which lie

beyond its apprehension.' Clearness and distinctness are thus only

relative. For between the extreme of obscurity and the extreme

of distinctness, there are in vision an infinity of intermediate de-

grees. Now, the same thing occurs in thought. For we may either

be conscious only of the concept in general, or we may also be con-

scious of its various constituent attributes, or both the concept and

its parts may be lost in themselves to consciousness, and only recog-

nized to exist by effects which indirectly evidence their existence.

The perfection of a n-otion, as I said, is contained in two degrees

or in two virtues,— viz., in its clearness and in its
eamess and ob-

distinctness ; and, of course, the opposite vices
scunty as in concepts. ' ' ^'

of obscurity and indistinctness afford two de-

grees or two vices, constituting its imperfection. "A concept is

said to be dear, when the degree of consciousness by which it is

accompanied is sufficient to discriminate what we think in and

through it, from what we think in and through other notions;

1 See Lectures on iletaphysia, p. 241 et sea. — Ed.
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whereas if tte degree of consciousness be so remiss that this and

other concepts run into each other, in tliat case the notion is said to

be obscure. It is evident that clearness and obscurity admit of

various degrees; each being capable of almost infinite gradations,

according as the object of the notion is discriminated with greater

or less vivacity or precision from the objects of other notions. A
concept is absolutely clear, when its object is

The absolutely clear distinguished from all other objects; a concept

"cure

'^
^°

"
"^ ^ °

is absohitehj obscure, when its object can be

distinguished from no other object. But it is

only the absolutely clear and the absolutely obscure which stand

opposed as contradictory extremes; for the same notion can at

once be relatively or comparatively clear, and relatively or com-

paratively obscure. Absolutely obscure notions, that is, concepts

whose objects can be distinguished from nothing else, exist only in

theory;— an absolutely obscure notion being, in fact, no notion at

all. For it is of the very essence of a concept, that its object

should, to a certain degree .at least, be comprehended in its jieculiar,

consequently, in its distinguishing, characteristics. But, on the

other hand, of notions absolutely clear, that is, notions whose

objects cannot jjossibly be confounded with aught else, whether

known or unknown,— of such notions a limited intelligence is pos-

sessed of very few, and, consequently, our human concepts are,

properly, only a mixture of the opposite qualities ;— clear or obscure

• as applied to them, meaning only that the one quality or the other

is the preponderant. In a logical relation, the illustration of notions

consists in the raising them from a preponderant obscurity to a pre-

ponderant clearness — or from a lower degree to a higher." ' So

much for the quality of clearness or obscurity considered in itself

The Distinctness and -^"'' ^ Clear concept may be either Distinct or

Indistinctness of Cou- Indistinct; the distinctness and indistinctness

<=>'P's- of concepts are therefore to be considered apart

from their clearness and obscurity.

But before entering upon the nature of the distinction itself, I

may observe that we owe the discrimination of
Historical notice of Distinct and Indistinct from Clear and Obscure

this distinction. . , „ , t -i •

Due to Leibnitz.
notions to the acutcncss of the great Leibnitz.

By the Cartesians the distinction had not been

taken ; though the authors of the Port Royal Logic come so near,

that we may well marvel how they failed explicitly to enounce it.''

1 Esser, pp. 91, 92, [Lojii, § 46. — Ed ] Descartes and Leibnitz, see tlie Appendix to

2 Tart I. ch. ix.— For a comparison of this Mr. Baynes's translation of the Fart Royal

of the distinction with those of ioffii, p. 423 (second edition). — Ed.
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Though Locke published his Essay Concerning Human Under-

standing some five years subsequent to the paper

ia which Leibnitz— then a very young man—
had, among other valuable observations, promulgated this distinc-

tion, Locke did not advance beyond the limit already reached by

the Cartesians ; indeed, the praises that are so frequently lavished

on this philosopher for his doctrine concerning the distinctions of

Ideas,— the conditions of Definition, etc.,— only prove that his

encomiasts are ignorant of what had been done, and, in many re-

spects, far better done, by Descartes and his school ;— in fact, with

regard to the Cartesian Philosophy in general, it must be confessed,

that Locke has many errors to expiate, arising partly from oversight,

and partly from the most unaccountable misapprehension of its doc-

ti'ines. It is almost needless to say, that those who, in this country,

have written on this subject, posterior to Locke, have not advanced

a step beyond him ; for though Leibnitz be often mentioned, and

even occasionally quoted, by our British philosophers, I am aware

of none who possessed a systematic acquaintance with his philoso-

phy, and, I might almost say, who were even superficially versed

either in his own writings or in those of any of the illustrious think-

ers of his school.

But to consider the distinction in itself We have seen that a

concept is clear, when we are able to recognize

itiif

'"'"'"'"'"' '°
it as different from other concepts. But we may
discriminate a whole from other wholes, we may

discriminate a concept from other concepts, though we have only a

confused knowledge of the parts of which that whole, or of the

characters of which that concept, is made up. This may be illus-

trated by the analogy of our Perceptive and
Illustrated by the Representative Faculties. We are all acquainted

!nd Eepre'^.rntrion!'''
^ith mauy. Say a thousand, individuals ; that is,

we recognize such and such a countenance as

the countenance of John, and as not the countenance of James,

Thomas, Richard, or any of the other 999. This we do with a clear

and certain knowledge. But the countenances, which we thus dis-

tinguish from each other, are, each of them, a complement made up

of a great number of separate traits of features ; and it might, at

first view, be supposed that, as a whole is only the sum of its parts,

a clear cognition of a whole count^enance can only be realized

tlirough a distinct knowledge of each of its constituent features.

But the slightest consideration will prove that this is not the case.

For how few of us are able to say of any, the most familiar face,

what are the particular traits which go to form the general result;
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and yet, on that account, we hesitate neither in regard to our own
knowledsre of an individual, nor in rerard to the knowledge l)os-

a clear and uistiuct

knowledge.

sessed by others. Suppose a witness be adduced
The judicial deter- . ^ ^ ^- ^ J.^ t

mination between life
1° ^ ^ourt ofjiistice to prove the identity or non-

and death supposes identity of a Certain individual with the perpe-
the difference between trator of a Certain crime, the commission of

which he had chanced to see,— would the coun-

sel be allowed to invalidate the credibility of the

witness by, first of all, requiring him to specify the various elements

of which the total likeness of the accused was compounded, and
then by showing that, as the witness either could not specify the

several traits, or specified what did not agree with the features of

the accused, he was, therefore, incompetent to prove the identity or

non-identity required? This would not be allowed. For the court

would hold that a man might have a clear perception and a clear

representation of a face and figure, of which, however, he had not

separately considered, and could not separately image to himself,

the constituent elements. Thus, even the judicial determination of

life and death supposes, as real, the difference between a clear and

a distinct knowledge : for a distinct knowledge lies in the knowl-

edge of the constituent parts; while a clear knowledge is only of

the constituted whole.

Continuing our illustrations from the human countenance : we
all have a clear knowledge of any face which we

Further illustration
j^.^^.g gg^j,, but few of US have distinct knowl-

from the human coun- „ -^i, i
•

i r •!
edge even oi those with which we are familiar;

but the painter, who, having looked upon a

countenance, can retire and reproduce its likeness in detail, has

necessarily both a clear and a distinct knowledge of it. N'ow, what

is thus the case with perceptions and representations, is equally the

case with notions. We may be able clearly to discriminate one

concept from another, although the degree of consciousness does

not enable us distinctly to discriminate the various component char-

acters of either concept from each other. The Clearness and the

Distinctness of a notion are thus not the same; the former involves

merely the power of distinguishing the total objects of our notions

from each other; the latter involves the power of distinguishing the

several characters, the several attributes, of which that object is

the sum. In the former the unity, in the latter the multiplicity,

of the notion is called into relief.

The distinctness of a concept supposes, however, the Clearness
;

and may, therefore, be regarded as a higher degree of the same

quality or perfection. " To the distinctness of a notion, over and
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above its general clearness, there are requked tbree conditions,—
1°, The clear apprehension of its several char-

Speciai conditions of acters or component parts ; 2°, The clear con-
tbe Distinctness of a

^^.^^^ ^^ discrimination of these; and, 3°, The
Conceijt, and of Its

. .

> ) 5 "•=

degrees. clear recognition of the nexus by which the

several parts are bound up into a unity or whole.

" As the clearness, so the distinctness, of a notion is susceptible

of many degrees. A concept may be called distinct, when it in-

volves the amount of consciousness required to discriminate from

each other its principal characters ; but it is so much the more dis-

tinct, 1°, In proportion to the greater number of the characters

apprehended ; 2°, In proportion to the greater clearness of their

discrimination ; and, 3°, In proportion to the precision with which

the mode of their connection is recognized. But the gre.iter dis-

tinctness is not exclusively or even principally determined by the

greater number of the clearly apprehended characters ; it depends

still more on their superior importance. In particular, it is of mo-

ment whether the characters be positive or negative, internal or

external, permanent or transitory, peculiar or common, essenti.il or

accidental, original or derived. From the mere consideration of the

differences subsisting between attributes, there emerge three rules

to be attended to in bestowing on a concept its requisite distinct-

ness. In the first place, we should endeavor to discover the posi-

tive characters of the object conceived; as it is our purpose to

know what the object is, and not what it is not. When, however,

as is not unfrequently the case, it is not at once easy to discover

what the positive attributes are, our endeavor should be first di-

rected to the detection of the negative ; and this not only because

it is always an advance in knowledge, when we ascertain what an

object is not, but, likewise, because the discovery of the negative

characters conducts us frequently to a discovery of the positive.

" In the second place, among the positive qualities we should seek

out the intrinsic and permanent before the extrinsic and transitory

;

for the former give us a purer and more determinate knowledge of

an object, though this object may likewise, at the same time, pre-

sent many external relations and mutable modifications. Among
the permanent attributes, the proper or peculiar always merit a

preference, if for no other reason, because through them, and not

through the common qualities, can the projjer or peculiar nature of

the object become known to us.

"In the third place, among the permanent characters we ought

first to hunt out the necessary or essential, and then to descend

from them to the contingent or accidental; and this is not only
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because we thus give order and connection to our notions, but,

likewise, because the contingent characters are frequently only to

be comjirehended tlirough the necessary."'

But before leaving this part of our subject, it may be proper to

illustrate the distinction of Clear and Distinct

The distinction of notions by One or two concrete examples. Of
ear an istmctno-

j^^jjjy things we have clear but not distinct no-
tions illustrated by •' =

concrete examples. tions. Thus, we have a clear, but not a distinct,

notion of colors, sounds, tastes, smells, etc. For

we are fully able to distinguish red from white, to distinguish an

acute from a grave note, the voice of a friend from that of a stran-

ger, the scent of roses from that of onions, the flavor of sugar from

that of vinegar; but by what plurality of separate and euunciable

characters is this discrimination made ? It is because we are unable

to do this, that we cannot describe such perceptions and represen-

tations to others.

"If you ask of me," says St. Augustine, " what is Time, I know

not; if you do not ask me, I know."- What does this meau?

Simply that he had a clear, but not a distinct, notion of Time.

Of a triangle we have a clear notion, when we distinguish a tri-

angle from other figures, without specially considering the charac-

ters which constitute it what it is. But when we think it as a por-

tion of space bounded by three lines, as a figure whose three angles

are equal to two right angles, etc., then we obtain of it a distinct

concept.

We now come to the consideration of the question, — How does

the Distinctness of a concept stand affected by

ofaTonclpt iralld the two quantities of . concept ?- and in ref-

by the two quantities erence to this point I would, in the first place,

of a Concept. dictate to you the following paragraph :

% XXIX. As a concept is a plurality of characters bound up

into unity, and as that plurality is contained

Par. XXIX Distinct- partly iu its Intensive, partly under its Ex-

t"^;,"'""^''""^^'"
tensive, quantity, its Distinctness is, in like

manner, in relation to these quantities,

partly an Internal or Intensive, partly an external or Extensive

Distinctness.'

In explanation of this, it is to be observed, that, as the distinct-

ness of a concept is contained in the clear apprehension of the

1 Esser, iogiX, 5 •47, p 93-95. — Ed. 3 Krug, Logik, 5 S4; Esser, Logik, s 4S.-

2 Confessions, xi c. 14 — Ed. Ed.
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various attributes of which it is the sum, as it is the sum of these

attributes in two opposite relations, which con-
*"

' ' stitute, in fact, two opposite quantities or wholes,

and as these wholes are severally capable of illustration by analysis,

it follows, that each of these analyses will contribute its peculiar

share to the general distinctness of the concept. Thus, if the dis-

tinctness of a notion bears reference to that plurality which consti-

tutes its comprehension, in other words, to that which is contained

in the concept, the distinctness is denominated an internal or in-

tensive distinctness, or distinctness oi comjyrehension. On the other

hand, if the distinctness refers to that plurality which constitutes

the extension of the notion, in other words, to what is contained

under it, in that case, the distinctness is called an external or exten-

sive distinctness, a distinctness of extension. It is only when a

notion combines in it both of these species of distinctness, it is only

when its parts have been analyzed in reference to the two quan-

tities, that it reaches the highest degree of distinctness and of per-

fection.

The Internal Distinctness of a notion is accomplished by Exposi-

tion or Definition, that is, by the enumeration
Deanition and Divi- ^^ ^j^^ characters or partial notions contained in

it ; the External Distinctness, again, of a notion

is accomplished through Division, that is, through the enumer-

ation of the objects which are contained under it. Thus the con-

cept mati is rendered intensively more distinct, when we declare

that man is & rational animal ; it is rendered extensively more dis-

tinct, when we declare that man is partly male, partly /ewic/Ze man}
In the former case, we resolve the concept man into its several

characters,— into its partial or constituent attributes ; in the latter,

we resolve it into its subordinate concepts, or inferior genera. In

simple notions, there is thus possible an exten-

Simpie notions ad- sive, but not an intensive, distinctness ; in indi-
mit of an extensive,

yidiiai notions, there is possible an intensive,
individual notions of . ,. . o mi i

an intensive distinct-
""^-^ ^'^^ ^'^ extensive, distinctness." Ihus the

ness. concepts existence, green, siceet, etc., though, as

absolutely or relatively simple, their compre-

hension cannot be analyzed into any constituent attributes, and they

do not, therefore, admit of definition ; still it cannot be said that

they are incapable of being rendered more distinct. For do we not

analyze the pluralities of which these concepts are the sum, when

we say, that existence is either ideal or real, that green is a yellowish

1 Krug, p. 95, [Logik, j 34.— Ed.] 2 Esser, Logik; j 48. — Ed.
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or a bluish green, that sweet is a pungent or a mawkish sweet?—
and do we not, by this analysis, attain a greater degree of logical

perfection, than when we think them only clearly and as wholes ? ^

"A concept, has, therefore, attained its highest

The highest point of point of distinctness, when there is such a con-
Distinctness of a Con- . ^ . , , ,1 , • 1 . .^

^^ J
sciousness of its characters that, in rendering its

comprehension distinct, we touch on notions

which, as simple, admit of no definition, and, in rendering its exten-

sion distinct, we touch on notions which, as individual, admit of no

ulterior division. It is true, indeed, that a distinctness of this

degree is one which is only ideal ; that is, one to which we are

always approximating, but which we never are able actually to

reach. In order to approach as near as possible to this ideal, we
must always inquire, what is contained in, and what under, a notion,

and endeavor to obtain a distinct consciousness of it in both rela-

tions. What, in this research, first presents itself we must again

analyze anew, with reference always both to comprehension and

to extension ; and descending from the higher to the lower, from

the greater to the less, we ought to stop only when our process is

arrested in the individual or in the simple.'' ^

1 Krug, Logik, s 34, Anmerk., i. pp. 95, 96. — Ed, * Kater, Logik, § 48, p. 96.

—

Efc



LECTUEE X.

STOICHEIOLOGY.
SECTION II. — OF THE PRODUCTS OF THOUGHT.

I.— ENXOEMATIC.

DIPERFECTION OF CONCEPTS.

It is now necessary to notice an Imperfection to which concepts

are peculiarly liable, and in the exjiosition of
Imperfection ofCon- i • i t /? i -^ ^ i

^ ^ which I nud it necessary to employ an expres-

sion, whicli, though it has the highest philosoph-

ical authority for its use, I would still, in consequence of its ambiguity

in English, have avoided, if this could have been done without

compromising the knowledge of what it is intended to express.

The expression I mean, is intuitive, in the particular signification in

which it is used by Leibnitz,' and the continental philosophers in

general,— to denote what is common to our direct and ostensive

cognition of individual objects, in Sense or Imagination (Presen-

tation or Representation), and in opposition to our indirect and

symbolical cognition of general objects, through the use of signs or

language, in the Understanding. But, on this head, I would, fiist

of all, dictate to you the following paragraph.

% XXX. As a notion or concept is the factitious whole or

unity made up of a plurality of attributes,
Par. XXX. imper. _^ ^.j^^j^ ^^^ ^f^^^ ^f ^ ^. complex

fections of Concepts. ... . *

.

multiplicity; and as this multiplicity is only

mentally held together, inasmuch as the concept is fixed and
ratified in a sign or word; it frequently happens, that, in its

employment, the word does not suggest the whole amount of

thought for which it is the adequate expression, but, on the

contrary, we frequently give and take the sign, either with an

1 Meditationts de Cognilione, Terilale et Jilnf. Opera, ed. Erdmann, p. 80. — Txi.

10
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obscure or indistinct consciousness of its meaning, or even

without an actual consciousness of its signification at all.

This liability to the vices of Obscurity and Indistinctness arises,

1°, From the very nature of a concept, which is

ustrafion.
^^^^ binding up of a multiplicity in unity ; and

2°, From its dependence upon language, as the necessary condition

of its existence and stability. In consequence of this, when a

notion is of a very complex and heterogeneous composition, we are

frequently wont to use the term by which it is denoted, without a

clear or distinct consciousness of the various characters of which

the notion is the sum ; and thus it is, that we both give and take

words without any, or, at least, without the adequate complement

of thought. I may exemplify this: You are aware, that in coun-

tries where bank-notes have not superseded the use of the precious

metals, large payments are made in bags of money, purporting to

contain a certain number of a certain denomination of coin, oi', at

least, a certain amount in value. Now, these bags are often sealed

up and passed from one person to another, without the tedious pro-

cess, at each transference, of counting out their contents, and this

upon the faith, that, if examined, they will be found actually to

contain the number of pieces for which they are marked, and for

which they pass current. In this state of matters, it is, however,

evident, that many errors or frauds may be committed, and that a

bag may be given and taken in payment for one sum, which con-

tains another, or which, in fact, may not even contain any money at

all. Now the case is similar in regard to notions. As the sealed

bag or rouleau testifies to the enumerated sum, and gives unity to

what would otherwise be an unconnected multitude of pieces, each

only representing its separate value ; so the sign or word proves and

ratifies the existence of a concept, that is, it vouches the tying up of

a certain number of attributes or characters in a single concept,—
attributes which would otherwise exist to us only as a multitude of

separate and unconnected rejjresentations of value. So far the

analogy is manifest ; but it is only general. The bag, the guaran-

teed sum, and the constituent coins, represent in a still more proxi-

mate manner the term, the concept, and the constituent characters.

For in regard to each, we may do one of two things. On the one

hand, we may test the bag, that is, open it, and ascertain the accu-

racy of its stated value, by counting out the pieces which it pur-

ports to contain ; or we may accept and pass the bag, Avithout such

a critical enumeration. In the other case, we may test the general

term, prove that it is valid for the amount and quality of thought of
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which it is the sign, by spreading out in consciousness the various

characters of which the concept professes to be the complement ; or

we may take and give the term without such an evolution.'

It is evident from this, that notions or concepts are peculiarly

liable to great vagueness and ambiguity, and that their symbols are

liable to be passed about without the proper kind, or the adequate

amount, of thought.

This interesting subject has not escaped the observation of the

philosophers of this country, and by tjiem it

The liability to am- Jj^g^ jn fact, with great ingenuity been illus-

ofTJDcepteJoX'dly
trated; but as they are apparently ignorant

British phUosophers. that the matter had, before them, engaged the

attention of sundry foreign philosophers, by
whom it has been even more ably canvassed and expounded, I

shall, in the exposition of this point, also do justice to the illustrious

thinkers to whom is due the honor of having originally and most

satisfactorily discussed it.

The following passage from Mr. Stewart will afford the best foun-

dation for my subsequent remarks: "In the
ste^rt quoted on

j^^^ section I mentioned Dr. Campbell as an in-
this subject.

,

*

genious defender of the system of the Xomin-
alists, and I alluded to a particular application which he has made
of their doctrine. The reasonings which I had then in view, are to

be found in the seventh chapter of the second book of bis Philoso-

phy of Rhetoric, in which chapter he proposes to explain how it

happens, 'that nonsense so oflen escapes being detected both by the

writer and the reader.' The title is somewhat ludicrous in a grave

philosophical work, but the disquisition to which it is prefixed, con-

tains many acute and profound remarks on the nature and power
of signs, both as a medium of communication, and as an instrument

of thought.

"Dr. Campbell's speculations with respect to language as an in-

strument of thought, seem to have been sus;-
Kefers to Hume.

^ , , o ,, • . • .- -,t ?
gested by the following passage m Mr. Hume s

Treatise of Human Kature :^ 'I believe every one who examines

the situation of his mind in reasoning, will agree with me, that we
do not annex distinct and complete ideas to every term we make
use of; and that in talking of Government, Church, Negotiation,

Conquest, we seldom spread out in our minds all the sim])le ideas

of which these complex ones are composed. It is, however, observ-

able, that notwithstanding this imperfection, we may avoid talking
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nonsense on these subjects, and may perceive any repugnance

among the ideas, as well as if we had a full comprehension of them.

Thus if, instead of saying, that in war the weaker have always re-

course to negotiation, we should say, that they have always recourse

to conquest ; the custom which we have acquired, of attributing

certain i-elations to ideas, still follows the words, and makes us

immediately perceive the absurdity of that proposition.'

"Ill the remarks which Dr. Campbell has made on this jDassage,

he has endeavored to explain in what manner our habits of thinking

and speaking gradually establish in the mind such relations among
the words we employ, as enable us to carry on processes of reason-

ing by means of them, without attending in every instance to their

particular signification. With most of his remarks on this subject

I perfectly agree; but the illustrations he gives of them are of too

great extent to be introduced here, and I would not wish to run

the risk of impairing their perspicuity by attempting to abridge

them. I must, therefore, refer such of my readers as wish to pros-

ecute the speculation, to his very ingenious and j^hilosofihical

treatise.

"'In consequence of these circumstances,' says Dr. Campbell, 'it

happens that, in matters which are perfectly
And Campbell. ^ •,• .^ 11 ^ i,

familiar to us, we are able to reason by means

of words, without examining, in every instance, their signification.

Almost all the possible applications of the terms (in other words,

all the acquired relations of the signs) have become customary to

us. The consequence is, that an unusual application of any term

is instantly detected ; this detection breeds doubt, and this doubt

occasions an immediate recourse to ideas. The recourse of the

mind, when in any degree puzzled with the signs, to the knowledge

it has of the things signified, is natural, and on such subjects per-

fectly easy. And of this recourse the discovery of the meaning,

or of the unmeaningness of what is said, is the immediate effect.

But in matters that are by no means familiar, or are treated in an

tmcommon manner, and in such as are of an abstruse and intricate

nature, the case is widely different.' The instances in which we
are chiefly liable to be imposed on by words without meaning, are

(according to Dr. Campbell) the three following:

"I^irst, When there is an exuberance of metaphor.

^'Secondly, When the terms most frequently occurring denote

things which .are of a complicated nature, and to which the mind

is not sufficiently familiarized. Such are the words — Government,

Church, State, Constitution, Polity, Power, Commerce, Legislature,

Jurisdiction, Projjortion, Symmetry, Elegance.
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" Thirdly, When the teiTQS employed are very abstract, and con-

sequently of very extensive signification.

"'The more general any word is in its signification, it is the more

liable to be abused by an improper or unmeaning application. A
very general term is applicable alike to a multitude of different

individuals, a particular term is applicable but to a few. When the

rightful applications of a word are extremely numerous, they can-

not all be so strongly fixed by habit, but that, for greater security,

we must perpetually recur in our minds from the sign to the notion

we have of the thing signified ; and for the reason aforementioned,

it is in such instances difficult precisely to ascertain this notion.

Thus the latitude of a word, though different from its ambiguity,

hath often a similar effect.'
"

'

Now, on this I would, in the first place, observe, that the credit

attributed to Hume by Dr. Campbell and Mr.

Locke anticipated Stewart, as having been the first by whom the
Hume in remarking observation had been made, is, even in relation
tbe employment of -n . • i , .. i , . tx i

terms without distinct
^o ^ntish philosophers, not coiTCCt. Hume has

meaning. Stated nothing which had not, with equal em-

phasis and an equal development, been previ-

ously stated by Locke, in four different places of his Essay?

Thus, to take only one out of at least four passages directly to the

same effect, and out of many in which the same is evidently main-

tained, he says, in the chapter entitled— Of the Abuse of 'Words:

" Others there be, who extend this abuse still
Locke quoted. ^ , , , ,. , , , ,

farther, who take so little care to lay by words,

which in their primary notation have scarce any clear and distinct

ideas which they are annexed to, that by an unpardonable negli-

gence they familiarly use words, which the propriety of language

has fixed to very important ideas, without any distinct meaning at

all. Wisdom, glory, grace, etc., are words fi-equent enough in

every man's mouth ; but if a great many of those who use them

should be asked what they mean by them, they would be at a stand,

and not know what to answer: a plain proof, that though they have

learned those sounds, and have them ready at their tongue's end,

yet there are no determined ideas laid up in their minds, which are

to be expressed to others by them. Men having been accustomed

from their cradles to learn words, which are easily got and retained,

before they knew, or had framed the complex ideas to which they

were annexed, or which were to be found in the things they were

1 Elements, vol. i., Works, vol. ii. chap. iv. } - Compare Essay, B. n., ch. .^txii-, f
'; ii.,

4,pp 193,16.3. xxix. 9;ii. xxii. 8; iii. Ix. 6; iii.,x.2.—Ed
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thought to stand for, they usually continue to do so all their lives

;

and without taking the pains necessary to settle in their minds de-

termined ideas, they use their words for such unsteady and confused

notions as they have, contenting themselves with the same words

other people use : as if their very sound necessarily carried with it

constantly the same meaning. This, though men make a shift with,

in the ordinary occurrences of life, where they find it necessary to be

understood, and therefore they make signs till they are so
;
yet this

insignificancy in their words, when they come to reason concerning

either their tenets or interest, manifestly fills their discourse with

abundance of empty, unintelligible noise and jargon, especially in

moral matters, where the words, for the most part, standing for

arbitrary and numerous collections of ideas, not regularly and per-

manently united in nature, their bare sounds are often only thought

on, or at least very obscure and uncertain notions annexed to

them. Men take the words they find in use among their neighbors,

and that they may not seem ignorant what they stand for, use them

confidently, without much troubling their heads about a certain

fi.Ked meaning : whereby, besides the ease of it, they obtain this

advantage, that as in such discourses they are seldom in the right,

so they are as seldom to be convinced that they are in the wrong; it

being all one to go about to draw those men out of their mis-

takes, who have no settled notions, as to dispossess a vagrant of

his habitation who has no settled abode. This I guess to be so;

and every one may observe in himself and others, whether it be or

no."'

From a comparison of this passage with those I have given you

from Stewart, Campbell, and Hume, it is manifest that, among Brit-

ish philosophers, Locke is entitled to the whole honor of the obser-

vation : for it could easily be shown, even from the identity of

expression, that Hume must have borrowed it from Locke ; and

of Hume's doctrine the two other philosophers profess only to be

expositors.

This curious and important observation was not, however, first

made by any British philosopher ; for Leibnitz

Tiie distinction of ]^^^ not o„iy anticipated Locke, in a publication

cr'knlwSrtot P"^'" *° *''^ ^**"y' ^"^^ »ffo''*:led the most pre-

taken by Leibnitz. cise and universal explanation of the phtenome-

non, which has yet been given.

To him we owe the memorable distinction of our knowledge into

Intuitive and Symbolical, in which distinction is involved the expla-

in Human Understanding, vol. ii. p. 228; [B. III., cb. x. H 3,4 —Ed.)
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nation of the phisnomenon in question. It is the establishment of

this distinction, likewise, which has su]iersecled

This distinction has in Germany the whole controversy of Xominal-
superseded the contro- jgjjj r^J^^ Conceptualism,— which, in consequenco
versy o X omina ism ^ j noD-establishment of this distinction, and
and Conceptualism m '

Germany. the relative imperfection of our philosophical

language, has idly agitated the Psychology of

this country and of France.

That the doctrines of Leibnitz, on this and other cardinal points

of psychology, should have remained apparently

Unacquaintance of unknown to every philosopher of this country,
the philosophers of

j^ ^ ^^^^^^^^, ^^^ j^^^ ^^ wonder than of regret,
this country with the ^

doctrines of Leibnitz. and is Only to be excused by the manner in

which Leibnitz gave his writings to the world.

His most valuable thoughts on the most important subjects were

generally thrown out in short treatises or letters, and these, for a

long time, were to be found only in partial col-

Manner in which he lections, and sometimes to be laboriously sought

^.'"^,
'.J

^"
out, dispersed as they were, in the various scien-

tific Journals and Transactions of every country

of Europe; and even when his works were at length collected, the

attempt of his editor to arrange his pajjers according to their sub-

jects (and what subject did Leibnitz not discuss?) was baffled by

the multifarious nature of their contents. The most important

of his philosophical writings — his £^ssays in refutation of Locke

— were not merely a posthumous publication, but only published

after the collected edition of his Works by Dutens ; and this trea-

tise, even after its publication, was so little known in Britain, that

it remained absolutely unknown to Mr. Stewart — (the only British

philosopher, by the waj-, who seems to have had any acquaintance

with the works of Leibnitz) — until a very recent period of his life.

The matter, however, with which we are at present engaged, was

discussed by Leibnitz in one of his very earliest writings ; and in a

paper entitled De Corpiiliotie, Veritaie, et Ideis,

nMl^vTiLu^^tu's
Pu^l'slied in the Acta Eruditorum of 1084, we
h.ave, in the compiiss of two quarto pages, all

that has been advanced of principal importance in regard to the

peculiarity of our cognitions by concept, and in regard to the depen-

dence of our concepts upon language. In this paper, besides estab-

lishing the difference of Clear and Distinct knowledge, he enounces

the memorable distinction of Intuitive and Symbolical knowledge,

— a di.stinction not cert;. inly unknown to the later philosophers of

this country, but which, from tlicir not possessing terms in which pre-
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cisely to embody it, has always remained vague and inapplicable to

common use. Speaking of the analysis of complex notions, he says

:

"For the most part, however, especially in an
Leibnitz quoted on analysis of any length, we do not view at once

Intuitive ana Symbol- , "'. ,. ,, ,,
icai knowledge. v^*^^ simul intuemur) the whole characters or

attributes of the thing, but in place of these we
employ signs, the explication of which into what they signify, we are

wont, at the moment of actual thought, for the sake of brevity, to

omit, knowing or believing that we have this explication always in

our power. Thus, when I think a chiliogon (or polygon of a thou-

sand equal sides), I do not always consider the various attributes,

of the side, of tlie equality, and of the number a thousand, but use

these words (whose meaning is obscurely and imperfectly presented

to the mind) in lieu of notions which I have of them, because I

remember, that I possess the signification of these words, though

their ajsplication and explication I do not at present deem to be

necessary:— this kind of thinking I am used to call blind or sym-

holical: we employ it in Algebra and in Arithmetic, but in fact

universally. And certainly, when the notion is very complex, we
cannot think at once all the ingredient notions : but where this is

possible— at least,- inasmuch as it is possible ^— I call the cognition

intuitive. Of the primary elements of our notions, there is given

no other knowledge than the intuitive : as of our composite notions,

there is, for the most part, possible only a symbolical. From these

considerations it is also evident, that of the things which we dis-

tinctly know we are not conscious of the ideas, except in so far

as we employ an intuitive cognition. And, indeed, it happens

that we often falsely believe that we have in our mind the. ideas

of things ; erroneously supposing, that certain terms which we em-

ploy, had been applied and explicated ; and it is not true, at least

it is ambiguously expressed, what some assert,— that we cannot

speak concerning anytliing, understanding what we say, without

having an idea of it actually present. For we frequently apply any

kind of meaning to the several words, or we merely recollect us,

that we have formerly understood them, but because we are content

with this blind thinking, and do not follow out the resolution of

the notions, it happens, that contradictions are allowed to lie hid,

which percliauce the composite notion involves." ..." Thus, at

first sight, it must seem, that we could form an idea of a maximum
velocity (motus celerrimi), for in using the terms we understand

what we say ; we shall find, however, that it is impossible, for the

notion of a quickest motion is shown to be contradictory, and,

therefore, inconceivable. Let us suppose, that a wheel is turned
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vrith a velocity absolutely at its maximum ; every one perceives

that if one of its spokes be produced, its outer end will be moved
more rapidly than the nails in the circumference of the wheel ; the

motion, therefore, of these is not a maximum, which is contrary to

the hypothesis, and, therefore, involves a contradiction."

This quotation will suffice to show you how correctly Leibnitz ap-

prehended the nature of concepts, as opposed to

Effect of this distinc- the presentations and representations of the sub-
tion by Leibnitz on gi^iary faculties ; and the introduction ofthe term
the philosophy of Ger- r, , ,. , , i , , . , ^

„jnj.
Symbolical knowledge, to designate the former,

and the term Intuitive knowledge to comprehend

the two latter,— terms which have ever since become classical in his

own country,— has bestowed on the German language ofphilosophy,

in this respect, a power and precision to which that of no other nation

can lay claim. In consequence of this, while the philosophers of

this country have been all along painfully expounding the pliEenom-

enon as one of the most recondite arcana of psychology, in Germany
it has, for a century and a half, subsided into one of the elementary

doctrines of the science of mind. It was in consequence of the

establishment of this distinction by Leibnitz, that a peculiar expres-

sion {Begrif, conceptus) was appropriated to the symbolical notions

of the Understanding, in contrast to the intuitive presentations of

Sense and representations of Imagination, which last also were fur-

nished with the distinctive appellations of intuitions {Anschamm-
gen, intuit us). Thus it is, that, by a more copious and well-ap-

pointed language, philosophy has, in Germany, been raised above

various controversies, which, merely in consequence of the poverty

and vagueness of its English nomenclature, have idly occupied our

speculations. But, to return to the mere logical question.

The doctrine of Leibnitz in regard to this natural imperfection of

our concepts was not overlooked by his disciples.
The distinction ap-

^^^^ j ^^^^,1 ,,g^^^ ^ passage from the Lesser
preciated by the disci- t c-i^T ^e i u
pies of Leibnitz. Logic ot \V olt, — a work above a century old, and

which was respectably translated fi-oni German
into English in the year 1770. This translation is now rarely to be met
with, which may account for its being apparently totally unknown to

our British philosophers ; and yet, upon the whole, with all its fiults

and imperfections, it is perhaps the most valuable work on Logic (to

Bay nothing of the Port Royal Logic) in the English language.

"By Words, we usually make known our

orterms"— what
""^

^ thoughts to Others: and thus they are nothing

but uttered articulate signs of our thoughts for

the information of others : for example, if one asks me what I am
17
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thinking of, and I answer, the sun ; by this word I acquaint him

what object my thoughts are then employed about.

" If two persons, therefore, are talking together, it is requisite, in

order to be understood, first, that he who .speaks, shall join some

notion or meaning to each word ; secondly, that he who hears, shall

join the very same notion that the speaker does.

" Consequently, a certain notion or meaning must be connected

with, and therefore something be signified by, each word.

"Now, in order to know whether we understand what we speak,

or that our words are not mere empty sound, we ought, at every

word we utter, to ask ourselves what notion or meaning we join

therewith.

" For it is carefully to be observed, that we have not always the

notion of the thing present to us, or in view,

In speaking or think- when wc Speak or think of it ; but are satisfied
ing, t e meaning o

^jjen we imagine we sufficiently understand
words not always ^^

.
•'

attended to. what we speak, if we think we recollect that

we have had at another time the notion which

is to be joined to this or the other word ; and thus we represent to

ourselves, as at a distance only, or obscurely, the thing denoted

by the term (§ 9, c. i.).

"Hence it usually happens, that when we combine words to-

gether, to each of which apart a meaning or

How words without notion answers, we imagine we understand what
meaning may e un- ^^ utter, though that which is denoted by such
derstood. ' ^ •'

combined words be impossible, and, consequently,

can have no meaning; for that which is impossible is nothing at all

;

and of nothing there can be no idea. For instance, we have a

.notion of gold, as also of iron : but it is impossible that iron can, at

any time, be gold ; consequently neither can we have any notion

of iron-gold ; and yet we understand what people mean when they

mention iron-gold.

" In the instance alleged, it certainly strikes every one at first

that the expression iron-qold is an empty sound

;

Further proved. ,
, ,

"
^ . .,.,.'

but yet there are a thousand mstances in which it

does not so easily strike : For example, when I say a rectilineal two-

line figure, contained under two right-lines, I am equally well under-

stood as when I say a right-lined triangle, a figure contained under

three right-lines: and it should seem we had a distinct notion of

both figures (§ 13, c. i.). However, as we show in geometry that

two right-lines can never contain a space, it is also impossible to

form a notion of a rectilineal two-lined figure ; and, consequently,

that expression is an empty sound. Just so it holds with the vege-
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table soul of plants, supposed to be a spiritual being, whereby
plants are enabled to vegetate and grow : for though those words

taken apart are intelligible, yet in their combination they have no

manner of meaning. Just so if I say that the Attractive Spirit, or

Attractive Cord, as Linus calls it, or the Attractive Force, as some
philosophers at this day, is an immaterial principle superadded to

matter, whereby the attractions in nature are performed ; no notion

or meaning can possibly be joined with these words. To this head

also belong the Natural Sympathy and Antipathy of Plants ; the

Band of Right or law {vinculum juris), used in the definition of

Obligation, by Civilians ; the principle of Evil of the Manicheans,"

etc.'

1 Logic, or Rational Thoughts on the Powers of the German of Baron Wolfius^ C. ii., p. 54—57;

the Human Undtrsianding. Translated from London, 1770.— Ed.



LECTUKE XI.

STOICHEIOLOOY.
SECTION I.— OF THE PRODUCTS OF THOUGHT.

I. ENNOEMATIC.

m. KECIPEOCAL RELATIONS OF CONCEPTS.

A. QUi\NTITY OF EXTENSION— SUBORDINATION AND CO-
ORDINATION.

I NOW proceed to the third and last Relation of Concepts,— that

of concepts to each other. The two former relations of notions—
to their objects and to their subject—gave their Quantity and Qual-

ity. This, the relation of notions to each other, gives what is

emphatically and strictly denominated their Relation. In tliis rig-

orous signification, the Relation of Concepts may be thus defined.

IT XXXI. The Relation proper of notions consists in those

determinations or attributes which belong
Par. XXXI. Kecip- ^q them, not viewed as apart and in them-

rocal Helations of • n -y ry
Concepts. scivcs, Dut as rcciprocally compared. Con-

cepts can only be compared together with

reference, either, 1°, To their Extension; or, 2°, To their Com-
prehension. All their relations are, therefore, dependent on the

one or on the other of these quantities.'

\ XXXII. As dependent upon Extension, concepts stand

to each other in the five mutual relations,

E^rans^o™'
''°^"

1°' Of Exclusiou ; 2°, Of Coe.xtension; 3°,

Of Subordination ; 4°, Of Coordination ; and

5°, Of Intersection.

1. One concept excludes another, when no part of the one

coincides with any part of the other. 2. One concept is coex-

1 Cf. Krug, 'Logih, \ 36. — Ed. 2 See diagram, p. 133.
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CONCEPTS, THEIR RELATIONS PROPER:

2. Coextension
f"

3. Su'uordination

4. Coordination
I 1.

I I

6. Intersection, or

Partial Coinclu-

sion and Coex-

oo
©

a

I The notation by straight lines was first employed by the author in 1843.— Ed.
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tensive with another, when each has the same number of sub-

ordinate concepts under it. 3. One concejJt is subordinate to

another (which may be called the Siiperordiiiate) when the

former is inchided within, or makes a part of, the sphere or

extension of the latter. 4. Two or more concepts are coordi-

nated, when each excludes the other from its sphere, but when
both go immediately to make up the extension of a third con-

cept, to which they are cosubordinate. 5. Concepts intersect

each other, when the sphere of the one is partially contained

in the sphere of the other.'

Of Exclusion, horse, syllogism, are examples : there is no abso-

lute exclusion.
Examples of the five ^g examples of Coijxtension,— the concepts

mutual relations of ,. . , . , .77. ,

Concepts limng, being, and organized beings, may be

given. For, using the term life as applicable to

plants as well as animals, there is nothing living which is not organ-

ized, and nothing organized which is not living. This reciprocal

relation will be represented by two circles covering each other, or

by two lines of equal length and in positive relation.

As examples of Subordination and Coordination,— man, dog,

horse, stand, as correlatives, in subordination to the concept animal,

and, as reciprocal correlatives, in coordination with each other.

What I would call the reciprocal relation of Intersection, takes

place between concepts when their sj^heres cross or cut each other,

that is, foil partly within, partly without, each other. Thus, the

concept Mack and the concept heavy mutually intersect each other,

for of these some black things are heavy, some not, and some heavy

things are black, some not.

Of these relations, those of Subordination and
Subordination and Coordination are of principal importance, as on

Coordination of prin- ,

,

,

,

, , , /. 1 c
... , them reposes the whole system of classinea-

cipal importance. ' •'

tion ; and to them alone it is, therefore, neces-

sary to accord a more particular consideration.

Under the Subordination of notions, there are various terms to

express the different modes of this relation

;

Terms expressive of these it is necessary that you should now learn

and hereafter bear in mind, for they form an

essential part of the language of Logic, and will

come frequently, in the sequel, to be employed

in considering the analysis of Reasonings.

1 Cf Krug, Logik, § 41. —Ed.

the different modes of

the relation of
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% XXXIII. Of notions which stand to each other in the

relations of Subordination,— the one is the

rior^^d^^inferto^ Siffher or Superior (notio, conceptus, supe-

Broader and Harrow- rior), the Other the Lower or Inferior
emotions.

{iiotio, conceptus, inferior). The superior

notion is likewise called the Wider or Broader (latior), the

inferior is likewise called the Narrower (anffustior)}

The meaning of these expressions is sufficiently manifest. A
notion is called the hiffher or siqxrior, inasmuch

Explication.
^^ ^^ .^ viewed as standing over another in the

relation of subordination,— as including it within its domain or

sphere ; and a correlative notion is called the loicer or inferior, as

thus standing under a superior. Again, the higher notion is called

the wider or broader, as containing under it a greater number of

things ; the lower is called the narroicer, as containing under it

a smaller number.

^ XXXIV. The higher or wider concept is also called, in

contrast to the lower or narrower, a Uni-
par. XXXIV. uni-

'uersul Or General Notion (voij/xa koSoXov,
Tersal and Particular

. 7. \ i

notions. notio, conceptus, universalis, generuhs); the

lower or narrower concept, in contrast to

the higher or wider, a Particular Notion, vorjixa /xcptKov, notio,

co7icej)tus particularism

The meaning of these expressions, likewise, requires no illustra-

tion. A notion is called universal, inasmuch as
xpication.

.^ .^ considered as binding up a multitude of

parts or inferior concepts into the unity of a whole ; for univcrsus

means in unum versus or ad unum versus, that is, many turned

into one, or many regarded as one, and universal is employed to

denote the attribution of this relation to objects. A notion is called

particular, inasmuch as it is considered as one of the parts of a

higher concept or whole.

IT XXXV. A superior concept, inasmuch as it constitutes a

common attribute or character for a number of inferior con-

cepts, is called a General Notion (vorjfia Ka%Xov, notio conceptus

generalis), or, in a single word, a Genus (yci/os, genus). A

ICf. KruK, Lo-*, (42-Ed.
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notion, inasmucli as it is considered as at once aifording a com-

mon attribution for a certain complement

andsp^^^]^'
**°°"°

of inferior concepts or individual objects,

and as itself an inferior concept, contained

under a higher, is called a Special JVotion (vorjfia ttSiKoV, notio,

conceptus, specialis), or, in a single word, a Species {el&o^, spe-

cies). The abstraction which cai-ries up species into genera, is

called, in that respect, Generification, or, more loosely. Gener-

alization. The determination which divides a genus into its

species is called, in tliat respect, Specification. Genera and

Species are both called Classes ; and the arrangement of things

under them is, therefore. Classification}

It is manifest that the distinction into Genera and Species is a

merely relative distinction ; as the same notion

Explication. The jg^ Jq one respect, a genus, in another respect, a
distinction of Genus

j^g^ ^ov except a notion has no higher
and Species merely ^

. . .,.,.
ygiative,

notion, that is, except it be itself the widest or

most universal notion, it may always be regarded

as subordinated to another; and, in so far as it is actually thus re-

garded, it is a species. Again, every notion except that which has

under it only individuals, is, in so far as it is thus viewed, a genus.

For example, the notion triangle, if viewed in relation to the notion

of rectilineal figure, is a species, as is likewise rectilineal figure

itself, as viewed in relation to figure simply. Again, the concept

triangle is a genus, when viewed in reference to the concepts,

—

right-angled triangle, acute-angled triangle, etc. A right-angled

triangle is, however, only a species, and not possibly a genus, if

under it be necessarily included individu.ils alone. But, in point of

fact, it is impossible to reach in theory any lowest species ; for we
can always conceive some difference by which any concept may be

divided ad infinitum. This, however, as it is only a speculative

curiosity, like the infinitesimal divisibility of matter, may be thrown

out of view in relation to practice ; and, therefore, the definition, by

Porphyry and logicians in general, of the lowest species (of which

I am immediately to speak), is practically coiTCct, even though it

cannot be vindicated against theoretical objections. On the other

hand, we soon and easily reach the highest genus, which is given in

TO ov, ens aliquid, being, thing, something, etc., which are only vari-

ous expressions of the same absolute universality. Out of these

I Krug, Logik, j 43.— Ed.
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conditions there arise certain denominations of concepts, which it

is, likewise, necessary that you be made aware of.

In regard to the terms Generification and Specification^ these arc

limited expressions for the processes of Abstrac-
Generification and

^j^,^ ^^^ Determination, considered in a particu-
SpeciHcation,— what. , , . . , . , -r^ • •

lar relation. Abstraction and Determination,

you will recollect, we have already spoken of in general ;
^ it will,

therefore, be only necessary to say a very few words in reference to

them, as the several operations by which out of species we evolve

genera, and out of genera we evolve species. And first, in regard

to Abstraction and Generification. In every
Generification. , . , .

,

..,..•,
complex notion, we can limit our attention to its

constituent characters, to the exclusion of some one. "We thus

think away from this one,— we abstract from it. Now, the concept

which remains, that is, the fasciculus of thought minus the one char-

acter which we have thrown out, is, in relation to the original,— the

entire concept, the next higher,— the proximately superior notion.

But a concept and a next higher concept are to each other as species

and genus. The process of Abstraction, therefore, by which out.of

a proximately lower we evolve a proximately higher concept, is,

when we speak with logical precision, called the process of Generi-

fication.

Take, for example, the concept man. This concept is proxi-

mately composed of the two concepts or constituent characters,—
animal and rational being. If we think either of these characters

away from the other, we shall have in that other a jiroximately

higher concept, to which the concept man stands in the relation of

a species to its geuus. If we abstract from animal, then man will

stand as a species in subordination to the genus rational being, and

the concept animal will then aiford only a difference to distinguish

m,an as a coordinate species from inirnaterial intelligences. If, on

the other hand, we abstract from rational being, then ma7i will

stand as a species in subordination to the genus animal, having for

a coordinate species irrational animal. Such is the process of

Generification. Now for the converse process of Specification.

Every series of concfepts which has been obtained by abstraction,

may be reproduced in an inverted order, when.
Specification. ii-i

descending from the highest notion, we, step by

step, add on the several characters from which we had abstracted in

our ascent. This process, as you remember, 15 called Determina-

tion;— a veiy appropriate expression, inasmuch as by each charac.

1 See above, p. 87

18
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ter or attribute which we add on, we limit or determine, more and

more, the abstract vagueness or extension of the motion ; until, at

last, if every attribute be annexed, the sum of attributes contained

in the notion becomes convertible with the sum of attributes of

which some concrete individual or reality is the complement. Now,
when we determine any notion by adding on a subordinate concept,

we divide it ; for the extension of the higher concepts is precisely

equal to the extension of the added concept /»Zws its negation. Thus,

if to the concept animal we add on the next lower concept rational,

we divide its extension into two halves,'— the one equal to rational

animal— the other equal to its negation, that is, to irrational ani-

mal. Thus an added concept and its negation always constitute the

immediately lower notion, into which a higher notion is divided.

But as a notion stands to the notions proximately subordinate to it,

in the immediate relation of a genus to its species, the process of

Determination, by which a concept is thus divided, is, in logical

language, approj^riately denominated Specification.

So much in general for the Subordination of notions, considered

as Genera and Species. There are, however, various gradations of

this relation, and certain terms by which these are denoted, which

it is requisite that you should learn and lay up in memory. The

most important of these are comprehended in the following para-

graph :

*{ XXXVI. A Genus is of two degrees,— a highest and a

lowei-. In its hiahest de£;ree, it is called
Par. XXXVI. Grada-

, r, ^r ^ ^ ^ , ,

tions of Genera and the /Supreme Or Most General Genus (ycros

Species, and tteirdes- y^iKuyraTov, ffcnus summum OY ffeneruHssi-

mum), and is defined, " that which being a

genus cannot become a species." In its lower degree, it is

called a Subaltern or Intermediate (ycvos vTrdXXriXov, genus sub-

alternum or medium), and is defined, "that which being a

genus can also become a species." A Species also is of two

degrees,— a lowest and a higher. In its lowest degree, it is

called a Lowest or Most Special Species (eiSos etSt/caJxaTov, species

infinia, ultima, or specialissima),^ and is defined, "that which

being a species cannot become a genus." In its higher degree,

it is called a Subaltern or Intermediate Sjyecies (cTSos vTrdXXr]\ov,

species suhalterna media), and is defined, " that which being a

species may also become a genus." Thus a Subaltern Genus

and a Subaltern Species are convertible.

1 Vide Timpler, p. 253, [togka: Systana, L. ii c. l.q. 15. — Ed.]
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The distinctions and definitions in this paragraph are taken from

the celebrated Introduction ^ of Porphyry to the
Explication. ^ . ^.. , ,, ,,

Categories of Aristotle, and they have been gen-

erally adopted by logicians. It is evident, that the only absolute

distinction here established, is that between the Highest or Supreme

Genus and the Lowest Species ; for the other classes— to wit, the

Subaltern or Intermediate— are, all and each, either genera or

species, according as we regard them in an ascending or a descend-

ing order,— the same concept being a genus, if considered as a

whole containing under it inferior concepts as parts, and a species,

if considered as itself the part of a higher concept or whole. The

distinction of concepts into Genus and Species, into Supreme and

Intermediate Genus, into Lowest and Intermediate Species, is all

that Logic takes into account ; because these are all the distinctions

of degree that are given necessarily in the form of thought, and as

abstracted from all determinate matter.

It is, however, proper here to say a word in regard to the Cat-

egories or Predicaments of Aristotle. These are
Categories of Aris-

^^^ ^^^^^^^ j^^^^ ^j^j^^ Existence is divided,—
totle.

viz., 1, Substance; 2, Quantity; 3, Quality; 4,

Relation ; 5, Action ; 6, Passion ; 7, Where ; 8, When ; 9, Posture
;

and 10, Habit. (By this last is meant the relation of a containing

to a contained.) They are comprehended in the two following

verses

:

Arbor, sex servos, fervore, refrigerat ustos,

Kuri eras stabo, nee tunieatus ero.2

In regard to the meaning of the word category^ it is a term bor-

rowed from the courts of law, in which it lit-

Originai meaning erally signifies an accusation. In a philosophical
an empo}men o

application, it has two meanings, or rather it is
the term catigory. ' '

. ,

used in a general and in a restricted sense. In

its general sense, it means, in closer conformity to its original ap-

plication, simply a 2^^^<^^c^t^on or attribution; in its restricted

sense, it has been deflected to denote predications or attributions

of a very lofty generality, in other words, certain classes of a very

wide extension. I may here notice, that, in modern philosophy, it

has been very arbitrarily, in fact very abusively, perverted from

both its primary and its secondary signification among the ancients.

Aristotle first employed the term (for the supposition that he bor-

1 C ii., 5§ 23, 28, 29. Facciolati. Log.

2 Murmellii Isagoge, c. i. Vide llicraelins I. c. iii. p 32. -

ILex. Phil V. Prcsdicamenta- Ed.] p. 1085.
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rowed his categories, name and thing, from the Pythagorean Archy-

tas is' now exploded— the treatise under the name of this pliilos-

opher being proved to be a comparatively recent forgery'),— I

say, Aristotle first employed the term to denote a certain classifica-

tion, a posteriori, of the modes of objective or real existence;^ and

the word was afterwards employed and applied in the same manner

by Plotinus,^ and other of the older philosophers.
Kanfs employment -q j^_^^^4 j,gain, and, in conformity to his ex-

of the term.
, , , , ., ,

ample, by many other recent philosophers, the

word has been usurped to denote the a 2yriori cognitions, or fun-

damental forms of thought. Nor did Kant stop here ; and I may
explain to you the genealogy of another of his

Transcendent and expressions, of which I See many of his German
Transcendental,— their -. . , t-» , i r-, i t... , disciples are unaware. By the Schoolmen,
original employment ^ j -^ " >

and use by Kant. whatever, as more general than the ten cate-

gories, could not be contained under them, was

said to rise beyond them— to transcend them; and, accordingly,

such terras as being, one, whole, good, etc., were called transcendent

or transcendental {transcendentia or transcendentalia) .^ Kant, as

he had twisted the term category, twisted also these correlative

expressions from their original meaning. Pie did not even employ

the two terms transcendent and transcendental as correlative. The

1 See Di'jn/ssions, p. 140. — Ed. Sanderson, p. 20, [Murmellius gives as his

2 See especially 31eiaph,, iv. 7. In the trea- own the verses—
tise specially devoted to them, the Categories Complexum, Consigniflcans, Fictum, Poly-
are viewed rather in a grammatical than in a semum
metaphysical aspect. - Ed. vo.x logicii, Deus, Excedens, Privatio, Pars-

3 an. VI., 1. i., c. i.— Ed. qy^
Kritik d.r^ v., p^78 (ed. Eosenkranz), Pro- ^^^^ studiose, categoriis non accipiuntur.

And Sanderson {Logka, L. i. c. viii.), after

citing the mnemonic of the Categories them-

selves, adds, "In aliqua istarum classium

quicquid u-spiam rerum est collocatur; modo
sit wniim quid, reale^ completum, limitatcFque ac

{egomena, 5 39. —
5 [See Facciolati, Rud., p. 39; and Inst., p,

26.] [Logica, t. i., Rudimenta Logica, P. I., 0.

iv., § 7. " Aliud est categoricum, quod significat

certam quamdam rem categoria comprehen-

sara; aliud I'offiHH, quod nulla categoria con- . . ^^ . . ,.,.._,
.. , , . . ,. Jin''<^> ""turn. Exulant ergo his sedibus Jji-
tmetur, sed per omnes vagatur, cujusmodi , „ p-, ,•

t p-
sunt essentia, bonitas, ordo, et similia multa.

Logka, t. ii., Uslilutiones Logical, P. I., c. i

"Sunt quiedam vocabnla, quaj vaga et trai

scend.nlia dicuntur
;
quod genus quodlibet ex-

~Transcend^m
superent in omui categoria. Hujusmodi sunt

^Reid^s Xris, p^'eST'noteT-'ED.r'"'"'
' Complexum, Consigniflcans, Privatio, Fio-

Frivationes, et Ficta, quia

non sunt realia; Concreta, Erjuivoca, et Com-

plexa, quia non sunt una; Pars, quia non est

completum quid; Deus, quia non est tinitae;

Hinc versiculi:

Pars, Deus, ^uivocum, Transcende:
Excluded from the Aristotelic Categor:

,11 except the following

:

Exparte vocis— "Voxunaet simplex, re- Sunt cxclusa decern classibus ista novcm."
bus concinna locandis." — Ed.

J

Exparterei-"Entiaperse8e,flnita,reaIia,
[That the Categories of Aristotle arenot ap-

° " plicable to God, see (Pseudo) Augustin, D«
See others in Murmellius, Isagoge, c. i.; Cognitione Vera Vila, a. iu.^
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latter he applied as a synonym for a ^^''tori, to denote those elements

of thought which were native and necessary to the mind itself, and

which, though not manifested out of experience, were still not con-

tingently derived from it by an a jJOsteriori process of generaliza-

tion. The term transcendent, on the contrary, he applied to all

pretended knowledge that transcended experience, and was not

given in an original principle of the mind. Transcendental he thus

applied in a favorable, transcendent in a condemnatory accepta-

tion.^ But to return from tliis digression.

The Categories of Aristotle do not properly constitute a logical,

but a metaphysical, treatise ; and they are, ac-
Categories of Aris-

c^j.^^iu
K n^^ overlooked in the Aristotelic

totle Metaphysical. o ./

>

,-, .,

books on the First Philosophy, which have ob-

tained the name of Metaphysics {to. /icra to. <f)vatKa). Their insertion

in the series of the surviving treatises of Aristotle on a logical

argument, is, therefore, an error.^

But, looking at these classes as the highest genera into which

simple being is divided, they are, I think, obnoxious to various ob-

jections. Without pausing to show that in other
Categories criticized

j-gsiiects they are imperfect, it is manifest that
as a classification of ^, ^ ti . •

ggjj,
the supreme genus or category Meinff is not

immediately divided into these ten classes, and
that they neither constitute coordinate nor distinct species. For
Being {to ov, en^) is primarily divided into Being hy itself {ens per
se), and Being by accident {ens per accidens). Being by itself corre-

sponds to the first Category of Aristotle, equivalent to substance

;

Being by accident comprehends the other nine, but is, I think, more
properly divided in the following manner : — Being by accident is

viewed either as absolute or as relative. As absolute, it flows either

from the matter, or from the form of things. If from the matter,

it is Quantity, Aristotle's second category; if from the form, it is

Quality, Aristotle's third category. As relative, it corresponds to

Aristotle's fourth category. Relation; and to Relation all the other

six may be reduced. For the category TFAez-e is the relation of a

thing to other things in space ; the category "When is the relation of

a thing to other things in time. Action and Passion constitute a

single relation,— the relation of the agent and the patient. Posture
is the relation of the parts of the body to each other ; finally, Habit

1 Kriiik d. r. 7., p. 240, edit. Eosenkranz. 3 With this classification of the Categories,
— Ed. compare Aquinas, In Arist. Mftapk., L. y.

2 That the Categories of Aristotle are not lect. 9. Suarez, Disputationes Metaphysiae.

logical but metaphysical, see C. Carleton; Disp. 39, H 12, 15. — Ed.
[Thomas Compton Carleton, Pkilosopltiaj Uni-

vena, Disp. Mit. d. vi. S 1.— Ed.]
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is the relation of a thing containing and a thing contained. The

little I have now said in regard to the categories of Aristotle is

more, perhaps, than I was strictly warranted to say, considering

them, as I do, as wholly extralogical, and I have merely referred to

them as exhibiting an example of the application of the doctrine

of classification.^

I may, likewise, notice, by the way, that in the physical sciences of

arrangement, the best instances of which are seen

Names for the differ- in the different departments of Natural History,

ent steps in the series j^ jg found necessary, in order to mark the relative

cai* "ckucTs rf w'-
pl^ce of each step in the ascending and descend-

raDgement. ing serics of classes, to bestow on it a particular

designation. Thus kingdom, class, mder, tribe,

family, genus, subgenus, sjiecies, subspecies, variety, and the like, are

terms that serve conveniently to mark out the various degrees of

generalization, in its application to the descriptive sciences of na-

ture. With such special applications and contingent differences.

Logic has, however, no concern. I therefore proceed to the last

relative denomination of concepts under the head of Subordination

in Extension. It is expressed in the following paragraph

:

1[ XXXVII. A genus as containing under it species, or a

species as containing under it individuals, is

carrnrMftlphy^'sIfa;
^'^^^^^ ^ Logical, or Universal, or Subject,

Wholes and Parts. Or SubjectivB, or Potential Whole ; while

species as contained under a genus, and in-

dividuals as contained under a species, are called Logical, or

Universal, or Subject, or Subjective, or Potential Parts. E con-

1 There is nothing in regard to which a 1716. Chaayin, Lexicon Philosophicum, v. Caie-

greater diversity of opinion lias prevailed, gorema. [For various attempts at reduction

even among Logicians, lliau the number of and classiflcation of the categories, see Ploti-

Categories. For some allow, only two— Sub- vus, Enneud ,Yl. L,. \\.,c.i el seq. (Tenne-
stauce and Mode; others three— Substance, mann, Gesck. der Pkil.,\\.,^.V'ib et srq.) Da-
Mode, and Relation; others four — Mind, vid the Armenian, in Brandis, Scholia ad
Space, Matter, and Motion; others seven Arisiot., p. 49. Ramus, Animad. Aristat. [L.

which are comprehended in the following iv., p. 80 et seq., ed. 1550, Ed.] Jo. Picus Mi-
disticb: ranilulanus, Conclusiones, Opera, p. 90, ed.

" Mens, Mensma, Quies, Mod;.., Positura, Fig- Bi>sil, 1572; Laurentius Valla, [Dialeclira Dis-

jtra putationes, cc. i. ii.— Ed.] Eugenios, AoyiK^

Crassaque Materies, dederunt exordia rebus." P- ^^^ et seq. On categoric tables of various

... authors, see Denzinger, 7iis(. JLos , ii. t 606, p.Second line better— „ „ ,. „ . .
j
uw, p.

55 On history of categories m antiquity, see
"Sunt cum MaUria, cunctarura exordia re- ivtersen, Clirysippea, Pliil. Fundamenia, p. 1

''"™-"
et seq. For the doctrines of the I'latonisto

Aristotle's Lo^e, c. ii. §§ 1,2; Reid's Account and Stoics on the subject of the Cntt'goiies,

of, Worksyp.&^S etseq. See Facciolati, Logira, see Facciolati, Jn^t. Lr?-.. [L,>^irn t. ii . )>. ii
,

Purchot, Instil. Philos., t. i. Logica, p. 83, ed. der Kategorienlthre, pp. 251, 267.— Ed
]



verso,— an indiviclual as contaiuiug in it species, or a species as

containing in it genera, is called a Metaphysical or Formal or

Actual Whole; while species as contained in an individual, and

genera as contained in species, are called Metaphysical, or For-

mal, or Actual Parts} This nomenclature, however, in so for as

metaphysical is opposed to logical, is inept ; for we shall see

that both those wholes and parts are equally logical, and that

logicians have been at foult in considering one of them, in their

doctrine of reasoning, to the exclusion of the other.

A whole is that which contains parts ; a part is that which is

contained in a whole. But as the relation of a

whole and pai-ts is a relation dependent on the

point of view from which the mind contemplates the objects of its

knowledge, and as there are different points of view in which these

may be considered, it follows that there may also be different wholes

and parts. Philosophers have, accordingly, made various enumera-

tions of wholes ; and, without perplexing you with any minute dis-

cussion of their various divisions, it may be proper, in order to

make you better aware of the two wholes with which Logic is con-

versant,— (and that there are two logical wholes, and consequently,

two grand forms of reasoning, and not one alone, as all logicians

have hitherto taught, I shall hereafter endeavor
General view of ^ convince you),— to this end, I say, it may be

the various possible v . . •
i

• / ,

^fl^o\es_
expedient to give you a general view of the

various wholes into which the human mind may
group up the objects of its speculation.

Wholes may first be divided into two genera,— into a Whole
by itself (totum per se), and a Whole by acci-

Whole per se, and
n ,. ., / .j\ . -yxT-u i

Whole per accuims.
"^ent (totum per accidens). A Whole per se is

that which the parts of their proper nature

necessarily constitute ; thus body and soul constitute the man. A
Whole 2>er accidens is that which the parts make up contingently

;

as when man is considered as made up of the poor and the rich.

A Whole per se may, again, be subdivided into five kinds, into a

Logical, a Metaphysical, a Physical, a Mathe-

in^T L7icir'^2°^
matical, and a Collective. 1°, A Logical, styled

Metaphysical.
' ' ^^^^ ^ Universal, a Subject or Subjective, a Po-

tential Whole ; and, 2°, A Metajihysical, styled

also a Formal or an Actual Whole,— these I have defined in the para-

1 See Timpler, Logim, [p. 232 el seq.] Fac- tea Restituta, P. ni., c. ii., ! 2, ed. Genevsc,

siolati, [Logica, t. i., Rudimenta Logiea, P. II., 1668. — ED.] Burgersdyk, [Inslilulioius Loj-

c. vi., p. 51, 52. — Ed.] Derodou, p. 147 [iog- ira, p. 51 — Ed.
]
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graph. It is manifest tliat tlie logical and metaphysical wholes are

the converse of each other. For as the logical whole is the genus,

the logical parts the species and individual ; in the metaphysical,

e contra^ an individual is the whole of which the species, a species the

whole of which the genera, are the parts. A metaphysical whole is

thus manifestly the whole determined by the comprehension of a

concept, as a logical whole is that whole determined by its exten-

sion ; and if it can be shown that the whole of comprehension

affords the conditions of a process of reasoning equally valid,

equally useful, equally easy, and, to say the least of it, equally natu-

ral, as that afforded by the whole of the extension, it must be

allowed that it is equally well entitled to the name of a logical

whole, as the whole which has hitherto exclusively obtained that

denomination. 3°, A Physical, or, as it is like-

wise called, an Essential Whole, is that which

consists of matter and of form, in other words, of substance and of

,„ „ ^ .. , accident, as its essential parts. 4°, A Mathe-
4°, Mathematical.

_

'

_ _

^
_

'
_

matical, called likewise a Quantitative, an In-

tegral, more properly an Integrate, Whole (totum integratimi), is

that which is composed of integral, or, more properly, of integrant

parts {partes integrantes). In this whole every part lies out of every

other part, whereas, in a physical whole, the matter and form, the

substance and accident, permeate and modify each other. Thus, in

the integrate whole of a human body, the head, body, and limbs, its

integrant parts, are not contained in, but each lies
6°, Collective. „ , , ,•„ « ,-^ ,i . , i ,

out of, each other. 5°, A Collective, styled also a

Whole of Aggregation, is that which has its material pai-ts separate

and accidentally thrown together, as an army, a heap of stones, a

pile of wheat, etc'

But to proceed now to an cxfjlanation of the terms in the para-

graph last dictated. Of these, none seem to require any exposition,

save the words subjective and potential., as synonyms applied to a

Logical or Universal whole or parts.

The former of these,— the term sichjective, or more properly sub-

ject, as applied to the species as parts subjacent

The terms si.Vfrt and ^^^ qj. lying vinder, a genus,—to the individuals,
su jt^cuie as npp le

_^^ parts subjacent to, or lying under, a species,

parts. is a clear and appropriate expression. But, as

applied to genus or species, considered as

wholes, the term subject is manifestly improper, and the term sub-

jective hardly defensible. In like manner, the term universal, as

1 See above, p. 143, note. — Ed.



applied to genus or species, considered as logical wholes, is correct

;

but as applied to individuals, considered as logical parts, it is used

in opposition to its proper meaning. The desire, however, to obtain

epithets common both to the parts and to the whole, and thus to

indicate at once the relation in general, has caused, logicians to vio-

late the proprieties both of language and of thought. But as the

terras have been long established, I think it sufficient to put you on

your guard by this observation.

In regard to the term 2)otentiaI,— I shall, before saying anything,

read to you a passage from the Antient uUeta-

The term roientiai. jihysics of the learned Lord Monboddo.' " In
^^or ou o quo-

^j^^ g^_^^ place, it is impossible, by the nature of

things, that the genus should contain the species

as a part of it, and the species should likewise contain the genus, in

the same respect. But, in different respects, it is possible that each

of them may contain the other, and be contained by it. We must,

therefore, try to distinguish the difi'erent manners of containing, and

being contained. And there is a distinction that runs through the

whole of ancient philosophy, solving many difficulties that are

otherwise unsurmountable, and which, I hope, will likewise solve

this difficulty. The distinction I mean is the distinction betwixt

what exists Suva/xei, or potentially only, and that which exists ivepyua,

or actually. In the first sense, everything exists in its causes ; and,

in the other sense, nothing exists but what is actually produced.

Now, in this first sense, the whole species exists in the genus ; for

the genus virtually contains the whole species, not only what actu-

ally exists of it, but what may exist of it in any future time. In

the same manner, the lowest species, below which there is nothing

but individuals, contains virtually all those individuals, present and

future. Thus, the species man comprehends all the individuals now
existing, or that shall hereafter exist ; which, therefore, are said to

be pai'ts of the species man. On the other hand, the genus is actu-

ally contained in the species ; and the species, likewise, in each of

the individuals under it. Thus, the genus animal is actually con-

tained in the species man, without which it could not be conceived

to exist. And, for the same reason, the species man is actually con-

tained in each individual. It is a piece of justice which I think I

owe to an author, hardly known at all in the western parts of

Europe, to acknowledge that I got the hint of the solution of this

difficulty from him. The author I mean is a living Greek author,

Eugenius Diaconus, at present Professor, as I am informed, in the

i. p. 479.

19
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Patriarch's University at Constantinople, who has written an

excellent system of logic in very good Attic Greek."

This, or rather a similar passage at p. 73 of the fourth volume of

the Antient Metaphysics, affords Mr. Stewart an
Stewart's strictures opportunity of making sundry unfavorable stric-

""
^.^^

tures on the technical language of Logic, in

regard to which lie asserts, " the adepts are not,

to this day, unanimously agreed ; " and adds, that '' it is an extraor-

dinary circumstance, that a discovery on which, in Lord Monbod-

do's opinion, the xohole truth of the syllogism depends, should be of

so very recent a date."" Now this is another examjjle which may
serve to put you on your guard against any confidence in the asser-

tions and arguments even of learned men. You may be surprised

to hear, that so for is Eugenius from being the author of this ob-

servation, and of the t«rni potential as applied to a logical whole,

that both are to be found, with few exceptions, in all the older sys-

tems of Logic. To quote only one, but one of the best and best

known, that of Burgcrsdyek,— he says, speaking of the logical

whole : " Et quia universale subjectas species et individua non actu

continet sed potentia ; factum est, ut hoc totum dictum sit. totum po-

tentiate, cum ceterte species totius dicantur totum actuale, quia partes

suas actu continent."'- Aristotle notices this difference of the two

whf)les.'

Having thus termin.ated the consideration of concepts as recipro-

cally related in the perpendicular line of Subordination, and in the

quantity of Extension, in so for as they are viewed as containing
_

classes,— I must, before proceeding to consider them under this

quantity in the horizontal line of Coordination, state to you two

terms by which characters or concepts are denominated, in so far as

they are viewed as differences by which a concept is divided into

two subordinate parts.

^ XXXVIII. The character, or complement of characters, by

which a lower genus or species is distin-

par. XXXVIII. Gen- guished, both from the senus to which it is
eric, Specific, and In- '',.,.'

., ^
°

dividual Difference. Subordinate, and from the other genera or

species with which it is coordinated, is

called the Generic or the Specific Difference {hia<j>opa. yeviK-q,

and Siatf>opa ctSiKiJ, differentia f/enerica, and differentia specifica).

The sum of characters, again, by which a singular or individual

1 Elements, vol. ii., c. iii., j 1; Works, vol. 3 Vide Timplcr, Logica, [L II. C. i. De Tola

iii
, p 199 and p. 200, note. 't Parte. — Eu.J

2 Lib. I., c. xlv., p. 43, ed. 1660. — Eu.
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thing is discriminated from the species under -which it stands

and from other individual things along with which it stands,

is called the Individual or Singular or Numerical Difference

(differentia individualis vel singularis vel numerica)}

Two things are thus said to be generically different, inasmuch as

they lie apart in two different genera; specifi-

cally different, inasmuch as they lie apart in two

different species ; individually or numerically different, inasmuch as

they do not constitute one and the same reality. Thus animal and

stone may be said to be generically different ; horse and ox to be

specifically different ; Highflyer and Eclipse to

DiffererM*"
^^ " ^^ numerically or individually different. It is

evident, however, that as all genera and species,

except the highest of the one and the lowest of the other may be

styled indifferently either genera or species, generic difference and

specific difference are in general only various expressions of the same

thing; and, accordingly, the terms heterogeneous and homogeneous^

which apply properly only to the con'elation of genera, are usually

applied equally to the correlation of species.

"Individual existences can only be perfectly discriminated in Per-

ception, external or internal, and their numerical
Individual or Sin-

^iffy,.ences are endless ; for of all possible contra-
pilar Difference. ,. ., , ,

' ,

dictory attributes the one or the other must, on

the principles of Contradiction and Excluded Middle, be considered

as belonging to each individual thing. On the other hand, species

and genera may be perfectly discriminated by one or few charac-

ters. For example, man, is distinguished from every genus or

species of animal by the one character of rationality; triangle, from

every other class of mathematical figures, by the single character of

trilaterality. It is, therefore, far easier adequately to describe a

genus or species than an individual existence ; as in the latter case,

we must select, out of the infinite multitude of characters which an

individual comprises, a few of the most prominent, or those by
which the thing may most easily be recognized."' But as those

which we thus select are only a few, and are only selected with

reference to our faculty of apprehension and our capacity of mem-
017, they always constitute only a petty, and often not the most
essential part of the numerical differences by which the individuality

of the object is determined.

Having now terminated the consideration of the Subordination of

1 Krng, Logik, s 45.— Ed. 2 Knig, Logrk, } 45, p. 134-5. — Ed.
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concepts under Extension, it is only necessary to observe that their

Coordination under that quantity affords notliing which requires

explanation, except what is contained in the following paragraph :

1 XXXIX. Notions, in so far as they are considered the

coordinate species of the same genus may
be called Conspecies ; and in so far as Con-

species are considered to be different but

not contradictory, they are properly called Discrete or Dis-

junct Notions (jwtiones discretce vel disjunctce). The term

Disparate (notiones disparatm) is fi-equently applied to this

opposition of notions, but less properly ; for this ought to be

reserved to denote the corresponding opposition of notions in

the quantity of Comprehension.

I conclude the consideration of concepts, as dependent on Exten-

sion, by a statement of the two general laws, by which both Sub-

ordination and Coordination of notions, under this quantity, are

regulated.

^ XL. The whole classification of things by Genera and

Species is governed by two laws. The one
Par. XL. he two

j. ^jjggg ^j^g -^r^-^ ^f Homoqeneity (princi-
generallawa bywhich ' u J \l

Subordination and Co- pium Homogcneitatis'), is,— That how dif-

ordmation, under Ex-
fgj.gjjt soever mav bc any two concepts,

tension, are regulat- .* .' ^ '

ed.-viz., of Homoge- they both still stand subordinated under
neity and Heteroge- gome higher couccpt; in other words, things

the most dissimilar must, in certain respects,

be similar. The other, the law of Heterogeneity {principium

Jleterogeneitatis), is,— That every concept contains other con-

cepts under it; and, therefore, when divided proximately, we
descend always to other concepts, but never to individuals; in

other words, things the most homogeneous ^similar— must,

in certahi respects, be heterogeneous—-dissimilar.

Of these two laws, the former, as the principle which enables,

and in fact compels, us to rise from species to

Explication. genus, is that which determines the process of
Geuerification and X . ^ . , . ^ - ...

Specification.
Genephcation ; and the latter, as the principle

which enables, and in fact compels, us to find

always species under a genus, is that which regiilntes the process of

Specification. The second of these laws, it is evidont, is only true

ideally, only true in theory. The infinite divisibility of concepts,
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like the infinite divisibility of sj^ace and time, exists only in specula-

tion. And that it is theoretically valid, will be
Law of Heteroge- manifest, if we take two similar concepts, that

neit)- true only in the- . , , ... i, !•«. , .

^j.
IS, two concepts with a small draerence : let us

then clearly represent to ourselves this diflerence,

and we shall find that how small soever it may be, we can always

conceive it still less, without being nothing, that is, we can divide it

ad infinitum; but as each of these infinitesimally diverging differ-

ences affords always the condition of new species, it is evident that

we can never end, that is, reach the individual, except per saltum}

There is another law, which Kant promulgates in the Critique

of Pure Reason^ and which may be called the law of Logical

Affinity, or the law of Logical Continuity. It

finH
'^ " "^"^ ' is this,— That no two coordinate species touch

so closely on each other, but that we can con-

ceive other or others intermediate. Thus mati and oranc/-outang,

elephant and rhinoceros, are proximate species, but still how great

is the difference between them, and how many species can we not

imagine to ourselves as possibly uiteijacent?

This law I have, however, thrown out of account, as not univer-

sally true. For it breaks down when we apply
Grounds on which

j^ ^^ mathematical classifications. Thus all an-
this law must be re- , . , . , , _
jg(.j^^

gles are either acute or right or obtuse. For
between these three coordinate species or genera

no others can possibly be interjected, though we may always subdi-

vide each of these, in various manners, into a multitude of lower

species. This law is also not true when the coordinate species are

distinguished by contradictory attributes. There can in these be

no interjacent species, on the principle of Excluded Middle. For
example:— in the Cuvierian classification the genus animal is

divided into the two species of vertebrata and invertebrata, that is,

into animals with a backbone— with a spinal man-ow ; and animals

without a backbone— without a spinal marrow. Is it possible to

conceive the possibility of any intermediate class ?

'

1 Cf. Knig, Logik, S 45 p. 135, and pp. 136, 3 Bachmann, [Logik, j 61, pp. 102, 103.—
137. — Ed. Ed.] [Compare Fries, iogii, § 21.— Ed.]

-• P. 510. ed. Kosenkranz, Cf. Krug, Logik,



LECTURE XII.

STOICHEIOLOGY.
SECTION II. — OF THE PRODUCTS OF THOUGHT.

I.— ENNOEMATIC.

m. EECIPROCAL RELATIONS OF CONCEPTS.

B. QUANTITY OF COMPREHENSION.

Having now concluded the consideration of the Reciprocal Re-

lation of Concepts as determined by the quantity
Reciprocal Relation ^^ Extension, I proceed to treat of that rela-

of notions in Compre- ^. i ^ i i ^i ^ ^-^ l^
. . tion as regulated by the counter quantity oi

Comprehension. On this take the following

paragraph :
—

IT XLI. When two or more concepts are compared together

according to their Comprehension, they
Par. XLI. identi- either coincide or they do not ; that is, they

cal and Different no-
.

tions. either do or do not comprise the same char-

acters. Notions are thus divided into Iden-

tical and Different {conceptus identici et diversi). The Iden-

tical are either absolutely or relatively the same. Of notions

Absolutely Identical thei-e are actually none ; notions Relatively

Identical are called, likewise, ^«»«7«?- or Cognate (notiones

similes, affines, cognatw) ; and if the common attributes, by

which they are allied, be proximate and necessary, they are

called lieciprocating or Convertible (notiones reciprocce, con-

vertibiles)}

In explanation of this paragraph, it is only necessary to say a

word in regard to notions absolutely Identical. That such are
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impossible, is manifest. " For, it being assumed that such exist,

as absohitely identical, they necessarily have no
Explication. diflerences by which they can be distinguished

:

so u e y en ica
^^^ what are indiscernible can be known, neither

notions impossible.

as two concepts, nor as two identical concepts

;

because we are, ex hypotliesi, unable to discriminate the one from

the other. They are, therefore, to us as one. Notions absolutely

identical can only be admitted, if, abstracting our view altogether

from the concepts, we denominate those notions identical, which

have reference to one and the same object, and which are conceived

either by different minds, or by the same mind, but at different

times. Their difference is, therefore, one not intrinsic and neces-

sary, but only extrinsic and contingent. Taken in this sense, Abso-

lutdy Identical notions will be only a less correct expression for

Iteciprocating or Convertible notions." ^

^ XLII. Considered under their Comprehension, concepts,

again, in relation to each other, are said to

Bi!"noTc^cep°ta.''°' ^^ either Congruent or Agreeing, inasmuch

as they may be connected in thought ; or

Conflictive, inasmuch as they cannot. The confliction consti-

tutes the Opposition of notions (to avTiKCia^ai, oppositio). This

is twofold ;— 1°, Immediate or Contradictory Ojiposition, called

likewise Repugnance (to o.vTi<^a.TiKui% ayTiKucrSai, a.vTL<j>aa-K, ojyjjosi-

tio immediata sive contradictoria, repugnantia) ; and, 2°, Me-

diate or Contrary Opposition (t6 evavTuos a.vriKv.<jba.i, ivavnoTr/s,

ojypositio mediata vel contraria). The former emerges when

one concept abolishes (tollit), directly or by simple negation,

what another establishes [poiiit) ; the latter, when one concept

does this not directly or by simple negation, but through the

aflii-mation of something else.^

" Identity is not to be confounded with Agreement or Congru-

ence, nor Diversity with Confliction. All iden-

Expiication. tical Concepts are, indeed, congruent; but all

Identity and Agree- congruent notions are not identical. Thus learn-
ment, Diversity and "

Confliction. "'5' ^^^ Virtue, beauty and riches, magnanimity

and stature, are congruent notions, inasmuch as,

in thinking a thing, they can easily be combined in the notion we
form of it, although in themselves very different from each other.

1 [&5er, Logik, j 36, p. 79.] Cf. Krng, Logik, 2 Cf. Drobisch, Logilc, p. 17, 5 25 seq.
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In like manner, all conflictive notions are diverse or different notions,

for unless different, they could not be mutually conflictive ; but on

the other hand, all different concepts are not conflictive ; but those

only whose difference is so great that each involves the negation of

the other ; as, for example, virtue and vice, bearUi/ and deformity,

wealth a,x\di poverty. Thus these notions are by preenainence,— xar'

€io-)^v,— said to be opposed, although it is true that, in thinking, we
can oppose, or place in antithesis, not only different, but even iden-

tical, concepts."

"To speak now of the distinction of Contradictory and Contrary

Opposition, or of Contradiction and Contrariety

;

onraicory an — ^^ these the former— Contradiction — is
Contrary Opposition.

exemplified in the opposites,— yellow, not yel-,

low, loalking, not walkiny. ITere each notion is directly, imniedi,

ately, and absolutely, repugnant to the other,— they are reciprocal

negatives. This opposition is, therefore, properly called that of

Contradiction or of Repugnance / and the opposing notions them-

selves are contradictory or repugnant notions, in a single word, con-

tradictories. The latter, or Contrary Opposition, is exemplified in

the opposites, yelloic, blue, red, etc., walking, standing, lying, etc."

"In the case of Contradictory Opposition, there are only two

conflictive attributes conceivable ; and of these one or otlier must

be predicated of the object thought. In the case of Contrary Oppo-

sition, on the other hand, more than two conflictive characters are

possible, and it is not, therefore, necessary, that if one of these be

not predicated of an object, any one other must. Thus, though I

cannot at once sit and stand, and consequently sitting and standing

are attributes each severally incompatible with the other; yet I may
exist neither sitting nor standing,— I may lie ; but I must either sit

or not sit, I must either stand or not stand, etc. Such, in general,

are the oppositions of Contradiction and Contrariety."

"It is now necessary to say a word in regard to their logical sig-

nificance. Immediate or Contradictory Oppo-
Logicai significance

gition Constitutes, in Logic, affirmative and neg-
of Coutradictory and . . -r-» i /. i • •

Contrary Opposition.
^^ive notions. By the former something is

posited or afiirmed {2^onitur, affirmatur) ; by
the latter, something is sublated or denied {tollitur, negatur). This,

however, is only done potentially, in so tar as concepts are viewed

apart from judgments, for actual affirmation and actual negation

suppose an act of judgment ; but, at the same time, in so far as two

concepts afford the elements, and, if brought into relation, necessi-

t ite the formation of an affirmative or negative proposition, thoy

may be considered as in themselves negative and affirmative."
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" Further, it is evident that a notion can only be logically denied

by a contradiction. For when we abstract from the matter of a

notion, as Logic does, it is impossible to know that one concept

excludes another, unless the one be supposed the negation of the

other. Logically considered, all positive or affirmative notions are

congruent, that is, they can, as far as their form is concerned, be all

conceived or thought together; but whether in reality they can

coexist— that cannot be decided by logical rules. If, therefore,

we would, with -logical precision and certainty, oppose things, we
must oppose them not as contraries (A JB C), but as contradicto-

i-ies {A— not A Ji— not B C— not C). Hence it also follows,

that there is no negation conceivable without the concomitant con-

ception of an affirmation ; for we cannot deny a thing to exist, with-

out having a notion of the existence which is denied."

'

There are also certain other relations subsisting between notions,

together in reference to their Comprehension.

f XLIII. Notions, as compared with each other in respect

of their Comprehension, are further distin-

Bic "otiona.
^"^'

guished into Intrinsic and Extrinsic. The
former are made up of those attributes

which are essential, and, consequently, necessary to the object

of the notion : these attributes, severally considered, are called

Essentials., or Internal Denoniiiiations {oicriM&rj, essentialia, de-

nominationes i)iternce, intrinsicce), and, conjunctly, the Essence

{oiaia, essentia). The lattei', on the contrary, consist of those

attributes which belong to the object of the notion only in a

contingent manner, or by possibility; and which are, therefore,

styled Accidents, or Extrinsic Denominatiotis ((rv/iySe^jjKOTa,

accidentia, denominationes externce or extrinsicce).-

So much for the mutual relations of notions in reference to their

Comprehension, when considered not in the relations of Involution

and Coordination.

Having thus given you the distinctions of no-

invointion and Co- tlons, as founded on their more general relations
ordination ofConcepts „^^|gj. j^g quantity of Comprehension, I now
nnder Comprehen-

, • t ,

sion,— these wholly proceed to Consider them under this quantity

neglected by logicians. in their proximate relations; that is, in the rela-

tion of Involution and the relation of Coordi-

nation. These relations have been, I may say, altogether neglected

I Krug, Logii, p. 118—120. —Ed. 2 Krug, Logik, } 39.— Ed.

20
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by logicians; and, in consequence of this, they have necessarily

oveiiooked one of the two great divisions of all

Hence reasoning in i-easouing; for all Our reasoning is either from-
comprehension over- , , , , , ^ ,

looked by logicians.
^'^^ whole to the parts and from the parts to the

whole, in the quantity of extension, or from the

whole to the parts and from the parts to the whole, in the quantity

of comjjrehension. In each quantity there is a deductive, and in

each quantity there is an inductive, inference ; and if the reasoning

under either of these two quantities were to be omitted, it ought,

perhaps, to have been the one which the logicians have exclusively

cultivated. For the quantity of extension is a creation of the mind
itself, and only created through, as abstracted from, the quantity of

comprehension ; whereas the quantity of comprehension is at once

given in the very nature of things. The former quantity is thus

secondary and factitious, the latter primary and natural.

That logicians should have neglected the process of reasoning

which is competent between the parts and whole
But probably con- ^f (.],g quantity of Comprehension, is the more

jmp a e
y

is o-
rgmai-jjable, as, after Aristotle, they have in gen-

eral articulately distinguished the two quantities

from each other, and, after Aristotle, many of them have explicitly

enounced the special law on which the logic of comprehension pro-

ceeds. This principle established, but not applied, is expressed in

the axiom— The character of the character is the character of the

thing; or, The predicate of the predicate is the predicate of the

subject {Nota notce est nota rei i2ysius / JPrcedicatian prcedicati est

prcedicatum subjecti). This axiom is enounced by Aristotle;' and

its application, I have little doubt, was fully understood by him. In

feict, I think it even possible to show in detail that his whole analy-

sis of the syllogism has reference to both quantities, and that the

great abstruseness of his Prior Analytics, the treatise in which he

develops the general forms of reasoning, arises from this,— that he

has endeavored to rise to formulfe sufficiently general to express at

once what was common to both kinds ;— an attempt so far beyond

the intelligence of subsequent logicians, that they have wholly mis-

understood and perverted his doctrine. They understand this doc-

trine, only as applied to the reasoning in extensive quantity; and in

relation to this kind of reasoning, they have certainly made palpa-

ble and easy what in Aristotle is abstract and difficult. But then

they did not observe that Aristotle's doctrine applies to two species,

of which they only consider one. It was certainly proper to bring

1 Ca(fg.,c. ili. — Ed.
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down the Aristotelic logic from its high abstraction, and to deliver

its rules in proximate application to each of the two several species

of reasoning. This would have been to fill up the picture of which

the Stagirite had given the sketch. But by viewing the analytic as

exclusively relative to the reasoning in extension, though they sim-

plified the one-half of syllogistic, they altogether abolished the

other. This mistake— this partial conception of the science— is

common to all logicians, ancient and modern ; for in so far as I am
aware, no one has observed, that of the quantities of comprehension

and extension, each afibrds a reasoning proper to itself; and no one

has noticed that the doctrine of Aristotle has reference iudifierently

to both ; although some, I know, having perceived in general that

we do reason under the quantity of comprehension, have on that

founded an objection to all reasoning under the quantity of exten-

sion, that is, to the whole science of Logic as at present constituted.

I have, in some degree, at present spoken of matters which properly

find their development in the sequel ; and I have made this antici-

pation, in order that you should attend particularly to the relation

of concepts, under the quantity of comprehension, as containing

and contained, inasmuch as this afibrds the foundation of one, and

that not the least important, of the two great branches, into which

all reasoning is divided.

IT XLIV. "We have seen that of the two quantities of no-

tions each afibrds a logical Whole and
Par. XLIV. invo- Parts ; and that, by opposite errors, the one

lution and Coordlna- ii .i*
tion. 01 these has, through over inclusion, been

called the logical; whilst the other has,

through over exclusion, been called the metaphysical. Thus,

in respect of their Comprehension, no less than of their Exten-

sion, notions stand to each other in a relation of Containing

and Contained j and this relation, which, in the one quantity

(extension) is styled that of SiihorcUnation, may in the other

(comprehension), for distinction's sake, be styled that of Livo-

lution. Coordination is a term which may be applied in either

quantity.^

In the quantity of comprehension, one notion is involved in

another, when it forms a part of the sura total of characters,

which together constitute the comprehension of that other;

and two notions are in this quantity coordinated, when, whilst

neither comprehends the other, both are immediately compre-

hended in the same lower concept.

1 [Cf. Drobisch, Logik, §§ 22. 23. Fischer, Logik, § 49.]
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From what has been formerly stated, you are aware that the

quantity of comprehension, belonging to a no-

tion, is the complement of characters which it

contains in it ; and that this quantity is at its maximum in an indi-

vidual. Thus the notion of the individual Socrates, contains in it,

besides a multitude of others, the chai-acters of Son of Sopkronis-

cus, Athenian, Greek, European, man, animal, organized being, etc.

But these notions, these characters, are not all equally proximate

and immediate ; some are only given in and through others. Thus

the character Athenian is applicable to Socrates only in and through

that of Son of Sophroniscus,— the character of Greek, only in

and through that of Athenian,— the character of European, only

in and through that of Greek,— and so forth; in other words, Soc-

rates is an Athenian only as the son of Sophroniscus, only a Greek

as an Athenian, only a European as a Greek, only a man as a Euro-

l^ean, only an animal as a man, only an organized being as an ani-

mal. Those characters, therefore, that are given in and through

others, stand to these others in the relation of parts to wholes ; and

it is only on the principle— Part of the part is a part of the whole,

that the remoter parts are the parts of the primary whole. Thus,

if we know that the individual Socrates comprehends the character

son of SojyhroJiiscus, and that the character son of Sophroniscus

comprehends the character Athenian; we are then warranted in

saying that Socrates comjarehends At/ienian, in other words, that

Soci-ates is an Athenian. The example here taken is too simple to

show in what manner our notions are originally evolved out of the

more complex into the more simple, and that the progress of science

is nothing more than a progressive unfolding into distinct conscious-

ness of the various elements comprehended in the characters, origi-

nally known to us in their vague or confused totality.

It is a famous question among philosophers,— "Whether our

knowledge commences with the general or with
Controversy regard- ^j^g individual,— whether children first employ

ing the Primum Cogni- ^ , , -r , .

,_^^
common, or first employ proper, names. In this

controversy, the reasoners have severally proved

the opposite opinion to be untenable ; but the question is at once

solved by showing that a third opinion is the true,— viz., that our

knowledge commences with the confused and complex, which, as

regarded in one point of view or in another, may easily be mistaken

either for the individual, or for the general. The discussion of this

problem belongs, however, to Psychology, not to Logic' It is suffi-

cient to say in general, that all objects are presented to us in

1 See Lectures on Metaphysics, 1. xxxvi., p. 493 seq, —Ed.
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complexity; that we are at first more struck -with the points of

resemblance than with the points of contrast ; that the earliest no-

tions, and, consequently, the earliest terms, are those that corre-

spond to this synthesis, while the notions and the tenns arising

from an analysis of this synthesis into its parts, are of a subsequent

formation. But though it be foreign to the province of Logic to

develop the history of this procedure; yet, as this procedure is

natural to the human mind, Logic must contain the form by which

it is regulated. It must not only enable us to reason from the sim-

ple and general to the complex and individual ; it must, likewise,

enable us to reverse the process, and to reason from the complex

and individual to the simple and the general. And this it does by
that relation of notions as containing and contained, given in the

quantity of comprehension. The nature of this reasoning can

indeed only be shown, when we come to treat

In CompreheBsion, of syllogism; at present, I only request that
the involving notion jq^ ^j[} jjggj. jq mind the relations of Invola-

tL im-oh-e/to more ^^^"^ ^^^ Coordination, in which notions stand

simple. to each other in the whole or quantity of com-

prehension. In this quantity the involving no-

tion or whole is the more complex notion ; the involved notion or

part is the more simple. Thus pigeon as comprehending hird,

bird as comprehending /eai^ererf, feathered as comprehending xcarm-

hlooded, warm-blooded as comprehending Jieart with four cavities,

heart withfour cavities as comprehending breathinff with lungs, are

severally to each other as notions involving and involved. Again,

notioas, in the whole of comprehension, are coordinated when they

stand together as constituting parts of the no-

prehensi'on""'"'

'"°'
*^°" ^^ which they are both immediately com-

prehended. Thus the characters ovipa7-oiis and

toarm-blooded, heart with four cavities, and breathing hj lungs, as

aU immediately contributing to make up the comprehension of the

notion bird, are, in this respect, severally considered as its coordi-

nate parts. These characters are not relative and correlative— not

containing and contained. For we have oviparous animals which
are not warm-blooded, and warm-blooded animals which are not

oviparous. Again, it is true, I believe, that all warm-blooded ani-

mals have hearts with four cavities (two auricles and two ventricles),

and that all animals with such hearts breathe by lungs and not by
gills. But then, in this case, we have no right to suppose that the

first of these characters comprehends the second, and that the sec-

ond comprehends the third. For we should be equally entitled to

assert, that all animals breathing by lungs possessed hearts of four
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cavities, and that all animals witli such hearts are warm-blooded.

They are thus thought as mutually the- conditions of each other;

and whilst we may not know their reciprocal dependence, they are,

however, conceived by us, as on an equal footing of coordination.

(This at least is true of the two attributes heart wilh four cavities

and breathing hy lungs; for these must be viewed as coordinate;

but, taken together, they may be viewed as jointly necessitating

the attribute of warm-blooded, and, therefore, may be viewed as

comprehending it.) On this I give you the following paragraph.

T" XLV. Notions coordinated in the whole of comprehen-

sion, are, in respect of the discriminating
Par. XLV. coordi- characters, different without any similarity.

nation of notions in .
i i i t «.

comprehenBion. T^hey are i\ms, pro tanto, absolutely difler-

ent; and, accordingly, in propriety are called

Disparate N'otions {notiones dispa)-atcr>). On the other hand,

notions coordinated in the quantity or whole of extension, are,

in reference to the objects by them discriminated, different (or

diverse) ; but, as we have seen, they have always a common
attribute or attributes in which they are alike. Thus they are

only relatively different (or diverse) ; and, in logical language,

are properly called Disjunct or Discrete N'otions {notiones, dis-

junctcB, cUscretce)}

1 [Drobisch, Logik, §§ 23, 24. Cf. Fischer, Logik, } 49 et jej.]



LECTURE XIII.

STOICHEIOLOGY.
SECTION II.— OF THE PRODUCTS OF THOUGHT.

II. —APOPHANTIC, OR THE DOCTRINE OF JUDGMENTS.

JtTDGJIENTS.— THEIR NATURE AND DIVISIONS.

Having terminated the Doctrine of Concepts, we now proceed

to the Doctrine of Judgments. Concepts and Judgments, as I

originally stated, are not to be viewed as the
Doctrine of Judg-

i.gg^its of different operations, for every concept,

as the product of some preceding act of Com-
parison, is in fact a judgment fixed and ratified in a sign. But in

consequence of this acquired permanence, concepts afford the great

means for all subsequent comparisons and judgments, and as this

now forms their principal relation, it behoved, for convenience,

throwing out of view their original genealogy, to consider Notions

as the first product of the Understanding, and as the conditions or

elements of the second. A concept may be viewed as an implicit

or nndeveloped judgment; a judgment as an explicit or developed

concept. But we must now descend to articulate statements.

^ XLVI. To Judge (xptVeii',' jiidicarc) is to recognize the

relation of congruence or of confliction, in

ment.-what.
" ^ which two Concepts, two individual things,

or a concept and an individual, compared

together, stand to each other. This recognition, considered as

an internal consciousness, is called a Judgment (Xoyos d^o^aiTi-

Ko';, judicium) ; considered as expressed in language, it is called

a Pro2)osition or Predication {am^tavTis-, irpoTaais," StaoTT^^o,

1 The verb Kpiyfw, to judge, and etill more 2 [Aristotle uses the term T-p6Taa-is merely

the substantive, Kpitris, judgment, are rarely for the premise of a sylloj^ism, especially the

used by the Greeks— (never by Aristotle)— major (he has no other word for premise);

B8 technical terms of Logic or Psychology. whereas air6ipmTis he employs always for an
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projMsUto, prcedicatio, pronunciatum, enunciation effatum, pi'o-

fatum, axioma)}

As a judgment supposes a relation, it necessarily implies a plural-

ity of thoughts, but conversely a plurality of
Exphcatiou,— what thou£;hts does not necessarily imply a iudo-ment.

is implied in Judg- m, i , i
..-,"' °

. ,

jjj^jij
Ihe thoughts whose succession is determined

by the mere laws of Association, are, though

manifested in plurality, in relation, and, consequently, in connection,

not, however, so related and so connected as to constitute a judg-

ment. The thoughts water, iron, and rusting, may follow each

other in the mental train ; they may even be viewed together in a

simultaneous act of consciousness, and this without our considering

them in an act of Comparison, and without, therefore, conjoining

or disjoining them in an act of judgment. But when two or more
thoughts are given in consciousness, there is in general an endeavor

on our part to discover in them, and to develop a relation of con-

gruence or of couliiction ; that is, we endeavor to find out whether

these thoughts will or will not coincide— may or may not be

blended into one. If they coincide, we judge, we enounce, their

congruence or compatibility; if they do not coincide, we judge, we
enounce, their confliction or incompatibility. Thus, if we compare

the thoughts— water, iron, and rusting,— find them congruent,

and connect them into a single thought, thus

—

icater rusts iron,—
in that case we form a Judgment.^

But if two notions be judged congruent, in other words, be con-

ceived as one, this their unity can only be real-

Condition under j^ed in consciousness, inasmuch as one of these
which notions nre con- . . . ,

, , -i - i ^

sidcred congruent
notions IS Viewed as an attribute or determina-

tion of the other. For, on the one hand, it is

impossible for us to think as one two attributes, that is, two things

viewed as determining, and yet neither determining or qualifying

the other ; nor, on the other hand, two subjects, that is, two things

thought as determined, and yet neither of them determined or qual-

ified by the other. For example, we cannot think the two attri-

butes electrical and j)olar as a single notion, unless we convert the

one of these attributes into a subject to be determined or qualified by

the other : but if we do,— if we say, what is electrical is polar, we
at once reduce the duality to unity,— we judge \ha.\i polar is one of

enunciation considered not as merely syllo- I. p. 368. Organon Pacii, pp. 92, 127, 2i0 et seq.,

gistic. See Ammonius, In Be InterprfA.^ f. 4 a. 416, 417.]

Gr. p. 4. Lat. Facciolati, Rudimtnta Logica, P. 1 By Stoics and Ramists.

ii. c. i. p. 59. Waitz, Commentarius in Organon, 2 Cf. Krug, Logik, } 61. Anm. i. p. 149, 150.
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the constituent characters of the notion electrical, or that what is

electrical is contained under the class of things marked out by the

common character of polariti/. In hke manner, we cannot think

the two subjects iron and mineral as a single notion, unless we con-

vert the one of the subjects into an attribute by which the other is

determined or qualified ; but if we do,— if we say, iron is a min-

eral, we again reduce the duality to unity; we judge that one of the

attributes of the subject iron is, that it is a mineral, or that iron is

contained under the class of things marked out by the common
character of mineral.

From what has now been said, it is evident that a judgment

must contain and express three notions, which,
jm gmen mus

liowever, as mutually relative, constitute an indi-
contaiQ three notions. ' *' '

visible act of thought. It must contain, 1°, The
notion of something to be determined ; 2°, The notion of some-

thing by which another is determined ; and, 3°, A notion of the

relation of determination between the two. This will prepare you

to understand the following paragraph.

% XLVII. That which, in the act of Judging, we think as

the determined or qualified notion, is tech-

par. xLvn. Sub. nicilly called the Subject (vTroKuixevov, sub-

copuia.'^^

'"^
'

""
Jecttim) ; that which we think as the deter-

mining or qualifying notion, the Predicate

(KaTr]yopovfjievov, 2^rcBdicatum) ; and the relation of determina-

tion, recognized as subsisting between the subject and the pred-

icate, is called the Copula. By Aristotle, the predicate includes

the copula;^ and, from a hint by him, the latter has, by subse-

quent Greek logicians, been styled the Appreclicate (TrpoaKa-n]-

yopov/Mivov, approidicatum^? The Subject and Predicate of a

proposition are, after Aristotle, together called its Terms or

Extremes'^ (opot axpa -wkpa-Ta, termini); as a proposition is by
him sometimes called an Interval (SidaTrifjia),* being, as it were,

a line stretched out between the extremes or terms. We may,

therefore, articulately define a judgment or proposition to be

the product of that act in which we pronounce, that, of two

1 See De Interp., c. 3, where the pV«, or *o denote the predicate of a proposition, see

verb, includes the predicate and copula Ammonius, on De Interp., p. 110, b. ed. Aid.

united. — Ed. Venet., 1546. See below, p. 162. — Ed. [For

2 See De Interpretatione, c. 10, § 4. "Otcu' the origin of this distinction see Blemmidaa

5e ri iart ipWov TrpvcrKarnyoprirat, — sia
(after Aristotle), Lojira, p. 186.]

expression to which may be traced the scho- 3 Anal. Prior., 1. 1, 4. — Ed.
lastic distinction between seeun^i and teriii ad- 4 ^,^, p„„,^ ^ -yc,^

1^, 25. - Ed.
{acentis. For the term TrpoaKaTiiyopoiiiemv
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notions thought as subject and as predicate, the one does or

does not constitute a part of the other, either in the quantity

of Extension, or in the quantity of Comprehension.

Thus in the proposition, iron is magnetic, we have iron for the

Subject, magnetic for the Predicate, and the

substantive verb is for the Copula. In regard to

this last, it is necessary to say a few words. " It is not always the

case, that in propositions the copula is expressed by the substantive

verb is or est, and that the copula and predicate stand as distinct

words. In adjective verbs the copula and predicate coalesce, as in

the proposition, the stm shines, sol lucet, which is equivalent to the

sun is shining, sol est lucens. In existential propositions, that is,

those in which mere existence is predicated, the same holds good.

For when I say J am, Ego sum., the am or sum has here a far

higher and more emphatic import than that of the mere copula or

link of connection. For it expresses. Tarn existing, Ego sum exist-

ciis. It might seem that, in negative propositions, when the copula

is affected by the negative particle, it is converted into a non-

copula. But if we take the word copula in a wider meaning, for

that through which the subject and predicate are connected in a

mutual relation, it will apply not only to aiSrmative but to negative,

not only to categorical but to hypothetical and disjunctive, proposi-

tions."* I may notice that propositions with the subject, predicate,

and copula, all three articulately expressed, have

Third Ad-acent"
" ^^^" called by the sclioolmen those of the third

adjacent (propositio7ies tertii adjacentis, or tertii

adjecti), inasmuch as they manifestly contain three parts. This is

a barbarous expression for what the Greeks, after Aristotle, called

TTpoTao-tis cK rpiTov (ccTTi) KaTTp/opovjxivov. For the same reason, prop-

ositions with the copula and predicate in one, were called those

of the second adjacent?

" What has now been said will enable you to perceive how far

concepts and judgments coincide, and how for

Concepts and judg- (.j^gy differ. On the one hand, they coincide in the
ments, — how far they «i,. ti/^.i .i

coincide and differ
followmg respects : In the farst place, the concept

and the judgment are both products ; the one the

product of a remote, the other the product of an immediate, act of

comparison. In the second place, in both, an object is determined

by a character or attribute. Finally, in the third place, in both,

1 Krug, Logik,
s 52; Anm., ii., pp. 153-4.— Schulze, Logik, p. 74; Crakanthorpe, Lo^ca,

— Ed. [Compare Bachmann, Loj/i, p. 127; pp. 160, 107.]

2 See above, p. 161, note 2. — Eb.
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things relatively different in existence are reduced to a relative

identity in the unity of thought. On the other hand, they differ in

the following respects : In the first place, the determination of an

object by an attribute is far more express in the judgment

than in the concept ; for in the one it is developed, in the other,

only implied. In the second place, in the concept the unity of

thought is founded only on a similarity of quality; in the judgment,

on the other hand, it is founded ou a similarity of relation. For in

the notion, an object and its characters can only be conceived as

one, inasmuch as they are congruent and not conflictive, for thus

only can they be united into one total concept. But, in the judg-

ment, as a subject and predicate are not necessarily thought under a

similarity of quality, the judgment can comprehend not only con-

gruent, but likewise conflictive, and even contradictory, notions; for

two concepts which are compared together can be recognized as

standing in the relation either of congruence or of repugnance.

Such is the sameness, and such is the diversity, of concept and

judgment."'

We have thus seen that a judgment or proposition consists of

three parts or correlative notions,— the notion of a subject, the

notion of a predicate, and the notion of the mutual relation of these

as determined and determining.

Judgments may, I think, be primarily divided in two ways,— the

divisions being determined by the general de-
u gmens,,— ow

pendencies in which their component parts stand

to each other,— and the classes afforded by

these divisions, when again considered, without distinction, in the

different jjoints of view given by Quantity, Quality, and Relation,

will exhaust all the jjossible forms in which judgments are manifested.

IT XLVIII. The first great distinction of Judgments is taken

from the relation of Subject and Predicate,

as reciprocally whole and part. If the Sub-

ject or determined notion be viewed as the

sive and Extensive. containing whole, wc have an Intensive or

Comprehensive proposition ; if the Predicate

or determining notion be viewed as the containing whole, we
have an Extensive proposition.

This distinction of propositions is founded on the distinction of

the two quantities of concepts,— their Comprehension and their

1 Esser, I-ogik, j 56, p. Ul.
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Extension. The relation of subject and predicate is contained

within that of whole and part, for we can always

Explication, — this view either the determining or the determined
distinction founded j^^^j^^ _^g ^-^^ ^^j^^j^ ^j^j^j^ contains the other.
on tlie Compreliension

i i , . t i .

and Extension of Con- The whole, however, which the subject consti-

cepts. tutes, and the whole which the predicate consti-

tutes, are different,— being severally determined

by the opposite quantities of comprehension and of extension ; and

as subject and j)redicate necessarily stand to each other in the re-

lation of these inverse quantities, it is manifestly a matter of in-

difference, in so far as the meaning is concerned, whether we view

the subject as the whole of comprehension, which contains the pre-

dicate, or the predicate as the whole of extension, which contains

the subject. In point of fact, in single propositions it is rarely ap-

parent which of the two wholes is meant ; for the copula is, est,

etc., equally denotes the one form of the relation as the other.

Thus, in the proposition man is two-legged,— the copula here is

convertible with comprehends or contains in it, for the proposition

means, tnan contains in it tico legged; that is, the subject m.an, as an

intensive whole or complex notion, comprehends as a part the

predicate two-legged. Again, in the proposition 7nan is a hiped, the

copula corresiJonds to contained under, for this proposition is tanta-

mount to man is contained under hiped,— that is, the predicate

bip>ed, as an extensive whole or class, contains under it as a part the

subject man. But, in poiut of flict, neither of the two propositions

unambiguously shows whether it is to be viewed as of an intensive

or of an extensive purport ; nor in a single proposition is this of any

moment. All that can be said is, that the one form of expression

is better accommodated to express the one kind of proposition, the

other better accommodated to express the other. It is only when
propositions are connected into syllogism, that it becomes evident

whether the subject or the predicate be the whole in or under

which the other is contained; and it is only as thus constituting

two different, two contrasted, forms of reasoning,— forms the most

general, as under each of these every other is included,— that the

distinction becomes necessary in regard to concepts and proposi-

tions. The distinction of propositions into Extensive and Inten-

sive, it is needless to say, is, therefore, likewise the most general

;

and, accordingly, it is only in subordination to this distinction that

the other distinctions, of which we are about to treat, are valid.

I now proceed to the second division of Judgments, and com-

mence with the following paragraph :
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IT XLIX. The second division of Judgments is founded on

tlie different mode in which the relation of
Par. ^"^^- °j°°^°* determination may subsist between the sub-

menta, - Categorical ject and predicate of a proposition. This
and Conditional, -the

j-gi^tion is either Simple or Conditional
latter of which IS Bub- *

divided into Hypo- (proj:ios!f io shujJi.v, projMsUio concUtion-

thetioai, Diajunctive. ^^^.._ , ),^ j,^^, |;„.,|i(,,. alternative, the prop-
and Dilemmatic. '

osition iscalkcl C'ltegorical , on the latter,

inasmuch as the condition lies either in the subject or in the

predicate, or in both the subject and predicate, there are three

species of proposition. In the first case, the proposition is

HyjMthetical, in the second, Disjunctive, in the third Dikm-

matic or Jlijpothetico-disjunctiue?

I shall consider these in their order ; and, first, of Categorical

propositions. But here it is proper, before pro-

ExpUcation, 1. Cate- ceeding to expound what is designated by the
gorica u

g^^^
. ^gj.jjj categorical, to commence with an explana-

tion of the term itself. This word, as far as now
known, was first employed by Aristotle in a logical signification. I

have already explained the meaning of the term category; ^ but you

are not to suppose that categorical has any reference to the ten

sumnia genera of the Stagirite. By Aristotle the term Ka-niyopLKOi

is frequently employed, more especially in the books of the Prior

Analytics,— and in these books alone it occurs, if I am correct in

my estimate, eighty-seven times. Now you will

Its signification as
oi^ggrve, that in no single instance is this word

used by Aristotle.
i. t i . • i

applied by Aristotle, except m one unambiguous

signification, that is, the signification of affirmative ; and it is thus

by him used as a term con\-ertible with Karac^aTtKos, and as opjiosed

to the two synonyms of negation he indifferently employs,— a7ro0a-

TtKos and oT-epTp-iKos.* Such is the meaning of the
Its meaning in the ^q^.^1 j^ Aristotelic usage. Now you will ob-

writings of his disci- , . , . , n t «»

p,^j
serve, that it obtained a totally ditferent mean-

ing in the writings of his disciples. This new
meaning it probably obtained from Theophrastus, the immediate

disciple of Aristotle, for by him and Eudemus we know that it was
so employed;— and in this new meaning it was exclusively applied

1 [Categorical had better be called Absohiu, 2 Cf. Krug, Logik, § 57. — Ed. [Mocenicus,

as is done by Gasseudi, Logica, p. 2S7, ed. ^oc. «(., Schulze, ioji*.-, H ia. 52, 60—69.]
Oxon ; or Perfect, as by Mocenicus, who has s gee above, p. 139.— Ed.
also A'Molute. See ConUmplaliones Feripalelicce, 4 Compare Discussions, p. 152. — ED.
ii. c. 2, p. 39 et M}.]
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by all the Greek and Latin expositors of the Peripatetic philosophy,

in fact, by all subsequent logicians without exception. In this

second signification, the term categorical, as applied to a proposi-

tion, denotes a judgment in which the predicate is simply affirmed

or denied of the subject, and in contradistinction to those proposi-

tions which have been called hypothetical and disjunctive. In this

change of signification there is nothing very re-

This difference of niarkablc. But it is a singular circumstance
signification not hitll- ii*. ti fi
erto observed

that, though the Aristotelio employment oi the

word be in every instance altogether clear and un-

ambiguous, no one, either in ancient or in modern times, should ever

have made the observation, that the word was used in two different

meanings ; and that in the one meaning it was used exclusively by

Aristotle, and in the other exclusively by all other logicians. I find,

indeed, that the Greek commentators on the Organon do, in refer-

ence to particular passages, sometimes state, that xa-n/yoptKos is there

used by Aristotle in the signification of affirmative ; but, in so far

as I have been able to ascertain, no one has made the general ob-

servation, that the word was never applied by Aristotle in the sense

in which alone it was understood by all other logical writers. So

much for the meaning of the term categorical ; as now employed

for simple or absolute, and as opposed to conditional, it is used in a

sense different from its original and Aristotelio meaning.

In regard to the nature of a Categorical Judgment itself, it is

necessary to say almost nothing. For, as this
Nature ofa Categor-

judcrment is that in which the two terms stand
ical Judgment.

, . , . , , . , . ,

to each other simply m that relation which

every judgment implies, to the exclusion of all extrinsic conditions,

it is evident, that what we have already said of the essential n.ature

of judgment in general, affords all that can be said of categorical

judgments in particular. A categorical proposition is expressed in

the following formulae—A is B, or, A is not B. I proceed, therefore,

to the genus of propositions as opposed to categorical,— viz., the

Conditional,— Conditioned. This genus, as stated in the para-

graph, comprises two species, according as the
n — Conditional condition lies more proximately in the subject,

u gmen s. lese

predicate, to which is to be added,
comprise three species. i '

_
'

either as a third species or as a compound of

these two, those propositions in which there is a twofold condition,

the one belonging to the subject, the other to the predicate. The

first of these, as stated, forms the class Hypothetical, the second

that of Disjunctive, the third that of Dilemmatic, propositions. I

may notice, by the way, that there is a good deal of variation in
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the language of logicians in regard to the terms Conditional and

Hypothetical. Tou are aware that conditionalis,

Variations in regard in Latin, is comnionly applied as a translation of

to the application of
i^o^^rcKOi in Greek ; and by Boethius, who was

the terms Conditional ,„ ,t,' t ii ^t^t
and Hypoihtticai.

the first among the Latins who elaborated the

logical doctrine of hypotheticals, the two terms

are used convertibly with each other.' By many of the Schoolmen,

however, the term hypothetical {fiypotheticus) was used to denote

the genus, and the term co7iditional, to denote the species, and from

them this nomenclature has passed into many of the more modern

compends of logic,— and, among others, into those of Aldrich and

Whately. This latter usage is wrong. If either term is to be used

in subordination to the other, conditional, as the more extensive

term, ought to be applied to designate the genus ; and so it has ac-

cordingly been employed by the best logicians. But to pass from

words to things.

I said that Hypothetical propositions are those in which the con-

dition qualifying the relation between the sub-
I. Hypothetical.

^^^^ ^^^ predicate lies proximately in the subject.

In the proposition, B is A, the subject B is unconditionally thought

to exist, and it thus constitutes a categorical proposition. But if

we think the subject B existing only conditionally, and under this

conditional existence enunciate the judgment, we shall h.ave the

hypothetical proposition— IfB is, A is,— or, in a concrete exam-

ple— Rainy iceather is wet loeather, is a categorical proposition,

—

If it rains, it will be wet, is a hypothetical. In a hypothetical prop-

osition the objects thought stand in such a mutual relation, that

the one can only be thought in so far as the other is thought ; in

other words, if we think the one, we must necessarily think the

other. They thus stand in the relation of Reason and Consequent.

For a reason is that which, being affirmed, necessarily entails the

affirmation of something else ; a consequent is that which is only

affirmed, inasmuch as something previous is affirmed. The relation

between reason and consequent is necessary. For a reason followed

by nothing, would not be the reason of anything, and a consequent

which did not proceed from a reason, would not be the consequent

of anything. An hypothetical proposition must, therefore, contain

a reason and its consequent, and it thus presents the appearance of

two members or clauses. The first clause— that which contains

the reason— is called the Antecedent, also the Reason, the Condi-

150. For Boethius, see his treatise Be Syllogismo Hijpoihetico, L-
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tion, or the Hypothesis {hypothesis, conditio, ratio, antecedens,—
i.e., memhrum si\e propositio); the second, which contains the con-

sequent necessitated by this ground, is called the Consequent, also

the Thesis (consequens, thesis, rationatum, c07iditio?iatum). The
relation between the two clauses is called the Consequence {conse-

quenti(j), and is expressed by the particles if on the one hand, and

then, so, there/ore, etc., on the other, which are, therefore, called the

Consecutive particles (particidcB consecutive).^ These are frequently,

liowever, not formally expressed.

" This consequence {if is— then is) is the copula in hypothetical

propositions; for through it the concepts are
A hypothetical judg- , i ^ ^ ,t, ^ i

„ „, . „„ ., brought together, so as to make up, m conscious-ment not composite. o o ' i '

ness, but a single act of thought ; consequently,

in it lies that synthesis, that connection, which constitutes the hyjDO-

tlieticjil judgment. Although, therefore, a hypothetical judgment

appear double, and may be cut into two diiferent judgments, it is

nevertheless not a composite judgment. For it is realized through

a simple act of thought, in which if and then, the antecedent and

the consequent, are thought at once and as inseparable. The prop-

osition, if B is, then A is, is tantamount to the proposition, A is

through B. But this is as simple an act as if we categorically

judged B is A, that is, B is under A. Of these two, neither the

one— If the sun shines, nor the other— then it is day— if thought

apart from the other, will constitute a judgment, but only the two in

conjunction. But if we think

—

The sun shines, and it is day,

each by itself, then the whole connection between the two thoughts

is abolished, and we have nothing more than two isolated categori-

cal judgments. The relatives if and then, in which the logical syn-

thesis lies, constitute thus an act one and indivisible."

"For the same reason, a Hypothetical judgment cannot be con-

verted into a Categorical. For the thought,
Not convertible into ^ .^ fhrouffh B, is wholly different from the

a Categorical. t/ ' J

thought, A is in B. The judgment— If God
is righteous, then will the wicked he punished, and the judg-

ment— A righteous God punishes the teicked, are very different,

although the matter of thought is the same. In the former judg-

ment, the punishment of the lolcked is viewed as a consequent of

the righteousness of God ; whereas the latter considers it is an at-

tribute of a righteous God. But as the consequent is regarded as

something dependent from,— the attribute, on the contrary, as some-

thing inhering in,— it is from two wholly different points of view

1 Krug, Logik, i 57, Anm. 2, p. 169. — Ed.
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that the two judgments arc formecl. The hjijothetieal judgment,

therefore, A is through B, is essentially different from the categori-

cal judgment, A is in B ; and the two judgments are regulated by
different fundamental laws. For the Categorical judgment as ex-

pressive of the relation of subject and attribute, is determined by
the laws of Identity and Contradiction ; the Hypothetical, as ex-

pressive of the relation of Reason and Consequent, is regulated by
the principle of that name." ^ So much for Hypotheticals.

"Disjunctive judgments are those in which the condition qualify-

„ „. . ^. ing the -relation between the subject and predi-
2. Disjunctive. ... '

cate, lies proximately in the predicate, as in the

proposition, D is either B or C, or A, In this class of judgments a

certain plurality of atti-ibutes is predicated of the subject, but in

such a manner that this plurality is not predicated conjunctly, but it

is only judged that, under conditions some one, and only some one,

of this bundle of attributes appertains to the subject. When I say

that JlTen are either JBlacJc, or WJiite, or Tawny,— in this proposi-

tion, none of these three predicates is unconditionally affirmed; but

it is only assumed that one or other may be affirmed, and that, any

one being so affirmed, the others must, eo ipso, be denied. The attri-

butes thus disjunctively predicable of the subject, constitute together

a certain sphere or whole of extension ; and as the attributes mutu-

ally exclude each other, they may be regarded as reciprocally reason

and consequent. A disjunctive proposition has two forms, according

as it is regulated by a contradictory, or by a contrary, opposition.

A IS either B or not B,— This mineralis either a metalor not,— are

examples of the former; A is either B, or C, or D,— This mineral is

either lead, or tin, or zinc,— are examples of the latter. The oppo-

site attributes or characters in a disjunctive proposition are called

the Disjunct Members {membra clisjuncta) ; and their relation to

each other is called the Disjunction (disjunctio), which in English

is expressed by the relative particles either, or {aut, vel), in conse-

quence of which these woi-ds constitute the Disjunctive jiarticles

{particulae disjunctivce). In propositions of this class the copula

is formed by either is,— or is, for hereby the concepts are brought

together so as to constitute a single object of consciousness, and
thus a synthesis or union of notions is effected."

" Now, although in consequence of the multiplicity of its predi-

cates, a disjunctive proposition may be resolved into a plurality of

I Krug, Logik, § 57, p. 168, Anm. 2. — Ed. rule, Propositio Conditionalis nihil ponit in esse.

[Hypotheticals take account not of the cor- Christian Weiss, Lthrbuch der Logik, p. 109, ed.
rectnefs of the two clauses, but only of their 1801.]

Iconstquentia). Hence the logical

22
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judgments, still it is not on that account a complex or composite

judgment. For it is realized by one simple energy of thought, in

which the two relatives— the either and the or

A Disjunctive judg- — arc thought together, as inseparable, and as
ment, not in reality binding up the Opposing predicates into a single
composite, and not , -. j. ,i • t . .
convertible into a Cat-

sphere. lu consequence of this, a disjunctive

egoricai. proposition cannot be converted into a categor-

ical. For in a categorical judgment a single

predicate is simply affirmed or denied of a subject ; whereas in a

disjunctive judgment there is neither affirmation nor negation, but

the opposition of certain attributes in relation to a certain subject

constitutes the thought. Howbeit, therefore, that a disjunctive and

a categorical judgment may have a certain resemblance in respect

of their object matter ; still in each the form of thought is wholly

diffisrent, and the disjunctive judgment is, consequently, one essenti-

ally different from the categorical."^

Dilemmatic judgments are those in which a condition is found,

both in the subject and in the predicate, and as

thus a combination of an hypothetical form and

of a disjunctive form, they may also appropriately be denominated

Hypothetico-disjimctive. If X is A, it is either B or C— If an
action be 2yrohiMted, it is proJiihited either by natural or by positive

law — If a cognition be a cognition of fact, it is given either

through an act of external perception or through an act of self-

consciousness. In such propositions, it is not necessary that the

disjunct predicates should be limited to two ; and besides what are

strictly called dilemmatic judgments, we may have others that would

properly obtain the names of trilemmatic^ tetralemmatic, polylem-

matic, etc. But in reference to propositions, as in reference to syl-

logisms, dilemma is a word used not merely to denote the cases

where there are only two disjunct members, but is, likewise, extended

to any plurality of opposing predicates. There remains here, how-

ever, always an ambiguity ; and perhaps, on that account, the term

hypothetico-disjunctive might with propriety be substituted for dilem-

matic. A proposition of this class, though bear-

A Dilemmatic judg- ing both an hypothetical and a disjunctive form,
ment mdivisibie, and cannot, however, be analyzed into an hypotheti-
not reducible to a plu-

, ,,.. . .t t. ^-^ ^

raiity of categorical
^•'^' ^"" ^ disjunctive judgment. It Constitutes

propositions. as indivisible a unity of thought as either of

these; and can as little as these be reduced

without distinction to a plurality of categorical propositions.

Every form of Judgments which we have hitherto considered,

1 Krug, Logik, pp. 170, 171. Compare Kant, Logik, § 29. — Ed.
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has its corresponcling form of Syllogism ; and it is as constituting

the foundations of different kinds of reasoning, that the considera-

tion of these different kinds of propositions is of principal impor-

tance. These various kinds of propositions may,
Judgments consid- however, be considered in the different points of

view of Quantity, Quality, and Relation. And
first of Quantity ; in reference to which I give

you the following paragraph.

H L. The Quantity of Judgments has reference to the whole

of Extension, by the number of the objects

Par. L. 13. The com- concerning which we judge. On this I

division of judg- shall State articulately, 1°, The doctrine of

jnents according to the Logiciaus ; and, 2°, The doctrine which

Tiie'^doot'rine of the I couccive to be the more correct,

author on thia point. i°_ (The doctrinc of the Logicians.) The
common doctrine, which, in essentials, dates

from Aristotle,' divides Propositions according to their Quan-

tity into four classes ; viz., (A) the Universal or General {2^r.

universales, generales, wpoTao-cis al KaSoXov)
;
(B) the Particular

{pr. iMrticidares Trpordo-eis /xepiKot, ai Iv fiipei.)
;
(C) the Individ-

ual or Singular (pr. individuales, singulares, expositorice, irpo-

Tao-«s at Ka.y cKacrTov, to. aTo/xa)
;
(D) the Indefinite {pir. i}n2)rce-

finitce, indefinita;, Trporacrtis ahiopunoi, aTrpoo-Siopto-Toi). They
mean by -universal jwojiositions, those in which the subject is

taken in its whole extension ; by particular propiositions^ those

in which the subject is taken in a part, indefinitely, of its exten-

sion ; by individualpropositions^ those in which the subject is

at a minimum of extension ; by indefinite pirojjositions, those

in which the subject is not articulately or overtly declared to

be either universal, particular, or individual.

2°. (The doctrine I prefer.) This doctrine appears to me
untenable, and I divide Propositions according to their Quan-

tity in the following manner :— In this respect their differences

arise either (A), as in Judgments, from the necessary condition

of the Internal Thought; or (B), as in Propositions, merely

from the accidental circumstances of its External Expression.

Under the former head (A), Judgments are either (a) of

Determinate or Definite Quantity, according as their sphere is

circumscribed, or (b) of Quantity Indeterminate or Indefinite,

according as their sphere is uncircumscribed.— Again, Judg-
ments of a Determinate Quantity (a) are either (1) of a Whole

1 De Interp., c. 7. Anal. Prior., i. 1. — Ed.
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Undivided, in 'which case they constitute a Universal or Gen-

eral Proposition ; or (2) of a Unit Indivisible, in which case,

they constitute an Individual or Singular Projwsition.— A
Judgment of an Indeterminate Quantity (b) constitutes a. Par-

ticular Proposition.

Under the latter head (B), Propositions have either, as prop-

ositions, their quantity, determinate or indeterminate, marked

out by a verbal sign, or they have not ; such quantity being

involved in every actual thought. They may be called in the

one case (a) Predesignate ; in the other (b) Preindesignate.

Again, the common doctrine, remounting also to Aristotle,^

takes into view only the Subject, and regulates the quantity of

the jjroposition exclusively by the quantity of that term. The
Predicate, indeed, Aristotle and the logicians do not allow to be

affected by quantity ; at least they hold it to be always Particu-

lar in an Affirmative, and Universal in a Negative Proposition.

This doctrine I hold to be the result of an incomplete analy-

sis ; and I hope to show you that the confusion and multiplicity

of which our present Logic is the complement, is mainly the

consequence of an attempt at synthesis, before the ultimate ele-

ments had been fairly reached by a searching analysis, and of a

neglect, in this instance, of the fundamental postulate of the

science.

of Determinate or

\ Definite Quantity.

(Mental) Judgments

of a Whole Unclivided —
[Universal or General Judsments.

Df a Unit Indivisible—
Individual or Singular Judgments.

3f Indeterminate or

Indefinite Quantity— forming Particular Judgments.

(Verbal) Propositions

their Quantity Expressed — Predeslgnate.

their Quantity Not Expressed — Preindesignate.2

1 De Intrrp , o. 7.— ED.
2 Vide TU et Am. apud Am. In De Int.,

8vo, ff. 72, 111—113. [lu the first of these

pas.^agef, Amnioiiius, proceeding on a merely

aritlimetical calculation, enumerates sixteen

varieties of the Pioposition, any one of four

quantities in the subject,— {all— not all, none

— not none or sojm], being capable of combi-

nation with any one of four quantities in the

predicate. But of these some are but verbal

varieties of the same judgment, and others

are excluded ou material grounds, so that his

division finally coincides with Aristotle's. In

the second passage Theoplirastus is cited in

illustration of a very obtcure statement con-

cerning the opposition of indesignate propo'

sitions.— Ed.]
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Universal Judgments are those in which the whole number of

objects within a sphere or class are judged of,

—

Explication. Uni-
^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ mortal, or Every man is mortal,

versalJudtrments. ,. . , i /^ • ,i i i i

the all m the one case defining the whole col-

lectively,— the every in the other defining it discretively. In such

judgments the notion of a determinate wholeness or totality, in the

form of omnitude or allness, is involved.

Individual Judgments are those in which, in like manner, the

whole of a certain sphere is judged of, but in

Singular or indi-
^^.j^idj sphere there is found only a single object,

Tidual Judgments,— ,, . „ . •, , . n ^-t
^^^^ or collection of single objects,— as Vatihne is

ambitious,— The ttcelve aj^ostles loere inspired.

In such judgments the notion of determinate wholeness or totality

in the form of oneness, indivisible unity, is involved.*

Particular Judgments ai-e those in which, among the objects

within a certain sphere or class, we judge con-
rarticuiar judg-

^^^.^.^ ^^^^ indefinite number less than the
ments, — what. °

_

whole,— as Some men are virtuous— Many
boys are courageous— 3Iost women are comjMssionate. The indef-

inite i^lurality, within the totality, being here denoted by the words

som,e, many, m,ost. There are certain words

Words which serve which Serve to mark out the quantity in the case

to mark out quantity ^^ Universal, Individual, and Particular propo-
in Universal, Individ- . . _-, _ i • , t •

uai and Particular
sitions. The words which designate univer-

Propositions. sality are all, the whole of, every, both, each, none,

no one, neither, ahcays, everywhere, etc. The

words which mark out particularity are some, not all, one, tico, three,

etc., sometimes, somewhere, etc. There are also terms which, though

they do not reach to an universal whole, approximate to it, as many,

most, almost all, the greatest part, etc., few, very few, hardly any,

etc., which, in the common employment of language, and in refer-

ence to merely probable matter, may be viewed as almost tanta-

mount to marks of universality.

By logicians in general it is stated, that, in a logical relation,

an Individual is convertible with an Universal

Distinction of Uni- proposition ; as in both something is predicated
versai and Individual

^f ^ ^^j^^j^ subject, and neither admits of any
from Particular Judg- . .„ t^ . , t t ti
mgQ,g, exception. But a Particular Judgment, like-

wise, predicates something of a whole subject,

and admits of no exception ; for it embraces all that is viewed as

the subject, and excludes all that is viewed as not belonging to it.

I Individuum (proprium) signalum, aniindi- pariicidarefagum. The former of each, and the
viduum vagum. So particulare sisnatut7tj and latter of each, corrtsponding.— Memoranda,
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The whole distinction consists in this,— that, in Universal and in

Individual Judgments, the number of the objects judged of is

thought by us as definite ; whereas, in Particular Judgments, the

number of such objects is thought by us as indefinite. That Indi-

vidual Judgments do not correspond to Universal Judgments, merely

in virtue of the oneness of their subject, is shown by this,— that, if

the individual be rendered indefinite, the judgment at once assumes

the character of particularity. For example, the propositions,

—

A
German invented the art ofprinting^— An Ent/lishman gejieralized

the laic of gravitation,— are to be viewed as particular propositions.

But, if we substitute for the indefinite expressions a German and

an Englishman, the definite expressions Faust and JSTeioton, the

judgment obtains the form of an universal.

With regard to quantity, it is to be observed, say the logicians, that

Categorical Judgments are those alone which

Categorical Judg- admit of all the forms. " Hypothetical and Dis-
ments alone, accord- iunctive propositions are always universal. For
ing to logicians, admit ; , /, J , , ,, .,. o

of all the forms of
^^ hypotheticals, by the position of a reason,

quantity. there is posited every consequent of that reason

;

and in disjunctives the sphere or extension of the

subject is so defined, that the disjunct attributes are predicated of

the whole sphere. It may, indeed, sometimes seem as if in such

propositions something were said of some, and, consequently, that

the judgment is particular or indefinite. For example, as an hypo-

thetical,— If some men are learned, then others are unlearned; as

a disjunctive, — Those meti who are learned are either philosophers

or not. But it is easily seen that these judgments are essentially of

a general character. In the first judgment, the real consequent is, —
then all others are imlearned; and in the second, the true subject is,

— all learned men, for this is involved in the expression — Those

men who are learned, etc."^

Such is the doctrine of the Logicians. This I cannot but hold

to be erroneous ; for we can easily construct
This doctrine errone- . . i ^i i ^i i* i t •

propositions, whether hypothetical or disjunc-

tive, which cannot be construed either as uni-

versal or singular. For example, when we say,hypothetieally,— Tf
some Dodo is, then some animal is; or, disjunctively, — Some men
are either rogues orfools :— in either case, the proposition is indefi-

nite or particular, and no ingenuity can show a plausible reason why
it should be viewed as defiuite,— as general or individual.

1 Krug, Logik, § 57, Anm. 4, p. 171 el seg. — i. j 122. Sclmlze, iogi'i, j 60. Contra ,— Es.

Ed. [tf. Hoffbauer, An/angsgtiinke der Logik, Ber, Logik, j 92, p. 177. — [See below, p. 237

4 243. Sigwart, Logik, § 164 et seq., ed. 1835. note 1.— Ed.J

Kiesewetter, Grundriss einer aUgemeinen Logik,



LECTURE XIV.

STOICHEIOLOGY.
SECTION II.— OF THE PRODUCTS OF THOUGHT.

II. —APOPHA>'TIC.

JUDGIIEXTS.— THEIR QUALITY, OPPOSITION, AND COXVEKSION.

The first part of our last Lecture was occupied with the doctrine

of Judgments, considered as divided into Simple
ecapitn atioD.

^^_^^ ^^^^^ Conditional ; Simple being exclusively-

Categorical, Conditional, either IJypothetical, Disjunctive, or Hypo-

thetico-disjunctive. We then proceeded to treat of the Quantity

of propositions, and, in this respect, I stated that they are either

Definite or Indefinite ; the Definite comprising the two subordinate

classes of General or Universal, and of Singular or Individual

propositions, while the Indefinite are con-espondent to Particular

propositions alone. In regard to the terms definite and indefinite, I

warned you that I do not apply them in the sense given by logical

writers. With them, Indefinite propositions denote those in which

the quantity is not explicitly declared by one of the designatory

terms, all, every, some, 7nany, etc. Such propositions, however,

ought to be called pre-indesignate {i^rcB-indesignatce, aTrpocrSioptoToi),

that is, not marked out by a prefix,— a term better adapted to indi-

c.'ite this external accident of their enunciation; for, in point of fact,

these preindesignate propositions are either definite or indefinite,

and quite as definite or indefinite in meaning, as if their quantity

had been expressly marked out by the predesignatory terms.

, ^. . . , This being premised, I now go on to the next
Second division of ^ ' ' o

Judgments, or that ac- division of Judgments— the division proceed-

cording to tueir Quai- ing on that ground which by Logicians has been
"''• called the Quality of Judgments. In itself the

term quality is here a very vague and arbitrary expression, for we
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migKt, with equal propriety, give the name of quality to several

other of the distinguishing princijjles of propositions. For example

the truth or falsehood of propositions has been also called their

quality; and some logicians have even given the name of quality

to the ground of the distinction of judgments into categorical, hypo-

thetical, and disjunctive. What, however, has been universally, if

not always exclusively, styled the quality of propositions, both in

ancient and modern times, is that according to which they are dis-

tributed iuto Affirmative and Negative.

1 LI. In respect of theii- Quality, Judgments are divided into

two classes. For either the Subject and
Par. LI. JudgmentSj

-r-» t i • t n
In respect of their Predicate may be recognized as reciprocally

Quality, are Afflrma. Containing and contained, in the opposite
tive and Negative. ..„ti • -i^. ,

quantities of Extension and Comprehen-

sion; or they may be recognized as not standing in this rela-

sion. In the former case, the subject and predicate are affirmed

of each other, and the proposition is called an Affirmative

(n-poraari'; Karac^aTLKr) or KaT7]yopiK-q, judicium affirmatimim or

jiositivum) ; in the latter case, they are denied of each other,

and the proposition is called a Negative {irpoTam^ awo^iaTiKri or

tXTepyjTiKr], judicium negatiouni).

In this paragraph, I h.ave enounced more generally than is done by

logici.aus the relation of predication, in its affirmative and negative

phases. For their definitions only apply either to the subject or to

the predicate, taken as a whole ; whereas, since

Explication. Gen- ^tq mgy indiiferently view either the subject as
eraiity of the dcnni-

^,^^ ^^.j^^j^ j^^ relation to the predicate, or the
tion of predication m

^ ...
tiie paragraph. 2''i'<2'licate as the whole in relation to the subject,

according as we consider the proposition to ex-

press an intensive or to express an extensive judgment,— it is

proper in our definition, whether of predication in general, or of

affirm.ition and negation in particular, to couch it in such terms that

it may indifierently comprehend both these classes,— both these

phases, of propositions.

As examples of Affinnative and Negative propositions, the follow-

ing may suffice :—A is B—A is not B— God
™ IV g is merciful— God is not vitidictive. In an Af-

firmative judgment, there is a complete inclusion

of the subject within the predicate as an extensive whole ; or of

the predicate within the subject as an intensive whole. In Nega-

tive judgments, on the contrary, there is a total exclusion of the



subject from the sphere of the predicate (extensively), or of the

predicate from the comprehension of the subject (intensively). In

affirmative propositions there is also distinctly enounced through

what predicate the notion of the subject is to be thought, that is,

what predicate must be annexed to the notion of the subject ; in

negative propositions, in like manner, it is distinctly enounced

through what predicate the notion of the subject is not to be

thought, that is, what predicate must be shut out from the notion of

the subject. In negative judgments, therefore, the negation essen-

tially belongs to the Copula ; for otherwise all propositions without

distinction would be affirmative. This, however, has been a point

of controversy among modern logicians; for many maintain that the

negation belongs to the predicate, on the follow-

That Negation does ing grounds :— If the negation pertained to the
not belong to the Cop-

^opula, there could be no synthesis of the two
ula, held by some logi- ^ ' „ . ,

Jiang, terms,— the whole act of judgment would be

subverted,— while at the same time anon-con-

necting copula, a non-copulative, is a contradiction in terms. But

a negative predicate, that is, a predicate by which something is

taken away or excluded from the subject, involves nothing con-

tradictory; and, therefore, a judgment with such a predicate is

competent.^

The opposite doctrine is, however, undoubtedly the more correct.

For if we place the negation in the predicate,
The opposite doctrine negative judgments, as already said, are not dif-
maintainedby.theAu- ^ ^ . n a- J ,. ,

(ijpj
ferent m form from affirmative, bemg merely

affirmations that the object is contained within

the sphere of a negative predicate, or that a negative predicate

forms one of the attributes of the subject. This, however, the

advocates of the opinion in question do not venture to assert. The
objection from the apparent contradiction of a non-connecting cop-

ula is valid only if the literal, the grammatical, meaning of the

term copitla be coextensive with that which it is applied logically to

express. But this is not the case. If literally taken, it indicates

only one side of its logical meaning. "What the

J^"
""P"'' ° " word copula very inadequately denotes, in the

form of the relation between the subject and

predicate of a judgment. Now, in negative judgments, this form

1 Knig, Logik, § 65, Anm. 3. — Ed. [Com- Bardili, Gnmdriss der ersten Logik, } 12. Der-

pare on the same side Buffier, Logique, i., j 75 odon, Logica, p. 642. Cf. p. 515 et seq. Con-

etseq. Bo]znno,Wiessenscliq/lshhre, Logik, vol. «ra .— Kant, io^-ii, § 22, Anm. 3. Bachmann,
ii., H 127, 129, 136. Schulze, Logik, § 50, p. 74. Logik, } 84, p. 127. Esser, Logik, j 59, p. 115 ]
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essentially consists in the act of taking a part out of a whole,

and is as necessary an act of thought as the putting it in. The

notion of the one contradictory in fact involves the notion of the

other.i

The controversy took its origin in this,— that every negative

judgment can be expressed in an affirmative
Origin of the contro- form, when the negation is taken from the cop-

versy regarding the , ., , t . i t. rr*, .

place of negation. ^^^ "°" placed in the predicate. Thus, A is not

B may be changed into,—A is 7iot-B. The con-

trast is better expressed in Latin, A noii est B—A est non-B. In

fact, we are compelled in English to borrow the Latin 7ion to make
the difference unambiguously apparent, saying, A is non-B, instead

of A is not-B. But this proves nothing; for by this transposition

of the negation from the copula to the predicate, we are also ena-

bled to express every affirmative proposition through a double nega-

tion. Thus, A is B, in the affirmative form is equivalently enounced

by A is not wo«-B—A 7ion est non-B, in the negative.

This possibility of enunciating negative propositions in an affirma-

tive, and affirmative propositions in a negative
Negative terms,— form, has been the occasion of much perverse

istoUe!"^

'

refinement among logicians. Aristotle - denom-

inated the negative terms, such as non B, non

homo, non albus, etc. ovo/xaTa aopLfrra, literally, indefinite nouns, Boe-

thius,^ however, unhappily translated Aristotle's Greek term aopitr-

Tos by the Latin infinitus, reserving the term
^ "^ ""'^'

indefinitus to render dSid/jtoros as applied to

propositions, but of which the notion is more appropriately ex-

pressed, as we have seen, by the word indesignate (indesifftiatus),

or better 2^reindesignate (prceindesignatus). The Schoolmen, fol-

lowing Boethius, thus called the ovofiara dopio-To

^ "'
of Aristotle nomina infinita : and the non they

styled the particula infinitans. Out of such elements they also

constructed Propositiones Infinitce; that is, judgments in Avhich

either the subject or the jjredicate was a nega-
Pnrositiones Infinite j.;^.q jjotjon, as non-Jiomo est viridis, and homo

of tile schoolmeu,

—

..-». i , ^ f • • t -\

^^jj^j
est non-vindis, and these they distinguished

from the simple negative, homo— non est— vir-

idis. Herein Boethius and the schoolmen have been followed by

Kant,^ through the Wolfian logicians ; for he explains Infinite Judg-

1 Bachmann. iojii, p 127. — Ed. 4 £og*. ( 22. Compare Wolf, P/iitos. Ra-

2 De Iterprelatione, c. 2. — Ed. tion., } 209. — Ed.
3 In De Inlcrpnlalione, L. ii. 5 1. Opera, p.

250. -Ed.
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ments as those which do not simply indicate, that a subject is not

contained under the sphere of a predicate, but that it lies out of its

sphere, somewhere in the infinite sphere. He has thus considered

them as combining an act of negation and an
On this point foi-

^^^ ^^ affirmation, inasmuch as one thing is
lowed by Kant. «,-,•, , , , • ,.

affirmed in them through the negation oi an-

other. In consequence of this view, he gave them, after some

Wolfians, the name of Limitative, which he constituted as a third

form of judgments under quality,— all propositions being thus

either Affirmative, Negative, or Limitative. The whole question

touching the validity of the distinction is of no practical conse-

quence ; and consists merely in whether a greater or less latitude is

to be given to certain terms. I shall not, therefore, occupy your

attention by entering on any discussion of what may be urged in

refutation or defence. But if what I have al-

Kant's three-fold di- ready Stated of the nature of negation and its
vision of Propositions . . , , , _

^

unfounaed. Connection with the copula, be correct, there is

no ground for regarding limitative propositions

as a class distinct in form, and coordinate with Affirmative and Neg-
ative judgments.'

If we consider the quantity and quality of judgments as com-
bined, there emerges from this juncture four separate forms of prop-

ositions, for they are either Universal Affirmative, or Universal

Negative, Particular Affirmative, or Particular Negative. These
forms, in order to facilitate the statement and analysis of the syllo-

gism, have been designated bj' letters, and as it is necessary that

you should be familiar with these symbols, I shall state them in the

following paragraph.

H LII. In reference to their Quantity and Quality together.

Propositions are designated by the vowels

Of "propositioLT a°e'!
-^' E, I, O. The Utiivevsal Affirmative are

cordmg to their dcnotcd by A ; the Universal Negative by

"tZnToXT'''" E; the Partimlar Affirmative by I; the

Particular Negative by 0. To aid the

memory, these distinctions have been comprehended in the

following lines

:

Asserit A, negat E, scd universaliter ambse,

Asserit I, negat 0, setl particulariter ambo.2

1 Compare Krug, Logik, § 55. Anm. 2. — 2 Petrns Hispanus, SummulcB, Tract, r. par-
Ed. [Against the distinction, see Bachmann, tic. 4, f 9. Cf. Petrus Tartaretus; iiposilio
Logik, } 84, p. 128. Schulze, Logik, § 50. in Summufas, Tract, i. f. 9 b. — Ed.
Brobisch, i 42.1
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I may here, likewise, sho-w you one, and perhaps the best, mode,
in which these different forms can be expressed by diagrams.

The invention of this mode of sensualizing by circles the abstrac-

tions of Logic, is generally given to Euler, who
employs it in his Letters to a German Princess

on different Matters ofPhysics and Philoso2yliy}

But, to say nothing of other methods, this by

circles is of a much earlier origin. For I find

it in the Nucleus Zogicce Weisianm, which ap-

peared in 1712; but this was a posthumous publication, and the

author, Christian Weise, who was Rector of Zittau, died in 1708.

I may notice, also, that Lambert's method of

accomplishing the same end, by parallel lines

of different lengths, is to be found in the Logic

of Alstedius, published in 1614, consequently

above a century and a half prior to Lambert's Neues Organon.- Of
Lambert's originality there can, however, I think, be no doubt ; for

he was exceedingly curious about, and not overlearned in, the his-

tory of these subsidia, while in his philosophical correspondence

many other inventions of the kind, of far inferior interest, are

recorded, but there is no allusion whatever to that of Alstedius.

Before leaving this part of the subject, I may take notice of another

Tlie first employment

of circular diagrams

in logic improperly

ascribed to Euler. To

be found in Christian

Weise.

Lambert's method

to be found in Aste-

dius.

1 Partieii.,Lettresxxv.,ed.Coumot.—Ed. Logiea Systema Harmonicum of Alstedius

2 A very imperfect diagram of this kind, (1614), p. 395. Lambert's diagrams
(
Nnits Or-

with the lines of equal length, in illustration ganon, vol. i. p. Ill et seq.) are much more
of the first syllogistic figure, is given in the complete. — Ed.
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division of Propositions, made by all logicians— viz., into Pure and

Modal. Pure propositions are those in which the predicate is cate-

gorically affirmed or denied of the subject, simply, without any qualifi-

cation ; Modal, those in which the predicate is categorically affirmed

or denied of the subject, under some mode or

Distinction of Pro- qualifying determination. For example,

—

Alex-

and Modal'""'
^"^ Under conquered Darius, is a, -pure,— Alexander

conquered Darius honorably, is a modal propo-

sition.' Nothing can be more futile than this distinction. The

mode in such propositions is nothing more than
This distinction futue.

^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ predicate. The predicate may be

a notion of any complexity, it may consist of any number of attri-

butes, of any number even of words, and the mere circumstance

that one of these attrijbutes should stand prominently out by itself,

can estabUsh no difference in which to originate a distinction of the

kind. Of the examples adduced,— the pure proposition, Alexaoider

conquered Darius, means, being resolved, Alexander was the con-

queror of Darius,— Alexander being the subject, icas the copula,

and the conqueror of Darius the predicate. Now, if we take the

modal,— Alexander conquered Darius honorably, and resolve it in

like manner, we shall have Alexander was the honorable conqueror

of Darius; and here the whole difference is, that in the second the

predicate is a litle more complex, being the honorable conqueror of

Darius, instead of the conqueror of Darius.

But logicians, after Aristotle,- have principally considered as

modal propositions those that are modified by
Division of Modal

^^^^ ^^^^^, j^ttributions of Necessity, Impossibility,
Propositions by logi- „ ^. , -r, •, -i-^ -r, ^ j ^

cians. Hodais as Contingencc, and Possibility. -But, in regard to

involving the consid- these, the case is precisely the same ; the mode
eration of the matter

jg merely a part of the predicate, and if so,
o a proposiion are

j^Qt]^j,;,of can be more unwarranted than on this
extra-logical. o

accidental, on this extra-logical, circumstance to

establish a great division of logical propositions. This error is seen

in all its flagrancy when applied to practice. The discrimination of

propositions into Pure and Modal, and the discrimination of Modal

propositions into Necessary, Impossible, Contingent, Possible, and

the recognition of these as logical distinctions, rendered it impera-

tive on the logician, as logician, to know what matter was neces-

sary, impossible, contingent, and possible. For rules were laid

1 These medals are not acknowledged by by the Schoolmen. Compare Ammonius, In

Aristotle, who allows only the four mentioned De Inurp., p. 14S b, ed. 1546. — Ed.

below. They appear, however, in his Greek ^ De Inierp., c. 12. CompsLre Anal. Prior., i.

commentators, and from them were adopted 2. — £d.
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down in regard to the various logical operations to whieli proposi-

tions were subjected, according as these were determined by a

matter of one of these modes or of anotlier, and this, too, when the

modal character itself was not marked out by any peculiarity or

form of expression. Thus, to take one of many passages to the

same effect in Whately; speaking of the quality
Whatdy quoted. „ . . ,

•' ' f^, °
, , / '„

01 propositions, he says, " When the subject oi

a proposition is a Common-term, the universal signs (' all, no, every,')

are used to indicate that it is distributed (and the proposition con-

sequently is universal) ; the particular signs ('some, etc.'), the con-

trary. Should there be no sign at all to the common term, the

quantity of the proposition (which is called an Indefinite proposi-

tion) is ascertained by the matter; i.e., the nature of the connec-

tion between the extremes : which is either Necessary, Impossible,

or Contingent. In necessary and impossible matter, an Indefinite

is understood as a universal; e. g., birds have wings ; i. e., all : birds

are not quadrupeds; i. e., 7ione : in contingent matter (i. e., where

the terms partly (i. e. sometimes) agree, .ind partly not), an Indefi-

nite is understood as a particular ; e. g., food is necessary to life ; i. e.,

some food ; birds sing ; i. e., some do ; birds are not carnivorous

;

i. e., some are not, or all are not."

'

Now all this proceeds upon a radical mistake of the nature and

domain of Logic. Logic is a purely formal
Criticized. . . , '^

, . „ . , ,. ,

science ; it knows nothing oi, it establishes noth-

ing upon, the circumstances of the matter, to which its form may
chance to be applied. To be able to say that a

On the supposition .-, • . n • -i i • .

that Logic takes cog- ^^""S '* ^^ nccessary, mipossible, or contingent

nizauce of tiie modal- matter, it is requisite to generalize its nature

ity of objects, this from an extensive observation ; and to make it

science can ave no
incumbent On the logician to know the modality

of all the objects to which his science may be

applied, is at once to declare that Logic has no existence; for this

condition of its existence is in every point of view impossible. It

is impossible— 1°, Inasmuch as Logic would thus presuppose a

knowledge of the whole cycle of human science; and it is impossi-

ble— 2°, Because it is not now, and never will be, determined what

things are of necessary or contingent, of possible or impossible exist-

ence. Speaking of things impossible in nature, Sir Thomas Brown

declared that it is impossible that a quadruped could lay an egg, oi"

that a quadruped could possess the beak of a bird ; and, in the age

of Sir Thomas Brown, these propositions would have shown as

Elements of Logik, book ii. chap. ii. 5 5
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good a title to be regarded as of impossible matter as some of the

examples adduced by Dr. Wbately. The discovery of Nevr Hol-

land, and of the Ornithorhynchus, however, turned the impossible

into the actual ; for, in that animal, there is found a quadruped

which at once lays an egg and presents the bill of a duck. Ou the

principle, then, th.it Logic is exclusively conversant about the forms

of thought, I have rejected the distinction of propositions and syl-

logisms into pure and modal, as extra-logical. Whatever cannot be

stated by A, B, C, is not of logical import ; and A, B, C, know
nothing of the necessary, impossible, and contingent.^

It may be proper, however, to explain to you the meaning of three

terms which are used in relation to Pure and
Explanation of three Modal propositions. A proposition is called

terms used in reference
Assertory, when it enounces what is known as

to Pure and Modal
, V. 7, . , . , •

Propositions.
actual ; Froolematic, when it enounces what is

known as possible ; Apodeictic or Demonstra-

tive, when it enounces what is known as necessary.-

The last point of view in which judgments are considered, is their

Relation to each other. In resjiect of these rela-
Third Division of

tions, propositions have obtained fi-om Logicians
Judgments—Relation . , , . , , ,

to each other.
particular names, which, however, cannot be un-

derstood without at the same time regarding the

matter which the judgments contain. As the distinctions of Judg-

ments and of Concepts are, in this respect, in a great measure analo-

gous, both in name and nature, it will not be necessary to dictate

them.

When the matter and form of two judgments are considered as

the same, they are called Identical, Convertible,

^^
udgments identi-

jjqual Or Equivalent {propositiones identicce,

pares, convertihiles, aquipollentes) ; on the oppo-

Different. site alternative, they are called Different {pr.

diversce). If considered in certain respects the

Eeiativeiy Identical. ^^^^^ i" Others different, they are called Hela-
tively Identical, Similar, or Cognate {p>^- rela-

tive identicce, similes, affines, cognatce). This resemblance may
be either in the subject and comprehension, or in the jiredicate and

extension. If they have a similar subject, their
isparate.

predicates are Disparate {dis2Mrata), if a simi-

Disjunct. I'T' predicate, their subjects are Disjunct {dis-

Juncta).

lSeel).sciMrionj,p.l45f(se?. — Ed. [Com- Logik, 5 19. p. 72, and 5 23, p. 79; Schnlze,
pare Bachmann, Logii, } 73, p. 115; Ricliter, Logik. } 52, p. 78.]

!Kaut, ioffii, §30.— Eb.
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When two judgments differ merely in their quantity of exten-

Sub-aiternant.
''°"' '''"'^ ^^"^ ^'^^^ '^' therefore, a particular, the
other a general, they are said to be subordinated,

and their relation is called Subordination {svlordinatio). The

subaiternate.
Subordinating (or as it might, perhaps, be more
properly styled, the sujjerordinate) judgment, is

called the Subalterncmt {subalternans)
; the subordinate judgment

is called the Subaiternate {siibaltematum).

When, of two or more judgments, the one affirms, the other de-

opposition of Judg-
'"''''.'""'^ '^'''° *'^^' ^''^ ^^''^ reciprocally differ-

meuts. ^^"'^ 1" quality, they are said to be Disposed or

Coiiflictive {pr. oppositoe, avTiKeifuvai), and their
relation, in this respect, is called Opposition (oj^positio). This op-

„ , ^. ,.
position is either that of Contradiction or He-

Contradiction. ,

Contrariety.
pvffnance (contradictio, drr6^ao-«), or that of
Contrariety {contrarietas, ivavTLOTrji).

If neither contradiction nor contrariety exists, the judgments are

Congruent Judg-
^^^^^'^ Congruent (pr. congruentes, consonantes,

ments.°
° consentientes)

. In regard to this last statement,
you will find in logical books, in general,' thatSubcontrary opposi- ^i, • . . .

' ° > "

tion.
there is an opposition of what are called Sub-
contraries {siibcontraria), meaning by these par-

ticular propositions of different quality, as, for example, some A are
B, some A are not B ; or, some men are learned, some men are
not learned; and they are called Subcontraries, as they stand sub-
ordinated to the universal contrary propositions,— All A are B no
A is B

;
or. All tyien are learned, no man is learned. But this is a

mistake, there is no opposition between Subcon-
4ion.°

^ ""' "'''""'" traries; for both may at once be maintained, as
both at once must be true if the sotyie be a nega-

tion of «//. They cannot, however, both be false. The oppositrou
III this case is only apparent ;2 and it was probably only laid down
from a love of symmetry, in order to make out the opposition of all
the corners in the square of Opposition, which you will find in
almost every work on Logic.

l^'n"'f i""
^''^..^1«% ^^, ^'''J'^!"'*^^I\

^"' Conimbricemi!: Nova Logka, Tract iii. Disp. iii.,

j 2 p j24^ edit. 1711. Kaut expressiy rejects

Suboontrariety, Logik, } 50, Anm. Compare
Kriig, Logik, i 64, Anm. 4. Braniss, Grundriss

„ „ , . ,

''" Logii, p. 105. Deuziuger, Inslitutianes
. For ,ylucl. reason Aristotle describes it as Logics, vol. ii. } 713, p. 138. Caramnel, p. 33an opposition in language, but not in reality. lR„lhnatis et Realis Philasophia, authore loanne

ii.chn,
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Finally, various relations of judgments arise from what is called

tlieii- Conversion. When the subject and predi-
Conversion of Fro-

^^^^ j^^ ^ Categorical proposition (for to this we
positions. ,. . . , . , t .

now limit our consideration) are transposed, the

proposition is said to be converted ; the proposition given and its

product are both called the judicia conversa; the relation itself of

reciprocation in which the judgments stand is called Cotiversion,

sometimes Ohversion and Transposition (reciprocatio, conversio,

obversio, trcuispositio, /icro^co-is, /icraySoX);, avTUT-

Terms employed to rpoi^-q). The given proposition is called the
enote e origiD

Converted or Converse (judicium, propositio,
and converted propo- *^ -^

giiion. p?'cp/«ce«s, conversum, conversa) ; the other, into

wliich it is converted, the Converting (jud.,

prop., convertens). There is, however, much ambiguity, to say the

least of it, in the terms commonly employed by Logicians to des-

ignate the two propositions,— that given, and that the product of

the logical elaboration. The prejacent and subjacent may pass, but

they have been very rarely employed. The term propositio con-

versa, the converse or converted judgment, specially for the original

proposition, is worse than ambiguous ; it is applied generally to both

judgments; it may, in fact, more appropriately denote the other,

—

its product,— to which indeed it has, but through a blunder, been

actually applied by Aldrich,* and he is followed, of course, by

Whately. The original proposition ought to be called the Convert-

end or Convertible (pr. convertenda, convertibilis).^ The term Con-

verting {convertens) employed for the proposition, the product of

conversion, marks out nothing of its peculiar
Propositis e^osiia-

j^^j.^ jg rphc exprcsslou wr. exposita, applied
Its use by AJdrich er-

^ ^ ^ ^ ~ .

roneoas. by Aldrich,^ Without a word of comment, to this

judgment, is only another instance of his daring

Ignorance ; for the phrase ^:»r. exposita had nothing to recommend
it in this relation, and was employed in a wholly different meaning

by logicians and mathematicians.* In this error Aldrich is followed

1 Rudimenta LogictEy L. i. c. ii. cians, to denote the selection of an individual

2 [So Noldius, p. 263, {Logica R£cognita,'H.Si{- instance whose qualities may be perceived by
niae, 1766. — Ed.] sense (eicTiaeVoi, exponere, objicere sensui), in

3 Cralsanthorpe, Sanderson, and Wallis [de- order to prove a general relation between no-

nominate the original proposition pr. con- tions apprehended by the intellect. This

versa, its product pr. conieruns. See Crakan- method is used by Aristotle in proving the

thorpe, Logica, L. iii. c. 10, p. 179, ed. 1677. conversion of propositions and the reduction

Sanderson, Logica, L. ii. c. 7, p. 76, ed. 1741. of syllogisms. See Anat. Prior., i. 2; i. 6; i. 8.

Wallis, Instiiuiio Logica;, L. ii. c. 7, p 113, The instance selected is called the txpositum.

edit. 1729. Wallis also usespr. convertenda as (ri Urfhiv); and hence singular propositions

a synonym for pr. conversa. — Ed ] and syllogisms are called expository. Compare
* The term exposition [Ix^fais) is employed Pacius on Anal. Pr., i. 2. and Sir W. Hamil-

by Aristotle, and by most subsequent logi- ton's note, Reid's Works, p. 696. — Ed.

24
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by Whatcly, who, like his able predecessor, is wholly unversed iu

the literature and language of Logic.

The logicians after Aristotle have distinguished two, or, as we may
take it, three, or even four, species of Conver-

_

Species of Conver- gj^jj_

logicians. ^- '^^^ ^''®*' wliich is called Simjile or Pure
Conversion {conversio simplex, rots opots mpo% iav-

ryv, Aristotle, i. e., cum terniinis reciprocatis)^ is when the quantity

and quality of the two judgments are the same. It holds in Uni-

versal Negative and Particular Affirmative propositions.

2. The second, which is called Conversion hy Accident (c. per ac-

cidens, iv fiipet, Kara, /xepos, Aristotle), is when, the quality remaining

unaltered, the quantity is reduced. It holds in Universal Affirma-

tives. These two are the species of the conversion of propositions

acknowledged by all ; they are evolved by Aristotle, not, as might

have been expected, in his treatise 0?i Miomicement, but in the sec-

ond chapter of the first book of his Prior Ancdytics?

3. The third, which is called Conversion by Contraposition (c.

fer oppositionein, c. per contra positionem, both by Boethius,' con-

trapositio, avTirrrpocfiri <jt)v avTiSicru, Alexander),* is when, instead of

the subject and predicate, the quantity and quality remaining the

same, there is placed the contradictory of each. This holds in Uni-

versal Affirmatives, and most logicians allow it in Particular Nega-

tives. It is commemorated by Aristotle in the eighth chapter of tlie

second book of his Topics ; it is there called the inverse consecution

from contradictions.

I shall here mention to you some mnemonic verses in which the

doctrine of conversion is expressed.

1°. Regarding conversion as limited to the

Simple and Accidental, and excluding altogether

Contraposition, we have the doctrine contained in the two following

versos.

1 To?s opois ai/Tmrpefelv, Anal. Pr., i. 2,
logismo Categorico, L. i., p. 5S7. Tlius miversto

i. e., when each term is the exact equivalent 's divided primarily into c. simplex and c.pcr

of the other. See Trendelenburg, Eltmenta contrapositimem. Aristotle does not use iv

Log. Ari.li., iU; In De Anima, p. 403; Waitz, /^^P"' ^ subsequent logicians, for c. diminuta.

In Arist. Org., vol. i. p. 373.— Ed. ^"^ "^es it mainly torpariimlar in opposition

2 [Boethius seems the first who gave the » ""«'""'. (See Anal. Prior, i. 2, § 4.) They

name of Conversio per Accidem. With him it "« 'li"^ 'w<"'g i" ^eir use of the words acci.

is properly both Ampliative and Restrictive. ''""«' "nd panial.}

(So Kidiger, De Sensu Veri et Falsi, pp. 250,

303, 2d edit., 1722. Fischer iojii, p. lOS.) It

is opposed as a conspecies to c. generalis: and

both are species of c. simplex, which is op- 4 In Anal. Prior., f. 10 b, edit. Aid. 1520.

posed to Contraposition. See Opera, De Syl- Kd.

Mnemonic

pressing con
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E, I, simpliciter vertendo, sisna manebunt;

Ast A cum vertis, signa minora cape.l

O is not convertible.

2°. Admitting Contraposition as a legitimate species of conver-

sion, the whole doctrine is embodied in the following verses by

Petrus Hispanus:

F E c I (F E s I) simpliciter, convertitur E v A (E p A) per Accid.

Ast O (A c 0) per Contrap.; sic fit conversio tota."

Or, to condense the three kinds of conversion with all the propo-

sitions, prejacent and subjacent, in a single line

:

"EccE, TiBi, Simp.; Akmi— OB'ROS, Ace. ; Akma, bono, Cont."^

It may be proper now to make you acquainted with certain dis-

tinctions of judgments and propositions, which,
Distinction of Pro- though not Strictly of a losjical character, it is

positions not strictly „ . . , , t i i i p
jjj^jj,^,

of importance that you should be aware oi.

"Considered in a material point of view, all

judgments are, in the first place, distinguished into Theoretical and

Practical. Theoretical are such as declare that
Theoretical and Prao-

a Certain character belongs or does not belong

to a certain object ; Practical, such as declare

that something can be or ought to be done,— brought to bear."

"Theoretical, as well as practical judgments, are either Indemon-

strable, when they are evident of themselves—
Indemonstrable and ^j^^^ ^. ^^^ ^^^^ require, and when thev are

Demonstrable.
.

•' ^

incapable of proof: or they are Pemonstrahle,

when they are not immediately apparent as true or false, but require

some external reason to establish their truth or falsehood."

"Indemonstrable propositions are absolute principles {(xpxal,prin-

cipia); that is, from which in the construction of a system of

science, cognitions altogether certain not only are, but must be

derived. Demonstrable propositions, on the other hand, can, at

best, constitute only relative principles ; that is, such as, themselves

requiring a higher principle for their warrant, may yet afford the

basis of sundry other propositions."

1 [Given by ChauTin,ia:PAi7.,T. Conversio. Tartaretus, Exposiiio in Summulas Petri His-

Denzinger, Institutiones Logicce, ii. 140.] pani, Tract, i., f. 9 b. — Ed.]
2 See Petrus Hispanus, p. 9, [SiimmuUe,

Tract, i., partic. 4, f. 9, ed 1505. Cf. Petrus 3 [Hispanus, Summula, I. c. ChauTin, !. c]
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"If the indemonstrable propositions be of a theoretical character,

they are called Axioms/ if of a practical charac-

ia^'°°"
""* ^°''""

^''''' ^o«««^««es. The former are principles of

immediate certainty; the latter, principles of

immediate ajsplicatiou."

" Demonstrable propositions, if of a theoretical nature, are called

Theorems (theoremata) ; if of a practical, Proh-

lerr"'""'
"""^ ^'°^' Urns (jirohlemata). The former, as propositions

of a mediate certainty, require proof; they,

therefore, consist of a Thesis and its Demonstration; the latter, as

of mediate application, suppose a (Question (qucestio) and its Solu-

tion (resolutio).'"

" As species of the foregoing, there are, likewise, distinguished

Corollaries (consectaria, corollaria), that is.
Corollaries. . . , , „ . ,

propositions which flow, without a new proof,

out of theorems or postulates previously demonstrated. Proposi-

tions whose validity rests on observation or ex-

skiir™'"*"'"
^™"*" Perituent are called ^Experiential, Experimental

propositions {empiremata, experientice, experi-

menta). Miipotheses, that is, propositions which are assumed with

probability, in order to explain or prove some-
Hypotheses. *

. , , . , , . , , . ,
thing else which cannot otherwise be explained

or proved. Lemmata, that is, propositions borrowed from another

science, in order to serve as subsidiary proposi-
Lemmata. ... . /> i . i V.. .,

tions in the science of which we treat. Finally,

Scholia, that is, propositions which only serve as illustrations of

what is considered in chief The clearest and
Scholia. ^ . ^ , ,. ,most appropriate examples of these various

kinds of propositions are given in mathematics." ^

lEeeer, Logic, 5 79, pp. 14T, 118. — Ed. [Compare Krug, io^ii, 5 j 67, es.]



LECTURE XV.

STOICHEIOLOGY.
SECTION II.— OF THE PRODUCTS OF THOUGHT.

in.—THE DOCTRINE OF REASONINGS.

REASONING DJ GENERAL— SYELOGISMS— THEIR DIVISIONS AC-

CORDING TO INTERNAL FORM.

Ix my last Lecture, I terminated the Doctrine of Judgments,

and now proceed to that of Reasonings.

" Wlien the necessity of the junction or separation of .1 certain

subject-notion and a certain predicate notion is

The act of reasoning
^^^ manifest from the nature of tliese notions

— what.
, , , , ,

themselves ; but when, at the same time, -we are

desirous of knowing whether they must be thought as inclusive, or

as exclusive of each other,— in this case, we find ourselves in a

state of doubt or indecision, from our ignor.ance of which of the

two contradictory predicates must be affirmed or denied of the sub-

ject. But this doubt can be dissipated,— this ignorance c.in be

removed, only in one way,— only by j)roducing in us a necessity

to connect with, or disconnect from, the subject one of the re-

pugnant predicates. And since, ex kypothesi, this necessity does

not— .at least, does not immediately— arise from the simple knowl-

edge of the subject in itself, or of the predicate in itself, or of both

together in themselves, it follows that it must be derived from some

extern.al source,— and derived it can only be, if derived, from some

other knowledge, which affords us, as its necessary consequence, the

remov.il of the doubt originally h.arbored. But if this knowledge

has for its necessary consequence the remov.al of the origin.al doubt,

this knowledge must st.and to the existing doubt in the relation of

a general rule ; and, as every rule is a judgment, it will constitute a

general proposition. But a general rule does not simply and of

itself reach to the removal of doubt and indecision ; there is re-

quired, and necessarily required, over and above this further knowl-
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edge— that the rule lias really an application, or, what is the same

thing, that the doubt really stands under the general proposition, as

a case which can be decided by it as by a general rule. But when
the general rule has been discovered, and when its application to

the doubt has likewise been recognized, the solution of the doubt

immediately follows, and therewith the determination of which of

the contradictory predicates must or must not be affirmed of the

subject; and this determination is accompanied with a conscious-

ness of necessity or absolute certainty." ^ A simple example will

place the matter in a clearer light. When the
Illustrated by an ex- .• r ^i i • ^ • ^ •^^

notion of the subject man is given along with

the contradictory predicates/>-ee affent and neces-

sary age)it, there arises the doubt, with which of these contradic-

tory predicates the subject is to be connected; for, as contradictory,

they cannot both be affirmed of the subject, and, as contradictory,

the one or the other must be so affirmed ; in other words, I doubt

whether 9nan be a free agent or not. The notion man, and the

repugnant notions free agent and necessary agent, do not, in them-

selves, affijrd a solution of the doubt; and I must endeavor to dis-

cover some other notion which will enable me to decide. Now,
taking the predicate free agent, this leads me to the closely con-

nected notion morally responsible agent, which, let it be supposed

that I otherwise know to be necessarily a free agent, I thus obtain

the proposition, Every morally responsible agent is a free agent.

But this proposition does not of itself contain the solution of the

doubt ; for it may still be asked, Does the notion morally responsible

agent constitute a predicate which appertains to the notion of man,
the subject? This question is satisfied, if it is recognized that the

notion man involves in it the notion of a morally responsible agent.

I can then say, 3Ian is a morally respo7isible agent. These two

propositions being thus formed and applied to the subsisting doubt,

the removal of this doubt follows of itself, and, in place of the

previous indecision, whether man be a free agent or not, there fol-

lows, with the consciousness of necessity or absolute certainty, the

connected judgment that Ma?i is also a free agent. The whole

Ijrocess— the whole series of judgments— will stand thus:

Every morally responsible agent is a free agait

;

Blan is a moralhj responsible agent

;

Therefore, man is a free agent.

Let US consider in what relation the different constituent parts of

1 Esser, Logik, § 82, p. 153.
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The example given

is a Reasoning iu the

whole of Extension,

Slid may be repre-

scuted by three circles.

this process stand to each other. It is evident that the whole pro-

cess consists of three notions and their mutual

relations. The three notions are, fcea agent,

responsible agent, and man. Their mutual rela-

tions are all those of whole and part, and whole

and part in the quantity of extension ; for the

notion free agent is seen to contain under it the

notion responsible agent, and the notion responsible agent to contain

under it the notion man. Thus, these three notions are like three

circles of three various extensions severally, contained one within

another ; and it is evident, that the process by which we recognize

that the naiTowest notion, man, is .contained under the widest

notion, responsible agent, is precisely tlie same by which we should

recognize the inmost circle to be contained in the outmost, if we
were only supposed to know the relation of these together by their

relation to the middle circle. Let ABC denote a^

the three circles. Now, ex hypiothesi, we know,

and only know, that A contains B, and that B con-

tains C : but as it is a self-evident principle, that a

part of the part is a part of the wliole, we cannot,

with our knowledge that B contains C, and is con-

tained in A, avoid recognizing that C is contained in A. This is

precisely the case with the three notions

—

free agent, responsible

agent, man; not knowing the relation between the notions ^/>'ee

agent and man, but knowing that free agent contained under it

responsible agent, and that responsible agent contained under it

man, we, upon the principle that the part of a jDart is a part of the

whole, are compelled to think, as a necessary consequence, that

free agent contains under it man. It is thus evident, that the pro-

cess shown in the example adduced is a mere recognition of the

relation of three notions in the quantity of extension,— our knowl-

edge of the relation of two of these notions to each other being not

given immediately, but obtained through our knowledge of their

relation to the third.

But let us consider this process a little closer. The relations of

the three notions, in the above example, are

those given in the quantity of Breadth or Ex-
tension. But every notion has not only an

Extensive, but likewise an Intensive, quantity,

— not only a quantity in breadth, but a quan-

tity in depth ; and these two quantities stand to

each other, as we have seen,' always iu a determinate ratio,— the

The reasoning of

Extension may be

exhibited in Compre-

hension — this illus-

1 See above, p. 104.— Ed.
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ratio of inversion. It woukl, therefore, appear, a priori, to be a

necessary presumption, that if notions bear a certain relation to

each other in the one quantity, they must bear a counter relation to

each other in the other quantity ; consequently, that if we are able,

under the quantity of extension, to deduce from the relations of

two notions to a third their relation to each other, a correspondent

evolution must be competent of the same notions, in the quantity

of comprehension. Let us try whether this theoretical presumption

be warranted a posteriori^ and by experiment, and whether, in the

example given, the process can be inverted, and the same result

obtained with the same necessity. That example, as in extension,

was

:

AH responsible agents are free agenis;

But man is a responsible agent;

Therefm-e, man is afree agent.

In other words,— the notion respo7isibIe agent is contained under

the notion /"/ee agent; but the notion man is contained under the

notion responsible agent; therefore, on the principle that the part

of a part is a part of the whole, the notion man is also contained

under the notion /ree agent. Now, on the general doctrine of the

relation of the two quantities, Ave must, if we would obtain the

same result in the comprehensive which is here obtained under the

extensive quantity, invert the whole process, that is, the notions

which in extension are wholes become in comjirehension parts, and

the notions which in the former are parts, become in the latter

wholes. Thus the notion free agent., which, in the example given,

was the greatest whole, becomes, in the counter process, the small-

est part, and the notion man, which was the smallest part, now
becomes the greatest whole. The notion responsible agent remains

the middle quantity or notion in both, but its relation to the two
other notions is reversed; what was formerly its part being now
its whole, what was formerly its whole being now its part. The
process will, therefore, be thus explicitly enounced

:

T/ie notion man comprehends in it {he notion responsible agent ;

But the notion responsible agent comprehends in it the notion free agent

;

Therefore, on the principle that the part of apart is apart of the whole, the notion man

also comprehends in it the notion free agent.

Or, in common language :

Man is a responsible agent

;

But a responsible agent is afree agent;

Therefore, man is afree agent.
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This revei-secl process, in the quantity of comprehension, gives, it is

evident, the same result as it gave in the quantity of extension.

For, on the supposition, that we did not immediately know that the

notion mati comprehended free agent, but recognized that man
comprehended responsille agent, and that responsible agent com-

prehended free agent, we necessarily are compelled to think, in the

event of ';his reccgnil:ion> that Ihe ncliot nm'r comprehends the

notion free agent.

It is only necessary further to observe, that in the one process,—
that, to wit, in extension, the copula is, means is

The copula in ex- coiitained under, whereas, in the other, it means
tension and compre- comprehends in. Thus the proposition,— God
bension of a counter . ., , . , . ^,

meaning. *^ merciful. Viewed as in the one quantity, sig-

nifies God is contained under merciful, that is,

the notion God is contained under the notion merciful; viewed as

in the other, means,— God comprehends merciful, that is, the notion

God comprehends in it the notion merciful.

Now, this process of thought (of which I have endeavored to

give you a general notion) is called Reasoning; but it has, like-

wise, obtained a variety of other designations. The definition of

this process, with its principal denominations, I shall include in the

following paragraph.

^ Lin.— Reasoning is an act of mediate comparison or

Judgment ; for to reason is to recognize

Par. Lin. Definition that two uotions Stand to each other in the

^as^ningrwitr the relation of a whole and its parts, through

principal denomina- a recognition, that these notions severally

stand in the same relation to a third. Con-

sidered as an act. Reasoning, or Discourse

of Reason (to Xoyi'^etr^ai, Aoyicr^ds, Stavoia, to Stavoetcr^ai), is, like-

wise, called the act or process of Argumentation (argumenta-

tionis), of Matiocination (ratioci)iationis), of Inference or

Illation {inferendi), of Collecting {coUigendi), of Concluding

{concludendi), of Syllogising (toC (ruAAoyi^£o-.9a(, barbarously

syllogisandi). The term Reasoning is, likewise, given to the

product of the act; and a reasoning in this sense (rafioci-

natio, ratiociniwn), is, likewise, called an Argumentatioyi

(argutnentatio) ; also, frequently, an Argument (argumentum),

an Inference or Illation (illatio); a Collection (collectio), a

Conclusion {conclusio, (rvinrepaa-na) ; and, finally, a SyUogism,

((TvAAoytcr/ios).

25

of process and
product.
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A few words in explanation of these will suflBce ; and, first, of

the thing and its definition, thereafter of its

names.

In regard to the act of Reasoning, nothing can be more erroneous

than the ordinary distinction of this process, as

;
"^ '^ " ^''^' the operation of a faculty diflerent in kind from

those of Judgment and Conception. Concep-

tion, Judgment, and Reasoning, are in re.alily only various applica-

tions of the same simple ficulty, that of Comparison or Judgment.

I have endeavored to show that concepts are merely the results,

rendered permanent by language, of a previous process of compari-

son ; that judgment is nothing but comparison, or the results of

comparison, in its immediate or simpler form ; and, finally, that reas-

oning is nothing but comparison in its mediate or more complex

application.' It is, therefore, altogether erroneous to maint.ain, as is

commonly done, that a reasoning or syllogism is

reasoning is one
^ mere decompound whole, made up of iudsr-

orgauic whole. 1.^0
ments ; as a judgment is a compound whole,

made up of concepts. This is a mere mechanical mode of cleaving

the mental phenomena into parts; and holds the same relation to a

genuine analysis of mind which the act of the butcher does to th.at

of the anatomist. It is true, indeed, that a syllogism can be sepa-

rated into thi-ee parts or propositions ; and that these propositions

have a certain meaning, when considered apart, and out of relation

to each other. But, when thus considered, they lose the whole sig-

nificance which they had when united in a reasoning; for their

wliole significance consisted in their reciprocal relation,— in the

light which they mutually reflected on each other. We can cer-

tainly hew down an animal body into parts, and consider its mem-
bers apart ; but these, though not absolutely void of all meaning,

when viewed singly and out of relation to their whole, have lost the

principal and peculiar significance which they possessed as the coef-

ficients of a one organic and indivisible whole. It is the same with

a syllogism. The parts which, in their organic union, possessed life

and importance, when separated from each other remain only enun-

ciations of vague generalities, or of futile identities. Though, when

expressed in language, it be necessary to analyze a reasoning into

parts, and to state these parts one after another, it is not to be sup-

posed that in thought one notion, one proposition, is known before

or after another ; for, in consciousness, the three notions and their

reciprocal relations constitute only one identical and simultaneous

cognition.

1 See above, pp. 83, 97. — Ed.
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The logicians have indeed all treated the syllogism as if this

were not the case. They have considered one
Error of logicians m

proposition as naturally the last in expression,
their treatment of the , , . , , ,. , ,, i ,

Syllogism. ^^'^ ^"^^ ^"^i' "^^'^ accordingly called the coii-

clusion; -whilst the other two, as naturally going

before the other two, they have styled the jvemises, forming to-

gether what they call the antecedent. The two premises they have

also considered as the one the greater (major), the other the less

(minor), by exclusive reference to the one quantity of extension.

All this, however, is, in my view, comj^letely erroneous. For we
may, iu the theory of Logic, as we actually do in its practical appli-

cations, indifferently enounce what is called the conclusion first or

last. In the latter case, the conclusion forms a thesis, and the prem-

ises its grounds or reasons ; and instead of the inferential there-

fore (ergo, apa), we would employ the explicative /or. The whole

difference consists in this,— that the common order is synthetic,

the other analytic; and as, to express the thought, we must analyze

it, the analytic order of statement appears certainly the most direct

and natural.' On the subordinate matter of the order of the prem-

ises, I do not here touch.

But to speak of the process in general :— without the power of

reasoning we should have been limited in our
utility of the process

kuo^-igage (if knowledge of such a limitation
of reasoning. ° ^ =•

would deserve the name of knowledge at all),

— I say without reasoning we should have been limited to a knowl-

edge of what is given by immediate intuition ; we should have been

unable to draw any inference from this knowledge, and have been

shut out from the discovery of that countless multitude of truths,

which, though of high, of paramount importance, are not self-evi-

dent. This faculty is, likewise, of peculiar utility, in order to pro-

tect us, in our cogitations, from error and falsehood, and to remove

these if they have already crept in. For every, the most complex,

web of thought may be reduced to simple syllogisms; and when
this is done, their truth or falsehood, at least in a logical relation,

flashes at once into view.

Of the terms by which this process is denom-
2. Terms by which inated. Reasoning is a modification from the

the process of Keasou- French raisonner (and this a derivation from
ing IS denominated.

i t • • i i .

the Latin rff??o), and corresponds to ;*a<<ocjna<to,

cination.
° which has indeed been immediately transferred

into our language under the form ratiocination.

Hatiocination denotes properly the process, but, improperly, also

1 Aristotle's Analytia are synthetic.
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the product of reasoning ; Jtatiocinium marks exclusively the pro-

duct. The original meaning of ratio was com-

putation, and, from the calculation of numbers,

it was transfeiTed to the process of mediate comparison in general.

Discourse (disaursus, Biavoia) indicates the operation of compari-

son, the running backwards and forwards between the characters or

no*^es of objects — (cHscvrerc inter notas^ Siav.uaSai] : ti'ds (3rm

may, therefore, be properly applied to the Elaborative Faculty

in general, "which I have just called the Discursive. The terms

discourse and discursus, Siavoia, are, however, often, nay gen-

erally, used for the reasoning process, strictly considered, and dis-

cursive is even applied to denote mediate, in opposition to intuitive,

judgment, .as is done by Milton.^ The compound term, discourse

of reason- unambiguously marks its employment in this sense.

Argumentatio7i is derived from argumentari,
Argumentation.

-^rijich means argimientis uti ; argument again,

argumentum,— what is assumed in order to

argue something,— is properly the middle notion in a reasoning,

—

that through which the conclusion is established ; and by the Latin

Rhetoricians it was defined,— "probabile inventum ad faciendam

fidem." ' It is often, however, applied as coextensive with argu-

mentation. Inference or illation (from infero).
Inference. . ,. , *' . . / ,

"^
.

indicates the carrymg out into the last proposi-

tion what was virtually contained in the antecedent judgments.

To conclude (concludere), aarain, siernifies the
To conclude. „

^

.

,,..,,
act of connecting and shutting into the last

proposition the two notions which stood apart in the two first. A
conclusion (conclusio) is usually taken, in its

Conclusion.
. . .„ . , ,

strict or proper signification, to mean the last

proposition of a reasoning ; it is sometimes, however, used to express

the product of the whole process. To syllogize means to form syllo-

gisms. Syllogism {(rvWoyurfio^) seems originally,
o y ogize.

j.j_^ ratio, to have denoted a computation— an
Syllogism. '

^

*

adding up— and, like the greater part of the

technical terms of Logic in general, was borrowed by Aristotle from

the mathematicians.'' This primary meaning of these two words

1 Paradise Lost, Y.im,— reason, aided with tlie influence of divine

"Whence the Boul grace."-ED.

Reason reccivea. and reason is her being, 3 Cicero, Oralorict FarUtiones, C.2. Cf. Dis-

Discursive or intuitive; discourse citssions, p. 149. — Ed.
l8Dfie8tyours."-ED. 4 [See Piccartus, Org. Arist., pp. 467, 468.

2 Shakspeare, Hamlet, act 1, so. 2, - Ammonius, /,. Quinque Yocts, f. 1. I'liilopo-

nus, In An. Prior, f 11^. Pacius, Com. in Org.,

ita discoui^e of reason, pp ng^ jjZ. Berlins, Log. Perip. p. 119. But
"* '°°e"-" see Waitz, Orgnnon I. p. 384, [Schnlze, Logik,

Hooker, E. P., iii. 8, 18— " By discourse of i 70, p. 101. Discussions, p. 667, note.— Ed.]

Would 1
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favors tlie theory of those philosophers who, like Ilobbes' aud Lei-

dunftost,- maintain that all thought is, in fact, at bottom only a cal-

culation, a reckoning. Si^AAoytcr/ios may, however, be considered as

expressing only wliat the composition of the word denotes,— a col-

lecting together,' for cruAAoyi^£cr.3at comes from <TvXKiyuv, which signi-

fies to collect? Finally, in Latin, a syllogism is

called collection and to reason colUgere. This

refers to the act of collecting, in the conclusion, the two notions

scattered in the premises.

" From what has already been said touching the character of the

reasoning process, it is easy to see what are the
The genera! condi- ,*.. ,-i ,,

tions of syllogism.
general conditions which every syllogism sup-

poses. For, as the essential nature of reasoning

consists in this,— that some doubt should be removed by the appli-

cation to it of some decisive general rule, there are to every syllo-

gism three, and only three, requisites necessary; 1°, A doubt,

—

which of two contradictory predicates must be afiirmed of a certain

subject,— the problem or question (problema, quaesitum) ; 2°, The
application of a decisive general rule to the doubt ; and, 3°, The
general rule itself. But these requisites, when the syllogism is con-

structed and expressed, change their places ; so that the general rule

stands first, the application of it to the doubt stands second, and the

decision in regard to the doubt itself stands last. Each of these

necessary constituents of a syllogism forms by itself a distinct, though

a correlative, proposition ; every syllogism, therefore, contains three

propositions, and these three propositions, in their complement and

correlation, constitute the syllogism." * It will be proper, however,

here to dictate a paragraph, expressive of the denominations techni-

cally given to the parts, which proximately make up the syllogism.

IT LIV. A Reasoning or Syllogism is composed of two
p.irts,— that which determines or precedes, and that n'liich

follows or is determined. The one is called the Antecedejit

(antecedens) ; the other, the Consequent (consequens). The
Antecedent comprises the two propositions, the one of which

lLeviathan,Vt.l.c.b;ComputatiosiveLog- avWoyurfids . . . &s avWiyoy Trjy iy
ica, c. 1. Cf. Stewart, EUments, P. ii. c. ii. S 7r5<ri -roTs opOLS Si€(rjrap/ieVi)i' arr6dei^ii'."

3; Works, vol. iii. p. 132 el seq. — Ed. Cf. Zaliarella, In Anal. Post., 1. 1, Oprra Log.
2 Be Mentt Himmna, c. viii. H i, 10, pp- 112, ica, p. 610. SuWoyKflihs, non (tuWott) ray

lis, ed. 1793. — Ed. \6yai', sed quasi (ruAA07^; tov \6yov, collectio

3 Eiisenio.«, AeryiKr;, p. 405, et ibi Blemmi- ratiimit; ratio autcm colligi dicilur,dum con-

das [Kal ri n.^1/ ovofia. on avXXoyi) Tts eVrl clusio infertiir; quare a conclusione potius,

\6ytiiii ir\€i(ij/Q)j' iv abrS , . . 'O 5e quam a propositionibus dictus est syllogis-

BXeixfilS. if 'Ennofi. A07. Ke<p. \i, " Tlori mus." — Ed.]

ik Koi auT-b rb avtaripaaixa koKutoi [(priTi) 4 Esser, Logik, j 83, p. 156.
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enounces the general rule, and the other its application. These,

from their naturally preceding the conse-
par. Liy. Denomi-

quent, are called the Premises (proposi-
nations of tlie parts M ' \I ^
wwoh proximately tioTies prcEtnisscB, sumptiones, membra ante-
make up tue syiio-

cedentiu, X-q^jxaTa) . Of the premises, the

one which enounces the general rule, or the

relation of the greatest quantity to the lesser, is called the Major

Premise, or Major Proposition, or the Proposition simply

{propositio major, propositio prima, propositio, sumpttim,

sumptio major, sumptio, thesis, expositio, intentio, -n-poa-XTixj/K,

TTpoTaafs rj ^ei'^wi', Xr]fifj.a to /xu^ov). The other premise, which

enounces the application of the general rule, or the relation of

the lesser quantity to the least, is called the 3Iinor Premise,

the Minor Proposition, ihe' Assumpition, or the Subsumption

(propositio minor, propositio altera, assumptio, subsumptum,

Subsumptio, sumptio min07; Trporacrts ij cXarTiov, XyJiXfJia TO eXttTTOv).

It is manifest that, in the counter qualities of Breadth and

DejDth, the two premises will hold an ojjposite relation of

major and minor, of rule and application. The Consequent is

the final proposition, which enounces the decision, or the rela-

tion of the greatest quantity to the least, and is called the Con-

clusion (conclusio, conclusum, propositio conclusa, collectio,

complexio, summa, connexio, illatio, intentio, and, in Greek,

(TV/jiTTepaa-fia, to a-vvayofi.evov,^ to iwL'fie.pojxevov). This part is usu-

ally designated by the conjunction Therefore {ergo, apa), and

its synonyms. The conclusion is the Problem {jyroblema).

Question [qucestio, qumsitnm), which was originally asked,

stated now as a decision.^ The problem is usually omitted

in the expression of a syllogism, but is one of its essential

parts. The whole nomenclature of the syllogistic parts, be it

observed, has reference to the one-sided views of the logicians

in regard to the process of reasoning.'*

The Syllogism is divided into two parts, the
Explication. Antecedent and the Consequent:— the antece-
Antecedeut and , , i t. ,i ,

dent comprehending the two propositions, m
which the middle notion is compared with the

two notions we would compare together; and the consequent com-

1 [Eugenics, hoyiK^t passim.]

2 (See Alex. Aphrodisiensis, In Anal. Prior.,

S. C. 4, f. 1T'>. Boelhius, In Topica Ciceronis, 1.

i., Opera, p. 764.]

8 [See E. Agricola, De Ini-entione DiaUnicrr,

1-. ii. c. xiv. pp. 401, 417, 420. Vives, Opera

[t. i.,
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prising the one proposition, which explicitly enounces the relation

implicitly given in the prior of these two notions to each other.

The two propositions which constitute the antecedent are called,

among other names, the -Premises. Of these,

the proposition expressing the relation of whole,

which one of the originally given notions holds to the assumed or

middle notion as its part, is called, among other appellations, the

Major Proposition, the Major Premise, or TJie
'^^°^'

Proposition, Kar e^ox^v. The other proposition

of the antecedent enouncing the relation of whole, which the as-

sumed or middle notion holds to the other of the given notions as

its part is called, among other appellations, the Minor Proposi-

tion, the Minor Premise, the Assumption, or

the Suhsumption. These, as terms of relation,

vary, of course, with the relation in the counter quantities. The
one proposition, which constitutes the consequent, is called, among
other appellations, the Conclusio?i. Perhaps the best names for

these three relative propositions of a syllogism
ump ion, u sump-

^q^j^i \)q Siimpttoti, Suhsumption, Conclusion,
tion, and Conclusion. * -^ ' '

as those which express, most briefly and natu-

rally, the nature and reciprocal dependence of the three judgments

of a syllogism. In the first place, the expressions Sumption and

SuhsumpAion are appropriate logical expres-

Gronnds of their sions, in consequence of their both showing
adoption as best names

^^^^ j^^^^ considers them, not as absolutely,
for the three proposi- "^

^

' '

'

tionsof asyiiogism. hut Only as hypothetically true ; for Logic does

not warrant the truth of the premises of a syl-

logism ; it only, on the supposition that these premises are true,

guarantees the legitimacy of the inference,— the necessity of the

conclusion. It is on this account that the premises have, by the

Greek logicians, been very properly styled Xt/ii-
Lemma. , ,. , -^ .

^ara,' correspondmg to the Latm sximptiones

;

and were there any necessity to resort to Greek, the Major Propo-

sition, which I would call Sumption {sumptio), might be well

denominated Lemma simply ; and the Minor Proposition, which I

would call the SubsumjAioyi (subsumptio), might be well denomi-

nated the Hypolemma. In the second place,
Hypolcmma.

i i i , . .

r J

though both premises are sumptions, or lem-

mata, yet the term sumption, as specially applied to the Major Pre-

mise, is fully warranted both by precedent and principle. For, in

like manner, the major proposition— the major lemma— has always

1 See Alexander, In Anal. Prior., f. 14, b. Scholia, ed. Brandis, p. 150.— Ed.
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obtained both from the Greek and Latin logicians the generic term

;

it has been called, The Proposition, The Lemma [proposition ri irpo-

ratrts, to X^/x/ia) ; and as this is the judgment which includes and
allows both the others, it is well entitled, as the principal proposi-

tion, to the style and title of the proposition, the lemma, the sump-

tion by preeminence. In the third place, the term suhsumption is

preferable to the term assumption, as a denomi-

nation of the Minor Premise ; for the term

subsumption precisely marks out its relation of subordination to

the major premise, whereas the term assump)tio7i does not. As-
suinption would indeed, in contrast to suhsumption, have been an

unexception.able word by which to designate the major proposition,

had it not been that logicians have very 'generally employed it to

designate the minor, so that to reverse its application would be pro-

ductive of inevitable confusion. But for this objection, I should

certainly have preferred the term assumption to that of sumption,

for the appellation of the major proposition ; not that in itself it is

a preferable expression, but simply because assianption is a word
of familiar usage in the English language, which sumption and sub-

sumption certainly are not.

The preceding are reasons why the relative terms sumption and

subs2cmptio7i ought to be employed, as being pos-

Objcctions to the itively good expressions ; but the expediency of
denommations of the

^j^^j^. adoption becomes Still more manifest, when
Propositions of the ^

.

Syllogism in ordinary they are Compared and contrasted with corre-

use. sponding denominations in ordinary use. For
Major Proposition ^j^g terms major proposition and major premise,

and Premise. Minor . . . ,
-^ -i

Proposition and Pre-
ininor proposition and minor premise, are ex-

mise. posed to various objections. In the first place,

they are complex and tedious expressions, whereas
sumption and snbsicmption are simple and direct. In the second

place, the abbreviations in common use (the major proposition being

called the major, the minor proposition being called the minor) are

ambiguous, not only in consequence of their vagueness in general, but

because there are two other parts of the syllogism to which these

expressions, major and minor, may equally apply. For, as you will

soon be informed, the two notions which we compare together

through a third, are called the major and the minor terms of the

syllogism ; so that when we talk of majors and minors in reference

to a syllogism, it remains uncertain whether we employ tlwse words

to denote the propositions or the terms of a reasoning. Still more
objectionable are the correlative terms. Proposition and Assump-
tion, as synonyms for the major and minor premises. The term
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l^roposition is a word in too constant employment in its vague and

general sense, to be unambiguously used in a
Proposition. Assnmp-

signification so precise and special as the one in

question ; and, in consequence of this ambigu-

ity, its employment in this signification has been in fact long very

generally abandoned. Again, the term assumption does not express

the distinctive peculiarity of the minor premise,— that of being a

subordinate proposition,— a proposition taken or assumed under

another ; tliis word would indeed, as I have noticed, have been ap-

plied with for greater propriety, had it been used to denote the major

in place of the minor premise of a syllogism.

These are among the reasons which have inclined me to employ,

at least along with the more ordinary denomina-
Tiie use of Sumption

tions, the terms sumption and suhsumjHion. Nor
and Sttbsuniption sane- . . , , , . . . , .

tioned by precedent. ^^ '* ^° "° Supposed, that this usage IS destitute

of precedent, for I could adduce in its favor even

the high authority of Boethius.^ In general and without reference to

Logic, it appears marvellous how, in English philosophy, we could so

long do without the noun subsumption, and the verb to subsume, for

these denote a relation which we have very frequently occasion to ex-

press, and to express which there are no other terms within our reach.

"We have already in English assumption and assume, presumption

and 2)resume, consumption and consume, and there is no imaginable

reason why we should not likewise enrich the language,to say nothing

q{ sumption, by the analogous expressions subsump)tion and subsume.

In regard to the proposition constituting the consequent of a

sj-llogism, the name which is generally bestowed
Th#Conelusion. . , ^ , . -,

on it,— the Conclusion,— is not exposed to any

serious objections. There is thus no reason why it should be super-

seded, and there is in fact no other term entitled to a preference.

So much in reference to the terms by which the proxim.ate parts of

a syllogism are denoted. I now proceed to st.ate to you in general

the Division of Syllogisms into Species determined by these parts,

and shall then proceed to consider these several species in detail.

But I have first of all to state to you a division of Syllogisms, which,

as compreliending, ought to precede all others. It is that of Syllo-

gisms into Extensive and Comprehensive. •

IT LV. The First Division of Syllogisms is t.aken from the

different kinds of quantity under which the reasoning proceeds.

l"Qnoniam enim omnis eyllogismus ex tio." Boethius, De SjBojismo ITypoiAelwo, lil).

proposilionibus texitur, prima vel propositic

Tel sumptum vocatur; secunda vero assumj
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For while every syllogism infers that the part of a part is a

part of the whole, it does this either in the
Par. LV. First Di- ^

.

'

vision of syiiogiems quantity of Extension,— the Predicate of

the two notions compared in the Question

and Conclusion being the greatest whole, and
the Subject the smallest part ; or in the counter quantity of

Comprehension, — the Subject of these two notions being the

greatest whole, and the Predicate the smallest part.

After what I have already stated in regard to the nature of these

opposite quantities, under the doctrine of Concepts and Judg-

ments,' and after the illustrations I have given you of the possibility

of conducting any reasoning in either of these quantities at will,^—
every syllogism in the one quantity being convertible into a syllo-

gism absolutely equivalent in the other quantity,— it will be here

needless to enlarge upon the nature of this distinction in general.

This distinction comprehends all others ; and its illustration, there-

fore, supposes that the nature of the various subordinate classes of

syllogisms should be previously understood. It will, therefore, be

expedient, not at present to enter on any distinct consideration of

this division of reasonings, but to show, when treating of syllogisms

under their various subaltern classes, how each is capable of being

cast in the mould of either quantity, and not, as logicians suppose,

in that of extensive quantity alone.

The next distinction of Syllogisms is to be sought for either in

the constituent elements of which they are corn-
Matter and form of , ... . , . , .

,

syllogisms.
posed, or m the manner m which these are con-

nected. The former of these is technically called

the matter of a syllogism, the latter its form. You must, liowever,

observe that these terms are here used in a restricted meaning. Both

matter and form under this distinction are included in the form of a

syllogism, when we speak of form in contrast to the empirical mat-

ter which it may contain. This, therefore, is a distinction under

that form with which Logic, as you know, is exclusively conversant

;

and the matter here spoken of should be called, for distinction's

sake, the formal or necessary matter of a syllogism. In this sense,

ihen, the matter of a syllogism means merely the propositions and

terms of which every syllogism is necessarily made up;° whereas,

1 See above, p. 100 et seq. — Ed. " Materia (syllogismi) alia est pro.xima, alia

2 See above, p. 192 et seq. — Ed. remota. Remota sunt termini propositionnm,

3 Pro.ximate and remote matter. Marginal proxima vero sunt propositioues ipsac, quibus

Jotting. [See Hurtado de Mendoza, iJis/'i/f. coalescit syllogismus."

—

Ed.]

mi., Disp. LogiccE, t. i. d. x. § 48, p. 465.
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otliei-wise, the form of a syllogism points out tlie way in wliieli these

constituents are connected.' This being understood, I repeat that

the next distinction of syllogisms is to be sought for either in their

matter or in their form.

"Now in regard to their inatter, syllogisms cannot differ, for eveiy

syllogism, without exception, requires the same
Their form, the constituent parts,— a question, the subsumptiou

ground of the next ^^ j^ ^^^^^^ ^ general rule, and the sumption of
grand distlDCtion of ° *

syllogisms. the general rule itself; which three constituents,

in the actual enunciation of a syllogism, change,

as I have already noticed, their relative situation;-— what was first

in the order of thought being last in the order of expression.

" The difference of Syllogisms can, therefore, only be sought for

in their different forms ; so that their distinc-

The form of Syllo-
^j^j^g ^j.g ^j,].. fo,.,i;,al.. But the form of a syllo-

gism twofold, internal . -1 1- •• i ,. i-i • f
and External.

g'sm, considered in Its greatest generality, is of a

twofold kind, viz., either an Internal and Essen-

tial, or an External and Accidental. The former of these depends

on the relations of the constituent parts of the syllogism to each

other, as determined by the nature of the thinking subject itself;

the latter of these depends on the external expression of the con-

stituent parts of the syllogism, whereby the terms and propositions

are variously determined in point of number, position, and consecu-

tion. We must, therefore, in conformity to the order of nature, first

of all, consider what classes of syllogism are given by their internal

or essential form ; and thereafter inquire what are the classes

afforded by their external or accidental modifications. First, then,

in regard to the Internal or Essential Form of Syllogism.

" A Syllogism is only a syllogism when the conclusion follows

fi-om the premises with an absolute certainty ; and as this certainty

is determined by a universal and necessary law of thought, there

must, consequently, be as many kinds of Syllogism as there are

various kinds of premises affording a consequence in virtue of a

different law. Between the premises there is only one possible

order of dependency, for it is always the sumption,— the major

premise, which, as the foundation of the whole syllogism, must first

be taken into account. And in determining the difference of syl-

logisms, the sumption is the only premise which can be taken into

account as affording a difference of syllogism ; for the minor pre-

mise is merely the subsumption of the lesser quantity of the two

1 Krug, Logik, i 72, Aam., i. — Ed. [Cf. Fries, Log*, jW] 2 Esser, iojic, } 85, p.
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notions, concerning wLose relation we inquire, under tbe question,

and this premise always ajDpears in one and the same form,— in

that, namely, of a categorical proposition. The same is, likewise,

the case in regard to the conclusion, and, therefore, we can no more

look towards the conclusion for a determination of the diversity of

syllogism than towards the subsumption. We have thus only to

inquire in regard to the various possible kinds of major proposition."^

Now as all sumptions are judgments, and as we have already

found that the most general division of judg-
y ogisms to e

ujcits next to the primary distinction of iu-
divided according to

. ...
the character of their tensive and extensive, is into simple and con-

sumptions and the Jaw ditional, this division ofjudgments, which, when
regulating the connec- developed, affords the classes of cateo-orical, dis-
tion between premises . .. . ..i ..• i it, ..i

..•" t •

and conclusion.
junctivc, hypothetical, and hypothetico-disjunct-

ive propositions, will furnish us with all the

possible differences of major premises. "It is also manifest that in

any of these aforesaid propositions,— (categorical, disjunctive,

hypothetical, and hypothetico-disjunctive),— a decision of the ques-

tion, — which of two repugnant predicates belongs to a certain sub-

ject,— can be obtained according to a universal and necessary law.

In a categorical sumption, this is competent through the laws of

Identity and Contradiction ; for what belongs or does not belong

to the superordinate notion, belongs or does not belong to the sub-

ordinate. In disjunctive sumptions, this is competent through the

law of Excluded Middle ; since of all the opposite determinations

one alone belongs to the object; so that if one is affirmed, the others

must be, conjunctively, denied ; and if one is denied, the others must

be, disjunctively at least, affirmed. In hj'pothetical sumptions, this

is competent through the law of Reason and Consequent ; for where

the reason is, there must be the consequent, and where the conse-

quent is, there must be the reason." - There are thus obtained three

or four great classes of Syllogisms, whose essential characteristics

I shall comprise in the following paragraph

:

1[ LVI. Syllogisms are divided into different classes, accord-

ing as the connection between the premises and conclusion is

1 Esser, Logik, j 85.— Ed. Baynes's Essay on the New Analytic of Logical

2 See Esser, Lo^ilc^ 5 80, p. 161. This clas- Forms^ the author's later view is expressed as

sification of syllogisms cannot be regarded as follows: "All Mediate inference is one— that

expressing the author's linal view; according incorrectly called Categoncal,- for the Con-

to which, as before observed, the principle of junctive and Disjunctive forms of Hypothetical

Reason and Consequent is not admitted as a reasoning are reducible to immediate iufer-

law of thought. See above, p. 63, note 1. In ences." Compare

a note by Sir W. Hamilton, appended to Mr. Ed.
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determined by the different fundamental laws, 1°, of Identity

and Contradiction ;
2°, Of Excluded Mid-

par. Lvt second
^j 30 Qf Rgason and Consequent ; these

grand division of Syl- ' ' n- -i- -l -l

logiams - according Several determinations affording the three

to the law regniating
glasses of Cutegoricol, of Disjunctive, and

of Hypothetical Syllogisms. To these may

t3 added n fourth class, th» Hyp<-thetco-risjv~icti':e o' Diler>

matic Syllogism, -which is determined by the two last laws in

combination.

Before proceeding to a consideration of these several syllogisms

in detail, I shall, first of all, give you examples

Examples of the ^f ^^e four species together, in order that you
fo^ species of syUo- ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^jj^ treating of each, at least a

general notion of their differences and similarity.

1. Categorical. 1. — Of a Categoeical Stllogism.

Sumption, AU matter is created ;

Subsumption, .... But the heavenly bodies are material

;

Condusion, Therefore, the heavenly bodies are created.

2. Disjunctive. 2. — Of a Disjuxctite Stllogisji.

Sumption, The hope of immortality is either a rational expectation or an illusion;

Subsumption, .. .But the hope of immortality is a rational expectation ;

Conclusion, .... Therefore, the hope of immortality is not an illusion.

3. Hypothetical. 3.— Of an Htpotheticai, Syllogism.

Stmiption If Logic does not profess to he an instrument of invention, the reproach

that it discovers nothing is unfounded;

Subsumption, . . . But Logic does not profess to be an instrument of invention ;

Conclusion, .... Therefore, the reproach that it discovers nothing is unfounded.

4. Hypothetico-dis- 4. —Of the Dilem5ia ok nTPOTHETico-BisjuxCTiVB
junctive. Stllogism.

Sumption, If man were suited to live out of society, he would either be a god or a

beast

;

Subsumption, . . . But man is neither a god nor a beast

;

Conclusion, .... Therefore, he is not suited to live out of society.



LECTURE XVI.

STOIOHEIOLOGY.

SECTION II.— OF THE PRODUCTS OF THOUGHT.

III.— DOCTRINE OF REASONINGS.

SYLLOGISMS.— THEIR DIVISIONS ACCORDING TO INTERNAL
FORM.

A. SIIMPLE.— CATEGORICAL.— I. DEDUCTIVE IN EXTENSION.

In- our last Lecture, I entered on the Division of Syllogisms. I

first stated to you the principles on which this
ecapi u a ion.

division must proceed ; I then explained the

nature of the first great distribution of Reasonings into those of

Intensive and those of Extensive Quantity ; and, thereafter, that of

the second great distribution of reasonings into Simple and Condi-

tional, the Simple containing a single species,— the Categorical;

the Conditional comprising three species,— the Disjunctive, the

Hypothetical, and Hypothetico-disjunctive.' These four species

I showed you, were severally determined by different fundamental

Laws of Thought : the Categorical reposing on the laws of Identity

and Contradiction ; the Disjunctive on the law of Excluded Middle

;

the Hypothetical on the law of Reason and Consequent ; and the

Hypothetico-disjunctive on the laws of Excluded Middle and Rea-

son and Consequent in combination.

I now go on to the special consideration of the first of these

classes of Syllogism— viz., the Syllogism which
I. Simple Syllogism.

has been denominated Catenorical. And in re-
The Categorical. ^

gard to the meaning and history of the term cat-

egorical, it will not be necessary to say anything in addition to what

1 Compare above, p. 167 Ed.
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I have already stated in speaking of judgments.^ As used origin.ally

by Aristotle, the term categorical meant merely affirmative, and

was ojiposed to negative. By Theophrastus it was employed in the

sense absolute,—simple,— direct, and as opposed
m a tgtm

.

^^ conditional ; and in this signification it has

continued to be employed by all subsequent logicians, without

their having been aware that Aristotle never employed it in the

meaning in which alone they used it.

\ LVII. A Categorical Syllogism is a reasoning whose form

is determined by the laws of Identity and
Par. LVII. The cate- Contradiction, and whosc sumption is thus

^hat. a categorical proposition. In a Categorical

Syllogism there are three principal notions,

holding to each other the relation of whole and part ; and these

are so combined together, that they constitute three proposi-

tions, in which each principal notion occurs twice. These

notions are called Terms (termini, opoi), and according as the

notion is the greatest, the greater, or the least, it is called the

3Iajor, the Middle, or the Minor Term.'^ The Middle Term is

called the Argument {argumentum, Xoyo^, irt'o-ris); the Major

and Minor Terms are called Extremes (extrema, axpa). If the

syllogism proceed in the quantity of E.xtension (and tliis form

alone has been considered by logicians), the predicate of the

conclusion is the greatest whole, and, consequently, the Major

Term ; the subject of the conclusion, the smallest part, and,

consequently, the Minor Term. If the syllogism proceed in

the quantity of Comprehension, the subject of the conclusion

is the greatest whole, and, consequently, the Major Term ; the

predicate of the conclusion, the smallest part, and, consequently,

the Minor Term. In either quantity, the proposition in which

the relation of the major term to the middle is expressed, is the

Sumption or Major Premise, and the proposition in which is

expressed the relation of the middle term to the minor, is the

Subsumption or Minor Premise. The general forms of a Cate-

gorical Syllogism under the two quantities, are, consequently,

the following

:

lSeeabove,p. leSeise,. — Ed. L vi. c. xii. p. 343. Hurtado de Mendoza, p.

2 [On principle of name of Major and Mi- 469.) [Disput. PMlosopkka:, t. i.; Dlsp. Logirx,

nor term?, see Alex. Aphrodisiensis, In An. d. x. j 50 et srr/. Tolosa:, 1617. See also D«.
Prior., L. i. cc. iv. V. Philoponus, In An. cussions, p. 666 et scq. — Ed.]
Prior., L. i. f. 23 b. Fonseca, Inslit. Diakct.,
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AN EXTENSIVE STLLOGlSil, AN INTENSIVE SYLLOGISM.

B is A C !S B

C IS B B is A

C ts A C is A
f All man is mortal

;

Caius is a man ;

But Caius is a man

;

But all man is mortal;

Therefore, Caius is mortal Therefore, Caius is Kortai.

In these examples, you are aware, from what has previously been

^ ,
said, ' that the copula in the two different quan-

ExpUcation. ' ^
titles IS precisely of a counter meaning ; in the

quantity of extension, signifying contained under; iu the quantity

of comprehension, signifying contains in it. Thus, taking the sev-

eral formulas, the Extensive Syllogism will, when explicitly enounced,

be as follows

:

The Middle term B is contained under the Major term A

;

^ But the Minor tenn C is contained under the Middle term B

;

tensive Categorical

Svllcism. Therefore, the Slinor term C is also contained under the Major

Or, to take the concrete example

:

The Middle term aU men is contained under the Major term mortal

;

But the Minor term Caius is contained under the Middle term all men

;

Therefore, the Minor term Caius is also contained under the Major term mortal.

On the contrary the Intensive Syllogism, when
Of the Intensive. ,. , . ;i „

J a
>

explicated, is as lollows :

The Major term C contains in it the Middle term B;

But the Middle term B contains in it the Minor term A;

Therefore, the Major term C also contains in it the Minor term A.

Or, in the concrete example

:

The Major term Caius contains in it the Middle term man ;

But the Middle term man contains in it the Minor term mortal

;

Therefore, the Major term Caius also contains in it the Minor term mortal.

Thus you see that by reversing the order of the two jDremises,

and by reversing the meaning of the copula, we can always change

a categorical syllogism of the one quantity into a categorical syllo-

gism of the other. ^

1 See above, p. 193. — Ed.

2 Mot in Inductive Syllogisms. Jotting. [See below, p. 228.— Ed.]
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In this jjaragrapli is enounced the general nature of a categorical

syllogism, as competent in both the quantities of extension and

comprehension, or, with more isropriety, of comprehension and ex-

tension ; for comprehension, as prior to extension in the order of

nature and knowledge ought to stand first. But as all logicians,

with the doubtful exception of Aristotle, have limited their consid-

eration to that process of reasoning given in the quantity of exten-

sion, to the exclusion of that given in the quantity of comprehension,

it will be proper, in order to avoid misapprehension, to place some

of the distinctions expressed in this paragraph in a still more

explicit contrast.

In the reasonings under both quantities, the words expressive of

the relations and of the things related are identi-

The reasoning in cal. The things compared in both quantities

Compreiiension and
^^.^ ^-^^ ^^^^^ j^ mature and in number. In each

that in Extension ex- , , .. .1 , t ^i

piicitiy compared and there are three notions, three terms, and three

contrasted. propositions, combined in the same complexity
;

and, in each quantity, the same subordination of

a greatest, a greater, and a least. The same relatives and the same

relations are found in both quantities. But though the relations and

the relatives be the same, the relatives have changed relations. For

while the relation between whole and part is the one uniform rela-

tion in both quantities, and while this relation is thrice realized in

each between the same terms
;
yet, the term which in the one quan-

tity was the least, is in the other the greatest, and the term which in

both is intermediate, is in the one quantity contained by the term

which in the other it contained.

Now, you are to observe that logicians, looking only to the reason-

ing competent under the quantity of extension.

Narrow and errone- and, therefore, looking only to the possibility of

ous definitions by lo-
a single relation between the notions or terms

gicians of ttie Major, „ ,, . , . ^ ,1

Middle, and Minor °^ '"^ syllogism, have, in consequence of this one-

terms, sided consideration of the subject, given defini-

tions of these relatives, which are true only

when limited to the kind of reasoning which they exclusively con-

templated. This is seen in their definitions of the Major, Middle,

and Minor Terms.

In regard to the first, they all simply define the Major term to be

the predicate of the conclusion. This is true of

the reasoning under extension, but of that ex-

clusively. For the Major term, that is, the term which contains

both the others— in the reasoning of comprehension, is the subject

of the conclusion. Again, the Minor term they all simply define to

27
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bo the subject of tbe conclusion ; and this is likewise true only of

the reasoning under extension : for, in the reason-

ing under comprehension, the Minor term is the

predicate of the conclusion. Fin.ally, they all simply define the

Middle term as that which is contained under the predicate, and

contains under it the subject of the conclusion.

But this definition, like those of the two other

terms, must be reversed as applied to the reasoning under comprehen-

sion. I have been thus tediously explicit, in order that you should

be fully aware of the contrast of the doctrine I propose, to what you
will find in logical books ; and that you may be prepared for the

further development of this doctrine, — for its application in detail.

In regard to the nomenclature of the Major, Minor, and Middle

terms, it is not necessary to say much. The
Nomenclature of Ma- expression term (terminus, opos), was first em-

jor, Minor, and Middle / , , . . , \ , ,', J
,^.|.^jg

ployed by Aristotle, and, like the greater part

of his logical vocabulary, was, as I have observed,

borrowed from the language of Mathematics.^ You are aware that

the word term is applied to the ultimate constituents both of propo-

sitions and of syllogisms. The terms of a jM-oposition are the

subject and jji-edicate. The terms of a syllogism are the three

notions which in their threefold combination form the three propo-

sitions of a syllogism. The major and minor
Aristotle's deflnition tcrms Aristotlc, by another mathematical meta-

of theterms of asyllo- , n ^i ^ /» \ ^i • i
.^ phor, calls the extremes {aKpa), the major and

mhior extremes ; and his definition of these and

of the middle term is, unlike those of the subsequent logicians, so

general, that it will apply with perfect propriety to a syllogism in

cither quantity. "I call," he says, "the middle term that which is

both itself in another and another in it ; and which, by its position,

lies in the middle ; the extremes I call both that which is in another

and that in which another is."^ And in another place he says, "I define

the major extreme that in which the middle is; the minor extreme

that wliich is subordinated to the middle."^

I may notice that the part of his definition of

the middle term, where he describes it as " that
Middle term, as mid-

, . , , . . . ,. . , • i n ii i

die by position, not which, by its position, lies in the middle, does not

[ippiicabic to the mode apply to the mode in which subsequent logicians

in which subsequent enouucc the syllogism. For let A be the major,

B the middle, and C the minor term of an Ex-

tensive Syllogism, this will be expressed thus:

His definition of the

yllogism.

See Scheibler, \Oyicra Logica, Pars. iii. c. 3, 2 Anal. Pric

398, and above, p. 193, note*. —Ed.] 3 ibuL, § S.



Sumption, B I's A, t. e. B ts contained under A.

Subsumption,. . . . C !s B, i. e. C is contained under B.

Conclusion, C is A, i. e. C is also contained under A.

In this syllogism the middle term B stands first and last in the

premises, and, therefore, Aristotle's definition
But quite applicable

^f ^j^^ middle term, not only as middle by na-
to the reasoning in . . , . , •

-i ,

Comprehension. ^ure, containing the minor and contained by

the major, but as middle by position, standing

after the major and before the minor, becomes inept. It will apply,

however, completely to the reasoning in comprehension ; for the

extensive syllogism given above being converted into an intensive,

by reversing the two premises, it will stand as follows

:

Sumption, C i's B, !. ?. C contains in it B.

Subsumption,. . . . B is A, i. e. B contains in it A.

Conclusion, C is A, i. e. C also contains in it A.

It does not follow, however, from this, that Aristotle either

contemplated exclusively the reasoning in com-
It does not, however, \

•'

, ^ i ,,

follow that Aristotle
prehcnsion, or that he contemplated the reason-

contemplated exciu- iugs in both quantities : for it is very easy to

siveiy the reasoning state a reasoning in extension, so that the major
in Comprehension.

^^^.^^^ ^j^^jj ^^^^^^^ ^^.^^^ ^^^ middle term sccond,

and the minor last. We can state it thus :

Sumption A i's B, !. e. A contains under it B.

Subsumption,. . . . B is C, t. e. B contains under it C.

Conclusion A !s C, t. e. A contains under it C.

This is as good a syllogism in extension as the first, though it is

not stated in the mode usual to logicians. We may also convert it

into a comprehensive syllogism, by reversing its premises and the

meaning of the copula, though here also the mode of expression will

be unusual

:

Sumption B is C, i. e. B is contained in C.

Subsumption,. ... A i's B, ;'. e. A ;'s contained in B.

Conclusion, A i's C, i. e. A is contained in C.

From this you will see, that it is not to the mere external

an-angement of the terms, but to the nature of their relation, that

we must look in determining the character of the syllogism.

Before leaving the consideration of the terms of a syllogism, I

may notice that the most convenient mode of stating a syllogism in
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an abstract form, is by the letters S, P, and M,— S signifying the

subject, as P the predicate, of the conclusion,

Most convenient and M the middle term of the syllogism. This
mode of stating a syi-

^,.jj ^^ pleased to recollect, as we shall
logism in an abstract •'

'

form. find It necessary to employ this notation in

showing the differences of syllogisms from the

different arrangement of their terms.

I have formerly stated that categorical syllogisms are regulated

by the fundamental laws of Identity and Con-
Categoricai Syiio- tradiction ; the law of Identity regulating Af-

gisms divided into
f;,.jnj,tive, the law of Contradiction, Nesrative,

special classes accord-
. . , , , ..'"t i

ing to the applications Categoricals. As, however, the laws ol Iden-

of the laws of iden- tity and Contradiction are capable of certain

tityand Contradiction special applications, thcsc Will afford the ground
under the relation of „ t . • /•/->, ^ • i c 11 • ,

, , , ^ of a division of Categorical Syllogisms into a
whole and part. ^ jo

corresponding number of classes. It has been

already stated, that all reasoning is under the relation of whole and

part, and, consequently, the laws of Identity and Contradiction

will find their application to categorical syllogisms only under this

relation.

But the relation of whole and part may be regarded in two points

of view ; for we may either look from the whole

The relation of to the paits. Or look from the parts to the whole.
whole and part may "phis being the case, may we not apply the prin-
e regar e in two

(,jp]gg ^f Identity and Contradiction in such a
points of view, and ^ •^

thus afibrds two class- way that we either reason from the whole to

es of Reasonings. the parts, or from the parts towards the whole ?

Let us consider : looking at the whole and the

parts together on the principle of Identity, we are assured that the

whole and all its parts are one,— that whatever is true of the

one is true of the other,— that they are only different expressions

for the different aspects in which we may contemplate what in itself

is absolutely identical. On the principle, therefore, that the whole

is only the sum of the parts, I am entitled, on the one hand, looking

from the whole to its parts, to say with absolute certainty,— "What

belongs to a whole belongs to its part; and what does not belong

to a whole does not belong to its part: and on the other, looking

from the parts to their whole, to say,—What makes up all the parts

constitutes the whole ; and what does not make up all the parts

does not constitute the whole. Now, these two applications of the

principles of Identity and Contradiction, as we look from one term

of the relation of whole and part, or fi-om the other, determine two

different kinds of reasoning. For if we reason downwards, from
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a containing whole to a contained part, we shall have one sort of

reasoning which is called the Deductive; whereas, if we i-eason up-

wards, from the constituent parts to a constituted whole, we shall

have another sort of reasoning, which is called the Inductive. This

I shall briefly express in the following paragraph.

^ LYIII. — Categorical Syllogisms are Deductive, if, on

the principles of Identity and Contradic-
Par. LVm. Categor-

. ^ . i /.

ioai syuogisms di- tiOD, wc reason dowuwards, from a con-
Yided into Deductive taininsf whole to a contained part ; they
and Inductive. °

, . .„ , . . ,

are Inductive, if, on these pnnciples, we
reason upwards, from the constituent parts to a constituted

whole.

This is suflicient at present to afford you a general conception

of the difference of Deductive and Inductive
I. Deductive cate-

Categoricals. The difference of these two kinds
gorical SyUogisms. „ ^ . .,, , , , j ,

01 reasonmg will be properly explained, when,

after having expounded the nature of the former, we proceed to

consider the nature of the latter. "We shall now, therefore, con-

sider the character of the deductive process,— the process which

has been certainly and most successfully analyzed by logicians ; for,

though their treatment of deductive reasoning has been one-sided

and imperfect, it is not positively erroneous ; whereas, their analy-

sis of the inductive process is at once meagre and incorrect. And,

first, of the proximate canons by which Deductive Categoricals

pje regulated.

^ LIX. In Deductive Categoricals the universal laws of

Identity and Contradiction take two modi-
par. LIX. Deductive gg,! forms, according as these syllogisms

Categorioals, — their -,.-, .-. c r, ^

canons. procccd in the quantity ot Comprehension or

in that of Extension. The peculiar canon

by which Intensive Syllogisms of this class are regul.ated, is,

—

What belongs to the predicate belongs also to the subject

;

what is repugnant to the predicate is repugnant also to the

subject. The peculiar canon by which Extensive Syllogisms

of this class are regulated is,— What belongs to the genus

belongs to the species and individual; what is repugnant to

the genus is repugnant to the species and individual. Or,

more briefly. What pertains to the higher class pertains also

to the lower.
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Explication.

Both these laws are enounced by Aristotle,^ and both, from him,

have passed into the writings of subsequent logicians. The former,

as usually expressed, is,— Prcedicatum prm-

dicati est etiam prcedicatum subjecti; or, JSfota

notce est etiam nota rei ipsius. The latter is correspondent to what

is called the Dicta de Omni et de Nidlo; the Dictum de Omni,

when least ambiguously expressed, being,— Quiequid de omni

valet, valet etiam de quibusdem et singidics;— and the Dictum de

Nidlo being,

—

Quiequid de nidlo valet, nee de quibusdam nee de

singidis valet. But as logicians have altogether overlooked the

reasoning in Comprehension, they have, consequently, not perceived

the proper application of the former canon ; which, therefore, re-

mained in their sptems either a mere hors d^oeuvre, or else was

only forced into an unnatural connection with the principle of the

syllogism of extension.

Before stating to you how the preceding canons are again, in

their proximate application to categorical syllo-

gisms, for convenience sake, still more explicitly

enounced in certain special rules, it will be

proper to show you the method of marking the

connection of the propositions and terms of a

categorical syllogism by sensible symbols. Of
these there are various kinds, but, as I formerly noticed, the best

upon the whole, because the simplest, is that by circles.^ Accord-

ing to this method, syllogisms with affirmative and negative con-

clusions would be thus represented.'

Connection of the

propositions and terras

of tlie Categorical Syl-

logism illustrated by

sensible symbols.

AFFIRMATIVE.

1 Categ., c. 3. Anal. Prior., i. 1. —Ed.
2 [An objection to the mode of syllogistic

notation by circles is, that we cannot, by this

mode, show that the contained exhausts the

containing; for we cannot divide the area of

a circle between any number of contained

circles, representing in extension all coordi-

nate species, in comprehension all the imme-
diate attributes.] [For the author's final

scheme of notation, set Tabular Scheme at

end ofvolume. — Ed.J

3 See above, p. 180. Cf. Krug Logik, § 79,

p. 245.— Ed.
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Tou are now prepared for the statement and illustration of the

various proximate rules by which all categorical
Proximate Rules of gyHo^isms are reijulated. And, first, in rec^ard

Categorical Syllo- •' =
, . ° , .

'

^
gisms. 1. Extensive.

^o these rules in relation to the reasoning ot

Extension.

" Aldrich," says Dr. "Whately, " has given twelve rules, which I

find might be more conveniently reduced to six. No syllogism can

be faulty which violates none of these rules." ^ This reduction of

the syllogistic rules to six is not original to Dr. Whately ; but had

he looked a little closer into the matter, he might have seen that the

six which he and other logicians enumerate, may, without any sac-

rifice of precision, and with even an increase of perspicuity, be

reduced to three. I shall state these in a paragraph, and then illus-

trate them in detail.

Par.Lx.ThaTbree ^ '^^/ ^^ Extensivc Categorical Syllo-

Euies of the Exten- gisiu, if regularly and fully expressed, is

governed by the three following rules :

I. It must have three, and only three,

Terms, constituting three, and only three. Propositions.

II. Of the premises, the Sumption must in quantity be

Definite (('. e. universal or singular), and the Subsumption in

quality Affirmative.

III. The Conclusion must correspond in Qu.antity with the

Subsumption, and in Quality with the Sumption.-

1 Elements o/Logik,B. ii. c. iii. § 2, p. 85, Sth baner, An/angagriinae der Logih, j 317, p. VA.
edit.— Ed. Bachmann, Logik, ( 122, p. 1S7. Esser, Logik,

2 Krug, Logxk, § SO. — Ed. [Cf. Alexander sj SS, 89- Schulze, Logik, } 79. Fries, Logik,

Aphrodisieusis, In An. Prior., L. I., f. 17, Aid. § 55, p. 224.]

Derodon, Logica Resiiiuia, p. 639 el seq. Hoff-
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These three simple laws comprise all the rules which logicians

lay down with so confusing a minuteness.' The
first is : — A categorical syllogism, if regular and

perfect, must have three, and only three, prop-

ositions, made up of three, and only three, terms. "The necessity

of this rule is manifest from the very notion of a categorical syllo-

gism. In a categorical syllogism the relation of two notions to each

other is determined through their relation to a third ; and, conse-

quently, each must be compared once with the intermediate notion,

and once with each other. It is thus manifest that there must be

three, and cannot possibly be more than three, terms; and that

these three terms must in their threefold comparison, constitute

three, and only three, propositions. It is, however, to be observed,

that it may often happen as if, in a valid syllo-
What is properly to -^ ^jj^j.g ^^^.g ^^^^.^ ^^^^ ^^j^j.gg pj-jncipal no-

be regarded as a logi- . , t, , ,

gjjj j^j.^,
tions,— three terms. But, in that case, the terms

or notions are only complex, and expressed by a

plurality of words. Hence it is, that each several notion extant in

a syllogism, and denoted by a separate word, is not on that account

to be viewed as a logical term or terminus, but only those which,

either singly or in connection with others, constitute a principal

momentum of the syllogism." " Thus, in the following syllogism,

there are many more than three several notions expressed by three

several words, but these, we shall find, constitute in reality only

three principal notions or logical terms

:

Sumption He who conscientiously performs his duty is a truly good man

;

Subsumption , . . Socrafes conscientiously performs his duty;

Conclusion Therefore, Socrates is a truly good man.

Here there are in all seven several notions denoted by seven sep-

arate words:— 1. Co7iscientiously, 2. Performs, 3. Duty, 4. Truly,

5. Good, 6. Man, 7. Socrates; but only three principal notions or

logical terms,— viz., 1. Conscientiously performs his duty, 2. Truly

good man, 3. Socrates.

"When, on the other hand, the expression of the middle term in

the sumption and subsumption is used in two
Quatemw trminorum.

significations, there may, in that case, appear to

be only three terms, while there are in reality four ; or as it is tech-

nically styled in logic, a quaternio terminorum? On this account,

1 See' Sclieiblcr, Opera Lcigka, pars, iv., p. 2 Kriig, Logik, § 80, p. 246. ADm. 1. — Ed.

GIG. Keckermaun, Syscema LogiccE Minus^ 3 [Cf. Fonseca, [Instil. Dial., L. vi. c. 20, p.
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the syllogism is vicious in point of form, and, consequently, can

afford no inference, howbeit that the several projsositions may, in

point of matter, be all true. And why ?— because there is here no

mediation, consequently no connection between the different terms

of the syllogism. For example

:

The animals are void of reason;

Man is an aninud;

Therefore, man is void of reason.

" Here the conclusion is invalid, though each proposition, by itself,

and in a certain sense, may be true. For here the middle term, cmi-

mal, is not taken in the same meaning in the major and minor prop-

ositions. For in the former, it is taken in a narrower signification,

as convertible with brute, in the latter in a wider signification, as

convertible with animated organism." '

The second rule is:— Of the premises, the sumption must in

quantity be definite (universal or singular), the
Second Rule. ^, •'

. ^
.^

,.^ ,
„ " .-"

subsumption must in quality be amrmative.

—

The sumption must in reference to its quantity be definite ; because

it affords the general rule of the syllogism. For if it were indefi-

nite, that is, particular, we should have no security that the middle

term in the subsumption comprised the same part of the sphere

which it comprised in the sumption. p

Thus: CZ M
I

iSome M arc P; S

An S are P;

Or, in a concrete example

:

Some vxrrks of art are cubical

;

AU pictures are works of art

;

Therefore, all pictures are cubical

;

In regard to the subsumption, this is necessarily aflirmative. The
sumption is not limited to either quality, because the proposition

enouncing a general rule may indifferently declare AU M is P, and
JVb M is P. The assumption is thus indeterminate in regard to

quality. But not so the proposition enouncing the application of a

general rule. For it must subsume, that is, it must aflirm, that

something is contained under a condition ; and is, therefore, neces-

sarily affirmative. We must say S is M. But in respect of quantity

1 Knig, Logik, p. 247. — Ed.
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it is undetermined, for we can cither say All S is M, or So77ie S is

M. If the subsumption is negative, tliere is no inference ; for it is

not necessary that a genus should contain only things of a certain

species. This is shown in the following example

:

All men are animals

;

No horse is a man ;

Therefore, no horse is an animal.

Or, as abstractly expressed

:

An M are P;

Bui no S is M;

Thus it is, that in a regular extensive categorical syllogism, the

sumption must be always definite in quantity, the subsumption

always affirmative in quality.^

I have, however, to add an observation requisite to prevent the

possibility of a misconception. In stating it as
Misconception in re-

jj j.y|g ^f extensive categoricals, that the sump-
gard to definiteness of . i i i c v / • i i \ -j?

sumption in second
^'^'^ must be definite (universal or singular), if

rule obviated. you are at all conversant with logical books, you

will have noticed that this rule is not in unison

with the doctrine therein taught, and you may, accordingly, be sur-

prised that I should enounce as a general rule what is apparently

contradicted by the fact that there are syllogisms— valid syllo-

gisms— of various forms, in which the sumption is a particular, or

the subsumption a negative, proposition. In explanation of this, it

is enough at present to say, that in these syllogisms the premises

are transposed in the expression. You will, hereafter, find that the

sumption is not alw.ays the proposition which stands first in the

enunciation, as the conclusion is not always the

The mere order of proposition which Stands last. Such transposi-

enunciation does not tions are, however, only external accidents, and
constitute tlie sump- ,i i • i • i j.i

• i
. ^. the mere order in which the premises and con-

tion or subsumption
.

'

in a reasoning. clusion of a syllogism are enounced, no more

changes their nature and their necessary relation

to each other, than does the mere order in which the grammatical

parts of a sentence are expressed, alter their essential character and

reciprocal dependence. In the phrases vir bonus and bonus vir,—
in both, the vir is a substantive and the bonus an adjective. In the

1 Krug, Logik, p. 248. Bachmann, Logik, § 124.— Ed.
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sentence variously enounced,— Alexander Darium vicit,— Alexan-

der vicit Darium,— Darium Alexander vicit,— Darium vicit Alex-

ander,— Vicit Alexander Dariwn,— Vicit Darium Alexander:—
in these, a difference of order may denote a difference of the inter-

est we feel in the vai-ious constituent notions, but no difference of

their grammatical or logical relations. It is the same with syllo-

gisms. The mere order of enunciation does not
What truly cousti- change a sumption into a subsumption, nor a

tutes the sumption and , ,. . , ,. t, . ,i •

.. . subsumption into a sumption. It is their essen-
subsumption in a rea- ^ ^

soning. tial relation and correlation in thought which

constitutes the one proposition a major, and the

Other a minor premise. If the former precede the latter in the

expression of the reasoning, the syllogism is technically regular; if

the latter precede the former, it is technically irregular or trans-

posed. This, however, as you will hereafter more fully see, has not

been attended to by logicians, and in consequence of their looking

away from the internal and necessary consecution of the premises

to their merely external and accidental arrangement, the science

had been deformed and perplexed by the recognition of a multi-

tude of different forms, as real and distinct, which exist only, and

are only distinguished, by certain fortuitous accidents of expres-

sion. This being understood, you will not marvel at the rule in

regard to the quantity of sumptions in extensive syllogisms (which,

however, I limited to those that were regularly and fully expressed),

— that it must be definite. Nor will you marvel at the counter

canon in regard to the quality of sumptions in intensive syllogisms,

— that it must be affirmative.'

The necessity of the last rule is equally manifest as that of the

preceding. It is:— The conclusion must corre-
ThirdEule.

^
, .

°
. . , ,spond m quantity with the subsumption, and in

quality with the sumption. " This rule is otherwise enounced by
logicians :— Tlie conclusion must always follow the weaker or worser

part,— the negative and the particular being held to be weaker or

worser in relation to the affirmative and universal. The conclusion,

in extensive categoricals (with which we are at present occupied)

is made up of the minor term, as subject, and of the major temi, as

predicate. Now, as the relation of these two terms to each other

is determined by their relation to the middle term, and as the mid-
dle term is compared with the mnjor term in the sumption ; it fol-

lows that the major term must hold the same relation to the minor

1 [See Bachmann, Logik, § 124, pp. 192, 194. Krug, Loglk, § 82, p. 249. Cf. ! 83, p. 264, and
Anm. 3. Drobisch, Logik, § 73, h. 65, H 42, 5 109, p. 362. Facoiolati, Budimenia Logica,

44, pp. 34, 35. Schul2e, Logik, f 79, p. 114. F. iii. o. iii. p. 91.]
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in the conclusion wliicli it belcl to the midclle in the sumption. If

then the sumption is affirmative, so likewise must be the conclusion;

on the other hand, if the sumption be negative, so likewise must be

the conclusion. In the subsumption, the minor term is compared

with the middle ; that is, the minor is affirmed as under the middle.

In the conclusion, the major term cannot, therefore, be predicated

of more things than were affirmed as under the middle term in the

subsumption. Is the subsumption, therefore, universal, so likewise

must be the conclusion ; on the contrary, is the former particular, so

likewise must be the latter."^

1 Krug, LogHc, S 80, p. 250-1.— Ed.



LECTURE XVII.

STOICHEIOLOGY.

SECTION II.— OF THE PRODUCTS OF THOUGHT.

III.— THE DOCTREST: of KEASOXEN'GS.

SYLLOGISMS. — THEIR DIVISIOI^S ACCORDING TO INTERNAL
FORM.

A. SIMPLE.— CATEGORICAL. — IL DEDUCTIVE IN COJIPREHEN-

SION — III. INDUCTIVE W EXTENSION AND COMPREHENSION.
— B. CONDITIONAL. — DISJUNCTIVE.

In my last Lecture, after terminating the consideration of the

constituent elements of the Categorical Syllo-
ecapi u a ion.

gigni in general, whether in the quantity of

Comprehension or of Extension, I stated the subdivision of Cate-

gorical Syllogism into Deductive and Inductive— a division de-

termined by the difference of reasoning from the whole to the parts,

or from the parts to the whole. Of these, taking the former— the

Deductive— first into consideration, I was occupied, during the

remainder of the Lecture, in giving a view of the laws which, in

their higher or lower universality— in their remoter or more proxi-

mate application, govern the legitimacy and regularity of Deductive

Categorical Syllogisms. Of these laws, the highest are the axioms

of Identity and Contradiction, by which all Categorical Syllogisms

are controlled. These, when proximately applied to the two forms

of Deductive Categoricals, determined by the two quantities of

Comprehension and Extension, constitute two canons,— the canon

of the Intensive Syllogism being: What belongs to the predicate

belongs also to the subject— what is repugnant to the predicate is

repugnant also to the subject;— the canon of the Extensive Syllo-

gism being : What belongs to the genus belongs also to the species

and individual— what is repugnant to the genus is repugnant also
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to the species and individual. Each of these, however, in its more

proximate apjslication, is still further developed into a plurality of

more explicit rules. In reference to Extensive Syllogism, the gen-

eral law, or the Dictum ch Omni et de Nullo (as it is technically

called) is evolved into a series of rules, which have been multiplied

to twelve, are usually recalled to six, but which, throwing out of

account irregular and imperfect syllogism, may be conveniently

reduced to three. These are, I. An Extensive Categorical Deduc-

tive Syllogism must have three, and only three, terms— constitut-

ing three, and only three, propositions. II. The sumption must in

quantity be definite (/. e., universal or singular) ; the subsumption

must in quality be affirmative. III. The conclusion must corre-

spond in quantity with the subsumption, and in quality with the

sumption. The Lecture concluded with an exislanation of these

rules in detail.

We have now, therefoi-e, next to consider into what rules the

law of Intensive or Comprehensive Syllogism
2. The Intensive Cate-

is developed, in its more proximate application.
gorical Deductive Syl- ,t ^i • ^ • i . • n •

j^ jgjjj
Now, as the mtensive and extensive syllogisms

are always the counterparts of each other, the

proximate rules of the two forms must, consequently, be either pre-

cisely the same, or precisely the converse of each other. Accord-

ingly, taking the three rules of extensive syllogisms, we find that

the first law is also, without difference, a rule of intensive syllo-

gisms. But the second and third, to maintain their essential iden-

tity, must be externally converted; for to change an extensive

syllogism into an intensive, we must transpose the order or subor-

dination of the two premises, and reverse the reciprocal relation of

the terms. The three general rules of an Intensive Categorical

D»;ductive Syllogism will, therefore, stand as follows

:

If LXI. An Intensive Categorical Deductive Syllogism, that

is, one of Depth, if regularly and fully ex-
Par. I.XI. Kules of , . i i ^i ^l c ^^

the Intensive categor- prcssed, IS govcmed by the three following

ical Deductive Syllo- rulcS I

^'^""
I. It must have three, and only three,

terms,— constituting three, and only three, propositions.

II. Of the premises, the Sumption must in quality be Affir-

mative, and the Subsumption in quantity Definite (that is, uni-

versal or singular).

III. The Conclusion must not exceed the Sumption in Quan-

tity, and in Quality must agree with the Subsumption.
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In regard to the first of these rules,— the rule which is identical

for syllogisms whether extensive or intensive, it

Explication.
j^ needless to say anything ; for all that I stated

First Eule. . , . -, , n n ,

in regard to it under the first of these forms, is

valid in regard to it under the second.

I proceed to the second, which is, — The sumption must in qual-

ity be affirmative, the subsumption must in quan-
Second Rule.

^.^^^ ^^ definite (that is, universal or singular).

And, here, we have to answer the question,—Why in an intensive

syllogism must the sumption be affirmative in quality, the subsump-

tion definite in quantity ? Let us take the following syllogism as

explicated

:

S comprehends M

;

M does not comprehend P

;

Therefore, S does not comprehend P.

Prudence comprehends virtue ;

'But virtue does not comprehend blameworthy;

Therefore, prudence does not comprehend blameworthy.

Here all goes on regularly. We descend fi-om the major term jsnt-

dence to the middle term virtue, and from the middle term virtue to

the minor term blameworthy. But let us reverse the premises.

We at once see that though there is still a discoverable meaning,

it is not directly given, and that we must rectify and restore in

thought what is perverse and preposterous in expression. In the

previous example, the sumption is aflirmative, the subsumption neg-

ative. Now let us take a negative sumption

:

S does not comprehend M;

But M comprehends P.

Here there is no conclusion competent, for we can neither say S

comprehends P, nor S does not comprehend P. Or to take a con-

crete example

:

Prudence does not comprehend learning

;

But learning comprehends praiseworthy.

We can draw, it is evident, no conclusion ; for we can neither say,

from the relation of the two jjropositions, that Prudence compre-

hends 'praiseworthy, nor that Prudence does not comprehend praise-

worthy.
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The reason why an extensive syllogism requires a universal sumjj-

tiou, and an intensive syllogism an affirmative,

Grounds of the rules and why the one requires an affirmative and
regarding Sumption

^j^^ ^^j^g,. ^ ^^.^^^^ subsumiJtion, is the follow-
and Subsumption in . _,, .,. , i i n .

Extensive and Com- i"S • ^'^^ Condition common to both syllogisms

prehensive Syllogisms. is that the sumption should express a rule. But

in the extensive syllogism this law is an univer-

sal rule, that is, a rule to which there is no exception ; but then it

may be expressed either in an affirmative or in a negative form,

whereas in the intensive syllogism this law is expressed as a posi-

tion, as a fact, and, therefore, admits only of an affirmative form,

but, as it is not necessarily universal, it admits of limitations or

exceptions. This opposite character of the sumptions of the two

forms of syllogisms is correspondent to the opposite character of

their subsumptions. In the extensive syllogism, the subsumption

is, and can only be, an affirmative declaration of the application of

the sumption as a universal rule. In the intensive syllogism, the

subsumption is either an affirmation or a negation of the applica-

tion of the sumption as a positive law. Hence it is that in an in-

tensive syllogism the major premise is necessarily an affirmative,

while the minor may be either an affirmative or a negative propo-

sition.

In regard to the second clause of the second rule, the reason

why the subsumption in an intensive syllogism must be definite in

quantity, is because it would otherwise be impossible to affirm or

deny of each other the minor and the major terms in the conclu-

sion. For example

:

Sumption Frudmce is a virtue ; i. e., Prudence comprehends virtue.

Subsumption. . . Some virtue is praiseworthi/ ; i. e., Some virtue comprehends praiseworthy

.

From these we can draw no conclusion, for the indefinite some vir-

tue does not connect the major term jij>'iw7e»ce and the minor term

praiseworthy into the necessary relation of whole and part.

In regard to the third rule,— The conclusion must be corre-

spondent in quantity with the sumption, and in
Third Eule. ,.^ .^, /, ,

quality with the subsumption,— it is not neces-

sary to say anything. Here, as in the extensive syllogism, the con-

clusion cannot be stronger than the weakest of its antecedents, that

is, if any premise be negative, the conclusion cannot but be negative

.also ; and if any promise be particular, the conclusion cannot be but

particular likewise ; and as a weaker quality is only found in the

subsumption, and a weaker quantity in the sumption, it follows that
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(as tbe rule declares) the conclusion is regulated by the sumption

in regard to its quantity, and Ly the subsumption in regard to its

quality. It is, however, evident, that though warranted to draw a

universal conclusion from a general sumption, it is always compe-

tent to draw only a particular.

So much for the proximate laws by which Categorical Deductive

• Syllogisms are governed, when considered as

n. Inductive cate-
pgrfgct and regular in external form. We shall,

gone
y

ogisms.
.^ ^^^ soquel, have to consider the special rules

by which the varieties of Deductive Categorical Syllogisms, as de-

termined by their external form, are governed ; but at present we

must proceed to the general consideration of the other class of cat-

egorical syllogisms afforded by their internal form, — I mean those

of Induction, the discussion of which I shall commence by the

following paragraph

:

f LXII. An Inductive Categorical Syllogism is a reasoning

in which we argue from the notion of all

Par. Lxn. Indue- ^]jg constitucut •^s.yXb discretively, to the

iogism?-wiiir
''

' notion of the constituted whole collect-

ively. Its general laws are identical with

those of the Deductive Categorical Syllogism, and it may be

expressed, in like manner, either in the form of an Intensive or

of an Extensive Syllogism.

We shall, in the sequel, have to consider more particularly the

nature and peculiarities of Logical Induction,

The views of logi- wben we come to treat of the Figure of Syllo-
cians regarding the . ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ Consider the nature of Logi-
nature of Logical In- o '

_ -r>, ., , i

duction erroneous. cal or Formal, m contrast to Philosophical or

Real Induction, under the head of Modified

Logic. At present, I shall only say, that all you will find in logical

works of the character of logical induction is utterly erroneous;

for almost all logicians, except Aristotle, consider induction, not as

regulated by the necessary laws of thought, but as determined by

the probabilities and presumptions of the sciences from which its

matter has accidentally been borrowed. They have not considered

it, logically, in its formal, but only, extralogically, in its material

conditions. Thus, logicians have treated in Logic of the inductive

inference from the parts to the whole, not as exclusively waiTanted

by the law of Identity, in the convertibility of the whole and all

its parts, but they have attempted to establish an illation from a few

of these parts to the whole ; and this, either as supported by the
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general analogies of nature, or by the special presumptions afforded

by the several sciences of objective existence.^

Logicians, with the exception of Aristotle, who is, however, very

brief and unexplicit in his treatment of this sub-

Tiie ciiaractcrs of jgct, have thus deformed their science, and per-

^Tof'iSeai or "iiatV
pl^^^d the Very simple doctrine of logical in-

riai, Induction. duction, by confounding formal with material

induction. All inductive reasoning is a reason-

ing from the parts to the whole ; but the reasoning from the parts

to the whole in the various material or objective sciences, is very

different from the reasoning from the parts to the whole in the one

formal or subjective science of Logic. In the former, the illation is

not simply founded on the law of Identity, in the convertibility of

a whole and all its parts, but on certain presumptions drawn from

an experience or observation of the constancy of nature; so that, in

these sciences, the inference to the whole is rarely from all, but

generally from a small number of, its constituent parts; conse-

quently, in them, the conclusion is rarely in truth an induction

jiroperly so called, but a mixed conclusion, drawn on an inductive

['resumption combined with a deductive premise. For example,

the physical philosopher thus reasons

:

This, that, and the other magnet attract iron

;

But this, that, and the other magnet represent all magnets;

Therefore, aU magnets attract iron.

Xow, in this syllogism, the legitimacy of the minor premise. This,

that, and the other magnet represent all magnets, is founded on the

principle, that nature is uniform and constant, and, on this gen-

eral principle, the reasoner is physically warranted in making a few

parts equivalent to the whole. But this process is wholly incom-

]:ctent to the logician. The logician knows nothing of any princi-

jles except the laws of thought. He cannot transcend the sphere

cif necessary, and pass into the sphere of probable, thinking; nor

can he bring back, and incorporate into his own formal science, the

conditions which regulate the procedure of the material sciences.

This being the case, induction is either not a logical process differ-

ent from deduction, for the induction of the objective philosopher,

'.M so far as it is formal, is in fact deductive; or there must be an

induction governed by other laws than those which warrant the

induction of the objective philosopher. Now, if logicians had

1 Compare Discussions, p. 159. — Ed.
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looked to their own sciences, and not to sciences with which, as

logicians, they had no concern, they would have

Canons of the De- seen that there is a process of reasoning from
dnctive and Inductive

^j^g ^^^.^^ ^^ ^jjg T;yhole, as Well as from the

formfh"^
" *"*" ^ whole to the parts, that this process it governed

by its own laws, and is equally necessary and

independent as the other. The rule by which the Deductive Syllo-

gism is governed is : What belongs, or does not belong, to the con-

taining whole, belongs, or does not belong, to each and all of the

contained parts. The rule by which the Inductive Syllogism is

governed is : "What belongs, or does not belong, to all the constitu-

ent parts, belongs, or does not belong, to the constituted whole.

These rules exclusively determine all formal inference ; whatever

transcends or violates them, transcends or violates Logic. Both

are equally absolute. It would be not less illegal to infer by the

deductive syllogism, an attribute belonging to the whole of some-

thing it was not conceived to contain as a part; than by the induc-

tive, to conclude of the whole what is not conceived as a predicate

of all its constituent parts. In either case, the consequent is not

thought as determined by the antecedent; the premises do not

involve the conclusion.^

To take the example previously adduced as an illustration of a

These reasonings
material or philosophical induction, it would be

illustrated. thus expressed as a formal or logical

:

This, that, and the other magnet attract iron ;

But this, that, and the other magnet are ail magneit

;

Therefore, all magnets attract iron.

Here the inference is determined exclusively by a law of thought.

In the subsumption, it is said. This, that, and the other magnet etc.,

are all magnets. This means. This, that, and the other magnet are,

that is, constitute, or rather, are conceived to constitute all m.agnets,

that is, the whole,— the class,— the genus magnet. If, therefore,

explicitly enounced, it will be as follows : This, that, and the other

magnet are co7iceived to constitute the whole class magnet. The

conclusion is— Therefore, all magnets attract iron. This, if exjjli-

cated, will give— Therefore, the whole class magnet is conceived to

attract iron. The whole syllogism, therefore, as a logical induc-

tion, will be :

1 [Cf. Krug, Logik, H 166, 167. Sai

Compendium Log. Artis, L. iii. c. x
Wolf. Phil. Rationalis, ij 477, 478.
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This that, and the other viagmt atlrart iron ;

But this, that, and the other magnet, etc., are conceived to constitute the genns magnet;

Therefore, the genus magnet attracts iron.

It is almost needless to advert to an objection which, I see, among
others, has misled Whately. It may be said

Objection obviated. . ^, . , , , ,
that the minor, J/its, that, ana the other mag-

net are all magnets, is manifestly false. This is a very superficial

objection. It is very true that neither here, nor indeed in almost

any of om- inductions, is the statement objectively correct,— that

the enumerated particulars are really equivalent to the whole or

class which they constitute, or in which they are contained. But,

as an objection to a logical syllogism, it is wholly incompetent, as

wholly extralogieal. For the logici.an has a right to suppose any

material impossibility, any material falsity ; he takes no account of

what is objectively impossible or false, and has a right to assume

what premises he please, provided that they do not involve a con-

tradiction in terms. In the example in question, the subsumption,

This, that, and the other magnet are all magnets, has been already

explained to mean, not that they really are so, but merely that they

are so thought to be. It is only on the supposition of this, that, and

the other inagnet, etc., being conceived to con-
Formuia! for Indue- stitutc the class magnet, that the inference pro-

Com rehens^oT' and
ceeds, and, on this supposition, it will not be

Extension. denied that the inference is necessary. I stated

that an inductive syllogism is equally competent

in comprehension and in extension. For example, let us supposre

that X, y, z, represent parts, and the letters A and B wholes, and

we have the following formula of an inductive syllogism in

Comprehension

:

X, y, z, constitute A

;

A comprehends B

;

Therefore, x, y, z, comprehend B.

This, if converted into an extensive syllogism, by transposing

the premises and reversing the copula, gives :

A is contained under B

;

X, y, z, constitute A;

Therefore, x, y, z, are contained under B.

But in this syllogism it is evident that the premises are in an un-

natural order. We must not, therefore, here transpose the premises,

as we do in converting a deductive categorical of comprehension
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into one of extension. TVe may obtain an inductive syllogism in

two different forms, and in either compretiension or extension,

according as the parts stand for the major, or for the middle term.

If the minor term is formed of the parts, it is evident there is no

induction ; for, in this case, they only constitute that quantity of

the syllogism which is always a part, and never a whole. Let x, y,

z represent the parts ; where not superseded by x, y, z, S will repre-

sent the major term in a comprehensive, and the minor term in an

extensive syllogism ; P will represent the major term in an exten-

sive, and the minor term in a comprehensive syllogism, and M the

middle term in both. I shall first take the Inductive Syllogism

of Comprehension.

First Case, — (The parts holding the

place of the major term S.)

ii,y,z constitute il;

M comprehends P;

Therefore, x, y, z comprehend P.

Second Case,— (The parts holdiug the

place of the middle term.)

S comprehends x, y, z

;

Therefore, S comprehends P.

Again, in the Inductive Syllogism of Extension

:

First Case,— (The parts holding the

place of the major term P.)

X, J, z constitute M

;

S is contained under M

;

Therefoi nder x, y, z.

Second Case,— (The parts holding the

place of the middle term.)

X, y, z are contained under P;

X, y, z constitute S

;

Therefore, S is contained under P.

Whately and others

erroneously make the

Inductive Syllogism

Deductire.

Before leaving this subject, I may notice that the logical indue

tion maintained by Whately and many others,

diverges even more than that of the older logi-

cians from the truth, inasmuch as it makes this

syllogism a deductive syllogism, of which the

sumption, which is usually understood and not

is always substantially the same, namely, "What belongs

(or does not belong) to the individuals we have

examined, belongs (or does not belong) to the

whole class under which they are contained."

This doctrine was first, I think, introduced by Wolf,' for the

Doctrine

older logicia

1 [Cf. Wolf Philosophia Radonnlis, } 479, (Entliymemate) vel major vel minor prarais-

first ed. 172S. So, before Wolf, Schramm, sarum. in hoc (Inductione) semper major

Aristot. Pliiios. Principia, p. 27, ed. Helmst., propositio subintelligitur."' Kefers as fol-

1718. "Inductione ex multis singularibus lows— " fle in-iu«ioii», Pliilos. Ahorf., Disp.

colligitnr universale supposito loco majoris xxvi. p 252 tt seq." See also Crakanthorpe,

propositionis hoc cauont:; Quicquid competit Log/ca, c xx. p. 217, ed. 1677. [Ct Dii

omnibus partibus, hoc competit toti; in i^to p. 170, note.— El>.]
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previons logicians viewed the subsumption as the common, and,

therefore, the suppressed premise, this premise always stating that

the individuals, or particulars enumerated, made up the class under

which they were severally contained.^ For example, in the instance

from the magnet we have already taken, the subsumption would be,

This, that, and the other magnet, and so forth, are the whole class

magnet. This doctrine of the older logicians is
Correct as far as it , o

.

i . t ' . >

^^g
correct as lar as it goes ; and, to make it abso-

lutely con-ect, it would only have been necessary

to have established the distinction between the logical induction as

governed by the a j^riori conditions of thought, and philosophical

induction as logitiiiated by the a posterio7'i conditions of the mat-

ter, about which the inquiry is conversant. This, however, was not

done, and the whole doctrine of logical induction was corrupted

and confounded by logicians introducing into their science the con-

sideration of various kinds of matter, and admitting as logical an

induction supposed imperfect, that is, one in which there was infer-

ence to the whole from some only of the constituent parts. This

Imperfect Induction, they held in contingent
Doctrine of Imper- ^^ ^ i ^. . •

, , , , ^. matter to be eontinirent, in necessary matter to
feet Induction.

. .

be necessary , as if a logical inference were not,

in all cases, necessary, and only necessary as governed by the neces-

sary laws of thought. This misapprehension of the nature of logi-

cal or formal induction, and its difference from philosophical or

material, has been the reason why Bacon is at
Bacon at fault in his

f^^^[^ [^^ jjjg gnticism of Aristotle's doctrine of
criticism of Aristotle's . , , _.,,,, , it.
doctrine of Induction.

induction. J^ or, looking only at the doctrine

of the inductive syllogism given by Aristotle

in the Organon, and not perceiving that the question there was
only concerning the nature of induction as governed by the laws of

thought, he forthwith assumed tliat this was the induction practised

by the Stagirite in his study of nature, and, in the teeth both of

the precept and practice of the philosopher, condemned the Aris-

totelic induction in the mass, as flying at once to general principles

from the hasty enumeration of a few individual instances. Induc-

tion, as I mentioned, will, however, once and again, engage our

attention in the sequel ; but I have thought it proper to be some-

what explicit, that you might carry with you a clearer conception

' [On Induction in general, see Zabarella, xx. p. 254. Keckermann, Opera, t. i. pp. 259,

Aula in An. Prior,Tp.\'<i tt seq.. Opera Lo};- 763, Lambert, jVfUM Or^raon, i 55 286,287,

,
(Appendix) Molina:us, Ekmmla Logica, p. 183. EugenioK A071K7), p- 410. Jo. Fr.

i. c. ii. p. 99. Isendoorn, Citrsus Logicus, Picus Miraudulaiius.] [Opera, Exnmen Doct

iii. q. ii. p. 361. Crellius, Isagoge, L. iii. c. Vatiit. Gent. L. v. p 746 et seq.— Ed.]
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of the nature of this process, as contrasted with- the process of the

""t::^:SSa the general consideration of Categorical S,l-

logisms, Deductive and Inductive, I now pro-

B. Conditional Syi- ^eld to the next class of Reasonings afforded

logisms. , ^^g internal form; I mean the class of Dis-

1. Disjunctive. ^
.

junctive Syllogisms.

f LXIII. A Disjunctive Syllogism is a reasoning, whose

form is determined by the law of Excluded

.iZ'i.'f^no^iZ'X Middle, and whose sumption is accordingly

wnat. a disjunctive proposition, either of Contra-

diction (as, A is either B or not B)- or of Contrariety (.as, A

is either B, or C, or D). In such a judgment, it is enounced

that B or not B, or that B, C, or D, as opposite notions taken

toc^ether and constituting a totality, are each of them a possi-

ble and one or other of them a necessary, predicate of A 1 o

determine which of these belongs, or does not belong to A, the

Bubsumption must either affirm one of the predicates, and the

conclusion, eo ipso, consequently, deny the other orothers; or

it must deny one or more of them, and thus necessitate m the

conclusion, either the determin.ate affirmation of the other, or

the indeterminate affirmation of the others. A Disjunctive

SvUo-ism is thus either Affirmative, constituting the Jlodus

vonens, or 3Ioclus ponendo tollens, or Negative, constituting

the Modus tollens, or Modus tollendo i)onens.

In each of these modes there are two cases, which I compre-

hend in the following mnemonic verses

:

(A) Affirmative, or MODCS POXESDO TOLLESS:

FaUcris mafaBor; fallor ; nonfcOleris ergo.

2. Fattens aiilfallor; tu fattens; ergo ego nedum.

(B) Negative, ok Modus tollexdo poness:—

1. FalTeris aut fallor ; non fattor ; faUeris ergoA

2. Fattens aut fallor; non fattens; ergo ego fattor.

in illustration of this paragraph, I have defined a disjunctive

syllogism, one whose form is determined by the

Explication. ^^^ °^ Excluded Middle, and whose sumption

ts, accordingly, a disjunctive proposition. I have not, as logicians

in general do, defined it directly,- a syllogism whose major pre-

1 This line is from Parchot, Ins.U. Fhilo. Logica, t. 1, p. 1S4. The others are the Author's
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mise is a disjunctive proposition. For though it be true that every

disjunctive syllogism has a difsjunctive major
sy ogism «i

premise, the converse is not true ; for every svl-
difjuuctive major pre- '

' j j

mise is not necessarily logism that has a disjunctive sumption is not,

a disjunctive reason- on that account, necessarily a disjunctive syllo-

"^'
gisra. For a disjunctive syllogism only emerges,

when the conclusion has reference to the relation of reciprocal

affirmation and negation subsisting between the disjunct members
in the major premise,— a condition not, however, contained in the

mere existence of the disjunctive sumption.^ For example, in the

syllogism

:

B is either C or O;

But A is B

;

Therefore, A is either CorV.

This syllogism is as much a reasoning determined, not by the law

of Excluded Middle, but solely by the law of Identity, as the fol-

lowing :

B is C.

A is B.

Therefore, A is C.

For in both we conclude,— C (in one, C oi-D) is an attribute q/"B;

but B is an attribute ofA : therefore, C (C or D) is an attribute of

A,— a process, in either case, regulated exclusively by the law a
Identity.^

This being premised, I now proceed to a closer examination cf

the nature of this reasoning, and shall, first, give you a geneial

notion of its procedure; then, secondly, discuss its principle; and,

thirdly, its constituent parts.

1". General view of
^"^ "^^^ general form of the Disjunctive Syl-

the Disjunctive Syiio- logism may be given in the following scheme,

gis'm. in which you will observe there is a common
sumption to the negative and affirmative modes

:

(a.) Formula for
A is either B or C.

Affirmative, OK Modus

i.-junct members. ponendo tollens—
Now A is B;

Therefore, A is not C.

Negative, ok MoDns tol-

LENUO POSENS—
Now A IS not B

;

Therefore, A (s C.

1 Cf ScheiWer, Opera Logica, Pars. iv. p. 553. 2 Sigwart, pp. 154. 157. [ Hamlbiich ziir Vor-

" Neque enim syllogismus disjunctus semper lesimgnt abfr dte Logik, von H. C. W. Sigwart^

est, cum propositio est disjunctiva, sed cum 3d ud. Tubingen, 18.35, i§ 245, 24S. —Ed.]
tola qu.-cstio disponitur in propositiono." Ed.
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Or, in a concrete example :

Sempronius is either honest or dishonest.

Affirmative, or Modus ponendo Negative, ok Modus tOllendO

POXEXS—
NoiD Sempronius is not honest ;

Therefore, Sempronius is dishonest.

Now Sempronius is honest

;

Therefore, Sempronius is not dishonest.

" This formula is, however, only calculated for the case in which

there are only two disjunct members, that is, for

(b.) Formula for a the case of negative or Contradictory opposition

;

Sj-iiogisra with more
^^^, j^ ^^j^^ disianct members are more than two,

than two disjunct ' '

members. that is, if there is a positive or contrary opposi-

tion, there is then a twofold or manifold employ-

ment of the Modus ponendo tollens and Modus tollendo ponens^

according as the affirmation and negation is determinate or indeter-

minate. It; in the Modus ponendo tollens, one disjunct member is

determinately affirmed, then all the others are denied ; and if sev-

eral disjunct members are indeterminately affirmed except one, then

only that one is denied. If, in the Modus tollendo ponens, a single

member of the disjunction be denied, then some one of the others is

determinately affirmed ; and if several be denied, so that one alone

is left, then this one is determinately affirmed." ' This will appear

more clearly from the following formulae. Let the common Sumption

both of the Modus pionendo tollens and Modus tollendo ponens be

:

A IS either B, or C or D.

I. The Modus PoNEXDO Tollens—
First Case. A is either B or C or D

;

Now^isB;

Therefore, A is neither C nor D.

Second Case. A is either B or C or D;

iV'oioAi'seiYAerBorC;

Therefore, A is not D.

n. The Modus Tollendo Po>'ENS—
First Case. A is either B or C or D

;

iV'od' A !SHO(B;

Therefore, A is either C or D.

Second Case. A is either B or C or D

;

Now A is neither B nor C

;

Therefore, AisD.

1 Esser, Logik, ( 93, p. 180.— Ed.
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Or, to take these in concrete examples, let the Common Sump-
tion be

:

The ancients were in genius either superior to the moderns, or inferior, or equal.

I. The Modus Ponendo Tollens—
First Case. The ancients were in genius either superior to the moderns, or inferior,

or equal

;

Notu the ancients were supo'ior ;

Therefore, the ancients were neither inferior nor equal.

Second Case. The ancients were in genius either superior to the moderns, or inferior.

Now the ancients were either superior or equal ;

Therefore, the ancients were not inferior.

II. The Modus Tollendo Ponens —
First Case. The ancients luere in genius either superior to the moderns, or inferior,

or equal.

Now the ancients were not inferior

;

Therefore, the ancients were either superior or equal.

Second Case. The ancients were in genius either superior to the moderns, or inferior.

Now the ancients were neither inferior nor equal

;

Therefore, the ancients were superljr.

Such is a general vievr of its procedure. No^v, 2°, for its prin^

ciple.

2^. The principle of a jf jijg essential character of the Disjunctive
tlie Disjunctive Syllo- c ii • • » • .i • .1, .. ^i ca
.^ byllogism consist in this,— that the afiirmation

or negation, or, wh.at is a better expression, the

position or sublation, of one or other of two contradictory attributes

follows from the subsumption of the opposite;— there is necessarily

implied in the disjunctive process, that, when of two opposite predi-

cates one is posited or affirmed, the other is sublated or denied

;

and that, when the one is sublated or denied, the other is posited or

affirmed. But the proposition,— that of two repugnant attributes,

the one being posited, the other must be sublated, and the one

being sublated, the other must be posited,— is at once manifestly

the law by which the disjunctive syllogism is governed, and mani-

festly only an application of the law of Excluded Middle. For the

Modus ponendo tollens there is the special rule,— If the one charac-

ter be posited the other character is sublated ; and for the Modus
tollendo p>onens there is the special rule,— If the one character be

sublated, the other character is posited. The law of the disjunctive

syllogism is here enounced, only in reference to the case in which
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the members of clisjunction are contradictorily opposed. An oppo-

sition of contrariety is not of purely logical concernment ; and a

disjunctive syllogism with characters opposed in contrariety, in foot,

consists of as many pure disjunctive syllogisms as there are opposing

predicates." ^

3°. I now go to the third and last matter of consideration,— the

several parts of a Disjunctive Syllogism.
3°. The several parts "The question concerning the special laws of
a^.guncive y o

^ disjunctive Syllogism, or, what is the same

thing, what is the original and necessary form

of a disjunctive syllogism, as determined by its general principle or

law,— this question may be asked, not only in reference to the

whole syllogism, but likewise in reference to its several parts. The
original and necessary form of a disjunctive syllogism consists, as

we have seen, in the reciprocal position or sublation of contradictory

characters, by the subsumption of one or other. Hence it follows,

that the disjunctive syllogism must, like the categorical, involve a

threefold judgment, viz. : 1°, A judgment in which a subject is

determined by two contradictory predicates ; 2°, A judgment ia

which one or other of the opposite predicates is subsumed, that is,

is affirmed, either as existent or non-existent; and, 3°, A judgment

in which the final decision is enounced concerning the existence or

non-existence of one of the repugnant or reciprocally exclusive pre-

dicates. But in these three propositions, as in the three proposi'

tions of a categorical syllogism, there can only be three principal

notions — viz., the notion of a subject, and the notion of two con-

tradictory attributes, which are generally enounced in the sumption,

and of which one is posited or sublated in the subsumption, in order

that in the conclusion the other may be sublated or posited. The
case of contrary opposition is, as we have seen, easily reconciled and

reduced to that of contradictory opposition."^ The laws of the

several parts of a disjunctive syllogism, or more properly the origi-

nal and necessary form of these several parts, are given in the

following paragraph

:

f LXIV. 1°. A regular and perfect Disjunctive Syllogism

must have three propositions, in which, if

Par. LXIV. The laws i\^q sumptiou bc simple and the disjunction
of the DiOijTmctiire

, , • , , , ...
syuogism. purely logical, only three prmcipal notions

can be found.

2°, The Sumption, in relation to its quantity and quality, is

1 Esser, Logik, § 94.— Ed. 2 Esser, Logik, § 95.— Ed.
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always uiuform, being Universal and Affirmative ; but the Sub-

sumption is susceptible of various forms iu both relations.

3°, The Conclusion corresponds in quantity with the sub-

sumption, and is opposed to it in quality.^

The first rule is, —A regular and perfect disjunctive syllogism

must have three propositions, in which, if the

FfA'p'r"
sumption be simple, and the disjunction purely

logical, only three principal notions can be

found. " Like the categorical syllogism, the disjunctive consists of

a sumption, constituting the general rule ; of a subsumption, con-

taining its application ; and of a conclusion, expressing the judg-

ment inferred. Disjunctive syllogisms are, therefore, true and
genuine reasonings ; and if in the sumption the disjunction be

contradictory, there are in the syllogism only three principal no-

tions. In the case of contrary disjunctions, there may, indeed,

appear a greater number of notions ; but as such syllogisms ai-e in

reality composite, and are made up of a plurality of syllogisms with

a contradictory disjunction, this objection to the truth of the rule is

as little valid as the circumstance, that the subject in the sumption

is sometimes twofold, threefold, fourfold, or manifold ; as, for exam-

ple, in the sumption— tTohn, James, Thomas, are either virti/ous or

vicions. For this is a copulative proposition, which is composed of

three simple propositions— viz. John is, etc. If, therefore, there be

such a sumption at the head of a disjunctive syllogism, it is in this

case, likewise, composite, and may be analyzed into as many simple

syllogisms with three principal notions, as there are simple proposi-

tions into which the sumption may be resolved." ^

The second rule is,— The sumption is, in relation to its quantity

and quality, always uniform,— beins; universal
Second Kule. -,/,.• , , , . .

and ainrmative ; but the subsumption is suscep-

tible of different forms in both relations. If we look, indeed, to the

subject alone, it may seem to be possibly equally general or particu-

lar ; for we can equally say of some as of all A, that they are either

B or C. But as all universality is relative, and as the sumption is

always more extensive or more comprehensive than the subsump-

tion, it is thus true that the sumption is always general. Again,

looking to the predicate, or, as it is complex, to the predicates alone,

they, as exclusive of each other, appear to involve a negation. But

in looking at the whole proposition, that is, at the subject, the

copula, and the predicates in connection, we see at once that the

1 Esser, I. c. Krug, Logik, § 86. — Ed. 2 Krug, Logik, I. e.— Ed.
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copula is affirmative, for the negation involved in the predicates is

confined to that term alone.'

In regard to the third rule, which enounces,— That the con-

clusion should have the same quantity with the
Third Rule.

, . , . ,/ . .

subsumptiou, but an opposite quality,— it is

requisite to say nothing, as the first clause is only a special applica-

tion of the rule common to all syllogisms, that the conclusion can

contain nothing more than the premises, and must, therefore, follow

the weaker part ; and the second is self-evident, as only a special

application of the princijjle of Excluded Middle, for, on this law, if

one contradictory be aflirmed in the subsumptiou, the other must be

denied in the conclusion, and if one contradictory be denied in

the subsumptiou, the other must be affirmed in the conclusion.

The Disjunctive, like every other species of syllogism, may be

either a reasoning in the quantity of Compre-
The Disjunctive syi-

^^^^^^ ^j. ^ masoning in the quantity of Ex-
logismofCompiehen- . m, , n ,

Bion and Extension. tension. Ihe Contrast, however, of these two

quantities is not manifested in the same signal

manner in the disjunctive as in the categorical deductive syllogism,

more especially of the first figure. In the categorical deductive

syllogism, the reasonings in the two counter quantities are obtrusively

distinguished by a complete conversion, not only of the internal

significance, but of the external appearance of the syllogism. For

not only do the relative terms change places in the relation of

whole and part, but the consecution of the antecedents is reversed

;

the minor premise in the one syllogism becoming the major premise

in the other. This, however, is not the case in disjunctive syllo-

gisms. Here the same proposition is, in both quantities, always the

major premise ; and the whole change th.at takes place in convert-

ing a disjunctive syllogism of the one quantity into a disjunctive

syllogism of the other, is in the silent reversal of the copula from

one of its meanings to another. This, however, as it determines no
apparent diflference in single propositions, and as the disjunctive

sumption remains always the same proposition, out of which the

subsumptiou and the conclusion are evolved, in the one quantity as

in the other,— the reversal of the sumption, from extension to com-

prehension, 01- from comprehension to extension,
EsampJes. ...

, ,

occasions neither a real nor an apparent change

in the syllogism. Take, for example, the disjunctive syllogism

:

1 See Krug, Logik, § 86, Anm. 2. Ed.— quantitatem nisi suarum partium . . . sicut

[Bacbmann, Logii, § Ul, p. SM. Conira: Proposilio Hypothetica habet tantum quan-
Twesten, Logik, § 137, ed. 1825, p. 119. Esser. titatem suarum partium." See above, p. 174,

Logik, 5 95. Derodon, Logiea Restituta, p. and note 1.— Ed.]

676.1 [Propositio Disjunctiya nullam habet
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Plato is either learned or unleai-ned

;

Bui Plato is learned.

Therefore, Plato is not unlearned.

Now let us explicate this into an intensive and into an extensive

syllogism. As in Intensive Syllogism it will stand

:

Plato comprehends either the attribute learned or the attribute unlearned;

But Plato comprehends the attribute learned ;

Tlierefore, etc.

As an Extensive Syllogism it will stand :

Plato is contained either under the class learned or the class unlearned;

But Plato is contained under the class learned

;

Therefore, etc.

From this it appears, that, though the difference of reasoning in

the several quantities of comprehension and extension obtains in

disjunctive, as in all other syllogisms, it does not, in the disjunctive

syllogism, determine the same remarkable change in the external

construction and consecution of the parts, which it does in categori.

cal syllogisms.



LECTURE XVIII.

STOICHEIOLOGY.

SECTION II.— OF THE PRODUCTS OF THOUGHT

m.— DOCTRINE OF REASONINGS.

SYLLOGISMS.— THEIR DIVISIONS ACCORDING TO INTERNAL
FORM.

B. CONDITIONAL. — HYPOTHETICAL AND HYPOTHETICO-
DISJUXCTIVE.

Having now considered Categorical and Disjunctive Syllogisms,

the next class of Reasonings afforded by the difference of Internal

or Essential form is the Hj-pothetical ; and the gener.al nature of

these syllogisms is expressed in the following paragraph :

f LXV. An Hypothetical Sj'llogism is a reasoning

form is determined by the law of Reason
Par. LXV. 2. Hypo-

g^,^ Consequent. It is, therefore, regulated

its general character. by the two principles of which that law is

the complement,— the one,— With the

reason, the consequent is affirmed; the other,— With the

consequent, the reason is denied : and these two principles

severally afford the condition of its Affirmative or Constructive,

and of its Negative or Destructive form (Modus ponens et

Modus tollens). The sumption or general rule in such a syllo-

gism is necessarily an hypothetical proposition (IfA is, then B
is). In such a proposition it is merely enounced that the prior

member (A) and the posterior member (B) stand to each other

in the relation of reason and consequent, if existing, but with-

out it being determined whether they really exist or not.

Such determination must follow in the subsumption and con-

clusion ; and that, either by the absolute affirmation of the
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antecedent In the subsumption, and the illative affirmation of

the consequent in the conclusion (the modus potiens) ; or by

the absolute negation of the consequent in the subsumption,

and the illative negation of the antecedent in the conclusion

^the modus tollens)} The general form of an hypothetical

syllogism^ is, therefore, the following :

Common Sumption— IfA is, (hen B is

;

1, 2,

Modus Ponens: MoDns Tollens:

But A IS

;

But B is mt

;

Therefore, B is. Therefore, A !s not.

Or,

A B

1) Modus Ponens — Si poteris possum ; sed tu potes; ergo ego possum.

B A
2) Modus Tollens— Si poteris possum ; non possum; nee potes ergo.^

In illustrating this paragraph, I shall consider, 1°, This species of

syllogism in general ; 2°, Its peculiar principle
;

and, 3°, Its special laws.

1°, " Like every other species of simple syllogism, the Hypothetical

is made up of three propositions,— a sumption,

1". Hypothetical syi- a subsumption, and a conclusion. There must,
logisra in general.

^^ ^^e first place, be an hypothetical proposition
CoLtaiDS three propo- , ,t „ , ^ , , i r.

jiji^^g
holding the place of a general rule, and h-ora

this proposition the other parts of the syllogism

must be deduced. This first proposition, therefore, contains a

sumption. But as this proposition contains a relative and correla-

tive member, — one iiiember, the relative clause, enouncing a thing

as conditioning ; the other, the correlative clause, enouncing a thing

as conditioned ; and as the whole proposition enounces merely the

dependency between these relatives, and judges nothing in regard

to their existence considered apart and in themselves,— this

enouncement must be made in a second proposition, which shall

take out of the sumption one or other of its relatives, and categori-

1 [For use of terms ponms and tolletu, see Prior., i. c. 23, £ 60, Venet., 1536. Magen-
Boethius, De Syllogismo Hijpothetico, Optra, p. tinus, In Anal. Prior., f. 16, b. Alex. Aphro-

611. Wolf. Phil. Eai., s 403, 410. Mark Dun- disiensis. In Anal. Prior., ff. 87, 88, 109, 130,

can uses the terms "a positione ad posi- Aid. 1520. /ji Topica, f. 65, Aid., 1513. Anony-

tionem," and " a remotione ad remotionem." mous Author, On Syllogisms, t. 44, ed. 1536.

[Instituliones Logics, L. iv. c. 6, i 4, p. 240. Scheibler, Opera Logica, pars iv. p. 543. Bol-

Cf. p. 243, Salmurii, 1812. — Ed.] 2ano, Wissenschaftslekre, Logik, ii. p. 560.

2 [On the Hypothetical Syllogism in gen- Waitz, Organon, In An. Prior., i. c- 23.]

eral, see Ammonius, In De InUrp., Prooem.,

f. 3, Venetiis, 1546. Philoponus, In Anal. 3 These Hues are the Author's own.— Ed.
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cally enounce its existence or its non-existenco. This second pro-

position contains, tlierefore, a subsumption ; and, through this sub-

sumption, a judgment is likewise determined, in a third proposition,

with regard to the other relative. This last proposition, therefore,

contains the conclusion proper of the syllogism."

" But as the sumption in an hypothetical syllogism contains two

relative clauses,— an antecedent and a conse-
in a hypothetical queut,— it, therefore, appears double; and as

syllogism there is com- . , ^ , , i i . ,

peteut a twofold kind either of its two members may be taken m the

ofreasoning,—themo- subsumption, there is, consequently, competent
dm ponms and modus ^ twofold kind of reasoning. For we can either,

in the first place, conclude from the truth of the

antecedent to the truth of the consequent ; oi-, in the second place,

conclude from the falsehood of the consequent to the falsehood of

the antecedent. The former of these modes of hypothetical infer-

ence constitutes what is sometimes called the Constructive Hypo-

thetical^ but more properly the Modus Po7iens :— the latter what

is sometimes called the Destructive Ilypothetical, but more properly

the Modus Tollensr^ As examples of the two modes:

Modus Ponens— If Socrates he virtuous, he merits esteem ;

But Socrates is virtuous ;

Therefore, he merits esteem.

Modus ToUens— If Socrates be virtuous, he merits esteem;

But Socrates does not merit esteem ;

Therefore, he is not virtuous^

So much for the character of the Hypothetical Syllogism id

general. I now proceed to consider its peculiar principle.

2°, " If the essential nature of an Hypothetical Syllogism consist

in this,— that the subsumption affirms or denies one or other of the

two parts of a thought, standing to each other in the relation

of the thing conditioning and the thing conditioned, it will be the

1 Krug, Logik, 5 81, Anra. 1, p. 254. Com- Here, If it be day is called t!) ^7oU|Uocoi,
pare Esser, Logik, § 90, p. 173.— Ed. both by Peripatetics and by Stoics ; the sun ii

2 [Nomenclature of Theophrastus, Eude- „,j the earth, is called rb M/ifvov by Peripa-
mus, and other Peripatetics, in regard to tetics, Tb \fiyov by Stoics. The whole. If it

Hypothetical Syllogism, in contrast with that be day, the sun is on the earth, is called rh
of the Stoics. avvimjxivov by Peripatetics, rh TpotriK6v by

Upaytiara vorj/iora <pwm\ (Peripatetic), stoics: Hut it is day, is METaA7)i(.is to Peri-
are called by the Stoics respectively, Tvy- patetics, Trp6a\n'k'^ to Stoics. Therefore, the

Xafovra extpoptKa, AeKTa. 5„„ .-^ „„ ,;,^ f„„A, is trviiTrepcur/^a to Peripa-
Take this Hypothetical Syllogism

:

tetics, iirKpopd to Stoics. See Philoponus,

Jn Anal. Prior., L. i. c. 28, f. 60 a, ed. Venet.

1536. Brandis, Scholia, p. 169. Cf. Anony-
mous Author, On Syllogisms, f. U.]

If it be day, the sun is on the earth ;
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law of an hypothetical syllogism, that, — If the condition or antece-

dent be affirmed, so also must be the condi-
2". Its peculiar prin- tioned or consequent, and that if the conditioned

ciple,—thelawofKea- ^ , t ^ t, • ^ i

son and Consequent
°^' consequent be denied, so likewise must be

the condition or antecedent. But this is mani-

festly nothing else than the law of Sufficient Reason, or of Reason

and Consequent."' The principle of this syllogism is thus variously

enounced,— Posita conditione, ponitur conditioyiatwn ; sublato

conditiotiato, tollitiir conditio. Or otherwise,

—

How enounced.
i . t . ...A rattone ad rationatuni, a negattone rationatt

ad negationem rationis, vcdet consequentia. The one altei'native of

either rule being regulative of modus ponens, the other of the modus
tollens?

" But here it may be asked, why, as we conclude from the truth

of the antecedent to the truth of the consequent
Why we cannot con-

^^j ratione ad rationatian), and from the false-
cm e lom K ru

liood of the consequent to the f-dschood of the
nf the consequent to ^

iho truth of the ante- antecedent (« negatione rationati ad negatio-

ccdent, and from the ncm ratioiiis), can we not conversely conclude
(aisehood of the ante-

^^.^^ ^j^^ ^^.^^^j^ ^^ ^j^^ Consequent to the truth

iiouri of the conse- of the antecedent, and from the flilsehood of the

fluent. antecedent to the falsehood of the consequent?

In answer to this question, it is manifest that

this could be validly done, only on the following supposition,

namely, if every consequent had only one possible antecedent ; and

if, from an antecedent false as considered absolutely and in itself, it

were impossible to have consequents true as facts.

"Thus, in the first place, it is incompetent to conclude that be-

cause B exists, that is, because the consequent member of the sump-

tion, considered as an absolute proposition, is true, therefore the

supposed reason A exists, that is, therefore the alleged antecedent

member must be true; for B may have other reasons besides A,

such as C or D. In like manner, in the second place, we should

not be warranted to infer, that 'because the supposed reason A is

unreal, and the antecedent member false, therefore the result B is

also unreal, and the consequent member false; for the existence of B
might be determined by many other reasons than A.'" For example:

If there are sharpers in the company, tve ought not to gamble ;

But there are no sharpers in the company

;

Therefore, we ought to gamble.

1 Esser, iojii-. { 91, p. 174. —Ed. 2 See Kant, Logik, H 75,76. Krug, iojii, S S2.— Ed.
S Krug, Logik, S 82, p. 256. — Ed.
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Here the conclusion is as false as if we conversely inferred, that

because we ought not to gamble, there are no sharpers in the room.

" Logicians have given themselves a world of paius in the dis-

covery of general rules for the conversion of

Conversion of Hy- Hypothetical Syllogisms into Categorical.' But,
pothe.icai to Categor-

j ^^ g^.^^ j,^^ ^j^j^ j^ Unnecessary, in so far as
ical Syllogisms, IS P, . .

^
•- ^ ^i, ,• v/ f i,

Unnecessary. it IS applied to manifest the validity of an hypo-

thetical syllogism; for the hypothetical syllo-

gism manifests its own validity with an evidence not less obtrusive

than does the categorical, and, therefore, it stands in no need of a

reduction to any higher form, as if it were of this a one-sided and

accidental modification. With equal propriety might we inquire,

how a categorical syllogism is to be converted into an hypothetical.

In the second place, this conversion is not
2^Not always pes-

^^^^j^ possible, and, therefore, it is never ne-

cessary. In cases where the sumption of an

hypothetical syllogism contains only three notions, and where, of

these three notions, one stands to the other two in the relation of

a middle term,— in these cases, an hypothetical syllogism may
without difficulty be reduced to categoricals. Thus, when the

formula

—

JfA is, then B is, signifies—-^A is C, then A is also B

;

that is, A is B, inasmuch as it is C ;— in this case the categorical

form is to be viewed as the original, and the hypothetical as the

derivative."^ For example

:

Jf Cains be a man, then he is mortal;

But Cuius is a man;

Therefore, he is mortal.

Here the notion man is regarded as comprehending in it, or as

contained under, the notion mortal; and as being comprehended

iu, or as containing under it, the notion Caius ; it can, therefore,

serve as middle term in the categorical syllogism to couoect the

two notions Caius and mortal. Thus

:

Man is mortal;

Caius is a man

;

Tha-efore, Caius is mortal.

I [For the reduction of hypotheticals, see see Krug, Logilc, p. 3S6, and Lfxikon, iii. p.

Wolf, PMlos. Rat., s 412. Eeusch, Systtma 559. Fries, Logik, j 62, p. 267. Baclimann,

Lagicnm, i 563. Molinaeus, Elemtnta Logica, Logik, } 89, Anm. 2. (In part), Aristotte,

L i. tract, iii. c. 1, p. 95. Keckermann, Opera, Ann!. Prior., L. i. o. 44, p. 274, ed. Pacii. tin

t. !. pp. 266, 767. Crellius, Isngoge, I,, iii. c. part), Pacius, In Arist., Organon, lor cil
, p

17, p. 243 Kiesewetler, Allgemeinc Logik, i. 134]

« 239, p. 115. Esser, Logik, }§ 99, 100. Against, 2 Krug. Logik, p. 258, Anm , 3. — Ed.
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" In such cases it requires only to discover the middle term, in

order to reduce the hypothetical syllogism to a categorical form;

and no rules are requisite for those who comprehend the nature of

the two kinds of reasoning.

"But in those cases where the sumption of an hypothetical syllo-

gism contains more than three notions, so that the formula, If A.

is, then B is, signifies, If A is C, then is B also D,— in such cases,

an easy and direct conversion is impossible, as a categorical syllo-

gism admits of only three principal notions. To accomplish a

reduction at all, we must make a circuit through a plurality of cat-

egorical syllogisms before we can arrive at an identical conclusion,

— a process which, so far from tending to simplify and explain, con-

duces only to perplex and obscure.^

" On the other hand, we can always easily convert an hypotheti-

cal syllogism of one form into anothei-,— the

Hypothetical syiio- moclus ponetis into the modus tollens,— the
gisms of one form

,^(,(^^5 tollcns into the moclus ponens. This is
easily convertible into ^

that of another. done by a mere contraposition of the antece-

dent and consequent of the sumption. Tlvis,

the Ponent or Constructive Syllogism :

If Socrates be virtuous, (hen he merits esteem

;

But Socrates is virtuous;

Therefore, he merits esteem,

may thus be converted into a ToUent or Destnictive syllogism

:

If Socrates do not merit esteem, then he is not virtuous;

But he is virtuous

;

Therefore, he merits esteem.

"This latter syllogism, though apparently a Constructive syllo-

gism, is in reality a Destructive. For, in modo ponente, we con-

clude from the truth of the antecedent to the truth of the conse-

quent; but here we really conclude from the falsehood of the

consequent to the falsehood of the antecedent."" This latter syl-

logism, if fully expressed, would indeed be as follows :

If Socrates do not merit esteem, he is not virtuous ;

But Socrates is not not virtuous

;

Therefore, he does not 7wt merit esteem.

1 Compare Mark Duncan, Instit. Log., L. it. [Bolzano, Wissenscliaftslehre, Logik, ii. 266, p.

c. 6, } 4, p. 240 tt seq. Derodon, Logica Resti- 562.]

tuta, De Argmnentatione, § 106, p. 672. — Ed. 2 Krug, Logik, p. 259, 260. — Ed.
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3°. I now go on to a statement r.nd consiileration of the special

rules by wLich an hypotbetical syllogism is governed.

Ear. Lxvi. 3°, spe- % LXYI. The spBcial rules by which an
eiai Kuies of Hypo- Hypothetical Syllogism is regulated are the
thetical SyllogiBm. -^ ' . D o

following

:

I. A regular and perfect hypothetical syllogism must have three

propositions, in which, however, more than three principal

notions may be found.

II. The Sumption is, in regard to quantity and quality, uniform,

being always Definite and Affirmative; whereas the Subsump-

tion varies in both relations.

III. The Conclusion is regulated in quantity and quality by that

member of the sumj)tion which is not subsumed; in modo
ponente, they are congruent; in modo tollente, they are opposed.'

"The question touching the special laws of the hypothetical syl-

logism, or, what is the same thing, the question
Explication. First

^ , \-, • • , . r- e ^i

Euie This re<Tiiates
touchmg the ongmal and necessary torm or the

the general form of hypothetical syllogism, as determined by its

the hypothetical syUo- general principle,— the law of Reason and

Consequent,— this question may be referred

both to the whole reasoning and to its several parts. The original

and necessary form of the hypothetical syllogism, as determined by

its general principle, we have already considered. From this, as

already noticed, it follows as a corollary, that the hypothetical, like

every other syllogism, must contain a threefold judgment: 1°, A
judgment whose constituent members stand to each other in the

relation of reason and consequent; 2°, A judgment which sub-

sumes as existent, or non-existent, one or other of these constituent

members, standing to each other in the relation of reason and> con-

sequent ; and, 3°, Finally, a judgment decisive of the existence or

non-existence of that constituent member which was not subsumed

in the second judgment. In these three propositions— sumption,

snbsumption, and conclusion— there may, however, be found more

than three principal notions ; and this is always the case when tiie

sumption contains more than three principal terms, as is exemplified

in a proposition like the following: If God reward virtue, then icill

virtuous men be also happy. Here, however, it must, at the same

time, be understood, that this proposition, in which a larger plural-

ity of notions than three is apparent, contains, however, only the
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thought of one antecedent and of one consequent; for a single con-

sequent supposes a whole antecedent, how complex soever it may
be, and a single antecedent involves in it a whole consequent,

though made up of any number of parts. Both of these possibili-

ties are seen in the example, now adduced, of an hypothetical judg-

ment, in which there occur more than three principal notions. If,

however, an hypothetical proposition involve

theTj"pTthe°LrS ""^y ^^^ t^o"gl^t of » _si"g|e antecedent and

logism has been re- of a single consequent, it will follow that any
gai-ded as having only hypothetical Syllogism consists not of more than

erms an wo
three, but of Icss than three, capital notions

;

propositions. \
? i 7

and, in a rigorous sense, this is actually the

case."' On this ground, accordingly, some logicians of great acute-

ness have viewed the hypothetical syllogism as a syllogism of two
terms and of two propositions."^ This is, how-

This Tiew erroneous. n • 1 7 . 1 n
ever, erroneous ; tor, in an hypothetical syllo-

gism, there are virtually three terms." " That under this form of

reasoning a whole syllogism can be evolved out of not more than

two capital notions depends on this,— that the two constituent

notions of an hypothetical syllogism present a character in the

sumption altogether different from what they exhibit in the sub-

sumption and conclusion. In the sumption these notions stand

bound together in the relation of reason and consequent, without,

however, any determination in regard to the reality or unreality of

one or other ; if one be, then the otlier is, is all that is enounced.

In the subsuraption, on the other hand, the existence or non-exist-

ence of what one or other of these notions comprises is expressly

asserted, and thus the concept, expressly affirmed or expressly de-

nied, manifestly obtains, in the subsumption, a wholly different sig-

nificance from what it bore when only enounced as a condition of

reality or unreality ; and, in like manner, that notion which the sub-

sumption left untouched, and concerning whose existence or non-

existence the conclusion decides, obtains a character altogether

different in the end from what it presented in the beginning. And
thus, in strict propriety, there are found only three capital notions

in an hypothetical syllogism, namely, 1°, The notion of the recipro-

cal dependence of subject and predicate, 2°, The notion of the

reality or unreality of the antecedent, and, 3°, The notion of the

reality or unreality of the consequent."' So much in explanation

1 Esser, Log-ii-, 5 92, p. 175-6. —Ed. iojii, h 210, 251. Herbart, ioffiA, i 65. Fi»
2 See Kant, Loglk, } 75. Kant's view is Cher, Logilc, § 100, p. 137.]

combatted by Kr\ig, Logik, j 83. —Ed. (A
view similar to that of Kant is held by Weiss, 3 Esser, he. cit. — Ed
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of the first sjJecial law, or that regulative of the general form of tlie

hj'pothetical syllogism.

The second law states the conditions of these two premises, —
that the sumption, in reference to its quantity

Second Rule. , i-x t i, • i i c .'
and quahty, is nniiorm, bemg always dcnnite,

that is, singular or universal, and affirmative ; while the subsump-

tion, in both relations, remains free.

In regard to the sumption, when it is said that it is always defi-

nite, that is, singular or universal, and affirma-

That the sumption j^yg^ tj^jg j^^ygj j^g understood in a qualified
IS "^y^

^
J"'^ " sense. Touching the former, it may indeed be

be understood in a ° > J

qualified sense. Said that quantity may be altogether throivii

out of account in an hypothetical syllogism.'

For a reason being once supposed, its consequent is necessarily

affirmed without limitation; and, by the disjunction, the extension

or comprehension of the subject is so defined, that the opposite

determinations must together wholly exhaust it. It may, indeed,

sometimes appear as if what was enounced in an hypothetical sump-

tion were enounced only of an indefinite number,— of some; and

it, consequently, then assumes the form of a particular proposition.

For instance. If some men are virtuous, then some other men are

vicious. But here it is easily seen that such judgments are of an

universal or exhaustive nature. In the proposition adduced, the

real antecedent is. If some men {only) are virtuous/ the real con-

sequent is, then all other men are vicious. It would, perhaps, have

been better had the relative totality of the major proposition of a

hypothetical syllogism been expressed by another term than univer-

sal.^ For the same reason it is, that the difference of extensive and

comprehensive quantity determines no external change in the ex-

pression of an hypothetical syllogism ; for every hypothetical syllo-

gism remains the same, whether we read it in the one quantity or

in the other.

In regard to the other statement of the rule, that the sumption

of an hypothetical syllogism must be always
That the sumption is ^. . ,,.,.,., , if

_ ; afhrmative,— this, likewise, demands a word oi
Always amrmatire. ' ' '

illustration. It is true that the antecedent or

the consequent of such a sumption may be negative as well as

affirmative ; for example, Jf Cains he not virtuous, he is not entitled

to respect; If the sun be not risen, it is not day. But here the

1 [See Alexander Aphrodisiensis, In Annl. 2 See above p. 183. Compare Esser, Logik,

Prior., f. 5 a. Scholia, ed. Brandis, p 144. § 92, p. 177. — Ed.

Derodon, in^ta Rf ,<r;ii/m. p. 688.] [Compare
above, pp. 188, 236. — Eu.]
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proposition, as an hypothetical judgment, is and mnst be affirmative.

For the affirmative in such a judgment is contained in the positive

.assertion of the dependence of consequent or antecedent; and if

such a dependence be not affirmed, an hypothetical judgment can-

not exist.

In regard to what is stated in the rule concerning the conditions

of the subsumption,— that this may either be
The subsumntion. , • , „.

general or particular, affirmative or negative,—
it will not be requisite to say anything in illustration. For, as the

subsumption is merely an absolute assertion of a single member of

the sumption, and as such member may, as an isolated proposition,

be of any quantity or any quality, it follows that the subsumption

is equally unlimited.

In reference to the third rule, which states that the conclusion is

regulated in quantity and quality by that mem-
ber of the sumption which is not subsumed, and

this in modoponente by congruence, in inodo tollente by opposition,

it will not be requisite to say much.

"In the conclusion, the latter clause of the, sumption is affirmed

in modo ponente, liccaiist' the former is affirmed in the subsumption.

In this case, the conclusiou lias the same quantity and quality as the

clause which it affirms. In modo tollente the antecedent of the

sumption is denied in the conclusion, because in the subsumption

the consequent clause had been denied. There thus emerges an

opposition between that clause, as denied in the conclusion, and

that clause as affirmed in the sumption. The conclusion is thus

always opposed to the antecedent of the sumption in quantity, or

in quality, or in both together, according as this is differently deter-

mined by the different constitution of the propositions. For

example :

Jf some men were omniscient, then iwuld thexj he as Gods

;

But no man is a God;

Therefore, some men are not omniscient, thai is, no man is omniscient.
'^'^

I now proceed to the consideration of the last class of syllogisms

3 Hypothetico-dis- afforded by the Internal Form,— the class of

junctive or Diiem- Dileiiimatic or Hypothetico-di.sjunctive Sy'lo-

matic Syllogisms. gisms, and I Comprise a general enunciatioo of

their nature in the following paragraph.

1 Krug, Log-it, } 83, p. 265. —Ed.
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% LXVII. If the sumption of a syllogism be at once hypo-

thetical and disjunctive, and if, in the sub-

pofhTt'ico-di^^tTve' sumption, the whole disjunction, as a eonse-

syuogiam or Di- quent, be sublated, in order to sublate the
*®"™''"

antecedent in the conclusion ; such a rea-

soning is called an JTi/jMthetico-disjimctive Syllogism, or a

Dilemma. The form of this syllogism is the following

;

IfA exist, then either B or C exists ;

But neither B nor C exists;

Ttterefore, A does not exisl.^

We have formerly seen that an hypothetical may be combined

^ ,. .
with a disjunctive iudgment; and if a proposi-

Explication. . ^ ',
, , ! , , T -,

tion 01 such a character be placed at the head

of a reasoning, we have the Hypothetico-disjunctive Syllogism or

Dilemma. This reasoning is properly an hypothetical syllogism, in

which the relation of the antecedent to the consequent is not abso-

lutely affirmed, but affirmed through opposite and reciprocally ex-

clusive predicates. If A exist, then either B or C exist. The
sumption is thus at once hypothetical and disjunctive. The sub-

sumption then denies the disjunctive members contained in the con-

sequent or posterior clause of the sumi^tion. Hut neither B nor C
exist. And then the inference is drawn in the conclusion, that the

reason given in the antecedent or prior clause of the sumption must

likewise be denied. Therefore A does not exist.^ For example :

If man he not a morally responsible being, he must want either the power of recognizing

moral good (as an intelligent agent), or the power of willing it (as a free agent).

But mail wants neither the power of recognizing moral good (as an intelligent agent), nor

the power of willing it (as a free agent)

;

Therefore, man is a morally responsible being.

"An hypothetico-disjunctive syllogism is called the dilemma or

horned syllogism in the broader acceptation of
Designations of the the term {^dilemma, ceratiniis, cornutus sc. syllo-

Hypotliefico- disjunc- . x -n-r ^ x i n -• i

five Syllogism.
gtsmus). We must not, however, confound the

cornutus and crocodilinus of the ancients with
our hyijothetico-disjuuctive syllogism. The former were sophisms
of a particular kind, which we are hereafter to consider; the latter

1 Knig, L»g.-i, 5 87. — Ed. [Contra, see 257. AkUicb, Riulimenta Lcigica-. c. iv. ^ 3, p.
Troxler, iog-it, ii. p. 103 n*. That the Dilem- 107, O.vford, 1S.52. Platuer, PkilosopKisclu

ma is a negative induction, sec Wallis, Lngica, Apkorismen, i. § 5S3, p. 280.]

L. iii. c. 19, p. 218. Cf. Fries, Logik, § 00, p. 2 Krug, loc. ri(.-ED.
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is a regular and legitimate form of reasoning. In regard to the

application of the terms, it is called the cornutus or horned syllo-

gism, because in the sumption the disjunctive members of the con-

sequent are opposed like horns to the assertion of the adversary;

with these, we throw it from one side to the other in the subsump-

tion ; in order to toss it altogether away in the conclusion. If the

disjunction lias only two members, the syllogism is then called a

dilemma (bicornis) in the strict and proper signification, literally

double sumiytion. Of this the example previously given is an in-

stance. If it has three, four, or five members, it is called trilemma

{tricornis), tetralemma {quadricornis^^pentalemma (quinquecomis)
;

if more than four, it is, however, usually called j^olylemma (rnidti-

cornis). But, in the looser signification of the word, Dilemma is a

generic expression for any or all of these." ^

"Considered in itself, the hypothetico-disjunctive syllogism is not

to be rejected, for in this form of reasoning we
vu es or 61 tmg a

^^^^ conclude with cogency, provided we attend
proposed Dilemma. ° ^ *

to the laws already given in regard to the hypo-

thetical .and disjunctive syllogisms. It is not, however, to be de-

nied, that this kind of syllogism is very easily .abused for the purpose

of deceiving, through a treacherous appearance of solidity, and from

terrifying a timorous adversary by its horned aspect. In the sifting

of a proposed dilemma, we ought, therefore, to look closely at the

three following particulars:— 1°, Whether a veritable consequence

subsists between the antecedent and consequent of the sumption

;

2°, Whether the opposition in the consequent is thorough-going and

valid ; .and, 3°, Whether in the snbsumption the disjunctive mem-
bers are legitimately sublated. For the example of a dilemma

which viol.ates these conditions, take the following:

If virtue ivere a habit worth acquiring, it must insure eithn power, or wealth, or honor,

or pleasure ;

But virtue insures none of these ;

Therefore, virtue is not a habit worth attaining.

" Here :— 1°. The inference in general is invalid : for a thing in.ay

be worth acquiring, though it does not secure any of those advanta-

ges enumerated. 2°. The disjunction is incomplete; for there are

other goods which virtue insures, though it may not insure those

here opposed. 3°. The subsuinption is also vicious ; for virtue has

frequently obtained for its possessors the very advantages here

denied." -

1 Kiu;r,;oc cit. Amn.,2. — Ed. [Cf. Keck- 2 Krug, Log-ii, j 87. Anm. 3, p. 281 —
crmann, Opera, t. i. pp. 208, 769 ] Ed.
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Before leaving this subject, it may be proper to make two obser-

vations. The first of these is, that though it lias

The whole of the ijeen Stated that Categorical Syllogisms are gov-
logicai iaws,-iden-

^^,^^^_^^ ^^. ^j^^ j,j^.g ^f ijgntity and Contradic-
titv, Contradiction,

. ,
" t^. . . o ii • i

Exch,ded Middle, aid tion, that Disjunctive Syllogisms are governed

Keason aud Conse- by the law of Excluded Middle, and that Hypo-
queut,—are operative

tbetical Syllogisms are governed by the law
in^eac orm o sy o-

^^ Reason and Consequent,— this statement

is not, however, to be understood as if, in these

several classes of syllogism, no otlier law were to be found in

operation except that by which their peculiar form is determined.

Such a supposition would be altogether erroneous, for in all of these

different kinds of syllogism, besides the law by which each class is

principally regulated, and from which it obtains its distinctive char-

acter, all the others contribute, though in a less obtrusive manner, to

allow and to necessitate the process. Thus,

This illustrated though the laws of Identity and Contradiction

s 11 "i^°

Categorical
^^.^ ^^^ j^^^^ which preeminently regulate the

Categorical Syllogism,— still without the laws

of Excluded Middle, and Reason and Consequent, all inference in

these syllogisms would be impossible. Thus, though the law of

Identity affords the basis of all afiirinative, and the law of Contra-

diction the basis of all negative, syllogisms, still it is the law of

Excluded Middle which legitimates the implication, that, besides

affirmation and negation, there is no other possible quality of predi-

cation. In like manner, no inference in categorical reasoning could

be drawn, were we to exclude the determination of Reason and

Consequent. For we only, in deductive reasoning, conclude of a

part what we assume of a whole, inasmuch as we think the whole as

the reason,— the condition,— the antecedent,— by which the part,

as a consequent, is determined ; and we only, in inductive reason-

ing, conclude of the whole wh.at we assume of all the parts, inasmuch

as we think all the parts as the reason,— the condition,— the ante-

cedent,— by which the whole, as a consequent, is determined. In

point of fiict, logically or formally, the law of

The law of Identity Identity and the law of Reason and Consequent
formally the same with

^^ j^^ affirmative form, are at bottom the same;
that of Keason and „,-,. . ,11 /.

Consequent the law of Identity constitutes only the law of

Reason and Consequent,— the two relatives

being conceived simultaneously, that is, as subject and predicate;

the law of Reason and Consequent constitutes only the law of

Identity, the two relatives being conceived in sequence, that is, as
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antecedent and consequent.' And as the law of Reason and Con-

sequent, in its positive form, is only that of Identity in movement;

so, in its negative form, it is only that of Contradiction in movement.

In Disjunctive Syllogisms, again, though the law of Excluded
Middle be the principle which bestows on them

i!,^il?'''"°°""^'''"
^^'^'^ peculiar form, still these syllogisms are not

independent of the laws of Identity, of Contra-

diction, and of Reason and Consequent. The law of Excluded

Middle cannot be conceived apart from the laws of Identity and

Contradiction ; these it implies, and, without the principle of Reason

and Consequent, no movement from the condition to the condi-

tioned, that is, from the affirmation or negation of one contradictory

to the affirmation or negation of the other, would be possible.

Finally, in Hypothetical Syllogisms, though the law of Reason

and Consequent be the prominent and distinc-

Syiiojsm?""""'""''
^^^^ principle, still the laws of Identity, Contra-

diction, and Excluded Middle are also there at

work. The law of Identity affords the condition of Affirmative or

Constructive, and the law of Contradiction of Negative or Destruc-

tive, Hypotheticals ; while the law of Excluded Middle limits the

reasoning to these two modes alone.

The second observation I have to make, is one suggested by a

difficulty which has been proposed to me in
Difacuity in regard

^.^ .^^ ^^ ^j^^ doctrinc, that all reasoning is
to tbe doctrine, that * '

. »

an reasoning is either either from whole to part, or from the parts to

from whole to part or the wholc. The difficulty, which could only
from the parts to the j^^^.g presented itself to an acute and observant
whole,— obviated. . ,. . , . „ . ,

intellect, it gave me much satisfaction to hear

proposed ; and I shall have still greater gratification, if I should

be able to remove it, by showing in what sense the doctrine

advanced is to be understood. It was to this effect: — In Cate-

gorical Syllogisms, deductive and inductive, intensive and exten-

sive, the reasoning is manifestly from whole to part, or from the

parts to the whole, and, therefore, in regard to the doctrine in

question, as relative to categorical reasoning, there was no difficulty.

But this was not the case in regard to Hypothetical Syllogisms.

These are governed by the law of Reason and Consequent, and it

does nori appear how the antecedent and consequent stand to each

other in the relation of whole and part.

In showing how the reason and the consequent are to be viewed

as whole and part, it is necessary, first, to repeat, that the reason

1 [Compare Kbppen, Darstellung lies Wtsens tier Philosophie, p. 102 el seq., KUrnberg, 1810.J
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or antecedent means the condition, that is, the complement of all,

without which something else would not be;

Tiiis difficulty con- au^] ti^g conseqiient means the conditioned, that
Bidered ivith respect

j ^.j^^^ complement of all that is determined to
to Hvpothetical sjUo- ,

'

, . . , . , „
gi,„jg be by the existence of somethmg else. 1 ou

Antecedent and Con- must further bear in mind, that we have nothing
sequent are equal to ^o do with things Standing in the relation of
Condition and Condi- , , . • r ^t. ^
jj^j^^^

reason and consequent, except in so lar as they

are thought to stand in that relation ; it is with

the ratio eognoscendi, not with the ratio essendi, that we have to

do in Logic ; the former is, in fact, alone properly denominated

reason and consequent, while the latter ought to be distinguished

as cause and effect. The ratio essendi, or the law of Cause and

Effect, can indeed only be thought under the form of the ratio cog-

noscendi, or of the principle of Reason and Consequent ; but as the

two are not convertible, inasmuch as the one is far more extensive

than the other, it is proper to distinguish them, and, therefore, it is

to be recollected, that Logic is alone conversant with the ratio cog-

noscendi, or the law of Reason and Consequent, as alone conversant

with the form of thought.

This being understood, if the reason be conceived as that which

conditions, in other words, as that which con-
Hence the reason or tains the necessitv of the existence of the con-

condition must con- . .
;

-, ... . -.

tain the consequent.
Sequent ; it IS evident that It is conceived as

containing the consequent. For, in the first

place, a reason is only a reason if it be a sufficient reason, that is, if

it comprise all the conditions, that is, all that necessitates the exist-

ence, of the consequent ; for if all the conditions of anything are

present, that thing must necessarily exist, since, if it do not exist,

then some condition of its existence must have been wanting, that

is, there was not a sufficient reason of its existence, which is con-

trary to the supposition. In the second place, if the reason, the

sufficient reason, be conceived as comprising all the conditions of

the existence of the consequent, it must be conceived as comprising

the consequent together; for if the consequent be supposed to con-

tain in it any one part not conceived as contained in the reason, it

may contain two, three, or any number of parts equally uncontained

in the reason, consequently it may be conceived as altogether un-

contained in the reason. But this is to suppose that it h.is no

reason, or that it is not a consequent; which again is contrary to

the hypothesis. The law of Reason and Consequent, or of the

Condition and the Conditioned, is only in fact another expression

of Aristotle's law, that the whole is necessarily conceived as prior
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to the part, totum jmrte prius esse, necesse est} It is, however,

more accurate; for Aristotle's law is either

The Law of Reason inaccurate or ambiguous. Inaccurate, for it is

Inoth?rTp"eslrrf '"' "^°''® *''"« ^° «^y ^''^^ ^he whole is necessarily

Aristotle's law, that prior in the order of thought to the parts, than
the whole is necessa- to say that the parts are necessarily prior in the
riiycouceived as prior

p,.^:,^^. ^f thought to the whole. Whole and
to the part.

, . -, ,

parts are relatives, and as such are necessarily

coexistent in tliought. But while each implies

the other, and the notion of each necessitates

the notion of the other, w-e may, it is evident, view either, in

thought, as the conditioning or antecedent, or as
oean arts re-

the conditioned Or Consequent. Thus, on the one
spectively may be ^

viewed in thought hand, we may regard the whole as the prior and

either as the coudi- determining notion, as containing the parts, and
tioning or as the con- ^hc parts as the posterior and determined notion,

as contained by the whole. On the other h.ind,

we may regard the parts as the prior and determining notion, as con-

stituting the whole, and the whole as the posterior and determined

notion, as constituted by the parts.- In the former case, the whole is

thought as the reason, the parts are thought as the consequent; in

the latter, the parts are thought as the reason, the whole is tliought as

the consequent. Now, in so far as the whole is thought as the rea-

son, there will be no difficulty in admitting that the reason is con-

ceived as containing the parts. But it may be asked, how can the

parts, when thought as the reason, be said to contain the whole ?

To this the answer is easy. All the parts contain the whole, just as

much as the whole contains all the parts. Objectively considered,

the whole does not contain all the parts, nor do all the parts con-

tain the whole, for the whole and all the parts are jjrecisely equiva-

lent, .absolutely identical. But, subjectively considered, th.at is,

as mere thoughts, we may eitlicr think the whole by all the parts,

or think all the parts by the whole. If we think all the parts by

the whole, we subordinate the notion of the parts to the notion of

1 Mftaphijsks, iv. 11. Aristotle, however, garded as coextensive with that given in the

allows a double relation. The whole, when te.xt. See the next note.— Ed.

conceived as actually constituted, must be 2 This is sub.«tantially expressed by Aris-

i-e;;arded as prior to the parts; for the latter totle, (. c, whose distinction is applicable

only exist as parts in relation to the whole, either to the order of tluuiL'ht or Ic that of

I'oteiitially, however, the parts may be re- existence. Kaiajiviati'i, - ,
,, -;ii.l. ,| ^l^ a

garded as prior; for the whole might be complete system |, the nl
'

^l"-'

destroyed as a system without the destruction parts are only potential!-. .. i ...
:

.n

ol the pans. Where the whole is not cou- the other hand, Kora .Jiju^ai „. ,., u^^.ukd

ceived as actually constituted, this relation is as disorganized elements), the parts exist ao-

reversed. Thus Aristotle's rule may be re- tually, the whole only potentially. — Ed.
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the whole ; that is, Ave conceive the parts to exist, as we conceive

their existence given through the existence of the whole containing

them. If we think the whole by all the jiarts, we subordinate the

notion of the whole to the notion of the parts ; that is, we conceive

the whole to exist, as we conceive its existence given through the

existence of the parts which constitute it. Now, in the one case,

we think the whole as conditioning or comprising the parts, in the

other, the parts as conditioning or comprising the whole. In the

former case, the parts are thought to exist, because their whole

exists ; in the latter, the whole is thought to exist, because its parts

exist. In either case, the prior or determining notion is thought to

comprise or to contain the posterior or deter-

Appiicafion of this mined. To apply this doctrine : On the one

TonZ'tll dIfflcX ^^-^^1' ""^^''y ^"^"'^^ ^* ^™'' ™'y ^^ ^" 'ts sev-

previousiy stated. eral rules are true ; in this instance the science

is conceived as the determined notion, that is,

as contained in the aggregate of its constituent rules. On the

other hand, each rule of any science is true only as the science

itself is true ; in this instance the rule is conceived as the deter-

mined notion, that is, as contained in the whole science. Thus,

every single syllogism obtains its logical legitimacy, because it is a

consequent of the doctrine of syllogism ; the latter is, therefore,

the reason of e.-ich several syllogism, and the whole science of

Logic is abolished, if each several syllogism, conformed to this doc-

trine, be not valid. On the other hand, the science of Logic, as a

whole, is only necessary inasmuch as its complementary doctrines

are necessary; and these are only necessary inasmuch as their indi-

vidual appHcations are necessary; if Logic, therefore, as a whole, be

not necessary, the necessity of the parts, which constitute, deter-

mine, and comprehend that whole, is subverted. In one relation,

therefore, reason and consequent are as the whole and a contained

part, in another, as all the parts and the constituted or comprised

whole. But in both relations, the reason— the determining notion

— is thought, as involving in it the existence of the consequent or

determined notion. Thus, in one point of view, the genus is the

determining notion, or reason, out of which are evolved, as conse-

quents, the species and individual ; in another, the individual is the

determining notion or reason, out of which, as consequents, are

evolved the species and genus.^ In like manner, if we regard the

subject as that in which the attributes inhere,— in this view the

subject is the reason, that is, the whole, of which the attributes are

W. Hamilton himself, Discussions, p. 173. —
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a part ; whereas if we regard the attributes as the modes through

which alone the subject can exist, in this view the attributes are

the reason, that is, the whole, of which the subject is a part. In a

word, whatever we think as conditioned, we think as contained by
something else, that is, either as a part, or as a constituted whole

;

wh.atever we think as conditioning, we think either as a containing

whole, or as a sum of constituting p.arts. What, therefore, the

sumption of an hypothetical syllogism denotes, is simply this : If A,

a notion conceived as conditioning, and, therefore, as involving B,

exist, then B also is necessarily conceived to exist, inasmuch as it is

conceived as fully conditioned by, or as involved in, A. I am afraid

that what I h.ave now said may not be found to have removed the

difficulty, but if it suggest to you a train of reflection which may lead

you to a solution of the difficulty by your own effort, it will have

done better.

So much for Ilyi^othetico-disjunctive syllogisms, the last of the

four classes determined by the internal form of reasoning. In these

four syllogisms,— the Categorical, the Disjunctive, the Hypothet-

ical, and the Ilypothetico-disjunctive,— all that they exhibit is con-

formable to the necessary laws of thought, and they are each dis-

tinguished from the other by their essential nature ; for their

sumptions, as judgments, present characters fundamentally differ-

ent, and from the sumption, as a general rule, the validity of syllo-

gisms primarily and principally depends.



LECTURE XIX.

STOIC HEIOLOOY.

SECTION II.— OF THE PRODUCTS OF THOUGHT.

III. — DOCTELNE OF KEASONINGS.

SYLLOGISMS.— THEIR DIVISIONS ACCORDING TO EXTERNAL
FORM.

A. COMPLEX,- EPICHEIREMA AND SORITES.

In our treatment of Syllogisms, we have hitherto taken note only

of the Internal, or Essential Form of Reason-
Syiiogisms, - their

j^ besides this internal or essential form,
External 1 orm. . „ a • t i

there is another, an External or Accidental

Form ; and as the former was contained in the reciprocal relations

of the constituent parts of the syllogism, as determined by the

nature of the thinking subject itself, so the latter is contained in the

outer expression or enouncement of the same parts, whereby the

terms and propositions are variously affected in respect of their

number, position, and order of consecution. The varieties of Syl-

logism arising from their external form may, I think, be con-

veniently reduced to the three heads expressed in the following

paragraph

:

f LXVIII. Syllogisms, in respect of their External Fonn,

admit of a threefold modification. For

B^Tor^y^ilmsH'. '«'liile, as pure, they are at once S;m2)le,

cording to External and Complete, and Regidar, so, as quali-
^°™'

fied, they are either Complex, or Incom-

plete, or Irregular; the two former of these modifications

regarding the number of their parts, as apparently either too

many or too few; the last regarding the inverted order in

which these parts are enounced.

33
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I shall consider these several divisions in their
Explication.

^^^.^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^ j^^ syllogisms which vary
A. Complex Syllo- p Jo J

gisms, from the simi^le form of reasoning by their

apparent complexity.

But, before touching on the varieties of syllogism afforded by
their apparent complexity of composition, it

Eeiation of Syllo-
^^ ^^ proper to ijreiuise a few words in re-

giSms to each other. J l I I

gard to the relation of syllogisms to each other.

" Every syllogism may be considered as absolute and independent,

inasmuch as it always contains a complete and inclusive series of

thought. But a syllogism may also stand to other syllogisms in

such a relation that, along with these correlative syllogisms, it

makes up a greater or lesser series of thoughts, all holding to each

other the dependence of antecedent and consequent. And such a

i-eciprocal dependence of syllogisms becomes necessary, when one

or other of the predicates of the principal syllogism is destitute of

complete certainty, and when this certainty mu.st be established

through one or more correlative syllogisms."' "A syllogism, viewed

as an isolated and independent whole, is called

Classes and desig- a 3Ionosyllogism (monosylloffismus), that is, a
nations of related syl- • , •

, . ^ , .

,, ,,
sino-le reasonmg; whereas, a series of correlative

logisms. Mouosyllo- ° °' '

gism. syllogisms, following each other in the recipro-

cal relation of antecedent and consequent, is
Polysyllogisni, or ' '

Chain of Reasoning. Called a Pohjsyllogistn {j)olysylIogismus), that

is, a multiplex or composite reasoning, and may
likewise be denominated a Chain of Reasoning (series syllogistica).

Such a chain— such a series— may, however, have such an order of

dependence, that either each successive syllogism is the reason of

that which preceded, or the preceding syllogism is the reason of

that which follows. In the former case, we con-

elude analytically or regressively ; in the second,

synthetically or progressively. That syllogism

in the series which contains the reasoning of the premise of another,

is called a Prosyllogism {prosyllogismiis) ; and
Frosyiiogism. ^-^^^ syllogism which contains the consequent of

Epi^yiiogism.
auotlicr, is called an Episyllogism {episyllogis-

mus). Every Chain of Reasoning must, there-

fore, be made up both of Prosyllogisms and 'of Episyllogisms."'

"When the series is composed of more than two syllogisms, the

same syllogism may, in different relations, be at once a prosyllogism

and an episyllogism; and that reasoning which contains the primary

I Esser. Logik, j 104. — Ed. 3 ICrug Logik, i 111.— Ed.

alytic and
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or highest reason is alone exclusively a prosyllogism, as that reason-

ing which enounces the last or lowest consequent is alone exclu-

sively an episyllogism. But this concatenation of syllogisms, as

antecedents and consequents, may be either manifest, or occult,

according as the plurality of syllogisms may either be openly dis-

played, or as it may appear only as a single syllogism. The poly-

syllogism is, therefore, likewise either manifest or occult. The

occult polysyllogism, with which alone we are at present con-

cerned, consists either of partly complete and partly abbreviated

syllogisms, or of syllogisms all equally abbreviated. In the former

case, there emerges the complex syllogism called Epicheirema; in

the latter, the complex syllogism called Sorites."^ Of these in

their order.

1 LXTX. A syllogism is now vulgarly called an Ejnchei-

rema {imx^Lprifjia), when to either of the two

Epicheirema^
'^^^

premises, or to both, there is annexed a

reason for its support. As

:

Bis A;

But C is -B; for His D;

Therefore, C is also A.2

Or,

AU lice is odious

;

Bui avarice is a vice ; for it makes men slaves

;

Therefore, avarice is odious.^

In illustration of this paragraph, it is to be observed that the

Epicheirema, or Reason-rendering Syllogism,

is either single or double, according as one

or both of the premises are furnished with an auxiliary reason.

The single epicheirema is either an epicheirema of the first or sec-

ond order, according as the adscititious proposition belongs to the

sumption or to the subsumption. There is little or nothing requi-

site to be stated in regard to this variety of complex syllogism, as

it is manifestly nothing more than a regular episyllogism with an

abbreviated prosyllogism interwoven. There might be something

lEsser, iogifc, S 104.— Ed. [Cf. Eeuscb, 3 In full,—

2 In full, - _ , _ „„, „„ .„ „^.,, ,„^„ ,,„,^_.
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said touching the name, which, among the ancient rhetoricians, was

used now in a stricter, now in a looser, signification.' This, how-

ever, as it has little interest in a logical point of view, I shall not

trouble you by detailing ; and now proceed to a far more important

and interesting subject,— the second variety of complex syllo-

gisms,— the Sorites.

% LXX. When, on the common principle of all reasoning,

— that the part of a part is a part of the
Par. LXX. The So-

y^^^^if, _ ^g ^q ^q^ g^op at the sccond
rites. ^

gradation, or at the part of the highest

part, and conclude that part of the whole,— as All B is a jmrt

of the loJiole A, and aU C is a po-i't of the part B, therefore all C
is also a part of the whole A,— but proceed to some indefinitely

remoter part, as D, E, F, G, II, etc., which, on the general prin-

ciple, we connect in the conclusion with its remotest whole,

—

this complex reasoning is called a Chain-Syllogism or Sorites.

If the whole from which we descend be a comprehensive quan-

tity, the Sorites is one of Comprehension ; if it be an extensive

quantity, the Sorites is one of Extension.' The formula of the

first will be

:

1) EwD; that is, E compre/ienrf* D;

2) D is C; that is, D compreliends C;

3) C !S B ; that is, C comprehends B;

4) BisA; that is, B eompre/ioitfe A

;

Therefore, E is A; in other words, E comprehends A.

The formula of the second will be

:

1 ) B !s A ; that is, A contains under it B

;

2) C IS B; that is, B contains under itO;

3) D r's C; that is, C contains under it D;

4) E is D; that is, D contains under it E;

Tha-efore, E !s A; in other words, A contains under it E.

These reasonings are both Progressive, each in its several quan-

tity, as descending from whole to part. But as we may also, argu-

ing back from part to whole, obtain the same conclusion, there is

also competent in either quantity a Hegressive Sorites. However,

1 For some notices of these variations, see § 3.3; Facciolati, Acroasfs, De Epiehiremate, p.

Quintilian, /ns(. Ornf, V. 10, 2, V. 14,5. Com- Vi'ietseq. In Aristotle the term is used for a

pare also Scbweighajuser on Epictetus, i. 8; dialectic syllogism. See Topica, viii. 11.—

Trendelenburg, Ettmenta Logices AristoteliccSt Ed.
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tLe formula of the Regressive Sorites in the one quantity, will be

only that of the Progressive Sorites in the other.*

Explication. As a concrete example of these

:

I. Progressive Comprehexsive Sorites.

Bucephalus is a horse ;

Concrete examples ^ '""'«« '« " quadruped

;

f Sorites. A quadruped is an animal

;

An animal is a substance ;

Therefore, Bucephalus is a substance.

Or as explicated

:

The representation of the individual Bucephalus comprehends or contains in it the

notion horse ;

1 [On the Sorites in general, see Crakan-

thorpe, Logica, L. iii. c. 22, p. 219. Valla,

Dialed., L. iii. c. 54, fol. 38, ed. 1509. M. Dun-
can, Instil. Log. L. iv. c. vii. 5 6, p. 255. Fac-

Ciolati, AcToases, De Sorite, p. 15 el seq. Me-
lanchthon, Erolem. Dial., L. iii. De Sorite, p.

743. Wolf, Phil. Rat., § 466, el seg. Walch,
Uxikon, V. " Sorites." Fries, Logik, j 64.]

2 Diagrams Sos. 1 and 2 represent the affir-

mative Sorites in the case in which the con-

cepts are coextensive. — See above, p. 133,

Diagram 2. Diagrams Nos. 3 and 4 represent

the Affirmative Sorites in the case in which

the concepts are subordinate. — See above, p.

133, Diagram 3 Diagram No. 5, taken in

connection with No. 3, represents the Nega^

tive Sorites. Thus, to take the Progressive

Comprehensive Sorites: — E is D, D is C, C
is B, B is A, no A IS F; therefore, no E ii P.—
Ed.
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The notion horse comprehends the notion quadruped ;

The notion quadruped comprehends the notion animal

;

The notion animal comprehends the notion substance;

Therefore (on the common principle that the part of a part is a part of the whole),

the representation of the individual, Bucephalus, comprehends or contains in it

the notion substance.

II. Kegkessitb Compkehensive Sorites.

An animal is a substance ;

A quadruped is an animal

;

A horse is a quadruped

;

Bucephalus is a horse

;

Therefore, Bucephalus is a substance.

Or as explicated

:

The notion animal comprehends the notion :

The notion quadruped comprehends the notion animal;

The notion horse comprehends the notion quadruped;

The representation, Bucephalus, comprehends the notion horse

;

Therefore (on the common principle, etc.), the representation, Bucephalus, compre-

hends the notion substance.

n. Pbogkessive Extensive Sorites (which is, as enounced hy the common

copuha, identical in expression with the Regressive Comprehensive Sorites,

No. II.):

An animal is a substance

;

A quadruped is an animal

;

A horse is a quadruped;

Bucephalus is a horse ;

Therefore, Bucephalus

Or as explicated

:

The notion animal is contained under the notion substance

;

The notion quadruped is contained under the notion animal

;

The notion horse is contained under the notion quadruped

;

The representation Bucephalus is contained under the notion horse;

Therefore {on the common principle, etc.), the representation Bucephalus is contained

under the notion substa7tce.

TV. The Regressive Extensive Sorites (which is, as expressed by the am-

biguous copula, verbally identical with the Progressive Comprehensive

Sorites, No. I.):

Bucephalus is a horse

;

A horse is a quadruped ;

A quadruped is an animal

;

An animal is a substance

;

Therefore, Bucephalus is a substance.
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Or as explicated

:

The representation Bucephalus is contained under the notion horse;

The notion horse is contained under the notion quadruped

;

The notion quadruped is contained under the notion animal;

The notion animal is contained undei- the notion substance;

Therefore, the representation Bucephalus is contained under the notion substance.

There is thus not the smallest difficulty either in regard to the

peculiar nature of the Sorites, or in regard to

I. The foraai infer- its relation to tlio simple syllogism. In the first

ce in Sorites equally
^\^ce, it is evident that the formal inference in

syllogism. the Sorites is equally necessary and equally

manifest as in the simple syllogism, for the prin-

ciple— the part of a part is a part of the whole— is plainly not

less applicable to the remotest than to the most proximate link in

the subordination of whole and part. In the second place, it is

evident that the Sorites can be resolved into as
2. Sorites resolvable ^ gj^ j^ gj-Uo [gmg ^s there are middle

into simple syllogisms.
, ,,. , ,. „,

terms between the subject and predicate of the

conclusion, that is, intermediate wholes and parts between the

greatest whole and the smallest part, which the reasoning connects.

Thus, the concrete example of a Sorites, already given, is virtually

composed of three simple syllogisms. It will be enough to show

this in one of the quantities ; and, as the most perspicuous, let us

take that of Comprehension.

The Progressive Sorites in this quantity was

This iUastrated. as follows (and it is necdless, I presume, to

explicate it) :

Bucephalus is a horse ;

A horse is a quadruped;

A quadruped is an animal;

An animal is a substance

;

Therefore, Bucephalus is a substance.

Here, besides the major and minor tei-ms {Bucephalus and sub-

stance), we have three middle terms— horse,— quadruped,— ani-

mal. We shall, consequently, have three simple syllogisms. Thus,

in the first place, we obtain from the middle term horse, the follow-

ing syllogism, concluding quadruped of Bucephalus:

I.— Bucephalus is a horse

;

But a horse is a quadruped :

Therefore, Bucephalus is a quadruped.
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Having thus established that Bucephalus is a quadruped, we
employ quadruped as a middle term by which to eonuect Bucepha-

his with animal. We therefore make the conclusion of the previous

syllogism (No. I.) the sumi^tiou of the following syllogism (No. II.)

:

n.— Bucephalus is a quadruped;

But a quadruped is an animal;

Therefore, Bucephalus is an animal.

Having obtained another step, we in like manner make animal,

which was the minor term in the preceding syllogism, the middle

term of the following; and the conclusion of No. II. forms the

major premise of No. III.

HI.— Bucephalus is an animal;

But an animal is a substance

;

Therefore, Bucephalus is a substance.

In this last syllogism, we reach a conclusion identical with that

of the Sorites.

In the third place, it is evident that the Sorites is equally natural

as the simple syllogism ; and, as the relation is

3. Sorites equally equally cosjent and equally manifest between a
natural as simple syl- ,,i .jii n

1^ jg^j
whole and a remote, and a whole and a proxi-

mate, part, that it is far less prolix, and, conse-

quently, far more convenient. What is omitted in a Sorites is only

the idle repetition of the same self-evident princii^le, and as this can

without danger or inconvenience be adjourned until the end of a

series of notions in the dependence of mutual subordination, it is

])lain that, in reference to such a series, a single Sorites is as much
preferable to a number of simple syllogisms, as a comprehensive

cipher is preferable to the articulate enumeration of the units which

it collectively represents.

Before proceeding to touch on the logical history of this form of

syllogism, and to comment on the doctrine in regard to it main-

tained by all logicians, I shall conclude what it is proper further to

state concerning its general character.

% LXXI. A Sorites may be either Categorical or Hypothet-

ical ; and, in both forms, it is governed by
Par. Lxxi. Sorites, the following laws :— Speaking of the Com-

— Categorical and Hy- -r-.
'"

. f> •, /. i • i

potnetioai. 'T^o" 01' Progressive Sorites (in which rea-

soning you will observe the meaning of

the word progressive is reversed), which proceeds from the
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iiuliviJual to the general, and to wbicli the other form may be

easily reduced: — 1°. The number of the premises is unlimited.

2°. All the premises, with exception of the last, must be affir-

mative, and, with exception of the first, definite. 3°. The first

premise may be either definite or indefinite. 4°. The last may
be either negative or affirmative.

Explication. ^ have already given you examples of the cat-

Formuia of Hypo- egorical Sorites. The following is the formula
theticai Sorites. ^f the hypothetical

:

Pkogkessive.

If D is, C is;

JiT C w, B is;

If Bis, X is;

(la modo ponente),

Now T) is;

Therefore, A is also.

(Or in modo toUente),

I^ow A is not

;

Therefore, D is not.

Or, to take a concrete example :

Eegbessive.

IfBis,Ais;

If Cis, Bis;

IfDis, Cis;

(In modo ponente),

Xoiv D is

;

Therefore, A is.

(Or in modo toUente),

H'ow A IS not

;

Therefore, D is mt.

Pbogressite.

If Harpagon be avaricious, he is intent on gam ;

If intent on gain, he w discontented;

If discontented, he is unhappy ;

Now Harpagon is avaricious

;

He is, therefore, unhappy.

Regressive.

If Harpagon be discontented, he is unhappy;

If intent on gain, he is discontented

;

If avaricious, he is intent on gain

;

Now Harpagon is avaricious ;

Therefore, he is unhappy.

In regard to the resolution of the Hypothetical Sorites into simple

Eesointion of Hypo-
Syllogisms, it is evident that in this Progressive

theticai Sorites into Sorites we must take the two first propositions
simple syllogisms. as premises, and then in the conclusion connect
I. Progressive Sorites. .1 ^ i ^the antecedent c

the consequent of the latter. Thus

:

Si
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I.— If Barpagon he avaricious, he is intent on gain.

If intent on gain, he is discontented ;

Therefore, if Barpagon be avaricious, he is discontented.

We now establish this conclusion, as the sumjition of the

following syllogism :

II. — If Barpagon be avaricious, he is discontented

;

If discontented, he is unhappy

;

Therefore, if Barpagon be avaricious, he is unhappy.

In like manner we go to the next syllogism

:

III. — If Barpagon be avaricious, he is unhappy ;

Now Barpagon is avaricious

;

Therefore, he is unhappy.

In the Regressive Sorites, we proceed in the same fashion ; only

that, as here the consequent of the second prop-
egressive on es.

q^j^Jq,., jg t]jg antecedent of the first, we reverse

the consecution of these premises. Thus :

I. — If Barpagon be intent on gain, he is discontented ;

If discontented, he is unhappy ;

Therefore, if Bai-pagon be intent on gain, he is unhappy.

We then take the third proposition for the sumption of the next,

— the second syllogism, and the conclusion of the preceding for its

tion:

n.— If Barpagon be avaricious, he is intent on gain

;

If intent on gain, he is unhappy

;

Tha-efore, if Barpagon be avaricious, he is unhappy.

We now take this last conclusion for the sumption of the last

syllogism

:

III. — If Barpagon be avaricious, he is unhappy ;

Now Barpagon is avaricious

;

Therefore, he is unhappy.

But it may be asked, can there be no Disjunctive Sorites ? To
this it may be answered, that in the sense in

Disjunctive Sorites. , . , . , . , , . i n •

which a categorical and hypothetical syllogism

le,— viz., so that a term of the preceding proposition

should be the subject or predicate of the following,— in this sense,
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a disjunctive sorites is impossible : since two opposing notions,

whether as contraries or contradictories, excUide each other, and

cannot, therefore, be combined as subject and predicate. But

when the object has been determined by two opposite characters,

the disjunct members may be amplified at pleasure, and there fol-

lows certainly a correct conclusion, provided that the disjunction

be logically accurate. As

:

A is either B or C.

Now,

B is either DorE; C is either TorG;

I> is either U or I; Y is either il or S

;

E is either K or L. G « either or P.

Therefore, A is either H, or I, or K, or L, or JI, or N, or O, or P.

Although, therefore, it be true that such a Sorites is correct

;

still, were we astricted to such a mode of reason-
compiex and unser-

thought would be SO difficult, as to be almost

impossible. But we never are obliged to employ

such a reasoning; for when we are once assured that A is either B
or C,— and assured we are of this by one of the fundamental laws of

thought,—we have next to consider whether A is B or C, and ifA is

B, then all that can be said of C, and if A is C, then all that can be

said of B, is dismissed as wholly irrelevant. In like manner, in the

case of B, it must be determined whether it is D or E, and in the

case of C, whether it is F or G ; and this being determined, one of

the two members is necessarily thrown out of account. And this

compendious method we follow in the process of thought spon-

taneously, and as if by a natural impulsion.

So much for the logical character of the Sorites. It now remains to

make some observations, partly historical, partly critical, in connec-

tion with this subject.

In regard to the history of the logical doctrine of this form of

reasoning, it seems taken for granted, in all the

Historical notice of svstems of the Science, that both the name Sorites,
the logical doctrine of

^'^ applied to a chain-syllogism, and the analysis
Sorites. ' ' Jo) J

of the nature of that syllogism, are part and par-

cel of the logical inheritance bequeathed to us by Aristotle. Noth-

ing can, however, be more erroneous. The name
Neither name nor Sorites does not occur in any logical treatise of

doctrine found in Ar- ..i /» Tt -i ii.t
j^j^y^

Aristotle ; nor, as far as I have been able to dis-

cover, is there, except in one vague and cursory

allusion, any reference to what the name is now employed to ex-
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press.* Nay, further, the word Sorites is never, I make bold to say,

applied by any ancient writer to designate a certain form of reason-

ing. On the contrary. Sorites, though a word in

Sorites, with ancient not unfrequent employment by ancient authors,
authors, used to des-

^,^^.^^,.^ o^curs in any other logical meaning
ignate a particular

i i i- •

kind of sophism. uiixu. that of a particular kind of sophism, of

which the Stoic Chrysippus was reputed the in-

ventor.^ 2<upos, you know, in Greek, means a heaiy or pile of any

aggregated substances, as sand, wheat, etc. ; and Sorites, liter.ally a

heaper, was a name given to a certain captious argument, which

obtained in Latin from Cicero the denomination of acervalis.^ The
nature of the argument was this: You were asked,

so^hisnT^*"'*
°^ ""^

^'^^' example, whether a certain quantity of some-

thing of variable amount were large or small,—
say a certain sum of money. If you said it was small, the adversary

went on gradually adding to it, asking you at each increment

whether it were still small ; till at length you said that it was large.

The last sum which you had asserted to be small, was now compared

with that which you now asserted to be large, and you were at

length forced to acknowledge that one sum which you maintained

to be large, and another which you maintained to be small, differed

from each other by the very pettiest coin, — or, if the subject were

a pile of wheat, by a single corn. This sophism, as applied by Eubu-

lides (who is even stated by Laertius* to be the inventor of the

Sorites in general), took the name of <^a\aKpos, calvus, the bald. It

was asked,— was a man bald who had so many thousand hairs
; you

answer. No : the antagonist goes on diminishing and diminishing

the number, till either you admit that he who was not bald with a

certain number of hairs, becomes bald when that complement is

diminished by a single hair ; or you go on denying him to be bald,

until his head be hypothetically denuded. Such was the quibble

which obtained the name of Sorites,— acervalis, climax, gradatio,

etc. This, it is evident, had no real analogy with the form of rea-

soning now known in logic under the name of Sorites,

, Chrysippe, tui fiaitor acervi." — Ed.

1 The passage referred to is probably Anal. 2 Persius, Sat.

Prior., i. 25. But there was no need of a

special treatment of the Sorites, as it is

merely a combination of ordinary syl- [Cicero applies Sorites to an argument which

logisms, and subject to the same rules.— Ed. we would call a Sorites, but it could also be a

[The principle of the Sorites is to be found in Chrysippean. De Finibus, L. iv. o. 18.]

Aristotle's rule, Caieg., c. 2. " Prasdicatum 3 De Divinatione, ii. i. " Quemadmodum
pra;dicati est pradicatum subjecti." See also, Soriti resistas? quem, si necesse sit, Latino

Anal. Post., 1. 23 et seq. Cf Pacius, Comment., verbo liceat acervalem appellare." Cf Faccio-

p. 159. Bertius Logica. Peripatetica, L. iii. lati, Jcron.<i.s. ii. p. 17 f( .«?. — ED.

Appendix, p. i;9.J 4 L. ii. k 108. — Ed.
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But when was tbe name perverted to this, its secondary significa-

tion ? Of this I am confident, that the change was
Laurentius Tniia the ^ot older than the fifteenth century. It occurs in

first to u!,e boiitesm
jjo,^g of the logicians previous to that period.

its present accepta-
_ . . .

tjon. It is to be found in none of the Greek logicians

of the Lower Empire ; nor is it to be met with

in any of the more celebrated treatises on Logic by the previous

Latin schoolmen. The earliest author to whose writings I have been

able to trace it, is the celebrated Laurentius Valla, whose work on

Dialectic was published afler the middle of the fifteenth century.

He calls the chain-syllogism— " coacervatio syllogismorum (quem

Graeci atiopov vocant").* I may notice that in the Dialectica of his

contemporary and rival, George of Trebisond, the process itself is

described, but, what is remarkable, no appropriate name is given to

it." In the systems of Logic after the commencement of the six-

teenth century, not only is the form of reasoning itself describfed,

but described under the name it now bears.

I have been thus particular in regard to the history of the Sorites,

— word and thing,— not certainly on accouut
The doctrine of lo-

^f ^j^^ importance of this history, considered in
gicians regarding the * "^

Sorites illustrates their itself, but because it wiU enable you the better

one-sided view of the to apprehend what is now to be said of the illns-

nature of reasoning in tratiou which the doctrine, taught by logicians
^*°^™

themselves of the nature of this particular pro-

cess, affords of the one-sided view which they have all taken of the

nature of reasoning in general.

I have already shown, in regard to the simple syllogism, that all

deductive reasoning is from whole to part ; that there are two kinds

of logical whole and two kinds of logical part,— the one in the

quantity of comprehension, the other in the quantity of extension ;
—

and that there are consequently two kinds of reasoning corresponding

to these several quantities. I further showed that logicians had in

simple syllogisms marvellously overlooked one, and that the simplest

and most natural, of these descriptions of reasoning,— the reason-

ing in the quantity of comprehension ; and that all their rules were
exclusively relative to the reasoning which proceeds in the quantity

of extension. Now, in to-day's Lecture, I have shown that, as in

simple syllogisms, so in the complex form of the Sorites, there is

equally competent a reasoning in comprebfension and in extension,

— though undoubtedly, in the one case as in the other, the reason-

1 Dialecticm Disputationes, Lib. iii. c. 12. See 2 See Georgii Trapezuntii De Re Dialectica

Laurentii Valla: Opera, Basileae, 1540, p. 742.— Libcllus, Colonic, 15-5.3, f. 60". Cf. the Scholia
Ed. of ^'eomagus, ibid. t. 67'. — Ed.
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ing in comprehension is more natural and easy in its evolution than

the reasoning in extension, inasmuch as the middle term, in the

formei-, is really intermediate in position, standing between the ma-

jor and the minor terms, whereas, in the latter, the middle term is

not in situation middle, but occupies the position of one or other of

the extremes.

]SI"ow, if in the case of simple syllogisms, it be marvellous that

logicians should have altogether overlooked the

Logicians have over- possibility of a reasoning in comprehension, it is

Extlllion'

^""''' "' '^°»^ly marvellous tliat, with this their prepos-

session, they should, in the case of the Sorites,

have altogether overlooked the possibility of a reasoning in exten-

sion. But so it is.' They have all followed each other in defining

the Sorites as a concatenated syllogism in which the predicate of

the proposition preceding is made the subject of the proposition fol-

lowing, until we arrive at the concluding proposition, in which the

predicate of the last of the premises is enounced of the subject of

the first. This definition applies only to the Progressive Sorites in

comprehension, and to the Regressive Sorites in extension : but

that they did not contemplate the latter form at all is certain, both

because it is not lightly to be presumed that they had in view that

artificial and recondite form, and because the examples and illustra-

tions they supply positively prove that they had not.

To the Progressive Sorites in extension, and to the Regressive

Sorites in comprehension, this definition is inap-
DifTerence between plicable ; for in these, the subject of the premise

tlie two forms of Sori- •, , ., t , j> ,i • c^
j^^

precedmg is not the predicate of the premise fol-

lowing. But the difference between the two

forms is better stated thus :— In the Progressive Sorites of com-

prehension and the Regressive Sorites of extension, the middle terms

are the predicates of the prior premises, and the subjects of the pos-

terior ; the middle term is here in position intermediate between

the extremes. On the contrary, in the Progressive Sorites of exten-

sion and in the Regressive Sorites of comprehension, the middle

terms are the subjects of the prior premises and the predicates of

the posterior ; the middle term is here in position not intermediate

between the extremes.

To the question,— why, in the case of simple syllogisms, the

logicians overlooked the reasoning in comprehension, and, in the

1 [Ridij^er notices tlie error of tliose wlio Ferijiatetici, et cum his Gassendus, qui Sori-

make Sorites only of compreliensive whole, tem soluiu ad praidicatum pertiuere existi-

See his De Semu Vert et Falsi, L. ii. c. 10, ( 5 mat."— Ed.]

p. 400. Cf. p. 343 n., S 6.] [-'Errant vulgo
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case of the Sorites, the reasoning in extension, it is, perhaps, im-

possible to afford a satisfactory exphination.
Probable reason g phiusiblv Conjecture, what it is out

why logicians over- •' ^
. ,

"" '

looked, in the case of of our power Certainly to prove. In regard to

simple syllogisms, the simple syllogisms, it was an original dogma of the
reasoning in Compre-

pi^tonic school, and an early dogma of the Peri-

patetic, that philosophy — that science, strictly

so called— was only conversant with, and was exclusively con-

tained in, uuiversals ; and the doctrine of Aristotle, which taught

that all our general knowledge is only an induction from an observa-

tion of particulars, was too easily forgotten or perverted by his follow-

ers. It thus obtained almost the force of an acknowledged principle,

that everything to be known must be known under some general

form or notion. Hence the exaggerated importance attributed to

definition and deduction ; it not being considered, that we only take

out of a general notion what we had previously placed therein

;

and that the amplification of our knowledge is not to be sought for

from above, but from below,— not from speculation about abstract

generalities, but from the observation of concrete particulars. But,

however erroneous and irrational, the persuasion had its day and

influence ; and it perhaps determined, as one of its effects, the total

neglect of one-half, and that not the least important half, of the

reasoning process. For, while men thought only of looking up-

v.ards to the more extensive notions, as the only objects and the

only media of science, they took little heed of the more compre-

hensive notions, and absolutely contemned individuals, as objects

which could neither be scientifically known in themselves, nor sup-

]ily the conditions of scientifically knowing aught besides. The

logic of comprehension and of induction was, therefore, neglected

or ignored,— the logic of extension and deduction exclusively cul-

tivated, as alone affording the rules by which we might evolve

higher notions into their subordinate concepts. This may help to

explain why, subsequently to Aristotle, Logic was cultivated in so

partial a manner ; but why, subsequently to Bacon, the logic of com-

prehension should still have escajjed observation and study, I am
altogether at a loss to imagine. But to the question,— why, when

reasoning in general was viewed only as in the quantity of exten-

sion, the minor form of the Sorites should have

°
<. T,.'^' o" -.

" been viewed as exclusively in that of compre-
case of the Sorites, •'

. i i- i

they overlooked the hension, may, perhaps, be explained by the lol-

reasoaing in Exten- lowing consideration : this form was not origi-

"™-
nally analyzed and expounded by the acuteness

of Aristotle. But it could not escape notice that there was a form
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of reasoning, of very frequent employment, both by philosophers

and rhetoricians, in which a single conclusion was drawn from a

multiplicity of premises, and in which the predicate of the forego-

ing premise was usually the subject of the following. Cicero, for

example, and Seneca, are full of such arguments ; and the natural

and easy evolution of the reasoning is indeed peculiarly appropriate

to demonstration. Thus, to prove that every body is movable, we
have the following self-evident deduction. Every body is in space

;

what is in space is in some one part of space ; what is in one part

of space may be in another ; what may be in another part of space

may change its space; what may change its space is movable;

therefore, every body is movable. When, therefore. Valla, or who-

ever else has the honor of first introducing the consideration of this

form of reasoning into Logic, was struck with the cogency and

clearness of this compendious argumentation, he did not attempt to

reduce it to the conditions of the extensive syllogism ; and subse-

quent logicians, when the form was once introduced and recognized

in their science, were, as usual, content to copy one from another,

without subjecting their borrowed materials to any original or

rigorous criticism.

trt nemo in sese tentat descendere; — nemo

!

Sed pracedenti spectatur mantica tergo.i

Accordingly, not one of them has noticed, that the Sorites of their

systems proceeds in a different quantity from that of their syllo-

gisms in general,— that their logic is thus at variance with itself;

far less did any of them observe that this, and all other forms of

reasoning, are capable of being drawn in another quantity from

that which they all exclusively contemplated. And yet, had they

applied their observation without prepossession to the matter, they

would easily have seen that the Sorites could be cast in the quan-

tity of extension, equally as common syllogisms, and that common
syllogisms could be cast in the quantity of comprehension, equally

as the Sorites. I have already shown that the same Sorites may be

drawn either in comprehension or in extension ; and in both quan-

tities proceed either by progression or by regres-

Exampie of tiie So-
gjoj,_ g^^ ^^Jjq example given may, perhaps, be

in ompreien-
yjg^g(j gg selected. Let US, therefore, take any

Bion and Extension. ' *'

other; and the first that occurs to my recollec-

tion is the following from Seneca,^ which I shall translate :

1 rersius, iv. 23. - Ed. ^ Epist.,S5. — ED.
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Se who is prudent is temperate;

He who is temperate is constant;

He tvho is constant is unperturbed;

Be who is unperturbed is without sorrow;

He who is without sorrow is happy;

Therefore, the prudent man is happy.

In this Sorites, everything slifles easily and smoothly from the

whole to the parts of comprehension. But, though the process will

be rather more by hitches, the descent under extension will, if not

quite so pleasant, be equally rapid and certain.

He who is without sorrow is happy;

Be who is unperturbed is without sorrow;

He who is constant is unperturbed;

Ee who is temperate is constant;

Be who is prudent is temperate;

Therefore, the prudent man is happy.

I do not think it necessary to explicate these two reasonings,

which you are fully competent, I am sure, to do without difficulty

for yourselves.

What renders it still more wonderful that the logicians did not

evolve the competency of this process in either
The Gocienian So-

q^^ntity, and thus obtain a key to the opening

up of the whole mystery of syllogistic reason-

ing, is this :— that it is now above two centuries since the Inverse

or Ilegi-cssive Sorites in comprehension was discovered and signal-

ized by Rodolphus Goclenius, a celebrated philosopher of Marburg,

in which university he occupied the chair of Logic and Meta-

physics.^ This Sorites has from him obtained the name of Gocie-

nian; while the progressive Sorites has been called the common or

Aristotelian. This latter denomination is, as I have previously

noticed, an en'or; for Aristotle, though certainly not ignorant of

the process of reasoning now called Sorites, does not enter upon its

consideration, either under one form or another. This observation

by Goclenius, of wliich none of our British logicians seem aware,

was a step towards the explication of the whole process ; and we
are, therefore, left still more to marvel how this explication, so easy

and manifest, should not have been made. Before terminating this

subject, I may mention that this form of syllogism has been some-

times styled by logicians not only Sorites, but also coacervatio, con-

1 Godmii Isagoge in Organum Aristotelis, clenian Sorites before Goclenius, see Pacius,

Francof., 1598, p. 255- —Ed. [For the Go- Comment, in Anal. Prior., i. 25, p. 169.]

35
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geries, graclatio, climax, and depn'tno ad ultimum. The old name,

before Valla, which the process obtained among the Greek logicians

of the Lower Empire, was the vague and general appellation of

complex syllogism,— (ruAAoyio-/x6s crur-SeTos.'

So much for the two forms of reasoning which may be regarded

as composite or complex, and which logicians
pic eirema^an^ ^^o-

jj^ve generally considered as redundant. But

gism's, comparatively here it is proper to remark, that if in one point,

simple, and not pieon- that is, as individual syllogisms, the Epicheirema
^^^''' and Sorites may be viewed as comparatively

complex, in anothei", that is, as polysyllogisms, they may be viewed

as comparatively simple. For, resolve a Sorites into the various

syllogisms afforded by its middle terms, and compare the multitude

of propositions through which the conclusion is thus tediously

evolved, with the short and rapid process of the chain-syllogism

itself, and, instead of complexity, we should rather be disposed to

predicate of it extreme simplicity.^ In point of foct, we might

arrange the Epicheirema and Sorites with far greater propriety

under elliptical syllogisms, than, as is commonly done by logicians,

under the pleonastic. This last classification is, indeed, altogether

erroneous, for it is a great mistake to suppose that in either of these

forms there is aught redundant.

[Blemmidas, Epitome Logica, c. 31.] 2 [See Leibnitz, Nouveaux Essais, L. iv.

xvii S 4, pp. 445, 446, 448, ed. Raspe]



LECTURE XX.

STOICHEIOLOGY.

SECTION II.— OF THE PRODUCTS OF THOUGHT.

III.— DOCTRINE OF REASONINGS.

SYLLOGISMS.— THEIR DIVISIONS ACCORDING TO EXTERNAL
FORM.

B. DEFECTIVE,— ENTHTMEME.

C. REGULAR AND IRREGULAR, — FIGURE AND MOOD.

I PROCEED now to the Second Class of Syllogisms,— those, to

wit, whose External P^orin is defective. This
B. Syllogisms dcfec- , -r . . r. •. ^ ., i . • r-

tivein External Form.
^lass I give in Conformity to the doctrine of

modern logicians, whose unanimous opinion on

the subject I shall comprehend in the following paragraph.

f LXXII. According to logicians, in general, a defective

syllogism is a reasoning in which one only

Enf^me^jfe^^^
"^^^

°^ ^^^ premises is actually enounced. It

is, therefore, they say, called an Enthymeme
(IvSv/jLTifia), because there is, as it were, something held back in

the mind {iv ^u/ioi). But, as it is possible to retain either the

sumption or the subsumption, the Enthymerae is thus of two

kinds :— an Enthymeme of the First, and an Enthymeme of

the Second, Order. The whole distinction is, however, errone-

ous in principle, and, even if not erroneous, it is incomplete

;

for a Third Order of Enthymemes is competent by the suppres-

sion of the conclusion.

Such, as it is stated in the former part of the paragi-aph, is the

doctrine you will find maintained, with singular nnanimitj', by

modern logicians; and, with hardly an exception, this classification
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of syllogisms is stated not only without a suspicion of its own cor-

rectness, but as a division established on the
Explication. The . n i • ,

commou doctrine of authority ol the great lather oi logic Inmself.

the Eurhymcmc futile, In both assertions they are, however, wrong,
and erroneously at-

f^y^. j]jg classification itself is futile, and Aristotle
tributed to Aristotle. rp i -^

. , •> .
aflords it no countenance; while, at the same

time, if a distinction of syllogisms is to be taken from the ellipsis

of their propositions, the subdivision of enthymemes is not com-

plete, inasmuch as a syllogism may exist with both premises ex-

pressed, and the conclusion understood.

I shall, therefore, in the first place, show that the Enthymeme, as

a syllogism of a defective enouncement, constitutes no special form

of reasoning; in the second, that Aristotle does not consider a syl-

logism of such a character as such a special form ; and, in tlie third,

that, admitting the validity of the distinction, the restriction of the

Enthymeme to a syllogism of one supjjressed premise cannot be

competently maintained.

^ I. In regard, then, to the validity of the distinction. This is

disproved on the following grounds: First of

all, the discrimination of the Enthymeme, as a

syllogism of one suppressed premise, from the

ordinary syllogism, would involve a discrimi-

nation of the reasoning of Logic from the reasoning in common

use ; for, in general reasoning, we rarely express all the proposi-

tions of a syllogism, and it is almost only in the treatises on Ab-

stract Logic that we find examples of reasoning in which all the

members are explicitly enounced. But Logic does not create new
forms of syllogism, it merely expounds those which are already

given ; and while it shows that in all reasoning there are, in the

mental process, necessarily three judgments, the mere non-expres-

sion of any of these in language, no more constitutes in Logic a

particular kind of syllogism, than does the ellipsis of a term consti-

tute in Grammar a particular kind of concord or government. But,

secondly, Syllogism and Enthymeme are not distinguished as re-

spectively an intralogical and an extralogical form ; both are sup-

posed equally logical. Those who defend the distinction are, there-

fore, necessarily compelled to maintain, that Logic regards the

accident of the external expression, and not the essence of the

internal thought, in holding that the Enthymeme is really a defec-

tive reasoning.^

1 Compare Discussions, p. 153 el seq. —Ed. Derodon, Logica Restiiuta, Pars V. tract, i. c.

2 [That Syllogism and Enthymeme are not 1., p. 602.]

properly distinct species of reasoning, see

I. The Enth

not :i special 1

reasoning.
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It thus appears, that to constitute the Enthymeme as a species

of reasoning distinct from Syllogisms Proper, by the dift'erence of

perfect and imperfect, is of all absurdities the greatest. But is this

absurdity the work of Aristotle ?— and this leads us to the second

head.

II. Without entering upon a regular examination of the various

passages of the Aristotelic treatises relative to

II. The distincHon tjjig point, I may observe, in the first place, that

i°<- ^""^c Aristotle expressly declares in general, that a
a special form of rea-

_

i j &
^

'
^

eoning not made by Syllogism is considered by the logician, not in re-

Aristotle, lation to its expression (mi Trpos tov t^to Xoyov), but

exclusively as a mental process (dAAo, Trpos rbv cv

Tfj ifnjxrj Xoyov).^ The distinction, therefore, of a class of syllogisms,

as founded on a verbal accident, he thus of course, implicitly and by

anticipation, condemns. But Aristotle, in the

Aristotle"—^vXaT
" second place, does distinguish the Enthymeme

as a certain kind of syllogism,— as a syllogism

of a peculiar matter, — as a syllogism from signs and likelihoods.^

Now if, having done this, it were held that Aristotle over and above

distinguished the Enthymeme also as a syllogism with one sup-

pressed premise, Aristotle must be supposed to define the Enthy-

meme by two differences, and by two difierences which have no

mutual analogy ; for a syllogism from signs and likelihoods does not

more naturally fall into an elliptical form than a syllogism of any

other matter. Yet this absurdity has been and is almost universally

believed of the acutest of human intellects, and on grounds which,

when examined, afford not the slightest warrant for such a conclu-

sion. On the criticism of these grounds it would be out of place

here to enter. Suffice it to say, that the texts in the Organon and

Rhetoric, which may be adduced in support of the vulgar opinion,

will bear no such interpretation ;
— that in one passage, where the

word dreX^s {imperfect') is applied to the Enthymeme,— this word,

if genuine, need signify only that the reasoning from signs and

probabilities affords not a perfect or necessary inference ; but that,

in point of fact, the word anXyp is there a manifest interpolation,

made to accommodate the Aristotelic to the common doctrine of the

Enthj'meme, for it is not extant in the oldest manuscripts, and has,

accordingly, without any reference to the present question, been

ejected from the best recensions, and, among others, from the recent

edition of the works of Aristotle by the Academicians of Berlin,

—

an edition founded on a collation of the principal manuscripts

1 AnaX. Fost., i. 10. — Ed. 2 Anal. Prior., ii. 27. Rhet., i. 2 — Ed.
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Applications of the

term Entkymeme.

By Dionysius of

HalicarnaBsus. Au-

thor of Rhetoric to Alex-

ander. Sopater. Aulus

Gellius. Cicero. Quin-

tkrougliout Europe.! It is not, however, to be denied that the term

Enthymeme was applied to a syllogism of some

une.xpressed part, in very ancient times; but,

along with this meaning, it was also employed by

the Greek and Roman rhetoricians for a thought

in general, as by Dionysius the Halicarnassian,'

and the author of the Rhetoric to Alexander, at-

tributed to Aristotle,'— for an acute dictum, as

by Sopater * and Aulus Gellius,'— for a reasoning

from contraries or contradictories, as by Cicero.'' Quintilian gives

three meanings of the term ; in one sense, signifying " omnia mente

concepta,'^ in another, " sententia cum rationed'' in a third, ^"-argu-

rnenti conclusio, vel ex consequentibus, vel ex repugnantihusr''

Among the ancients, who employed the term for a syllogism with

some suppressed part, a considerable number

held, with our modern logicians, that it was a

syllogism deficient of one or other premise, as

Alexander the Aphrodisian, Amraonius Hermiis,

Philoponus,* etc. Some, however, as Pachy-

meres," only recognized the absence of the

major premise. Some, on the contrary, thought,

like Quintilian,'" that the suppressed proposition

ought to be the conclusion ;— nay, Ulpian, the Greek commentator

Denoted, with some

of the ancients, a

syllogism with some

suppressed part. The

Aphrodisian. Am-
monius. Philoponus.

Pachymeres. Quintil-

ian. Ulpian. Scholi-

ast on Hermogenes.

1 For a fuller history of this interpolation,

see Biscusslo/is, p. 154. — Ed. [For the correct

doctrine of the Aristotelio Enthymeme, see

Mariotte, Essay de Logiquc, P. ii. disc. iii. p.

163, Paris, 167S. — Ed. ]

2 Epistola ad Cn. Pompeium deprcBcipuis His-

toricis, c. 5. Ttjj fxivTOi Ka\\i\oytas iKftyov

Ktd TOU ir\0VT0V TUV ^If^U/Jif/xdTWV KttTCt

TFoKv utrrepeZ The expression Tr\ovTos iv'

dv/iefidTaiv is rendered by J. C. T. Ernesti,

Gtdankeji Fulte ; see his Lexikon TechnotngieB

Graeorum Rhetorica. v. iv^vfiena. The same

sentence is repeated in nearly the same words

by Dionysius, in his Yeterum Scriptorum Cen-

sura, iii. 2. — Ed.

3 The author of the Rhetorica ad Alexan-

drum, c. 8, classes the enthymeme among
proofs (Tio-Teis), and in c. 11, defines it as a

proof, drawn from any Icind of opposition.

'Ev^viiri/xaTa 5' ((nXf ov jiSvov to ti? Khyw

Kal T^ TTpi^fi imyrioifieya, o\Ao xol to?j

iWois oiroffii'. Tliis work Is attributed by

Victorius to Anaximenes of Lampsacus, and

this conjecture is adopted by the latest editor,

Speugel. — Ed.

4 Sopatri Apameensis Prolegomena in Aristi-

dem. Arisiidis Op. Omn., ed. Jebb, vol. i. f. d.

3. Kal rrj twv ivbvpi7\fmTuv rvKv6rT]Ti Srj-

/loff^evl^el. In Canter's Prolegomena this es-

pression is rendered sententiarum drnsiias, and

the word ivbvijit\fuvrtK6s in the same passage

\>y argntus in argumentis. But compare Dis-

cassions, p. 157. — Ed.

5 Noetes Aiiira; vi. 13. " Quierebantur

autem non gravia nee reverenda, sed ifdu-

lx4]is.aTa quaidam lepida et minuta."— Ed.

C Tapiea, c. 13. — Ed.

1 Inst. Oral., V. 10, 1.— Ed.
8 See Alexander, In Topica, pp. 6, 7, ed.

Aid. 1513. Ammonius, In Quinijue Voces Por-

phyrii, f. 5 a, ed. Aid. 1546. Philoponus, In

Anal. Post., f. 4 a, ed. Aid. 1534. These author-

ities are cited in the author's note, Discussions,

p. 156 — Ed.

H Epitome Lcgicis Aristotelis, Oxon.,VM, p.

113. See SLleo his Epitome in TTniversam Arista-

tdi.i Disserendi Artem, appended to Rasarius's

translation of Ammonius on Porphyry

Lugd.,1547, p. 244. — Ed.

10/,ii(. Oral., V. 14, 1. — Ed.
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of Demostlienes, and the scholiast on Hevmogenes the Rhetorician,'

absolutely define an Enthymeme— "a syllogism, in which the con-

clusion is unexpressed."

-

III. This leads us to the third head ; for on no principle can it be

shown, that our modern logicians are correct in
in. Admitting the aenving or not contemplating the possibility of

validity of the discrim. ,, ^? ^ ,, i
• rru i

' •

ination of the Enthy- tl"^ reticence of the conclusion. The only prm-

meme, it cannot be ciple on which a syllogism is competent, with
restricted to a syiio- ^jjg qj. other of its propositions unexpressed, is

this,— that the part supjjressed is too manifest

to require enouncement. On this principle, a

syllogism is not less possible with the conclusion, than with either

of the premises, understood ; and, in point of fact, occurs quite as

frequently as any other. The logicians, therefore, to complete their

doctrine, ought to have subdivided the Enthy-
Exampies of Enthy- meme not merely into Enthymemes of the first

memes of the First, ^^^t^ gecond, but also into Enthymemes of the
Second, and Third, , . , , ,. , . , ,

Qi^gr. third order, according as the sumption, the sub-

sumption, or the conclusion is suppressed.' As
examples of these various Enthymemes, the following may suffice

:

The Explicit Stllogism.

Every liar is a coward

;

Caius is a liar

;

Therefore, Caius is a coward.

I. Enthymeme of the Fikst Order— (the Sumption understood.)

Caius is a liar ;

Therefore, Caius is a coward.

n. Esthtmeme op the Second Order— (the Subsumption understood.)

Every liar is a coward

;

Therefore, Caius is a cou-ard.

ni. Enthymeme op the Third Order— (the Conclusion understood.)

Every liar is a coward ;

And Caius is a liar.

1 TJlpian, Ad Demosth. Olynth., ii, f. 7 b, ed. ities on this question is given by the author,

Aid., 1527. Anonymi ad Hermogenem, De Discussions, p. IbT. — Ed.
Inveniione, lib. iv. See Rhr:ores Graci, ed. s [That the Enthymeme is of three orders is

Aid. 1509, vol. ii. p. 371. In the same work, held by Victorinus (in Cassiodorus Opera, vol.

p. 365, the scholiast allows that either premise ii. p. 533, ed. 1729. Rhetores Pirt«i, p 341, ed.

or conclusion may be omitted. — Ed. 1599), or rather of four orders, for there may
be an Enthymeme with only one proposition

2 An enlarged and corrected list of author- enounced. See Victorinus, as above.]
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In this last, you see, the suppression of the conchision is not only

not violent, but its expression is even more su-
Epigrammatic ex-

perfluous than that of either of the premises.
amples of Euthymeme *

.

with suppressed con-
There occurs to me a clever epigram of the

elusion. Greek Anthology, in which there is a syllogism

with the conclusion suppressed. I shall not

quote the original, but give you a Latin and English imitation, which

will serve equally well to illustrate the point in question.' The
Latin imitation is by the learned printer Henricus Stephanus, and

he applies his epigram to a certain Petrus, who, I make no doubt,

was the Franciscan, Petrus a Cornibus, whom Buchanan, Beza,

Rabelais, and others have also satirized.^ It runs, as I recollect,

thus:

" Sunt monachi neqaam; neqnam non unus et alter:

Prseter Peti-um omnes : est sed et hie monachus."

The English imitation was written by Porson upon Gottfried

Hermann (when this was written, confessedly the prince of Greek

scholars), who when hardly twenty had attacked Porson's famous

canons, in his work, De Iletris Grcecorum et Ronianorum. The

merit of the epigram does not certainly lie in its truth.

"The Germans in Greek,

Are sadly to seek;

Not five in five score.

But ninety-five more;

All, save only Hermann,

And Hermann 's a German."

In these epigrams, the conclusion of the syllogism is suppressed,

yet its illative force is felt even in spite of the express exception
;

nay, in really conquering by Implication the apparent disclaimer,

consists the whole point and elegance of the epigram. To put the

former into a syllogistic shape,—

1 The original is an epigram of Phocylides, ano, aliisqite variis insignibiis poetis exeerpta ear-

presex'ved by Strabo, B. x. p. 487, ed. Caeau- mina. Excudebat H. Suphanus^ ex cujus eiiam

bon, 1620. Compare Anthologia Grieca, i. p. Episrammatis Grercis et Latinis aliquot cattris

54, ed. Brunck. Lips., 1794. Poetce Minores adjecta sunt, 1569, p. 217.

Grad, ed. Gaisford, i. p. 444. The parody by Porson is given in A Short

Kal T<J5€ <f.a.«uA«ea. • Ae'piol KaKol • ovx ^'"""' "^ "" '"" ^^' ^'''"'"' ''"'"'"• ^'- ^•'

.,,.,. p. 14, London, 1S08. The original Greek,
^ '"'"' *' 5 oC-

_ ^^,.^1^ j.^^,^^^^^,^ in,i,:,tian, is also g.von in Dr.

UafTes, vKiju llpoK\eovs • Ko! UpoK^er]!
y,-i!n^^]c\'s Anihnlogm Polijglotia, p. iSS—T.u.

Aepios. 2 See Bucliannn, Fmneiscanus, 1, 764 Beza,

For the Latin imitation by Stephanus, see Poemntn, p. 85, ed. 1569. Rabelais, L. iii. ch.

Thtod. BezcE Foeniala^ item ex Georgia Buckan- 14. — Ed.
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Sumption— The monks, one arid all, are good-for-nothing varlets, excepting Peter;

Subsmnption — But Peter is a monk.

"Now, what is, what must be, understood to complete the sense ?

— Why, the conclusion,—
Therefore, Peter is a good-for-nothing varlet like the rest.

There is recorded, likewise, a dying deliverance of the philosopher

Hegel, the wit of which depends upon the same ambiguous reason-

ing. " Of all my disciples," he said, " one only understands my
philosophy; and he does not."^ But we may take this for an ad-

mission by the philosopher himself, that the doctrine of the Absolute

transcends human comprehension.

What has now been said, may suffice to show, not only that we
"may have enthymemes with any of the three propositions under-

stood, but that the distinction itself of the enthymeme, as a species

of syllogism, is inept.

I now go on to the Third Division of Syllogisms, under the head

of their External or Accidental form,— I mean
. J ogisms e-

j^ division of syllogisms into Reo-ular and
gular and Irregular. ... .

Irregular,— a distinction determined by the or-

dinary or extraordinary arrangement of their constituent parts. I

commence this subject with the following paragraph.

If LXXIII. A syllogism is Irregular by relation,— 1°. To
the transposed order of its Propositions ; 2°.

Par. LXXm. Kinds „ , -,-,,•• m
of Irregular syuo- To the transposed order of its Terms ; and
E'°™=- 3°. To the transposed order of both its

Propositions and Terms. Of these in their order.

1°. A syllogism in extension is Regular, in the order of its

Propositions, when the subsumption follows the sumption, and

the conclusion follows the subsumption. In this respect (dis-

counting the difference of the quantities of depth and breadth),

it, therefore, admits of a fivefold irregularity under three heads,

— for either, 1°. The two premises may be transposed ; or, 2°.

The conclusion may precede the premises, and here, either the

sumption or the subsumption may stand first ; or, 3°. The con-

clusion may be placed between the premises, and here either

the sumption or the subsumption may stand first. Thus, repre-

senting the sumption, subsumption, and conclusion by the letters

A, B, C, we have, besides the regular order, 1°. B, A, C,— 2°. C,

1 See Discussions, p. 7SS. — Ed.
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A,B,— 3°. C,B,A,— 4°. A, C,B,— 5°. B, C,A. (This doctrine

of the logicians is, however, one-sided and erroneous.)

2°. A syllogism is Regular or Irregular, in respect to the or-

der of its Terms, according to the place which the middle term

holds in the premises. It is regular, in Comprehensive Quan-

tity, when the middle term is the predicate of the sumption and

the subject of the subsumption;— in Extensive Quantity, when

the middle term is the subject of the sumption and the predi-

cate of the subsumption. From the regular order of the temia

there are three j)0ssible deviations, in either quantity. For the

middle term may occur, 1°. Twice as predicate ; 2°. Twice as

subject ; and, 3°. In Comprehensive Quantity, it may in the

sumption be subject, and in the subsumption predicate ; in Ex-

tensive Quantity, it may in the sumption be predicate, and in

the subsumption subject. Taking the letterM to designate the

middle terra, and the letters S and P to designate the subject

and predicate of the conclusion, the following scheme will rep-

' resent all the possible positions of the middle term, both in its

regular and its irregular arrangement. The Regular constitutes

the First Figure ; the Irregular order the other Three.'
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Of these two kinds of irregularity in the external form of syllo-

gisms, the former— that of propositions— is

Explication.
^^. ^^^ j^^^ importance than the latter— that of

Irregularity m the *

exterLui form of syi- terms; and logicians have even thrown it alto-

logism, arising from gether out of account, in their consideration of
transposition of the

Syiiofristie Figure. They are, however, equally
Propositions. •' ° . . , . ,

^
.

wrong in passing over the irregular consecution

of the propositions of a syllogism, as a matter of absolutely no mo-

ment; and in attributing an exaggerated im-
That a syllogism can

portance to every variety in the arrangement
be perspicuously ex- *

' '

pressed by any of the of its terms. They ought at least to have made

five irregular consecu- the Student of Logic aware, that a syllogism can
tions of its Proposi-

^^g perspicuously expressed not only by the nor-

mal, but by any of the five consecutions of its

propositions which deviate from the regular order. For example,

take the following syllogism

:

An virtue is praiseuMrth;/

;

But sobriety is a virtue

;

Therefore, sobriety is praiseworthy.

This is the regular succession of sumption, subsumption, and con-

clusion, in a syllogism of extension ; and as all that can be said, on

the present question, of the one quantity, is applicable, mutatis

mutandis, to the other, it will be needless to show articulately that

a syllogism in comprehension is equally susceptible of a transposi-

tion of its propositions as a syllogism in extension. Keeping the

same quantity, to wit, extension, let us first reverse the premises!-

leaving the conclusion in the last place (B, A, C).

Sobriety is a virtue

;

But all virtue is praiseworthy

;

Therefore, sobriety is praiseworthy.

This, it will be allowed, is sufficiently perspicuous. Let us now
enounce the conclusion before the premises ; and, under this head

let the premises be first taken in their natural order (C, A, B).

Sobriety is praisetvorthy ;

For all virtue is praiseworthy ;

And sobriety is a virtue.

Xow let the premises be transposed (C, B, A).
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Sohriely is praiseworthy ;

For sobriety is a virtue

;

And all virtue is praiseworthy.

The regressive reasoning in both these cases is not less manifest

than the progressive reasoning of the regular order.

In the last place, let us interpolate the conclusion between the

premises in their normal consecution (A, C, B).

AV. virtue is praiseworthy

;

Therefore, sobriety is praiseworthy;

For sobriety is a virtue.

Secondly, between the premises in their reversed order (B, C, A).

Sobriety is a virtue

;

Therefore, sobriety is praiseworthy

;

For all virtue is praiseworthy.

l

In these two cases the reasoning is not obscure, though perhaps

the expression be inelegant ; for the judgment placed after the con-

clusion had probably been already supplied in thought on the enun?

elation of the conclusion, and, therefore, when subsequently ex-

pressed, it is felt as superfluous. But this is a circumstance of no

logical importance.

It is thus manifest, that, though worthy of notice in a system of

Logic, the transposition of the propositions of a syllogism affords

no modifications of form yielding more than a superficial character.

Logicians, therefore, were not wrong in excluding the order of the

propositions as a ground on which to constitute a difference of syl-

logistic form : but we shall see that they have not been consistent,

or not sufficiently sharp-sighted, in this exclusion ; for several of

their recognized varieties of form— several of the moods of syllo-

gistic figure— consist in nothing but a reversal of the premises.

In reality, however, there is no irregular order of the syllogistic

propositions, except in the single case where the
True doctrine of con- conclusion is placed between the premises. For

T-iio^tm eitber s n-
^ syllogism may be either called Synthetic, in

tbetic or Analytic. case the premises come first, and the conclusion

is last— (the case alone contemplated by the

logicians) ; or it may be called Analytic, the proposition styled the

conclusion preceding, the propositions called the premises following,

as its reasons— (a case not contemjjlated by the logicians). The

1 Cf. Krug, Logik, ! 104, Anmerk, i. — Ed.
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Analytic and Synthetic syllogisms may again be each considered

as in the quantity of Extension, or as in the quantity of Compre-

hension ; in which cases, we shall have a counter-order of the prem-

ises, but of which orders, as indeed of such quantities, one alone

has been considered by the logicians.

I now, therefore, go on to the second and more important ground

of regularity and irregularity— the natural and
The natural and transposed order of the Syllogistic Terms. The

the'syUo^istioTerms'.
forms determined by the different position of

the middle term by relation to the major and

minor terms in the premises of a syllogism are called Figures {(rxfi-

fiara, figxtrcB)— a name given to them by Aris-
igureso

y
ogis

. ^.Q^jgi Qf tjjgse the first is, on the prevalent

doctrine, not properly a figure at all, if by figure be meant in Logic,

as in Grammar and Rhetoric, a deviation from the natural and reg-

ular form of expression. Of these figures the
ree giires

1 - first three were distinguished by Aristotle, who
guislied by Aristotle. » •' '

developed their rules with a tedious minuteuesa

sometimes obscure, and not always in the best order, but altogether

with an acuteness which, if ever equalled, has certainly never been

surpassed. The fourth, which Whately — at
Fourth Figure attrib- jg,,g^ j,j ^^^ former editions of hts Elements—
uted to fjalen,but on , , .^ /» i i • .

slender authority.
^'^^ Other rccent Oxtord logicians seem to sup-

pose to be, like the others, of Aristotelic origin,

—we owe perhaps to the ingenuity of Galen. I say perhaps, for

though in logical treatises attributed without hesitation to the great

physician, as if a doctrine to be found in his works, this is altogether

erroneous. There is, I am certain, no mention of the fourth figure

in any writing of Galen now extant, and no mention of Galen's

addition of that figure by any Greek or Ln'cin authority of an age

approximating to his own. The first notice of this Galenic Figure

is by the S|)anish Arabian, Averroes of Cordova,
First ascribed to Ga- • i

•
^ ^\ f\ >! ^

, . . in his commentary on the Orqanon? AveiToes
len by Averroes. •' >'

flourished above a thousand years posterior to

G.alen; .and from his report alone (as I have also ascertained) does

the prevalent opinion take its rise, th.at we owe to Galen this ampli-

fication (or corruption, as it may be) of the Aristotelic doctrines of

logical figure. There has been lately published from manuscript,

by Didot of Paris, a new logical treatise of Galen.^ In this work,

in which the syllogistic figures are detailed, there is no mention of

° Va.\T\vou Elcrayay^ AioAEKTiiri) — if

Uaoiaity aw/i5' (1844).— Ed.

lAnal
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a fourth figure. Galen, therefore, as far as we know, affords no
exception to the other authors upon Logic. In these circumstances,

it is needless to observe how slender is the testimony in favor of the

report; and this is one of many others in which an idle story, once

told and retailed, obtains universal credit as an established fact, in

consequence of the prevalent ignorance of the futility of its foun-

dation. Of the legitimacy of the Fourth Figure I shall speak, after

having shown you the nature of its reasoning.

Before proceeding further in the considera-
Compiex modiflca- ti^u ^f tjjg Figure of Syllogism, it is, however,

tion of the Figure of , ,.„ .

Syllogism.
necessary to state a complex modification to

which it is subject, and which is contained in

the following paragraph.

f LXXIV. The Figure of Syllogism is modified by the

Quantity and Quality of the propositions

BUUoM^fdB^^^""' which constitute the reasoning. As the

combination of Quantity and Quality af-

fords four kinds of propositions— Universal Affirmative (A),

Universal Negative (E), Particular Affirmative (I), Particular

Negative (O) ; and as there are three propositions in each syl-

logism, there are consequently in all sixty-four arrangements

possible of three propositions, differing in quantity and quality;

— arrangements which constitute what are called tlie Syllogis-

tic floods (rpoTroi, modi). I may interpolate the observation

:

The Greek logicians after Aristotle, looking merely to the two
premises in combination, called these Syzygies {(Tv^vyCai, juga-

tiones, conjugationes, combinationes). Aristotle himself never

uses rpoTTo^ for either mood or modality specially; nor does he

use (jvlvyla in any definite sense. His only word for mood is

the vague expression syllogism.

The greater number of these moods are, however, incompe-

tent, as contradictory of the general rules of syllogism ; and

there are in all only eleven which can possibly enter a legiti-

mate syllogism. These eleven moods again are, for the same

reason, not all admissible in every figure, but six only in each,

that is, in all twenty-four; and again of these twenty-four, five

are useless, and, therefore, usually neglected, as having a par-

ticular conclusion where a universal is competent. The nine-

teen useful moods admitted by logicians may, however, by the

quantification of the predicate, be still further simplified, by

superseding the significance of Figure.
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In entering on the consideration of the various Moods of the

Syllogistic Figures, it is necessary that you re-
•p ica ion.

^^jj ^^ memory the three laws I gave you of the

Categorical Syllogism, and in particular the two clauses of the sec-

ond law,— That the sumption must be definite (general or singu-

lar), and the subsumption affirmative,— clauses which are more

vaguely expressed by the two laws of the logicians— that no con-

clusion can be drawn from two particular premises— and that no

conclusion can be drawn from two negative premises. This being

premised, you recollect that the four combinations of Quantity and

Quality, competent to a proposition, were designated by the four

letters. A, E, I, O,— A denoting a universal afiirmative ;— E a

universal negative ;
— I, a particular affirmative ;— 0, a particular

negative.

Assent A; negat E; verum universaliter ambse:

AsseritI; negat 0; sed particulariter ambo.i

A, it affirms of tUis, these, all;

As E denies of any

:

I, it affirms, as denies,

Of some, or few, or many.

Thus A affirms what E denies,

And definitely either;

Thus I affirms what denies,

But definitely neither.^

Now, as each syllogism has two premises,
The possible combi-

^j^^^.^ consequently, sixteen different com-
nations of premises.

, .1,^ • t/^-
binations possible of premises differing in quan-

tity and quality— viz.

:

i)AA.



How many of these

of these are at once invalidated by the first clause of the second

law of the categorical syllogism, in so far as

recognized by logicians, by which all moods with
are syllogistically val- , ... . , - n . ,

jjj
two particular premises are excluded, as in these

there is no general rule. Of this class are the

four moods, I I, I 0, O I, and O 0. And the second clause of

the same law, in so fir as recognized by logicians, invalidates the

moods of two negative premises, as in these there is no subordina-

tion. Of this class are the four moods E E, E O, O E, and O O.

Finally, by the two clauses of the second rule in conjunction, the

mood I E is said to be excluded, because the particular sumption

contains no general rule, and the negative subsumption no subordi-

nation. (This, I think, is incorrect.) These exclusions have been

admitted to be valid for every Figure ; there, consequently, remain

(say the logicians) as the possible modes of any legitimate syllogism,

the eight following— A A, A E, A I, A O, E A, E I, I A, O A;i

but some of these, as a2)parently contradictory of the second rule in

its more definite assertions,— that the sumption must be general

and the subsumption affirmative,— I shall, after stating to you the

common doctrine of the logicians, show to be really no exceptions.

But whether each of the moods, though a priori possible, affords

a proper syllogism in all the figures— this de-
whether each mood pends On the definite relations of the middle
a isarrionpossi e

Xdxm. to the two Others in the several figures.
affords a proper syllo- ^

gism in all the figures. These, therefore, require a closer investigation.

I shall consider them, with the logicians, princi-

pally in the quantity of extension, but, mutatis mutandis, all that

is true in the one quantity is equally true in the other.

Now if, in the first figure, we consider these eight moods with

reference to the general rules, we shall find that
igure. ^ ^^ ^^^ .^ ^j^j^ figure afibrd correct syllogisms

;

but only those which are constructed in conformity to the follow-

ing particular rules, which are, however, in this figure, identical with

those we have already given as general laws of every perfect and

regular categorical syllogism.

The symbol of the First Figure is,

—

S M 1
for Extension; j^ p' j

for Comprehension.

The first rule is,— " The sumption must be universal. "Were it

particular, and, consequently, the subsumption universal, as

:

1 Cf. Bacbmann, Logik, § 129. — Ed.



Some M are P;

BiUaaSarea;

we could not know whether S were precisely the part of M which

lies in P, and it might he altogether out of P. In that case, a uni-

versal negative conclusion would be the con-ect ; but this cannot

be drawn, as there is no negative premise, and though accident-

ally perhaps true, still it is not a necessary consequence of the

premises." ^

" The second rule is, — The subsumption must be affirmative.

Were it negative, and consequently the sumption affirmative, in

that case S would be wholly excluded from the sphere of M ; and,

consequently, the general rule under which M stands would not be

applicable to S. Thus

:

All M are P;

iVoSisM;

No Sis P.

AM colors are physical pluenomena

;

iVb sound is a color;

Therefore, no sound is a physical phmnomenon.

" Here the negative conclusion is folse, but the affirmative, which

would be true,— all sounds are physical phenomena,— cannot be

inferred from the premises, and, therefore, no inference is competent

at all."
-

Thus, in this figure, of the eight moods generally admissible, I A
and O A are excluded by the first ; A E and

Legitimate mood3 of ^ Q by the second rule. There remain, there-

TheTsymbois. ^°'"^' °"^y f°"'' legitimate moods, A A, E A,

A I, and E I. The lower Greek logicians de-

noted them by the terms,—

rpaiifMTa, 'Eypaifie, rpaipiSi, Tcx'"K<is J
^

the Latin schoolmen by the terms—
Barbara, Celarent, Darii, and Ferio.

1 Bachmann, Logilc, § 130, p. 203. — Ed. 2 Bachmann, as above. — Ed. [Cf. Dero-
[So HoUmann, Phil. Eationalis, quiz Logica don, Logica Restituta, V. iv. p. 618. Ulrich, aa
vulgo dicitur, § 461, Gottingae, 1746. Lovani- above. Lovanienses, as above. Uollmann,
enses, Commentaria in hag. Forphyrii et in Logica^ 5 462.]

omna Libros Arist. de Dialectica, Anal. Prior, L.
i. p. 215, Lovanii, 1547. Ulrich, Instit. Log. 3 For an account of these
et Met., 5 191, lenae, 1785. Fonseca, Instit. see Discussions, p. 671, second edition.

X>M/., L. vi. c. 21, p. 363.]
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In the Latin symbols, which are far more ingenious and complete,

and in regard to the history of which I shall say something in the

sequel, the vowels are alone at present to be considered, and of

these the first expresses the sumption, the second the subsumptlon,

and the third the conclusion. The correctness of these is shown

by the following examples and delineations.

" The first mood of this figure

:

I. Barbara.

All M are P;

All S are M

;

Therefore, all S are P.

ATI thai ix composite is dissoluble ;

AU material things are composite

;

Therefore, all material things are dissoluble.

II. Celarent. II. Celarent.

NoUisP;
Alls are M;

Therefore, no S is I

Ko finite being is exempt from i

All men are finite beings

;

Therefore, no man is exempt fro

III. Darii.

All M are V;

Some S are M;

Therefore, some S are P.

An virtues are laudable;

Some habits are virtues

;

Therefore, some habits are laudable.

"This diagram makes it manifest to the eye why the conclusion

can only be particular. As only a part of the sphere S lies in the

sphere M, this part must lie in the sphere P, as the whole of M lies

therein ; but it is of this part only that anything can be affirmed in

the conclusion. The other p.art of S can either lie wholly out of

P, or partly in P but out of M; but as the premises affirm nothing

of this part, the conclusion cannot, therefore, include \t.
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the sumption particular, the subsumption behooved to be universal;

for otherwise no conclusion would be possible. But in that case the

sumption, whether affirmative or negative, would afford only an

absurd conclusion.'

"K affirmative, as—
/Some P are M;

No S is M;

Therefore, some I •.nofP.

Some animals lay eggs, i. e. are egg-laying th'ngs;

No horse lays eggs, i. e. is any egg-laying thing ;

Tlierefore, some horses are not animals.

" If negative, as—

All S an

Therefor '. S are not P.

Some minerals are not precious stones;

AM topazes are precious stones ;

Therefore, some topazes are not minerals;

in both cases the conclusion is absurd.

" There thus remain," say the logicians,

Camestres, Festino, Baroco,

' only the moods Cesare,

NoVUM;
All S are M;

Therefore, no S is P.

Nothing material hasfree will;

An spirits have free uill;

Therefore, no spirit is material.

n. Camestrcs. n. Camestres.

All P are M;

NoSisM;

Therefore, no i

An colors are in'sible

;

No sound is visible ;

Therefore, no sound it

[Cf. Fonseca, Instit. Dial., L. vi. c. 21, p. i
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ni. Festino.

NoPisM;

Some S areM;

Therefore, some S are not P.

HI. Festino.

No vice is praisevxtrtTiy

;

Some actions are praiseworthy

;

Therefore, some actions are not i

" The diagram here is alternative, for as the conclusion can only

comprise a part of S, as it is only the consequence of a partial sub-

ordination of S to M, the other parts of S which are out of M may
either lie within or without P.— The conclusion can, therefore, only

be particular.

IV. Baeoco.

An P are M;

Some S are nofM.;

Therefore, some S are not P.

Some animals are not oviparous

;

Therefore, some animals are not birds." 1

1 Baclimanii, Logik, as above. — I



LECTURE XXI.

STOICHEIOLOGY.

SECTION II.— OF THE PRODUCTS OF THOUGHT.

III.— DOCTRINE OF REASONINGS.

SYLLOGISMS.— THEIR DIVISIONS ACCORDING TO EXTERNAL
FORM.

FIGURE— THIRD AND FOURTH.

In our last Lecture, after terminating the general consideration

. , . of the nature of Figure and Mood in Categorical
Kccapitulation. => '^

Syllogisms, we were engaged m a rapid survey

of the nineteen legitimate and useful moods belonging to the four

figures, according to the received doctrine of logicians (conse-

quently, exclusively in Extension) ; and I had displayed to you

the laws and moods of the First and Second Figures. Before, there-

fore, proceeding to any criticism of this doctrine, it behooves us to

terminate the view of the two remaining figures.

To each of the first two figures, logicians at-
igure.

tribute four moods ; to the third they concede

six ; and to the fourth five. The scheme of the Thii-d Figure, in

Extension, is—
M P,

M S.

This figure (always in extension) is governed by the two follow-

ing laws : — the first is, " The subsumption
s ru ea.

must be afiirmativc.' Were the minor premise a

negative, as in the syllogism,—

An M are P; AV fiddles are musical instruments;

NoM IS S

;

But no fiddle is a flute ;

1 [See Aristotle, Ancd. Prior., i. 6, H 8, 16. Hollmann, Logica, } 466. Lovanienses, In An.

Pnor..L. i. p.220.]
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here tlie conclusion would be ridiculous, — Therefore, no S is P, —
Therefore, no flute is a musical instrument. For M and S can both

exclude each other, and yet both lie within the sphere of P.

"The second law is,— The conclusion must be particular, and

particular although both premises are universal.* This may be

shown both in affirmative and negative syllogisms. In the case of

affirmative syllogisms, as

:

All U are V;

But all tii are S;

here, you will observe, M lies in two different spheres — P and S,

and these must in the conclusion be connected in a relation of sub-

ordination. But S and P may be disparate notions,- and, con-

sequently, not to be so connected ; an absurd conclusion would,

therefore, be the result. For example,—
AU birds are animals with feathers ;

But all birds are animals with a heart ;

Therefore, all animals with a heart are animals with feathers,

" Again," say the logicians, " in regard to negatives :— In these

only the sumption can be negative, as the subsumption (by the first

rule) must be affirmative. Thus

:

No M is P

;

No silver is iron ;
or,

But all JI are S

;

But all silver is a mineral.

" Here the conclusion— iV^o S is P,— JNb mineral is iron, would

be false.

" Testing the eight possible moods in Extension by these special

rules, there remain for this figure, six, which by the Latin logicians

have been named, Darapti, Felapton, Disamis, Datisi, Bocardo,

Ferison. The first mood of this figure is

:

I Darapti. I. Daeapti.3

AUTslareV; / -v.

Bui off M are S;
' ^

Therefore, same S are P;

All gilding is metallic

;

AH gilding shines

;

\ i

Therefore, some things that shine are metallic. x^ _^

^-T.)
1 tBut Bee Hollmaim, Logica, « 332, 458.
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" Here it is manifest that M cannot at once lie in two different

spheres, unless these partially involve, partially intersect each other.

But only partially ; for as both P and S are more extensive than M,
and are both only connected through M (/. e. through a part of

themselves), they cannot, except partially, be identified with each

other.

" The second mood of this figure is,—

II. Felapton. II. Felapton.I

iVoMisP;

.Bu((rf;MareS;

Therefore, some S are not P;

or,

No material substance is a moral subject

;

But all that is material is extended ;

Therefore, something extended is not a moral subject.

"You will observe, that according to this diagi-am, the conclusion

ought to be— No S is P, because the whole of S lies out of the

sphere of P; and as in the concrete example, the notion extended

is viewed as out of the notion moral subject, we might conclude,—
Nothing extended is a moral subject. But this conclusion, though

materially correct, cannot, however, be formally inferred from the

premises. In the sumption, indeed, the whole of M is excluded

from the sphere of P; but in the subsumption M is included in the

sphere S, that is, we think that the notion M is a part of the notion

S. Now in the conclusion, S is brought under P, and the conclusion

of a categorical syllogism, in reference to its quantity, is, as you

remember, by the third general law regulated by the quality of the

subsumption. But as in the present case the subsumption, notwith-

standing the universality of the expression, only judges of a part of

others Porphyry, have made two moods of 23, 24, Aid. 1631. Philoponus, In Anat. Prior.,

Darapti, as Aristotle himself does in Cesare L. i. c. 5, f. 18 b. Apuleius, De Habitml. Doci.

and Camestres, in Disamis and Datisi. See Flat., L. iii. Opera, p. 37, 38, ed. Elmenhorst]

Boethius, De SyUo^ismo Calegoricn, L. ii., Op-

era, p 594 alibi. Ct. Zabarella, Opera Logica, 1 [Aristotle gives Fapemo, Anal. Prior, i. V.

Ve Quaria Figura Sijllog., pp. 119, 120 ft seq. (Burgersdyck, Instit. Logica, L. ii. c. 7, p.

Alex. Aphrodisiensis, In Anal. Prior., i. 6, ff. 169, Cantab., 1647.)]
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S ; the conclusion can, in like manner, only jiulge of a part of S.

Of the other parts of S there is nothing enounced in the premises.

The relation between S and P could likewise be as follows

:

Noil is V;

But aim are S;

No pigeon is a hawk

;

But all pigeons are birds

;

" Here the conclusion could not be a universal negative,— There-

fore, no S is P,— Therefore, no bird is a haick— for the sphere of

S [bird) is greater than that of either M {j^igeon) or P {hawk) ; it

may, however, be a particular negative— Therefore, some S are not

P {therefore, some birds are not haicks),— because the sumption

has excluded M and P {jyigeon and haiok) from each other's sphere,

and, consequently, the part of S which is equal to M is different

from the part of S which is equal to P. — But if this be the case

when the subsumption has a universal expression, the same, a for-

tiori, is true when it is particular.

"The third mode of this figure is:

III. DiSAMIS.

Some M are P

;

But all M are S

;

Therefore, some S are P;

Some acts of homicide are I

But all acts of homicide are cruel

;

Therefore, some cruel acts are laudable.

" The fourth mood of this figure is :

si. IV. Datisi.

Aim are V;

But some M are S

;

Therefore, some S are P

;

or,

All acts of homicide are cruel

;

Some acts of homicide are laudable;

Therefore, some laudable acts are cruel.

38
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'This diagram makes it manifest that more than a single case is

possible in this mood. As the subsumption is particular, the con-

clusion can only bring that j)art of S which is M into identity with

P; of the other parts of P there can be nothing determined, and

these other parts, it is evident, may either lie wholly out of, or

partly within, P.

" The fifth mood of this figure is

:

Some M are not P;

Bui aim are &;

Therefore, some S are not P;

or,

Some si/Vogisms are not regular;

But all syllogisms are things important;

Therefore, some important things are not t

" The sixth mood of this figure is

:

VI. Fekison.

iVo MisP;

But some Mare S;

Therefore, some S ore not P;

or,

No truth is without result ;

Some truths are tnisu7)dei-stood

;

Therefore, some things misunderstood are not without result.

"Here, as in the premises, only that p.art of S which is M is

excluded from P, consequently the other parts of S may either like-

wise lie wholly out of P, or partially in P." ^

So much for the moods of the third figure.

Bacbmann, Logilc, § 132, p. 211—218.— Ed.
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Fourth Figure. The formula of the Fourth Figure is

:

P M,

Its Laws. « This figure is regulated by three laws.

"I. Of these the first is,— If the sumption be affirmative, the

subsumption must be universal. The necessity of this law is easily

seen. For if we had the premises

:

AttFareil;

But some ^1 are S;

in this case M may, or may not, be a notion superior to P.

" On the former alternative, if M be higher than P, and likewise

higher than S, then the whole of S might be contained under P.

—

In this case, the proper conclusion would be a universal affirmative;

which, however, cannot follow fi-om the premises, as the subsump-

tion, ex hi/pothesi, is particular. On the latter alternative, even ifM
were not superior to S, still, since P is only a part of M, we could

not know whether a part of S were contained under P or not. For

example

:

AH men are animals

;

But some animals are amphibious.

" From these premises no conclusion could be drawn.

"II. The second rule by which this figure is governed is— If

either premise be negative, the sumption must be universal.

" Suppose we had the premises—
Some P are not M

;

But an U are S;

Therefore, some S are not P

;

or,

Some animals are not feathered

;

But altfeathered animals are birds ;

Therefore, some birds are not animals.

" In this case the whole of S lies within the sphere of P ; there

cannot, therefore, follow a particular negative conclusion, and if

not that, no conclusion at all. The same would happen were the

sumption a particular affirmative, and the subsumption a universal

negative.

" III. The third rule of the fourth figure is— If the subsumption
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be affirmative, the conclusion must be particular. This (the logi-

cians say) is manifest. For in this figure S is higher than M, and

higher than P, consequently only a part of S can be P.

" If we test by these rules the eight possible moods, there are 'in

this figure five found competent, which, among sundry other names,

have obtained the following: Braniantip^ Camenes, Ditnaris,

Fesapo, Fresison.

" Of these moods the first is

:

BAiiANTip, Otherwise Bajialip, etc.

All V are U;

Aim arc B;

Therefore, some S are F;

or,

All grei/homids are dogs

;

But aU dogs are quadrupeds

;

Therefore, some quadrupeds are greyhounds.

" The second mood is called

:

II. Camenee. II. Camenes, Calemes, or Calentes, etc.

AllPareil;

Bui no U is S;

Therefore, no S i5 P;

or,

All ruminating animals have four stomachs;

But no animal withfour stomachs is carnivorous ;

Therefore, no carnivorous animal ruminates.

" The third mood in the fourth figure is variously denominated

:

III. Dimaris.

GS)

III. DisiAEis, or DiMATis, or Dibatis, etc.

iSorae P are M

;

ButaUilareS;

Therefore, some S are P;

or.

Some practically virtuous men are necessitarians ;

All necessitarians speculatively subvert the distinction of vice and

\ ^ virtue

;

Therefore, some who speculatively subvert the distinction of vice

and virtue are practically virtuous men.

" The fourth mood of this figure is

:
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rV. Fesapo.

LOGIC.

rV. Fesapo.

A'oPisM;

AJl'ii.areS;

Therefore, some S are not P;

or,

No negro is a Hindoo

;

But all Hindoos are blacks

;

Therefore, some blacks are not negroes

;

301

"According to the first of these diagrams, all S is excluded from

P, and thus the conclusion would seem waiTanted that

—

N'o S is

P. This conclusion cannot, however, be inferred ; for it would vio-

late the third rule of this figure. For while we, in the sumption,

have only excluded M, that is, a part of S, from P, and as the other

parts of S are not taken into account, we are, consequently, not

entitled to deny these of P. The first diagram, therefore, which

sensualizes only a single case, is not coadequate with the logical

formula, and it is necessary to add the second in order to exhaust

it. The second diagram is, therefoi'e, likewise a sensible represen-

tation of Fesapo ; and that diagram makes it evident that the con-

clusion can only be a particular negative.

" The fifth and last mood is

:

V. Fresison. V. Fresisox.

NoPisU;
But some M are S;

Therefore, some S are not P;

No moral principle is an animal impulse;

But some animal impulses are principles of action;

Therefore, some principles of action are not moral principles.

QtJ
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"The demonstration is here the same as in the former mood.
Since the subsumption only places a part of M in the sphere of S,

the conclusion, whose quantity is determined by the subsumption,

can only deny P of that part of S which is likewise a part of M."'

Having thus concluded the exposition of the various Figures and

Moods of Syllogisms, as recognized by logicians,
Mood and Figure in . „

>. th ^ • /-> ^-^ •, -u
Comprehension.

^^ reference to Extensive Quantity, it will not

be necessary to say more than a word in general,

touching these figures and moods in reference to Comprehensive

Quantity. Whatever mood and figure is valid and regular in the

one, is valid and regular in the other ; and every anomaly is equally

an anom.aly in both. The rules of the various figures which we
have considered in regard to syllogisms in Extension, are all, with-

out exception or qualification, applicable to syllogisms in Compre-

hension, with this single proviso, that, as the same proposition forms

a diflerent premise in the several quantities, all that is said of the

sumption in extension, should be understood of the subsumption in

comprehension, and all that is said of the sumption in comprehen-

sion, should be understood of the subsumption in extension. What,
therefore, has hitherto been, or may hereafter be, stated of the mood
and figure of one quantity, is to be viewed as applicable, mutatis

mutandis, to the other. This being understood, I proceed, in the

first place, to show you that the complex series

Criticism of the ^f logical forms which I have enumerated may

logical formT

"""^^

" ^^ Considerably diminished, and the doctrine of

syllogism, consequently, reduced to a higher

simplicity. In doing this I shall consider, first, the Figures, and,

secondly, their Moods.

Now, as regards the number of the Figures, you are aware, from

I. The Figures
what I formerly stated, that Aristotle only con-

templated the three first, and that the fourth,

which is, by those who do not mistake it for an

Aristotelic form, referred with little probability to Galen, was wholly

unnoticed until the end of the twelfth or the beginning of the thir-

teenth century, w hen it was incidentally communicated, as an inno-

vation of the physician of Pergamus, by the celebrated Averroes, in

his commentary on the Prior Analytics of Aristotle, but by Aver-

roes himself rejected as an illegitimate novelty.- The notice of tliis

figure by the commentator was, however, enough ; and though re-

pudiated by the great majority of the rigid Aristotelians, the author-

1 B.icljmanii, Logik, § 193, p 218—223.— 2 In Annl Pn

The Fourth.
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ity of Scotus, by whom it was defended/ secured for it at last, if not

a universal approval, at least a very general toleration, as a legiti-

mate though an awkward form. The arguments indeed by which

it was attempted to evince the incompetency of this figure, were

not of a character calculated to enforce assent ; for its inference is

not less valid than that of any other,— however tortuous and per-

verse it may be felt to be. In fact, the logicians, in consequence of

their exclusive recognition of the reasoning in extension, were not in

possession of the means of showing, that this figure is a monster un-

deserving of toleration, for less of countenance and favor. I shall not,

therefore, trouble you with the inconclusive reasoning on the part

either of those who have assailed or of those who have defended

this figure, but shall at once put you in possession of the ground on

which alone, I think, its claim to recognition ought to be disallowed.

In the first place, then, you are aware that all reasoning is either

in the quantity of comprehension, or in the
Gronnds on which quantity of extension. You are aware, in the

lughuobrdisauowei
Second, that these quantities are not only differ-

ent, but, as existing in an invei-se ratio of each

other, opposed. Finally, in the third place, you are aware that,

though opposed, so that the maximum of the one is the minimum
of the other, yet the existence of each supposes the existence of the

other; accordingly there can be no extension without some compre-

hension,— no comprehension without some extension.

This being the case, it is evident that, besides the definite reason-

ing from whole to part, and from parts to whole,
A cross inference ^-ithin the several quantities and in their per-

pos.=ibIe from Exten- ,. , ,. , • i

sion to Com rehen-
pendicular hnes, there is also competent an m-

Eion and vice vena. definite inference across from the one quantity to

the other. For if the existence of the one quan-

tity be only possible under the condition of the other, we may
always, it is .self-evident, in the first place, from the aflirmation of

anything in extension, indefinitely aflirm it in comprehension, as,

reciproc.illy, from the affirmation of anything in comprehension, we
may indefinitely affirm it in extension ; and, in the second place,

fiom the negation of anything in extension, we may absolutely deny

1 This statement is marked as doubtful in conclusionis; per consequens nee diversitas

the Author's Common-place Book. Scotus figura."
(<^i(ff-5(. in Anal. Prior., i. q. 34) expressly re- The Fourth Figure is, however, said by
jects tlic Fourth Figure. He says: "Solum Kidiger (Kt Srjiiu Ftri eUafai, p. 337) to have
tribus modis potest fieri debita ordinatio re- been introduced by Galen and Scotus. Hos-
speciu extremorum secundum subjectionem pinianus (fle Conirovrrsiis DiaUctiris, c xix.)
et pnedicationem

;
igitur tres figura; et non attributes (erroneously) the invention of this

plurcs .... quia per solnm transpositionem figure to Scotus. Compare also Noldius,
non pervenit diversitas alicujus praimissa; nee Logtca Recognita, c. xiii. J 4, p. 277.— Ed.
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it in comprehension, as, reciprocally, from the negation of anything

in comprehension, we may absolutely deny it in extension.

Now, what has not been observed, such is exclusively the infer-

ence in the Fourth Figure ; its two last rules
This the nature of

the inference

Fourth Figure.

in fact nothmg but an enunciation of these
ference in the ^

two conditions of a cross inference from the one

quantity to the other ; and the first rule will be

hereafter shown to be only an error, the result of not observing that

certain moods are only founded on the accident of a transposed

order of the premises, and, therefore, constitute no subject for a logi-

cal legislation.

To prove this statement of the nature of the inference in the

Proted and iiiustra- fourth figure, it is Only necessary to look at its

ted. abstract formula. In extension this is—
P is M;
M is S;

Here in the premises P is contained under M, and M is contained

under S ; that is, in the premises S is the greatest whole and P the

smallest part. So far, this syllogism in extension is propei-ly a syl-

logism in comprehension, in which the subject of the conclusion is

the greatest whole, and its predicate the smallest part. From such

premises we, therefore, expect, that the conclusion carrying out what

was established in the antecedent, should affirm P as the part of S.

In this, however, our expectation is disappointed; for the reasoning

suddenly turns round in the conclusion, and affirms S as a part of P.

And how, it may be asked, is this evolution in the conclusion com-

petent, seeing that it was not prepared, and no warrant given for it

in the premises. To this the answer is prompt and easy. The con-

clusion in this figure is solely legitimated by the circumstance, that

from an identity between the two terms in one quantity, we may
always infer some identity between them in the other, and from a

non-identity between them in one quantity, we can always infer a

non-identity in the other. And that in this figure there is always

a transition in the conclusion from the one quantity, is evident; for

that notion which in the premises was the greatest whole, becomes

in the conclusion the smallest part ; and that notion which in the

premises was the smallest part, becomes in the conclusion the great-

est whole. Now, how is this manoeuvre possible? — how are we
entitled to say that because A contains all B, therefore B contains

some A ? Only, it is clear, because there is here a change from the

containing of the one quantity to the containing of the other ; and
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because, eacli quantity necessarily implying the indefinite existence

of the other, we are consequently permitted to render this necessary

implication the ground of a logical inference.

It is manifest, however, in the first place, that such a cross and

hybrid and indirect reasoning fi-om the one
This hybrid infer-

quantity to the other, in the fourth figure, is
ence is, 1. Unnatural. , „ ^ ,.™ ^ , , ^wholly 01 a dmerent character and account from

the reasoning in the other three figures, in which aU inference,

whether upwards or downwards, is equable and homogeneous
within the same quantity. The latter in short is natural and easy;

the former, unnatural and perverse.

In the second place, the kind of reasoning competent in the fourth

figure is wholly useless. The change from the
2. Useless.

° .',,., ^ ,

one quantity to the other in the course of a syl-

logism is warranted by no necessity, by no expediency. The reason-

ing in each quantity is absolute and complete within itself, and all

that can be accomplished in the one process can equally well be ac-

complished in the other. The jumping, therefore, from extension to

comprehension, or from comprehension to extension, in the conclu-

sion of the fourth figure, is a feat about as reasonable and useful in

Logic, as the jumping from one horse to another would be reason-

able and useful in the race-course. Both are achievements possible

;

but, because possible, neither is, therefore, a legitimate exercise of

skill.

We mayj therefore, on the ground that the fourth figure involves

a useless transition from one quantity to another, reject it as a logi-

cal figure, and degrade it to a mere logical caprice.

But, in the third place, there is a better ground ; the inference,

though valid in itself, is logically, is scientifi-

"' ^^ " ' cally, invalid. For the inference is only legiti-

mated by the occult conversion of the one quantity into the other,

which takes place in the mental process. There is thus a step taken

in the reasoning which is not overtly expressed. Were the whole

process stated in language, as stated it logically ought to be, instead

of a simple syllogism with one direct conclusion, we should have a

complex reasoning with two conclusions ; one conclusion direct and

immediate (the inference, to wit, of conversion), and from that im-

mediate conclusion another mediate and indirect, but which, as it

stands, appears as the one sole and exclusive conclusion from the

premises. This ground, on which I think the fourth figure ought to

be specially abolished, is stated with the requisite details in the Logi-

cal Appendix contained in the second edition of my Discussions on

Fhiloso2ihy}

39 IP. 663. -Ed.



LECTURE XXII.

STOICHEIOLOOY.

SECTION II.— OF THE PRODUCTS OF THOUGHT

in.— DOCTRINE OF REASONINGS.

SYLLOGISMS.— THEIR DIVISIONS ACCORDING TO EXTERNAL
PORM.

C. REGULAR AND IRREGULAR.

FIGURE— REDUCTION.

Iisr my last Lecture, after terminating the view of the nineteen

Moods of the Four Syllogistic Figures, accorcl-
vecapitu a ion.

.^^ ^^ ^j^^ doctrinc of logicians, I entered on the

consideration,— how far their doctrine concerning the number and

legitimacy of these various figures and moods was corrfett. In the

conduct of this discussion, I proposed, first, to treat of the Figures,

and, secondly, to treat of the Moods. Commencing, then, with the

Figures, it is manifest that no exception can possibly be taken to

the first, which is, in point of fact, no figure at all, but the one reg-

ular,— the one natural form of ratiocination. The other three fig-

ures divide themselves into two classes. The one of these classes

comprehends the fourth ; the other, the second and third figures.

The fourth figure stands, on the common doctrine of the logicians,

in a more unfavorable situation than the second and third. It was

not recognized by Aristotle ; it obtained admission into the science

at a comparatively recent period ; it has never in f;ict been univer-

sally recognized ; and its progress is manifestly more perverse, cir-

cuitous, and unnatural, th.an that of any other.

In regard to this fourth figure, I stated that the controversy among

logicians touching its legitimacy had been without result ; its op-

ponents failing to show that it ought to be rejected ; its defenders

failing to show that it was deserving of recognition. I then stated

that the logicians, in their one-sided view of the reasoning process.
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had let slip the one great principle on which the legitimacy of this

figure was to be determined. I then explained to you that the pecu-

liarity of the fourth figure consists in this,— that the premises are

apparently the premises of a syllogism in one kind of quantity, while

its conclusion is the converted conclusion of a syllogism in the other.

It is thus in every point of view contorted and preposterous. Its

premises are transposed, and the conclusion follows from these, not

directly, but througli the medium of a conversion. I showed how,

and how far, this kind of reasoning was competent, and that though

the inference in the fourth figure is valid, it is inconvenient and use-

less, and therefore, that the form itself, though undoubtedly legiti-

mate, is still only a legitimate monster. Herewith the Lecture ter-

minated.

Now, looking superficially at the matter, it might seem, from what

has now been said, that the fourth ought to be
General character of ^^ q^cc expunged from the series of logical fig-

the Second, Third, and .,, , . ,. mi ,

Fourth Fi^ares
"''^^' '^"^ ^ closer exammation will show us

that this decision would be rash. In point of

fact, all figure properly so called, that is, every figure, with the ex-

ception of the first, must be rejected equally with the fourth, and on

the following ground,— that they do not, in virtue of their own
expressed premises, accomplish their own inference, but that this is

done by the mental interpolation of certain complementary steps,

without which no conclusion in these figures could be drawn. They
are thus in fact reasonings apparently simple, but in reality complex;

and when the whole mental process is expressed, they are found to

be all only syllogisms in the first figure, with certain corollaries of

the different propositions intermingled.' This doctrine corresponds

with th.at of the logicians, in so far as they, after Aristotle, have

allowed that the last three figures are only valid as reducible to the

first ; and, to accomplish this reduction, they have supplied us with

a multitude of empirical rules, and lavished a world of ingenuity in

rendering the working of these complex rules more easy. From
Whately and the common books on Logic, you

Latin and Greek are of course acquainted with the import of the
m.iemouics,-their au- consonants in the cabalistical verses, Barhara,
thors.

.

Celarent, etc. ;
- and it must be confessed that,

taking these verses on their own ground, there are few human
inventions which' display a higher ingenuity. Their history is ap-

1 This doctrine of Figure, which is devel- VTerke, i. p. 55, ed. Eosenkranz and Schubert,

oped iu paragraph Ixxv., is mainly taken — Ed.
from Kant. See his Essay, Bit Falsche Spitz-

fiiidigkeit der via Syttogistisehtn Figuren, 1762. 2 See Diicussioris, p. 666. - ED
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parentlj^ altogether unknown to logicians. They were, in so far as

they relate to the three first or Aristotelic figures, the invention of

Petrus Hispanus, who died in 1277, Pope John XXII. (or as he is

reckoned by some the XXI., and by others the XX.). He was a

native of Lisbon. It is curious that the corresponding Greek mne-
monics were, so far as I can discover, the invention of his contem-

porary Nicephorus Blemmidas, who was designated Patriarch of

Constantinople.' Between them, these two logicians thus divided

the two highest places in the Christian hierarchy ; but as the one

had hardly begun to reign when he was killed by the downfall of

his palace,^ so the other never entered on his office by accepting his

nomination at all. The several works of the Pope and the Patri-

arch were for many centuries the great text-books of Logic,— the

one in the schools of the Greek, the other in the schools of the

Latin church.

The Greek symbols are far less ingenious than the Latin, as they

only mark the consecution, quantity, and quality
The Greek symbols ^f jijg diffei-ent propositions of the various moods

less ingenious tban the ^ ,, .1 ,1 i ... i r.

Ljjjjj,
of the three generally admitted ngures, without

showing to what mood of the first the moods of

the other two figures are to be reduced, far less by what particular

process this is to be done. All this is accomplished by the symbols

of the Roman Pontiff. As to the relative originality, or the priority

in point of date, of these several inventions, I am unable to speak

with certainty. It is probable, however, that the Blemmidas was

the first, both because his verses are the simpler and ruder, and be-

cause it is not known that he was acquainted with the writings of

the Western logicians ; whereas I find that the Summitlce of His-

panus are in a great measure taken, not indeed from the treatise of

Blemmidas upon Dialectic, hnt from the Si/nopsis of the Organon

of his somewhat earlier contemporary Michael Psellus.'

But the whole of the rules given by logicians for the Reduction

of Syllogisms are unphilosophical, for they are
The Euies of logi- nierely the empirical statements of the opera-

of "svUcism's uunhii- *'°" °^ ^ principle in detail, which principle it-

osophicai. Self has been overlooked, but which, when once

rationally explicated, supersedes the whole com-

plex apparatus of rules for its mechanical application.

If I succeed, therefore, in explaining to you how the last three

1 But see Discussions, p. 672. — Ed. the work which goes by the name of Psellns

2 See Platina [Hisioria de Vitis Pontificum being in all probability atranslation from His-

^omanoTum,!^. 181, ed. l.')72. — Ei>]. panus, the mnemonics, with one exception,

3 The reverse is probably the truer account
j

being omitted. See Discussions, p. 128.— Ed.
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Figures are only the mutilated expressions of a complex mental

process, I shall not only subvert their existence

^
,^\i

'^!-, .'^j as forms of reasoning not virtualh- identical
nres only the mutilated ° '

expressions of a com- with the first figure,— I shall not only relieve

piex mental process, you from the necessity of studying the tedious
and virtually identical ^^^ disgusting rules of their reduction, but in
with the first. „ . ,. , . . , „

fact vmdicate the great pnnciples of reasonmg

from apparent anomaly. For, in the first place, if the three last fig-

ures are admitted as genuine and original forms of reasoning, the

principle that all reasoning is the recognition of the relation of a

least part to a greatest whole, through a lesser whole or greater

part, is invalidated. For, in the three latter figures, the middle

term does not really hold the relation of an intermediate whole or

part to the subject and predicate of the conclusion ; for either, in

the second figure, it contains them both, or, in the third, is contained

by them both, or, in the fourth, at once contains the greatest whole

(that is, the predicate in extensive, the subject in comprehensive,

quantity), and is contained by the smallest part (that is, the subject

in extensive, the predicate in comprehensive, quantity). In the sec-

ond place, if these three figures are admitted as independent and

legitimate forms, the second general rule I gave j'ou for categorical

syllogisms is invalidated in both its clauses. For it will not hold

true, that every categorical syllogism must have an universal sump-

tion and an aflirmative subsumption. The law of the universal

quantity of the sumption is violated in the third figure, by Disamis

and Bocardo, in the fourth, by Dimaris ; the law of the aflirmative

quality of the subsumption is violated, in the second figure, by Ca-

mestres and Baroco ; and, in the fourth, by Camenes. I, therefore,

proceed to reconcile all these anomalies by the extinction of the

last three figures, as more than accidental modifications of the first,

and commence with the following paragraph.

% LXXY. The three last (that is. Second, Third, Fourth)

Figures are merely hybrid or mixed reason-

second, ^m III i"SS' in which the steps of the process are

Fourth Figures only ouly partially cxprcsscd. The unexpressed
accidental modifloa-

gfeps are, lu general, conversive inferences,
tions of the First. 1 ' to ' '

which we are entitled to make, 1°, From the

absolute negation of a first notion as predicated of a second, to

the absolute negation of the second notion as predicated of the

first— {/"no A is B; then no Bis A; 2°, From the total or

partial affirmation of a lesser class or notion of a greater, to the

partial aflSrmation of that greater notion of that lesser,— (/" ali

(or some) A is B; then some B is A.
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Taking the figures and moods in their common order ; in the

Second Fiojure the first mood is Cesare, of
Moods of Second

, . , , ^ , .

Figure. 1. Cesare. which the formula IS :

iVoPisM;

But an S are M;

Therefore, no S is P.

Here the ostensible or expressed sumption, iVb P is M, is mentally

converted into the real sumption by the inference, -^— Then no M is

P. The other propositions follow regularly,— viz.

:

But alls are ^l;

Therefore, no S is P.

In reality Ceiarent. The real Syllogism, fully expressed, is thus

:

Real Sumption, . . . . NoU is P;

Subsumption, But all fi are M;

Conclusion, Ergo, no S is P.

To save time, I shall henceforward state the complementary prop-

ositions which constitute the real and proximate parts of the syl-

logism, by the name of real, proximate, or interpolated sumption,

subsumption, or conclusion ; and those who take notes may simply

mark these, by placing them within brackets. To avoid confusing

the conversive inference with the ostensible conclusion of the syl-

logism, I shall mark the former by the illative conjunction then;

the latter by the illative conjunction therefore. I shall take the

concrete examples which I chanced to give in illustration of the

various moods. In Cesare the concrete example was :

Sumption, Nothxnrf that is material hasfree will

;

Real, Intcrpol.ited, Sumption, .... ( Then nothing that hasfree will is material ;)

Subsumption, But all spirits havefree will

;

Conclusion, Therefore, no spirit is material.

Throwing out of account the ostensible sumption, and considering

the syllogism, in its real nature, as actually evolved out of the sump-

tion mentally understood ; we have tlius, instead of a syllogism in

Cesare of the second figure, a syllogism in Ceiarent of the first.

The seeming in-egularity is thus reduced to real order.

The second mood of the second figure, viz. Camestres,' is rather

1 [That Cesare and Camestres are the same Si/llog., p. Ill, and authorities cited above, p.

eyllof;ism with accidental order of premises, 290, note.]

see Zabarella, O/iera Logica, De Quarta Figura
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more irregular, and, therefore, the process of redressing it, though

equally easy, is somewhat more comjalex. The
2. Camestres.

formula is :

AttPareM;

BulnoSisil;

Therefore, no S is P.

Here, in the first place, the premises are transposed, for you re-

member by the second 2;eneral law of syllogisms,
In reality Celareut. . ... . , ,

the sumption must in extension be universal, and

the subsuraption affirmative. By a preliminary operation, their ap-

parent consecution must, therefore, be accommodated to their real.

The premises being restored to order, there is yet a further intricacy

to unravel. The sumption and the conclusion are neither of them

proximate ; for we depart from a conversive sumption, and primarily

obtain a conclusion which only gives us the ostensible conclusion, in

the second instance, through an inference. Thus :

Ostensible Sumption AoSisM;
Proximate or Real Sumption, . . . ( Then 710 Mis S;)

Subsumption, ^«PareM;
Proximate or Real Conclusion, . . { Therefore, no F is S;)

Ostensible Conclusion, Therefore, jw S is P.

The concrete example given was :

All colors are visible

;

Bui no sound is visible

;

Therefore, no sound is a color.

Reversing the premises, we have

:

Apparent Sumption, . ... No sound is visible

;

Proximate or Real Sumption, . ( Then nothinff visible is a sound ;)

Subsumption, All colors are visible ;

Proximate or Real Conclusion, ( Therefore, no color is a sound;)

which gives, as a conversive

inference, the

Expressed Conclusion, .... TTten no sound is a color.

Thus it is evident that Camestres, in the second figure, is only a

modification of Celarent in the first.^

1 Cf. Kruf, Lojii, 5109, p. 363. .MarkDun- [Derodon, Logica Ktstit., Pare. W. p. 648.

can, Instil. Logica:, L. iv. c. 4, p. 229. — Ed. Keusch, Systema Logicum, § 43a, p. 613.]
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The third mood of the Second Figure, Festino, presents no diffi-

3. Festino.
culty. We have only to interpolate the real

sumption, to which the subsumption and conclu-
In reality Ferio. . • . i _p rr.i

sion proximately refer. Thus

:

Expressed Sumption, . . . iVoPtsM;

Real or Proximate Sumption, ( TTien no M isV);

Subsumption, But some ^ are M;

Conclusion Tltei-efore, some S are not P.

Our concrete example was :

Expressed Sumption, . . . No viee is laudable

;

Some actions are laudable ;

Therefore, some actions are not vices.

Here we have only to interpolate, as the real sumption :

Nothing hmlaUe is a vice.

Festino, in the second figure, is thus only Ferio in the first, with its

sumption converted.

The fourth mood, Baroeo, is riiore troublesome. In fict, this

mood and Bocardo, in the third ficrure, have
4. Baroeo.

i . , o
been at once the cneces and the 02)prooria of

logicians. They have, indeed, succeeded in reducing these to the

first figure by what is called the reductio ad

jj^.^j^
imjiossibile, that is, by circuitously showing that

if you deny the conclusion in these syllogisms,

the contradictory inference is absurd ; but as of two contradictories

one or other must be true, it, therefore, remains that the original

conclusion shall be admitted. This process is awkwai-d and perplex-

ing ; it likewise only constrains assent, but does not afford knowl-

edge ; while at the same time we have here a syllogism with a neg-

ative subsumption, which, if legitimate, invalidates the universality

of our second general rule. Now, on the principle I have proposed

to you, there is no difficulty whatever in the reduction of this or of

any other mood. Here, however, we do not, as in the other moods

of the second figure, find that the syllogism proximately departs

from an unexpressed sumption, but that the prox-
In reality Darii. .

'
.

'
.

'

imate subsumption and the proximate conclu-

sion have been replaced by two derivative propositions.- The
formula of Baroeo is

:
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AHFare-M;

But some S are not M;

Tlierefore, some S are not P.

But the following is the full mental process :

Sumption, AWP are'M.;

Real Subsumption, (Some not-U are S;)

n-hich gives the f Then, some S are no(-M;

Expressed Subsumption, i Or, some S are notil;

Real Conclusion ( Therefore, some nol-F are S;

n-hich gives the f Then, some S are not-V;

Expressed Conclusion, (Or, some S are not P.

Or, to take our concrete example :

All birds are oviparous ;

Sut some animals are not oviparous ;

Therefore, some animals are not birds.

Of this the explicated process will stand as follows

:

Sumption All birds are oviparous

;

Real subsumption, (Some things not oviparous an animals;)

which gives the f Then, some animals are not-oviparous;

Expressed Subsumption, (Or, are not oviparous

;

Real or Proximate Conclusion, . . .

\I.Therefore, some things not birds are ani-

which gives the ^ '"'''^'>

Expressed Conclusion
i Then, some animals are not^irds;

(. Or, are not birds.

Now, in this analysis of the process in Baroco, we not only re-

solve the whole problem in a direct and natural and instructive

way; hut we get rid of the exception which Baroco apparently

affords to the general rule, that the subsumption of a categorical

must be affirmative. Here you see how the real subsumption is

affirmative, and how, from having a negative determination in its

subject, it by conversion assumes the appearance of a negative prop-

osition, the affirmative proposition— some things not-birds are ani-

mals, being legitimately converted, first into— some animals are

not-birds, and this again being legitimately converted into— some
animals are not birds. Ton recollect that, in the doctrine of Prop-

ositions,' I showed you how every affirmative proposition could be

adequately expressed in a negative, and every negative in an affir-

mative form ; and the utility of that obsei-vation you now see, as it

1 See above, p. ITS. —Ed.
40
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enables us simply to solve the problem of the reduction of Baroco,

and, as we shall also see, of Bocardo. Baroco is thus directly re-

duced to Darii of the first figure, and not, as by the indirect process

of logicians in general, to Barbara.' On this doctrine the name

Bai-oco is also improper, and another, expressive of its genuine

affinity, should be imposed.

We proceed now to the Third Figure. Tou will obsei-ve that,

as in the Second Figure, with the exception of
igure.

Baroco, it was the sumption of the two premises

which was affected by the conversion, so in the third it is the sub-

sumption. For in Camestres of the second, and in Disamis and

Bocardo of the third, figure, the premises are transposed. This

understood subsumption is a conversive inference from the expressed

one, and it is the proximate antecedent fi-om which the real con-

clusion is immediately inferred.

In the first mood of this figure, Darapti, the subsumption is a

1. Darapti. universal afiirmative ; its conversion is, therefore,

In reality Darii. into a particular affirmative. Its formula is—

Sumption, AllMareV;

Expressed Subsumption, . . . But all M are S;

which gives the

Really Proximate Subsumption, . C Then some S are M;)

from which directly flows

The Conclusion, Therefore, some S are F.

1 There seems to be an error in the text imo a scholasticis perspectam fuisse
:
eed des.

here. The syllogism, as finally reduced, is pectam; quia in prima figiira propositio mi-

not in Darii, nor in any legitimate mood; nor aflirmans attributi infiniti, quam prime

and its natural reduction, according to tlie intuitu videatur esse negans, forma; eviden-

method adopted by the Author, is not to Da- tiam obscurat : atqui syllogismorum reductio

rii, but to Ferio, by means of an unexpressed comparata est non ad forma; bonitatem ob-

sumption. Thus— scurandam, sed illustrandam." histiuitwnes

Logka, L. iv. c. 3, i 4, p. 230. Salmurii, 1612

nJrJ-M are P,
The syllogism of the text may also be ex.

hibited more circuitously, as Darii, by r

Therifore, aame. S arc not P. ing the affirmative quality in the converted

This is the method adopted by the following
Pfopos'Uon- Thus

;

-

logicians, referred to by the Author in his ^B no(.M are no(-P;

Common-Place Book, viz.: — Noldius, who
^'^^-ortZLTiartnof?

calls Baroco, Facrono, Logim Recognita, cap.
lertjore, some art no

-

xii. 5 12, p. 300, 1666; Eeusch (who follows This is the method of reduction employed

Noldius), Systema Logiemn, ! 533, p. 611, 2d by Derodon, who, in the same way, would

ed., 1741 ; Wolf, Phil. Rationalis, § 384 ; Bach- reduce Camestres to Barbara, Logka Restituta,

mann, Logik, i 133, Anm., i. p. 224. Before P. iv. tract, i. c 2, art. 6, p. 648. The error

any of the above-mentioned writers, Mark here noticed seems to have originated in a

; Duncan gives the reduction of Camestres to momentary confusion of the reduction of

Celarent, and of Baroco to Ferio, by coun- Baroco with that of Bocardo; which, how-

terposition. He adds, with special reference ever, could not be rectified without greater

to the reduction of Baroco to Ferio by this alterations in the text than the F.difors con-

method,— *' Hanc reductionis speciem exist- eider tliemselves justified in making. — Ed
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Our concrete example was—

Sumption, AU giUiing is metallic

;

Expressed Subsumption, Bui all gilding shines

;

wliich gives, as a conversion, the

Real Subsumption, Then^ some things thai shine are gilding

;

and from this last immediately pro-

ceeds the

Conclusion, Therefore, some things thai shine are metaUic.

Tlius Darapti, in tlie third figure, is nothing but a one-sided

derivative of Darii in the first.'

The second mood of the Third Figure is Fe-
2. Felapton. , . t r i

lapton. Its lormula—

Sumption, iVoMi'sP;

Expressed Sumption Allil are S;

The Real Subsumption, . . . ( Then, some S are M
;

)

from which

The Conclusion, Tlierefore, some S are not P.

Our example was—

Sumption, Nothing material is a free agent

;

Expressed Subsumption, But everything material is extended;

Of which the Real Subsumption is the) , »., ,,. , j j. . i -
V ( Then, something extended is material;)

< Therefore, something extended is not a free
From which the Conclusion, -

( agent.

Felapton, in the third Figure, is thus only a modification of Ferio

in the first.

The third mood in this figure is Disamis. Its
a. Disamis. ~ ,

lormula—
Some M are P;

But all M are S;

Therefore, some S are P.

Here the premises are transposed. Their or-
In reality Darii. i , . . „ ,

der being rectified

:

Sumption, AllilareS;

Expressed Subsumption, Bat some M are P;

1 [Eeusch, Si/stema Logicum, 5 539, p. 614.]
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Which, by conversive inference, gives the >

„ . „, .
Wnen, some Pore M;)

Proximate Subsumption, )

From which proceeds the Real Conclusion, ( Therefore, some P are S;)

Which,by conversion, gives the Expressed i

Conclusion J

Then, some S are P.

Our example was (the reversal of the premises being rectified) :

Sumption, All acts of homicide are cruel;

Expressed Subsumption, Bui some acts of homicide are laudable

;

Which gives, as a conversive inference, ) (
Then, some laudable acts are acts of homi-

the Proximate Subsumption, . . . ) ciVe ;)

From this Proximate Conclusion, . . . (.Therefore, some laudable acts are cruel;)

Which again gives, as its converse, the > _,, . , , , ; ,

,

^ ^ • > I Therefore, some cruel acts are laudable.

Expressed Conclusion, )

Thus Disamis in the third is only Darii in the first figure.

_
The fourth mood of the Third Figure is Datisi, which is only

Disamis, the premises not being reversed, and
4. Datisi.

^^^ conclusion not a conversive inference. It
In reality Dam.

requires, therefore, only to interpolate the prox-

imate subsumption. Thus

:

Sumption, AiniareV;

Expressed Subsumption, But some M are S;

Giving by conversion, (Then, some S are il;)

From which last the Conclusion, . . . Therefore, some S are P.

Sumption, All acts of liomicide are cruei,

,

Expressed Subsumption, But some acts of homicide are laudable

;

Which gives, by conversion, the Proxi- > ( TViere, same laudable acts are acts of homi-

mate Subsumption, ) cide ;)

From which the Conclusion, Therefore, some laudable acts are cruel

Thus, Datisi likewise is only a distorted Darii.

The fifth mood of the Third Figure is the famous mood Bocardo,

which, as I have mentioned, with Baroco, but
6. Bocar o.

^^^_ more than Baroco, was the opprobrium of

the scholastic system of reduction. So intricate, in foct, was this

mood considered, that it was looked upon as a trap, into which if

you once got, it was no easy matter to -find an exit. Bocardo was,

during the middle ages, the name given in Oxford to the Academi-

cal Jail or Career— a name which still remains as a relique^of the

ancient logical glory of that venerable seminary. Rejecting, then,
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the perplexed and unsatisfiictoiy reduction by the logicians of Bo-

cardo to Barbara by an apagogical exposition, I commence by stat-

ing, that Bocavdo is only Disamis under the form of a negative

affirmative ; its j)remises, therefore, are transj^osed. Removing the

transposition, its formula is—

-4HMareS;

But some M are not P

;

Therefore, some S are nofP;

which is thus explicated, like Baroco—

Sumption, AWilareS;

Expressed Subsumption, Same M are not P;

Which gives, by couveisive inference, . { Tken, some not-P are JI;)

From this Real Subsumption proceeds the

Proximate Conclusion, ...
Which again gives, by conversion, the

Expressed Conclusion,

Whence again, <Sume S ui-e not P

I ( Therefore, some not-V are S;)

I Then, some & are not-V;

Our concrete example was — the order of the premises being

redressed :

Sumption, All syllogisms are important

;

Expressed Subsumption, But some syllogisms are not regular ;

\ { Then, some things not regular are syllo^

From which, by conversive inference, . . 1
*. gzsms;)

And from this Proximate Subsumption ) Therefore, some things not regular are im-

proceeds the Proximate Conclusion, . > portant;

From whence, by conversion, the Ex-

pressed Conclusion,
Then, some important things are not-regular ,

Whence, some important things are not regu-
Whence

(. far.

Bocardo is thus only a perverted and perplexed Darii.'

The last mood of the Third Figure is Ferison,

In reality Ferio.
which IS Without difticulty— It only being re-

quired to interpolate the real subsumption, from
which the conclusion is derived. Its formula is—
Sumption NoMisF;
Expressed Subsumption, But some il are S;

1 [See Noldius, Log. Rec. c. xii. § 12, p. 301. Bocardo is called Docamroc by Noldius. Cf.
Beosch, Si/st. Log., s 639, p. 611.]
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Which sivos, by conversive inference, the
]

Suhsumption, J

From wliich immediately flows the Con-

)

> Tlierefore, some S are not P.
elusion, }

Sumption, No truth is without result

;

Expressed Suljsumption, But some truths are misunderstood;

The Conversive Inference from which is. Then some tJiin(/s misunderstood are truths

;

And from this Implied Subsumption im- > Therefore, some things misunderstood are not

mediately proceeds the Conclusion, . ) without result.

Ferison ' is thus only Ferio, frinrred with an
Fourth Figure. -, c

accident of conversion.

The Fourth Figure is distinguished from the two former in this

— that in the Second and Third Figures one or other, but only one

or other, of the premises requires the interpolation of the mental

inference ; whereas, in the Fourth Figure, either both the premises

require this, or neither, but only the conclusion. The three first

moods (Bamalip, Calemes, Dimatis) need no conversion of the prem-

ises ; the two last, Fesapo and Fresison, require the conversion

of both.

The result of the foregoing discussion is thus accordingly that, in

rigid truth, there is no figure entitled to the dig-

The First Figure the jjlty of a simple and independent form of rea-
oniy simple and inde-

^^^^ g^cept that which has improperly been
pendent form of rea- o' 1 1 f J

g(,ai„g_ termed the First ; the three latter figures being

only imperfect or elliptical expressions of a com-

plex process of inference, which, when fully enounced, is manifestly

only a reasoning in the first figure. Tliere is thus but one figure,

or, more properly, but one process of categorical reasoning ; for the

term figure is abusively applied to that which is of a character reg-

ular, simple, and essential.

Having, therefore, concluded the treatment of figure in respect

of Categorical Syllogisms, it remains to con-

Figure of Hypothet- sider how fiir the other species of Simple Syllo-
icai, Disjunctive, and

gigj^g— t],e hypothetical, the disjunctive, and
Hvpotlietico-Disjunct- ° ... . ,. ,.

ive Syllogisms. t"^ hypothetico-disjunctive— are subject to this

accident of form. In regard to the Hypothetical

Syllogism, this kind of reasoning is not liable to the affection of

figure. It is true indeed that we may construct a syllogism of three

hjpothetical propositions, which shall be susceptible of all the fig-

1 [Scotus says that Ferison, Bocardo, and Fclapton, are useless, as concluding indirectly.

Quastiones, In Anal. Prior., L. i. q. 24
]
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ures incident to a categorical reasoning ; but this is itself in fact

only a categorical syllogism hypothetically expressed. For example

:

IfK is, then B is;

Bat if S is, then A is ;

There/ore, if S is, then B is.

This syllogism may certainly be varied through all the figures,

but it is not an hypothetical syllogism, in the proper signification

of the term, but manifestly only a categorical ; and those logicians

who have hence concluded, that a hypothetical reasoning was ex-

posed to the schematic modifications of the categorical, have only

shown that they did not know how to discriminate these two forms

by their essential differences.

In regard to the Disjunctive Syllogism the case is difierent; for

as the disjunctive judgment is in one point of view only a categor-

ical judgment, whose predicate consists of logically opposing mem-
bers, it is certainly true that we can draw a disjunctive syllogism

in all the four figures.

I shall use the letters P, M, and S ; but as the disjunction requires

at least one additional letter, I shall, where that is necessary, take

the one immediately following.
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riGURE rv.

First case—
P is eitker M or N

;

BolkMandN areS;

Therefore, some S is P.

Second case—
P is either M or N;

Neither M nor N !s S;

Therefore, S is not P.l

Figure of Composite

Syllogisms,

Of Composite Syllogisms— I need say nothing concerning the

Epicheireraa, which, it is manifest, may be in

one figure equally as another. But it is less evi-

dent that the Sorites may be of any figure ; and
logicians seem, in fact, from their definitions, to have only contem-

plated its possibility in the first figure. It is, however, capable of

all the four schematic accidents by a little contortion ; but as this

at best constitutes only a logical curiosity, it is needless to spend

any time in its demonstration."

So much for the Form of reasoning, both Essential and Acci-

dental, and the Divisions of Syllogisms which are founded thereon.

1 See Chr. J. Braiiiss, Grundrhs der Logik, § differeut figures, see Herbart, Lehrhuch zur

394, p. 146. Compare Kiug, Log^iX-, p. 387 ei 5^5. Einleititng in die Philosophies fj 70. Drobisch,

2 For a complicated tlieory of Sorites in Neue Darstelluns der Logik, ^^^y-&i. — 'Ej>.
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STOICHEIOLOOY.

SECTION II,— OF THE PRODUCTS OF THOUGHT.

III.— DOCTRINE OF REASONINGS.

SYLLOGISMS.- THEIR DIVISIONS ACCORDING TO VALIDITY.

F^VLLACIES.

All the varieties of Syllogism, whose necessary laws and contin-

gent modifications we have hitherto considered, are, taken together,

divided into classes by reference to their Validity ; and I shall com-

prise the lieads of what I shall afterwards illustrate, in the follow-

ing paragraph.

f LXXVI. Sj'llogisms, by another distribution, are distin-

guished, by respect to their Validity, into

Par. LXXVI. syiio- CoiTect or True, and Incorrect or False.

i^corre'^t."'"'''"
^^ The lucorrcct or False are again (though

not in a logical point of view) divided, by

reference to the intention of the reasoner, into Paralogisms,

Faulty, and into Sophisms, or Deceptive, Heasonings. The

Paralogism (paralog/smus) is properly a syllogism of whose

falsehood the employer is not himself conscious ; the Sophism

(sophisma, captio, cavillatio) is properly a false syllogism, fab-

ricated and employed for the purpose of deceiving others.

The terra iJ'a^tocy may be applied indifferently'in either sense.

These distinctions are, however, frequently confounded ; nor in

a logical relation are they of account. False Syllogisms are,

again, vicious, either in respect of their form or of their matter,

or in respect of both form and matter.'

Knig, Logik, i 115.

41
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In regard to the first distinction contained in tliis parngra])!i,

—

of S^yllogisms into Correct or True and Incor-
Explication. rect or False,— it is requisite to say a few words.

iate°^truth'"discriini-
^^ '^^ necessary to distinguish logical truth, that is,

nated. the truth which Logic guarantees in a reasoning,

from the absolute truth of the several judgments

of which a reasoning is composed. I have frequently inculcated ou

you that Logic does not warrant the truth of its premises, except

in so far as these may.be the formal conclusions of anterior reason-

ings,— it only warrants (on the hypothesis that the premises are

truly assumed) the truth of the inference. In this view the conclu-

sion may, as a separate proposition, be true, but if this truth be not

a necessary consequence from the premises, it is a false conclusion,

that is, in fact, no conclusion at all. Now, on this point there is a

doctrine prevalent among logicians, which is not only erroneous,

but, if admitted, is subversive of the distinction of Logic as a

purely formal science. The doctrine in question is in its result this,

— th;tt if the conclusion of a syllogism be true, the premises may
be either true or false, but that if the conclusion be false, one or

both of the premises must be false; in other words, that it is possi-

ble to infer true from false, but not false from true. As an example

of this I have seen given the following syllogism:

Aristotle is a Roman ;

A Romaii is a European

;

Therefore, Aristotle is a European.

The inference, in so far as expressed, is true ; but I would remark

that the whole inference which the premises necessitate, and which

the conclusion, therefore, virtually contains, is not true,— is false.

For the premises of the preceding syllogism gave not only the

conclusion, Aristotle is a European, but also the conclusion, Aris-

totle is not a GreeJc; for it not merely follows from the premises

that Aristotle is conceived under the universal notion of which the

concept Roman forms a particular sphere, but likewise that he is

conceived as excluded from all the other particular spheres which

are contained under that universal notion. The consideration of

the truth of the premise, Aristotle is a Roman, is, however, more

properly to be regarded as extralogical ; but if so, then the consid-

eration of the conclusion, Aristotle is a European, on any other

view than a mere foi'mal inference from certain given antecedents,

is, likewise,- extralogical. Logic is only concerned with the formal

truth — the technical validity— of its syllogisms, and anything
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beyond the legitimacy of the consequence it draws fi'oni certain

hypothetical antecedents, it does not profess to vindicate. Logical

truth and falsehood are thus contained in the correctness and

incorrectness of logical inference ; and it was, therefore, with no

iniin-opriety that we made a true or correct, and a false or incorrect

Byllogism convertible expressions.^

In legard to the distinction of Incorrect Syllogisms into Paralo-

gisms and Sophisms, nothing need be said.
The distinction of ™i . . ^ ai • ^t -c ^

. „ ,, . The mere statement is sumciently manifest:
Incorrect Svllogi£ms •' '

into Paralogisms and and, at the same time, it is not of a logical

Sophisms, not of logi- import. For logic does not regard the inten-
cai import.

^j^^^ \\\\_\i which reasonings are employed, but

considers exclusively their internal legitimacy. But while the dis-

tinction is one, in other respects, proper to be noticed, it must be
^

owned that it is not altogether without a logical value. For it

behooves us to discriminate those artificial sophisms, the criticism

of which requires a certain acquaintance with logical forms, and

which, as a play of ingenuity and an exercise of acuteness, are not

without their interest, from those paralogisms which, though not so

artifici.ll, are on that account only the more frequent causes of error

and delusion.

The last distinction is, however, logically more important, viz., 1°,

Of reasonings into such as are materially falla-
Formal and material . ... , , ^, , . ^ ,^ c ^t •

j.^,,^^;^
cious, that IS, through the object-matter ot their

propositions ; 2°, Into such as are formally falla-

cious, that is, through the manner or form in which these proposi-

tions are connected ; and, 3°, Into such as are at once materially and

formally fallacious. Material Fallacies lie beyond the jurisdiction

of Logic. Formal Fallacies can only be judged of by an applica-

tion of those rules, in the exposition of which we have hitherto

been engaged.

The application of these rules will afibrd the opportunity of ad-

ducing and resolving some of the more capital
Ancient Greek So- ^^ ^^^^^ Sophisms, which owe their origin to

pUisms.
.

the ingenuity of the ancient Greeks. "Many
of tliese sophisms appear to us in the light of a mere play of wit

and acuteness, and we are left to marvel at the interest which they

originally excited,— at the celebrity which they obtained, and at

the importance attached to them by some of the most distinguished

thinkers of antiquity. The marvel will, however, be in some degree

abated, if we take the following circumstances into consideration.

1 Cf Esser, Logik, J 109. — Ed.
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"In the first jslace, in the earlier ages of Greece, the method of

science was in its infoncy, and the laws of tliought were not yet

investigated with the accuracy and minuteness requisite to render

the detection of these fallacies a very easy matter. Howbeit, there-

fore, men had an obscure consciousness of their fldlacy, they could

not at once point out the place in which the error lay ; they were

thus taken aback, confounded, and constrained to silence.

"In the second place, the treatment of scientific subjects was

more oi'al and social than with us ; and the form of instruction

principally that of dialogue and conversation. In antiquity, men
did not isolate themselves so much in the retirement of their

homes ; and they read far less than is now necessary in the mod-

ern world ; consequently, with those who had a taste for science,

the necessity of social communication was greater and more urgent.

In their converse on matters of scientific interest, acuteness and

profundity were, perhaps, less conducive to distinction than vivac-

ity, wit, dexterity in questioning, and in the discovery of objec-

tions, self-possession, and a confident and uncompromising defence

of bold, half-true, or even erroneous assertions. Through such

means, a very superficial intellect can frequently, even with us,
,

puzzle and put to silence another far acuter and more profound.

But, among the Greeks, the Sophists and Megaric philosophers were

accomplished masters in these arts.

" In the third place, as we know from Aristotle and Diogenes

Laertius,^ it was the rule in their dialogical disputations, that every

question behooved to be answered by a yes or a no, and thus the

interrogator had it in his power to constrain his adversary always

to move in a foreseen, and, consequently, a determinate direction.

Thus the Sophisms were somewhat similar to a game of forfeits, or

like the passes of a conjurer, which amuse and astonish for a little,

but the marvel of which vanishes the moment we understand the

principle on which they are performed." -

As the various fiillacies arise from secret violation of the logical

laws by which the different classes of syllogisms are governed, and

as syllogisms are Categorical, or Hypothetical, or Disjunctive, or

Hypothetico-disjunctive, we may properly consider Fallacies under

these four heads, and as transgressions of the syllogistic laws in

their special application to these several kinds of syllogism.

1 LXXVII. The Syllogistic Laws determine, in reference to

all the classes of Syllogism, the three following principles ; and

1 Arist. Soph. Elench., c. 17. Laertius, L. ii. c. 18, § ia5. The references are given by Bach-

mann. — Ed. 2 Bacbmaun, Logik, j 3S4, p. 513.
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all Fallacies are violations of one or other of these principles,

in relation to one or other class of syllogism.

I. If both the Logical Form and the Blat-

ciea, -their division tcr of a syllogisHi be correct, then is the
andclaBaifloation. Conclusion trUC.

II. If the syllogism be Materially Correct, but Formally In-

correct, then the Conclusion is not (or only accident.ally) true.

III. If the syllogism be Formally Correct, but Materially

Incorrect, then the Conclusion is not (or only accidentally)

true.

Fallacies, as violations of these principles in nrore immediate

refei-ence to one or other of the Four Classes of Syllogism,

must again be vicious in reference either to the form, or to the

matter, or to both the form and matter of a syllogism. Falla-

cies are thus again divided into Formal and Material, under

which classes we shall primarily arrange them.

IT LXXVIII. Of Formal Fallacies, the Categorical are the

Par lxxvul For-
most frcqucnt, and of these, those whose

vice lies in having four in place of three

terms (^quaternione terminorwn) ; for this,

in consequence of the ambiguity of its expression, does not

immediately betray itself. Under this genus are comprised

three species, which are severally known under the names of,

1°, Fallacia sensus compositi et divisi ; 2°, Fallacia a dicto

secundum quid ad dictum sim2Mciter, et vice versa / 3°, FallOr-

ciafigurm dictionis.

" That in a categorical syllogism only three terms ai-e admissible,

. has been already shown. A categorical syllo-

Faiiacies arising gism, with four Capital notions, has no connec-

from a Quaternio Ter- tion ; and is Called, by way of jest, the logical

'"••">""" quadruped (animal quadrupes logician). This

vice usually occurs when the notions are in reality different, but

when their difference is cloaked by the verbal identity of the terms;

for, otherwise, it would be too transparent to deceive either the

reasoner himself or any one else. This vice, may, however, be of

various kinds, and of these there are, as stated, three principal

species."

"The first is the Fallacia sensus compositi et divisi,— the Fal-

lacy of Composition and Division} This arises when, in the same

1 [See Fonseca, Instit. DM., L. viii. c. v. p. 106, Ingolstadii, ]
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syllogism, we employ words now collectively, now distributively,

so that what is true in connection, we infer must
i.FaUaciasmsuscoTn- ^^ g^^ ^j.^^ jjj separation, ancT vice versa; as, for

positi et divisi.
,

. . ^y , ,

example :— All mtist sm / Uaius sins / there-

fore. Cams must sin." ^ Here we argue, from the unavoidable lia-

bility in man to sin, that this particular sin is necessary, and for

this individual sinner. " This fallacy may arise

in different ways. 1°, It may arise when the

predicate is joined with the subject in a simple

and in a modal relation, for example : White can be (i. e. become)

black, therefore white can be black. 2°, It may arise from the con-

fusion of a copulative and disjunctive combination. Thus 9 con-

sists or is made up 0/7-1-2, xohich are odd and even numbers,

therefore 9 is odd and even. 3°, It may arise, if words connected

in the pn-emises are disjoined in the conclusion. Thus : Socrates is

dead, therefore Socrates is."
''

An examjile of the first of these contingencies— that which is

the most frequent and dangerous— occurs when, from its univer-

sality, a proposition must be interpreted with restriction. Thus,

when our Saviour says,— The blind shall see,— 27ie deaf shall hear,

— he does not mean that the blind, as blind, shall see,— that the

deaf, as deaf, shall hear, but only that those who had been blind

and deaf should recover the use of these senses. To argue the

ojiposite would be to incur the fallacy in question.

The second fallacy is that A dicto secundum quid ad dictum sini-

pliciter, and its converse, A dicto simpliciter ad
2. Faiiaria a dicto se- dictum secundum quid. The former of these

cndum ,,md ad dictum _ ^j^^ ^^jj^^ ^ ^^^.^^^ sccundum quid ttd dictum
simplicitfr^ ana Its con- •'

. o t •

yejse. simpliciter— anses when, from what is true

only under certain modifications and relations,

we infer it to be true absolutely. Thus, if, from the foct that some

Catholics hold the infallibility of the Pope, we should conclude

that the infallibility of the Pope is a tenet of the Catholic Church

in general. The latter— the fiillacy a dicto simpliciter ad dictum,

secundum quid— is the opposite sophism, where from what is true

absolutely we conclude what is true only in certain modifications

and relations, as, for example, when from the premise that Man is a

1 Krug, Logik, 5 116, p. 420. —Ed. [On the Alvarez, in Gale, Philosophia Generalis, L. iii.

distinction of Stnsus Compositi et Divisi, so c. iii. sect. 2, § 8, p. 466.]

famous in the question of foreknowledge and

liberty, see its history in Ruiz, Commtntiirii 2 [Denzinger,] [Die Logik oh TVissenschnft

ac Bisfiuliitiones, de Scienlia, de Ideis, dt Veri- der Denkhimst, dargeitdtt, j ooS, Bamberg, 1S35.

tate, ac de Vita Dei, Disp. xxxiii. p. 261 et seg. —Ed.]
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living organism^ we infer that A painted or sculptured man is a

living organism}

The thh-d fallacy— the Sopliisma figurm dictionis— arises when

we merely play with the ambiguity of a word. The well-known

syllogism, Mus sxjlldba est ; Mus cascurn rodit ; Ergo, syllaba ca-

seum rodit{ is an example*; or,

Heroiisafox;

Afox is a quadruped:

Therefore, Herod is a quadruped.

To this fallacy may be reduced what are called the Sophisina equiv-

ocationis, the Sophisma amphibolice, and the SojMsma accentus^

which are only contemptible modifications of this contemptible

fallacy.

1 LXXIX. Of Material Fallacies, those are of the most fre-

quent occurrence, where, from a premise
Par. Lxxix. Mate-

yf]^{ch. is not iu reality universal, we con-

clude universally ; or from a notion which

is not in reality a middle term, we infer a conclusion. Under

this genus there are various species of fallacies, of which the

most remarkable are, 1°, the Sophisma cum hoc (vel post hoc),

ergo 2}^op)ter hoc ; 2°, Sophisma piigrum, or ignava ratio j 3°j

Sop>hisma polyzeteseos ; and 4°, Sophisma heterozeteseos*

In tliis paragraph you will observe that there are given two

genera of Material Fallacies,— those of an Un-
Expiication. j-gal Universality {sojihismata Jictce universali-

Faiiacies of an Un- .. ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^ Illusive Reason (sophis-
real Universality, and -" ^ ^
of an Illusive Keasou. mata falsi niedH,— or non causce ut causce). I

must first exjjlain the nature of these, consid-

ered apai-t, then show that they both fall together, the one being

only the categorical, the other only the hypothetical, expression of

the same vice ; and, finally, consider the various species into which

the generic fallacy is subdivided.

" Our decisions concerning individual objects, in so far as they

belong to certain classes, are very frequently
1. Of an Unreal

fallacies of the former kind ; that is, conclu-
Lmversality.

sions from premises of an unreal universality.

For example :
— The Jews are rogues,— The Carthaginians, faith-

1 Cf. Denzinger, Logik, \ 564. —Ed. 3 On these fallacies, see Denzinger, Logik,

5! Do'j, S60, 561. — Ed.

2 Seneca, ii)i's<.,48. — Ed. * C£ Krug, Logik, § 117.— Ed.
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less,— The Cretans, liars,— The French, hragadocios,— TJie Ger^

mans, mystics,— The rich, purse-proud,— TJie nohle, haur/hty,—
Women, frivolous, — The learned, pedants.— These and similar

judgments, whicli in general are true only of many,— at best only

of the majority, of the subjects of a class, often constitute, how-
ever, the grounds of the opinions we fortn of individuals ; so that

these opinions, with their grounds, when expressed as conclusion

and premises, are nothing else than fallacies of an unreal generality,

— sophismata fictce universalitatis. It is impossible, however, to

decide by logical rules whether a proposition, such as those above

stated, is or is not universally valid ; in this, experience alone can

instruct us. Logic requires only, in general, that every sumption

should be universally valid, and leaves it to the sever.al sciences to

pronounce whether this or that particular sumption does or does

not fulfil this indispensable condition."^ The sophisma Jictce itni-

versalitatis is thus a follacious syllogism of the class of categoricals.

But the second kind of material fallacies, the sophisms of Unreal

Middle, are not less frequent than those of
2. Of Unreal Middle. '

. ,-, ttt, i- i •. •

unreal universality. When, tor example, it is

argued (as was done by ancient philosophers) that the magnet is

animated, because it moves another body, or that the stars are

animated, because they move themselves;— here there is assumed

not a true, but merely an apparent, reason ; there is, consequently,

no real mediation, and the sophisma falsi medii is committed.

For, in these cases, the conclusion in the one depends on the

sumption,— If a body moves another body, it is animated; in

the other, on the sumption,— If a body moves itself, it is aiii-

mated; hut as the antecedent and consequent in neither of these

sumptions are really connected as reason and consequent,— or as

cause and effect,— there is, therefore, no valid inference of the

conclusion.^ The sojyhismct non causw ut causes

The fallacies of Un- jg tjmg ^^ hypothetical syllogism ; but, as it may
real Eeasou aud of ^^ categorically enounced, this flillacy of unreal
Unreal Universality s j ' J

coiucide. reason will coincide with the categorical fiil-

lacy of unreal universality. Thus, the second

example above alleged

:

If the stars move tliemselves, they are ammaied]

But the stars do move themselves

;

Therefore, the stars are animated ;—

is thus expressed by a categorical equivalent—

1 Krug, Logik, § 117. Aiiin., p. 422.— Ed. 2 Cf. Krug, Logik, p. 423. — Ed.
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AU bodies that move themselves are animated;

But the stars move themselves

;

Therefore, the stars are animated.

In the one case, the sumption ostensibly contains the snbsumption
and conclusion, as the correlative parts of a causal whole ; in the

other, as the correlative parts of an extensive whole, or, had the

categorical syllogism been so cast, of an intensive whole. The two
genera of sopliisms may, therefore, it is evident, be considered as

one,— taking, however, in their particular manifestation, either a
categorical or an hypothetical form.

I may notice that the sophism of Unreal Generality, or Unreal
Reason, is hardly more dangerous in its positive

Fallacy of Unreal than in its negative relation. For we are not

ilX^M luve'illT
^°^^ disposed lightly to assume as absolutely

positive form. universal what is universal in relation to our

experience, than lightly to deny as real what
comes as an exception to our flictitious general law. Thus it is

that men having once generalized their knowledge into a compact
system of laws, are found uniformly to deny the reality of all phe-
nomena which cannot be comprehended under these. They not
only pronounce the laws they have generalized as veritable laws
of nature, which, haply, they may be, but they pronounce that

there are no higher laws ; so that all which does not at once find

its place within their systems, they scout, without examination, as

visionary and fictitious. So much for this ground of fallacy in gen-
eral ; we now proceed to the species.

Now, as unreal reasons may be conceived infinite in number, the
minor species of this class of sophisms cannot

lafy of Unroll Keasln'
^^ enumerated; I shall, therefore, only take

notice of the more remarkable, and which, in

consequence of their greater notoriety, have been honored with
distinctive appellations.

Of these, the first is the Sophisma cum hoc (vel post hoc), ergo

p>ropter hoc. This fallacy arises when, from the
a .^op ismacum hoc

contingent consecution of certain phenomena in
{L-it post hoc), ergo prop- ^

^

i

urhoc. the order of time, we infer their mutual depend-

ence as cause and effect. When, for example,
among the ancient Romans, a general, without carefully consulting
the augurs, engaged the enemy, and suffered a defeat, it was in-

ferred that the cause of the disaster was the unfavorable character
of the auspices. In like manner, to this sophism belongs the con-
clusion, so long prevalent in the world, that the appearance of a

42
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comet was the harbinger of famine, pestilence and war. In fact,

the greater number of the hypotheses which constitute the history

of physics and philosophy, are only so many examples of this fal-

lacy. But no science has exhibited, and exhibits, so many flagrant

instances of the sophism cum hoc, ergo propter hoc, as that of med-

icine ; for, in proportion as the connection of cause and effect is

peculiarly obscure in physic, physicians have only been the bolder

in assuming that the recoveries which followed after their doses,

were not concomitants, but effects. This sophism is, in practice, of

great influence and very frequent occurrence; it is, however, in the-

ory, too perspicuous to require illustration.

The second fallacy is that which has obtained the name oflc/nava ra-

tio, or Sophisma pigrum,— in Greek, dpyos Adyos.'
(b) Jffnam iia(.o.

^pj^^ excogitation of this argument is conimouly

attributed to the Stoics, by whom it was employed as subsidiary to

their doctrine of fate. " It is an argument by which a man endeav-

ors to vindicate his inactivity in some particu-

lar relation, by the necessity of the conse-

quence. It is an hypothetico-disjuuctive syllogism, and, when fully

expressed, is as follows :

Sumption If I ought to exert myself to effect a certain event, this event either must

take place or it must not

;

Subsuinptiou . ... If it must take place, my exertion is superfluous ; if it must not take

place, my exertion is of no avail

;

Conclusion Therefore, on either alternative, my exertion is useless."^

Cicero, in the twelfth chaj)ter of his hook, De I<'ato, thus states it:

If it be fated that you recoverfrom your present disease, whether you call in a doctor or not,

you will recover ; again, if it be fated that you do not recover from your present dis-

ease, whether you call in a doctor or not, you will not recover ;

But one or other of the contradictories is fated

;

Therefore, to call in a doctor is of no consequence.

Others have enounced the sumption in various forms, for ex-

ample : If it be impossible but that you recover from the present

disease, etc.,— or— If it be true that yoii, loill recover from this

disease,— or — If it be decreed by God that,

Its various designa- ^^^^ ^^.^^ ^^^^ ^j.^ ^j, ^^^^ disease, and so likewise

in different manners; according to which like-

wise the question itself has obtained various titles, as Arfftime?it

1 See Menage on Diogenes Laertius, L. ii. Gassendi, Optra, t. i. De Log. Grig, ct Var., L.

p. 123. — Ed. [Facciolati, Acroasis, v. p. 65. i. c. 6, p 51]

2 Krug, Logik, s 117, p. 424. — Ed.
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De Fato—De Possibilibus—De LXhero Arhitrio—Be Providen-

tia—De Divinis Decretis—De Futuris Contingentibus—De Pliijs-

ica Pra-determinatio?ie, etc. No controversy is more ancient,

none more universal, none has more keenly agitated the minds of

men, none has excited a greater influence upon religion and morals
;

it has not only divided schools, but nations, and has so modified

not only their opinions, but their practice, that whilst the Turks, as

converts to the doctrine of Fate, take not the slightest precaution

in the midst of pestilence, other nations, on the contrary, who admit

the contingency of second causes, carry their precautionary policy

to an opposite excess.

The common doctrine, that this argument is an invention of the

Stoics, and a ground on which they rested their
Its history. . r^ , t • i • • n i

doctnne of the physical necessitation of human

action, is, however, erroneous, if we may accord credit to the testi-

mony of Diogenes Laertius, who relates, in the Life of Zeno, the

founder of this sect, that he bestowed a sum of two hundred minas

on a certain dialectician, from whom he had learned seven species of

the argument called the X6yo<; ^epl^wv, metens, or reaper, which differs

little, if at all, from the ignava ratio} For how this sopliism is

constructed, and with what intent, I find recorded in the commen-

tary of Ammonius on the book of Aristotle Ilcpt 'Ep/x7ji/£ias.- Of
the same character, likewise, is the argument called the Adyos Kvpi-

ivu>v, the ratio dominans, or controlling reason, the process of which

Arrian describes under the nineteenth chapter of the second book

ofthe sayings of Epictetus.'' The lazy reason,— the reaper,— and the

controlling reason, are tluis only various names for the same process.

In regard to the vice of this sophism, "it is manifest that it lies in

the sumption, in which the disjunct members
e vice IS

^^.^ imperfectly enounced. It ought to have

been thus conceived : If I ought to exert my-
self to effect a certain event, which I cannot, however, of myself

effect, this event must either take place from other causes, or it

must not take place at all. It is only under such a condition that

my exertion can, on either alternative, be useless, and not if the

event depend wholly or in part for its accomplishment on my exer-

tion itself, as the conditio sine qua tion."* It is plain, however, that

i See Laertius, vii. 2.5. The observation in ered from Arrian, but not the nature of the

the text is from Facciolati, Acroasis, v. y. 57, arfrument it.=elf. It is al,=o mentioned, though

ed. 1750.— Ed. not explained, by Lucian, Vit. Auct., c. 22

b, cd. Aid. Venet., 1546. -
Plutarch, Sijmpos., i. 1, 5. Gellius, N. A..i.%

Compare Facciolati, Acroasis, v. p. 57.— Ed.

! purpose of this sophism may be gath- 4 Krug, LogifCf
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the refutation of tliis sophism does not at all affect the doctrine of

necessity ; for this doctrine, except in its very ahsurdest form,— the

Fatum Turcicum,— makes no use of such a reasoning.

" The third fallacy is the SopMsma polyzeteseos or qumstionis du-

pUais^— the sophism of continuous questioning,

teleL

^'"' '""" '"' """' "h'ch attempts, from the impossibility of assign-

ing the limit of a relative notion, to show by

continued interrogation the impossibility of its determination at

all. There are certain notions which are only conceived as relative,

— as proportional, and whose limits we cannot, therefore, assign by

the gradual addition or detraction of one determination. But there

is no consequence in the proposition, that, if a notion cannot be

determined in this manner, it is incapable of all determination, and,

therefore, absolutely inconceivable and null."' Such is the Sorites,

the nature of which I have already explained to
Its various designa-

^^^^^ This reasoning, as applied to various ob-

jects, obtained various names, as, besides the

Soi'ites or Acervus, we have the crescens,^— the tftaXaKpo^ or calvus^

— the irTTcp^eTiKo?, sujyerpositus or siiperlativus*— the T^orvxa^Mv or

quiescens, etc., etc' The Sorites is well defined by Ulpian," a soph-

ism in which, by very small degrees, the disputant is brought from

the evidently true to the evidently false. For example, I ask, Does

one grain of corn make up a heap of grain ? My opponent answers,—
No. I then go on asking the same question of two, three, four, and

so on ad infinitum, nor can the respondent find the number at which

the grains begin to constitute a heap. On the other hand, if we
depart from the answer,— that a thousand grains make a heap, the

interrog.ation may be continued downward to unity, and the answerer

be unable to determine the limit where the grains cease to make up

a heap. The same process may be perfornied, it is manifest, upon

all the notions of proportion, in space and time and degree, both in

continuous and discrete quantity.'

The fourth and last fallacy of this class is the sophisma hetero-

seteseos, or sophism of counter-questionbuj^ and as applied to vari-

1 Krng, Logik, s 117.— Ed. 6 Uge, 177. Bt Vtrh Signif. "Natura cavil-

2 Wyttenbacb.vW Fhu. De Sera Num. Vlnd., lationis, quam Graci (riupeiTrji' appellaruut,

p. 559; Fracepta Phil. Log., p. iii. c. 9, j 4.— Ed. hiEO est, ut ab ea ab evideiiter veris per brev-

3 Diog. Laert., iL 103. Cf. Gasseudi, Be issimas mutatioiies disputatio ad ea quie evi-

Log. OWg., c. 3. — Ed. dentur falsa sunt perducatur." Quoted by

i Epictetus, Dissert., iii. 2,2. As interpreted Gassendi, De Logicm Origine et Tarietate, L. i.

by Gassendi, Dc Log. Orig., c. 6. But the c. 3, p. 11, and by Menage, Ad Laert., ii. 108.

true reading is probably uirofteTiKOiis. See — Ed.

Schweighifiuser's note. — Ed. ? Krug, Logik, § 117.— Ed.

s Cicero, Aca,l., ii. 29. Epictetus, Dissert. S [See Gassendi, Ojiera, t. i. De Log. Grig.

ii. 18, 19. - Ed. et Var. L. i. c. 6, p. 61.]
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ous objects, it obtained, among the ancients, the names of the Di-

lemma^— the Cor)iutus{— the Litigiosus,— the

c««Lf
'''"""" '"'"°'

^c/»7fcs,3— the Jlentiens*— the Fallens,^— the

Electra^— the ObvelatusJ— the Meciurocus^—
Its various names. ' t i t

the Crocodilinus^ — the ovris,^"— the Inductio

imperfecta,''''^ and to this should also be referred the Ass of Buri-

daniis.^ " It is a hypothetico-disiunctive rea-
It3 Character. . , . ,

•"
.

•'
. .

sonmg, which I'ests on a certain supposition, and

which, through a reticence of this supposition, deduces a fallacious

inference. To take, for an example of this fallacy, the Kcpanvos or

Cornutus :— it is asked :— Have you cast your horns ?— If you
answer, I have; it is rejoined, Then you have had horns: if you
answer, I have not, it is rejoined, Then you have them still.''— To
this question, and to the inferences from it, the disjunctive proposi-

tion is supposed, —A certain subject has either had horns or has

them still. This disjunction is, however, only correct if the question

is concerning a subject to which horns previously belonged. If I

do not suppose this, the disjunction is false; it must, consequently,

thus ruu :— a certain subject has either had or not had horns. In

the latter case they could not of course be cast. The alternative

inferences {then you have had them, or then you have them still)

have no longer ground or plausibility." To take another instance in

. the Litigiosus or Reciprocus. Of the history

of this famous dilemma there are two accounts,

the Greek and the Roman. The Roman account is given us by
Aulus Gellius,'^ and is there told in relation to an action between

Protagoras, the prince of the Sophists, and

Euathlus, a young man, his discijsle. The disci-

ple had covenanted to give his master a large

sum to accomplish him as a legal rhetorician ; the one half of the

sum was paid down, and the other was to be paid on the day when
Euathlus should plead and gain his first cause. But when the

1 Hermogcnes, Be Invmi., L. iv., and Pro- 8 Aulus Gellius, X. A., L. v. c. 10, 11. — Ed.
leg. ad Hinnogenem. See Walz's Rlutores Lucian, I. c. Quintilian, Iiisl. Oral., i. 10

Greed, vol. iii. p. 167, Iv. p. 14.— Ed. 5. Cf. Menage, Ad Diog. Laert., L. ii. IDS. —
2 Seneca, Epist., 45. Menage, Ad Diog La- Ed.

»rt., L.ii. 108.— Ed. io Ammonius, Ad Arisl. Categ., f. 58. Cf.

3 Diog. Laert., L. ix. 23. Aristotle, PAys., Menage, toe. rii.— Ed.
vi. 9. Sopk. Blench., 24.— Ed. 11 Cicero, De Inveniionc, L. i. c. 31.— Ed.

4 Menage, Ad Diog. Laeru, L. ii. 108. Cicero, 1-' See Deuzinger, Logik, 5 571, from whom
j4ca(/., ii. 29.— Ed. these designations are taken. Reid's Works,

5 Diog. Laert, ii. 108.— Ed. p. 2.38. — Ed.
e Lucian, V!t. And., s 22. Cf Menage, Ad 13 Diog. Laert., vii. 187.— Ed.

Diog. Laert., L. ii. 108.— Ed. 14 Krug, Logik, p. 425.— Ed.
7 Menage, iiii/. — Ed. 15 L. v. c. 10.
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scholar, after the due course of preparatory instruction, was not in

the same hurry to commence pleader as the master to obtain the

remainder of his fee, Protagoras brought Euathlus into court, and
addressed his opponent in the following reasoning : — Learn, most
foolish of young men, that however matters may turn up (whether

the decision to-day be in your favor or against you), pay me my
demand you must. For if the judgment be against you, I shall

obtain the fee by decree of the court, and if in your favor, I shall

obtain it in terms of the compact, by which it became due on the

very day you gained your first cause. You thus must fiil, either by
judgment or by stipulation. To this Euathlus rejoined:— Most
sapient of masters, learn from your own argument, that whatever

may be the finding of the court, absolved I must be from any claim

by you. For if the decision bo favorable, I pay nothing by the sen-

tence of the judges, but if unfavorable, I pay nothing in virtue of

the compact, because, though pleading, I shall not have gained my
cause. The judges, says Gellius, unable to find a ratio decidendi,

adjourned the case to an indefinite day, and ultimately left it unde-

termined. I find a parallel story told, among the Greek writers, by
Arsenius, by the Scholiast of Ilermogenes, and

r^Z%^:r'^°' by Suidas,' of the rhetorician Corax {anglice

Crow) and his scholar Tisias. In this case, the

judges got off by delivering a joke against both parties, instead of a

decision in favor of either. We have here, they said, the plaguy

^Qg of a plaguy crow, and from this circumstance is said to have

originated the Greek proverb, KaxoD Kopaxos KaKov wbv.

Herewith we terminate the First Great Division of Pure Logic,

—

Stoicheiology, or the Doctrine of Elements.

1 [rrolcgomeim to Hermogenes, in Walz's 313, 3U. Quoted by .Sigwart, Logii, { 333, p.

K/tetores Giaci, torn. ii-. pp. 13, U. Arsenii 211, Sil edit. Siiidas, quoted by Schottus,

¥ioletum, edit. Walz, Stuttgaid, 1533, pp. Adagia Gracorum, p. 450, 1612.]



LECTURE XXIV.

PURE LOGIC.

PART II.-METHODOLOGY.

SECTION I. — JIETHOD IX GENERAL.

SECTION IL- METHOD IN SPECIAL, OR LOGICAL JIETHODOLOGY.

I. — DOCTRINE OF DEFINITION.

Gextlemex,—We concluded, in our last Lecture, the considera-

tion of Syllogisms, viewed as Incorrect or False

;

Methodology.
.^^ ^^,^g^. ^^^.^^^^ ^j^g doctrine of Fallacies, in so

far as the follacy lies within a single syllogism. This, however, you

will notice, does not exhaust the consideration of fallacy in general,

for there are various species of false reasoning which may affect a

whole train of syllogisms. These— of which the Petitio Prin-

cijni, the Ignoratio Elenchi, the Circulus, and the Saltus in Con-

cludendo, are the principal— will be appropriately considered in

the sequel, when we come to treat of the Doctrine of Probation or

Demonstration. With Fallacies terminated the one Grand Division

of Pure Logic,— the Doctrine of Elements, or Stoicheiology,

—

and I open the other Grand Division,— the Doctrine of Method, or

Methodology,— with the following paragraph.

T LXXX. A Science is a complement of cognitions, having,

in point of Form, the character of Lotjical
Par. LXXX. Method .i ' >-

m general. Perfection ; in point of Matter, the cliarac-

ter of Real Truth.

The constituent attributes of Logical Perfection are the Per-

spicuity, the Completeness, the Harmony, of Knowledge. But

the Perspicuity, Completeness, and Harmony of our cognitions

are, for the human mind, possible only through ILethod.

Method in general denotes a procedure in the treatment of

an object, conducted according to determinate rules. Method,
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in reference to Science, denotes, tlierefore, the arrangement

and elaboration of cognitions, according to definite rules, with

the view of conferring on these a Logical Perfection. The
Methods by which we proceed in the treatment of the objects

of our knowledge are two ; or rather Method, considered in its

integrity, consists of two processes,— Analysis and iSynthesis,

I. The Analytic or Regressive ;— in which, departing from

the individual and the determined, we ascend always to the

more and more general, in order finally to attain to ultimate

principles.

II. The Synthetic or Progressive ;— in which we depart

from principles or universals, and fi'om these descend to the

determined and the individual.

Through the former we investigate and ascertain the reality

of the several objects of science ; through the latter we con-

nect the fragments of our knowledge into the unity of a system.

In its Stoicheiology, or Doctrine of Elements, Logic considers

the conditions of possible thought ; for thought
Explication. ^^^ ^^ j^g exerted under the sfeneral laws of
Possibility and Per- ^^ . ^ -,. . -,-.,•,.,,••,„

fection of Thought. Identity, Contradiction, Excluded Middle, and

Reason and Consequent; and through the gen-

eral forms of Concepts, Judgments, and Reasonings. These, there-

fore, may be said to constitute the Elements of thought. But we
may consider tliought not merely as existing, but as existing well

;

that is, we may consider it not only in its possibility, but in its per-

fection ; and this perfection, in so far as it is dependent on the form

of thinking, is as much the object-matter of Logic as the mere pos-

sibility of thinking. Now that part of Logic which is conversant

with the Perfection, with the Well-being of thought, is the Doc-

trine of Method,— Methodology.

Method in general is the regulated procedure towards a certain

end ; that is, a process governed by rules, which

— what"
'"

'''™'"^°''
guide us by the shortest way straight towards

a certain point, and guard us against devious

aberrations.^ Now the end of thought is truth,— knowledge,

—

1 [On Method, see Alex. Aphrod., In Anal, nesius, De Cortstittitione Artis Bialecticcp.^ p. 43

Prior. ^ f. 3b, AkI. 1520. Ammonius, In Proam. et scg., ed. 1554, with relative commentary.
Porphyrii, f. 21b, Aid. 1546. Philoponus, In Timpler, Systema LogkcE, L,. iv. c. viii. p. 716

An. Prlor.y f. 4. In An. Post.^ f. 94. Eustra- et seq. G. Downam, Commfntarii in P. Rami
tins, In An. Post. f[. lb, 53b. See also Molin- Dialecticam, L. ii. c. 17, p. 472 et seq. On the

JEUS, Zabarella, Nunnesius, Timpler, Dow- distinction between Method and Order, see

nam.] [Molina^us, Logita, L. ii,, De Methofio, Lectures on Metaphysics^ lect. vi. p 68, and

p. 245 et seq. Zabarella, Opera Logica, De note.— Ed.]

Methodis, L. i. 0. 2, p. 134. Peter John Nun-
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science,— expressions wliieli may liere be considered as convertible.

Science may, therefore, be rcMrded as the per-
Science, - what. . . o , , \ , ,. ,

lection of thought, and to the accomplishment

of this perfection the Methodology of Logic must be accommodated

and conducive. But Science, that is, a system of true or certain

knowledge, supposes two conditions. Of these, the first has a rela-

tion to the knowing subject, and supposes that

^"mV"
° what is known is known clearly and distinctly,

completely, and in connection. The second has

a relation to the objects known, and supposes that what is known
has a true or real existence. The former of these constitutes the

Formal Perfection of science, the latter is the Material.

Now, as Logic is a science exclusively conversant about the

form of thought, it is evident that of these
Logic takes into ao-

^^^,^ conditions, — of these two elements, of
count only the formal

perfection of science. Science Or perfect thinking. Logic can only take

into account the formal perfection, which may,

therefore, be distinctively denominated the logical perfection of

thought. Logical Methodology will, therefore,

"l! what
" "

°
" be the exposition of the rules and ways by

which we attain the formal or logical perfec-

tion of thought.

But Method, considered in general,— considered in its unre-

stricted universality,— consists of two processes,
Method in general

correlative and complementary of each other.
consists of two cor- ^ , . , ^ , i , i

relative and compie- For it proceeds either from the whole to the

mentary processes,— pails, or from the parts to the whole. As pro-

Analysis and Synthe- ceeding from the whole to the parts, that is, as
"^'

resolving, as unloosing, a complex totality into

its constituent elements, it is Analytic; as proceeding from the

parts to the whole, that is, as recomposing constituent elements

into their complex totality, it is Synthetic. These two processes

are not, in strict propriety, two several methods, but together con-

stitute only a single method. Each alone is imperfect ; — each is

conditioned or consummated by the other ; and, as I formerly ob-

served,' Analysis and Synthesis are as necessary to themselves and

to the life of science, as expiration and inspiration, in connection,

are necessary to each other, and to the possibility of animal

existence.

It is here proper to make you aware of the confusion which

prevails in regard to the application of the terms Analysis and

i See Lecture:, on Metaphysics, p. 70.

43
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Synthesis} It is manifest, in general, from the meaning of the

words, that the term analysis can only be applied

Confusion in regard to the separation of a whole into its parts, and
to the application of ^^ ^ synthesis Can only be applied to
the terms Analysis

, „ .
•^,.

. , , o o

and Synthesis. the collection ot parts mto a whole, bo lar,

no ambiguity is possible, no room is left for

abuse. But you are aware that there are different kinds of whole

and parts; and that some of the wholes, like
ese coun er pro-

j whole of Comprehension (called also the
cesses as applied to t \

the counter wholes of Metaphysical), and the whole of Extension,

Comprehension and (called also the Logical), are in the inverse ratio
Extension, correspond ^j. ^^^^ ^^j^^^. . ^^ ^j^.^^ ^^,^^,^^ -^^ ^j^^ ^^^ j^ ^ ,.j.

with each other. ., . , - , -- •

is necessarily in the other a whole. It is evi-

dent, then, that the counter processes of Analysis and Synthesis, as

applied to these counter wholes and parts, should fill into one, or

correspond; inasmuch as each iu the one quantity should be dia-

metrically opposite to itself in the other. Thus An.ilysis, as apjilied

to Ooniitrehension, is the reverse process of Analysis as applied to

Extension, but a corresponding process with Synthesis; and vice

versa. Now, should it happen that the existence and opposition of

the two quantities are not considered,— that men, viewing the

whole of Extension or the whole of Comprehension, each to the

exclusion of the other, must define Analysis and Synthesis with

reference to that single quantity which they exclusively take into

account;— on this supposition, I say, it is manifest that, if dif-

ferent philosophers regard different wholes or

Cence the terms quantities, we may have the terms analysis and
Analysis and Synthe-

synthesis absolutely used by different philoso-
sis used in a contrary •'

,

•' •'

a i i
•

gg„5g pliers in a contrary or reverse sense. And this

has actually happened. The ancients, in gen-

eral, looking alone to the whole of Extension, use the terms analysis

T. [ZahnreUs^Opera Logica, Liber de Rrgresm, logicians generally the reverse.] — [See his

pp. 4S1,489. See also, U Anal. Poster., L. ii. Praeepta Phil. Logira, P. Ill c. i. § 3, p. 84,

te.xt 81, pp. 1212, 1213. Moliiia-us, Logica, L. 1781. — "Mentem suaptc natura Syntheticam.

ii. Appendix, p. 241 ct .s^^., who notices that Methodum sequi, eaque ad universales idea*

both the Analytic and Synthetic order may pervenire Contrarium est iter Ans,-

proceed from the general to the particular, lyticie 5Iethodi, quae ab universalibus initium

See also, to the same effect, Hoffbauer.TOer ducit ct ad peculiaria progreditur, divideucjo

ftie Analijsis in dtr Pfiitosopkie, p. 41 et seq., Genera in suas Formas."' ' Contra commu
Halle, 1810. Gafsoiicli, Plnjsirn, Sectio iii. nem sensum et vcrborum naturam, Synthet-

Memb. Tart, L. i\ ", • ^ t ii p. 460. Vic- icam vocant Methodum, quie dividit, An^-

torin, iVfue /i."i /' i;,- iler Logik, lyticam contra, quae compouit." Prief, .'ii!'

5 214. Trendilc I
ii 1. / . Ln^ices Aris- fin. In the edition of the fVffiriTJKi by Miasfc,

totelic(P,p. 89. liMxii 1 /,_(/,, ii, p. 100, n.**. Wyttenhach is made to say precisely the re

Krug, Log-Z-t, § 114. p. 40C>, n. **, and § 120, p. verse of what he lays down in the original

431. Wyttenhach makes Synthetic method edition. See Pra-c. Phil. Log., ed. Maass, j-.

progress from particulars touniyersals; other 64.— Ed.]
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and anali/tic simply to denote a division of the genus into species,

— of the species into individuals; the moderns, on the other hand,

in genei-al, looking only at the whole of Comprehension, employ

these terms to express a resolution of the individual into its various

attributes/ But though the contrast in this respect between the

ancients and moderns holds in general, still it is exposed to sundry

exceptions ; for, in both periods, there are philosophers found at the

same game of cross-purposes with their contemporaries as the an-

cients and moderns in general are with each other. This diiference,

which has never, as for as I know, been fully observed and stated,

is the cause of great confusion and mistake. It is proper, therefore,

when we use these terms, to use them not in exclusive relation to

one whole more than to another; and, at the same time, to take

care that we guard against the misapprehension that might arise

from the vague and one-sided view which is now universally preva-

lent. So much for the meaning of the words analytic and synthetic,

which, by the way, I may notice, arc, like most of our logical terms,

taken from Geometry .-

The Synthetic Method is likewise called the Progressive; the

Analytic is called the Regressive. Now it is

The Syuthetic Jieth- plain that this application of the terms progres-
od lias been called the ^- ^^^ rcqressive is altogether arbitrary. For
Progressive, and the

, . ^ , , , ^
Analytic the Eegres- the import of these words expresses a relation

Bive. These designa- to a certain point of departure,— a terminus a
tions wholly arbitrary, quo, s.nA. to a certain point of termination,— a
and of various appli- . , i -^ ^i i i

terminus ad quern; and if these have only an
cation. ^ '

_

•'
^

arbitrary existence, the correlative words will,

consequently, only be of an arbitrary application. But it is mani-

fest that the point of departure,— the point from which the Pro-

gressive process starts,— may be either the concrete realities of our

experience,— the principiata,— the noiiora nobis/ or the abstract

generalities of intelligence,— the j)rincipia,— the notiora natura.

Each of these has an equal right to be regarded as the starting-

point. The Analytic process is chronologically first in the order of

knowledge, and we may, therefore, reasonably call it the progres-

sive, as starting from the primary data of our observation. On the

other hand, the Synthetic process, as following the order of consti-

tution, is first in the order of nature, and we may, therefore, like-

wise reasonably call it the progressive, as starting from the primary

elements of existence. The application of these terms as synonyms

1 [See Aristotle, ?h,ji
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of the analytic and synthetic processes, is, as wholly arbitrary, man-

ifestly open to confusion and contradiction. And such has been

the ease. I find that the philosophers are as much at cross-purposes

in their applic^ation of these terms to the Analytic and Synthetic

processes, as iu the apj^lication of analysis and synthesis to the dif-

ferent wholes.

In general, however, both in ancient and modern times, S^thesis

has been called the Progressive, Analysis the

In general, Synthe- Regressive, process ; an application of terms
sis has been desig-

^\^^^\, has probably taken its rise from a passage
Dated the Progressive, . » . , , , ,

and Analysis the Ke- "^ Aristotle, who says that there are two ways

gressive Process. of scientific procedure,— the one from princi-

ples {onm TU)v apxt^if), the Other to principles (cttI

Tas apxas). From this, and from another similar passage in Plato, (?)

the term proffressive has been applied to the process of Comprehen-

sive Synthesis {i^rogrediendi a 2»'incipiis ad 2^1'incipiata), the term

regressive, to the process of Comprehensive Analysis {progrcdiendi

a priiicipiatis ad principiia^^

So much for the general relations of Method to thought, and the

general constituents of Method itself. It now
Method in special. . , ., , . ,, .. ,

remams to consider what are the particular ap-

plications of Method, by which Logic accomplishes the Formal Per-

fection of thought. In doing this, it is evident that, if the formal

perfection of thought is made up of various virtues. Logic must

accommodate its method to the acquisition of these in detail ; and

that the various processes by which these several virtues are ac-

quired, will, in their union, constitute the system of Logical Method-

ology. On this I will give you a paragraph.

^ LXXXI. The Formal Perfection of thought is made up of

„ ,^^„ . . the three virtues or characters:— 1°, Of
Par. LXXXI. Logi- '

cai Methodology,- its Clearness; 2°, Of Distinctness, involving
Three Parts. Conu^htencss ; wd, i", Oi Sarmomj. The

character of Clearness depends principally on the determination

of the Comprehension of our notions; the character of Dis-

tinctness depends principally on the development of the Exten-

sion of our notions ; and the character of Harmony, on the

1 Eth. Nic, i. 2 (4). The reference to Plato, quoted in Is. Casaubon's note. On the views

whom Aristotle mentions as making a similar of Method of Aristotle and Plato, see Scheib-

distinction, is probably to be found by com- ler and Dowuam] [Scheibler, Optra Logica,

paring two separate pa.ssages in the Republic, Pars, iv.. Tract. Sijlhg., c. xvii., De Methodo,

B. iv. p. 435, vi. p. 504. — Ed. [Plato is said tit. 7, p. 603. Downam, Com. in P. Kami Dia-

to have taught Analysis to Leodamas the telicam, L. ii. c. 17, p. 482. — Ed]
Tbaeian. See Laertius, L. iii. 21, and Froclus,
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mutual Concatenation of our notions. The rules by which

these three conditions are fulfilled, constitute the Three Parts

of Logical Methodology, Of these, the first constitutes the

Doctrine of Definition ; the second, the Doctrine of Division ;

and the third, the Doctrine of Probation}

" When we turn attention on our thoughts, and deal with them

to the end that they may be constituted into a
xpicaion.

scientific whole, we must perform a three-fold

operation. "We must, first of all, consider what we think, that is,

what is comprehended in a thought. In the second place, we must

consider how many things we think of, that is, to how many objects

the thought extends or reaches, that is, how many are conceived

under it. In the third place, we must consider why we think so

and so, and not in any other manner; in other words, how the

thoughts are bound together as reasons and consequents. The first

consideration, therefoi-e, regards the comprehension ; the second, the

extension ; the third, the concatenation of our thoughts. But the

comprehension is ascertained by definitions ; the extension by divi-

sions; and the concatenation by probations."^ We proceed, there-

fore, to consider these Three Parts of Logical Methodology in

detail ; and first, of Declaration or Definition, in regard to which I

give the following paragraph.

t LXXXII. How to make a notion Clear, is shown by the

logical doctrine of Declaration, or Defini-

Par. LXXXII. I. The figji Ju its widcr scnsc. A Declaration (or
Doctrine cf Deelara- t-v^.' ••. -t \- r^ ^

tion or Definition.
Definition in Its Wider sense) is a Categori-

cal Proposition, consisting of two clauses or

members, viz., of a Subject Defined {membrum definitimi) and

of the Defining Attributes of the subject, that is, those by which

it is distinguished from other things {membrum clefiniens). This

latter member really contains the Definition, and is often itself

so denominated. Simple notions, as containing no plurality of

attributes, are incapable of definition.^

1 Krug, Logik, 5 121a. — Ed. [Ramus was 68, and makes four special logical methods,

the first to iutroduce Method as a part of Division, Definition, Analysis, Demoustra-

Logic under Syllogistic (see his Dialtctica, L. tion. Eustachius treats of Method under

ii. c 17), and the Port Royalists (1562] made Judgment, and Scheibler under Syllogistic]

it a fourth part of logic. See La Loglqiu ou [Eustachius, Summa Philosopkia. Logica. V. u.

L' Art de Penser, Frem. Dis., p. 26, pp. 47, 50. Tract. 2. De Mitkodo, p. 106. ed. Lugd. Ba-

Quat. Fart., p. 445 tt seq. ed. 1775. Gassendi, tav-., 1747. First edition, 1809. Scheibler,

in his Instilutio Logica, has Pars iv., De Mtth- Opera Logica, Pars iv. c. xviii. p. 595 et seq.—

odo. He died in 1655; his Logic appeared Ed]
posthumously in 1653. John of Damascus 2 Krug, iojit, j 121». — Ed.
epeaks strongly of Method in his Dialectic, ch. 3 Krug, Logik, j 1211).— Ed.
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The terms declaration and definition, which are here used as appli-

cable to the same process, express it, however,

ThTt'erm!' Deciara-
^° different aspects. The term declaration (ejec-

tion and Definition laratio) is a word somewhat vaguely employed
express the same pro- in English ; it is here used strictly in its proper

sense of throwing light vjwn, — clearing up.

The term dejinition (definitio) is employed in a

more general, and in a more special, signification. Of the latter we
are soon to speak. At present, it is used simply in the meaning of

an enclosing vnthin limits,— the separating a thing from others.

Were the term declaration not of so vague and vacillating a sense,

it would be better to employ it alone in the more general accepta-

tion, and to reserve the term definition for the special signification.

1[ LXXXIII. The process of Definition is founded on the

logical relations of Subordination, Coordi-

par. Lxxxni. Defl- nation, and Congruence. To this end we
nition m its stricter

discriminate the constituent characters of a
sense, — what.

notion into the Essential, or those which

belong to it in its unrestricted universality, and into the Unes-

sential, or those which belong to some only of its species. The
Essential are again discriminated into Original and Derivative,

a division which coincides with that into Internal or Proper,

and External. In giving the sum of the original charactei-s

constituent of a potion, consists its Definition in the stricter

sense. A Definition in the stricter sense must consequently

afford at least two, and properly only two, original characters,

viz., that of the Gemis immediately superior (genits proximum,),

and that of the Difference by which it is itself marked out

fi-om its coordinates as a distinct species (iiota S2xcialis, differ-

eoitia specifica).'-

Declarations (or definitions in the wider sense) obtain various

denominations, according as the process is j)er-

Expiication. formed in different manners and degrees. A
VariouB names o

Declaration is called an Kvplicatioti (explicatio).
Declaration. •'

. ,

Explication. when the predicate or defining member indeter-

Exposition.
miiiatelv evolves only some of the characters

belonging to the subject. It is called an Exposi-

tion (expositio), when the evolution of a notion is continued through

1 [Cf. Aristotle, To/>/ra, i. 6. Keckermann, pp 199,656. .Scheibler, ropfc

Systema Lo^iece Minus, L i. c. 17. Operant, i. Logik, p. 94.]
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several explications. It is called a Description (descriptio), when

the subject is made known through a number
Description. . , . . _.,,..,,,

Defmition proper ^^ concrete characteristics. J^ inally, it is called.

a Definition Proper, when, as I have said, two

of the essential and original attributes of the defined subject are

given, whereof the one is common to it with the various species of

the same genus, and the other discriminates it from these.'

" Definitions are distinguished also into Verbal or Nominal, into

Real, and into Genetic {dejinitiones noniinales.

Definitions, — Kom- realcs, ffenetic(f), accordiug as they are conver-
inai, Real, and Gene-

^.^^^ ^,j^j^ ^^j^^ meaning of a term, with the nature

of a thing, or with its rise or production.- Nom-
inal Definitions are, it is evident, merely explications. They are,

therefore, in general only used as preliminary, in order to prepare

the way for more perfect declarations. In Real Definitions the

thing defined is considered as already there, as existing (of), and

the notion, therefore, as given, precedes the definition. They are

thus merely analytic, that is, nothing is given explicitly in the predi-

cate or defining member, whith is not contained implicitly in the

subject or member defined. In Genetic Definitions the defined

subject is considered as in the progress to be, as becoming yt-yvo'/xc-

vov; the notion, therefore, has to be made, and is the result of the

definition, which is consequently synthetic, that is, places in the

predicate or defining member more than is given in the subject or

member defined. As examples of these three species, the following

three definitions of a circle may siifiice :— 1. The Nominal Defini-

tion,— The word circle signifies a uniformly curved line. 2. The
Real Definition,— A circle is a line returning upon itself, of which

all the parts are equidistant from a given point. 3. The Genetic

Definition,—A circle is formed when we draw around, and always

at the same distance from, a fixed point, a movable point which

leaves its trace, until the termination of the movement coincides

with the commencement.' It is to be observed that only those

notions can be genetically defined, which relate to quantities repre-

sented in time and space. Mathematics are principally conver-

sant with such notions, and it is to be noticed that the mathematician

usually denominates such genetic definitions real definitions, while

the others he calls without distinction nominal definitions.''^*

The laws of Definition are given in the following paragraph.

1 Cf. Krug, Lrigili. i 122. — Ed. tion, from Wolf, Fhilosophia Ralionalis, i 191.

2 [Cf. Eeusch, Syslema Logicum, S .309 et —Ed.
"!] 1 Ivrug, Logilc, i 122. Auju. 3, pp. Hi, 449.

3 This example is taken, with some altera- — Ed.
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^ LXXXIV. A definition sliould be Adequate {adeqiiata),

that is, the subject defined, and the predi-

ni!fon,-'!tiraws"'*"
^'''^e defining, should be equivalent or of the

same extension. If not, the sphere of the

predicate is either less than that of the subject, and the defini-

tion Too Narrow (anffustior), or greater, and the definition

Too Wide (kitlor).

II. It should not define by Negative or Divisive attributes

(Ne sit negans, ne fiat per disjunctd).

III. It should not be Tautological,— what is contained in

the defined, should not be repeated in the defining clause {Ne

sit circulus vel diallelon in dcfiniendo).

IV. It should be Precise, that is, contain nothing unessential,

notliing superfluous (Defi)iitio ne sit abundans).

V. It should be Perspicuous, that is, couched in terms intel-

ligible, and not figurative, but proper and compendious.'

The First of these rules:— That the definition should be ade-

quate, that is, that the definiens and definitum
xp «» 'on-

should be of the same extension, is too manifest
First Rule. '

to require much commentary. Is the definition

too wide ?— then more is declared than ought to be declared ; is it

too narrow ?— then less is declared than ought to be declared ;
—

and, in either case, the definition does not fully accomplish the end

which it proposes. To avoid this defect in definition, we must

attend to two conditions. In the first place, that attribute should

be given which the thing defined has in common with others of the

same class ; and, in the second place, that attribute should be given

which not only distinguishes it in general from all other things, but

proximately from things which are included with it under a common

class. This is expressed by Logicians in the rule— Defiaitio con-

stet genere proximo et differentia ultima,— Let the definition consist

of the nearest genus and of the lowest difference. But as the no-

tion and its definition, if this rule be obeyed, ai-e necessarily identical

or convertible notions, they must necessarily have the same extent

;

consequently, everything to which the definition applies, and noth-

ing to which it does not apply, is the thing defined. Thus :— if

the definition, Man is a rational animal, be adequate, we shall be

able to say— Every rational animal is human: — nothing which is

not a rational animal is human. But we cannot say this, for

1 Cr. Krug, Lngik, 5 12-3. — Ed. [Victorin, Definitione, Optra, p. 648 tt seg. BufBer, Vert-

Logik, i 22Z et seq. Sigwurt, Handbuck zitVor- Uz de Consfquence, i ii-51. Gocleiiius, Lexi-

.'esiingtn fiber die Logik, S 371. Boethius, De con Pkilosophimm, v. Dejinitio, p. 500.]
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thougli this may be true of this earth, we can conceive in other

worlds rational animals which are not human. The definition is,

therefore, in this case too wide ; to make it adequate, it will be nec-

essary to add terrestrial or some such term — as, Man is a rational

animal of this earth. Again, were we to define Man, — a ration-

ally acting animal of this earth,— the definition would be too

narrow ; for it would be false to say, mo animal of this earth not

acting rationally is human, for not only children, but many adult

persons would be excluded by this definition, which is, therefore, too

narrow.^

The Second Rule is,— That the definition should not be made by

negations, or disjunctions. In regard to the for-

Second Rule. ^ ^^.^ _ ^^^„^^-^^^^^ _ ^1^^^ .^g gjjouia define a

thing by what it is, and not by what it is not,— the reason of the

rule is manifest. The defiiiition should be an affirmative proposition,

for it ought to contain the positive, the actual, qualities of the no-

tion defined, that is, the qualities which belong to it, and which

must not, therefore, be excluded from or denied of it. If there are

characters which, as referred to the subject, afford purely negative

judgments ;— this is a proof that we have not a proper comprehen-

sion of the notion, and have only obtained a precursory definition

of it, enclosing it within only negative boundaries. For a definition

which contains only negative attributions, aflTords merely an empty

notion,— a notion which is to be called a nothing; for, as some

think, it must at least possess one positive character, and its defini-

tion cannot, therefore, be made up exclusively of negative attri-

butes. If, however, a notion stands opposed to another which has

already been declared by positive characters, it may be defined by

negative characters,— provided always that the genus is positively

determined. Thus Cuvierand other naturalists define a certain or-

der of animals by the negation of a spine or back-bone,— the inver-

tebrata as opposed to the vertebrata ; and many such definitions

occur in Natural History.

For a similar reason, the definition must not consist of divisive or

disjunctive attributions. The end of a definition is a clear and dis-

tinct knowledge. But to say that a thing is this or that or the

other, afifords us either no knowledge at all, or at best only a vague

and obscure knowledge. If the disjunction be contradictor}', its

enunciation is, in fact, tant.imount to zero; for to say that a thing

either is or is not so and so, is to tell us that of which we required

no assertion to assure us. But a definition by disparate alternatives

I Cf. Krug, Logik, t, 12a

44
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is, though it may vaguely circumscribe a notion, only to be consid-

ered as a prelusory definition, and as the mark of an inciiiient and

yet imperfect knowledge. We must notj however, confound de-

finitions by divisive attributes with propositions expressive of a

division.

The Third Rule is,— "The definition should not be tautological

;

that is, what is defined should not be defined by

„ „
.'"^ ."''!, itself This vice is called defininn in a circle.Dehmug m a circle.

.

•' ''

This rule may be violated either immediately or

medL-itely. The definition,— Zmo is a Imcful command, — is an

example of the immediate circle. A mediate circle requires, at

least, two correlative definitions, a principal and a subsidiary. For
example,— Zaw is the expressed loish of a rider, and a rider is one

who establishes laics. The circle, whether immediate or mediate, is

manifest or occult according as the thing defined is repeated in the

same terms, or with other synonymous words. In the previous ex-

ample it was manifest. In the following it is concealed :— Grati-

tude is a virtue of acknoicledffment,— Might is the competence to do

or not to do. Such declarations may, however, be allowed to stand

as prelusory or nominal definitions. Concealed circular definitions

ai"e of very frequent occurrence, when they are at the same time

mediate or remote ; for we are very apt to allow ourselves to be

deceived by the difference of expression, and fancy that we have

declared a notion when we have only changed the language. We
ought, therefore, to be strictly on our guard against this besetting

vice. The ancients called the circular definition also by the name

of Diallelon, as in this case we declare the definctum and the

definiens reciprocally by each other (Si" oAX^Xm^).' In probation

there is a similar vice which bears the same names."" We may, I

think, call them by the homely English appellation of the Seesaw.

The Fourth Rule is,— "That the definition should be precise;

that is, contain nothins; unessential, nothino; su-
Fourth Rule. „ ..^ . ,

perfluous. Unessential or contmgent attributes

are not sufficiently characteristic, and as they are now present, now
absent, and may likewise be met with in other things which are not

comprehended under the notion to be defined, they, consequently,

if admitted into a definition, render it sometimes too wide, some-

times too narrow. The well-known Platonic definition,— ' Mati is

a two-legged animal without feathers'— could, as containing only

unessential characters, be easily refuted, as was done by a plucked

1 Compare Sextus Empiricus, Pyrrli. Hyp., 2 Krug, Logik, § 123- Anm. 3.— Ed.
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cock.' And when a definition is not -(vholly made up of snch attri-

butes, and when, in consequence of their intermixture with essen-

tial ch'aracteirs, the definition does not absolutely fail, still there is a

sin committed against logical purity or precision, in assuming into

the declaration qualities such as do not determinately designate wh.at

is defined. On the same principle, all derivative characters ought

to be excluded from the definition ; for although they may neces-

sarily belong to the thing defined, still they overlay the declaration

with superfluous accessories, inasmuch as such characters do not

designate the original essence of the tiling, but are a mere conse-

quence thereof. This fault is committed in the following defini-

tion :— The Circle is a curved line returning upon itself, the parts

of which are at an equal distance from the central point. Here

precision is violated, though the definition be otherwise correct. For

that every line returning upon itself is curved, and that the point

from which all the parts of the line are equidistant is the central

point,— these arc mere consequences of the returning on itself, and

of the equidistance. Derivative characters are thus mixed up with

the original, and the definition, therefore, is not precise." ^

The Fifth rule is,— "That the definition should be perspicuous,

that is, couched in terms intelligible, not figur.i-
Fifth Eule. .

'

,. _, f „ . . ,

tive, and compendious. Ihat dennitious ought

to be perspicuous, is self-evident. For why do we decl.are or define

at all? The persjiicuity of the definition depends, in the first place,

on the intelligible character of the language, and
In order to pcrspi- this again depends on the employment of words

oujty m e nition
j^^ their received or ordinary signification. The

1. The language must •' '='

be intelligible. meaning of words, both separate and in con-

junction, is already determined by conventional

usage ; when, therefore, we hear or read these, we naturally asso-

ciate with them their ordinary meaning. Misconceptions of every

kind must, therefore, arise from a deviation from the accustomed

usage ; and though the definition, in the sense of the definer, may
be correct, still false conceptions are almost inevitable for others.

If such a deviation becomes necessary, in consequence of the com-

mon meaning attached to certain words not corresponding to cer-

tain notions, there ought at least to be appended a comment
or nominal definition, by Avhich we shall be warned that such

words are used in an acceptation wider or more restricted than they

obtain in ordinary usage. But, in the second place, words ought

not only to be used in their usual signification,— that signification,

I Diog. Laert, vi. 40. — Ed. 2 Krug, Loj*, § 123. Anm. 2. — Ed.
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if the definition be perspicuous, must not be figurative but proper.

Tropes and figures are logical hieroglyphics, and themselves re-

quire a declaration. They do not indicate the

2. The meaning must thing itself, but only something similar." ^ Such,
be not figurative, but « . . i t /. , • , o

for example, are the dennitions we have oi
proper. ' '

Logic as the Pharus Iiitellectus,— the Light-

house of the Understanding,— the Cynosura Veritatis, — the Cy-

nosure of Truth, — the 3Iedicina Mentis, — the Physic of the

Mind, etc.-

" However, many expressions, originally metaphorical (such as

conception, imagination, comprehension, representation, etc. etc.),

have by usage been long since reduced from figurative to proper

terms, so that we may employ these in definitions without scruple,

— nay frequently must, as there are no others to be found.

" In the third place, the perspicuity of a definition depends ujjon

its brevity. A long definition is not only bur-
3. The definition ,

, ., i . i-i • ^ xi

^ ^ ^ . ^ thensome to the memory, but likewise to the
must be brief. -^ '

understanding, which ought to comprehend it at

a single jet. Brevity ought not, however, to be purchased at the

expense of perspicuity or completeness."^

" The rules hitherto considered proximately relate to Definitions

in the stricter sense. In reference to the other

The other kinds of kinds of Declaration, there are certain modifica-
Deciaratioii. ^-^j^g ,j,jj exceiitions admitted. These Dilucida-
Dilucidatious or Ex- . „ ,. . , ,

plications.
tions Or Explications, as they make no pretence

to logical perfection, .and are only subsidiary to

the discovery of more perfect definitions, are not to be very rigidly

dealt with. They are useful, provided they contain even a single

true character by which we are conducted to the apprehension of

others. They may, therefore, be sometimes too wide, sometimes too

narrow. A contingent and derivative character may be also useful

for the discovery of the essential and original.
Circular Definitions.

j^yp,j Circular Definitions are not here abso-

lutely to be condemned, if thereby the language is rendered simpler

and clearer. Figurative Expressions are like-

Figurative E.xpres- ^^^^ jjj them less faulty than in definitions

proper, inasmuch as such expressions, by the

analogies they suggest, contribute always something to the illustra-

tion of the notion.

"In regard to Descriptions, these must be adequate, and no circle

1 Krug, Logik, } 123. Anm. 4.— Ed. 2 See above, p. 26.- Ed,
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is permitted in them. But they need not be so precise as to ad-

mit of no derivative or contingent characters.

For descriptions ought to enumerate the char-

acters of a thing as fully as possible ; and, consequently, they cannot

be so brief as definitions. They cannot, however, exceed a certain

measure in point of length."^

1 Krug, Logik, j 12.3. Anm. 5. — Ed.



LECTURE XXV.

METHODOLOGY.
SECTION II. — LOGICAL METHODOLOGY.

IL — DOCTKIXE OF DIVISIOJi.

I xow proceed to the Second Chapter of Logical Methodology,

—

the Doctrine of Division,— the doctrine which

affords us the rules of that branch of Method,

by -which we render our knowledge more distinct and exhaustive.

I shall preface the subject of Logical Division by some observations

on Division in general.

"Under Division {divisio, Siaipecns) we understand in general tlie

sundering of the whole into its parts.^ The
ivision m genera

.

QJ^jpc); -n-liieh is divided is called the divided

whole (totum divisum), and this whole must be a connected many,
— a connected multiplicity, for otherwise no division would be pos-

sible. The divided whole must comprise at least one character,

affording the condition of a certain possible splitting of the object,

or through which a certain opposition of the object becomes recog-

nized ; and this character must be an essential attribute of the

object, if tlie division be not aimless and without utility. This

point of view, from wdiich alone the division is ]Hissible, is called

the 2y>'inciple of the division (^Jriiicijnicm sire fuiiduntextum divisi-

onis) ; and the parts which, by the distraction of the whole, come

into view, are called the divisive members (membra dividentia).

When a whole is divided into its parts, these parts may, either all

or some, be themselves still connected iniilti|>liciti('s : and if these

are again divided, there results a s/if,Jiri.-^i.„i {.•m/n/irisio), the sev-

eral parts of which are called the .<iihiliri.<ir<: im mJiers (membra

subdividentia). One and the same object may, likewise, be differ-

ently divided from different points of view, whereby condivisions

I [On Division [iiul its vnrious kinds, see Amnionius, De Qidnq„e Vocibiis, {. 6a, Aid. 1546.]
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(co)idivisiones) arise, which, taken together, are all reciprocally

coordinated. If a division has only two members, it is called a

dichotomy (dichotomia) ; if three, a trichotomy (trichotomia) ; if

four, a tetrachotomy ; if many, Vijiolytomy, etc.

"Division, as a genus, is divided into two species, according to

the different kind of whole which it sunders into

Division of two spe- parts.' These parts are either Contained in the

-
"'.

, „• divided whole, or they are contained under it.
Logical Division. ' ^

In the former case the division is called a parti-

tion (partitio,aTrapi&ixr]crL?),- in the lattei-, it is named a logical divi-

sionJ' Partition finds an application only when the object to be

divided is a whole compounded of parts,— consequently, where

the notion of the object is a com2:)lex one ; Logical Division, on the

other hand, finds its application only where the notion contains a

plurality of characters under it, and where, consequently, the notion

is a universal one. The simple notion is thus the limit of Parti-

tion ; and the individual or singular is thus the limit of Division.

Partition is divided into aj^hysical or real, when
the p.arts can actually be sejjarated from each

other; and into a metaphysical or ideal, when
the parts can only be sundered by Abstraction.* It may be applied

in order to attain to a clear knowledge of the whole, or to a clear

knowledge of the parts. In the former case, the parts are given

and the whole is sought ; in the latter, the whole is given and the

parts are sought. If the whole be given and the parts sought out,

the object is first of all separated into its proximate, and, thereafter,

into its remoter parts, until either any fiuther partition is impossible,

1 [On various kinds of Wlioles, see Cara- By Division, trlangh is distingiiislicd, 1°,

muel, Eationaiis et Realis Pkitosophia, L. iv. Into the two species of rectilinear and curvi-

sect. iii. disp. iv. p. 277,] [and above, Lectures linear. 2°, Both of these are again subdi-

on Metaphysics, p. bOl; Lectures on Logic, p. vided (A) by reference to the sides, (B) by

142.— Ed.] reference to the angles. By reference to the
2 'A-jraplA^rttTts is properly a rhetorical sides, triangles are divided into the three

term, and signities tlie division of a subject species of equilateral, isosceles, and scalene,

into successive heads, ftrsi, second, etc. See (The dichotomic division would, however, be

Hermogenes, ITepl iSewy. Rhetures Gmci, i. p. here more proper.) By reference to the an-

104, ed. Aid. — Ed. gles, they are divided into the three species of

3 [See Keckermanu, Si/stema Logicer, L. i. rectangular, i e, triangle which has one of

c 3. Opera, t. i. p. 687. Drobisch, JVfut Car- its angles right; into amblygon, or triangle

steUung der Logih, § 112. Krug, Logik, § 124. which has one of its angles obtuse; and into

Anm. 2 ] oxygon, i. t. triangle which has its three

4 By Tartition, triangle may be distinguished, angles acute.

1°, Into a certain portion of space included By Detinition, triangle is distinguished into

within certain boundaries; 2°, Into sides and figure of three sides, equal to triangular

angles; 3°, Into two triangles, or into atra- figure; that is, into figure, the pro.ximate

pezium and a triangle. The first two parti- genus, and trilateral or three-sided, the differ-

tious aie ideal, tlioy cannot be actually ac- eutial quality,

complithcd. The last is real, it may.
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or the partition has attained its cud. To this there is, however, re-

quired an accurate liuowledge of the object, of its parts proximate

and remote, and of the connection of these parts together, as con-

stituting the %yhole. We must, likewise, talie heed whether the

partition be not determined fi'om some particular point of view, iu

consequence of which the notions of more proximate and more

remote may be very vague and undetermined. If the parts be

given, and from them the whole sought out, this is accomplished

when we have discovered the order,— the arrangement, of the

parts; and this again is discovered when the principle of division

is discovered ; and of this we must obtain a knowledge, either from

the general nature of the thing, or from the particular end we have

in view. If, for example, a multitude of books, of every various

kind, are arranged into the whole of a well-ordered library,— in

this case the greater or lesser similarity of subject will affortl, either

exclusively or mainly, the principle of division. It happens, how-

ever, not unfrequently, that the parts are ordered or arranged

according to different rules, and by them connected into a whole

;

and, in this case, as the different rules of the arrangement cannot

together and at once accomplish this, it is proper that the less

important arrangement should yield to the more important; as, for

example, in the ordering of a library, when, besides the contents

of the books, we take into account their language, size, antiquity,

binding, etc."

'

I now proceed to Logical Division, on which I give you the

following i^aragraph

:

^ LXXXV. The Distinctness and Completeness of our

knowledge is obtained by that logical pro-
par. LXXXV. Logi-

^^^^ wliich is termed Division (divisio,
cal Division.

Siaipto-is). Division supposes the knowl-

edge of the whole to be given through a foregone process of

Definition or Declaration ; and proposes to discover the parts

of this whole which are found and determined not by the

development of the Comprehension, but by the development

of the Extension. As Logical Definition, therefore, proposes

to render the characters contained in an object, that is, the

comprehension of a reality or notion. Clear ; Logical Division

proposes to render the characters contained under an object,

that is, the extension of a notion. Distinct and Exhaustive.

Division is, therefore, the evolution of the extension of a

1 Esser, Logik, §§ 134, 135, p. 261—64. — Ed.
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notion : and it is expressed in a disjunctive proposition, of

which the notion divided constitutes the subject, and the

notions contained under it, the predicate. It is, therefore,

regulated by the law which governs Disjunctive Judgments,

(the Principle of Excluded Middle), although it is usually

expressed in the form of a Copulative Categorical Judgment.

The rules by which this process is regulated are seven

:

1°. Every Division should be governed by some principle,

(Divisio ne careat fimclamento).

2°. Every Division should be governed by only a single

principle.

3°. The principle of Division should be an actual and essen-

tial character of the divided notion, and the division, therefore,

neither complex nor without a purpose.

4°. Xo dividing member of the predicate must by itself

exhaust the subject.

5°. The dividing members, taken together, must exhaust, but

only exhaust, the subject.

6°. The divisive members must be reciprocally exclusive.

7°. The divisions must proceed continuously from immediate

to mediate differences (Divisio ne fiat per saltum).

In this paragraph are contained, first, the general Principles of

Logical Division, and, secondly, the Laws by
xp ica ion.

-which it is governed. I shall now illustrate

these in detail.

In the first place, it is stated that " the distinctness and complete-

ness of our knowledge is obtained by that logical process which is

termed Division [divisio., ^nalparv;). Division supposes the knowl-

edge of the whole to be given through a foregone process of defini-

tion, and proposes to discover the parts of this whole which are

found and determined not by the development of the comprehen-

sion, but by the development of the extension. As logical defini-

tion, therefore, proposes to render the characters contained in a

notion, that is, its comprehension, clear ; logical division proposes

to render the characters contained under an object, that is, the

extension of a notion, distinct. Division is, therefore, the evolution

of the extension of a notion, and it is expressed in a disjunctive

proposition, of which the notion divided constitutes the subject,

and the notions contained under it, the predicate. It is, therefore,

regulated by the law which governs disjunctive judgments (the

principle of excluded middle), although it be usually expressed in

the form of a copulative categorical judgment."

45
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The special virtue, the particular element, of perfect thinking,

which Division enables us to acquire, is Dis-
End of Division is tinctness, but, at the same time, it is evident

Distinctness, which in- ., ^ -^ , r i ^i • -^i ^ i

voives Completeness.
^^°'^ ^^ Cannot accomplish this Without render-

ing our thinking more complete. This, how-

ever, is only a secondary and collateral result; for the problem

which division proximately and principally proposes to solve is,

—

to afford us a distinct consciousness of the extension of a given

notion, through a com]jlete or exhaustive series of subordinate or

coordinate notions. This utility of Division, in rendering our

knowledge more complete, is, I find, stated by Aristotle,' though

it has been overlooked by subsequent logicians. He observes that

it is only by a reguhir division that we can be assured that nothing

has been omitted in the deiinition of a thing.

"As it is by means of division that we discover what are the

characters contained under the notion of an
As many kinds of , . . „ „ , , ,

Division possible as ob-l^ct, it follows that there must be as many

tiieie are characters kinds of division possible as there are charac-

aflording a Principle ^^,yg contained Under the notion of an object,

which may afford the principle of a different

division. If the characters which afford the principle of a division

are only external and contingent, there is a division in the wider

sense ; if, again, they are internal and constant, there is a division

in the stricter sense ; if, finally, they are not only internal but also

essential and original, there is a division in the strictest sense.

From the very conception of logical division, it

A universal notion jg manifest that it Can only be applied where
["

.""l^.
".'"'"^ " the object to be divided is a universal notion,

JLogical Division. •>

and that it is wholly inapplicable to an individ-

ual ; for as the individual contains nothing under it, consequently it

is not susceptible of an ulterior division. The general problem of

which division affords the solution is,— To find

General problem of
^^^ subordinate genera and species, the higher

or generic notion being given. The higher

notion is always something abstracted, — something generalized

from the lower notions, with which it agrees, inasmuch as it con-

tains .nil that is common to these inferior concepts, and from which

it differs, inasmuch as they contain a greater number of determin-

ing characters. There thus subsists an internal connection between

the higher and the lower concepts, and there is thus afforded a tran-

sition from the superior notion to the subordinate, and, conse-

«iuently, an evolution of the lower notions from the higher. In

1 Anal. Post., L. ii. c. 13.
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order to discover the inferior genera and species, we have only to

discover tliose characters which afford the proximate determina-

tions, by which the sjjhere or extension of the higher notion is

circumscribed. But to find what characters are wanted for the

thorough-going determination of a higher notion, we must pre-

viously know what characters the higher notion actually contains,

and this knowledge is only attainable by an analysis,— a sundering

of tlie higlier notion itself. In doing this, the several characters

must be separately drawn forth and considered ; and in regard to

each, we must ascertain how far it must still be left undetermined,

and how far it is capable of opposite determinations. But whether

a character be still undetermined, and of what opposite determina-

tions it is capable, — on these points it is impossible to decide a

2?rio]-i, but only a posteriori, through a knowledge of this particular

character and its relations to other notions. And the accomplish-

ment of this is rendered easier by two circumstances;— the one,

that the generic notion is never altogether abstract, but always

realized and held fast by some concrete form of imagination;— the

other, that, in general, we are more or less acquainted with a greater

or a smaller number of special notions, in which the generic notion

is comprehended, and these are able to lead us either mediately or

immediately to other suboi-dinate concepts.

"But the determinations or constituent characters of a notion

which we seek out, must not only be completely, but also precisely,

opposed. Completely, inasmuch as all the species subordinate to

the notions ought to be discovered ; and precisely, inasmuch as

whatever is not a subordinate species, ought to be absolutely

excluded from the notion of the genus.

"In regard to the completeness of the opposition, it is not, how-

ever, required that the notion should be determined through every

possible contradictory opposition ; for those at least ought to be

omitted, concerning whose existence or non-existence the notion

itself deci<les. In regard to the opposition itself, it is not required

that the division should be carried through by contradictory oppo-

sitions. The only opposition necessary is the reciprocal exclusion

of the inferior notions into which the higher notion is divided."*

In a mere logical relation, indeed, as we know nothing of the nature

of a thing more than that a certain character either does or does

not belong to it, a strictly logical division can only consist of two

contradictory members, for example,— that angles are either right

or not rif/Jit,— that men are either ichite or not ichite. But looking

to the real nature of the thing known, either a priori or a jMSteri-

1 Esser, Losik, j 130.— Ed.
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ori^ the division may be not only dichotomous but iiolytomous, ns

for example, — angles are right, or acute., or obtuse ; men are v:/iite,

or black, or copper-colored, or olive-colored, etc.

We now come, in the second place, to the

Tislot'

°^ ^''^'°'" °'"
^"''^'^ dictated for Logical Division.

These Rules spring either, 1°, From the Prin-

ciple of Division ; or, 2°, From the Relations of the Dividing Mem-
bers to the Divided Whole; or, 3°, From the Relations of the

several Dividing Members to each other; or, 4°, From the relations

of the Divisions to the Subdivisions.

The first of these heads— the Principle of Division — compre-

hends the three first rules. Of these the first is
os-e spnngirR,

. self-evident,— There must be some iirinciple.
From tlie rnnciplc of ' 11'
Division. First Rule. some reason, for every division ; for otherwise

there would be no division determined, no divi-

sion carried into effect.

In regard to the second rule,— That every division should have

only a single principle,— the propriety of this is

likewise sufficiently apparent. In every division

we should depart from a definite thought, which has reference either

to the notion as a unity, or to some single character. On the con-

trary, if we do not do this, but carry on the process by different

principles, the series of notions in which the division is realized is

not orderly and homogeneous, but heterogeneous and perplexed.

The Third rule,— That the principle of division should be an

actual and essential character of the divided

notion,— is not less manifest. " As the ground

of division is that which principally regulates the correctness of the

whole process, that is, the completeness and opposition of the divi-

sion, — it follows that this ground n;u?t be of notoriety and impor-

tance, and accommodated to the end for the sake of which the

division is instituted. Those characters of an object are best

adapted for a division, whose own determinations exert the great-

est influence on the determinations of other characters, and, con-

sequently, on those of the notion itself; but such are manifestly not

the external and contingent, but the internal and essential, charac-

ters, and, of these, those have the preeminence through whose deter-

mination the greater number of others are determined, or, what is

the same thing, from which, as fundamental and origin.al attributes,

the greater number of the others are derived. The choice of char-

acter is, however, for the most part, regulated by some particular

end; so that, under certain circumstances, external and contingent

characters may obtain a preponderant importance. Such ends can-
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not, however, be enumerateil. Tlie cliaraeter affording the principle

of division must lilcewise be capable of being clearly and definitely

brought out ; for unless this be possible, we can h.ave no distinct

consciousness of the completeness and contrast of the determination

of which it is susceptible. We ought, therefore, always to select

those characters for principles of division, which are capable of a

clear and distinct recognition."'

The second part of the rule,— That the division be not, therefore,

too complex, and without a purpose,— is a corollary of the first.

" In dividing, we may go on to infinity. For while, as was formerly

shown, there is, in the series of higher and lower notions, no one

which can be conceived as absolutely the lowest ; so in subdividing,

there is no necessary limit to the process. In like manner, the

coordinations may be extended ad infinitum. For it is impossible

to exhaust all the possible relations of notions, and each of these

m.ay be employed as the principle of a new division. Thus we can

divide men by relation to their age, to their sex, to their color, to

tlieir stature, to their knowledge, to their riches, to their rank, to

their manner of life, to their education, to their costume, etc., etc.

It would, however, be ridiculous, and render the divisions wholly

useless, if we multiplied them in this fashion without end. We,
therefore, intentionally restrict them, that is, we make them com-

paratively limited, inasmuch as we only give them that completeness

which is conducive to a certain end. In this manner, divisions

become relatively useful, or acquire the virtue of adaptation. In

the selection of a principle of division, we must take heed whether

it be fertile and pertinent. A ground of division is fertile, when it

affords a division out of which again other important consequences

may be drawn ; it is pertinent, when these consequences have a

proximate relation to the end, on account of which we were origi-

nall}' induced to develop the extension of a concept. A principle

of division may, therefore, be useful with one intent, and useless

with another. Soldiers, for example, may be conveniently divided

into cavalry and infantry, as this distinction has an important influ-

ence on their determination as soldiers. But in considering man in

general and his relations, it would be ludicrous to divide men into

foot and horsemen; while, on the contrary, their division would be

here appropriate according to principles which in the former case

would h.ave been absurd. Seneca- says well,— 'Quicquid in majus

crevit facilius agnoscitur, si discessit in partes
;
quas innumerabiles

esse et parvas non oportet. Idem euim vitii habet nimia, quod nulla

1 Esser, Logik. § 137. — Ed. : Epist., 90.
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divisio. Simile confuso est, quicquid usque in pulverem sectuin

est.'"^

Under the second head, that is, as springing from the relations of

the Dividing Members to the Divided Wholes,
II. rrom the reia-

ti^^.g ^re included the fourth and fifth laws.
tions of the Dividing „ » ^, ^. '

i ,i ,• . , • i -.

,, . ... r. ,1 "As the notion and the notions into which it
Members to the Divid-

ed Wholes. Fourth. is divided Stand to each other in the relation of

whole and parts, and as the whole is greater

than the part, the fourth rule is manifestly necessary, viz.. That no

dividing member of the predicate must by itself exhaust the sub-

ject. When this occurs, the division is vicious, or, more properly,

there is no division. Thus the division of man into rational ani-

mals and uncultivated nations, would be a violation of this law.

" On the other hand, as the notions into which a notion is divided,

stand to each other in the relation of constitut-
Fifth. . • T , , 1 ,

ing parts to a constituted whole, and as the

whole is only" the sum of all the parts, the necessity of the fifth rule

is manifest,— That the dividing members of the predicate, taken

together, must exhaust the subject. For if this does not take place,

then the division of the principal notion has been only partial and

imperfect. We transgress this law, in the first place, when we leave

out one or more members of division ; as for example,— The actions

of men are either good or bad, — for to these we should have added

or indifferent. And in the second place, we transgress it when we
coordinate a subdivision with a division ; as for ex.ample, — Philos-

ojyhij is I itlicr theoretical philosophy or inoral philosophy : here the

pro]ii'i- ii|,]M,.iiiMii would have been theoretical philosophy and ^wac-

t-ical ji/n7,i.-;,:ji/ii/."- On the other hand, the dividing members, taken

together, must not do more than exhaust the subject. The defini-

tion of the whole must apply to every one of its parts, but this con-

dition is not fulfilled if there be a dividing member too much, that

is, if there be a notion brought as a dividing member, which, how-

ever, does not stand in subordination to the divided whole. For

example,

—

Mathematical figures are either solids or sui-faces \or

lines or points]. Here the last two members (lines and 2)oi}its) are

redundant and erroneous, for lines and points, though the elements

of mathematical figures, are not themselves figures.

Under the third head, as springing from the relations of the sev-

eral Dividing Members to Each Other, there is a single law,— the

sixth,— which enjoins,— That the dividing members be recipro-

cally exclusive.

I Krug, Logik, i 126. Anra. 4. — Ed. 2 Esser, iog*, j 137. — Ed.
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"As a division does not present the same but the different deter-

minations of a single notion (for otherwise one

ni. From the reia- a^d xh^ same determination would be presented
Uons of the several

j^yigg) ^^^ dividini? members must be so consti-
Dividing Members to , , , ,, • i ^

Each Other. Sixth. tuted that they are not mutually comcident, so

that they either in whole or in part contain

each other. This law is violated when, in the first place, a subdi-

vision is placed above a division, as,— Philosophy is either theoret-

ical philosophy, or mo7-al 2)hilosdphi/, or jircicticalphilosojyhy ; here

moral philosophy falls into practical philosophy as a subordinate

part ; or when, in the second place, the same thing is divided in

different points of view, as,— Human actions are either necessary,

or free, or useful, or detrimental."^

Under the fourth and last head, as arising from the relations of

the Divisions to the Subdivisions, there is con-

IV. From the reia- tained One law, the seventh, which prescribes,—
ticns of the Divisions

,j,j^,^^ ^j^^ divisions proceed continuously from
to the Subdivisions. . ,. -, t-n-- / ti • • •

Seventh. mimediate to mediate diflerences {Divisio ne

fiat per solium vel hiatum).

" As divisions originate in the character of a notion, capable of

an opposite determination, receiving this determination, and as the

subdivisions originate in these opposite determinations being them-

selves again capable of opposite determinations, in which gradual

descent we may proceed indefinitely onwards,— from this it is evi-

dent, that the divisions should, as far as possible, be continuous, that

is, the notion must first be divided into its pro.ximate, and then into

its remoter parts, and this without overleaping any one part ; or in

other words, each part must be immediately subordinated to its

whole." ^ Thus, when some of the ancients divided ^5/i(7o«o/3/iy into

rational, and natural, and moral, the first and second members are

merely subdivisions of theoretical philosophy, to which moral as

practical philosojyhy is opposed. Sometimes, however, such a

spring— such a saltus— is, for the sake of brevity, allowed ; but

this only under the express condition, that the omitted members

are interpolated in thought. Thus, many mathematicians say, angles

are either right, or acute, or obtuse, although, if the division were

continuous, without hiatus, it would run, angles are either right

or oblique ; and the oblique, again, either acute or obtuse.

1 Esser, Logik, \ 137- — Er. 2 Esser, Logik, S 137-— Ed.



LECTUEE XXVI.

METHODOLOGY.
SECTION II. — LOGICAL METHODOLOGY.

III. — DOCTRINE OF PROBATION.

We now proceed to the Third Part of Pure Methodology, that

which guides us to the third character or virtue

of Perfect Thinking, — the Concatenation of

Thought;— I mean Probation, or the Leading of Proof I com-

mence with the following paragraph.

% LXXXVI. When there are pro]iositions or judgments

which are not intuitively manifest, and the
Par. LXXXVI. Pro-

^j-yj]^ of which is not admitted, then their
bation, - ita Nature

, , . , ,

and Elements. Validity cau Only be established when we
evolve it, as an inference, from one or more

judgments or propositions. This is called Probation, Prouing,

or the Leading of Proof {probatio, argumentation or demon-

stratio, in its wider sense). A Probation is thus a series of

thoughts, in which a plurality of diflferent judgments stand to

each other, in respect of their validity, in the dependence of

determining and determined, or of antecedents and conse-

quents. In every Probation there are three things to be dis-

tinguished,— 1°. The Judgment to be proved, (thesis); 2°. The
Ground or Principle of Proof, {argumentimi) ; and, 3°. The
Cogency of this principle to necessitate the connection of

antecedents and consequents (vis demonstrationis or nervus

probandi). From the nature of Probation, it is evident that

Probation without inference is impossible ; and that the Thesis

to be proved and Principles of Proof stand to each other as

conclusion and premises, with this difference, that, in Proba-

tion, there is a judgment (the thesis) expressly supposed,

which, in the Syllogism, is not, at least necessarily, the case.'

1 Esser, Logik, j 1.38. Cf. Krlig, Lngik, } 127. — Ed. [Cf. liichter, ijticr den Grgemland und

den Umfang der Lugik, j 32 et ieq.\
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III regard to the terras here einployed, it is to be noticed that the

term argtmientatio)i (argumentatio) is applied

Exr'ic"<ion. not only to a reasoning of many syllogisms, but
Terms employed.

likewise to a reasoning of one. The term argu-
Argumentation. , . ,., . , ,

Argument. ment {argumentum) in like manner is einployed

not only for the ground of a consecutive reason-

ing, but for the middle term of a single syllogism. But it is, more-

over, vulgarly employed for the whole process of argumentation.

^

The term demonstration {demonstratio) is used in a looser and

in a stricter signification. In the former sense.
Demonstration. ....

It IS equivalent to probation, or argumentation

in general; in the latter, to necessarg probation^ or argumentation

from intuitive 2:>rinciples.

The expression leading of proof might, perhaps, be translated by

the term deduction, but then this term must
Leading of Proof of

^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^ latitude as to include induction, to
two sorts.

which it is commonly opposed ; for Probation

may be either a process of Deduction, that is, the leading of proof

out of one higher or more general proposition, or a process of

Induction, that is, the leading of proof out of a plurality of lower

or less general judgments.

To prove, is to evince the truth of a proposition not admitted to

be true, from other propositions the truth of
Probation in general. ,.,., , t».iT

which IS already established. In every proba-

tion there are three things to be distinguished:— 1°. The Proposi-

tion to be proved, — the Thesis ; 2°. The Grounds or Principle of

Proof,— the Argument ; and, 3°. The Degree of Cogency with

which the thesis is inferred by the argumentum or argumenta, —
the vis ornervics 2^robandi. All probation is thus syllogistic; but

all syllogism is not probative. The peculiarity
ow istmguts e

^^ probation consists in this,— that it exijressly
from Syllogism. ^ ' i j

supposes a certain given proposition, a certain

thesis, to be true ; to the establishment of this proposition the

proof is relative; this proposition constitutes the conclusion of the

syllogism, or series of syllogisms, of which the probation is made

up ; whereas, in the mere syllogistic process, this supposition is not

necessarily involved. It is also evident that the
Whereon depends

logical value of a probation depends, 1°. On the
tbe lORical value of a ^

, ^ . . . , -,„/-,
probation

truth 01 its principles or argumenta, 2 . On
their connection witli each other, and with the

thesis or proposition to be proved, and, 3°. On the logical for-

1 See above, p. 19G.— Ed.

4G
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mality of the inference of the thesis from its argumeuta. No prop-

osition can be for another the principle of proof, which is not itself

either immediately or mediately certain. A proposition is imme-

diately certain, or evident at first hand, when, by the very nature

of thought, we cannot but think it to be true, and when it, there-

fore, neither requires nor admits of proof. A proposition is medi-

ately certain, or evident at second hand, when it is not at once and

in itself thought as necessarily true, but when we are able to deduce

it, with a consciousness of certainty, from a proposition which is

evident at first hand. The former of these certainties is called self-

evident, intuitive, oriijiimi. iiriimrnj, ultimate, etc., and the latter,

demonstrative, derivatir,, su-o,i./ui'i/, etc.

According to this distinction, the Ground or Principle of Proof

is either an absolute or a relative. Absolute,
Ground of rroof ^vhcn it is an intuitive; relative, when it is a

either Absolute or , . • • mi ^

jj^i^j.^^
demonstrative pi-oposition. Ihat every propo-

sition must ultimately rest on some intuitive

truth, on some judgment at first hand, is manifest, if the fact of

probation itself be admitted ; for otherwise the regress would

extend to infinity, and all probation, consequently, be impossible.

When, for example, in the series of grounds H, G, F, E, D, C, B,

there is no ultimate or primary A, and when, consequently, every A
is only relatively, in respect of the consequent series, but- not abso-

lutely and in itself, first;— in this case, no sufficient and satisfactory

probation is possible, for there always remains the question concern-

ing a still higher principle. But positively to show that such pri-

mary judgments are actually given, is an exposition which, as

purely metaphysical, lies beyond the sphere of Logic.^

To the general form of a system of Proof belong the following

distinctions of propositions, to which I formerly
Distinction of Prop.

,j ^ ^
. ^^^ ^1,1^^ J ^ay again recall to your

ositions in respect of ' ...
the general form of a remembrance. Propositions are either Theoret-

system of Proof. {ccd or Practical. Practical, when they enounce
Theoretical and ^j^^ .^^ ^^j^j^,^ j^ j^ gjbie to effectuate or

Practical. •' „,.,,,.
produce something; Theoretical, when they sim-

ply enunciate a truth, without respect to the way in which this may

be realized or produced.^ A Theoretical proposition, if a primary

or intuitive principle, is styled an Axiom. Ex-
^'"'""'

amples of this are given in the foui- Funda-

mental Laws of Logic, and in the mathematical commuii notions—
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The lohole is greater than its part,—If equals be added to equals,

the wholes are equal, etc. A Practical proposition, if a primary or

intuitive principle, is styled a Postulate. Thus

QgQ[ijgt,.y postulates the possibility of drawing-

lines,— of producing them ad infinitum, of describing circles, etc.

A Theoretical proposition, if mediate and demonstrable, is called

a Theorem. This is laid down as a Thesis,—
Theorem- . .,

, . ^
as a judgment to be proved,— and is proved

from intuitive principles, theoretical and practical. A Practical

proposition, if mediate and demonstrable, is

called a Probletti. In the probation, the Prob-

lem itself is first enounced; it is then shown in the solution how
that which is required is to be done,— is to be efiected; and,

finally, in the proof, it is demonstrated that through this pi'ocedure

the solution of the problem is obtained. For example, in the geo-

metrical problem, — to describe an equilateral triangle on a given

straight line,— there this problem is first stated ; the solution then

shows that, with this given line as a semi-diameter, we are to

describe from each of its points of termination a circle ; the two

_circles will intersect each other, and we are then, from the point

of intersection, to draw straight lines to each point of termination

;

this being done, the proof finally demonstrates that these circles

must intersect each other, that the drawn straight lines necessarily

constitute a triangle, and that this triangle is necessarily equilateraL

Corollaries or Consectaries are propositions which, as flowing

immediately as collateral results of others, re-
coro anes. m-

q„i,.g „q separate in-oof Empeiremata or Em-
peiremata. ^ ^ ^ -*

2}irical Judgments are propositions, the validity

of which rejDOses upon observation and experience. Scholia or

Comments are propositions which serve only for
Scholia.

illustration. Lemmata or Sumptions are proiDO-
Lemmata.

. . .

-^
.

^ ^

sitions, borrowed either from a different part of

the system we treat of, or from sciences other than that in which

we now employ them. Finally, Hijpotheses are

propositions of two different significations. For,

in the first place, the name is sometimes given to the arbitrary

assumption or choice of one out of various means of accomplishing

an end ; when, for example, in the division of the periphery of the

circle, we select the division into 360 degrees, or when, in Arith-

metic, we select the decadic scheme of numeration. But, in the

second place, the name of hypothesis is more emjjhatically given to

provisory suppositions, which serve to explain the phenomena in so

far as observed, but which are only asserted to be true, if ultiniatelj'
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confirmed by a complete induction. For example, the supposition

of the Copernlcan solar system iu Astronomy.^

Now these various kinds of propositions are mutually concat-

enated into system by the Leading of Proof,— by Probation.

So much for the character of this process in general. The para-

graph already dictated contains a summary of the various particu-

lar characters by which Probations are distinguished. Before con-

sidering these in detail, I shall offer some preparatory observations.

" The differences of Probations are dependent partly on their

Matter, and partly on the Form iu which they
The differences of

^^,^ expressed.
Probatious depend '

"

partly on their Matter "In I'espect of the former grouud of differ-

and partly on their ence,— the Matter, — Probations are distin-
*^°'™-

guished into Pure or a priori, and into Empir-
1. In respect of their ical or a jjosteriori, according as they are

Matter, Probations founded on principles which we must recog-
are Pure and Empir- . . . ,

jpj,
nize as true, as constitutmg the necessary con-

ditions of all experience, or which we do
2. In respect of their . ^ ^. , ,^ .

j,^^^
recognize as true, as particular results given

by certain applications of experience. In re-

spect of the latter ground of difference,— the Form,— Probations

fall into various classes according to the difference of the form

itself, which is either an External or an Internal.

" In relation to the Internal Form, probations are divided into

Direct or Ostensive and into Indirect or Apa-

(d) In relation to gogical, according as they are drawn from the
the Internal Form,

^j^j^ j^g^jj- ^^. f^.^^^ jj^ opposite, in Other WOrds,
Probations are Direct '^

. . ,
'

, .

or Ostensive and Indi- according as the principles ot probation are posi-

rect or Apagogicai. tive or are negative."' Under the same relation

Synthetic or Pro- ^f Internal Form, they are also distinguished by
gressive an na y ic

i.gfgj.gnge to their order of procedure, — this
or Regressive. ' '

order being either Essential or Accidental. The

essential order of procedure regards the nature of the inference

itself, as either from the whole to the part, or from the parts to the

whole. The former constitutes Deductive Probation, the latter

Inductive. The accidental order of procedure regards only our

point of departure in considering a probation. If, commencing

with the highest principle, we descend step by step to the conclu-

sion, the process is Synthetic or Progressive ; here the conclusion is

evolved out of the principle. If, again, starting from the conclu-

Krug, Logik, H 67, 68.]
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sion, we ascend step by step to the highest principle, the process

is Analytic or Regressive ; here the principle is evolved out of the

conclusion.

In respect to the External Form, Probations are Simple or

Monosyllogistic, if they consist of a single

(6) Exterrai Form.
^.^^^^^- Composite or Polysyllogistic if they

Probations are Simple ^' l j j o J

and Composite. consist of a plurality of reasonings. Under
Regular and irregu- the same relation of external form, they are

lar. Perfect and im-
^^j^^ divided into Regular and Irregular, into

perfect.

Perfect and Imperfect.

Another division of Probations is by reference to their Cogency,

or the Degree of Certainty with which their

.u •

'

..

ccor ing o
inference is drawn. But their cogency is of

their degree of Co-
_ _ . .

gency. Probations are Various degrees, and this either objectively con-

Apodeictic and Proba- sidered, that is, as determined by the conditions
^^^-

of the proof itself, or subjectively considered,

that is, by reference to those on whom the proof is calculated to

operate conviction. In the former, or objective relation, probations

are partly Apodeictic, or Demonstrative in the stricter sense of that

term,— when the certainty they necessitate is absolute and com-

plete, that is, when the opposite alternative involves a contradic-

tion
;
partly Probable,— when they do not produce an invincible

assurance, but when the evidence in favor of the conclusion pre-

ponderates over that which is opposed to it. In the latter or sub-

jective relation, probations are either Universally
Cniversaiiy and

Yajid ^hen they are calculated to operate con-
Particularly Valid.

. .
' •'

t^ • i i

viction on all reasonable minds, or Particularly

Valid, when they are fitted to convince only certain individual

minds.

Par. Lxxxvn. ^ LXXXYII. Probations are divided by

Probations, tiieir Di- reference to their Matter, to their Form,
"°'™°" and to their Degree of Cogency.

In relation to their Matter, they are partly jPure or a jyi'iori,

partly Empirical or a posteriori.

As to their Form,— this is either Internal or External. In

respect to their Internal Form, they are, 1°, By reference to the

Manner of Inference, Direct or Ostensive {BuKTiKal, ostensivce),

and Indirect or ApciffOffical {probatio7ies cqiagogicre reductiones

ad absxirdum ) ; 2°, By reference to their Essential or Internal

Order of Procedure, they are either Deductive or Inductive;

3°, By reference to their Accidental or External Order of Pro-

cedure, they are partly Synthetic or Progressive, partly Ana-
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lytic or degressive. In respect to their External Form, they

are, 1°, Simple or Monosyllogistic, and Composite or Polysyllo-

gistic ; 2°, Perfect and Imperfect; 3°, Regular and Irregular.

In respect to their Degree of Cogency, they are, 1°, As
objectively considered, either Apodeictic or Demonstrative in

the stricter signification of the term (dTrdSti^cts, demonstrationes

striate dictce), or Prohahle {probationes sensu latiori) ; 2°, As
subjectively considered, they are either Universally Valid (^Kar

aXrj&iiai', secu7idum veritatem), or Particularly Vcdid (kut av-

Spomov, ad hominem)}

To speak now of these distinctions in detail. In the first place,

"Probations," we have said, "in relation to their

ProbationsT In re-
matter, are divided into Pure or a priori, and

epect of their Matter, into Empirical or a 2yosteriori. Pure or a priori

are I'ure aud Empiri- proofs are those that rest on principles which,
'"'

although rising into consciousness only on occa-

sion of some extern.al or internal observation, of some act of expe-

rience, are still native, are still original, contributions of the mind

itself, and a contribution without which no act of experience

becomes possible. Proofs again are called Empirical or a pos-

teriori, if they rest on principles which are exclusively formed from

experience or observation, and wliose validity is cognizable in no

otlier way than that of experience or observation. When the prin-

ciples of Probation are such as are not contingently given by expe-

rience, but spontaneously engendered by the mind itself, these

principles are always characterized by the qualities of necessity

and universality ; consequently, a proof supported by them is ele-

vated altogether above the possibility of doubt. When, on the

other hand, the Principles of Probation are such as have only the

guarantee of observation and experience for their truth,— (suppos-

ing even that the observation be correct and the experience stable

and constant),— these principles, and, consequently, the probation

founded on them, can pretend neither to necessity nor universality

;

seeing that what produces the observation or experience has only a

relation to individual objects, and is only competent to inform us

of what now is, but not of what always is, of what necessarily must

be. Although, however, these empirical principles are impressed

with the character neither of necessity nor of universality, they

piny a very important part in the theatre of human thought." ^

Ed. [Cf. Degerando,
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This distinction of Proofs, by reference to the matter of our knowl-

edge, is one, indeed, wliich Logic does not take
This distinction of j^j^ account. Logic, in fact, considers every

Probations not taken . « ^ ^ « ^ i ^
., , . inference of a consequent irom an antecedent as

into account by Logic. ^

an inference a priori, supisosing even that the

antecedents themselves are only of an empirical character. Thus

wo may say, that, from the general relations of distance found to

liokl between the planets, Kant and Olbers proved a priori that

between Mars and Jupiter a planetary body must exist, before

Ceres, Pallas, Juno, and Vesta, were actually discovered.* Here,

however, the a priori principle is in reality only an empirical rule,

— only a generalization from experience. But with the manner

in which these empirical rules— (Bacon would call them axi-

oms) — are themselves discovered or evolved— with this. Pure

Logic has no concern. This will fall to be considered in Modified

Logic, when we treat of the concrete Doctrine of Induction and

Analogy.

In the second place, "in respect of their Form, and that the

Internal, Probations are, as we said, first of all,

2. In respect of tiieir divided into Direct or Ostensive, and into Indi-
Form, — (a) Direct ^ , . i a i- -r\- ^ r\

and ludiruct
^'^^^ °'' Apagogical. A proof IS Direct or Os-

tensive, when it evinces the truth of a thesis

tlirough positive principles, that is, immediately ; it is Indirect or

Apagogical, when it evinces the truth of a thesis through the false-

hood of its opposite, that is, mediately. The indirect is specially

called the apagoffical {argitmentatio apagogica sive deductio ad
impossibile), because it shows that something cannot be admitted,

since, if admitted, consequences would necessarily follow impossible

or absurd. The Indirect or Apagogical mode of proof is estab-

lished on the principle, that that must be con-
nncip e n irec

ceded to be true whose contradictory opposite

contains within itself a contradiction. This

principle manifestly rests on the Law of Contradiction, and on

the Law of Excluded Middle ; for what involves a contradiction

it is impossible for us to think, and if a character must be denied

of an object,— and that it must be so denied the probation has to

show,— then the contradictory opposite of tliat character is of

necessity to be afiirmed of that object. The Direct mode of proba-

tion has undoubtedly this advantage over the Indirect,— that it not

only furnishes the sought-for truth, but also truly develops its neces-

sary connection with its ultimate principles; whereas the Indirect

demonstrates only the repugnance of some proposition with certain

1 See Kant's Vorksungen Met Physische Gcographie, 1S02; IVtrie, vi. p. 449. — Ed.
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trutlis, without, however, positively evincing the truth of its oppo-

site, and thereby obtaining for it a full and satisfactory recognition.

It is, therefore, usually employed only to constrain a troublesome

opponent to silence, by a display of the absurdities which are

implied in, and which would flow out of, his assertions. Never-

theless, the indirect probation establishes the proposition to be

proved not less certainly than the direct ; nay, it still more pre-

cisely excludes the supposition of the opposite alternative, and,

consequently, affords an intenser consciousness of necessity. We
ought, however, to be on our guard against the paralogisms to

which it is peculiarly exposed, by taking care — 1°, That the oppo-

sites are contradictory and not contrary; and 2°, That an absurdity

really is, and not merely ajipears to be. The differences of Apa-

gogical Probations correspond to the different

Differences of indi-
j^j^^^g ^f propositions which may be indirectly

rect or pagogica
demonstrated ; and these are, in their widest

Probations. ^
'

^
'

generality, either Categorical, or Hypothetical,

or Disjunctive. Is the thesis a categorical proposition ? Its con-

tradictory opposite is supposed, and from this counter proposition

conclusions are deduced, until we obtain one of so absurd a charac-

ter, that we are able to argue back to the filsehood of the original

proposition itself. Again, is the thesis an hypothetical judgment?

The contradictory opposite of the consequent is assumed, and the

same process to the same end is performed as in the case of a cate-

gorical proposition. Finally, is the thesis a disjunctive proposi-

tion ? In that case, if its membra disjtmcta are contradictorily

opposed, we cannot, either directly or indirectly, prove it false as a

whole ; all that we can do being to show that one of these disjunct

members cannot be affirmed of the subject, from which it necessa-

rily follows that the other must." '

Under the Internal Form, Probations are, in the second place, in

respect of their Essential or Internal Order of
(b) Deductive and

pj-ocedurc, either Deductive or Inductive, accord-
inductive. . , , . . T ,mg as the thesis is proved by a process ot reason-

ing descending from generals to particulars and individuals, or by a

process of reasoning ascending from individuals and particul.ars to

generals. On this subject it is not necessary to say anything, as the

rules which govern the formal inference in these processes have

been already stated in the Doctrine of Syllogisms ; and the consid-

eration of Induction, as modified by the general conditions of the

matter to which it is applied, can only be treated of when, in the

sequel, we come to Modified or Concrete Methodology.

I Esser, Logik, §142. -Ed.
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" Under the Internal Form, Probations are, however, in the third

l^lace, in respect of their External or Accidental

AnaivHr*"'""
""^ ^"^^^"^ "^ procedure, Synthetic or Progressive,

and Analytic or Regressive. A prpbation is

called synthetic or j^fOffressive, when the conclusion is evolved out

of the principles,— analytic or regressive, when the principles are

evolved out of the conclusion. In the former case, the probation

goes from the subject to the predicate; in the latter case, from the

predicate to the subject. Where the probation is complex,— if

synthetic, the conclusion of the preceding syllogism is the subsump-

tion of that following ; if analytic, the conclusion of the preceding

syllogism is the sumption of that following. In respect of certainty,

both procedures are equal, and each has its peculiar advantages ; in

consequence of which the combination of these two modes of proof

is highly expedient. But the Analytic Procedure is often compe-

tent where the Synthetic is not; whereas the Synthetic is never

possible where the Analytic is not, and this is never possible where

we have not a requisite stock of propositions already verified.

When the Probation is partly analytic, partly synthetic, it is called

Mixedr '

f LXXXVIII. The Formal Legitimacy of a Probation is

determined by the following rules.

Po?mki ifgu™ 1°> N-othing is to be begged, borrowed, or

of a Probation. -Its
. stolcu ; that IS, nothing is to be presupposed

^"^^^^
as proved, which itself requires a demon-

stration. The violation of this rule affords the vice called

the Petitio principii, or Fallacia qucesiti medii (to cv apxg

2°, No proposition is to be employed as a principle of proof,

the truth of which is only to be evinced as a consequence of

the proposition whicli it is employed to prove. The violation

of this rule is the vice called vcnepov -n-porepov.

3°, Ko circular probation is to be made ; that is, the propo-

sition which we propose to prove must not be used as a princi-

ple for its own probation. The violation of this rule is called

the Orbis vel circulus in demonstrando, — diaHelus,— 6 &'

uXKrjXmv Tp6~o%?

1 Esser, Logjk, s 142.— Ed.
2 [On error of this term, see Pacins, Com-

mentarius in Org
]^
[In Anal. Prior ii. 16. " Ken

est petitio rris apx'/Sj id est, priDCipii, vel 3 See Sextus Empiricus, PyrrA. Hyp., i. 169,

fV Tf apxp, id est, in principio; sed ToD ^y ii.68. Laertius, L. ix. SS S8, 89. [Cf. Faccio-

^VXV TeoKUjifvov, id est, ejus problematis, lati, Acroasli, t. p. 69 ct seq.]

47
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4°, No leap, no hiatus, must be made; that is, the syllogisms

of which the probation is made up must stand in immediate or

continuous connection. From the transgression of this rule

results the vice called the Saltus vel Hiatus in demonstrando.

5°, The scope of the probation is not to be changed ; that is,

nothing is to be proved other than what it was proposed to

prove. The violation of this rule gives the Hetcrozetesis, Igno-

ratio vel Mutatio elenchi, and the Transitus in aliud genus vel

a genere ad genus,— fJHTa^aais cis oAAo ycvos.'

In this paragraph, I have given, as different rules, those canons

which are opposed to vices not absolutely iden-

^^^y.^
tical, and which have obtained different denom-

inations. But you must observe, that the first

three rules are all manifestly only various modifications— only

special cases,— of one general law. To this law, likewise, the

fourth rule may with perfect propriety be reduced, for tlie saltus or

hiatus in j}roba)ido is, in foct, no less the assumption of a proposi-

tion as a principle of probation which itself requires jiroof, than

either the 2}etitio 2^>'inci2)ii, the hysteroii jy^'Oteron, or the circulus in

pj-obando. These five laws, therefore, and the correspondent vices,

may all be reduced to two; ono of which regards the means,— the

principles of proof ; the other the end,— the proi^osition to be

proved. The former of these laws prescribes, — That no proposition

be employed as a principle of probation which stands itself in want

of proof; the latter,— That nothing else be proved than the propo-

sition for whose proof the probation was instituted. You may,

therefore, add to the last paragraph the following supplement :

% LXXXIX. These rules of the logicians may, however, all

be reduced to twb.

Par. LXXXIX. 1°^ That HO proposition be employed as

reduced°to two.^
'""

^ Principle of Probation which stands it-

self in need of proof

2°, That nothing else be proved than the Proposition for

whose proof the Probation was instituted.

Of these two, the former comprehends the first

\p 1
a ion.

^^^^^ rules of the logicians,— the latter the fifth.

I shall now, therefore, proceed to illustrate the five rules in det.ail.

1S27.) [C'f. Kiiij;, Logik, § 1.33. Esser. Logik,

§ U4.— Eu.]
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The First Rule— Nothing is to be begged, borrowed, or stolen

;

that is, uothincr is to be presupposed as proved,
First Rule.

, . . ^ . , . • •

which Itself requires a demonstration,— is, la

fact, an enunciation of the first general rule I gave you, and to this,

therefore, as we shall see, the second, third, and fourth are to be

reduced as special applications. But, in considering this law in its

universality, it is not to be understood as if

Limitation under
^^ probation were at once to be rejected as

which this Rule is to ",,.,., , . . , ,

be understood. Worthless, in which anything is presupposed and

not proved. Were this its sense, it would be

necessary in every probation to ascend to the highest principles

of human knowledge, and these themselves, as immediate and,

consequently, incapable of proof, might be rejected as unproved

assumptions. Were this the meaning of the law, there could be no

probation whatever. But it is not to be understood in this extreme

rigor. That probation alone is a violation of this law, and, conse-

quently, alone is vicious, in which a proposition is assumed as a

principle of proof, which may be doubted on the ground on which

the thesis itself is doubted, and where, therefore, we prove the un-

certain by the equally uncertain. The probation must, therefore,

depart from such princii>les as are either immediately given as ulti-

mate, or mediately admit of a proof from other sources than the

proposition itself in question. When, for example, it was argued

that the Xewtonian theory is false, which holds colors to be the

result of a diversity of parts in light, on the ground, admitted by

the ancients, that the celestial bodies, and, consequently, their ema-

nations, consist of homogeneous elements; — this reasoning was

inept, for the princii^le of proof was not admitted by modern phi-

losophers. Thus, when Aristotle defends the institution of slavery

as a natural law, on the ground that the barbarians, as of inferior

intellects, are the born bondsmen of the Greeks, and the Greeks, as

of superior intellect, the born masters of the barbarians '— (an

argument wliich has, likewise, been employed in modern times in

the British Parliament, with the substitution of negroes for barba-

rians, and whites for Greeks),— this argument is invalid, as assuming

what is not admitted by the opponents of slavery. It would be a

2yetitio principii to prove to the Mohammedan the divinity of

Chiist from texts in the New Testament, for he does not admit the

authority of the Bible ; but it would be a valid argumentum ad
homhiem to prove to him from the Koran the prophetic mission of

Jesus, for the authority of the Koran he acknowledges.

The Second Rule, That no proposition is to be employed as a

1 PMt., i. 2. — Ed.
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principle of jaroof, the truth of wliich is onlj' to be evinced as a

, „ ,
consequence of the proposition whicli it is era-

Second Kule.
j / '

ployed to prove,— is only a special case of the

preceding. For example, if we were to argue that man is a free

agent, on the ground that he is morally responsible for his actions,

or that his actions can be imputed to him, or on the ground that

vice and virtue are absolutely different,— in these cases, the hysteron

protcron is committed ; for only on the ground that the human will

is free, can man be viewed as a morally responsible agent, and his

actions be imputed to him, .or can the disoiimination of vice and

virtue, as more than a merely accidental relation, be maintained.

But we must pause before we reject a reasoning on the ground of

hysteron 2woteron ; for the reasoning may still be valid, though this

logical fault be committed. Nay, it is frequently necessary for us

to reason by such a regress. In the very example given, if we be

unable to prove directly that the will of man is free, but are able to

prove that he is a moral agent, responsible for his actions, as sub-

jected to the voluntary but unconditioned Law of Duty, and if the

fact of this law of duty and its unqualified obligation involve, as a

postulate, an emancipation from necessity,— in that case, no com-

petent objection can be taken to this process of reasoning. This,

in fact, is Kant's argument. From what he calls the categorical

imperative, that is, from the fact of the unconditioned law of duty

as obligatory on man, he postulates, as conditions, the liberty of the

human will, and the existence of a God, as. the moral governor of a

moral universe.^

The Third Law,— That no circular probation is to be made, that

is, the proposition which we propose to prove
TbirdEuIe. ^ / ,

.'
. ,^ „^ .

^

must not be used as a principle for its own pro-

bation, — this, in like manner, is only a particular case of the first.

" To the Circle there are required properly two probations, which

are so reciprocally related that the antecedent in the one is proved

by its own consequent in the other. The proposition A is true be-

cause the proposition B is true; and the proposition B is true

because the proposition A is true. A circle so palpable as this

would indeed be committed by no one. The vice is usually con-

cealed by the interpolation of intermediate propositions, or by a

change in the e.\pression." ^ Thus Plato, in his Phaedo^ demon-

strates the immortality of the soul from its simplicity ; and, in the

Republic^ he demonstrates its simplicity from its immortality.

1 KrUik der reinrn Vernunft, Methodenlehre, 2 Krug, Logilc, j 133. Anm. 3. —Ed.
Hauptst., ii. Absclm.,2. Kriiik der praktischen SP.78.— En.

Vanun/t, p. 274, ed. Eosenkranz. — Ed. 4 B. x. p. 611. — Ed.
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In relation to the Hysteron Proteron and the Circle, I must

observe that those present some peculiar difR-

Eegressive and Pro- culties for the systematic arrangement of our

gressive Proofs not to knowledge. Through the Circle (the result of
be confounded with

.^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ assertion),—
the tautological Cir- j i ' _

cie. through the circle by itself, nothmg whatever is

gained for the logical development of our knowl-

edge. But we must take care not to confound the connection of

Regressive and Progressive Proofs with the tautological Circle.

When, in the treatment of a science out of the observed facts, we

wish to generalize universal laws, we lead, in the first place, an in-

ductive probation, th.at (ort) certain laws there are. Having assured

ourselves of the existence of these laws by this regressive process,

we then place them in theory at the head of a progressive or syn-

thetic probation, in which the facts again recur, reversed and illus-

trated from the laws, which, in the antecedent process, they had

been employed to establish ; that is, it is now shown why (St'on)

these facts exist.

The Fourth Rule,— No leap, no gap, must be made, that is, the

svllosisms of which the probation is made up
Fourth Rule.

J o
, . . ^. ^

^

must stand in immediate or continuous connec-

tion,— may be, likewise, reduced to the first. For here the only

vice is that, by an ellipsis of an intermediate link in the syllogistic

chain, we use a proposition which is actually without its proof, and

it is only because this proposition is as yet unproved, that its employ-

ment is illegitimate. The Saltus is, therefore, only a special case

of the Fetitio.

The Saltus is committed when the middle term of one of the

syllogisms in a probation is not stated. If the
T-he Saltus m demon-

i-QJdJie tcriu be too manifest to require state-

ment, then is the saltus not to be blamed, for it

is committed only in the expression and not in the thought. If the

middle term be not easy of discovery, then the saltics is a fruit ; but

if there be no middle term to be found, then the saltus is a vice

which invalidates the whole remainder of the probation. The

proper saltus,— the real violation of this law, is, therefore, when

we make a transition from one proposition to another, the two not

being connected together as reason and consequent.' The (vulgar)

Enthyraeme and the Sorites do not, therefore, it is evident, involve

violations of this law.

The Fifth Rule,— The scope of the probation is not to be

changed, that is, nothing is to be proved otlier than what was pro-

1 Cf. Krug, Logik, j 133. Anm, i. — Ed.
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posed to be proved, corresponds to the second of the two rules

which I gave, and of which it is only a less

explicit statement. It evidently admits of three

kinds or degrees. In the first case, the proposi-

tion to be proved is changed by the change of

its subject or predicate into different notions. Again, the propo-

sition may substantially remain the same, but may be changed into

one either of a wider or of a narrower extension,— the second and

third ca.ses.

The first of these cases is the Miitatio Elenchi, or Transitus ad
aliud genus, properly so called. " When a pro-

First egree, — Mu-
Nation does not demonstrate what it ought to

(alio Elencld. °
demonstrate, it may, if considered absolutely or

in itself, be valid ; but if considered relatively to the proposition

which it behooves us to prove, it is of no value. We commute by

this procedure the wliole sco])e or purport of the probation ; we
desert the proper oTijoct of inquiry,— the point in question. If a

person would prove the existence of ghosts, and to this end prove

by witness the fact of unusual noises and appearances during the

night, he would prove something very difierent from what he pro-

posed to establish ; for this would be admitted without difficulty by

those who still denied the apparition of ghosts ; it, therefore, be-

hooved him to show that the unusual phenomena were those of a

spirit good or bad."

'

The two other cases,— when the proposition actually proved is

either of a smaller or of a greater extension
Second Degree,— m than the proposition which ought to have been

which too little is , ., ,., .,

.^^^^
proved,— are not necessarily, like the prece-

ding, altogether irrelevant. They are, however,

compared together, of various degrees of relevancy. In the former

case, where too little is proved,— here the end proposed is, to a

certain extent at least, changed, and the probation results in some-

thing different from what it was intended to accomplish. For

example, if we propose to prove that Sempronius is a virtuous char^

acter, and only prove the legality of his actions, we here prove

something less than, something different from, what we professed to

do ; for we proposed to prove the internal morality, and not merely

the external lawfulness, of his conduct. Such a proof is not abso-

lutely invalid; it is not even relatively null, for the external legality

is always a concomitant of internal morality. But the existence of

the latter is not evinced by that of the former, for Sempronius

1 Kriig, iogii, } 133. Aiim. 2.— Ed.
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may conform his actions to the law from expediency and not from

duty.'

In the other case, in which there is proved too much, the proba-

tion is lawful, and only not adequate and pre-

Third Degree,— in (>jgg_ Yoi example, if wc propose to prove that
which too much is ^, , , • , • , i i i i

ij^.^jj
the soul does not perish with the body, and

actually prove that its dissolution is absolutely

impossible,— here the proof is only superabundant. The logical

rule,— Qui nimium probata nihil prohat, is, therefore, in its univer-

sal, or unqualified expression, incorrect. The proving too much is,

however, often the sign of a saltus having been committed. For

example,— when a religious enthusiast argues from the strength of

his persuasion, that he is, therefore, actuated by the Holy Spirit,

and his views of religion consequently true, — there is here too

much proved, for there is implied the antecedent, omitted by a

saltus, that whoever is strongly persuaded of his inspiration is

really inspired,— a proposition too manifestly absurd to bear an

explicit enouncement. In this case, the apparent too much is in

reality a too much which, when closely examined, resolves itself

into a nothing.-

We have thus terminated the consideration of Pure or Abstract

IjOgic, in both its Parts, and now enter on the Doctrine of Modified

or Concrete Logic.

1 Cf. Knig, Zojit, } 133. Anm. 5.— Ed.

« [Cf. Sigwart, Handbuch zu VorUsungen iibcr die Logik, } 407, p. 252.]



LECTUEE XXVII.

MODIFIED LOGIC.

' PAPT I. -MODIFIED STOICHEIOLOGY.

SECTION I.— DOCTRINE OF TRUTH AND ERROR.

TRUTH.— ITS CHARACTER AND KINDS.

Having now terminated the Doctrine of Pure or Abstract Logic,

we proceed to that of Modified or Concrete
Modi ed ogic,—

LQgic_ i^ entering on this subject, I have to

recall to your memory what has formerly been

stated in regard to the object which Modified Logic proposes for

consideration. Pure Logic talces into account only the necessary

conditions of thought, as founded on the nature of the thinking

process itself Modified Logic, on the contrary, considers the con-

ditions to which thought is subject, arising from the empirical cir-

cumstances, external and intern^ under which exclusively it is the

will of our Creator that man sWuld manifest his faculty of think-

ing. Pure Logic is thus exclusively conversant with the form

;

Modified Logic is, likewise, occupied with the matter, of thought.

And as their objects are diflerent, so, likewise, must be their ends.

The end of Pure Logic is formal truth,— the harmony of thought

with thought; the end of Modified Logic is the harmony of thought

with existence. Of these ends, that which Pure Logic proposes is

less ambitious, but it is fully and certainly accomplished ; the end

which Modified Logic proposes is higher, but it is far less perfectly

attained. The problems which Modified Logic has to solve may be

reduced to three: 1°, What is Truth and its con-
its problems, -re-

tradictory opposite,— Error ? 2°, What are the
diiccd to tliree. j i i ' ;

Causes of Error, and the Impediments to Truth,

by which man is beset in the employment of his faculties, and

what are the Means of their Removal? And, 3°, What are the

Subsidiaries by which Human Thought may be strengthened and

guided in the exercise of its functions ?
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From this statement it is evident that Concrete Logic might, like

Pure Logic, have been divided into a Stoieheiol-

And distributed be- ogj' and a Methodology,— the former compris-
tween its stoicheioi- j^g ^j^g g,.gj ^^^^ heads,— the latter the third,

ggy
For if to Modified Stoicheiology we refer the

consideration of the nature of concrete truth

and error, and of the conditions of a merely not erroneous employ-

ment of thought,— this will be exhausted in the First and Second

Chapters ; whereas, if we refer to Methodology a consideration of

the means of employing thought not merely without error, but with

a certain positive perfection, — this is what the Third Chapter pro-

fesses to expound.

I commence the First Chapter, which proposes to answer the

question,—What is Truth? with its correlatives, — by the dicta-

tion of the following paragrajjli

:

*i XC. The end which all our scientific efforts are exerted

to accomplish, is Truth and Certainty.
Par. XC. Truth and Truth is the coiTespondence or asrreement

Certainty, — wliat. ^ *
of a cognition with its object ; its Crite-

rion is the necessity determined by the laws which govern our

faculties of knowledge ; and Certainty is the consciousness of

this necessity.^ Certainty, or the conscious necessity of knowl-

edge, absolutely excludes the admission of any opposite sup-

position. Where such appears admissible, doubt and uncer-

tainty arise. If we consider truth by relation to the degree

and kind of Certainty, we have to distinguish Knoxdedge,

Belief, and Opinion. Knowledge and Belief differ not only in

degree, but in kind. Knowledge is a certainty founded upon

insight; Belief is a certainty founded upon feeling. The one

is perspicuous and objective ; the other is obscure and subjec-

tive. Each, however, supposes the other; and an assurance is

said to be a knowledge or a belief, according as the one element

or the other preponderates. Opinion is the admission of some-

thing as true, where, however, neither insight nor feeling is so

intense as to necessitate a perfect certainty. What prevents

the admission of a proposition as certain is called Doiiht. The
approximation of the imperfect certainty of opinion to the jaer-

fect certainty of knowledge or belief is called Probability.

If we consider Truth with reference to Knowledge, and to

the way in -tthich this knowledge arises, we must distinguish

1 Cf. Twesten. Die Los'k.imiaondere ilie Anatytik, } 306.—]

4S
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Empirical or a posteriori, from JPure or a priori Truth. The
former has reference to cognitions which have their source in

the presentations of Perception, External and Internal, and

which obtain their form by the elaboration of the Understand-

ing or Faculty of Relations (Siavoia). The latter is contained

iu the necessary and universal cognitions afforded by the Reg-

ulative Faculty — Intellect Proper— or Common Sense (coCs).

This paragraph, after stating that Truth and Certainty constitute

the end of all our endeavors after knowledge.
Explication.

, . , . ,, , -. .

lor only m the attainment of truth and certanity

can we possibly attain to knowledge or science;— I say, after the

statement of this manifest proposition,— it proceeds to define what

is meant by the two terms Truth and Certainty; and, to commence
with the former,— Truth is defined, the correspondence or agree-

ment of a cognition or cognitive act of thought with its object.

The question— What is Truth? is an old and celebrated prob-

lem. It was proposed by the Roman Governor
Truth, — what.

, ^ . ' .V
''

„ .— by Pontms Pilate— to our Saviour; and it

is a question which still recurs, and is still keenly agitated in the

most recent schools of Philosophy. In one respect, all are nearly

agreed in regard to the definition of the term, for

terS"""""""
°^ "" all admit that by truth is understood a harmony,

— an agreement, a correspondence between our

thought and that which we think about. This definition of truth

we owe to the schoolmen. "Veritas intellectus," says Aquinas,

" est adajquatio intellectus et rei, secundum quod intellectus dicit

esse, quod est, vel non esse, quod non est." ^ From the schoolmen,

this definition has been handed down to modern philosophers, by

whom it is currently employed, without, in general, a suspicion of

its origin. It is not, therefore, in regard to the meaning of the

teiTQ truth, that there is any difference of opinion among philoso-

phers. The questions which have provoked dis-

Questions in debate
^ussion, and which remain, as heretofore, without

regarding Truth.

a definitive solution, are not whether truth be

the harmony of thought and reality, but whether this harmony, or

truth,be attainable, and whether we possess any criterion by which

we can be assured of its attainment. Considering, however, at

present only the meaning of the term, philosophers have di\ided

Truth (or the harmony of thought and its object) into different

; Kuiz, Comment, rie Scientia. de Jcleis

etc. Disp. Ixxxv., p. 871 el seg.]
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species, to which they have given diverse names ; but they are at

one neither in the division nor in the nomenclature.

It is plain that for man there can only be conceived two kinds of

Truth, because there are for human thought
For man only two ^^jy ^^q species of object. For that about

kindsofTruth,— For- , . , ^, • i ^ -^-l i ^i. ^ ^
, . _ , which we tlnnk must either be a thought, or

mal and Keal,
_ .

something which a thought contains. On this

is founded the distinction of Formal Knowledge and Real Knowl-

edge,— of Formal Truth and Real Truth. Of these in their

order.

I. In regard to the former, a thought abstracted from what it

contains, that is, from its matter or what it is
I. Formal Truth. , . , „ ^ , ,

conversant about, is the mere form of thought.

The knowledge of tlie form of thought is a formal knowledge, and

the harmony of thought with the foim of thought is, consequently.

Formal Truth. Now Formal Knowledge is of
Formal Truth of ^^^q ]^[^^^g . f^j. jj regards either the conditions

l::Marhemat.^:r' °f the Elaborative Faculty, -the Faculty of

Thought Proper, — or the conditions of our

Presentations or Representations of external things, that is, the

intuitions of Space and Time. The former of these sciences is

Pure Logic,— the science which considers the laws to which the

Understanding is astrieted in its elaborative operations, without

inquiring what is the object,— what is the matter, to which these

operations are applied. The latter of these sciences is Mathe-

matics, or the science of Quantity, which considers the relations

of Time and Space, without inquiring whether there be any actual

reality in space or time. Formal truth will, therefore, be of two

kinds,— Logical and Mathematical. Logical truth is the harmony

or aarreement of our thoughts with themselves
Logical Truth.

, , . , , ,

as thoughts, in other words, the correspondence

of thought with the universal laws of thinking. These laws are

the object of Pure or General Logic, and in these it places the cri-

terion of truth. This criterion is, however, only the negative con-

dition — only the conditio sine qua nan, of truth. Logical truth is

supposed in supposing the possibility of thought; for all thought

presents a combination, the elements of which are repugnant or

congi-uent, but which cannot be repugnant and congruent at the

same time. Logic might be true, although we possessed no truth

beyond its fundamental laws ; although we knew nothing of any

real existence beyond the formal hypothesis of its possibility.

Bat were the Laws of Logic purely subjective, that is, were they

true only for our thought alone, and without any objective validity.
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all human sciences (and Matliematics among the rest) would be

purely subjective likewise; for we are cognizant of objects only

under the forms and rules of which Logic is the scientific develop-

ment. If the true character of objective validity be universality,

the laws of Logic are really of that character, for these laws con-

strain us, by their own authority, to regard them as the universal

laws not only of human thought, but of universal reason.

The case is the same with the other formal science, the science of

Quantity, or Mathematics. Without inquiring
Mathematical Truth

-^ J' 1 o
into the reality of existences, and without bor-

rowing from or attributing to them anything. Arithmetic, the science

of Discrete Quantity, creates its numbers, and Geometry, the science

of Continuous Quantity, creates its figures ; and both operate upon

these their objects in absolute independence of all external actuality.

The two mathematical sciences are dependent for their several

objects only on the notion of time and the notion of space, — no-

tions under which alone matter can be conceived as possible, for all

matter supposes space, and all matter is moved in space and in time.

But to the notions of space and time the existence or non-existence

of matter is indifferent ; indifferent, consequently, to Geometry and

Arithmetic, so long at least as they remain in the lofty regions of

pure speculation, and do not descend to the practical application of

their principles. If matter had no existence, nay, if space and time

existed only in our minds, mathematics would still be true ; but

their truth would be of a purely formal and ideal character,—
would furnish us with no knowledge of objective realities.*

So much for Formal Truth, under its two species of Logical and

Mathematical.

The other genus of truth— (the end which the Real Sciences

propose)— is the harmony between a thought

and its matter. The Real Sciences are those
Eeai and Formal ^.j^^^jj j^^^^g ^ determinate reality for their ob-

ject, and which are conversant about existences

other than the forms of thought. The Formal Sciences have a

superior certainty to the real ; for they are simply ideal combina-

tions, and they construct their objects without inquiring about their

objective reality. The real sciences are sciences of fact, for the

point from which they depart is always a fact,—
Under the Eeaisci- alvpays a presentation. Some of these rest on

ences are included the , ... ^ r. m • j.i

Mental and Material *"® presentations ot Self-consciousness, or the

facts of mind ; others on the presentations of

Sensitive Perception, or the facts of nature. The former are the

1 Cf. Esser, Logik, } 172. — £». [Fries, Logik, j 124.1

II. Eeal Truth.
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Mental Sciences, the latter the Material. The facts of mind are

given partly as contingent, partly as necessary; the latter— the

necessary facts— are universal virtually and in themselves ; the

former— the contingent facts— only obtain a fictitious universality

by a process of generalization. The focts of nature, however neces-

sary in themselves, are given to us only as contingent and isolated

phtenomena; they have, therefore, only that conditional, that empir-

ical, generality, which we bestow on them by classification.

Real truth is, therefore, the correspondence of our thoughts with

the existences which constitute their objects.

How can we know But here a difficulty arises ;
— How can we know

that there is a corre- ^.jjjj^ there is, that there can be, such a corre-

Z^ToZ^t "^TZ spondence ? All that we know of the objects is

object?
" through the presentations of our faculties ; but

whether these present the objects as they are in

themselves, we can never ascertain, for to do this it would be requi-

site to go out of ourselves,— out of our faculties,— to obtain a

knowledge of the objects by other faculties, and thus to compare

our old presentations with our new. But all this, even were the

supposition possible, woitld be incompetent to afford us the certainty

required. For were it possible to leave our old, and to obtain a

new, set of fliculties, by which to test the old, still the veracity of

these new faculties would be equally obnoxious to doubt as the

veracity of the old. For what guarantee could we obtain for the

credibility in the one case, which we do not already possess in the

other? The new faculties could only assert their own truth; but

this is dohe by the old ; and it is impossible to imagine any presen-

tations of the non-ego by any finite intelligence, to which a doubt

might not be raised, whether these presentations were not merely

subjective modifications of the conscious ego itself. All that could

be said in answer to such a doubt is, that if such were true, our

whole nature is a lie, — a supposition which is not, without the

strongest evidence, to be admitted ; and the argument is as compe-

tent against the skeptic in our present condition, as it would be were

we endowed with any other conceivable form of Acquisitive and
Cognitive Faculties. But I am here trenching on what ought to be
reserved for an explanation of the Criterion of Truth.

Such, as it appears to me, is the only rational division of Truth

according to the different character of the ob-

subdiTisions.
'
~ '

' jects to which thought is relative,— into Formal
and into Real Truth. Formal Truth, as we

have seen, is subdivided into Logical and into Mathematical. Real

Truth might likewise be subdivided, were this requisite, into various
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species. For example, Metaphysical Truth might denote the harmony
of thought with the necessary facts of miud;

Metaphysical. Psychological Truth, the liarmony of thought
"

FhysiclT

'

'^^'^''^ ^^^^ contingent foots of mind
; and Physical

Truth, the harmony of thought with the phse-

nomena of external experience.

It now remains to say a word in regard to the confusion which
has been introduced into this subject, by the

ometeT^ir™' groundless distinctions and contradictions of

philosophers. Some have absurdly given the

name of truth to the mere reality of existence, altogether abstracted

from any conception or judgment relative to it, in any intelligence

human or divine. In this sense i^hysical truth has been used to

denote the actual existence of a thing. Some have given the name
of metaphysical truth to the congruence of the thing with its idea

in the mind of the Creator. Others again have bestowed the name
of metaphysical truth on the mere logical possibility of being

thought; while they have denominated by loyical truth the meta-

physical or physical correspondence of thought with its objects.

Finally, the term moral or ethical truth h9s been given to veracity,

or the correspondence of thought with its expression. In this last

case, truth is not, as in the others, employed in relation to thought

and its object, but to thought and its enouncement. So much for

the notion, and the principal distinctions of Truth.

But, returning to the paragraph, I take the next clause, which is,

— " The Criterion of truth is the necessity de-

termined by the laws which govern oiir fiiculties

of knowledge ; and the consciousness of this

certainty." That the necessity of a cognition, that is,

the impossibility of thinking it other than as it is presented, — that

this necessity, as founded on the laws of thought, is the criterion of

truth, is shown by the circumstance that where such necessity is

found, all doubt in regard to the correspondence of the cognitive

thought and its object must vanish ; for to doubt whether what we
necessarily think in a certain manner, actually exists as we conceive

it, is nothing less than an endeavor to think the necessary as the

not necessary or the impossible, which is contradictory.

What has just been said also illustrates the truth of the next sen-

tence of the paragrajih,— viz., " Certainty or the conscious necessity

of a cognition absolutely excludes the admission of any opposite

supposition. When such is found to be admissible, doubt and un-

certainty arise." This sentence requiring no explanation, I proceed

to the next— viz., " If we consider truth by relation to the degree

The Criterion

Truth.
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and kind of Certainty, we have to distinguisli Knowledge, Belief,

and Opinion. Knowledge and Belief differ not only in degree but

in kind. Knowledge is a certainty founded on intuition. Belief is

a certainty founded upon feeling. The one is perspicuous and ob-

jective, the other is obscure and subjective. Each, however, sup-

poses the other, and .an assurance is said to be a knowledge or a

belief, according as the one element or the other preponderates."

In reference to this passage, it is necessary to say something in

regard to the difference of Knowledge and Be-
Knowiedge and Be-

jj^f. j^ common language the word Belief is
lief,— their difference. „ ^ ,

° ° ^ . ^ /
often used to denote an mferior degree of cer-

tainty. We may, however, be equally certain
That the certainty

•'

, ,. » , ,

of all knowledge is
of what we believe as of what we know, and it

ultimately resolvable has, not without ground, been maintained by
into a certainty ofBe- many philosophers, both in ancient and in mod-
lief. maintained by ,. .. , ., ... ^ ,, i i i

^^^^^^
ern times, that the certainty of all knowledge is,

in its ultimate analysis, resolved into a certainty

of belief "All things," says Luther, "stand in a belief, in a faith,

which we can neither see nor comprehend. The man who would

make these visible, manifest, and comprehensible, has vexation and

heart-grief for his reward. May the Lord increase Belief in you

and in others."' But you may perhaps think that the saying of

Luther is to be taken theologically, and that, philosophically con-

sidered, all belief ought to be founded on knowledge, not all knowl-

edge in belief But the same doctrine is held even by those phi-

losophers who are the least disposed to mysticism or blind faith.

Among these Aristotle stands distinguished. He
defines science, strictly so called, or the knowl-

edge of indubitable truths, merely by the intensity of our convic-

tion or subjective assurance;^ and on a primary and incomprehen-

sible belief he hangs the whole chain of our comprehensible or

mediate knowledge. The doctrine which has been called The Phi-

losophy of Common Sense, is the doctrine which founds all our

knowledge on belief; and, though this has not been signalized, the

doctrine of Common Sense is perhaps better stated by the Stagirite

than by any succeeding thinker. " What," he says, " appears to all

men, that we affirm to be, and he who rejects this belief (jtott-is) will

assuredly advance nothing better worthy of credit." This passage

is from his Xicomachean Ethics? But, in his Physical Treatises, he

founds in belief the knowledge we have of the reality of motion,

1 VTdsheit, Th. iii. Abth., 2. Quoted by Sir effect are cited by the Author, Rtid's Works,

W. Hamilton, RM's Works, p. 778. — ICd. p. 771 — Kd.

2 Various passages from Aristotle to this 3 B. x. c. 2. — Ed.
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and by this, as a source of knowledge paramount to the Understand-

ing, he supersedes the conti-adictions which are involved in our con-

ception of motion, and which had so acutely been evolved by the

Eleatic Zeno, in order to show that motion was impossible.' In

like manner, in his Logical Treatises, Aristotle shows that the

primary or ultimate principles of knowledge must be incomprehen-

sible ; for if comprehensible, they must be comprehended in some

higher notion, and this again, if not itself incomprehensible, must

be again comprehended in a still higher, and so on in a progress ad

infinitum, which is absurd.^ But what is given as an ultimate and

incomprehensible principle of knowledge, is given as a fact, the

existence of which we must admit, but the reasons of whose exist-

ence we cannot know,— we cannot understand. But such an ad-

mission, as it is not a knowledge, must be a belief; and thus it is

that, according to Aristotle, all our knowledge is in its root a blind,

a passive faith, in other words, a feeling. The same doctrine was

subsequently held by many of the acutest think-

ers of ancient times, more especially among the

Platonists ; and of these Proclus is perhaps the

philosopher in wliose works the doctrine is turned to the best

account.' In modern times we may trace it in silent operation,

though not explicitly proclaimed, or placed as the foundation of a

system. It is found spontaneously recognized even by those who
might be supposed the least likely to acknowl-

edge it without compulsion. Hume, for exam-

ple, against whose philosophy the doctrine of Common Sense was

systematically arrayed, himself pointed out the weapons by which

his adversaries subsequently assailed his skepticism; for he himself

was possessed of too much philosophical acuteness not to perceive

that the root of knowledge is belief. Thus, in his Inquiry, he says

— " It seems evident that men are carried by a natural instinct or

prepossession to repose fiiith in their senses : and that, without any

reasoning, or even almost before the use of reason, we always sup-

pose an external universe which depends not on our preception, but

would exist though we and every sensible creature were absent or

annihilated. Even the animal creation are governed by a like

opinion, and preserve this belief,— the belief of external objects, in

all their thoughts, designs, and actions This very table,

which we see white, and which we feel hard, is believed to exist

IB. viii. c. 3. SeeBfWs )roris,p. 773.— Ed. !^ In. Plaionis Theologiam, i. c. 2i. Quoted

2 Meiaphys., iii. (iv.) 4. Cf. Anal. Post., i. 2, in Reid's Works, p. 776. — Ed.

3. — Ed.
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independent of our perception, and to be sometliing external to our

mind which perceives it."

'

But, on the other hand, the manifestation of this belief necessa-

rily involves knowledge ; for we cannot believe

The manifestation without some consciousness or knowledge of
of Belief involves ., , i. ^ i , -.i .

Knowledge
^^^ belief, and, consequently, without some con-

sciousness or knowledge of the object of the

belief. Now, the immediate consciousness of an object is called an

iyituition,— an insight. It is thus impossible to

separate belief and knowledge,— feeling and

intuition. They each suppose the other.

The consideration, however, of the relation of Belief and

Knowledge does not properly belong to Logic,
The question as to except in SO far as it is necessary to explain

the relation of Belief ^, ^ i- m »i, it? t^ • ii
,r,A ir„„„io^ o .- „ the nature ot 1 ruth and Error. It is alto-ana Knowledge prop-

erly metaphysical. gether a metaphysical discussion ; and one of

the most difficult problems of which Meta-

physics attempts the solution.

The remainder of the paragraph contains the statement of cer-

tain distinctions and the definition of certain terms, which it was

necessary to signalize, but which do not require any commentary

for their illustration. The only part that might have required an

explanation is the distinction of Truth into Pure, or a priori, and

into Empirical, or a 2)osteriori. The explanation of this division

has been already given more than once in the course of the Lec-

tures," but the following may now be added.

Experience presents to us only individual objects, and as these

individual objects might or might not have

TtMi
"" '°^'™ come within our sphere of observation, our

whole knowledge of and from these objects

might or might not exist;— it is merely accidental or contingent.

But as our knowledge of individual objects affords the possibility,

as supplying the whole contents, of our generalized or abstracted

notions, our generalized or abstracted notions are, consequently, not

more necessary to thought, than the particular observations out of

which they are constructed. For example, every horse I have seen

I might not have seen ; and I feel no more necessity to think the

reality of a horse than the reality of a hippogriff; I can, therefore,

easily annihilate in thought the existence of the whole species. I

can suppose it not to be,— not to have been. The case is the same

1 Inquiry co
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with every other notion which is mediately or immediately the

datum of observation. We can think away each and every part

of the knowledge we have derived from experience ; our whole

emijirical knowledge is, therefore, a merely accidental possession

of the mind.

But there are notions in the mind of a very different character,

—

notions which we cannot but think, if we think at all. These,

therefore, are notions necessary to the mind; and, as necessary,

they cannot be the product of experience. For example, I perceive

something to begin to be. I feel no necessity to think that this

thing must be at all, but thinking it existent, I cannot but think

that it has a cause. The notion, or rather the judgment, of Cause

and Effect, is, therefore, necessary to the mind. If so, it cannot be

derived from experience.



LECTURE XXVIII.

MODIFIED STOICHEIOLOGY.

SECTION I.— DOCTRIXE OF TRUTH AXD ERROR.

SECTION n. — ERROR, — ITS CAUSES AND REMEDIES.

A.— GENERAL CIRCUJISTANCES — SOCIETY.

I xow proceed to the consideration of the opposite of Truth, —
Error, and, on this subject, give you the following paragraph :

% XCI. Error is opposed to Truth ; and EiTor arises, 1°,

From the commutation of what is Subjec-

^ar. XCI. Error,- tlvc wlth what Is Objective in thought;

lo'urces.^'""

""^ ^ 2°, From the Contradiction of a supposed

knowledge with its Laws ; or, 3°, From a

want of Adequate Activity in our Cognitive Faculties.

Error is to be discriminated from Ignorance and from Illu-

sion ; these, however, along with Arbitrary Assumption, afford

the most frequent occasions of error.'

This paragraph consists of two parts, and these I shall succes-

sively consider. The first is :
' Error is opposed

Explication. , , _ . , „ -r-, .

,

to truth ; and Error arises, 1°, I" rom the com-

mutation of what is subjective with what is objective in thought;

2°, From the contradiction of a supposed knowledge with its laws;

or, 3°, From a want of adequate activity in our cognitive faculties.'

" In the first place, we have seen that Truth is the agreement of

a thought with its object. Xow, as Error is the
Error,— what. .'

/. i t-< -i
opposite 01 truth,— Error must necessarily con-

sist in a want of this agreement. In the second place, it has been

1 Twesten, Die Logiicinsbetondtredie AnalijIiL-, H 308, 309. — Ed. [Cf. Ruiz, Commentarius de
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shown that the ci-iterion or standard of truth is the necessity

founded on tlie laws of our cognitive fiiculties ; and from this it

follows that the essential character of error must be, either that it

is not founded on these laws, or that it is repugnant to them. But

these two alternatives may be viewed as only one ; for inasmuch as,

in the former case, the judgment remains undecided, and can make

no pretence to certainty, it may be thrown out of account no less

than in the latter, where, as positively contradictory of the laws of

knowledge, it is necessarily false. Of these statements the first,

that is, the non-agreement of a notion with its

object, is error viewed on its material side ; and

as a notion is the common product,— the joint result afforded by

the reciprocal action of object and subject, it is evident that what-

ever the notion contains not correspondent to the object, must be a

contribution by the thinking subject alone, and we are thus war-

ranted in saying that Material Error consists in the commuting of

what is subjective with what is objective in thought ; in other

words, in mistaking an ideal illusion for a real representation. The

second of these statements, that is, the incon-
As Formal. ^ -, i • •

. i , i

gruence of the supposed cognition with the

laws of knowledge, is error viewed on its formal side. Now here

the question at once presents itself,— How can an act of cognition

contradict its own laws? The answer is that it cannot; and error,

when more closely scrutinized, is found not so

Arises from the much to consist in the contradictory activity of
want of adequate ac-

^^^^, cognitive foculties as in their want of activ-
tivity of the Cogni- . ? , , . , . r-

live Faculties. it}'- And this may be in consequence oi one or

other of two causes. For it may arise from

some other mental power,— the will, for example, superseding,

—

taking the place of, the defective cognition, or, by its intenser force,

turning it aside and leading it to a false result ; or it may arise from

some want of relative perfection in the object, so that the cognitive

faculty is not determined by it to the requisite degree of action.

"What is actually thought, cannot but be correctly thought.

Error first commences when thinking is remitted, and can in foct

only gain admission in virtue of the truth which it contains;—
every error is a perverted truth. Hence Descartes Ms justified in

the establishment of the principle,— that we would never admit

the false for the true, if we would only give assent to what we

clearly and distinctly apprehend. 'Nihil nos nnquam falsum pro

vero admissuros, si tantum iis assensum priebeamus, qua3 clare et

1 FrinctTia PhilosopMcB, i. 43. Cf. Merf. iv. Be 7no et Falso.
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clistincte percipimus."" In this view the saying of the Roman
poet—

"Xam ncque dedpitur ratio, nee decipit unquam,"-

— is no longer .1 paradox; for the condition of error is not the

activity of intelligence, but its inactivity.

So much for the first part of the paragraph. The second is—
' Error is to be discriminated from Ignorance and

Error discriminated
f,.Q^ Illusion, which, however, along with Arbi-

jjJIjji^^
trary Assumption, afford the usual occasions of

Error.'

"Ignorance is a mere negation,— a mei-e not-knowledge; whereas

in error there lies a positive pretence to knowl-

edge. Hence a representation, be it imperfect,

be it even without any correspondent objective reality, is not in

itself an error. The imagination of a hippogriff is not in itself

false; the Orlando Furioso is not a tissue of en-ors. Error only

arises when we attribute to the creations of our minds some real

object, by an assertory judgment ; we do not en- and deceive either

ourselves or others, when we hold and enounce a subjective or

problematic supposition only for what it is. Ignorance, — not

knowledge,— however, leads to error, when we either regard the

unknown as non-existent, or when we falsely fill it up. The latter

is, however, as much the result of Will, of arbitrary assumption, as

of ignorance ; and, frequently, it is the result of both together. In

general, the will has no inconsiderable share in the activity by

which knowledge is realized. The will has not immediately an

influence on our judgment, but mediately it has. Attention is an

act of volition, and attention furnishes to the Understanding the

elements of its decision. The will determines whether we shall

carry on our investigations, or break them off", content with the first

apparent ])robability ; and whether we shall apply our observations

to all, or, only partially, to certain, momenta of determination.

"The occasions of Error which lie in those qualities of Presenta-

tion, Representation, and Thought arising from

the conditions and influences of the thinking

subject itself, are called JHusiotis. But the existence of illusion

does not necessarily imply the existence of error. Illusion becomes

error only when we attribute to it objective truth ; whereas illusion

is no error when we regard the fallacious appearance as a mere sub-

jective affection. In the jaundice, we see everything tinged with

yellow, in consequence of the suffusion of the eye with bile. In

1 Twesten, Logik,
J SOS. — Ed. 2 llajjiUus, ii. 131. — Ed.
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this case, the yellow vision is illusion ; and it would become error,

were we to suppose that the objects we perceive were really so col-

ored. All the powers which cooperate to tlie formation of our

judgments, may become the sources of illusion,

and, consequently, the occasions of error. The
Senses,' the Presentative Faculties, External and Internal, the

Representative, the Retentive, the Reproductive, and the Elab-

orative, Faculties, are immediate, the Feelings and the Desires

are mediate, sources of illusion. To these must be added the

Faculty of Signs, in all its actual manifestations in language.

Hence we speak of sensible, psychological, moral, and symbolical,

illusion." - In all these relations the causes of illusion are partly

general, partly particular; and though they proximately manifest

themselves in some one or other of these forms, they may ulti-

mately be found contained in the circumstances by which the

mental character of the individual is conformed. Taking, there-

fore, a general view of all the possible Sources of Error, I think

they may be reduced to the following classes, which, as they consti-

tute the heads and determine the order of the ensuing discussion, I

shall comprise in the following paragraph, with which commences

the consideration of the Second Chapter of Modified Logic. Be-

fore, however, proceeding to consider these several classes in their

order, I may observe that Bacon is the first phi-
Biicon-s ciassiflca- losopher who attempted a systematic enumera-

tiou of the sources of ^. " „ ^, . •"
"^

^ i j i
•

gj,j.^j.
tion 01 the various sources of error ;* and his

quaint classification of these, under the signifi-

cant name of idols, into the four genera of Idols of the Tribe {idola

trihus), Idols of the Den {idola specus), Idols of the Forum {idola

fori), which may mean either the market-place, the bar, or the

place of public assembly, and Idols of the Theatre {idola theatri),

he thus briefly characterizes.

IT XCII. The Causes and Occasions of Error are compre-

hended in one or other of the four follow-

iis^Io^^l'
^''^°'''~

ing classes. For they are found either, 1°,

In the General Circumstances which mod-

ify the intellectual character of the individual ; or, 2°, In the

1 La FontaiDe. See 3Iazure, Cours de Phi- gerent. C'est ce que La Fontaine a tr^s bien

losophie, ii. 241. [Toutes les sciences natur- exprime dans les vers suivant:

elles ne scut autre chose qu' une guerre ou-

verte de la raison centre les deceptions de la "
"""^f^^?"" t? -''ed'"'

''^'°''' "'" ""'"'
'° "*

sensibilitc c'est-a-dire, qu'elles ont
""'"'

pour objet de reformer les erreursdenos sens, 2 [Tvvesten, iogii, 5 309, pp. 288, 2S9. C£
ct de substituer les r^alit^s de la science aux Sigwart, Logik, §§ 484, 485.]

apparences factices que nos sens nous sug- 3 Novum Organum, I Aph. xxxix. — Ed.
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Constitution, Habits, and Reciprocal Relations of his powers

of Cognition, Feeling, and Desire ; or, 3°, In the Language

which he employs, as an Instrument of Thought and a Medium
of Communication ; or, 4°, In the nature of the Objects them-

selves, about which his knowledge is conversant.

f XCIII. Under the Genei-al Circumstances which modify

the character of the individual, are compre-

er!r ^"^mLnZ l^eudcd, 1°. The particular degree of Culti-

wiiich modify the vatioH to which liis nation has attained

;

viduli'"
°' '"^ '^^''

f"'' '^^ i-utleness, the partiality of its civili-

zation, and its over-refinement are all mani-

fold occasions of error ; and this cultivation is expressed not

merely in the state of the arts and sciences, but in the degree

of its religious, political, and social advancement; 2°. The

Stricter Associations, in so far as these tend to limit the free-

dom of thought, and to give it a one-sided direction ; such

are Schools, Sects, Orders, Exclusive Societies, Corporations,

Castes, etc.i

In the comroenfinmcnt of the Course, I had occasion to allude to

the tendency there is in man to assimilate in
Explication. Man

opinions and habits of thought to those with

influenced by the whoni he lives.^ Man is by nature, not merely

opinions of iiis fellows. by accidental necessity, a social being. For

only in society does he find the conditions

which his diflTcrent faculties require for their due development and

application. But society, in all its forms and degrees, from a fam-

ily to a State, is only possible under the condition of a certain har-

mony of sentiment among its members ; and as man is by nature

destined to a social existence, he is by nature determined to that

analogy of thought and feeling which society supposes, and out of

which society springs. There is thus in every association, great

and small, a certain gravitation of opinions towards a common
centre. As in our natural body every part has a necessary sympathy

with every other, and all together form, by their harmonious con-

spiration, a healthy whole; so, in the social body, there is always a

strong predisposition in each of its members to act and think in

unison with the i-est. This universal sympathy or fellow-feeling is

the principle of the different spirit dominant in diflferent ages,

countries, ranks, sexes, and periods of life. It is the cause why
fashions, why political and religious enthusiasm, why moral example

1 Baulimaun, Lo^iX-, §§ 402, 403.— Ed. 2 See Lectures on Metaphysics, p. 59. —Ed.
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either for good or evil, spread so rapidly and exert so powerful an

influence. As men are naturally prone to imitate others, they, con-

sequently, regard as important or insignificant, as honorable or dis-

graceful, as true or false, as good or bad, what those around them
consider in the same light.'

Of the various testimonies I formerly quoted, of the strong as-

similating influence of man on man, and of the
Pascal quoted on the

^^^^^, ^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^j.^_ ^^^^^ ^^^^_
power of custom. * ...

Ural, and necessary, which in reality is false, un-

natural, and only accidentally suitable, I shall only adduce that of

PascaL "In the just and the unjust," says he, " we find hardly any-

thing which does not change its character in changing its climate.

Three degrees of an elevation of the pole reverses the whole of

jurisprudence. A meridian is decisive of truth, and a few years, of

possession. Fundamental laws change. Right has its epochs. A
pleasant justice which a river or a mountain limits! Truth on this

side the Pyrenees, error on the other !"- It is the remark of an in-

genious philosopher, " that if we take a survey of the universe, all

nations will be found admiring only the reflection of their own
qualities, and contemning in others whatever is contrary to what

they are accustomed to meet with among themselves. Here is the

Englishman accusing the French of frivolity; and here the French-

man reproaching the Englishman with selfishness and brutality.

Here is the Ai-ab persuaded of the infallibility of his Caliph, and

deriding tlie Tartar who believes in the immortality of the Grand

Lama. In every nation we find the same congratulation of their

own wisdom, and the same contempt of that of their neighbors.

" Were there a sage sent down to earth from heaven, who regu-

lated his conduct by the dictates of pure reason alone, this sage

would be universally regarded as a fool. He would be, as Socrates

says, like a physician accused by the pastry-cooks, before a tribunal

of children, of prohibiting the eating of tarts and cheese-cakes ; a

crime undoubtedly of the highest magnitude in the eyes of his

judges. In vain would this sage sujiport his opinions by the clear-

est arguments, — the most irrefragable demonstrations ; the whole

world would be for him like the nation of hunchbacks, among
whom, as the Indian fiibulists relate, there once upon a time ap-

peared a god, young, beautiful, and of consummate symmetry. This

god, they add, entered the capital ; he was there forthwith sur-

rounded by a crowd of natives ; his figure appeared to them extra-

1 [Meiners, Vntersmhmgen vher die Denh. 2 Pfust'M, partie i. art. vi. } 8 (vol. ii. p. 126, ed

krdftt unde WilUnskrqfle des Men&dun, ii. 322.] Faugere). Comp. Lect. on Metaphysics^ p. 60.
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ortlinary ; laughter, hooting, anr] taiints manifested their astonish-

ment, and they were about to carry their outrages still further, had

not one of the inhabitants (who had undoubtedly seen other men),

in order to snatch him from the danger, suddenly cried out— 'My

friends ! ray friends ! What are we going to do ? Let us not insult

this miserable- monstrosity. If heaven has bestowed on us the gene-

ral gift of beauty, — if it has adorned our backs with a mount of

flesh, let us with pious gratitude repair to the temple and render

our acknowledgment to the immortal gods.' " This fiible is the his-

tory of human vanity. Every nation admires its own defects, and

contemns the opposite qualities in its neighbors. To succeed in a

country, one must be a bearer of the national hump of the people

among whom he sojourns.

There are few philosophers who undertake to make their country-

men aware of the ridiculous figure they cut in

The art of doubling the eye of rcasou ; and still fewer the nations
well difficult to leach , ,i^ n^ i ^i i- \ii

J ,
who are able to profit by the advice. All are so

aud to learn.
.

punctiliously attached to the interests of their

vanity, that none obtain in any country the name of wise, except

those who are fools of the common folly. There is no opinion too

absurd not to find nations ready to believe it, and individuals

prompt to be its executioners or its martyrs. Hence it is that 'the

philosopher declared, that if he held all truths shut up within his

hand, he would take especial care not to show them to his fellow-

men. In fact, if the discovery of a single truth dragged Galileo to

the prison, to what punishment would he not be doomed who should

discover all ? Among those who now ridicule the folly of the human

intellect, and are indignant at the persecution of Galileo, there are

few who would not, in the age of that philosopher, have clamored

for his death. They would then have been imbued with diiferent

opinions; and opinions not more passively adopted than those

which they at present vaunt as liberal and enlightened. To learn

to doubt of our opinions, it is suflicient to examine the powers of

the human intellect, to survey the circumstances by which it is af-

fected, and to study the history of human follies. Yet in modern

Europe six centuries elapsed from the foundation of Univer.sities

until the appearance of that extraordinary man,— I mean Des-

cartes,— whom his age first persecuted, and then almost worship-

ped as a demi-god, for initiating men in the art of doubting,— of

doubting well,— a lesson at which, however, both their skepticism

and credulity show that, after two centuries, they are still but awk-

ward scholars. Socrates was wont to say— "All that I know is

50
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that I know nothing."' In our age it would seem that men know
everything except what Socrates knew. Our errors would not be

so frequent were we less ignorant ; and our ignorance more curable,

did we not believe ourselves to be all-wise.

Thus it is that the influence of Society, both in its general form

of a State or Nation, and in its pai-tioular forms of Schools, Sects,

etc., determines a multitude of opinions in its members, which, as

they are passively received, so they are often altogether erroneous.

Among the more general and influential of these there are two,

Two enerai forma
which, though apparently contrary, are, how-

oftiie influence of ex- ever, both, in reality, founded on the same in-

ample, capacity of independent thought,— on the samo
1. Prejudice m fa- influence of example, — I mean the excessive

admiration of the Old, and the excessive admi-

ration of the Kew. The former of these prejudices,^— under which

may be reduced the prejudice in favor of Anthority,— was at one

time prevalent to an extent of which it is difficult for us to form a

conception. This prejudice is prepared by the very education not

only which we do, but which we all must re-
repare

;
uca-

geiyg^ The child necessarily learns everything

at first on credit,— he believes upon authority.

But when the rule of authority is once established, the habit of pas-

sive acquiescence and belief is formed, and, once formed, it is not

again always easily thrown oif. When the child has grown up to

an age in which he might employ his own reason, he has acquired a

large stock of ideas ; but who can calculate the number of errors

which this stock contains ? and by what means is he able to dis-

criminate the true from the false ? His mind has been formed to

obedience and uninquiry ; he possesses no criterion by which to

judge ; it is painful to suspect what has been long venerated, and it

is felt even as a kind of personal mutilation to tear up what has be-

come irradicated in his intellectual and moral being. Ponere diffi-

cile est quce j)laciicre diu. The'adult does not, therefore, often judge

for himself more than the child ; and the tyranny of authority and

foregone opinion continues to exert a sway during the whole course

of his life. In our infancy and childhood the credit accorded to our

parents and instructors is implicit; and if what we have learned

from them be confirmed by what we hear from others, the opinions

1 Plato, Ayol^ p 23. — Et>. et flfs Prrju^Tcs rcpnndus dans la Societc, Paris,

2 [On Pnjnilici- in ^'ciM-ral see tlie following 1810—1313, 3 vols. 8vo. J. L. Castillon, Essai

works; — I ,:i-:!i , i " sitr les Prcjiigcs, sur h'S Errfurs et Its superstitions Aneifnnes et

new cil . i ; i,Hfn deV Essai sur Jl/w/srnM, Amsterdam, 17&5; Paris, 1767. Sir

les Prcjii-.
I

.,:: ; :,i yitr Us PrejugcSi Thomas Brown, Vulgar Errors. Glauvil, £'s-

Neucli.kl, 11' .1 l; >ulijiie8, Del Erreurs says.]
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thus recommenclecl become at length stamped in ahuost indelible

characters upon the mind. This is the cause why men so rarely

abandon the opinions which vulgarly pass current; and why what

comes as new is by so many, for its very novelty, rejected as false.

And hence it is, as already noticed, that truth is as it were geo-

graphically and politically distributed ; what is truth on one side

of a boundary being error and absurdity on the other. What has

now been said of the influence of society at large, is true also of the

lesser societies which it contains, all of which impose with a stronger

or feebler, a wider or more contracted, authority, certain received

opinions upon the faith of the members. Hence it is that whatever

has once obtained a recognition in any society, large or small, is not

rejected when the reasons on which it was originally admitted

have been proved erroneous. It continues, even for the reason that

it is old and has been accepted, to be accepted still; and the title

which was originally defective, becomes valid by continuance and

prescription.

But opposed to this cause of error, from the prejudice in favor of

the Old, there is the other, directly the reverse,

2 rrejuoice in favor _ i^^^ prejudice in fxvor of the New. This
of tlic New. ' •*

prejudice may be, in part at least, the result of

sympathy and fellow-feeling. This is the cause why new opinions,

however erroneous, if they once obtain a certain number of con-

verts, often spread with a rapidity and to an extent, which, after

their futility has been ultimately shown, can only be explained on

the principle of a kind of intellectual contagion. But the principal

cause of the prejudice in favor of novelty lies in the Passions, and

the consideration of these does not belong to the class of causes

with which we are at present occupied.

Connected with and composed of both these prejudices,— that in

favor of the old and that in favor of the new,

—

Amhorur"'^"'™"'
there is the prejudice of Learned Authority;

for this is usually associated with the prejudices

of Schools and Sects. "As often as men have appeared, who, by the

force of their genius, have opened up new views of science, and thus

contributed to the progress of human intellect, so often have they,

likewise, afforded the occasion of checking its advancement, and of

turning it from the straight path of improvement. Not that this

result is to be imputed as a reproach to them, but simply because it

is of the nature of man to be so affected. The views which influ-

enced these men of genius, and which, consequently, lie at the

foundation of their works, are rarely comprehended in their totality

by those who have the names of these authors most frequently in
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their mouths. The many do not concern themselves to seize the

ideal which a philosojiher contemplated, and of which his actual

works are only the imperfect representations ; they appropriate

to themselves only some of his detached apothegms and proposi-

tions, and of these compound, as they best can, a sort of system

suited to their understanding, and which they employ as a talisman

in their controversies with others. As their reason is thus a captive

to authority, and, therefore, unable to exert its native freedom, they,

consequently, catch up the true and the false without discrimina-

tion, and remain always at the point of progress where they had

been placed by their leaders. In their hands a system of living

truths becomes a mere petrified organism ; and they require that the

whole science shall become as dead and as cold as tlieir own idol.

Such was Plato's doctrine in the hands of the Platonists ; such w.as

Aristotle's philosophy in the hands of the Schoolmen ; and the his-

tory of modern systems affords equally the same result."

'

So much for the first genus into which the Sources of Error are

divided.

1 Bachmann, Logik, § 404, p. 550. — Ed.



LECTURE XXIX

MODIFIED STOIOHEIOLOGY.

SECTION II. — ERROR— ITS CAUSES AND REMEDIES.

A.— GENERAL CIRCUJISTANCES— SOCIETY.

B. — AS IN POWERS OF COGNITION, FEELING, AND DESIRE.
>^

I.— AFFECTIONS.— PRECIPITANCY— SLOTH—HOPE AND FEAR-
SELF-LOVE.

In our last Lecture, we entered on the consideration of the

various sources of Error. These, I stated, may
vecapi u a ion.

^^ conveniently reduced to four heads, and con-

sist, 1°. In the General Circumstances which modify the intellectual

character of the individual ; 2°. In the Constitution, Habits, and

Reciprocal Relations of his powers of Cognition, Feeling, and

Desire ; 3°. In the Language which he employs as an Instrument

of Thought and a Medium of Communication; and, 4°. In the

nature of the Objects themselves about which his knowledge is

conversant.

Of these, I then gave you a general view of the nature of those

occasions of Error, which originate in the circumstances under the

influence of which the character and opinions of man are deter-

mined for him as a member of society. Under this head I stated,

that, as man is destined by his Creator to fulfil the end of hia

existence in society, he is wisely furnished with a disposition to

imitate those among whom his lot is cast, and thus conform himself

to whatever section of human society he may by birth belong, or

of which he may afterwards become a member. The education we

receive, nay the very possibility of receiving education at all, sup-

poses to a certain extent the passive infusion of foreign and tradi-

tionary opinions. For as man is compelled to think much earlier

than he is able to think for himself,— all education necessarily

imposes on him many opinions which, whether in themselves true
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or false, are, in reference to the recijsient, only prejudices; and it is

even only a small number of mankind who at a later period are

able to bring these obtruded opinions to the test of reason, and by

a free exercise of their own intelligence to reject them if found

false, or to acknowledge them if proved true.

But while the mass of mankind thus remain, during their whole

lives, only the creatures of the accidental circumstances which have

concurred to form for them their habits and beliefs ; the few who
are at last able to form opinions for themselves, are still dependent,

in a great measure, on the unreasoning judgment of the many.

Public opinion, hereditary custom, despotically impose on us the

capricious laws of propriety and manners. The individual may
possibly, in matters of science, emancipate himself from their servi-

tude ; in the aftairs of life he must quietly submit himself to the

yoke. The only freedom he can here pnidently manifest, is to

resign himself with a consciousness that he is a slave not to reason

but to conventional accident. And while he conforms himself to

the usages of his own society, he Avill be tolerant to those of others.

In this respect his maxim will be that of the Scythian prince :

" With you such may be the custom, — with us it is different."

So much for the general nature of the influ-

Means by wiiicii the en^e to wliich wc are exposed from the circum-
iufiuence of society, as , p n • . •. • ^ i .

of error
Stances of Society ; it now remains to say what

may be couuteracted. are the means by which this influence, as a

source of error, may be counteracted.

It has been seen tliat, in consequence of tlie manner in which

our opinions are formed for us by the accidents

Necessary to iiisti- of Society, our imposed and supposed knowledge

.., ' '. / is a confused medley of truths and errors. Here
atiou of the conteuts •'

of our kuowiedfe. it is evidently necessary to institute a critical

examination of the contents of this knowledge.

Descartes proposes that, in order to discriminate, among our preju-

diced opinions, the truths from the errors, we ought to commence

by doubting all.^ This has exposed him to much obloquy and

clamor, but most unjustly. Tlie doctrine of Descartes has nothing

skeptical or offensive ; for he only maintains
^^Descartes,-hispre-

^j^,^^ j^ behooves US to examine all that has

been inculcated on us from infancy, and under

the masters to whose authority we have been subjected, with the

same attention and circumspection which we accord to dubious

questions. In fact there is nothing in the precept of Descartes,

which had not been previously enjoined by other philosophers.

1 Discours tie la Mcihode, Partie ii. — Ed.
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Of these I formerly quoted to you several, aud among others tho

remarkable testimonies of Aristotle, St.Augustin, and Lord Bacon.^

But although there be nothing reprehensible in the precept of

Descartes, as enounced by him, it is of less prac-

Conditions which
j^jg^j utility in consequence of no account being

,j ^
taken of the circumstances which condition and

modify its application. For, in the first place,

the judgments to be examined ought not to be taken at random,

but selected on a principle, and arranged in due order and depend-

ence. But this requires no ordinary ability, and the distribution of

things into their proper classes is one of the last and most difficult

fruits of philosophy. In the second place, there are among our

prejudices, or pretended cognitions, a great many hasty conclusions,

the investigation of which requires much profound thought, skill,

and acquired knowledge. ISTow, from both of these considerations,

it is evident that to commence philosophy by such a review, it is

necessary for a man to be a philosopher before he can attempt to

become one. The precept of Descartes is, therefore, either unrea-

sonable, or it is too unconditionally expressed. Aud this latter

alternative is true.

What can be rationally required of the student of philosophy, is

not a preliminary and absolute, but a gradual
A gradual and pro- "^

. *'
• t t,.

gressive abrogation of ^^^ progressive abrogation, of prejudices. It

prejudices all that can can Only be reqiiired of him, that, when, in the
be required of the stu- course of his Study of philosophy, he meets with
dent of philosophy. .^. ,. , , ^ , , , «.

a proposition which has not been already sum-

ciently sifted,— (whether it has been elaborated as a principle or

admitted as a conclusion),— he should pause, discuss it without

prepossession, and lay aside for future consideration all that has not

been subjected to a searching scrutiny. The jjrecept of Descartes,

when rightly explained, corresponds to that of St. Paul :
- "If any

man among you seemeth to be wise in this world, let him become a

fool, that he may be wise ;

" that is, let him not rely more on the

opinions in which he has been brought up, and in fovor of which he

and those around him are prejudiced, than on -so many visions of

imagination ; and let him examine them with the same circumspec-

tion as if he were assured that they contain some truth among
much falsehood and many extravagances.'

Proceeding now to the second class of the Sources of Error,

. See t««. 0)1 Mt(a/)/ii/siM,p. 63« stg. — Ed. is, with some slight changes, taken

' 1 Cor. iii. IS. Crousaz, Lo^ique, t. iii., part ii., ch. 6,

' This criticism of the precept of Descartes el seq.— Et>.
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which are found in the Mind itself, I shall commence with the

following paragraph :

% XCIV. The Sources of Error which arise from the Con-

stitution, Habits, and Reciprocal Relations

ofE;fra™7r of the powers of Cognition, Feeling, and

tho powers of cogni- Dcsire, may be subdivided into two kinds.
tion. Feeling, ^nd De- rp,^g

g^.^j. ^^ ^j^^^^ coHsists in the unduc pre-
Bire, — of two kinds. ^

ponderance of the Affective Elements of

mind (the Desires and Feelings) over the Cognitive ; the sec-

ond, in the weakness or inordinate strength of some one or

other of the Cognitive Faculties themselves.

Aflectiou is that state of mind in which the Feelings and Desires

exert au influence not under the control of rea-

Expiication. gon ; in other words, a tendency by which the
1, PrcpoiKtoanceof

j^tgUggj. jg implied in Its endeavor to think an
Affectiou over Cogm- ,,. ,, t ,it
,io„ object as that object really is, and compelled

to think it in conformity with some view pre-

scribed by the passion or private interest of the subject thinking.

The human mind, when unrufiied by passion, may be compared

to a calm sea. A calm sea is a clear mirror, in

which the sun and clouds, in which the foi-nis

of heaven and earth, are reflected back pre-

cisely as they are presented. But let a wind arise, and the smooth,

clear surface of the water is lifted into billows and agitated into

foam. It no more reflects the sun and clouds, the forms of heaven

and earth, or it reflects them only as distorted and broken images.

In like manner, the tranquil mind receives and reflects the world

without as it truly is ; but let the wind of passion blow, and every

object is represented, not as it exists, but in the colors and aspects

and partial phases in which it pleases the sub-
Boethius quoted. .

'
^ . m, ^ i -^

ject to regard it. Ihe state of passion and its

influence on the Cognitive Faculties are truly pictured by Boethius.^

" Nuljibus atris Parque .serenis

Condita nullum Unda dicbus,

Fundere possunt Mox rcsoluto

Sidera lumen. Sordida cceno.

Si mare volvens Tisibus obstat.

Turbidus auster

Misceat aistum, Tu quoqiie si vis

Vitrca dudum, Lumino claro

1 De Consol. Phil., L. i., Melr. ". — Ed.

Influence of Passiou

u the Mind.
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Ccrncie vcriim, Spemque fugato,

Tramite rcLto Noc dolor .idsit, N

• Ciirpcre calleni

:

Nubil.i mens est,

Gaudia pelle, Tinctaque frenis,

Pelle timorem, Ha;c ubi regnant."

Every error consists in this,— that we take something for non-

existent, because we have not become aware of
Error limited to

j^^ existence, and that, in place of this existent
Probable Keasoning. „,, .

something, we fill uj) the premises of a probable

reasoning with something else.

I have here limited the possibility of eiTor to Probable Reason-

ing, for, in Intuition and Demonstration, there is but little fjossi-

bility of important error. Hobbes indeed asserts that had it been

contrary to the interest of those in authority, that the three angles

of a triangle should be equal to two right angles, this truth would

have been long ago proscribed as heresy, or as high treason.^ This

may be an ingenious illustration of the blind tendency of the pas-

sions to subjugate intelligence ; but we should take it for more than

was intended by its author, were we to take it as more than an inge-

nious exaggeration. J^imiting, therefore, error to probable inference

(and this constitutes, with the exception of a comparatively small

department, the whole domain of human reasoning), we have to

inquire, How do the Passions influence us to the assumption of

false premises? To estimate the amount of probability for or

against a given proposition, requires a tranquil, an unbiassed, a

comprehensive consideration, in order to take all the relative ele-

ments of judgment into due account. But this requisite state of

mind is disturbed when any interest, any wish, is allowed to

interfere.

% XCV. The disturbing Passions may be reduced to four

:

Precipitancj', Sloth, Hope and Fear, Self-
Par. XCV. The Pas. 1 ." ' 1 '

sions, as sources of lOVC.

Error. -reduced to p^ ^ rcstlcss anxiety for a decision be-
four.

. . .
•'

.

gets impatience, which decides before the

preliminary inquiry is concluded. This is precipitancy.

2°. The same result is the effect of Sloth, which dreams on

in conformity to custom, without subjecting its beliefs to the

test of active observation.

3°. The restlessness of Hope or Fear impedes observation,

distracts attention, or forces it only on what interests the pas-

1 Leviathan, Part I. ch. 11.— Ed.
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sion ;— tbe sanguine looking on only what harmonizes with

his hopes, the diffident only on what accords with his fears.

4°. Self-love perverts our estimate of probability by causing

us to rate the grounds of judgment, not according to their real

influence on the truth of the decision, but according to their

hearing on our personal interests therein.

In regard to Impatience or Precipitation,— "all is the cause of

this which determines our choice on one side
Explication.

rather than another. An imagination excites
1. Precipitancy. •, •

°
i

pleasure, and because it excites pleasure we

yield ourselves up to it. We suppose, for example, that we are all

that we ought to be, and why? Because this supposition gives us

pleasure. This, in some dispositions, is one of the greatest obsta-

cles to improvement ; for he who entertains it, thinks there is no

necessity to labor to become what he is already. ' I believe,' says

Seneca,' 'that many bad it in their power to

have attained to wisdom, had they not been

impeded by the belief that wisdom they had already attained.'

'Multos puto ad sapientiam potuisse pervenire, nisi putassent se

pervenisse.' " - Erasmus gives the following as

the principal advice to a young votary of learn-

ing in the conduct of his studies: "To read the most learned books,

to converse with the most learned men ; but, above all, never to

conceit that he himself was learned.'"'

"From the same cause, men flatter themselves with the hope of

dying old, although few attain to longevity.

The less prob.able the event, the more certain

are they of its occurrence ; and why ? Because the imagination of

it is agreeable. 'Decrepiti senes pnucorum annorum accessionem

votis mendicant ; minores natu seipsos esse

fingunt; mendacio sibi blandiuntur; et tarn li-

benter flillunt, quara si fata una decipiant.' "* "Preachers," says

Montaigne, " are aware th.at the emotion which

arises during their sermons animates themselves

to belief, and we are conscious that when roused to anger we apply

From Montaigu

1 De TraTiquinhnte Animi, c. 1. — F.D. doctos diligenter edisceret, denique si fe doc-

2 Crousaz, Logique, t. iii., part ii. ch. 7, p. turn nunquam putarct." Motto to G. J. Vos-

297. — Ed. sius, Opitscula de Studiorum Rntione. See

3 " Joannes Alexander Brassicanus rogavit Crenius, Consilia et Meihodus, etc., p. 686, 1692.

Erasmum, qua ratione doctus posset tieri, — Ed.

respondit ex tempore: si doctis assidue con- 4 Seneca, De Brevitate Vita;, oil- 11. Crou-

viveiet, si doctos audiret non minus subraisse saz. LogijKc, t. iii. p. ii. cli. 7, p. 297, ed. 1725.

quam bonoriiice, si doctos Btrenue legeret, si — Ed.
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ourselves more intently to the defence of onr thesis, and embrace it

with greater vehemence and ap])robation, than we did when our

mind was cool and unruffled. You simply state your case to an

advocate ; he replies with hesitation and doubt
;
you are aware that

it is iiidifterent to him whether he undertakes the defence of the one

side or of the other ; but have you once fee'd him well to take your

case in hand ; he begins to feel an interest in it ; his will is ani-

mated. His reason and his science become also animated in pro-

portion. Your case presents itself to his understanding as a

manifest and indubitable truth; he now sees it in a wholly dif-

ferent light, and really believes that you have law and justice on

your side."' It is proper to observe that Montaigne was him-

self a lawyer, — he had been a counsellor of the ParUament of

Bordeaux.

It might seem that Precipitate Dogmatism and an inclination to

Skepticism were opposite cliaracters of mind.
Precipitate Dogma- They are, however, closely allied, if not merely
ism an epticism,

pij^ses of the Same disposition. This is indeed
phases of the same ^ ^

_
^

disposition. confessed by the skeptic Montaigne.- " The

most uneasy condition for me is to be kept in

suspense on urgent Occasions, and to be agitated between fear and

hope. Deliberation, even in things of lightest moment, is very

troublesome to me ; and I find my mind more put to it, to undergo

the various tumbling and tossing of doubt and consultation, than to

set up its rest, and to acquiesce in whatever shall happen, after the

die is thrown. Few passions break my sleep ; but of deliberations,

the least disturbs me."

Precipitation is no incurable disease. There is for it one sure

and simple remedv, if properly applied. It is

Jeraerty for Precipi- ^^j^ ^.^^^^-^.^^^^ ^^ ^^;^^y. ^,jj]^ ConfuciuS, manfully

to restrain the wild horse of precipitancy by the

curb of consideration,— to weigh the reasons of decision, each and

all, in the balance of cool investigation,— not to allow ourselves to

decide until a clear consciousness has declared these reasons to be

true,— to be sufficient; and, finally, to throw out of account the

suffrages of self-love, of prepossession, of passion, and to admit

only those of reflection, of experience, and of evidence. This

remedy is certain and effectual. In theory it is satisfactory, but

its practical application requires a moral resolution, for the acquisi-

tion of which no precept can be given.

In the second place, " Sloth is likewise a cause of precipitation,

and it deserves the more attention as it is a cause of error extremely

1 Essais, L. ii. ch. 12. Quoted by Crousaz, /. c.— Ed. 2 Essais, L. ii. c. 17. — Ed.
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frequent, and one of which wo are ourselves less aware, and which

is less notorious to others. We feel it fatiguing
2. Sloth. . . . . , r. 1

to continue an investigation, therefore we do

not pursue it ; but as it is mortifying to think that we have la-

bored in vnin, we easily admit the flattering illusion that we have

succeeded. By the influence of this disposition it often happens,

that, after having rejected what first presented itself,— after having

rejected a second time and a third time what subsequently turned

up, because not sufliciently applicable or certain, we get tired of the

investigation, and perhaps put up with the fourth suggestion, which

is not better, haply even worse, than the preceding; and this

simply because it has come into the mind when more exhausted

and less scrupulous than it was at the commencement." ' " The

volition of that man," says Seneca, " is often
enecaqu

. frustrated, who undertakes not what is easy, but

who wishes what he undertakes to be easy. As often as you

attempt anything, compare together yourself, the end which you

propose, and the means by which it is to be accomplished. For the

repentance of an unfinished work will make you rash. And here it

is of consequence whether a man be of a fervid or of a cold, of an

aspiring or of a humble, disposition."''

To remedy this failing it is necessary, in conformity with this

advice of Seneca, to consult our forces, and the
Its remedy.

^.^^ ^^ ^^^ afiord, and the difliculty of the

subjects on which we enter. "We ought to labor only at intervals,

to avoid the tedium and disquiet consequent on unremitted appli-

cation ; and to adjourn the consideration of any thought which

may please us vehemently at the moment, until the preposses-

sion in its fovor has subsided with the animation which gave it

birth.

The two Causes of premature judgment— the afiections of

Impatience and Sioth — being considered, I
3. Hope and Fear. , ^ . -, • - ^ r. t^ i

pass on to the third principle of Passion, by

which the intellect is turned aside from the path of truth,— I

mean the disturbing influence of Hope and Fear. These passions,

though reciprocally contrary, determine a similar effect upon the

deliberations of the Understanding, and are equally unfavorable for

the interest of truth. In forming a just conclusion upon a question

of probable reasoning, that is, where the grounds of decision are

not few, palpable, and of determinate effect,— and such questions

part ii. ch. 7, p. = Df Ira, L. iii, c. 7. Quoted by Crousaz,

Logique, t. iii. p. 302. — Ed.
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may be said to be those alone on wliicb differences of opinion may
arise, and are, consequently, those alone which require for their

solution any high degree of observation and ingenuity,— in such

questions hope and fear exert a very strong and a very unfavorable

influence. In these questions it is requisite, in the fii-st place, to

seek out the premises; and, in the second, to draw the conclusion.

Of these requisites the first is the more important, and it is also by
far the more difficult.

Xo^v the passions of Hope and Fear operate severally to prevent

the intellect from discovering all the elements

How Hope and Fear of decision, which Ought to be considered in

operate unfavorably forming a Correct conclusion, and cause it to

.

'
" take into account those only which harmonize

with that conclusion to which tlie actuating

passion is inclined. And here the passion operates in two ways.

In the first place, it tends so to determine the associations of

thought, that only those media of proof are suggested or called

into consciousness, which supjjort the conclusion to which the

passion tends. In the second place, if the media of proof by

which a counter conclusion is supported are brought before the

mind, still the mind is influenced by the passion to look on their

reality with doubt, and, if such cannot be questioned, to undervalue

their inferential importance ; whereas it is moved to admit, without

hesitation, those media of proof which favor the conclusion in the

interest of our hope or fear, and to exaggerate the cogency with

which they establish this result. Either passion looks exclusively

to a single end, and exclusively to the means by which that single

end is accomplished. Thus the sanguine temjjerament, or the

mind under the habitual predominance of hope, sees only and

magnifies all that militates in favor of the wished-for consum-

mation, which alone it contemplates ; whereas the melancholic

temperament, or the mind under the habitual predominance of

fear, is wholly occupied with the dreaded issue, views only what
tends to its fulfilment, while it exaggerates the possible into the

probable, the probable into the certain. Thus it is that whatever

conclusion we greatly hope or greatly fear, to that conclusion we
are disposed to leap ; and it has become almost proverbial, that

men lightly believe both what they wish, and what they dread, to>

be true.

But the influence of Hope on onr judgments, inclining us to find

whatever we wish to find, in so far as this arises from the illusion

of Self-love, is comprehended in this,— the fourth cause of Error,

— to which I now proceed.
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Self-love, under which I include the dispositions of Vanity, Pride,

and, in general, all those which incline us to
4. Self-love. ., \ , , ...

attribute an undue weight to those opinions in

which we feel a personal interest, is by far the most extensive and

influential in the way of reason and truth. In virtue of this princi-

ple, whatever is ours— whatever is adopted or patronized by us,

whatever belongs to those to whom we are attached — is either

gratuitously clothed with a character of truth, or its pretensions to

be accounted true are not scrutinized with the requisite rigor and

impartiality. I am a native of this country, and, therefore, not only

is its history to me a matter of peculiar interest, but the actions

and character of my countrymen are viewed in a very diiferent

light from that in which they are regarded by a foreigner. I am
born and bred a member of a religious sect, and because they con-

stitute my creed, I find the tenets of this sect alone in conformity

to the Word of God. I am the partisan of a philosophical doc-

trine, and am, therefore, disposed to reject whatever does not har-

monize with my adopted system.

It is the part of a philosopher, says Aristotle, inasmuch as he is a

philosopher, to subjugate self-love, and to refute,

if contrary to truth, not only the opinions of

his friends, but the doctrines which he himself

may have professed.' It is certain, however, that philosophers—
for philosophers are men — have been too often found to regulate

their conduct by the same opposite principle. That man pretended

to the name of philosopher, who scrupled not to
Illustrations of the cleclare that he would rather be in the wrons?

influuiice nf Self-love . , r., , . , . , . , , .

on our oiiiuioDs.
'^^^'^ flato than in the right with his oppo-

nents.^ " Gisbert Voetius urged Mersennus to

refute a work of Descartes a year before the book appeared, and

before he had himself the means of judging whether the opinions it

contained were right or wrong. A certain professor of philosophy

in Padua came to Galileo, and requested that he would explain to

him the meaning of the term parallaxis ; which he wished, he said,

to refute, having heard that it was opposed to Aristotle's doctrine

touching the relative situation of the comets. What ! answered

Galileo, you wish to controvert a word the meaning of which you

do not know! Redi tells us that a sturdy Peripatetic of his

acquaintance would never consent to look at the heavens through

a telescope, lest he should be compelled to admit the existence of

the new stars discovered by Galileo and others. The same Redi

informs us that he knew another Peripatetic, a staunch advocate of

1 Eih. Nic, i. 4 (6). — Ed. 2 Cicero, riisc. Quast., i. 17.

Aristotl

cept.
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the Aristotelian doctrine of equivocal generation (a doctrine, by

the way, which now again divides the physiologists of Europe), and

who, in particular, maintained that the green frogs which appear

upon a shower come down with the rain, who would not be

induced himself to select and examine one of these frogs. And
why ? Because he was unwilling to be convicted of his error, by

Redi showing him the green matter in the stomach, and its feculae

in the intestines of the animal."^ The spirit of the Peripatetic

philosophy was, however, wholly misunderstood by these mistaken

followers of Aristotle ; for a true Aristotelian is one who listens

rather to the voice of nature than to the precept of any master,

and it is well expressed in the motto of the great French anatomist,

— Riolanus est Peripateticus ; credit ea, et ea tantum, quae vidit.

From the same principle proceeds the abuse, and sometimes even

the persecution, which the discoverers of new truths encounter from

those who cherished opinions these truths subvert.

In like manner, as we are disposed to maintain our own opinion,

„ „ we are inclined to regard with favor the opin-
Self-love leads us to .

° ^

regard with favor the ^^^^ ^^ those to whom we are attached by love,

opinions of those to gratitude, aud Other conciliatory affections. "We
whom we are in any j^ j^^^ jjjjjj^ q^. attachment to the persons of
way attached. r • i i ,11

our iriends, — we love in a certam sort all that

belongs to them ; and as men generally manifest sufficient ardor in

support of their opinions, we are led insensibly by a kind of sym-

pathy to credit, to approve, and to defend these also, and that even

more passionately than our friends themselves. We bear affection

to others for various reasons. The agreement of tempers, of incli-

nations, of pursuits ; their appearance, their manners, their virtue,

the partiality which they have shown to us, the services we have

received at their hands, and many other particular causes, determine

and direct our love.

"It is observed by the great Malebranche,- that if any of our

friends, — any even of those we are disposed
a e ranc e

=> - ^^ love, — advance an opinion, we forthwith
duced to thjs effect.

' ^ '

lightly allow ourselves to be persuaded of its

truth. This opinion we accept and support, without troubling our-

selves to inquire whether it be conformable to fact, frequently even

against our conscience, in conformity to the darkness and confusion

I KeimaruB, p. 3S9. [Dii Vrniun/tltkn, ron published in 1756. The above four anecdotes

H. S. n. (Hermann Samuel Reimarus), are all taken from this work.— Ed]
dritte Auflage, Hamburg, 1766, 5 332. First 2 Recherche di la Veriie, L. iv. cb. 13.— Ed.
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of our intellect, to the corruption of our heart, and to the advan-

tages which we hope to reap from our facility and complaisance."^

The influence of this principle is seen still more manifestly when
the passion changes ; for though the things

This shown espe- themselves remain unaltered, our iudgments
cially when the pas- . , „ , ^^
8iou changes.

concemmg them are totally reversed. How
often do we behold persons who cannot, or will

not, recognize a single good quality in an individual from the mo-

ment he has chanced to incur their dislike, and who are even ready

to adopt opinions, merely because opposed to others maintained by

the object of their aversion? The celebrated
Arnauicj holds that Arnauld ' goes SO far even as to assert, that men

man is naturally euvi- ., . i . , , . . . ,

jmg
are naturally envious and jealous; that it is with

pain they endure the contemplation of others in

the enjoyment of advantages which they do not themselves possess;

and, as the knowledge of truth and the power of enlightening man-

kind is of one of these, that they have a secret inclination to de-

prive them of that glory. This accordingly often determines them

to controvert without a ground the opinions and discoveries of

others. Self-love accordingly often argues thus : — ' This is an

opinion which I have originated, this is an opinion, therefore, which

is true
;

' whereas the natural malignity of man not less frequently

suggests such another : ' It is another than I who has advanced this

doctrine ; this doctrine is, therefore, fxlse.'

We may distinguish, however, from malignant or envious contra-

diction another passion, which, though more
The love of Dispu- • -^ ^ i ^ • i ^ n i-^ generous in its nature and not simply a mode ol

Self-love, tends, nevertheless, equally to divert

us from the straight road of truth,— I mean Pugnacity, or the love

of Disputation. Under the influence of this passion, we propose

as our end victory, not truth. We insensibly become accustomed

to find a reason for any opinion, and, in placing ourselves above all

reasons, to surrender our belief to none. Thus it is why two dis-

putants so rarely ever agree, and why a question is seldom or never

decided in a discussion, where the combative dispositions of the rea-

soners have once been roused into activity. In controversy it is

always easy to find wherewithal to reply; the end of the parties is

not to avoid error, but to impose silence ; and they are less ashamed

of continuing wrong than of confessing that they are not right.^

1 CarOiNouvelle Logique, part ii., ch. viii., p. 3 /,> An rie Penser, p. iii. ch. 20. Cf. Cnro,

288. — Ed. Nmn-ellf Lngnjiie, part ii., oh. 9, p. 311, I'aris,

2 i' Art de Penser {Port Royal Logic], p. iii. 1S20. — Ed.
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These affections may be said to be the immediate caTise.s of all

error. Other causes there are, but not immedi-
These affections the

^tg_ j„ g^ f^^ ^g Logic detects the sources of

g„ ^.^j.^^
our false judgments and shows their remedies,

Preliminary condi- it must carefully inculcate that no precautionary
tions requisite for the precept for particular cases can avail, unless the
efficiency of precepts

^^^^^^ principle of the evil be discovered, and
against the sources of ^ '

error. 3, cure applied. Tou must, therefore, as you

would remain free from the hallucination of

false opinion, be convinced of the absolute necessity of following

out the investigation of every question calmly and without passion.

You must learn to pursue, and to estimate, truth without distraction

or bias. To this there is required, as a primary condition, the un-

shackled freedom of thought, the equal glance which can take in

the whole sphere of observation, the cool determination to pursue

the truth whithersoever it may lead ; and, what is still more impor-

tant, the disposition to feel an interest in truth and in truth alone.

If perchance some collateral interest may first prompt us to the

inquiry, in our general interest for truth we must repress,— we must

forget, this interest, until the inquiry be concluded. Of what

account are the most venerated opinions if they be untrue ? At
best they are only venerable delusions. He who allows himself to

be actuated in his scientific procedure by any partial interest, can

never obtain a comprehensive survey of the whole he has to take

into account, and always, therefore, remains incapable of discrimi-

nating, with accuracy, error from truth. The independent thinker

must, in all his inquiries, subject hi^nself to the genius of truth,—
must be prepared to follow her footsteps without faltering or hesita-

tion. In the consciousness that truth is the noblest of ends, and

that he pursues this end with honesty and devotion, he will dread

no consequences,— for he relies upon the truth. Does he compass

the truth, he congratulates himself upon his success ; does he fall

short of its attainment, he knows that even his present failure will

ultimately advance him to the reward he merits. Err he may, and

that perhaps frequently, but he will never deceive himself We
cannot, indeed, rise superior to our limitary nature, we cannot,

therefore, be reproached for failure ; but we are always responsible

for the calmness and impartiality of our researches, and these alone

render us worthy of success. But though it be manifest, that to

attain the truth we must follow whithersoever the truth may lead,

still men in general are found to yield not an absolute, but only a

restricted, obedience to the prece])t. They capitulate, and do not

unconditionally surrender. I give up, but my cherished dogma in

52
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religion must not be canvassed, says one ;
— my political principles

are above inquiry, and must be exempted, says a second ;— my
country is the land of lands, this cannot be disallowed, cries a third;

— my order, my vocation, is undoubtedly the noblest, exclaim a

fourth and fifth ;
— only do not require that we should confess our

having erred, is the condition which many insist on stipulating.

Above all, that resolve of mind is difficult, which is ready to sur-

render all fond convictions, and is prepared to recommence investi-

gation the moment that a fundamental error in the former system

of belief has been detected. These are the principal grounds why,

among men, opinion is so widely separated from opinion ; and why
the clearest demonstration is so frequently for a season frustrated

of victory.

^„^ „ , f XCVI. Against the Errors which arise
Par. XCVT. Kules " ^^

_

against Errors from from tlio Aflections, there may be given
the Affections.

^j^^ ^j^^.^^ following RlleS :

1°. When the error has arisen from the influence of an

active affection, the decisive judgment is to be annulled ; the

mind is then to be freed, as far as possible, from passion, and

the process of inquiry to be recommenced as soon as the requi-

site tranquillity has been restored.

2°. When the error has arisen from a relaxed enthusiasm for

knowledge, we must reanimate this interest by a vivid repre-

sentation of the paramount dignity of truth, and of the lofty

destination of our intellectu.al nature.

3°. In testing the accuracy of our judgments, we must be

particularly suspicious of those results which accord with our

private inclinations and predominant tendencies.

These rules require no comment.



LECTURE XXX.

MODIFIED STOICHEIOLOGY.

SECTION II.—ERROR—ITS CAUSES AND REMEDIES.

B.—AS IN THE COGNITIONS, FEELINGS, AND DESIRES.

n. — WEAKNESS AND DISPROPORTIONED STRENGTH OF THE
FACULTIES OF KNOWLEDGE.

I NOW go on to the Second Head of the class of Errors founded

on the Natural Constitution, the Acquired Hab-
Weakness and Dis- jts, and the Reciprocal Relations of our Cogni-

proportioned Strength
j ^^ Affective Powers, that is, to the Causes

of the Faculties of _ . . . . , -r^ ,

Knowledge. of Error which originate in the Weakness or

Disproportioned Strength of one or more of

our Faculties of Knowledge themselves.

Here, in the first place, I might consider the errors which have

arisen from the Limited Nature of the Human
Neglect of the Lira- Intellect in general,— or rather from the mis-

ited Nature of the
^ ^ j^_^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^ philosophers in

Human Intellect a
. , . ^. . ,

'
.

source of error. denying or not taking this limited nature into

account.' The illustration of this subject is one

which is relative to, and supposes an acquaintance with, some of

the abstrusest speculations in Philosophy, and which belong not to

Logic, but to Metaphysics. I shall not, therefore, do more than

simply indicate at present, what it will be proper at another season

fully to explain. It is manifest, that, if the
1. Philosophy of the ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^ limited,— if it Only knows as

Absolute.
, ,

•'
.

It IS conscious, and if it be only conscious, as it

is conscious of contrast and opposition,— of an ego and non-ego,

—

if this supposition, I say, be correct, it is evident that those philoso-

jshers are hi error, who virtu.illy assume that the human mind is

1 [On this subject see Crusius.] [Christian virla^iigkdt der mtnschlmen Erkenntniss, § 443,

August Crusius, V,'(g zur Gewissheit unci Zu- 1st ed. 1T4T.— ED.
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unlimited, that is, that the human mind is capable of a knowledge

superior to consciousness,— a cognition in which knowledge and

existence — the Ego and non-Ego— God and the creature— are

identical ; that is, of an act in which the mind is the Absolute, and

knows the Absolute. This philosophy, the statement of which, as

here given, it would require a long commentary to make you under-

stand, is one which has for many years been that dominant in Ger-

many ; it is called the Philosophy of the Absolute, or the Philoso-

phy of Absolute Identity. This system, of which Schelling and

Hegel are the great representatives, errs by denying the limitation

of human intelligence without proof, and by boldly building its

edifice on this gratuitous negation.^

But there are other forms of philosophy which err not in actually

postulating the infinity of mind, but in taking

2. A one-sided view ^^ly ^ oue-sided vlew of its finitude. It is a

. general fact, which seems, however, to have

escaped the observation of philosophers, that

whatever we can positively compass in thought,— whatever we can

conceive as possible,— in a word, the omne cogitabile, lies between

two extremes or poles, contradictorily opposed, and one of which

must consequently be true, but of neither of which repugnant oppo-

sites are we able to represent to our mind the possibility.- To take

one example out of many : we cannot construe
Illustrated by refer- ^^ ^j^^ ^^^^ ^^ possible the absolute commence-

ence to the two con- ' « . , n , , ^

tradictorie8,-the ab- m^nt of tuue ; but we are equally unable to

solute commencement, think the possibility of the counter alternative,

and tbe iuflnite non- — j^g infinite Or absolute non-commencement, in

other words, the infinite regress of time. Now
it is evident, that, if we looked merely at the

one of these contradictory opposites and argued thus : whatever is

inconceivable is impossible, the absolute commencement of time is

inconceivable, therefore the absolute commencement of time is

impossible ; but, on the principles of Contradiction and Excluded

Middle, one or other of the two opposite contradictories must be

true ; therefore, as the absolute commencement of time is impossi-

ble, the absolute or infinite non-commencement of time is neces-

sary:— I say, it is evident that this reasoning would be incompe-

tent and one-sided, because it might be converted ; for, by the same

one-sided process, the opposite conclusion might be drawn in favor

of the absolute commencement of time.

commencement

Time.
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Now, the unilateral and incompetent reasoning which I have here

supposed in the case of time, is one of which
The same principle

^j^^ Necessitarian is mnlty in his ar-rument to
exemplified in the case . „, ,. . i •

of the Necessitarian pvove the impossibility of human volitions being

Argument against the free. He correctlj' lays down, as the foundation
Freedom of the Hu- ^f j^jg j.gasoning, two propositions which must
'°*°

'

'

at once be allowed : 1°, That the notion of the

liberty of volition involves the supposition of an absolute com-

mencement of volition, that is, of a volition which is a cause, but is

not itself, qua cause, an effect. 2°, That the absolute commence-

ment of a volition, or of aught else, cannot be conceived, that is,

cannot be directly or positively thought as possible. So far he is

correct ; but when he goes on to apply these principles by arguing

(and be it observed this syllogism lies at the root of all the reason-

ings for necessity), Whatever is inconceivable is imjjossible ; but the

su^Dposition of the absolute commencement of volition is inconceiva-

ble; therefore, the supposition of the absolute commencement of

volition {the condition of free will) is impossible,— we may here

dercur to the sumption, and ask him,— Can he positively conceive

the opposite contradictory of the absolute commencement, that is,

an infinite series of relative non-commencements? If he answers,

as he must, that he cannot, we may again ask hira,— By what right

he assumed as a self-evident axiom for his sumption, the proposition,

— that ichatever is inconceivable is imjiossible, or by what right he

could subsume his minor premise, when by his own confession he

allows that the opposite contradictory of his minor premise, that is,

the very proposition he is apagogically proving, is, likewise, incon-

ceivable, and, therefore, on the principle of his sumption, likewise

impossible.

The same inconsequence would equally apply to the Libertarian,

who should attempt to prove that free-will must
And in the case of be allowed, ou the ground that its contradictory

the Libertarian Argu-
opposite is impossible, bccausc inconceivable.

ment in behalf of ' ' '

Free-will. He cannot prove his thesis by such a process;

in fict, by all speculative reasoning from the

conditions of thought, the two doctrines are in cequilibrio ;— both

are equally possible,— both are equally inconceivable. It is only

when the Libertarian descends to arguments drawn from the fact

of the Moral Law and its conditions, that he is able to throw in

reasons which incline the balance in his favor.

On these matters, I however, at present, only touch, in order to

show you under what head of Error these reasonings would natu-

rally tiill.
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Leaving, therefore, or adjourning, the consideration of the imbe-

cility of the human intellect in general, I shall

Weakness or dispro-
^^^^ ^.^^^ j^j.^ ^.jg ^^ ^ source of logical error,

portioned strength of .to if
the several Cognitive the Weakness or Disproportioned Strengih of

Faculties,— a source the Several Cognitive Faculties. Now, as the

of Error. Cognitive Faculties in man consist partly of

Cognitive Faculties certain Lower Powers, which he possesses in

common with other sensible existences, namely,

the Presentative, the Retentive, the Representa-

tive and the Reproductive Faculties, and partly of certain Higher

Powers, in virtue of which he enters into the rank of intelligent

existences, namely, the Elaborative and Regulative Faculties,— it

will be proper to Consider the powers of these two classes severally

in succession, in so for as they may afford the causes or occasions

of error.

Of the lower class, the first foculty in order is the Presentative

or Acquisitive Faculty. This, as you remember,
I. The Lower Class,

jg divided into two, viz., into the faculty which

presents us with the phenomena of the outer

world, and into the faculty which presents us

with the phenomena of the inner.^ The former is External Per-

ception, or External Sense ; the latter is Self-consciousness, Inter-

nal Perce]ition, or Laternal Sense. I commence, therefore, with the

Faculty of External Perception, in relation to which I give you the

following paragraph.

1[ XCVII. "When aught is presented through the outer

senses, there are two conditions necessary
Par. XCVII. w Ex-

f,-,,. jf g ^tiequfite perception : — 1°, Tlie rela-

aa a source of Error. tivc Opgans must be prcscut, and in a con-

dition to discharge their functions ; and 2°,

The Objects themselves must bear a certain relation to these

organs, so that the latter shall be suitably affected, and thereby

the former suitably apprehended. It is possible, therefore,

that, partly through the altered condition of the organs, partly

through the altered situation of the olijeets, dissimilar pre-

sentations of the same, and similar presentations of different,

objects, may be the result.-

"In the first place, without the organs specially subservient to

1 See Leettirf!. on Mi:taphysicR.\f. 2S2 et seq,—ED. NoitvelU Logiqxte, part ii. ch. vi. p. 273. Bach'

S Krug, Logik, j 1. 3S. — Ed. [Cf. Caro, mann, Logik, § 407, p. 653.]
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External Perception,— without the eye, the ear, etc., sensible per-

ceptions of a precise and determinate character,

Exiiiication. such, for example, as color or sound, are not
coudiiions of the (.g^ jg^^ ^^ ^^^11. In the second place, to per-

adequate activityof'. ' '^
.

External Perception. form their functions, these organs must be in

a healthy or normal state ; for if this condition

be not fulfilled, the presentations which they furnish are null, incom-

plete, or false. But, in the third place, even if the organs of sense

are sound and perfect, the objects to be presented and perceived

must stand to these organs in a certain relation,— must bear to

them a certain proportion; for, otherwise, the objects cannot be pre-

sented at all, or cannot be perceived without illusion. The sounds,

for example, which we are to hear, must neither be too high nor too

low in quality ; the bodies which we are to see, must neither be too

near nor too distant, — must neither be too fee-

Possibie illusions of ^j ^^^. ^^^ intensely illuminated. In relation
the Semes. •'

,
,-,..•', . .

to the second condition, there are given, in con-

sequence of the altered state of the organs, on the one hand, differ-

ent presentations of the same object;— thus to a person who has

waxed purblind, his friend appears as an utter stranger, the eyb

now presenting its objects with less clearness and distinctness. On

the other hand, there are given the same, or undistinguishably simi-

lar, presentations of different objects;—-thus to a person in the

jaundice, all things are presented yellow. In relation to the third

condition, from the altered position of objects, there are, in like

manner, determined, on the one hand, different presentations of the

same objects,— as when the stick which appears straight in the air

appears crooked when partially immersed in water; and, on the

other hand, identical presentations of different objects, as when i»

man and a horse appear in the distance to be so similar, tbat the

one cannot be discriminated from the other. In all these cases,

these illusions are determined,— illusions which may easily become

the occasions of false judgments."'

"In regard to the detection of such illusions and obviating the

error to which they lead, it behooves us to take

the following precautions. We must, in the

first place, examine the state of the organ. If

found defective, we must endeavor to restore it

to perfection ; but if this cannot be done, we

must ascertain the extent and nature of tha

evil, in order to be upon our guard in regard to quality and degree

of the false presentation.

1 Krug, Logik, § 138. Anm. — E...

rrecautions
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" In the second place, we must examine the relative situation of

the object, and if this be not accommodated to the organ, we must

either obviate the disproportion and remove the media which occa-

sion the illusion, or repeat the observation under different circum-

stances, compare these, and thus obtain the means of making an

ideal abstraction of the disturbing causes."

'

In regard to the other Presentative Faculty,— the Faculty of

Self-consciousness,— Internal Perception, or Internal Sense, as we
know less of the material conditions which modify its action, we
are unable to ascertain so precisely the nature of the illusions of

which it may be the source. In reference to this subject you may
take the following paragraph.

1[ XCVIII. The faculty of Self-consciousness, or Internal

Sense, is subject to various changes, which
Par. XCVIII. (b) either modify our apprehensions of objects,

as a source of Error. ^r influcncc the manner in which we judge

concerning them. In so far, therefore, as

false judgments are thus occasioned, Self-consciousness is a

source of error."

It is a matter of ordinary observation, that the vivacity with

which we are conscious of the various phenoni-
Expiication.

gj^^^ ^f mind, differs not only at different times,

Taiies^in intenUy
^"^ different States of health, and in different de-

grees of mental freshness and exhaustion, but, at

the same time, differs in regard to the different kinds of these phe-

nomena themselves. According to the greater or less intensity of

this faculty, the same thoughts of which we are conscious are, at

one time, clear and distinct, at another, obscure .and confused. At

one time we are almost wholly incapable of reflection, and every

act of self-attention is forced and irksome, and differences the most

marked pass unnoticed ; while, at another, our self-consciousness is

alert, all its applications pleasing, and the most fiiint and fugitive

phenomena arrested and observed. On one occasion, self-conscious-

ness, as a reflective cognition, is strong ; on another, all reflection is

extinguished in the intensity of the direct consciousness of feeling

or desire. In one state of mind our representations are feeble ; in

another, they are so lively that they are mistaken for external reali-

ties. Our self-consciousness may thus be the occasion of frequent

error ; for, according to its various modifications, we may form the

most opposite judgments concerning the same things,— pronounc-

l Krug, Lo^k, } 165- — Ed. 2 Krug, Logik, s 139.— Ed.
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ing them, for example, now to be agreeable, now to be disagi-eeable,

according as our Internal Sense is variously affected.

The next is the Retentive or Conservative Faculty,— Memory
strictly so called ; in reference to which I give you the following

paragraph.

% XCIX. Memory, or the Conservative Faculty, is the

occasion of Error, both when too weak and
Par. XCIX. 2. Mem- -ff-hen too Strong. When too weak, the
ory, — as a source of -, . /» ... i . i •. . •

j^j.^^ complement oi cognitions which it retains

is small and indistinct, and the Under-

standing or Elaborative Faculty is, consequently, unable ade-

quately to judge concerning the similarity and differences

of its representations and concepts. When too strong, the

Understanding is overwhelmed with the multitude of acquired

cognitions simultaneously forced upon it, so that it is unable

calmly and deliberately to compare and discriminate these.'

That both these extremes,— that both the insufficient and the

superfluous vigor of the Conservative Faculty
Explication. „ , „ . .„

are severally the sources oi error, it will not

require many observations to make apparent.

In regard to a feeble memory, it is manifest that a multitude of

false judgments must inevitably arise from an
Feeble memory. . ..,.„, '

, ,

incapacity in this faculty to preserve the obser-

vations committed to its keeping. In consequence of this incapac-

ity, if a cognition be not wholly lost, it is lost at least in part, and

the circumstances of time, place, persons and things confounded

with each other. For example,— I may recollect the tenor of a

passage I have read, but from defect of memory may attribute to

one author what really belongs to another. Thus a botani.st may
judge two different plants to be identical in species, having for-

gotten the differential characters by which they were discriminated
;

or he may bold the same plant to be two different species, having

examined it at different times and places.-

Though nothing could be more erroneous than a general and

unqualified decision, that a great memory is
strong I ^ . ., , . , -, . ,

incompatible with a sound judgment, yet it

is an observation confirmed by the experience of all ages and coun-

tries, not only that a great memory is no condition of high intellect-

rial talent, but that great memories are very frequently found in com-

1 [Cf. Bachmann, Logik, i 40S.] 2 Krug, Logik, J 141. Anm.— Ed.

53
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bination with comparatively feeble powers of thought.' The truth

seems to be, that where a vigorous memory is conjoined with a

vigorous intellect, not only does the force of the subsidiary ficulty

not detract from the strength of the principal, but, on the contrary,

tends to confer on it a still higher power; whereas when the infe-

rior faculty is dispropoitionately strong, that so flir from nourishing

and corroborating the superior, it tends to reduce this foculty to a

lower level than that at which it would have stood, if united with

a less overpowering subsidiary. The greater the magazine of vari-

ous knowledge which the memory contains, the better for the un-

derstanding, provided the understanding can reduce this various

knowledge to order and subjection. "A great memory is the prin-

cipal condition of bringing before the mind many different repre-

sentations and notions at once, or in rapid succession. This simul-

taneous or nearly simultaneous presence disturbs, however, the

tranquil comparison of a small number of ideas, which, if it shall

judge aright, the intellect must contemplate with a fixed and steady

attention."- Now, where an intellect possesses the power of concen-

tration in a high degree, it will not be harassed in its meditations

by the officious intrusions of the subordinate faculties, however vig-

orous these in themselves may be, but will control their vigor by ex-

hausting in its own operations the whole applicable energy of mind.

Whereas where the inferior is more vigorous than the superior, it will,

in like tiianncr, engross in its own function the disposable amount of

activity, and overwhelm the principal faculty with materials, many
even in proportion as it is able to elaborate few. This appears to me
the reason why men of strong memories are so often men of propor-

tionally weak judgments, and why so many errors arise from the

possession of a faculty, the perfection of which ought to exempt

them from many mistaken judgments.

As to the remedy for these opposite extremes. The former—
the imbecility of Memory— can only be .allevi-

ated by invigorating the capacity of Retention

through mnemonic exercises and methods ; the

latter,— the inordinate vigor of Memory,— by culti<-ating the

Understanding to the neglect of the Conservative Faculty. It

will, likewise, be necessary to be upon our guard against the errors

originating in these counter sources. In the one case distrusting

the accuracy of facts, in the other, the accuracy of their elaboration.^

The next faculty is the Reproductive. This, when its operation

1 Compare Lectures on Mfiaphysus, p. 424. — quoted by Stewart, Eletn., Part iii. ch. i. sect.

Ed vi. Colltcied U'orts, vol. W. p. 2491

2 Diderot, Lttire stir ^s Soiircis et Mitets, 3 Cf. Krug, Log-ii, 5 15& Anm. — Ed.

Kemedies for tbese

oppositi
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is voluntarily exerted, is called Recollection ov Reminiscence ; when

it energizes spontaneously or without volition, it

3. The Reproductive
j jj ^^ Suggestion. The laws by which it is

Faculty.
. . , , . ,, . ,

governed in either case, but especially in the

latter, are called the Laws of Mental Association. This Repro-

ductive Faculty, like the Retentive, is the cause of error, both if its

vigor be defective, or if it be too strong. I shall consider Recollec-

tion and Suggestion severally and apart. In regard to the former I

give you the following paragraph.

i' C. The Reproductive Faculty, in so far as it is volunta-

rily exercised, as Reminiscence, becomes a

Par.c. (a)Ecmmis. soui'ce of EiTor, as it is either too slug-

Error'.
'' g'**'i or too prompt, precisely as the Re-

tentive Faculty, combined with which it

constitutes Memory in the looser signification.

It is necessary to say very little in special reference to Reminis-

cence, for what was said in regard to the Con-
Explication, servative Faculty or Memory Proper in its
Kemiuisceuce, — its , . , , . i. i i j. i i- ^

undue activit
highest Vigor, Was applicable to, and in fact

supposed a corresponding degree of, the Re-

productive. For, however great may be the mass of cognitions

retained in the mind, that is, out of consciousness but potentially

capable of being called into consciousness, these can never of them-

selves oppress the Understanding by their simultaneous crowding

or rapid succession, if the faculty by which they are revoked into

consciousness be inert ; whereas if this revocative faculty be com-

paratively alert and vigorous, a smaller magazine of retained cogni-

tions may suffice to harass the intellect with a ceaseless suj^ply of

materials too profuse for its capacity of elaboration.

On the other hand, the inactivity of our Recollection is a source

of error, precisely as the weakness of our Mem-
its inactivity. „ . , , n^ i

ory proper ; for it is of the same effect in rela-

tion to our judgments, whether the cognitions requisite for a deci-

sion be not retained in the mind, or whether, being retained, they

are not recalled into consciousness by Reminiscence.

In regard to Suggestion, or the Reproductive Faculty operating

spontaneously, that is, not in subservience to an act of Will, — I

shall give you the following paragraph.

f CI. As our Cognitions, Feelings, and Desires are con-

nected together by what are called the Laws of Association,
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and as each link in the chain of thought suggests or awakens

into consciousness some other in conformity
Par. CI. (b)siiggea. [q thcsc Laws, — thcse Laws, as they be-

tion,-aa a source of ... .

sttot. Stow a Strong subjective connection on

thoughts and objects of a wholly arbitrary

union, frequently occasion great confusion and error in our

judgments.

" Even in methodical thinking, we do not connect all our

.
thoughts intentionally and rationally, but many
press forward into the train, either in conse-

quence of some external impression, or in virtue of certain internal

relations, which, however, are not of a logical dependency. Thus,

thoughts tend to suggest each other, which have reference to things

of which we were previously cognizant as coe.xistent, or as immedi-

ately consequent, which have been apprehended as bearing a resem-

blance to each other, or which have stood together in reciprocal

and striking contrast. This connection, though precarious and

non-logical, is thus, however, governed by certain laws, which have

been called the Laws of Associatio>i." ^ These laws, which I ha^'e

just enumerated, viz., the Law of Coexistence or Simultaneity^ the

Law of Continuity or Immediate Succession, the Law of Similarity,

and the Law of Contrast, are all only special modifications of one

general law, which I would call the Zaw of Redintegration ;- that

is, the principle according to which whatever has previously formed

a part of one total act of consciousness, tends, when itself recalled

into consciousness, to reproduce along with it the other parts of

that original whole. But though these tendencies be denominated

tops, the influence which they exert, though often strong and some-

times irresistible, is only contingent ; for it frequently happens that

thovights which have previously stood to e.ach other in one or other

of the four relations do not suggest each other. The Laws of

Association stand, therefore, on a very different footing from the

laws of logical connection. But those Laws of Association, contin-

gent though they be, exert a great and often a very pernicious

influence upon thought, inasmuch as by the involuntaiy intrusion

of representations into the mental chain which are wliolly irrele-

vant to the matter in hand, there arises a perplexed and redundant

tissue of thought, into which false characters may easily find admis-

sion, and in which true characters may easily be overlooked.^ But

ug, iog-ii, § 144. Aura.— Ed. 2 Sec L«(. on JlJf(a;iAysics, p. 431 e< sej. — Ed.

3 Krug, Logii, S 144. Aum.— Ed.
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this is not all. For, by being once blended together in our con-

sciousness, things really distinct in their nature tend again naturally

to reassociate, and, at every repetition of this conjunction, this ten-

dency is fortified, and their mutual suggestion rendered more cer-

tain and irresistible.

It is in virtue of this principle of Association and Custom, that

things are clothed by us with the precarious attri-

influeuce of Asso-
ijutes of deformity or beauty ; and some philos-

ciatiou in matters of , , « , • , • .1 ^
_ ojihers have gone so tar as to mamtain that our

principles of Taste are exclusively dependent

on the accidents of Association. But if this be an ex.aggeration, it

is impossible to deny that Association enjoys an extensive jurisdic-

tion in the empire of taste, and, in particular, that fashion is almost

wholly subject to its control.

On this subject I may quote a few sentences from the first volume

of Mr. Stewart's Elements. "In matters of
Ste-nrart quoted. ^^ , ^^ 1 • , . t

Taste, the effects which we consider are pro-

duced on the mind itself, and are accompanied either with pleasure

or with pain. Hence the tendency to casual association is much
stronger than it commonly is with respect to physical events ; and

when such associations are once formed, as they do not lead to any

important inconvenience, similar to those which result from phys-

ical mistakes, they are not so likely to be corrected by mere experi-

ence, unassisted by study. To this it is owing that the influence

of association on our judgments concerning beauty and deformity,

is still more remarkable than on our speculative conclusions; a cir-

cumstance which has led some philosophers to suppose that associa-

tion is sufficient to account for the origin of these notions, and that

there is no such thing as a standard of taste, founded on the princi-

ples of the human constitution. But this is undoubtedly pushing

the theory a great deal too far. The association of ideas can never

account for the origin of a new notion, or of a pleasure essentially

different from all the others which we know. It may, indeed,

enable us to conceive how a thing indifferent in itself may become

a source of pleasure, by being connected in the mind with some-

thing else which is naturally agreeable ; but it presupposes, in

every instance, the existence of those notions and those feelings

which it is its province to combine ; insomuch that, I apprehend, it

will be found, wherever association produces a change in our judg-

ments on matters of taste, it does so by cooperating with some nat-

ural principle of the mind, and implies the existence of certain

original sources of pleasure and uneasiness.

"A mode of dress, which at first appeared awkward, acquires, in
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a few weeks or months, the appearance of elegance. By being

accustomed to see it worn by those whom we consider as models

of taste, it becomes associated with the agreeable impressions

which we receive from the ease and grace and refinement of their

manners. When it pleases by itself, the effect is to be ascribed,

not to the object actually before us, but to the impressions with

which it has been generally connected, and which it naturally

recalls to the mind.

"This observation points out the cause of the perpetual vicissi-

tudes in dress, and in everything whose chief recommendation

arises from fashion. It is evident that, as far as the agreeable effect

of an ornament arises from association, the effect will continue only

while it is confined to the higher orders. When it is adopted by

the multitude, it not only ceases to be associated with ideas of

taste and refinement, but it is associated with ideas of affectation,

absurd imitation, and vulgarity. It is accordingly laid aside by the

higher orders, who studiously avoid every circumstance in external

appearance which is debased by low and common use ; and they

are led to exercise their invention in the introduction of some new
peculiarities, which first become fiishionable, then common, and last

of all, are abandoned as vulgar."

'

" Our moral judgments, too, may be modified, and even perverted

to a certain degree, in consequence of the operation of the same

principle. In the same manner in which a person who is regarded

as a model of taste may introduce, by his example, an absurd or

fantastical dress ; so a man of splendid virtues may attract some

esteem also to his imperfections ; and, if placed in a conspicuous

situation, may render his vices and follies objects of general imita-

tion among the multitude.
"

' In the reign of Charles II.,' says Mr. Smith,- ' a degree of licen-

tiousness was deemed the characteristic of a liberal education. It

was connected, according to the notions of those times; with gen-

erosity, sincerity, magnanimity, loyalty; and proved that the person

who acted in this manner was a gentleman, and not a puritan. Se-

verity of manners, and regularity of conduct, on the other hand,

were altogether unfashionable, and were connected, in the imagina-

tion of that age, with cant, cunning, hypocrisy, and low manners.

To superficial minds the vices of the great seem at all times agree-

able. They connect them not only with the splendor of fortune,

but with many superior virtues which they ascribe to their superiors;

Elements, vol i,, Tnrt i. chap. v. Collected 2 Tlieorij of Moral Sen

iris, ii. p. 322 el se,/. Ed.
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with tlie spirit of freedom and indeijendeiicy ; with frankness, gen- i

erosity, humanity, and politeness. The virtues of the inferior ranks

of peojjle, on the contrary,— their parsimonious frugality, their

painful industry, and rigid adherence to rules, seem to them mean
and disagreeable. They connect them both with the meanness of

the station to which these qualities commonly belong, and with

many great vices which they suppose usually accompany them

;

such as an abject, cowardly, ill-natured, lying, pilfering disposition.'"^

"In general," says Condillac, "the impression we experience in the

different circumstances of life, makes us asso-

Condiiiac quoted on
(.j-^te ideas with a force which renders them

the influence of Asso- j. „ . ,. , ,, ^r^ . .

^j^y^^
ever alter for us indissoluble. We cannot, for

example, frequent the society of our fellow-men

without insensibly associating the notions of certain intellectual or

moral qualities with certain corporeal characters. This is the reason

why persons of a decided physiognomy please or disjjlease us more

than othei-s ; for a physiognomy is only an assemblage of charac-

tei-s, with which we have associated notions which are not sug-

gested without an accompaniment of satisfaction or disgust. It is

not, therefore, to be marvelled at that we judge men according to

their physiognomy, and that we sometimes feel towards them at

first sight aversion or inclination. In consequence of these associa-

tions, we are often vehemently prepossessed in favor of certain indi-

viduals, and no less violently disposed against others. It is because

all that strikes us in our friends or in our enemies is associated with

the agreeable or the disagreeable feeling which we severally experi-

ence; and because the faults of the former borrow always something

pleasing from their amiable qualities; whereas the amiable qualities

of the latter seem always to participate of their vices. Hence it is

that these associations exert a powerful influence on our whole con-

duct. They foster our love or hatred ; enhance our esteem or con-

tempt ; excite our gratitude or indignation ; and produce those

sympathies,— those antipathies, or those capricious inclinations,

for which we are sometimes sorely puzzled to render a reason.

Descartes tells us that through life he had always found a strong

predilection for squint eyes,— which he explains by the circum-

stance, that the nursery-maid by whom he had been kindly tended,

and to whom as a child he was, consequently, much attached, had

this defect."- 'S Gravesande, I think it is, who tells us he knew a

man, and a man otherwise of sense, who had a severe fall from a

1 Elemtnis, vol. i. c. V, i 3. Collected Works,

vol. ii. p. 335.
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wagon ; and thereafter he could never enter a wagon without

fear and trembling, though he daily used, without apprehension,

another and ftir more dangerous vehicle.' A girl once and again

sees her mother or maid fliinting and vociferating at the appearance

of a mouse ; if she has afterwards to escape from danger, she will

rather pass through flames than take a patent way, if obstructed by
a ridiculus mus. A remarkable example of the false judgments

arising from this principle of association, is recorded by Herodotus

and Justin, in reference to the war of the Scythians with their

slaves. The slaves, after they had repeatedly repulsed several

attacks with arms, were incontinently put to flight when their mas-

ters came out against them with their whips.^

I shall now offer an observation in regard to the appropriate

remedy for this evil influence of Association.

The only mean by which we can become aware of, connteract,

and overcome, this besetting weakness of our
Only remedy for the nature, is Philosophy,— the Philosophy of the

Human Mind ; and this studied both in the

consciousness of the individual, and in tlie his-

tory of the species. The philosophy of mind,

as studied in the consciousness of the individual, exhibits to us the

source and nature of the illusion. It accustoms us to discriminate

the casual, from the necessary, combinations of thought ; it sharp-

ens and corroborates our faculties, encourages our reason to revolt

against the blind preformations of opinion, and finally enables us to

break through the enchanted circle within which Custom and Asso-

ciation had enclosed us. But in the accomplishment of this end,

we are greatly aided by the study of man under the various circum-

stances which have concurred in modifying his intellectual and

moral character. In the great spectacle of history, we behold in

different ages and countries the predominance of different systems

of association, and these ages and countries are, consequently,

distinguished by the prevalence of different systems of opinions.

But all is not fluctuating ; and, amid the ceaseless changes of acci-

dental circumstances and precarious beliefs, we behold some princi-

ples ever active, and some truths always commanding a recognition.

AVe thus obtain the means of discriminating, in so far as our unas-

sisted reason is conversant about mere worldly concerns, between

what is of universal and necessary certainty, and what is only of

1 Utrotlmtio ad Philosophiam, Logica, c. 26. which follow are aisc

The example, however, is given as a supposed Ed
case, and not as a fact. The two instances - Herod , iv. 3. Ju
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local and temporary acceptation ; and, in reference to the latter, in

witnessing the iutluence of an arbitrary association in imposing the

most irrational opinions on our fellow-men, our eyes are opened,

and we are warned of the danger from the same illusion to our-

selves. And as the philosophy of man affords us at once the indi-

cation and the remedy of this illusion, so the philosophy of man
does this exclusively and alone. Our irrational associations, our

habits of groundless credulity and of arbitrary skepticism, Snd no

medicine in the study of aught beyond the domain of mind itself.

As Goethe has well observed, "Mathematics remove no preju-

dice; they cannot mitigate obstinacy, or temper party-spirit;"' in a

word, as to any moral influence upon the mind, they are absolutely

null. Hence we may well explain the aversion of Socrates for

these studies, if carried beyond a very limited extent.

The next faculty in order is the Representative, or Imagination

proper, which consists in the greater or less

The Representative ^^^^^ ^f Jjol^ing up g,, jdeal object in the
Faculty, or Imagina- ,. ,,^ -mi. r r,

lion Proper
light oi consciousness. Ihe energy of Kepie-

sentation, though dependent on Retention and

Repi-oduction, is not to be identified with these operations. For
though" these three functions (I mean Retention, Reproduction, and

Representation) immediately suppose, and are immediately depend-

ent on, each other, they are still manifestly discriminated as differ-

ent qualities of mind, inasmuch as they stand to each other in no

determinate jwoportion. We find, for example, in some individuals

the capacity of Retention strong, but the Reproductive and Repre-

sentative Faculties sluggish and weak. In others, again, the Con-

servative tenacity is feeble, but the Reproductive and Rei>resenta-

tive energies prompt and vivid ; while in others the power of

Repi'oduction may be vigorous, but what is recalled is never pic-

tured in a clear and distinct consciousness. It will be generally,

indeed, admitted, that a strong retentive memory does not infer a

prompt recollection ; and still more, that a strong memory and a

prompt recollection do not infer a vivid imagination. These, there-

fore, though variously confounded by philosophers, we are war-

ranted, I think, in viewing as elementary qualities of mind, which

ought to be theoretically distinguished. Limiting, therefore, the

term Imagination to the mere Faculty of Rejiresenting in a more

or less vivacious manner an ideal object,— this Faculty is the

source of errors which I shall comprise in the following paragraph.

1 Werke, xxii. p. 25S. Quoted by Scheidler, Psychology, p. 146.

5-1
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% CII. Imagination, or tlie Faculty of Representing with

more or less vivacity a recalled object of
Parpen. 4.imnEma- coguitioH, is tlie sourcc of Errors, both

Error. when it is too languid and when it is

too vigorous. In the former case, the ob-

ject is represented obscurely and indistinctly; in the latter,

the ideal representation affords the illusive appearance of a

sensible presentation.

A strong imagination, that is, the power of holding up any ideal

object to the mind in clear and steady colors, is

Exiiiication. ^ faculty necessary to the poet and to the artist

;

\^
.

^.°'' but not to them alone. It is almost equally

pursuits. requisite for the successful cultivation of every

scientific pursuit; and, though differently ap-

plied, and different in the character of its representation, it may
well be doubted whether Aristotle did not possess as powerful an

imagination as Homer. The vigor and perfection of this faculty is

seen, not so much in the representation of individual objects and

fragmentary sciences, as in the representation of systems. In the

better ages of antiquity the perfection, the beauty, of all- works

of taste, whether in Poetry, Eloquence, Sculp-
Diverse cliarticteris- . -r> • x- ht • • • n

, . , . . , ture, Faintmo;, or Music, was pi'nicipally esti-
tics of Art m aucient ^ ^ i. I J

and modern times. mated from the symmetry or proportion of all

the parts to each other, and to the whole which

they together constituted ; and it was only in subservience to this

general harmony that the beauty of the several parts was appreci-

ated. In the criticism of modern times, on the contrary, the reverse

is true ; and we are disposed to look more to the obtrusive qualities

of details, than to the keeping and unison of a whole. Our works

of art are, in general, like kinds of assorted patch-work ;— not sys-

tems of parts all subdued in conformity to one ideal totality, but

coordinations of independent fragments, among which a ''2nir2nireus

2)an7ius" seldom comes amiss. The reason of this difference in

taste seems to be, what at first sight may seem the reverse, that in

antiquity not the Reason but the Imagination was the more vigor-

ous;— that the Imagination was able to represent simultaneously a

more comjirehensive system ; and thus the several parts being re-

garded and valued only as conducive to the general result,— these

parts never obtained that individual importance, which would have

fallen to them had they been only created and only considered for

themselves. Now this power of representing to the mind a com-

plex system in all its bearings, is not less requisite to the philosopher
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than to the poet, thougli the representation be different in kind

;

and the nature of the philosophic representations, as not concrete

and palpable like the poetical, supposes a more arduous operation,

and, therefore, even a more vigorous faculty. But Imagination, in

the one case and in the other, requires in proportion to its own
power a powerful intellect ; for imagination is not poetry nor

philosophy, but only the condition of the one and of the other.

But to speak now of the Errors which arise from the dispropor-

tion between the Imagination and the Judg-
Errors -nrhich arise ^g^^ . _ ^^ originate either in the weakness,

from the dispropor- . , . ,. , ^ , ,.

tion between imagina-
^'^' ^^ ^he inordinate Strength, of the former.

tion and Judgment. In regard to the errors which arise from the
Those arising from imbecility of the Eepresentative Faculty, it is

the weakness of Imagi- ^ t/>. ^^ ^ • , ^i • • , -t,

^^^.^^
° not difficult to conceive how this imbecility

may become a cause of erroneous judgment.

The Elaborative Faculty, in order to judge, requires an object,

—

requires certain differences to be given. Now, if the imagination

be weak and languid, the objects represented by it will be given in

such confusion and obscurity, that their differences are either null

or evanescent, and judgment thus rendered either impossible, or

possible only with the jn-obability of error. In these circumstances,

to secure itself from failure, the intellect must not attempt to rise

above the actual presentations of sense ; it must not attempt any

ideal analysis or synthesis,— it must abandon all free and self-

active elaboration, and all hope of a successful cultivation of

knowledge.

Again, in regard to the opposite errors, those arising from the

disproportioned vivacity of imagination,— these
rom Its dispropor-

are equally apparent. In this case the renewed
tionate vivacity.

. .

or newly-modifieil representations make an equal

impression on the mind as the original presentations, and are, con-

sequently, liable to be mistaken for these. Even during the percep-

tion of real objects, a too lively imagination mingles itself with the

observation, which it thus corrupts and falsifies. Thus arises what

is logically called the vitium subrej^tionis} This is frequently seen

in those pretended observations made by theorists in support of

their hypotheses, in which, if even the possibility be left for imagi-

nation to interfere, imagination is sure to fill up all that the senses

may leave vacant. In this case the observers are at once dupes and

deceivers, in the words of Tacitus, ^'' Finjunt simul creduntque." ^
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In regard to the remedies for these defects of the Representative

Faculty;— in the former case, the only allevia-

Eemedies for these ^5^,^ ^i;^^ p^„ be proposed for a feeble Imagina-
defects of the Imagi- . . ^ • x -J 1, xi x i . ^

„^jjg^
tion, is to animate it by the contemplation and

study of those works of art which are the pro-

ducts of a strong Phantasy, and which tend to awaken in the stu-

dent a corres])onding energy of that faculty. On the other hand, a

too powerful imagination is to be quelled and regulated by abstract

thinking, and the study of philosophical, perhaps of mathematical,

science.^

The faculty which next follows, is the Elaborative Faculty, Com-
parison, or the Faculty of Relations. This is the Understanding,

in its three functions of Conception, Judgment, and Reasoning.

On this faculty take the following paragraph.

H cm. The Affections and the Lower Cognitive Faculties

afford the sources and occasions of error

;

Ear. cm. 5. Eiabora. j^^ [^ jg ^j^g Elabor.ative Faculty, Under-
tive Faculty, — as a t. ^-i . t 1 1.1
source of Error. Standing, Compaiison, or Judgment, which

truly errs. This faculty does not, however,

err from strength or over-activity, but from inaction ; and this

inaction arises either from natural weakness, from want of

exercise, or from the impotence of attention.^

I formerly observed that error does not lie in the conditions

of our higher faoiltles themselves, and that
E-xphcation.

these faculties are not, by their own laws, deter-
Error does not He in . ., ^ , . t , .

the conditions of our mined to false judgments or conclusions

:

Higher Faculties, but

is possible in the ap- " Xam ncque (Iccipitur ratio, nee (lecipit unquam."3
plication of the laws

of those faculties to Ti- ^i .i • 11 1 it 111
determinate cases

^' ^"'^ were otherwise, all knowledge would be

impossible,— the root of our nature would be a

lie. "But in the .application of the laws of our higher faculties to

determinate cases, many eiTors are possible ; and these errors may
actually be occasioned by a variety of circumstances. Thus, it is a

law of our intelligence, that no event, no phenomenon, can be

thought as absolutely beginning to be ; we cannot but think

that all its constituent elements had a virtual existence prior

x) their concurrence, to necessitate its manifestation to us; we

1 Cf. Krug, Logik, } 156. Anm.— Ed.
s KruK, LogiJc, § 148.— Ed. [Cf Fries, Logik, } 103, Bachmann, Logik, 5 411.]

' Sec above, p. 389.— Ed.
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are thus unable to accord to it more than a relative commencement,

in other words, we are constrained to look upon it as the effect of

antecedent causes. Now though the law itself of our intelligence

— that a cause there is for every event— be altogether exempt

from error, yet in the application of this law to individual cases,

that is, in the attribution of determinate causes to determinate

effects, we are easily liable to go wrong. For we do not know,

except from experience and induction, what particular antecedents

are the causes of particular consequents ; and if our knowledge of

this relation be imperfectly generalized, or if we extend it by a

false analogy to cases not included within our observation, error is

the inevitable consequence. But in all this there is no fault, no

failure, of intelligence, there is only a deficienej',— a deficiency in

the activity of intelligence, while the Will determines us to a de-

cision before the Understanding has become fully conscious of cer-

tainty. The defective action of the Under-
Defective action of

the Understanding Standing may arise from three causes. In the

may arise from three first place, the faculty of Judgment may by
"''"*'^^'

nature be too feeble. This is the case in idiots
(a) Natural feeble- _

, t ^i n i xi. i_

ness. (b)Wantofne- and weak persons. In the second place, though

cessary experience (c) not by nature incompetent to judge, the intel-

incompeteucy of at- \qqi ^nay be without the necessary experience,

— may not possess the grounds on which a cor-

rect judgment must be founded. In the third place,— and this is

the most frequent cause of error,— the failure of the understanding

is from the incompetency of that act of will which is called Atten-

tion. Attention is the voluntary direction of the mind upon an

object, with the intention of fully apprehending it. The cognitive

energy is thus, as it were, concentrated upon a single point. We,
therefore, say that the mind collects itself, when it begins to be

attentive ; on the contrary, that it is distracted, when its attention

is not turned upon an object as it ought to be. This fixing— this

concentration, of the mind upon an object can only be carried to a

certain degree, and continued for a certain time. This degree and

this continuance are both dependent upon bodily circumstances; and

they are also frequently inteiTupted or suspended by the intrusion

of certain collateral objects, which are forced upon the mind, either

from without, by a strong and sudden impression upon the senses, or

from within, through the influence of Association; and these, when
once obtruded, gradually or at once divert the attention from the

original and principal object. If we are not sufficiently attentive,

or if the effort which accompanies the concentration of the mind

upon a single object be irksome, there arises hurry and thoughtless-
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ness in judging, inasmuch as we judge eitlier before we have fully

sought out the grounds on which our decision ought to proceed, or

have competently examined their validity and effect. It is hence

manifest that a multitude of errors is the inevitable consequence." ^

In regard to the Regulative Faculty,— Common Sense,— Intel-

ligence,— i/ovs,— this is not in itself a source
6. Regulative Fac- ^f error. Errors may, however, arise either

ulfy,— uot properly a „
i i •

..i i
• •

source of Error.
twm overlooknig the laws or necessary prmci-

plcs which it does contain ; or by attributing to

it, as necessary and original data, what .are only contingent general-

izations from experience, and, consequently, make no part of its

complement of native truths. But these errors, it is evident, are

not to be attributed to the Regulating Faculty itself, which is only

a place or source of principles, but to the imperfect operations of

the Understanding and Self-consciousness, in not properly observ-

ing and sifting the phenomena which it reveals.

Besides these sources of Error, which immediately originate in

the several powers and faculties of mind, there
Remote sources of

^^,^ ^j,^^^.^ ^^ ^ remoter origin .arising from the
trror m the different

. . . .

habits detcrmiuatcd diiferent li.abits which are determined by the

by sex, age, bodily differences of sex," of age,^ of bodily constitu-
constitutiou, educa- jj^,, 4 ^f education, of rank, of fortune, of pro-

' ' fession, of intellectual pursuit. Of these, how-

ever, it is impossible at present to attemjit an analysis ; and I shall

only endeavor to afford you a few specimens, and to refer you

for information in regard to the others to the best sources.

Intellectual pursuits or favorite studies, inasmuch as these deter-

mine the mind to a one-sided cultivation, that
p

.^^ ^^ ^j^^ neglect of some, and to the dispropor-

A one-sided cuitivii- tioned development of other, of its faculties, are

tionoftheintciieotu.ii among the mo.st remarkable causes of error.

P"'"'"^' This partial or one-sided cultiv.ation is exempli-
This exemplified in '

m, /- /.

three different phases. "^d in three difterent phases. Ihe first of

Exclusive cultivation. these is shown in the exclusive cultivation of
1. Of the powers of

^jjg powers of Observation, to the neglect of

the higher faculties of the Understanding. Of
this type are your men of physical .science. In this department of

knowledge there is chiefly demanded a patient habit of attention to

details, in order to detect phenomena, and, these discovered, their

1 Krug. ioff/t, niS. Anm. In some places 3 [Aristotle, Wiei., L. ii. c. 12. Crousaz

-litly changed. — Ed. Logiqiie, t. i. part i. sect. i. ch. v. J 15, p. 104.]

' [See Stewart, Elements, vol. iii. part iii. i [See Crousaz, Logique, t. i. p. i. sect. i. ch

H. V. chap. i. Works, vol. iv. p. 238 el stq,] v. p. 91 tt stq.'\
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generalization is usn.illy so easy that ttere is little exercise afforded

to the higher energies of Judgment and Reasoning. It was Bacon's

boast, that Induction, as applied to nature, would equalize all tal-

ents, level the aristocracy of genius, accomplish marvels by coopera-

tion and method, and leave little to be done by the force of individ-

ual intellects. This boast has been fulfilled. Science has, by the

Inductive Process, been brought down to minds, who previously

would have been incompetent for its cultivation, and physical knowl-

edge now usefully occupies many who would otherwise have been

without any rational pursuit. But the exclusive devotion to such

studies, if not combined with higher and graver sjjeculations, tends

to wean the student from the more vigorous efforts of mind,

which, though unamusing and even irksome at the commencement,
tend, however, to invigorate liis nobler powers, and to prepare him

for the final fruition of the highest happiness of his intellectual

nature.

A partial cultivation of the intellect, opposite to this, is given

in the exclusive cultivation of Metai)hysics and
2. Of Metaphysics.

(,f Mathematics. On this subject I may refer
3. Of Mathematics.

, . ~\r r,

Stewart referred to.
3'°" ^° ^°'^^ observations of Mr. Stewart, in

two chapters entitled The Jletajj/ii/sicicDi and

The Mathematician, in the third volume of his Elements of the

Philosophy of the Human. Mind,— chapters distinguished equally

by their candor and their depth of observation. On this subject

Mr. Stewart's authority is of the highest, inasmuch as he was dis-

tinguished in both the departments of knowledge, the tendency of

which he so well develops.



LECTURE XXXI.

MODIFIED STOICHEIOLOGY.

SECTION II.—ERROK—ITS CAUSES AND REMEDIES.

C— LANGUAGE.— D.— OBJECTS OF KNOWLEDGE.

In my last Lecture, I concluded the survey of the EiTors which

have their origin in the conditions and circum-
anguage, — aa

gtances of the Several Co£;nitive Faculties, and
a source of Error. => '

now proceed to that source of false judgment

which lies in the imperfection of the Instrument of thought and

Communication,— I mean Language.

Much controversy has arisen in regard to the question,— Has

man invented Language ? But the differences

Has man invented ^f opinion have in a great measure arisen from

ity"oTtbe*quest^n'°"
^^^ ambiguity or complexity of the terms, in

which the problem has been stated. By lan-

guage we may mean eithei- the power which man possesses of asso-

ciating his thought with signs, or the particular systems of signs

with which different portions of mankind have actually so associ-

ated their thoughts.

Taking language in the former sense, it is a natural faculty, an

original tendency of mind, and, in this view,

man has no more invented language than he

has invented thought. In fact, the power of

thought and the power of language are equally

entitled to be considered as elementary qualities of intelligence;

for while they are so different that they cannot be identified, they

are still so reciprocally necessary that the one cannot exist without

the other. It is true, indeed, that presentations and representations

of given individual objects might have taken place, although there

were no signs with which they were mentally connected, and by

which they could be overtly expressed ; but all complex and facti-

tious constructions out of these given individual objects, in other

lu what sense Lan-

guage is natural tc
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words, all notions, concepts, general ideas, or thoughts proper,

would have been impossible without an association to certain signs,

by which their scattered elements might be combined in unity,

and their vague and evanescent existence obtain a kind of definite

and fixed and palpable reality. Speech and cogitation are thus the

relative conditions of each other's activity, and both concur to the

accomplishment of the same joint result. The Faculty of Think-

ing— the Faculty of forming General Notions — being given, this

necessarily tends to energy, but the energy of thinking depends

upon the coactivity of the Faculty of Speech, which itself tends

equally to energy. These faculties,— these tendencies,— these

energies, thus coexist and have always coexisted ; and the result of

their combined action is thought in language, and language in

thought. So much for the origin of Language, considered in gen-

eral as a faculty.

But, though the Faculty of Speech be natural and necessary,

that its manifestations are, to a certain extent,
Was the first Ian-

j,onti„ ^ ^^,1 artificial, is evident from the
guage, actually spo- °

.

ken, the invention of simple fact, that there are more than a smgle

man, or an inspiration language actually Spoken. It may, therefore,

of the Deity? ^^ asked,— Was the first language, actually

spoken, the invention of man, or an inspiration
The latter hypothe- ^^ ^^^ p^j^^. , ,j,j^g ^^^^^^ hypothesis CUtS, but

sis considered. • , ^ :: ,

does not loose the knot. It declares that ordi-

nary causes and the laws of nature are insufficient to exjjlain the

phenomenon, but it does not prove this insufficiency ; it thus vio-

lates the rule of Parcimony, by postulating a second and hypothet-

ical cause to explain an effect, which it is not' shown cannot be

accounted for without this violent assumi^tion. The first and

greatest difficulty in the question is thus :— It is necessary to think

in order to invent a language, and the invention

u^tlTn""^
"^ "'^

°^ ^ language is necessary in order to think;

for we cannot think without notions, and no-

tions are only fixed by words.' This can only be solved, as I have

said, by the natural attraction between thought and speech,— by

their secret affinity, which is such that they suggest and, ^jari

passu, accompany each other. And in regard to the question,—
"Why, if speech be a natural faculty, it does not manifest itself like

other natural principles in a uniform manner,— it may be answered

1 See Rousseau, Discours sur I' Origine de V pour apprendre i penser, ils out eu bien plus

Inegaiitiparmi Us Hommes. Premiere Tartie. besoin encore de savoir penser pour tronver

" Si les homjnes ont eu besoin de la parole I'art de la parole."— Ed.

55
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that the F.iculty of Speech is controlled and modified in its exer-

cise by external cii-cumstances, in consequence of which, though its

exertion be natural and necessary, and, therefore, identical in all

men, the special foi-ms of its exertion are in a great degree conven-

tional and contingent, and, therefore, different among different por-

tions of mankind.

Considered on one side, languages arc the results of our intelli-

gence and its immutable laws. In consequence
Language has a gen- ^f ^]jjg^ ^j-jgy exhibit in their progress and devel-

cbaiacter.
^ ^^""'^ opment resemblances and common characters

which allow us to compare and to recall them

to certain primitive and essential forms, — to evolve a system of

Universal Grammar. Considered on another side, each language is

the offspring of particular wants, of special circumstances, physical

and moral, and of chance. Hence it is that every language has

particular forms as it has peculiar words. Language thus bears

the impress of human intelligence only in its general outlines.

There is, therefore, to be found reason and philosophy in all lan-

guages, but we should be wrong in believing that reason and phi-

losophy have, in any language, determined everything. No tongue,

how perfect soever it may appear, is a coni-

No language is a pje^g and perfect instrument of human thought.
perfect instrument of i-, .^ ,. .

,

^^^^ jjj
r rom its very conditions every language must

be imperfect. The human memory can only

compass a limited complement of words, but the data of sense, and

still more the combinations of the understanding, are wholly un-

limited in number. No language can, therefore, be adequate to

the ends for which it exists ; all are imperfect, but some are fixr less

incompetent instruments than others.

From what has now been said, you will be prepared to find in

Language one of the principal sources of Error; but before I go on

to consider the particular modes in which the Imperfections of

Language are the causes of false judgments,— I shall comprise the

general doctrine in the following paragraph.

^ CIV. As the human mind necessarily requires the aid

of signs to elaborate, to fix, and to commu-

-!sa8oTroeo°rrr!r'
"'^"^'^ ^'•^ uotious, and as Articulato Sounds

are the species of signs which most effect-

ually afford this aid. Speech is, therefore, an indispensable

instrument in the higher functions of thought and knowledge.

But as speech is a necessary, but not a perfect, instrument, its

imperfection must reiict upon the mind. For the Multitude
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of Languages, the Difficulty of their Acquisition, their neces-

sary Inadequacy, and the consequent Ambiguity of Words,

both singly and in combination,— these are all copious sources

of Illusion and Error.^

We have already sufficiently considered the reason why thought

is dependent upon some system of signs or sym-

Expiication. \)q\^ ijotJi fgi- Its internal perfection and external

th!'fmern!TjTerItion
expression." The analyses and syntheses,— the

of Thought. decompositions and compositions,— in a word,

the elaborations, performed by the Understand-

ing upon the objects presented by External Perception and Self-

Consciousness, and represented by Imagination,— these operations

are faint and fugitive, and would have no existence, even for the

conscious mind, beyond the moment of present consciousness, were

we not able to connect, to ratify, and to fix them, by giving to

their parts (which would otherwise immediately fall asunder) a

permanent unity, by associating them with a sensible symbol, which

we may always recall at pleasure, and which, when recalled, recalls

along with it the characters which concur in constituting a notion

or factitious object of intelligence. So flu- signs are necessary for

the internal operation of thought itself. But for the communica-

tion of thought from one mind to another, signs are equally indis-

pensable. For in itself thought is known, — thought is knowable,

only to the thinking mind itself; and were we
And forthecomnDu-

^^^ enabled to connect ceilain complements of
nication of Thought.

, , . ...
, ,

, ,

thought to certam sensible symbols, and by

their means to suggest in other minds those complements of

thought of which we were conscious in ourselves, we should never

be able to communicate to others what engaged our interest, and

man would remain for man, if an intelligence at all, a mere isolated

intelligence.

In regard to the question,— What may these sensible symbols

be, by which we are to compass such memorable effijcts,— it is

needless to show that mien and gesture, which, to a certain extent,

afford a kindof natural expression, are altogether inadequate to the

double purpose of thought and communication, which it is here

required to accomplish. This double purpose can be effected only

1 Knig, Logik, 5 145. — Ed. [Cf. Ernesti, Lagil; 5 109. Caro, Logique, Part. i. cli. i. art.

Iniiia Uocirina SoUdioris: Pars Atitra; Uialtc- 9, p. 121. CrouEaz, Toussaint.] [Crousaz, Lo-

tica, c. 2, s 24. Wyttenbach, Pracrpta Phil, gii/iie, t. iii. part i. sect. iii. c. 2, p. 63 el stq.

iog. P. iii. c- iii. p. 9S. Tittcl, to^it, p. 292. Tousfnint, De ?a Pens«. Chs. viii. x. — Ed]

Kirwan, Logick, i. 214. Fries, SysUm der 2 See above, p. 430. — Ed.
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by symbols, which express, through intonations of the voice, what

is passing in the mind. These vocal intonations
Intonations of tbe

^^.^ g^^j^^j. jn^rtic^j^^te or articulate. The for-
voice the only ade-

quate sensible symbols Dier are mere sounds or cries; and, as such, an

of thought and its expression of the feelings of which the lower
communication. aniuials are also capable. The latter constitute

Tliese inarticulate , - , , . ^ , ,

and articulate.
words, and these, as the expression of thoughts

The latter constitute or notions, constitute Language Proper or

Language Proper. Speech.' Speech, as we have said, as the in-
How Language is a ^ ^ /» i i .. ^ • i

^r~ strument of elaborating, fixing, and commu-
Bource of Error.

_ _ 7 .

nicating our thoughts, is a principal mean of

knowledge, and even the indispensable condition on which depends

the exercise of our higher cognitive faculties. But, at the same time,

in consequence of this very dependence of thought upon language,

inasmuch as language is itself not perfect, the understanding is not

only restrained in its operations, and its higher development, conse-

quently, checked, but many occasions are given of positive error.

For, to -say nothing of the impediment presented to the free com-

munication of thought by the multitude of tongues into which

human language is divided, in consequence of which all speech

beyond their mother-tongue is incomprehensible to those who do

not make a study of other languages,— even the accurate learning

of a single language is attended with such difficulties, that perhaps

there never yet has been found an individual who was thoroughly

acquainted with all the words and modes of verbal combination in

any single language,— his mother-tongue even not excepted. But

the circumstance of principal importance is,

The ambiguity of that how copious and expressive soever it may
wor s e principa

^ ^^ lansfuage is competent adequately to
source of error origi-

' o » i i .1

Bating in Language. denote all possible notions, and all possible rela-

tions of notions, and from this necessary poverty

of language in all its different degrees, a certain inevitable ambigu-

ity arises, both in the employment of single words and of words in

mutual connection.

As this is the principal source of the error originating in Lan-

guage, it will be proper to be a little more
Two circumstances explicit. And here it is expedient to take into

underthis head which
^^^^^^^^^ ^^^ circumstances, which mutually af-

mutually affect each

other. feet each other. The first is, that as the vocab-

ulary of every language is necessarily finite, it

is necessarily disproportioned to the multi]>licity, not to say infinity,

of thought ; and the second, that the complement of words in any

1 Cf Krug, Logik, } 145. Anm. — Ed.
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given language has been always iillctl up with terms significant of

objects and relations of the external world, before the want was
experienced of words to express the objects and relations of the

internal.

From the first of these circumstances, considered exclusively

and by itself, it is manifest that one of two
The vocabulary of alternatives must take place. Either the words

llln- flime
^^

Conse-
^^ ^ language must each designate only a single

quencee of this. notion,— a single fasciculus of thought,— the

multitude of notions not designated being al-

lowed to perish, never obtaining more than a momentary exist-

ence in the mind of the individual ; or the words of a language

must each be employed to denote a plurality of concepts. In

the former case, a small amount of thought would be expressed,

but that precisely and without ambiguity ; in the latter, a large

amount of thought would be expressed, but that vaguely and

equivocally. Of these alternatives (each of which has thus its

advantages and disadvantages), the latter is the one which has

universally been prefen-ed ; and, accordingly, all languages by the

same word express a multitude of thoughts, more or less differing

from each other. Now, what is the consequence of this ? It is

plain that if a word has more than a single meaning attached

to it, when it is emj^loyed it cannot of itself directly and per-

emptorily suggest any definite thought;— all that it can do is

vaguely and hypothetically to suggest a variety of different no-

tions ; and -we are obliged from a consideration of the context,

— of the tenor,— of the gener.al analogy, of the discourse, to sur-

mise, with greater or less assurance, with greater or less precision,

what particular bundle of characters it was intended to convey.

_ Words, in fact, as languages are constituted,

do nothing more than suggest, — are notliing

more than hints ; hints, likewise, which leave

the principal part of the process of interpretation to be performed

by the mind of the hearer. In this respect, the effect of words

resembles the effect of an outline or shade of a countenance

with which we are familiar. In both cases, the mind is stimulated

to fill up what is only hinted or pointed at. Thus it is that the

function of language is not so much to infuse knowledge from

one intelligence to another, as to bring two minds into the same

train of thinking, and to confine them to the same track. In this

procedure what is chiefly wonderful, is the rapidity with which the

mind compares the word with its correlations, and in general, with-

out the slightest effort, decides which among its various meanings
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is the one which it is here intended to convey. But how marvel-

lous soever be the ease and velocity of this process of selection, it

cannot always be performed with equal certainty. AYords are often

employed with a plurality of meanings ; several of which may
quadrate, or be supposed to quadrate, with the general tenor

of the discourse. Error is thus possible ; and it is also proba-

ble, if we have any prepossession in favor of one interpreta-

tion rather than of another. So copious a source of error is

the ambiguity of language, that a very large proportion of human
controversy has been concerning the sense in which certain terms

should be understood ; and many disputes have even been fiercely

waged, in consequence of the disputants being unaware that

they agreed in opinion, and only differed in the meaning they

attached to the words in which that opinion was expressed.

On this subject I may refer you to the very amusing and very

instructive treatise of "VVerenfelsius, entitled De Logomachiis

Eruditorum.

"In regard to a remedy for this description of error, — this lies

exclusively in a thorough study of the language
Ecmedy for error employed in the communication of knowledge,

arising from Lau- - . , .11 -, n r^ • •

g^ji„^
and m an acquamtance with the rules of Criti-

cism and Interpretation. The study of lan-

guages, when rationally pursued, is not so unimportant as many
fondly conceive; for misconceptions most frequently arise solely

from an ignorance of words ; and every language may, in a cer-

tain sort, be viewed as a commentary upon Logic, inasmuch as

every language, in like manner, mirrors in itself the laws of

thought.

"In reference to the rules of Criticism and Interpretation,

—

these especially should be familiar to those who make a study

of the writings of ancient authors, as these writings have de-

scended to us often in a very mutilated state, and are composed

in languages which are now dead. How many theological errors,

for example, have only arisen because the divines were either

ignorant of the principles of Criticism and Hermencutic, or

did not properly apply them ! Doctrines originating in a cor-

rupted lection, or in a figurative expression, have thus arisen

and been keenly defended. Such errors are best combated by

philological weapons ; for these pull them up along with their

roots.

"Atliorough knowledge of languages in general accustoms the

mind not to remain satisfied with the liusk, but to penetrate in,

even to tlie kei'iiel. Witli tliis knowledge we shall not so easily
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imagine that we understand a system, -when -we only possess

the language in -which it is expressed ; we shall not conceive

that we truly reason, when we only employ certain empty words

and formute ; we shall not betray ourselves into unusual and

obscure expressions, under which our meaning may be easily mis-

taken ; finally, we shall not dispute with others about words, when

we are in fact at one with them in regard to things." '^ So much

for the errors which originate in Language.

As to the last source of Error which I enumerated,— the

Objects themselves of our knowledge,— it is

IT. Source of Error, hardly necessary to say anything. It is evident
—the objecu of our ^ ^^ niatters are obscure and abstruse,
Knowledge.

, , , -, ,

while others are clear and palpable ; and that,

consequently, the probability of eiTor is greater in some studies

than it is in others. But as it is impossible to deliver any special

rules for these cases, different from those which are given for the

Acquisition of Knowledge in general, conceraing which we are

soon to speak,— this source of error may be, therefore, passed over

in silence.

We have now thus finished the consideration of the various

Sources of En'or, and—

f CV. The following rules may be given, as the results

of the foregoing discussion, touching the

touching the causH Causes and Remedies of our False Judg-
and Kemedies of our meutS.

u gmen s.
^^ Eudcavor as far as possible to obtain

a clear and thorough insight into the laws of the Understand-

ing, and of the Mental Faculties in general. Study Logic and

Psychology.

2°. Assiduously exercise your mind in the application of

these laws. Learn to think methodically.

3°. Concentrate your attention in the act of Thinking;

and pi'incipally employ the seasons when the Intellect is

alert, the Passions slumbering, and no external causes of

distraction at work.

4°. Carefully eliminate all foreign interests from the objects

of your inquiry, and allow yourselves to be actuated by the

interest of Truth alone.

5°. Contrast your various convictions, your past and present

judgments, with each other ; and admit no conclusion as cer-

1 Knag, Logik^ i 157. Aum.— Ed.
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tain, until it has been once and again thoroughly examined,

and its correctness ascertained.

6°. Collate your own persuasions with those of others;

attentively listen to and weigh, without prepossession, the

judgments formed by others of the opinions which you your-

selves maintain.^

iCf. Krug, Logit, 5 160. Bachmaan, io^i, § 116. — ED.



LECTURE XXXII.

MODIFIED METHODOLOGY.

SECTION I.—OF THE ACQUISITION OF KNOWLEDGE.

I. EXPERIENCE.— A. PERSONAL:— OBSERVATION

—

INDUCTION AND ANALOGY.

In our last Lecture, having conclucled the Second Department

of Concrete Logic, — that which treats of the
Means by which oar

Ca^geg of Error, we now enter upon the Third
knowledge obtains the „ ^ -.r -,-n • -r ., .

character of Perfec P"''t of Concrete or Modified Logic, — that

tion, viE., the Acquisi- which considers the Means by which our
tjon and tiie Commu- Knowledge obtains the character of Perfec-
nication of Knowl- . mi • i i

tion. These means may, in general, be re-

garded as two, — the Acquisition and the

Communication of knowledge,— and these two means we shall,

accordingly, consider consecutively and apart.

In regard to the Acquisition of Knowledge,— we must consider

this by reference to the different kinds of knowl-
The acquisition of

g^-, ^f ^^.j^j^j^ ^,^g human intellect is callable.
Knowledge. . ^

, , . . -, . . - i
• •

And this, viewed in its greatest universahty, is

of two species.

Human knowledge, I say, viewed in its greatest universality, is

of two kinds. For either it is one of which the
Human Knowledge

objects are given as contingent phseuomena, or
of two kinds. ' " °

.

one m which the objects are given as necessary

facts or laws. In the former case, the cognitions are called e;?yjjV-

ical, experiential, or of experience; in the latter, pure, intuitive,

rational, or of reason, also of common sense. These two kinds

of knowledge are, likewise, severally denominated cognitions a

posteriori and cognitions a priori. The distinction of these two

species of cognitions consists properly in this,— that the former

are solely derived from the Presentations of Sense, External and

Internal : whereas the latter, thouc;h first manifested on the occasion
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of such Presentations, are not, however, mere products of Sense;

on the contrary, they are laws, principles, forms, notions, or by
whatever name they may be called, native and original to the mind,

that is, founded in, or constituting the very nature of. Intelligence

;

and, accordingly, out of the mind itself they must be developed,

and not sought for and acquired as foreign and accidental acquisi-

tions. As the Presentative Faculties inform us only of what exists

and what happens, that is, only of facts and events,— such empir-

ical knowledge constitutes no necessary and universal judgment;

all, in this case, is contingent and particular, for even our general-

ized knowledge has only a relative and precarious universality.

The cognitions, on the other hand, which are given as Laws of

Mind, are, at once and in themselves, universal and necessary. We
cannot but think them, if we think at all. The

Doctrine of tiie Ac- doctriue, therefore, of the Acquisition of Knowl-

edge" cTusilts trtwo ^''S'^' ^™^^ consist of two parts,— the first treat-

paiis. i'lg of the acquisition of knowledge through the

data of Experience, the second, of the acquisi-

tion of knowledge through the data of Intelligence.'

In regard to the fii'st of these sources, viz.. Experience,— this is

either our own experience or the experience of
I. The Doctrine of otliers, and in either case it is for us a mean of

encTof two kinds'^"''
knowledge. It is manifest that the knowledge

we acquire through our personal experience, is

far superior in degree to that which we obtain through the experi-

ence of other men; inasmuch as our knowledge of an object, in

the former case, is far clearer and more distinct, far more complete

and lively, than in the latter ; while at the same time the latter

also affords us a far inferior conviction of the correctness and cer-

tainty of the cognition than the former. On the other hand, for-

eign is far superior to our proper experience in this,— that it is

much more comprehensive, and that, without this, man would be

deprived of those branches of knowledge which are to him of the

most indispensable importance. Now, as the principal distinction

of experience is thus into our own experience and into the experi-

ence of others, we must consider it more closely in this twofold

relation.- First, then, of our Personal Experience.

Experience necessarily supposes, as its primary condition, certain

presentations by the faculties of External or of Internal Perception,

1 See Esser, iogii, § 145. — Ed. In regard
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and is, therefore, of two kinds, according as it is conversant about

the objects of the one of these faculties, or the

1. Personal Experi-
objects of the Other. But the presentation of a

flict of the external or of the internal world is

not at once an experience. To this there is required a continued

series of such presentations, a comparison of these together, a men-

tal separ.ition of the different, a mental combination of the similar,

and it, therefore, over and above the operation of the Presentative

Faculties, requires the cooperation of the Retentive, the Repro-

ductive, the Representative, and the Elaborative Faculties. In

regard to Experience, as the first means by which we acquire

knowledge through the legitimate use and application of our Cog-

nitive Faculties, I give you the following paragraph :

f CVI. The First Mean towards the Acquisition of Knowl-

edge is Experience {experientia, e/iTrctpia).

Par. cvL Eiperi- Experience may be, rudely and generally,
enoe. w a

.
m gen.

(jj.gyj.iijgf] ^g [\^q apprehension of the phas-

nomena of the outer world, presented by

.the Faculty of External Perception, and of the phsenomena of

the inner world, presented by the Faculty of Self-conscious-

ness ;— these pha2nomena being retained in Memory, ready for

Reproduction and Representation, being also arranged into

order by the Understanding.

This paragraph, you will remark, affords only a preliminaiy view

of the general conditions of Experience. In
ExpIicaUon. ,,., .. -, ,-, ,

the first place, it is evident, that witliout the

Presentative, or, as they may with equal propriety be called, the

Acquisitive, Faculties of Perception, External and Internal, no

experience would be possible. But these faculties, though afford-

ing the fundamental condition of knowledge, do not of themselves

make up experience. There is, moreover, required of the phe-

nomena or appearances the accumulation and retention, the repro-

duction and representation. Memory, Reminiscence, and Imagina-

tion must, therefore, also cooperate. Finally, unless the phrenomena

be compared together, and be arranged into cl.asses, according to

their similarities and differences, it is evident that no judgments,—
no conclusions, can be formed concerning them ; but without a

judgment knowledge is impossible ; and as experience is a knowl-

edge, consequently experience is impossible. The Understanding

or Elaborative Faculty must, therefore, likewise cooperate. Mani-
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lius has well expressed the nature of expenence in the following

lines.

"Per varios usus artem expcrientia fecit,

Exemplo monstrante viam." i

And Afranius in the others

:

" Usus me genuit, mater peperit Memoria;

Sopliiam vocant me Graii, vos Sapientiam." 2

•' Our own observation, be it external or internal, is either with,

or without, intention ; and it consists either of a
Common and scien-

^^^.j^^ ^^ Presentations alone, or Abstraction
tiflo Experience.

and Reflection supervene, so that the presenta-

tions obtain that completion and system which they do not of

themselves possess. In the former case, the experience may be

called an Unlearned or a Common; in the latter, a Learned or

Scientific Experience. Intentional and reflective experience is called

Observation. Observation is of two kinds ; for

Observation,— what. either the objects which it considers remain
wo '"S'—

unchantjed, or, previous to its application, they
eervation Proper, and 0771 1 r > j

Experiment. are made to undergo certain arbitrary changes,

or are placed in certain factitious i-elations. In

the latter case, the observation contains the specific name of Ex-

periment. Observation and experiment do not, therefore, constitute

opposite or two diflferent procedures,— the latter is, in propriety,

only a certain subordinate modification of the former ; for, wliile

observation may accomplish its end without experiment, experi-

ment without observation is impossible. Observation and experi-

ment are manifestly exclusively competent upon the objects of our

empirical knowledge ; and they cooperate, equally and in like man-

ner, to the progress of that knowledge, partly by establishing,

pai-tly by correcting, partly by amplifying it. Under observation,

therefore, is not to be understood a common or unlearned experi-

ence, which obtrudes itself upon every one endowed with the

ordinary faculties of Sense and Understanding, but an intentional

and continued application of the faculties of Perception, combined

with an abstractive and reflective attention to an object or class of

objects, a more accurate knowledge of which, it is proposed, by the

observation, to accomplish. But in order that the observation

should accomplish this end,— more especially when the objects ai-e

2 Fragmentum e Sella. Vide Corpus Poetarum Latinorum, vol. ii. p. 1513, Lond. 1713.— El>
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numerous, and a systematic complement of cognitions is the end

proposed,— it is necessary that we shouhl know
Prscognita of Ob-

ggj.tain praBCOOTita,— 1°. What we oudit to
servatiou. ^„ tx i i , ^„

observe ;
2°. How we ought to observe ; and 3°.

By what means are the data of observation to be reduced to sys-

tem. The first of these concerns the Object; the second, the Pro-

cedure ; the third, the scientific Completion, of the observations.

It is proper to make some general observations in regard to these,

in their order ; and first, of the Object of observation,— the ichat

we ought to observe.

" The Object of Observation can only be some given and deter-

minate phtenomenon, and this phenomenon ei-

Firet,— The Object ther an external Or an internal. Through observa-

„,
."

^ ,

, tion, whether external or internal, there are four
This fourfold. ' '

several cognitions which we propose to compass,

— viz., to ascertain— 1°. What the Phtenomena themselves are; 2°.

What are the Conditions of their Reality ; 8°. What are the Causes

of their Existence ; 4°. What is the Order of their Consecution.

"In regard to what the phfenomena themselves are {quid sint),

that is, in regard to what constitutes their pecu-

liar nature,— this, it is evident, must be the

primary m.atter of consideration, it being always

supposed that the fact (the an sit) of the phenomenon itself has

been established.' To this there is required, above all, a clear and

distinct Presentation or Representation of the object. In order to

obtain this, it behooves us to analyze,— to dis-

in their individual member, the constituent parts of the object,

u^te'"""**
"* ''°°' ^^^ *° ^^^^ *"*° proximate account those char-

actei-s which constitute the obj.ect, that is, which

make it to be what it is, and nothing but what it is. This being

performed, we must proceed to compare it with other objects, and

with those especially which bear to it the strongest similarity,

taking accurate note always of those points in which they recipro-

cally resemble and in which they reciprocally disagree.

"But it is not enough to consider the several phsenomena in their

individual peculiarities and contrasts,— in what
As under determi- ^T^ ^,.g^ ^^^ j^ ^^iVit they are not,— it is also

Date ffenera and spe- , . , . , i i ,
• ..

gj^
requisite to bring them under determniate gen-

era and species. To this end we must, having

obtained (as previously prescribed) a clear and distinct knowledge

of the several phsEnomena in their essential similarities and differ-

ences, look away or abstract from the latter,— the differences, and

1 Better the Aristotellc questions,— jln Si(, etc. [See Lectures on JIIf(a;;Aj(si«, p. 41. — Ed.]

V. Wliat the Phs-

nomena are.
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comprehend the former, — the similarities, in a compendious and

characteristic notion, under an appropriate name.

"When the distinctive peculiarities of the phasnomena have been

thus definitively recognized, the second ques-
2o.whattheCoBdi.

^j^^ emerges,— What are the Conditions of
tions of their Reality.

. -n • m
their Reality. These conditions are commonly

called Requisites, and under requisite we must understand all that

must have preceded, before the phoenomena could follow. In order

to discover the requisites, we take a number of analogous cases, or

cases similar in kind, and inquire what are the circumstances under

which the phaenomenon always arises, if it does arise, and what are

the circumstances under which it never arises ; and then, after a

competent observation of individual cases, we construct the general

judgment, that the phenomenon never occurs unless this or that

other phaenomenon has preceded, or at least accompanied, it. Here,

however, it must be noticed, that nothing can be viewed as a requi-

site which .admits of any, even the smallest, exception.

" The requisite conditions being discovered, the third question

arises,— What are the Causes of the Phainom-

ena. According to the current doctrine, the

causes of phasnomena are not to be confounded

with their requisites; for although a phenomenon no more occurs

without its requisite than without its cause, still, the requisite being

given, the phaBnomenon does not necessarily follow, and, indeed,

very frequently does not ensue. On the contrary, if the cause

occurs, the phaenomenon must occur also. In other words, the

requisite or condition is that without which the jjhaenomenon never

is ; the cause, on the other hand, is that through which it always is.

Thus an emotion of pity never arises without a knowledge of the

misfortune of another; but so little does this knowledge necessitate

that emotion, th.at its opposite, a feeling of rejoicing, complacency,

at such suffering may ensue ; whereas the knowledge of another's

misfortune must be followed by a sentiment of pity, if we are pre-

disposed in fixvor of the person to whom the misfortune has oc-

curred. In this view, the knowledge of another's misfortune is

only a requisite; whereas our favorable predisposition constitutes

the cause. It must, however, be admitted, that in different rela-

tions one and the same circumstance may be both requisite and

cause ;"^ and, in point of fact, it would be more correct to consider

the cause as the whole sum of antecedents, without which the phe-

nomenon never does take place, and with which it always must.

3°. What the Causes

of the rhaenomena.
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What are commonly called requisites, are thus, in truth, only partial

causes ; what are called causes, only proximate requisites.

"In the fourth place, having ascertained the essential qualities,

—

the Conditions and the Causes of pha3nomena,
4°. What the Order _ ^ g^.^^ question emerges, — What is the

of their Consecution. ^, . ,.,, .,..10 i^i-
Order in which they are manitested .'' and tins

being ascertained, the observation has accomplished its end. This

question applies either to a phasnomenon considered in itselfi or to a

phenomenon considered in relation to others. In relation to itself,

the question concerns only the time of its origin, of its continuance,

and of its termination ; in relation to others, it concerns the recip-

rocal consecution in which the several phienomena appear." ^

"We now go on to the Second Prajcognitum,— the Manner of

Observation,— How we are to observe. What
Second, -The Man- ^^ j^.^^.^ hithorto Spoken of— the Object— can

ner of Observation. . ^
, c c

be known only in one way,— the way ot bcien-

tific Observation. It therefore remains to be asked,— How must

the observation be instituted, so as to afford us a satisfactory result

in regard to all the four sides on which it behooves an object to be

observed ? In the first place, as preliminary to
i». Proper ftate of

observation, it is required that the observing
the observing mind.

. , , ., , n ,

mind be tranquil and composed, be exempt

from prejudice, partiality, and prepossession, and be actuated by

r.o other interest than the discovery of truth. Tranquillity and

composure of mind are of peculiar importance in our observation of

the phenomena of the internal world; for these phenomena are not,

like tliose of the external, perceptible by sense, enclosed in space,

continuous and divisible; and they follow each other in such num-

bers, and with such a rapidity, that they are at best observable with

difficulty, often losing even their existence by the interference of

the observing, — the reflective energy, itself. But that the obser-

vation should be always conducted in the calm and collected state

of mind required to purify this condition, we must be careful to

obtain, more and more, a mastery over the Attention, so as to turn

it with full force upon a single aspect of the phasnomena, and, conse-

quently, to abstract it altogether from every other. Its proper func-

tion is to contemplate the objects of observation tranquilly, continu-

ously, and without anxiety for the result ; and this, likewise, without

too intense an activity or too vigorous an application of its forces.

But the observation and concomitant energy of attention will be

without result, unless we previously well consider what precise

object or objects we are now to observe. Nor will our experience

1 Essor, LogH, } 145. — Ed.
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obtain an answer to the question proposed for it to solve, unless

that question be of such a nature as will animate
2°. Conditions of the t^e observing faculties by some stimulus, and

ques ion
" " "=

'"'•

give them a determinate direction. Where this
nuDed by tlie observar »
tion. is not the case, attention does not effect any-

thing, nay, it does not operate at all. On this

account such psychological questions as the following : "What takes

place iu the process of Self-consciousness,— of Perception, — of

Vision, — of Hearing, — of Imagination, etc., — cannot be an-

swered, as thus absolutely stated, that is, without reference to

some determinate object. But if I propose the problem,— What
takes place when I see this or that object, or better still, when I see

this table,— the attention is stimulated and directed, and even a

child can give responses, which, if properly illustrated and ex-

plained, will afford a solution to the problem. If, therefore, the

question upon the object of ob.servation bo too vague and general,

so that the attention is not suitably excited and applied, — this

question must be divided and subdivided into othei-s more par-

ticular, and this process must be continued until we reach a ques-

tion which affords the requisite conditions. We should, therefore,

determine as closely as possible the object itself, and the jihases in

which we wish to observe it, separate from it all foreign or adventi-

tious parts, resolve every question into its constituent elements,

enunciate each of these as sj^ecially as possible, and never couch it

in vague and general expressions. But here we must at the same

time take care that the object be not so torn and mangled that the

attention feels no longer any attraction to the several parts, or that

the several parts can no longer be viewed in their natural connec-

tion. So much it is possible to say in general, touching the Man-

ner in which observation ought to be carried on ; what may further

be added under this head, depends upon the jDarticular nature of

the objects to be observed." ^

"In this manner, then, must we proceed, until all has been

accomplished which the problem, to be answered by the observa-

tion, pointed out. When the observ.ation is concluded, an accurate

record or notation of what has been observed is of use, in order to

enable us to supply what is found wanting in our subsequent obser-

vation. If we have accumulated a considerable apparatus of re-

sults, in relation to the object we observe, it is proper to take a

survey of these ; from what is found defective, new questions must

be evolved, and an answer to these sought out through new obser-

1 Eseer, Logik, § 149.— Ed.
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vations. When the inquiry lias attained its issue, a tabular view of

all the observations made upon the subject is convenient, to afford

a conspectus of the whole, and as an aid to the memory. But how
(and this is the Third Precognition) individual

Ti.ird, - The means observations are to be built up into a systematic
by ivi.ich the data of

^^-jjoje jg to be soudit for partly from the nature
Observation are to be . .

"=

f i- ^i ^ i-

reduced to System.
°f science in general, partly from the nature of

the particular empirical science for the constitu-

tion of which the observation is applied. Nor is what is thus sought

difficult to find. It is at once evident, that a synthetic arrangement

is least applicable in the empirical sciences. For, anterior to obser-

vation, the object is absolutely unknown ; and it is only through

observation that it becomes a matter of science. We can, therefore,

only go to work in a problematic or interrogative manner, and it

is impossible to commence by assertory projjositions, of which we
afterwards lead the demonstration. We must, therefore, determine

the object on all sides, in so far as observation is competent to this;

we must analyze every question into its subordinate questions, and

each of these must find its answer in observation. The systematic

order is thus given naturally and of itself; and in this procedure it

is impossible that it should not be given. But for a comprehensive

and all-sided system of empirical knowledge, it is not sufficient to

possess the whole data of observation, to have collected these to-

gether, and to have arranged them according to some external prin-

ciple ; it is, likewise, requisite that we have a thorough-going prin-

ciple of explanation, even though this exj^lanation be impossible in

the way of observation, and a power of judging of the data, ac-

coiding to universal laws, although these universal laws may not be

discovered by experience alone. These two ends are accomplished

by different means. The former we compass by the aid of Hypoth-

esis, the latter, by the aid of Induction and Analogy."^ Of these

in detail. In regard to Hypothesis, I give you the following

paragraph.

IT CYII. When a phenomenon is presented, which can be

explained by no principle afforded through

ef"-^JZt
^^^°"" Experience, we feel discontented and un-

easy; and there arises an effort to discover

some cause which may, at least provisorUy, account for the

outstanding phaeuomenon ; and this cause is finally recognized

as valid and true, if, through it, the given phsenomenon is

1 Esser, Logik, § 150. —Ed.
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found to obtain .1 full and iierfect ex])lanation. The judgment

in which a jihrcnonienon is referred to such a problematic

cause, is called an Hypothesis}

Hypotheses have thus no other end than to satisfy the desire of

the mind to reduce the objects of its knowledge
Explication.

^ unity and system : and they do this in recall-
Hypotbesis,-its end.

.

•'

y
' ''..,,

ing them, ad interim, to some principle, through

which the mind is enabled to comprehend them. From this view

of their nature, it is manifest how far they are permissible, and how
far they are even useful and expedient; throwing altogether out of

account the possibility, that what is at first assumed as hypothetical,

may, subsequently', be proved true.

When our ex|ierienec has revealed to us .1 certain correspondence

among a number of objects, we are determined, by an original prin-

ciple of our nature, to suppose the existence of a more extensive

correspondence than our observation has already proved, or may
ever be able to establi.sh. This tendency to generalize our knowl-

edge by the judgment,— that where much has been found accord-

ant, all will be found accordant,— is not properly a conclusion

deduced from premises, but an original principle of our nature,

which we may call that oi Logical, or perhaps better, that oi Philo'

sophical, Presum2)tion. This Presumption is of two kinds ; it i."

either Induction or Analogy, which, though usually confounded,

are, however, to be carefully distinguished. I shall commence the

consideration of these by the following paragrajih.

^ CYIII. If we have uniformly observed that a number of

objects of the same class (genus or speciesi
Par. cviii. Indue

posscss in common a certain attribute, we
tion and Analogy. ^

^

'

are disposed to conclude that this attribute

is possessed by all the objects of that class. This conclusion is

properly called an Inference of Induction. Again, if we have

observed that two or more things agree in several internal and

essential characters, we are disposed to conclude that they

agree, likewise, in all other essential characters, that is, that

they are constituents of the same class (genus or species).

Tills conclusion is projierly called an Inference of Analogy.

The 231'iiiciple by which, in cither case, we are disposed to

extend our inferences beyond the limits of experience, is a nat-

ural or ultimate principle of intelligence ; and may be called

1 Esscr, Logik,
S 151. Cf. Lectures on Mrtaphi/sks, p. 117 el seq.— Ed-
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tlie principle of Lorjical, or, more properly, of Philosophical

Presumption}

"The reasoning by Inrluction and the reasoning by Analogy

have this in common, that they both conclude
Explication. from something observed to something not ob-

served ; from something within to something

miut and difference. beyond the Sphere of actual experience. They
differ, however, in this, that, in Induction, that

which is observed and from which the inference is drawn to that

which is not observed, is a unity in plurality ; whereas, in Analogy,

it is a plurality in unity. In other words, in Induction, we look to

the one in the many ; in Analogy we look to the many in the one :

and while in both we conclude to the unity in totality, we do this,

in Induction, from the recognized unity in plurality, in Analogy,

from the recognized plurality in unity. Thus, as induction rests

upon the principle, that what belongs (or does not belong) to

many things of the same kind, belongs (or does not belong) to all'

things of the same kind ; so analogy rests upon the principle, —
that things which have many observed attributes in common, have

other not observed attributes in common likewise." ^ It is hardly

necessary to remark that we are now speaking of Induction and

Analogy, not as principles of Pure Logic, and as necessitated by

the fundamental laws of thought, but of these as means of acquir-

ing knowledge, and as legitimated by the conditions of objective

reality. In Pure Logic, Analogy has no place, and only that induc-

tion is admitted, in which all the several parts are supposed to

legitimate the inference to the whole. Applied Induction, on the

contrary, rests on the constancy,— the uniformity of nature, and

on the instinctive expectation we have of this stability. This con-

stitutes what has been called the principle of Logical Presumption,

though perhaps it might, with greater propriety, be called the prin-

ciple of Philosophical Presumption. We shall now consider these

severally ; and, first, of Induction.

An Induction is the enumeration of the parts, in order to legiti-

mate a iudsrment in regard to the whole.' Now,
Induction, — what.

,

" '^ ., ,-,..,, -

the parts may either be mdividuals or particu-

lars, strictly so called. I say strictly so called, for you are aware

1 Cf. Esser, Logik,^ 140, 152. Krng, Logik, ^ 3 [Cf. Ahu All lAt-icmna-) Viri Docli, De Log.
166. 167, 16S.—Ed. [Wolf, Phil. Kationalh, } 479. tea, Poema, 1. 190. (In Scbmolders, Documrnta
Ecusch, Sijsl'ma Logicum. §( 572, 573. Xunne- Philosopliia! Arabum,^p.Zli-) BoDna6,1836. Zaba-

Sius, De Constitution^: Artis Dialectics, p. 126.] rella, Oftra Logica, De NatuTa LogiccB, L. i. C
2 Esser, Logik, } 152.— Ed. 18, p. 45.]
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tliat the term particular is very commonly employefl, not only to

denote the species, as contained wider a genus, but, likewise, to

denote tlie individual, as contained under a species. Using, how-

ever, the two terms in their proper significations, I say, if the parts

are individual or singular things, the induction is then called Indi-

vidual; whereas if the parts be species or subal-

tern genera, the induction then obtains the

name of Special. An example of the Indi-

vidual Induction is given, were we to argue thus,— Mercury^

J^emts, the £Jarth, 3Iars, etc., are bodies in themselves ojxtque, and

which borrow their light from the sun. But Mercury, Venus, etc.,

are pAanets. Therefore, all planets are optaque, and borrow their

lightfrom the swi. An example of the special is given, were we to

argue as follows,— Quadrupeds, birds, fishes, the amphibia, etc., all

have a nervous system. But quadrupeds, birds, etc., are animals.

Therefore all animals (though it is not yet detected in some) have

a nervous system. Now, here it is manifest that Special rests upon

Individual induction, and that, in the last result, all induction is

individual. For we can assert nothing concerning species, unless

what we assert of them has been previously observed in their con-

stituent singulars.*

For a legitimate Induction there are requisite at least two condi-

tions.^ In the first place, it is necessary. That
The two conditions

j],g partial (and this word I use as including

tion — FiisJ
" "

'^•^'^^^ ^^^^ terms individual and 2Mrticular),— I

say, it is necessary that the partial judgments

out of which the total or general judgment is inferred, be all of the

same quality. For if one even of the partial judgments had an

ojjposite quality, the whole induction would be subverted. Hence
it is that we refute universal judgments founded on an imperfect

induction, by bringing what is called an instance {instantia), that

is, by adducing a thing belonging to the same class or notion, in

reference to which the opposite holds true. For example, the

general assertion. All dogs bark, is refuted by the instance of the

dogs of Labrador or California (I forget which),— these do not

bark. In like manner, the general assertion. No quadruped is ovi-

parous, is refuted by the instance of the Ornithorhynchus Para-

doxus. But that the universal judgment must have the same

quality as the partial, is self-evident ; for this judgment is simply

the assertion of something to bo true of all which is true of

many.

The second condition required is. That a competent number

1 Krug, iog/i, § IC". Aum.— Ed. 2 Esser, Xo^ii, § 152. — Ed.
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of the partial objects from -n-liich the induction departs should have
" beeu observed, for otherwise the comprehensiou

of other objects under the total judgment would

be rasb.^ What is the number of such objects, which amounts to a

competent induction, it is not possible to say in general. In some

cases, the observation of a very few jjarticular or individual exam-

ples is sufficient to warrant an assertion in i-egard to the whole

class; in others, the total judgment is hardly competent, until our

observation has gone through each of its constituent parts. This

distinction is founded on the difference of essential and unessential

characters. If the character be essential to the several objects, a

comparatively limited observatioa is necess.ary to legitimate our

general conclusion. For example, it would require a far less induc-

tion to prove that all animals breathe, than to prove that the mam-
malia, and the mammalia alone, have lateral lobes to the cerebellum.

For the one is seen to be a function necessaiy to animal life ; the

other, as far as our present knowledge reaches, appears only as an

arbitrary concomitant. The difference of essential and accidental

is, however, one itself founded on induction, and varies according

to the greater or less perfection to which this has been can-ied. In

the progress of science, the lateral lobes of the cerebellum may
appear to future physiologists as necessary a condition of the func-

tion of suckling their young, as the organs of breathing appear to

us of circulation and of life.

To sum up the Doctrine of Induction,— "This is more certain,

1°, In proportion to the number and diversity
nummary

<> « Qf j]jg objects observed :— 2°, In proportion to
doctrine of Induction. ** ^ ^ i i

the accuracy wdth which the observation and

comparison have been conducted;— 3°, In proportion as the agree-

ment of the objects is clear and precise ;
— and, 4°, In proportion

as it has been thoroughly exjslored, whether there exist exceptions

or not."-

Almost all induction is, however, necessarily imperfect; and

Logic can inculcate nothing more important on the investigators

of nature than that sobriety of mind, which regards all its past

observations only as hypothetically true, only as relatively com-

jilete, and which, consequently, holds the mind open to every new
observation, which may correct and limit its former judgments.

So much for Induction ; now for Analogy. Analogy, in general,

means proportion, or a similarity of relations.

Thus, to judge analogically, or according to

analogy, is to judge things by the similarity of their relations.

1 Esser, Logik. i 152— Ed. 2 Esser, Logik, s 152. — Ed.
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Thus when we judge that as two is to four, so is eight to sixteen,

we judge that they are analogically identical; that is, though the

sums in other respects are different, they agree in this, that as two
is the half of four, so eight is the half of sixteen.

In common language, however, this propriety of the term is not

preserved. For by analogy is not always meant merely by propor-

tion, but frequently by comparison— by relation, or simply by simi-

larity. In so for as Analogy constitutes a particular kind of rea-

soning from the individual or particular to the universal, it signifies

an inference from the partial similarity of two or more things to

their complete or total similarity. For example,

—

This disease

corresponds in many symptoms with those we have observed in

typhus fevers; it icill, there/ore, correspond in all, that is, it is a

typhus fever}

Like Induction, Analogy has two essential requisites. In the

first place, it is necessary that of two or more
as wo essen la

things a Certain number of attributes should
conditions, - First. =

have been observed, in order to ground the

inference that they also agree in those other attributes, which it

has not yet been ascertained that they possess. It is evident that

in proportion to the number of points observed, in which the

things compared together coincide, in the same proportion can it

be with safety assumed, that there exists a common principle in

these things, on which depends the similarity in the points known
0S in the points unknown.

In the second place, it is required that the predicates already

observed should neither be all negative nor all

contingent; but that some at least should be

positive and necessary. Mere negative characters denote only what

the thing is not ; and contingent characters need not be present in

the thing at all. In regard to negative attributes, the inference,

that two things, to which a number of qualities do not belong, and

which are, consequently, similar to each other only in a negative

point of view,— that these things are, therefore, absolutely and

positively similar, is highly improbable. But that the judgment. in

reference to the compared things (say A and X) must be of the

same quality (i. e. either both affirmative or both negative), is self-

evident. For if it be said A is B, X is not B, A is not C, X ts C

;

their harmony or similarity is subverted, and we should rather be

wan-anted in arguing their discord and dissimilarity in other points.

1 Cf. Krug, L/>fa-, ( 168. Aiiiti. — En. [Con- Aviceiina (in Sclimolders, Dociimtvta Phil.

diilac, L'An de Raisonner, L. iv. ch. 3, p. 1G9. Aralium, p. 30.) Wliately, Rhetoric, p. 74.]
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And here it is to be noticed that Analogy differs fi-om Induction in

this, that it is not limited to one quality, but that it admits of a

mixture of both.

In regard to contingent attributes, it is equally manifest that the

analogy cannot proceed exclusively upon them. For, if two things

coincide iu certain accidental attributes (for example, t\ro men in

respect of stature, age, and dress), the supposition that there is a

common principle, and a general similarity founded thereon, is very

unlikely.

To conclude : Analogy is certain in proportion, 1°, To the num-

ber of congruent observations ; 2°, To the num-
Summary of the

^^^ ^^ congruent characters observed ; 3°, To
doctrine of Analogy. , . „ , , , i ^i •

the importance of these characters and their

essentiality to the objects ; and, 4°, To the certainty that the char-

acters really belong to the objects, and that a partial correspond-

ence exists.^ Like Induction, Analogy can only pretend at best to

a high degree of probability ; it may have a high degree of cer-

tainty, but it never reaches to necessity.

Comparing these two processes together :— " The Analogical is

distinguished from the Inductive in this— that

Induction and Anal- Induction regards a single predicate in many

"et'her'''""'"""^

'°" subjects as the attribute Z in A, in B, in C, in

D, in E, in F, etc. ; and as these many belong

to one class, say Q ; it is inferred that Z will, likewise, be met with

in the other things belonging to this class, that is, in all Qs. On

the other hand. Analogy regards many attributes in one subject

(say VI, n, o, p, in A) ; and as these many are in part found in

another subject (say m,- and n, in B), it is concluded that, in that

second thing, there will also be found the other attributes (say o

and 2^)- Through Induction we, therefore, endeavor to prove that

one character belongs (or does not belong) to all the things of a

certain class, because it belongs (or does not belong) to many

things of that class. Through Analogy, on the other hand, we

seek to prove that all the characters of a thing belong (or do not

belong) to another or several others, because many of these charac-

ters belong to this other or these others. In the one it is pro-

claimed,— One in many, therefore one in aU.— In the other it is

proclaimed,—Many in one, therefore all in one."-

" By these processes of Induction and Analogy, as observed, we

are unable to attain absolute certainty ;— a great probability is all

I Esser. Logik, § 152. Cf Knig, Logik, } 16S. Anm.
! Krng, Logik, j 108. Anm.— Ed.
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that we can reach, and this for the simple reason, that it is impossi-

ble, under any condition, to infer the unob-
induction and Anal- served froni the observed,— the whole from

osy do not afford ab- ^- i? ^i i.
• ^i r

solute certainty. ^^^ proportion of the parts,— in the way of

any rational necessity. Even from the requi-

sites of Induction and Analogy, it is manifest that they bear the

stamp of uncertainty ; inasmuch as they are unable to determine

how many objects or how many characters must be observed, in

order to draw the conclusion that the case is the same with all the

other objects, or with all the other characters. It is possible only

in one way to raise Induction and Analogy from mere probability

to complete certainty,— viz., to demonstrate that the principles

which lie at the root of these processes, and which we have already

stated, are either necessary laws of thouglit, or necessary laws of

nature. To demonstrate that they are necessary laws of thought is

impossible ; for Logic not only does not allow inference from many

to all, but expressly rejects it. Again, to demonstrate that they

are necessary laws of nature is equally impossible. Tliis has in-

deed been attempted, from the uniformity of nature, but in vain.

For it is incompetent to evince the necessity of the inference of

Induction and Analogy from the fact denominated the laio of

nature; seeing that this law itself can only be discovered by the

way of Induction and Analogy. In this attempted demonstration

there is thus the most glaring petitio prmcipii. The result wliich

has been previously given remains, therefore, intact:— Induction

and Analogy guarantee no perfect certainty, but only a high degree

of probability, while all probability rests at best upon Induction

and Analogy, and nothing else."^

1 Esser, Log-lit, } 152.— Ed. [On history and seg. UofTbaxieT, An/angsgriinde der Logilc, j

doctrine of the Logic of Probabilities, see 422 et seg. Bolzano, Logik, vol. ii. 5 161, vol.

Leibnitz, No„veimx Essms, L. iv. ch. xv. p. iii- i 317. Bachmann, Logik, 5 229 et seg.

425, ed. Rii-p.-. Wolf. Phil. Rat. S 564 et seg. Fries, Logik, § 96 et seg. Prevost, Eisais de

Plainer. /'/"/. J/'4'i"v"i'ii. § 701 (old edit.) } PAitosop/iie, ii. L. i. part iii. p. 56. Kant, log-*,

594(ne\ve.lil.). '/.viUur, Lixikon.v.Walirseheia- Einleitung x. Jacob, Gmndriss der Allgemei-

lich. Walch, Lixihm, Ibid. Lambert, Ntues nen Logik, 5 35S, p. 131 et seg., 1800, Halle.

Organon.ii. p. 318 et seg. Reusch, Si/stema Log- Metz, Instilutiones Logica, § 230 et seg., p. 171,

team, § 653 et seq. Hollmann, Logica, § 215 et 1796.]
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LECTURE XXXIII.

MODIFIED METHODOLOGY.

SECTION I.— OF 5IIE ACQUISITION OF KNOWLEDGE.

I. EXPERIENCE.— B. FOREIGN:— ORAL TESTIMONY—
ITS CREDIBILITY.

Haying, in our last Lecture, terminated the Doctrine of Empiri-

cal Knowledsje, considered as obtained Immedi-
Foreigu Experience.

, , ". , , , . ,

ately,— that is, through the exercise of our own
powers of Observation,— we are now to enter on the doctrine of

Empirical Knowledge considered as obtained Mediately, — that is,

through the Experience of Other Men. The following paragraph

will afford you a general notion of the nature and kinds of this

knowledge.

^i" CIX. A matter of Observation or Empirical Knowledge

can only be obtained Mediately, that is, by

one individual from another, through an

enouncement declaring it to be true. This enounceraent is

called, in the most extensive sense of the word, a Witnessing

or Testimony {testimonium) ; and the person by whom it is

made is, in the same sense, called a Witness, or Testifier

(testis). The object of the testimony is called the T'cict (fac-

tum) ; and its validity constitutes what is styled Jlistorical

Credibility (credibilitas historica). To estimate this credi-

bility, it is requisite to consider— 1°, The Subjective Trust-

worthiness of the Witnesses (fides testium), and 2°, The Ob-

jective Probability of the Fact itself The former is founded

partly on the Sincerity, and partly on the Competence, of the

Witness. The latter depends on the Absolute and Relative

Possibility of the Fact itself Testimony is either Immediate

or Mediate. Immediate, where the fact reported is the object
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of a Personal Experience ; Mediate, where the fact reported is

the object of a Foreign Experience.^

"It is manifest that Foreign Experience, or the experience of

other men, is astricted to the same laws, and its
Explication. . i , ,, . • .,

certamty measured by tlie same criteria, as the

experience we carry tlirough onrselves. But tlie experience of the

individual is limited, when compared with the experience of the

species ; and if men did not possess the means of communicating

to each other the results of their several observations,— were they

unable to cooperate in accumulating a stoclc of knowledge, and in

carrying on the progress of discovery,— they would never have

risen above the very lowest steps in the acquisition of science.

But to this mutual communication they are competent ; and each

individual is thus able to appropriate to his own benefit the experi-

ence of his fellow-men, and to confer on them in return the advan-

tages which his own observations may supply. But it is evident

that this reciprocal communication of their respective experiences

among men, can only be eifected inasmuch as one is able to inform

another of what he has himself observed, and that the vehicle of

this information can only be some enouncement in conventional

signs of one character or another. Tlie enouncement of what has

been observed is, as stated in the paragraph, called a witnessinc/,—a

hearing witness,— a testimony, etc., these terms being employed in

their wider acceptation ; and he by whom this declaration is made,

and on whose veracity it rests, is called a witness, voucher, or testi-

fier (testis)." ^ The term testim07iy, I may notice, is sometimes, by

an abusive metonym, employed for tcitness ; and the word evidence

is often ambiguously used for testimony, and for the bearer of testi-

mony,— the witness.

"Such an enouncement, — such a testimony, is, however, neces-

sary for others, only when the experience which
The proper object of

j^. (.onimunicatcs is beyond the compass of their
Testimony.

, . tt . ^ ,, ,

own observation. Hence it follows, that mat-

ters of reasoning are not proper- objects of testimony, since matters

of reasoning, as such, neither can rest, nor ought to rest, on the

observations of others ; for a proof of their certainty is equally

competent to all, and may by all be obtained in the manner in

which it was originally obtained by those wlio may bear witness to

their truth. And hence it further follows, that matters of experi-

ence alone are proper objects of testimony; and of matters of

experience themselves, such only as are beyond the sphere of our

1 Krug, Logik, i 172. — Ed. [Cf. Scheibler, Topica, c. 31.] 2 Esser, Logik, S 153. —Ed.
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personal experience. Testimony, in the strictest sense of the term,

therefore, is the communication of an experience, or, what amounts

to the same thing, the report of an observed phenomenon, made

to those whose own experience or observation has not reached so

for.

" The object of testimony, as stated in the paragraph, is called

the fact; the validity of a testimony is called

The Fact. historical credibility. The testimony is either

_^

Historical credib.i-
j,„,^g^jjjtg q,. mediate. ' Immediate, when the

witness has himself observed the fact to which

he testifies ; mediate, when the witness has not himself had experi-

ence of this fact, but has received it on the testimony of others.

The former, the immediate witness, is cora-
Eye-witness. monly Styled an eye-icitness (testis oculatus)

;

and the latter, the mediate witness, an ear-

icitness (testis auritas). The superionty of immediate to mediate

testimony is expressed by Plautus, ' Pluris est oculatus testis unus,

quam auriti decem.'^ These denominations, eye and ear witness,

are however, as synonyms of immediate and mediate witness, not

always either applicable or correct. The person on whose testi-

mony a fact is mediately reported, is called the
The Guarantee.

•'

i. .1 •.. v ^
guarantee, or be on whose authority it rests;

and the guarantee himself may be again either an immediate or a

mediate witness. In the latter case he is called a second-hand or

intermediate teitness; and his testimony is commonly styled hearsay

evidence. Further, Testimony, whether immediate or mediate, is

either jxirtial or complete; either consistent or

Testimonies — Par- contradictory. These distinctions require no
tial. Complete, Con- ^ tti* n .. ..• • -^i 7-

... ,, \ ,. ,
comment. Finally, testimony is either direct or

sisteni, Contradictory.
^

•'

'

•'^

(indirect; direct, when the witness has no mo-

tive but that of making known the fact; indirect, when he is actu-

ated to this by other ends."^

The only question in reference to Testimony is that which

regards its Credibility ; and the question con-
Division of the sub- cerning the credibility of the witness may be

ject: I. Credibility of
, , , , , , . , ^ ,.

Testimony in general. Comprehended Under that touching the Credi-

n. Credibility of Tcs- bility of Testimony. The order I shall follow
timony in its particu- ;„ ^jjg subsequent observations is this,— I shall,,

ate and Mediate"""
' ^^ ^^^ ^''**'

P^''^'^'^'
Consider the Credibility of

Testimony in general ; and, in the second, con-

sider the Credibility of Testimony in its particular forms of Imme-
diate and Mediate.

I Tnicukntus,Vl.\\.i. Cf Kruj, iogit, § 172. Anm. — Ed. 2 Esser, Log-i'l, j 153. — Ed.
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First, then, in regard to tlie Credibility of Testimony in general

;

— When we inquire whether a certain testimony is, or is not,

deserving of credit, there are two things to be considered : 1°, The

Object of the Testimony, that is, the fact or facts for the truth of

which the Testimony vouches ; and, 2°, The Subject of the Testi-

mony, that is, the person or persons by whom the testimony is

borne. The question, therefore, concerning the Credibility of Tes-

timony, thus naturally subdivides itself into two. Of these ques-

tions, the first asks,— What are the conditions of the credibility

of a testimony by reference to what is testified, that is, in relation

to the Object of the testimony? The second asks,— What are the

conditions of the credibility of a testimony by reference to him

who testifies, that is, in relation to the Subject of the testimony?'

Of these in their order.

On the first question. — " In regard to the matter testified, that

is, in regard to the object of the testimony ; it

I. Credibility of
. g^.^^ ^^ ^jj ^ requisite condition, that what is

Testiraouy lu general. 7 ? i

1°, The Object of the reported to be true should be possible, both

Testimony. absolutely, Or as an object of the Elaborativc

Faculty, and relatively, or as an object of the

Presentative Faculties, — Perception, External

or Internal. A thing is possible absolutely, or in itself, when it

can be construed to thought, that is, when it is not inconsistent

with the logical laws of thinking ; a thing is relatively possible as

an object of Perception, External or Internal, when it can affect

Sense or Self-consciousness, and, through such affection, determine

its apprehension by one or other of these faculties. A testimony

is, therefore, to be unconditionally rejected, if the fact which it

reports be either in itself impossible, or impossible as an object of

the Presentative Faculties. But the imjiossibility of a thing, as an

object of these faculties, must be decided either

Physical and Meta- upon physical. Or upon metaphysical, principles.
physical impossibil- ^ ^j^.^^ j^ physically impossible as an object of

sense, when the existence itself, or its percep-

tion by us, is, by the laws of the material world, impossible. It is

metaphysically impossible, when the object itself, or its perception,

is possible neither through a natural, nor through a supernatural,

agency. But, to establish the metaphysical impossibility of a

thing, it is not sufficient that its existence cannot be explained by

the ordinary laws of nature, or even that its existence should

appear repugnant with these laws ; it is requisite that an universal

and immutable law of nature should have been demonstrated to

1 Cf Esser, Logik, i 154.— Ed.
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exist, and that this law would be subverted if the f;ict in question

were admitted to be physically possible. In like manner, to consti-

tute the metaphysical impossibility of a thing, it is by no means

enough to show that it is not explicable on natural laws, or even

that any natural law stands opposed to it ; it is further requisite to

prove that the intervention even of supernatural agency is incom-

petent to its production, that its existence would involve the viola-

tion of some necessary principle of reason.

" To establish the credibility of a testimony, in so far as this is

regulated by the nature of its object, there is,

Relative Possibility
i^egijes the proof of the absolute possibility of

of an object. ^ i ./

this object, required also a proof of its relati-\e

possibility ; that is, there must not only be no contradiction be-

tween its necessary attributes,— the attributes by which it must be

thought,— but no contradiction between the attributes actually

assigned to it by the testimony. A testimony, therefore, which,

qua testimony, is self-contradictory, can lay no claim to credibility

;

for what is self-contradictory is logically suicidal. And here the

only question is,— Does the testimony, qica testimony, contradict

itself? for if the repugnancy arise from an opinion of the witness,

apart from which the testimony as such would still stand undis-

proved, in that case the testimony is not at once, to be repudiated

as fiilse. For example, it would be wrong to reject a testimony to

the existence of a thing, because the witness had to his evidence

of its observed reality annexed some conjecture in regard to its

origin or cause. For the latter might well be shown to be absurd,

and yet the former would remain unshaken. It is, therefore,

always to be observed,— that it is only the self-contradiction of

a testimony, qiia testimony, that is, the self-contradiction of the

fact itself, which is peremptorily and irrevocably subversive of its

credibility.

"We now proceed to the second question ; that is, to consider in

general the Credibility of a Testimony by ref-
2°, The Subject of

g,.g„(.g jg j^g Subject, that is, in relation to the
the TestimoDy, or per-

.

eonai trustworthiness Personal Trustworthiness of the Witness. The
of the Witness. This trustworthiness of a witness consists of two ele-

ITilifJl *Honct'"
'"'^"^'' °'" <=°"*^"'itio"S- In the first place, he must

or Veracity. ^'^ willing, in the second place, he must be able,

to report the truth. The first of these elements

is the Honesty, — the Sincerity,— the Veracity ; the second is the

Competency of the Witness. Both are equally necessary, and if

one or other be deficient, the testimony becomes altogether null.

These constituents, likewise, do not infer each other; for it fre-
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quently happens that where the honesty is greatest the compe-
tency is least, and where the competency is greatest the honesty is

least. But when the veracity of a witness is established, there is

established also a presumption of his competency; for an honest

man will not bear evidence to a point in regard to which his recol-

lection is not precise, or to the observation of which he had not

accorded the requisite attention. In truth, when a fact depends on

the testimony of a single witness, the competency of that witness

is solely guaranteed by his honesty. In regard to the honesty of a

witness,— this, though often admitting of the highest probability,

never admits of absolute certainty ; for, though, in many cases, we
may know enough of the general character of the witness to rely

with perfect confidence on his veracity, in no case can we look into

the heart, and observe the influence which motives have actually

had upon his volitions. We are, however, compelled, in many of

the most important concerns of our existence, to depend on the

testimony, and, consequently, to confide in the sincerity, of others.

But from the moral constitution of human nature, we are war-

ranted in presuming on the honesty of a witness; and this pre-

sumption is enhanced in proportion as the following circumstances

concur in its confirmation. In the first place, a witness is to be pre-

sumed veracious in this case, in proportion as his love of truth is

already established from others. In the second place, a witness is

to be presumed veracious, in proportion as he

The presumption of jjgg fewer and Weaker motives to falsify his tes-
the Honesty of a Wit-

^-^^ J^ ^j^g tjji,,-, ^ ^ ,^Jt„egg jg ^^ ^6
negs eulianced by cer- •' ...
tain circumstances. presumed veracious, in proportion to the like-

lihood of contradiction which his testimony

would encounter, if he deviated froui the truth. So much for the

Sincerity, Honesty, or Veracity of a witness.

"In regard to the Competency or Ability of a witness,— this, in

general, depends on the supposition, that he has
(b) competency of a j^^^ j j^^ j^j^ ^^^g,. co,.i.eetly to observe the fact

iVitness.

to which he testifies, and correctly to report it.

The presumption in favor of the competence of a witness rises in

proportion as the following conditions are ful-

Circumstances by filled : — In the first place, he must be pre-
wbich the presump-

^^^^^^^ competent in reference to the case in
tion of competency is

'
. , , ...

j.„iia,n.ed. hand, in proportion as his general ability to

observe and to communicate his observation

ri:is Ik-cu established in other cases. In the second place, the

CdTuiiettncy of a witness must be presumed, in proportion as in

ilio particular case a lower and commoner amount of ability is
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requisite riglitly to observe, and rightly to report the observation.

In tlie third place, the competency of a witness is to be presumed,

in proportion as it is not to be presumed that his observation was

made or communicated at a time when he was unable correctly to

make or correctly to communicate it. So much for the Competency

of a witness.

" Xow, when both the good will and the ability, that is, when
both the Veracity and Competence of a witness

e ere 111 JO
have been sufficiently established, the credibility

Testimony not invali- •' ' •'

dated because the fact of his testimony is not to be invalidated because

tesHtied is one out of the thct which it goes to prove is one out of
the ordinary course

^j^^ ordinary course of experience."' Thus it
of experience. ,-,,,., . , tt

would be false to assert, with Hume, that mira-

cles, that is, suspensions of the ordinary laws of nature, are incapa-

ble of proof, because contradicted by what we have been able to

observe. " On the contrary, where the trustworthiness of a witness

or witnesses is unimpeachable, the very circumstance that the ob-

ject is one in itself unusual and marvellous, adds greater weight to

the testimony ; for this very circumstance would itself induce men
of veracity and intelligence to accord a more attentive scrutiny to

the fict, and secure from them a more accurate report of their

observation.

" The result of what has now been stated in regard to the credi-

bility of Testimony in general, is :— That a tes-

Snmmarj- regarding timonv is entitled to credit when the requisite

*t!mo*ny ^''geleraL^'"
conditions, both on the part of the object and

on the part of the subject, have been fulfilled.

On the part of the object these are fulfilled when the object is

absolutely possible, as an object of the higher faculty of experience,

— the Understanding,— the Elaborative Faculty, and relatively

possible, as an object of the lower or subsidiary faculties of experi-

ence,— Sense, and Self-consciousness. In this case, the testimony,

qua testimony, does not contradict itself. On the part of the sub-

ject the requisite conditions are fulfilled when the trustworthiness,

that is, the veracity and competency of the witness, is beyond rea-

sonable doubt. In regard to the veracity of the witness,— this

cannot be reasonably doubted, when there is no positive ground on

which to discredit the sincerity of the witness, and when the only

ground of doubt lies in the mere general possibility of deception.

And in reference to the competency of a witness,— this is exposed

to no reasonable objection, when the ability of the witness to

observe and to communicate the fact in testimony cannot be dis-
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allowed. Having, therefore, concluded the consideration of testi-

mony in general, we proceed to treat of it in special, that is, in so

far as it is viewed either as Immediate or as Mediate."^ Of these

in their order.

The speci;d consideration of Testimony, when that testimony is

Immediate.— "An immediate testimony, or tes-
II. Testimony in

.

•"

special, as Immediate timony at first hand, is one in which the fiict

andJiediate. reported is an object of the profier or personal
1°, Immediate Testi- experience of the reporter. Now it is manifest,

that an immediate witness is in general better

entitled to credit than a witness at second hand ; and his testimony

rises in probability, in proportion as the requisites, already speci-

fied, both on the part of its object and on the part of its subject,

ai-e fulfilled. An immediate testimony is, therefore, entitled to

credit,— 1°, In proportion to the greater ability with which the

observation has been made ; 2°, In proportion

„ ,.,„.'

'

to the less impediment in the way of the obser-
Credibility. ' '

vation being perfectly accomplished ; 3°, In

proportion as what was observed could be fully and accurately

remembered ; and, 4°, In proportion as the facts observed and

remembered have been communicated by intelligible and unambig-

uous signs.

"Now, whether all these conditions of a higher credibility be

fulfilled in the case of any immediate testimony.
Whether sill tliese , . ,-,, •,

conditions are fuifliicd
— ^'^s c^nnot be directly and at once ascer-

in the case of any im- taiued ; it Can Only be inferred, with greater or

mediate testimony, less certainty, from the qualities of the witness

;

y as-
^^^^1^ consequently, the validity of a testimony

can only be accurately estimated from a critical

knowledge of the personal character of the witness, as given in his

intellectual and moral qualities', and in the circumstances of his life,

which have concurred to modify and determine these. The verac-

ity of a witness either is, or is not, exempt from doubt ; and, in the

latter case, it may not only lie open to doubt, but even be exposed

to suspicion. If the sincerity of the witness be indubitable, a

direct testimony is always preferable to an indirect ; for a direct

testimony being made with the sole intent of establishing the cer-

tainty of the fact in question, the competency of the witness is less

exposed to objection. If, on the contrary, the sincerity of the wit-

ness be not beyond a doubt, and, still more, if it be actually sus-

pected, in that case an indirect testimony is of higher cogency

than a direct j for the indirect testimony being given with another

1 Esser. Logik, } 154. — Ed.
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view than merely to establisli the fact in question, the intention of

the witness to falsify the truth of the fact has not so strong a pre-

sumption in its favor. If both the sincerity and the competency

of the witness are altogether indubitable, it is then of no impor-

tance whether the truth of the fact be vouched for by a single wit-

ness, or by a plurality of witnesses. On the other hand, if the

sincerity and competency of the witness be at all doubtful, the

credibility of a testimony will be greater, the greater the number
of the witnesses by whom the fact is corrob-

When testimony at- orated. But here it is to be considered, that

ireTofproblwii.""
'^^en there are a plurality of testimonies to the

same fact, these testimonies are either consistent

or inconsistent. If the testimonies be consistent, and the sincerity

and competency of all the witnesses complete, in that case the tes-

timony attains the highest degree of probability of which any testi-

mony is capable. Again, if the witnesses be inconsistent,— on this

hypothesis two cases are possible ; for either their discrepancy is

negative, or it is positive. A negative dis-
Neeratire and Posi- i «,

^

. °. crepancy arises, where one witness passes over
tive Discrepancy.

. . . . .

in silence what another witness positively avers.

A positive discrepancy arises, where one witness explicitly affirms

something, which something another witness explicitly denies.

When the difference of testimonies is merely negative, we may
suppose various causes of the silence ; and, therefore, the positive

averment of one witness to a fact is not disproved by the mere cir-

cumstance that the same fact is omitted by another. But if it be

made out, that the witness who omits mention of the fact could

not have been ignorant of that fact had it taken place, and, at the

same time, that he could not have passed it over without violatinc

every probability of human action,— in this case, the silence of

the one witness manifestly derogates from the credibility of the

other witness, and in certain circumstances may annihilate it alto-

gether. Where, again, the difference is positive, the discrepancy

is of greater importance, because (though there are certainly excep-

tions to the rule) an overt contradiction is, in general and in itself,

of stronger cogency than a mere non-confirmation by simple silence.

Now the positive discrepancy of testimonies either admits of

conciliation, or it does not. In the former case, the credibility

of the several testimonies stands intact ; and the discrepancy

among the witnesses is to be accounted for by such circumstances

as explain, without invalidating, the testimony considered in itself.

In the latter case, one testimony manifestly detracts from the cred-

ibility of another; for of incompatible testimonies, while both can-

59
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not be true, the ore must be false, when recipi-ocally ecu trad ictory,

or they may both be folsc, when recii^rocally contrary. In this

case, the whole question resolves itself into one of the greater or

less trustworthiness of the opposing witnesses. Is the trustworthi-

ness of the counter-witnesses equally great ? In that case, neither

of the eonflictive testimonies is to be admitted. Again, is the

trustworthiness of the witnesses not upon a par? In that case, the

testimony of the witness whose trustworthiness is the greater, ob-

tains the preference,— and this more especially if the credibility

of the other witnesses is suspected."'

So much for the Credibility of Testimony, considered in Special,

in so far as that testimony is Immediate or at First Hand ; and I

now, in the second place, pass on to consider, likewise in special,

the Credibility of Testimony, in so far as that testimony is Medi-

ate, or at Second Hand.

"A Mediate Testimony is one where the fact is an object not of

Personal, but of Foreign Experience. Touch-

ing the credibility of a mediate testimony, this

supposes that the report of the immediate, and

that the i-cport of the mediate, witness are both trustworthy.

Whetlicr the report of the immediate witness be trustworthy,—
this we are either of ourselves able to determine, viz., from our

personal acquaintance with his veracity and competence ; or we are

unable of ourselves to do this, in which case the credibility of the

immediate must be taken upon the authority of the mediate wit-

ness. Here, however, it is necessary for us to be aware, that the

mediate witness is possessed of the ability requisite to estimate the

credibility of the immediate witness, and of the honesty to commu-

nicate the truth without retrenchment or falsification. But if the

trustworthiness both of the mediate and of the immediate witness

be sufficiently established, it is of no consequence, in regard to the

credibility of a testimony, whether it be at first hand or at second.

Nay, the testimony of a mediate may even tend to confirm the tes-

timony of an immedi.ate witness, when his own competence fairly

to appreciate the report of the immediate witness is indubitable.

If, however, the credibility of the immediate witness be unimpeach-

able, but not so the credibility of the mediate, in that case the

mediate testimony, in respect of its authority, is inferior to the

immediate, and this in the same proportion as the credibility of

the second hand witness is inferior to that of the witness at first

hand. Further, mediate witnesses are either Proximate or Remote
;

and, in both cases, either Independent or Dependent. The trust-

1 Esser, Logik, j 155. — Ed.
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wortliiness of proximate witnesses is, in general, greater than the

trustworthiness of remote ; and the credibility
Mediate Witnesses ,..-,-, , , ,

are either Proximate °^ independent Witnesses greater than tlie cred-

or Remote, and either ibility of dependent. The remote witness is

Independent or De- unworthy of belief, when the intermediate links

^^ ™'"
are wanting between him and the original wit-

ness; and the dependent witness deserves no credit, when that

on which his evidence depends is recognized as false or unestab-

lished. Mediate testimonies are, likewise, either direct or indirect;

and, likewise, when more than one, either reciprocally congruent or

conflictive. In both cases the credibility of the witnesses is to

be determined in the same manner as if the testimonies were

immediate.

" The testimony of a plurality of mediate witnesses, where there

is no recognized immediate witness, is called a
umor,— wa.

ritmor, if the witnesses be contemporaneous;

and a tradition, if the witnesses be chronolog-

ically successive. These are both less entitled to credit, in propor-

tion as in either case a fiction or falsification of the foot is compara-

tively easy, and, consequently, comparatively probable." *

1 Eeser, Logik, § 156. —Ed.



LECTURE XXXIV.

MODIFIED METHODOLOGY.

SECTION I.—OF THE ACQUISITION OF KNOWLEDGK

I. EXPERIENCE.— B. FOREIGN:— RECORDED TESTBIONY

AND WRITINGS IN GENERAL.

n. SPECUXATION.

In our last Lecture, we were engaged in the consideration of

Testimony, and the Principles by which its

Criticism of Ee- Credibility is govenied,— on the supposition

and *of WrUiir™^ always tliat we possess the veritable report of

general. the witness whose testimony it professes to be,

and on the supposition that we are at no loss to

understand its meaning and purport. But questions may arise in

regard to these points, and, therefoi-e, there is a further critical pro-

cess requisite, in order to establish the Authenticity,— the Integ-

rity, and the Signification, of the documents in which the testi-

mony is conveyed. This leads to the important subject,— the

Criticism of Recorded Testimony, and of Writings in general. I

shall comprise the heads of the following observations on this sub-

ject in the ensuing paragraph.

% ex. The examination and judgment of Writings profess-

ing to contain the testimony of certain
Par. ex. criticism

-v^itnesses, and of Writings iu General pro-
and Interpretation. ^ ^ ^

fessing to be the work of certain authors, is

of two parts. For the inquiry regards either, 1°, The Authen-

ticity of the document, that is, whether it be, in whole or in

part, the product of its ostensible author ; for ancient writings

in particular are frequently supposititious or interpolated ; or,

2°, It regards the Meaning of the words of which it is com-

posed, for these, especially when in languages now dead, are
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fiequently obscure. Tbe former of these problems is resolved

by the Art of Criticistn (Critica), in the stricter sense of the

term ; the latter by the Art of Interjwetation {Exegetica or

Jlermeneutica). Criticism is of two kinds. If it be occupied

with the criteria of the authenticity of a writing in its totality,

or in its principal parts, it is called the Higher, and sometimes

the Internal, Criticism. If, again, it consider only the integ-

rity of particular words and phrases, it is called the Lower,

and sometimes the External, Criticism. The former of these

may perhaps be best styled the Criticism, of Authenticity ;—
the latter, the Criticism of Integrity.

The problem which Interpretation has to solve is,— To
discover and expound the meaning of a writer, from the

words in which his thoughts are expressed. It departs from

the principle, that however manifold be the possible meanings

of the expressions, the sense of the writer is one. Interpreta-

tion, by reference to its sources or subsidia, has been divided

into the GrammaticaZ, the Historical, and the Philosophical,

Exegesis}

"Testimonies, especially when the ostensible witnesses themselves

can no longer be interrogated, may be subjected

to an examination under various forms ; and

this examination is in fact indispensable, seeing not only that a

fldse testimony may be substituted for a true, and a testimony true

upon the whole may yet be falsified in its parts,— a practice which

prevailed to a great extent in ancient times; while at the same

time the meaning of the testimony, by reason either of the foreign

character of the language in which it is expressed, or of the foreign

character of thought in which it is conceived, may be obscure and

undetermined. The examination of a testimony is twofold, inas-

_ much as it is either an examination of its Au-
The examination of

, . . , ^ . ...
a testimony twofold thenticity and Integrity, or an examination oi

— of its Authenticity its Meaning. This twofold process of examina-
and Integrity, and of tj^Q jg applicable to testimonies of every kind,
its Meaning. , . , . ,. , , , ,

but It becomes indispensable when the testi-

mony has been recorded in writing, and when this, from its anti-

quity, has come down to us ouly in transcripts, indefinitely removed
from the original, and when the witnesses are men diflering greatly

from ourselves in language, manners, customs, and associations of

1 Cf Knig, Logik, s 177 e( seq. — Ed. [Snell, Logik, p. ii. § 6 p. 195. Kiesewetter,Xoffi4, p.

i. } 1S5 et siq.]
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thought. The sohition of the problem,— By what laws are the

authenticity or siniriousness, the integrity or

corruption, of a writing to be determined,—
constitutes the Art of Criticism, in its stricter signification {Crit-

ica) ; and the solution of the problem,— By what law is the sense

or meaning of writing to be determined,— con-
interpretation. . , . „ T • T-.

stitutes the Art of Interpretation or Exposition

{IIermenexitica,Exegetica). In theory. Criticism ought to precede

Interpretation, for the question,—Who has spoken, naturally arises

before the question,— How what has been spoken is to be under-

stood. But in practice, criticism and interpretation cannot be sepa-

rated ; for in application they proceed hand in hand." ^

" First, then, of Criticism ; and the question that presents itself in

the threshold is,— What are its Definition and

Divisions ? Under Criticism is to be under-

stood the complement of logical rules, by which the authenticity or

spuriousness, the integrity or interpolation, of a writing is to be

iudtred. The problems which it proposes to
Its problems. "^ » '

. \^answer are — 1 , Does a writing really proceed

from the author to whom it is ascribed ; and, 2°, Is a writing, as we
possess it, in all its parts the same as it came from the hands of its

author. The system of fundamental rules, which are supposed in

judging of the authenticity and integrity of every writing, consti-

tutes what is called the Doctrine of Universal
Universal Criticism. ,, . . . , ., . „ .. , ,

Criticism; and the system of particular rules,

by which the authenticity and integrity of writings of a certain

kind are judged, constitutes the doctrine of what is called Special

Criticism. It is manifest, from the nature of

Special Criticism. Logic, that the doctrine of Universal Criticism
Universal Criticism .^ ^j^^^ ^.^^^.^ .^^ ^ ,^^^.^_ ^^^^ Universal

alone witbm the .... .

sphere of Logic. Criticism is conversant either with the authen-

ticity or spuriousness of a writing considered as

a whole, or with the integrity or interpolation of certain parts. In

the former case it is called Hiqlier. in the latter.
Its Divisions. ^ ^ . . . , , ,..

Loioer, Criticism; but these denominations are

inappropriate. The one criticism has also been styled the Internal,

the other the External; but these appellations are, likewise, excep-

tionable ; and, perhaps, it would be preferable to call the former

the Criticism of the Authenticity, the latter, the Criticism of the

Integrity, of a work. I shall consider these in particular; and, first,

of the Criticism of Authenticity.

"A proof of the authenticity of a writing, more especially of an
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ancient writing, can be rested only upon two grounds,— an Inter-

nal and an External, — and on these eitlier

1. Criticism of Au-
gp^rt Or in combination. By internal qrouncls,

thenticity. ^
, . ,. . ^ , . . , . ,

we mean those indications ot authenticity which

the writing itself affords. By external grounds, we denote the tes-

timony borne by other works, of a corresponding antiquity, to the

authenticity of the writing in question.

"In regard to the Internal Grounds;— it is evident, without

entering upon details, that these cannot of
(a) Internal Grounds.

, , , .

These of themselves themselves, that IS, apart from the external

not sufficient to estab- grounds, afford evidence capable of establish-

lish the authenticity j^g beyoud a doubt the authenticity of an an-
awnmg.

cieut Writing; for we can easily conceive that

an able and learned forger may accommodate his fabrications both

to all the general circumstances of time, place, people, and lan-

guage, under which it is supposed to have been written, and even

to all the particular circumstances of the style, habit of thought,

personal relations, etc., of the author by whom it professes to have

been written, so that everything may militate for, and nothing mili-

tate against, its authenticity.

"But if our criticism from the internal grounds alone be, on the

one hand, impotent to establish, it is, on the
ut omnipotent to

other, omnipotent to disprove. For it is suffi-
disprove this.

. , , ... .

cient to show that a writing is in essential parts,

that is, parts which cannot be separated from the whole, in opposi-

tion to the known manners, institutions, usages, etc., of that people

with which it would, and must, have been iu harmony, were it the

product of the writer whose name it bears ; that, on the contrary,

it bears upon its face indications of another country or of a later

age; and, finally, that it is at vai-iance with the personal circum-

stances, the turn of mind, and the pitch of intellect, of its pre-

tended author. And here it is to be noticed, that these grounds

are only relatively internal ; for we become aware of them origi-

nally only through the testimony of others, that i.s, through exter-

nal grounds."

'

In regard to the External Grounds ; — they, as I said, consist

in the testimony, direct or indirect, given to
(b) External Grounds.

, ,
..•^', .. .

°
. ,

the authenticity of the writing in question by

other works of a competent antiquity. This testimony may be

contained either in other and admitted writings of the supposed

author himself; or in those of contemporary writers ; or in those

of writers approximating in antiquity. This testimony may also be

1 Esser, Losik, J 158—160.— Ed.
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given either directly, by attribution of the disputed writing by
title to the author ; or indirectly, by quoting as his certain pas-

sages which are to be found in it. On this subject it is needless to

go into detail, and it is hardly necessary to observe, that the proof

of the authenticity is most complete when it proceeds upon the

internal and external grounds together. I, therefore, pass on to

the Criticism of Integrity.^

" When the authenticity of an ancient work has been established

on external grounds, and been confirmed on
. 11

icism o n-
internal, the integrity of this writing is not

therewith proved ; for it is very possible, and

in ancient writings indeed very probable, that particular passages

are either interpolated or corrupted. The authenticity of particu-

lar passages is to be judged of precisely by the same laws which

regulate our criticism of the authenticity of the whole work. The
proof most pertinent to the authenticity of particular passages is

drawn — 1°, From their acknowledgment by the author himself in

other, and these unsuspected, works ; 2°, From the attribution of

them to the author by other writers of competent information;

and, 3°, From the evidence of the most ancient MSS. On the

other hand, a passage is to be obelized as spurious,— 1°, When
found to be repugnant to the general relations of time and place,

and to the personal relations of the author ; 2°, When wanting in

the more ancient codices, and extant only in the more modern.

A passage is suspicious, when any motive for its interpolation is

manifest, even should we be unable to establish it as spurious.

The differences which different copies of a writing exhibit in the

particular passages, are called various readings (varice leciiones or

lectiones varia?}teg). Now, as of various readings only one can be

the true, while they may all very easily be false, the problem which

the criticism of Integrity proposes to solve is,— How is the genu-

ine reading to be made out ; and herein consists what is tech-

nically called the Mecension, more properly the Emendation, of the

text.

" The Emendation of an ancient author may be of two kinds

;

the one of which may be called Historical, the

Emendation of the other the Conjectural. The former of these
^^

'~l?.
^^ '"" '' founds upon historical data for its proof: the

VIZ., Historical and '
_

' _ ' _

Coijjecturai. latter, again, proceeds on grounds which lie

beyond the sphere of historical flict, and this

for the very reason that historical fact is found incompetent to the

restoration of the text to its original integrity, The historical

1 See Esser, Logilc, j} 161, 162.— Ed,
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emendation necessarily i^recedes the conjectural, because the object

itself of emendation is wholly of an historical character, and be-

cause it is not permitted to attempt any other than an emendation

on historical grounds, until, from these very grounds themselves, it

be shown that the restitution of the text to its original integrity

cannot be historically accomplished. Historical

Historical Emenda- Emendation is again of two kinds, according as

tion of two kiuds,— jjg judgment proceeds on external or on inter-
Exterual and Inter- , t t, /> t . i t

nal grounds. It founds upon external grounds,

when the reasons for the truth or falsehood of

a reading are derived froni testimony ; it founds upon internal

grounds, when the reasons for the truth or falsehood of a reading

are derived from the writing itself. Historical emendation has thus

a twofold function to perform (and in its application to practice,

these must always be performed in conjunction), viz., it has care-

fully to seek out and accurately to weigh both the external and

internal reasons in support of the reading in dispute. Of external

grounds the principal consists in the confirmation aiforded by MSS.,

by printed editions which have immediately emanated from MSS.,

by ancient translations, and by passages quoted in ancient authors.

The internal grounds are all derived either from the form, or from

the contents, of the work itself In reference to the form,— a

reading is probable, in proportion as it corresponds to the general

character of the language prevalent at the epoch when the work

was written, and to the peculiar character of the language by which

the author himself was distinguished. In reference to the contents,

— a reading is probable, when it harmonizes with the context, that

is, when it concui-s with the other words of the particular passage in

T.'hich it stands, in aflbrding a meaning reasonable in itself, and con-

formable with tiie author's opinions, reasonings, and general charac-

ter of thought."

'

"It frequently happens, however, that, notwithstanding the uni-

formity of MSS., and other external subsidia, a
onjectura men-

i-e^difjcr cannot be reco"nized as genuine. In
dation. ^

-^
. .

this case, it must be scientifically shown from

the rules of criticism itself that this lection is corrupt. If the

demonstration thus attempted be satisfactory, and Lf all external

subsidia have been tried in vain, the critic is permitted to con-

sider in what manner the corrupted passage can be restored to

its integrity. And here the conjectural or divinatory emenda-

tion comes into play ; a process in which the power and effi-

1 Esser, Logik, } 1G3.— Ed.
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ciency of criticism and tLe genius of tlie critic are principally

manifested." ^

So much for Criticism, in its applications both to the Authen-

ticity and to the Integrity of Writings. We have now to consider

the general rules by which Interpretation, that is, the scientific pro-

cess of expounding the Meaning of an author, is regulated.

"By the Art of Jnterj^retation, called likewise technically JTer-

meneutic or Exeqetic, is meant the complement
II. Interpretation. ^ , • , , , , , ^, e ^

of logical laws, by which the sense of an ancient

writing is to be evolved. Hermeneutic is either General or Spe-

cial. General, when it contains those laws
General .ind Special. , . , , , - . „

which apply to the interpretation oi any writ-

ing whatever; Special, when it comprises those laws by which

writings of a particular kind are to be expounded. The former

of these alone is of logical concernment. The problem proposed

for the Art of Interpretation to solve, is,— How are we to proceed

in order to discover from the words of a writing that sole meaning

which the author intended them to convey ? In the interpretation

of a work, it is not, therefore, enough to show in what signification

its words may be understood ; for it is required that we show in

what signification they must. To the execution of this task two

conditions are absolutely necessary ; 1°, That the interpreter should

be thoroughly acquainted with the language itself in general, and

with the language of the writer in particular; and, 2°, Th.at the

interpreter should be familiar with the subjects of which the writing

treats. But these two requisites, though indispensable, are not of

themselves sufficient. It is also of importance that the expositor

should have a competent acquaintance with the author's personal

circumstances and character of thought, and with the history and

spirit of the age and country in which he lived. In regard to the

interpretation itself, — it is to be again observed, that as a writer

could employ expressions only in a single sense, so the result of the

exposition ought to be not merely to show what meaning may pos-

sibly attach to the doubtful terms, but what meaning necessarily

must. When, therefore, it appears that a passage is of doubtful

import, the best preparative for a final determination of its mean-

ing is, in the first place, to ascertain in how many different significa-

tions it may be construed, and then, by a process of exclusion, to

arrive at the one veritable meaning. When, however, the obscu-

rity cannot be removed, in that case it is the duty of the expositor,

1 Esser, Logik, § 1G6. — Ed. IParrliasiaiia, i. 359—365, 2d cd. 1701. Genuensis, Ars Logico-

Critica, L. Iv. C. vi. tt seq.]
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before abaudouing his task, to evince that an interpretation of

the passage is, without change, absolutely or relatively impossible.

"As to the sources from whence the Interpretation is to be

drawn,— these are three in all,— viz., 1°, The
Sources of iDterpre-

Tyactois literarum, the words themselves, as

they appear in MSS. ; 2°, The context, that is,

the passage in immediate connection with the doubtful term ; 3°,

Parallel or analogous passages in the same, or in other writings." *

How the interpretation drawn from these sources is to be applied, I

shall not attempt to detail; but pass on to a more generally useful

and interesting subject.

So much for Experience or Observation, the first mean of

scientific discovery, that, viz., by which we
Speculation the Sec- apprehend what is presented as contingent

tion and Analogy we carry up individual into

general facts. We have now to consider the other mean of sci-

entific discovery, that, viz., by which, from the phsnomena pre-

sented as contingent, we separate what is really necessary, and

thus attain to the knowledge, not of merely generalized facts,

but of universal laws. This mean may, for distinction's sake,

be called Speculation, and its general nature I comprehend in the

following paragraph.

f CXI. When the mind does not rest contented with

observing and classifying the objects of
Par. CXI. spe=uja- j^g experience, but, by a reflective analy-

Kno'wiedge. sis, sunders the concrete wholes presented

to its cognition, throws out of account

all that, as contingent, it can think away from, and con-

centrates its attention exclusively on those elements which,

as necessary conditions of its own acts, it cannot but think;

— by this process it obtains the knowledge of a certain

order of facts, — facts of Self-consciousness, which, as essen-

tial to all Experience, are not the result of any ; consti-

tuting in truth the Laws by which the possibility of our

cognitive functions is determined. This process, by which

we thus attain to a discriminative knowledge of the JVeces-

sary. Native, and, as they are also called, the JVbetic, Pure,

a piHori, or Transcendental, Elements of Thought, may be

styled Speculative Analysis, Analytic Speculation, or Specu-

1 Esser, Logik, } 167.- Ed. [Cf. Snell, iofii, p. U. § 6, p. 200.]
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lation simply, and is carefully to be distinguished from Induc-

tion, with which it is not unusually confounded.

" The emi^irical knowledge of which we have hitherto been

speakins? does not, however varied and exten-
Explication. : . , „, . ^ , , . , .

sive it may be, sutbce to satisfy the thinkmg

mind as such ; for our empirical knowledge itself points at certain

higher cognitions from which it may obtain completion, and which

are of a very different character from that by which the mere em-

pirical cognitions themselves are distinguished. The cognitions are

styled, among other names, by those of noetic, jmre, or rational,

and they are such as cannot, though manifested in experience,

be derived from experience ; for, as the conditions under which

experience is possible, they must be viewed as necessary con-

stituents of the nature of the thinking principle itself Philos-

ophers have indeed been found to deny the reality of such cog-

nitions native to the mind ; and to confine the whole sphere

of human knowledge to the limits of experience. But in this

case philosophers have overlooked the important circumstance,

that the acts, that is, the apprehension and judgment, of expe-

rience, are themselves impossible, except under the supposition

of certain potential cognitions previously existent in the think-

ing subject, and which become actual on occasion of an object

being presented to the external or internal sense. As an exam-

ple of a noetic cognition, the following propositions may suf-

fice:— An object and all its attributes are convertible;— All

that is has its sufficient cause. The principal distinctions of

Empirical and Rational Knowledges, or rather

Principal distinc- Empirical and Noetic Cognitions, are the fol-

and' Noetic ™Co"ni
lowing : — 1°, Empirical cognitions originate

tions. exclusively in experience, whereas noetic cog-

nitions are virtually at least before or above

all experience,— all experience being only possible through them.

2°, Empirical cognitions come piecemeal and successively into exist-

ence, and may again gradually fade and disappear; whereas noetic

cognitions, like Pallas, armed and immortal from the head of Jupi-

ter, spring at once into existence, complete and indestructible. 3°,

Empirical cognitions find only an application to those objects from

which they were originally abstracted, and, according as things

obtain a different form, they also may become differently tash-

ioned ; noetic cognitions, on the contrary, bear the character im-

pressed on them of necessity, universality, sameness. Whether
a cognition be empirical or noetic, can only be determined by
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considering whether it can or cannot be presented in a sensible

perception ;
— whether it do or do not stand forward clear, dis-

tinct, and indestructible, bearing the stamp of necessity and abso-

lute uuiversality. The noetic cognitions can be detected only by a

critical analysis of the mental phenomena proposed for the purpose

of their discovery;"' and this analysis may, as I have said, be

styled Speculation, for want of a more appropriate appellation.

lEsser, loj.i, §171.— Ed.



LECTUEE XXXV.

MODIFIED METHODOLOGY.

SECTION I.—OF THE ACQUISITION OF KNOWLEDGE.

III. COMMUNICATION OF KNOWLEDGE.— A. INSTRUCTION
— ORAL AND WRITTEN.— B. CONFERENCE—

DIALOGUE AND DISPUTATION.

I NOW go on to the last Mean of Acquiring and Perfecting our

knowledge ; and commence with the following paragraph :

f CXII. An important mean for the Acquisition and Per-

fecting of Knowledge is the Communica-
Par. cxu. The

^-^^^ ^f rphought. Considcrcd in general,Communication or ° o '

Thougiit.-asameans the Communication of thought is either
of Acquirmg and Per-

Qne-sided, or Mutual. The former is called
lecting Knowledge, '

Instruction (institutio), the latter, Confer-

ence {collocutio) ; but these, though in theory distinct, are in

practice easily combined. Instruction is again either Oral or

Wj'itten; and Conference, as it is interlocutory and familiar, or

controversial and solemn, may be divided into Dialogue {col-

loquium, clialogus), and Disputation {disputatio, conceriatio).

The Communication of thought in all its forms is a means of

intellectual improvement, not only to him who receives, but to

him who bestows, information ; in both relations, therefore, it

ought to be considered, and not, as is usually done, in the

former only.^

In illustrating this paragraph, I shall cominence with the last

sentence, and, before treating in detail of In-
ExpIicatiOD. . -, r^ c

struction and Conference, as means of extend-

ing the limits of our knowledge by new acquisitions derived from

1 Cf. Krug, Logih, } 181e< .se?.—Ed
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the communication of otliers, I shall endeavor to show, that the

Communication of thought is itself an irapor-
The Communication

mean towards the perfecting of knowledge
of 1 bought im impor- r o o

tant mean towards the in the mind of the communicator himself. In

perfecting of Knowi- this view, the communication of knowledge is

edge in the mind of
jj]^^ ^j^^ attribute of mcrcv, twice blessed,—

the communicator. ,, , ,. , . , ,. ,

"blessed to him that gives and to him that

takes ; " in teaching others we in flict teach ourselves.

This view of the reflex effect of the communication of thought

on the mind, whether under the form of Instruction or of Confer-

ence, is one of high importance, but it is one which has, in modem
times, unfortunately been almost wholly overlooked. To illustrate

it in all its bearings would require a volume; at present I can

only contribute a few hints towards its exposition.

Man is, by an original tendency of his nature, determined to com-

municate to others what occupies his thoughts,
Man naturally de-

^^^^-^ ^^, ^.j^j^ communication he obtains a clearer

eatjon, understanding of the subject of his cogitations

than he could otherwise have compassed. This
This fact noticed by . ,., ^ ^, ^ rrjii. t

pj^j^
fact did not escape tlie acuteness of rlato. In

the Protagoras, — " It has been well," says

Plato (and he has sundry passages to the point),— "It has been

well, I think, observed by Homer—
'Through mutual intercourse and mutual aid,

Great deeds are done and great discoveries made;

The wise new wisdom on the wise bestow,

Whilst the lone thinlier's thoughts come slight and slow.'l

For in com]3any we, all of us, are more alert, in deed and word

and thought. And if a man excogitate aught by himself
,
forthwith

he goes about to find some one to whom, he may reveal it, and from,

whom he may obtain encouragement, aye and until his discovery be

completed."^ The same doctrine is maintained
Aristotle.

|jy Aristotle, and illustrated by the same quota-

tion ;
^ (to which, indeed, is to be referred the

adage,— "Unus homo, nullus homo.") — "We
Luciiius. rejoice," says Themistins, "in hunting truth in

company, as in hunting game."* Luciiius,

—

" Scire est nescire, nisi id me scire alius scierit ; ^— paraphrased in

1 Altered from Pope's Homer, Bonk x. 2<55. 4 Orat , xxi. Erplorator aut Philosophus, Ora-

2 Prning., p 345. Compare Lectures on 3Iei- tiones. p. 254, ed. Harduin, Paris, 1684, - En.
aphi/sks, p. 261. 6 Frngm., 25, in the Bipont edition of Per-

3 Eili. Nic, viii. 1. Bius and Juvenal, p. 176.— Ed.
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the compacter, though far inferior, verse of Persius,— " Scire tuum

nihil est, nisi te scire hoc sciat alter."'— Cicero's

Persius. Cato testifies to the same truth:— "Non facile

Cicero. est invenire, qui quod sciat ipse, non trad at

Seneca. alteii." ^ And Seneca: — "Sic cum hac excep-

tione detur sapientia, ut illam inclusam teneam

nee enunciem, rejiciam. Nullius boui, sine socio, jucunda possessio

est."
^

" Condita tabescit, vulgata scientia crescit."4

"In hoc gaudeo aliquid discere, ut doceam : nee me ulla res delec-

tabit, licet eximia sit et salutaris, quam mihi uni, sciturus sim."'

"Ita non solum ad discendum propensi sumus, verum etiam ad

docendum." "^

The modes in which the Communication of thought is conducive

to the perfecting of thought itself, are two : for
Modes in which

, . ,
° , ° ,

, ,

Communication is
^'^^ mmd may DO determmed to more exalted

conducive to the Per- energy by the sympathy of society, and by the
fecting of Thought stimulus of Opposition ; or it may be necessi-

tated to more distinct, accurate, and orderly

thinking, as this is the condition of distinct, accurate, and orderly

communication. Of these the former requires the presence of

others during the act of thought, and is, therefore, only manifested

in oral instruction or in conference ; whereas the latter is operative

both in our oral and in our written communications. Of these iu

their order.

In the first place, then, the influence of man on man in recipro-

cally determining a higher energy of the facul-

y iccipioca y ^.^ .^ ^ ijhtenomenon sufficiently manifest. By
determining a liigher ' ' '

.
•'

energy of the focui- nature a Social being, man has powers which

ties. are relative to, and, consequently, find their de-
(a) Through Sympa- yelopment in, the company of his fellows ; and

this is more particularly shown in the energies

of the cognitive faculties. " As iron sharpeneth iron," says Solo-

mon, "so a man sharpeneth the understanding of his friend."'

This, as I have said, is effected both by fellow-feeling and by oppo-

sitiou. We see the effects of fellow-feeling in the necessity of an

1 I. 27. — Ed. Communes, p. 17, Lend. 1583; but the author

2 Cato apud Cicero, De Fin., iii. c. 20, § is not named. — Ed.

66. 5 Seneca, Epist., vi. — Ed.

8 Seneca, Ep., vi. 6 Cicero, De Fin., iii. 20.— Ed.

4 Quoted also in Discussions, p. 778. This ? Proverbs, xxvii. 17. The authorized ver-

line appears to liave been talien from a small sion is, countenance of iiis friend. Compare

volume entitled Carminum Provcrbialium Loci Lectures on Metaphysics, p. 261. — Ed.
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audience to call forth the exertions of the orator. Eloquence

requires numbers ; and oratory has only flourished where the con-

dition of large audiences has been supplied,

(b) Through opposi- g^j^ opposition is perhaps still more powerful

than mere sympathy in calling out the re-

sources of the intellect.

In the mental as well as in the material world, action and reac-

tion are ever equal ; and Plutarch ' well ob-
Flntarch.

, . , ,

servos, that as motion would cease were con-

tention to be taken out of the physical universe, so progress in

improvement would cease were contention taken out of the moral

;

5roA.e/ios OLTravTuiv -Trarijp.^

"It is maintained," says the subtle Scaliger, " by Vives, that we
profit more by silent meditation than by dis-

"^^ '°"'
'

'

pute. This is not true. For as fire is elicited

by the collision of stones, so truth is elicited by the collision of

minds. I myself (he adds) frequently meditate by myself long

and intently ; but in vain ; unless I find an antagonist, there is no

hojje of a successful issue. By a master we are more excited than

by a book ; but an antagonist, whether by his pertinacity or his wis-

dom, is to me a double master." ^

But, in the second place, the necessity of communicating a piece

of knowledge to others, imposes upon us the
2. By imposing the •. n w • • r ii c

necessity of obtaining necessity of obtaining a fuller consciousness of

a fuller consciousness that knowledge for oui'selves. This result is to

of knowledge for our- ^ certain extent secured by the very process of

clothing our cogitations in words. For speech

is an analytic in-ocess ; and to express our thoughts in language, it

is requisite to evolve them from the implicit into the explicit, from

the confused into the distinct, in order to bestow on each part of

the organic totality of a thought its precise and appropriate sym-

bol. But to do this is in fact only to accomplish the first step

towards the perfecting of our cognitions or thoughts.

But the communication of thought, in its higher applications,

imposes on us far more than this ; and in so doing it reacts with a

still more beneficial influence on our habits of thinking. Suppose

that we are not merely to express our thoughts as they spontane-

ously arise ; suppose that we are not merely extemporaneously to

speak, but deliberately to write, and that what we are to communi-

1 Vila Agesilai, Opera, 1599, vol. i. p. 59S.-ED. 3 Exercii., t. 420. [For a criticism of Scal-

2 Heraclitus. Cf Plutarch, De Is. et Osir., p. iger's remark as regards Vives, see Discus-

370. ISrandis, Gesch. der Philos., i. p. 158.— Ed. sions, p. 773.— Ed.J
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cate is not a simple and easy, but a complex and difficult, matter.

In this case, no man will ever fully understand

- of Compo-
1j[s subject who has not studied it with the view

lis ruction
^^ communication, while the power of commu-

in periecting our *

Knowledge. nicating a subject is the only competent crite-

rion of his fully understanding it. "When a

Godwin quoted. man," says Godwin, "writes a book of method-

ical investigation, he does not write because he

understands the subject, but he understands the subject because he

has written. He was an uninstru.cted tyro, exposed to a thousand

foolish and miserable mistakes, when he began his work, compared

with the degree of proficiency to which he has attained when he

has finished it. He who is now an eminent philosopher, or a sub-

lime poet, was formerly neither the one nor the other. Many a

man has been overtaken by a premature death, and left nothing

behind him but compositions worthy of ridicule and contempt,

who, if he had lived, would perhaps have risen to the highest lite^

rary eminence. If we could examine the school exercises of men

who have afterwards done honor to mankind, we should often find

them inferior to those of their ordinary competitors. If we could

dive into the portfolios of their early youth, we should meet with

abundant matter for laughter at their senseless incongruities, and

for contemptuous astonisliment."

'

" The one exclusive sign," says Aristotle,

"that a man is thoroughly cognizant of any-

thing, is that he is able to teach it;"- and Ovid,''—

" Quodqiie parum iiovit nemo docere potest."

In this reactive effect of the communication of knowledge in

determining the perfection of the knowledge communicated, origi-

nated the scholastic maxim Doce ut discas,— a maxim which has

unfortunately been too much overlooked in the schemes of modern

education. In former ages, teach that you may learn always con-

stituted one at least of the great means of intel-

lectual cultivation. "To teach," says Plato, "is

the way for a man to learn most and best." *

"Homines dum docent discunt," says Seneca.^ "In teaching," says

Enquirer, part i. Essay iv. pp. 23, 24, ed. 3 Tristia, ii. 348. -

7. — Ed. i rscudo-l'lato,

Mctnphys., i. I. Quoted in Discussions, p. Ed.
I. — Ed. 5 Epist., 7.— Ed.

Plato.

Seneca.
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Clement of Alexandria,^ " tlie instructor often learns more than his

pupils." " Disce sed a doctis ; indoctos ipse

Clement of Aiexan- doceto," is the precept of Dionysius Cato ;

^

^"^'
and the two following were maxims of au-

Dionysius Cato. °

thority in the disciplme of the middle ages.

The first—
" Multa rogare, rogata tenero, retenta docere,

Hacc tria, discipuJum faciunt superare magistmm." '

The second—
"Discere si quaeris doceaa; sic ipse doceris;

Nam studio tali tibi proficis atque sodali." 4

This truth is also well enforced by the great Vives. "Doctrina est

traditio corum qu.ie quis novit ei qui non novit.

Diseiplina est illius traditionis acceptio ; nisi

quod mens accipientis impletur, dantis vero non exhauritur, — imo

communicatione augetur eruditio, sicut ignis, motu atque agltatione.

Excitatur enim ingenium, et dlscurrit per ea quae ad prfesens nego-

tiuin pertinent : ita invenit atque excudit multa, et quae in mentem

non veniebant cessanti, docenti, aut disserenti occuiTunt, calore

acuente vigorem ingenii. Idcirco, nihil est ad magnam ernditio-

nem perinde conducens, ut docere."^ The celebrated logician. Dr.

Robert Sanderson, used to say :
" I learn much

from my master, more from my equals, and most

of all from my disciples." ^

But I have occupied perhaps too much time on the influence of

the communication of knowledge on those by
Influence of the . . i , ,, ^ ^-l

communication of whom it IS made ; and shall now pass on to the

Knowledge on those consideration of its influence on those to whom
to whom it is ad-

j^ jg addressed. And in treating of communica-
'^'^^

tion in this respect, I shall, in the first place,

consider it as One-sided, and, in the second, as Reciprocal or

Bilateral.

The Unilateral Communication of knowledge, or Instruction, is

of two kinds, for it is either Oral or Written ; but as both these

1 Stromaia, lib. i. p. 275, edition Sylb., terdam, 1692. The lines are quoted as from

Ai5a<rKwr tis fmvSxipfi TrAeTo^, Kal Kfyav an anonymous author. — Ed.]

4 Given without author's name in the Car.

minum Provtibialum Loci Communes^ Loud.

15S3, p. 17. See above, p. 480, note 4.— Ed.

3 [Crenius, p. 581 ] [GabriiKs^Nawlai Syn- * De Anima, p. 89.

ta^ma de Studio Libfrali. Included in the 6 [Rfoson and Judgment^ or Special Remarks

Concilia et Metttodi Aurtai st'jdiorum oftime of the Life ofthe Renowned Dr. Sanderson, p. 1(X

iruiiiiundonim, collected by Th. Crenius, Eot- London : 1663.]

vaKpoarat iroWattis rots

5. — Ed.

IV. 29.— Ed.
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species of instruction propose the same end, they are both, to a cer-

tain extent, subject to the same hiws.
1. instructiou,—

Qj..^j ^^^ Written Instruction have each their
Oral and Wrilttu.

pecuhar advantages.

In the first jilace, instruction by the living voice has this advan-

tage over that of books, that, as more natural,
Oral instruction, — ., . . • tt ^t j.

it is more impressive. Hearing rouses the at-
its advantages. ^ ^

(a) More natural, tention and keeps it alive far more effectually

therefore more im- than reading. To tliis we have the testimony
•"'**""'''

of the most competent observers. "Hearing,"
Theophrastus. ,./.,,, ,

says Theophrastus,' "is of all the senses the

most pathetic," that is, it is the sense most intimately associated

with sentiment and passion. " Multo magis," says the younger

Pliny, " multo magis viva vox afficit. Nam,
ounger my.

j.^^^ acriora sunt quse legas, altius tameu in

animo sedent qu£e pronuutiatio, vultus, habitus, gestus etiam diceu-

tis adfigit."

'

"Plus prodest," says Valerius Maxim us, ^^ docentem audire, quara

in libris studere
;
quia vehementior fit irapressio

Valerius Maxinius. . ... ,. ^. . t ^ •
j.

in mentibus audientium, ex visu doctons et

auditu, quam ex studio et libro."^

And St. Jerome— " Habet nescio quid latentis energise viva vox;

et in aures discipuli de doctoris ore transfusa,
St. Jerome. r- ^- ^iia

fortius son at.
^

A second reason why'our Attention (and Memory is always in

the ratio of Attention) to things spoken is

(b) Less permanent, greater than to things read, is that what is

therefore more at- .^^ n

^^^^^^^
written we regard as a permanent possession

to which we can always recur at pleasure

;

whereas we are conscious that the "winged words" are lost to us

forever, if we do not catch them as they fly. As Pliny hath it

:

" Legend! semper est occasio ; audiendi non semper."

'

A third cause of the superior efficacy of oral instruction is that

man is a soei.al animal. He is thus naturally disposed to find pleas-

ure in society, and in the performance of the actions performed by

those with whom he consorts. But reading is a solitary, hearing is

1 OuK 6r a-rfiuis S' oiixai ae Trpocrmov(xai in tlio Flores of Thomas Hiberu

<ppa<nos TTo^TjTLKCoTaTriu c/fat tpr}(Tl izaffoiv.

Plutarch, De Amlilhne, sub mil.— Ed.

2 Hpist., ii. 3- — Ed.
3 [Thomas nibernicus, p. 330.] [The above *5i- — I'.u.

passage is quoted as from Valerius, lib. viii., c Epist. ii. 3. — Ed.

, however, to be found in

that author. — Ed.]

4 Epi.'it., ciii. Opera, Antv. 1579, tom. iii p.
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a social act. lu reaJiiig, we are not determinccl to attend by any

fellow-feeling with others attending ; whereas
(c) Hearing a social

^^ hearing, our attention is not only engaged by

our sympathy with the si^eaker, but by our sym-

pathy with the other attentive auditors around us.

Such are the causes which concur in rendering Oral Instruction

more effectual than Written. "M. Varillas,"
enage quo c

. ^^^^ Menage (and Varillas was one of tlie most

learned of modern historians,— and Menage one of the most

learned of modern scholars), "M. Varillas himself told me one

day, that of every ten things he knew, he had learned nine of them

in conversation. I myself might say nearly the same thing." ^

On the other hand, Reading, though only a substitute for Oral

Instruction, has likewise advantages peculiar to
Keadiug,-its ad- jj^^j^ j^ ^]jg g,.gj ^,1,,^^^ j^ j^ j^Q,.g g^gj]^ ^^_

(a) More easily ac-
cessible. In the second, it is more comprehen-

cessibie. sive in its sphere of operation. In the third, it

(b) Jiore compre- jg jjq(. transitory with the voice, but may again

,
' ,,

'

. and a^ain be taken up and considered, so that
(c) More permanent. » r '

the object of the instruction may thus more

fully be examined and brought to proof. It is thus manifest, that

oral and written instruction severally supply and severally support

each other; and that, where this is competent, they ought always

to be employed in conjunction. Oral instruction is, however, in

the earlier stages of education, of principal importance ; and writ-

ten ought, therefore, at first only to be brought in as a subsidiary.

A neglect of the oral instruction, and an exclusive employment of

the written,— the way in which those who are self-taught (the

autodidacti) obtain their education, — for the most part betrays its

one-sided influence by a contracted cultivation of the intellect,

with a deficiency in the power of communicating knowledge to

others.

Oral instruction necessarily supposes a speaker and a hearer ; and

written instruction a writer and a reader. In these, the capacity

of the speaker and of the writer must equally fulfil certain common
requisites. In the first place, they should be fully masters of the

subject with which their instruction is conversant ; and in the sec-

ond, tliey should be able and willing to communicate to others the

knowledge which they themselves possess. But in reference to

these several sjjecies of instruction, there are various special rules

that ought to be attended to by those who would reap the advan-

tages they severally afford. I shall commence with Written In-

1 Menasiana, torn. iv. p. Ill, ed. 1715.— Ed.



struction, and comprise the rules by which it ought to be regulated,

in the following paragraph.

If CXIII. In regard to "Written Instruction, and its profit-

able employment as a means of intellectual

iMtrucu™ Hd'ns improvement, there are certain rules which

employment as a ought to bc observcd, and which together
means of inteiieetuai

(.Qngtitute the Proper Mcthod of Reading.
improvement. i o

These may be reduced to three classes, as

they regard, 1°, The Quantity, 2°, The Quality, of what is to

be read, or, 3°, The Mode of reading what is to be read.

I. As concerns the Quantity of what is to be read, there

is a single rule,— Read much, but not many works (multum

non multa).

II. As concerns the Quality of what is to be read,— there

may be given five rules. 1°, Select the works of principal

importance, estim.ated by relation to the several sciences them-

selves, or to your particular aim in reading, or to your individ-

ual disposition and wants. 2°, Read not the more detailed

works upon a science, until you have obtained a rudimentary

knowledge of it in general. 3°, Make yourselves familiar with

a science in its actual or present state, before you proceed to

study it in its chronological development. 4°, To avoid errone-

ous and exclusive views, read and compare together the more

important works of every sect and party. 6°, To avoid a one-

sided development of mind, combine with the study of works

which cultivate the Understanding, the study of works which

cultivate the Taste.

III. As concerns the Mode or Manner of reading itself,

there are four principal rules. 1°, Read that you may accu-

rately remember, but still more, that you may fully understand.

2°, Strive to compass the general tenor of a work, before you

attempt to judge of it in detail. 3°, Accommodate the inten-

sity of the reading to the imjiortance of the work. Some
books are, therefore, to be only dipped into ; others are

to be run over rapidly; and others to be studied long and

sedulously. 4°, Regulate on the same principle the extracts

which you make from the works you read.'

I. In reference to the head of Quantity, the single rule is—

1 Cf. Krug, Logik, 5 180. — Ed. [riscluiber, tier Hodegetik, 5 53 p. 196; 1S32. Magir

Logik, p. ISS, ed. 1S18. Scbtidler, Grundriss Lectio.]
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Read much, but not many works. Thougli this golden -rule has

risen in importance, since the world, by the art

Explication. ^£ printing, lias been overwhelmed by the mul-

read
"""' ^ ° ^

titude of books, it was still fully recognized by

Rule. the great thinkers of antiquity. It is even

Solomon. hinted by Solomon, when he complains that

Quintiiian.
" 0^ making many books there is no end." ^ By

Younger Pliny. Quintiiian, by the younger Pliny, and by Seneca,

Seo^os- the maxim, "multum legendum esse, non multa,"

Luther noted
^^ ^^^^ down as the great rule of study.- "All,"

says Luther, in his Table Talk,' "who would

study with advantage in any art whatsoever, ought to betake them,

selves to the rpdiug of some sure and certain books oftentimes over;

for to read many books produceth confusion, rather than learning,

like as those who dwell everywhere, are not anywhere at home."

He alludes here to the saying of Seneca, " Nusquam est qui ubique

est."^ "And like as in society, we use not daily the community of

all our acquaintances, but of some few selected friends, even so

likewise ought we to accustom ourselves to the best books, and to

make the same familiar unto us, that is, to have them, as we use to

say, at our fingers' ends." The great logician,

Bishop Sanderson, to whom I formerly referred,

as his friend and biographer Isaac Walton informs us, said " that he

declined reading m.any books ; but what he did read were well

, chosen, and read so often that be became very familiar with them.

They were principally three,— Aristotle's Rhetoric, Aquinas's Se-

cunda Secunclm, and Cicero, particularly his Offices." * The great

Lord Burleigh, we are told by his biographer,

carried Cicero De Officiis, with Aristotle's Mhet-

oric, always in his bosom ; these being complete pieces, " that

would make both a scholar and an honest man."

"Our age," says Herder, "is the reading age;"

and he adds, "it would have been better, in my opinion, for the

world and for science, if, instead of the multitude of books which

now overl.ay us, we possessed only a few works good and sterling,

and which, as few, would, therefore, be more diligently and pro-

foundly studied." " I might quote to you many other testimonies

1 Ei:d(s. xii. 12.— Ed. 4 Epht., ii. — Ed.

2 Quiutilian, x. 1, 59. Pliny, Ep., vii. 9. 6 See Walton's Lives of Donne, VTotton,

Seneca, De Tranquill. Animi, c. 9. Epist., 2, Hooker, Hirbnt, and Sanderson, vol. ii., p. 287,

45. — Ed. ed. Zouch, York, 1817.— Ed.

8 Ko. DCCCXLIV. Of Learned Men. — 6 Briefe uber das Stud, der Theol. B. xlix.,

Ed. Werke, xiv. 267, ed. 1829. — Ed.

Lord Burleigh
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to the same effect; but testimonies arc useless in support of so

manifest a truth.

For what purpose,— with what intent, do we read ? "We read

not for the sake of reading, but we read to the
End of Keading. i,i, .i-i -nT • iii

end that we may think. Keadnig is valuable

only as it may supply to us the materials which the mind itself

elaborates. As it is not the largest quantity of any kind of food,

taken into the stomach, that conduces to health, but such a quan-

tity of such a kind as can be best digested ; so it is not the greatest

complement of any kind of information that improves the mind,

but such a quantity of such a kind as determines the intellect to

most vigorous energy. The only ijrofitable reading is that in

which we are compelled to think, and think intensely ; whereas

that reading which serves only to dissipate and divert our thought,

is either positively hurtful, or useful only as an occasional relaxa-

tion from severe exertion. But the amount of vigorous thinking

is usually in the inverse ratio of multifarious reading. Multifarious

reading is agreeable ; but, as a habit, it is, in its way, as destructive

to the mental as dram-drinking is to the bodily health.

II. In reference to the quality of what is to be read, the First of the

five rules is— 'Select the works of principal im-
II. Quality of what

portanco, in accommodation either to the several
IS to be read. *

First Euie
Sciences themselves, to your particular aim in

reading, or to your individual disposition and

wants.' This rule is too manifestly true to require any illustration of,

its truth. No one will deny that for the accomplishment of an end

you ought to employ the means best calculated for its accomplish-

ment. This is all that the rule inculcates. But while there is no

difficulty about the expediency of obeying the rule, there is often

considerable difficulty in obeying it. To know what books ought

to be read in order to learn a science, is in fact frequently obtained

after the science has been already learned. On this point no gen-

eral advice can be given. We have, on all of the sciences, works

which profess to supply the advice which the student here requires.

But in general, I must say, they are of small assistance in pointing

out what books we should select, however useful they maj' be in

showing us what books exist upon a science. In this respect, the

British student also labors under peculiar disadvantages. The libra-

ries in this country are, one and all of them, wretchedly imperfect

;

and there are few departments of science in which they are not des-

titute even of the works of primary necessity,— works which, from

tlieir high i)rice, but more frequently from the difficulty of procur-

ing them, are beyond the reach of ordinary readers.
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Uiuler the head of Quality the Second Eule is— 'Read not the

more detailed works upon a science, until you

have obtained a rudimentary knowledge of it in

general.' The expediency of this rule is sufficiently apparent. It

is altogether impossible to read with advantage an extensive work

on any branch of knowledge, if we are not previously aware of its

general bearing, and of the relations in which its several parts

stand to each other. In this case, the mind is overpowered and

oppressed by the mass of details presented to it,— details, the sig-

nificance and subordination of which it is as yet unable to recog-

nize. A conspectus,— a survey of the science as a whole, ought,

therefore, to precede the study of it in its parts ; we should be

aware of its distribution, before we attend to what is distributed,—
we should possess the empty frame-work, before we collect the

materials with which it is to be filled. Hence the utility of an ency-

clopredical knowledge of the sciences in general, preliminary to a

study of the several sciences in particular ; that is, a summary
knowledge of their objects, their extent, their connection with each

other. By this means the student is enabled to steer his way on

the wide ocean of science. By this means he always knows where-

abouts he is, and becomes aware of the point towards which his

author is leading him.

In entering upon the study of such authors as Plato, Aristotle,

Descartes, Spinoza, Leibnitz, Locke, Kant, etc., it is, therefore,

proper that we first obtain a preparatory acquaintance with tlie

scope, both of their philosophy in general, and of the particular

work on which we are about to enter. In the case of writers of

such ability this is not difficult to do, as there are abundance of

subsidiary works, affording the preliminary knowledge of which we
are in quest. But in the case of treatises where similar assistance

is not at hand, we may often, in some degree, prepare ourselves for

a regular perusal, by examining the table of contents, and taking a

cursory inspection of its several departments. In this respect, and

also in others, the following advice of Gibbon to young students is

highly deserving of attention. "After a rapid
Gibbon quoted. ,"

-, , ^ c xi • • i -n i \glance (1 translate from the original i: reneh) —
after a rapid glance on the subject and distribution of a new book,

I suspend the reading of it, which I only resume after having my-
self examined the subject in all its relations,— after having called

up in my solitary walks all that I have read, thought, or learned in

regard to the subject of the wliole book, or of some chapter in par-

ticular. I thus place myself in a condition to estimate what the

author may add to my general stock of knowledge ; and I am thus

62
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sometimes favorably disposed by the accordance, sometimes armed

by the opposition, of our views."

'

The Third Rule under the head of Quality is— 'Make your-

selves familiar with a science in its present
Third Eule. , „ , ^ . . .

State, before you proceed to study it in its

chronological development.' The propriety of this procedure is

likewise manifest. Unless we be acquainted with a science in its

more advanced state, it is impossible to distinguish between what

is more or less important, and, consequently, impossible to deter-

mine what is or is not worthy of attention in the doctrines of its

earlier cultivators. We shall thus also be overwhelmed by the

infinitude of details successively presented to us ; all will be confu-

sion and darkness, where all ought to be order and light. It is

thus improper to study philosophy historically, or in its past prog-

ress, before we have studied it statistically, or in its actual results.

The Fourth Rule under the same head is— 'To avoid erroneous

and exclusive views, read and compare together
Fourth Rule.

, . i ^ , ^
the more important works of every party. In

proportion as different opinions may be entertained in regard to the

objects of a science, the more necessary is it that we should weigh

•with care and impartiality the reasons on which these different

opinions rest. Such a science, in particular, is philosophy, and such

sciences, in general, are those which proceed out of philosophy. In

the philosophical sciences, we ought, therefore, to be especially on

our guard against that partiality which considers only the argu-

ments in fovor of particular opinions. It is true that in the writ-

ings of one party we find adduced the reasons of the opposite

party; but frequently so distorted, so mutilated, so enervated, that

their refutation occasions little effort. "We must, therefore, study

the arguments on both sides, if we would avoid those one-sided

and contracted views which are the result of party-spirit. The

precept of the Apostle, "Test all things, hold fast by that which is

good," is a precept which is applicable equally in philosophy as in

theology, but a precept that has not been more frequently neglected

in the one study than in the other.

The Fifth Rule under the head of Quality is — 'To avoid a one-

sided development of mind, combine with the
F.fih Eule.

^^^^^^y ^^ works which cultivate the Understand-

ing, the study of works which cultivate the Taste.' The propriety

1 The substance of the above passage is French original is quoted by Scheidler,/ibrf«-

given in English, in Gibbon's Mrmoirs ofviy gitik, J 55, p. 204.— Ed,

Life and Writings, pp. 54, 55; ed. 1837. The
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of this rule requires no elucidation ; I, therefore, pass on to the

third head— viz., the Manner of reading itself;

adin.

^'"""' "^ "'"^®'" "^^^^^ *^® ^""^^ -^"'^ is— 'Read that

you may accurately remember, but still more
First Rule. J J J '

that you may fully understand.'

This also requires no comment. Reading should not be a learn-

ing by rote, but an act of reflective thinking. Memory is only a

subsidiary faculty,— is valuable merely as supplying the materials

on which the understanding is to operate. We read, tlierefore,

principally, not to remember focts, but to understand relations. To
commit, therefore, to memory what we read, before we elaborate it

into an intellectual possession, is not only useless but detrimental

;

for the habit of laying up in memory what has not been digested

by the understanding, is at once the cause and the effect of mental

weakness.

The Second Rule under this head is— 'Strive to compass the

general tenor of a work, before you attempt to
Second Rule- 'T , r -i. i ^ -i ) -\t ^i •

ijudge of it m detail. JNothing can be more

absurd than the attempt to judge a part before comprehending the

whole ; but unfortunately nothing is more common, especially

among professional critics,— reviewers. This proceeding is, how-
ever, as frequently the efliect of wilful misrepresentation, as of

unintentional error.

The Third Rule under this head is— 'Accommodate the inten-

sity of the reading to the importance of the
Third Rule. , <-, 11 , ,1

work. Some books are, therefore, to be only

dipped into ; others are to be run over rapidly ; and others to be

studied long and sedulously.' All books are not to be read with

the same attention ; and, accordingly, an ancient distinction was
taken of reading into lectio cursoria and lectio stataria. The for-

mer of these we have adopted into English, cur-

Lec'tiomX ^°'"^ reading being a familiar and correct trans-

lation of lectio cursoria. But lectio stataria

cannot be so well rendered by the expression of stationary read-

ing. "Read not," says Bacon, in his Fiftieth Essay— "read not to

contradict and confute, nor to believe and take
Bacon quoted. „ r. 1 ,, n ,.

tor granted, nor to nnd talk and discourse, but
\o weigh and consider. Some books are to be tasted, others are to

be swallowed, and some few to be chewed and digested ; that is,

some books are to be read only in parts ; others to be read, but not
curiously ; and some few to be read wholly and with diligence and
attention. Some books also may be read by deputj', and extracts

made of them by others ; but that would be only in the less impor-
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tant arguments, and the meaner sort of books ; else distilled books

are, like common distilled waters, fleshy things." " One kind of

books," says the great historian, Johaun von Mliller,' " I read with

great rapidity, for in these there is much dross

to throw aside, and little gold to be found;

some, however, there are all gold and diamonds, and he who, for

example, in Tacitus can read more than twenty pages in four hours,

certainly does not understand him."

Rapidity in reading depends, however, greatly on our acquaint-

ance with the subject of discussion. At first, upon a science we

can only read with profit few books, and laboriously. By degrees,

however, our knowledge of the matters treated expands, the reason-

ings appear more manifest,— we advance more easily, until at

length we are able, without overlooking anything of importance,

to read with a velocity which ajipears almost incredible for those

who are only commencing the study.

The Fourth Rule under this head is— 'Regulate on the same

principle the extracts which you make from the
Fourth Eule. , , ,works you read.'

So much for the Unilateral Communication of thought, as a

mean of knowledge. We now proceed to the Mutual Communica-

tion of thought, — Conference.

This is either mere Conversation,— mere Dia-
conference-oftwo

Iq„^q^ q^. Formal Dispute, and at present we

consider both of these exclusively only as a

means of knowledge,— only as a means for the communication of

truth.

The employment of Dialogue as such a mean, requires great skill

and dexterity; for presence of mind, confidence,
laogue.

^^^^^ ^^^^^ pliability are necessary for this, and

these are only obtained by exercise, independently of natural talent.

This was the method which Socrates almost exclusively employed

in the communication of knowledge ; and he called it his art of

intellectual •niidwifery, because in its application truth is not given

over by the master to the disciple, but the master, by skilful ques-

tioning, only helps the disciple to deliver himself of the truth explic-

itly, which his mind had before held implicitly. This method is not,

however, applicable to all kinds of knowledge, but only to those

which the human intellect is able to evolve out of itself, that is,

only to the cognitions of Pure Reason. Disputation is of two prin-

cipal kinds, inasmuch as it is oral or written ; and in both cases, the

controversy may be conducted either by the rules of strict logical

1 Wfrhe, iv, 177. Cf. XTii. 253. Quoted by Scheidler, Hodegttik, } 55, p. 204.— Ed
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disputation, or left to the freedom of debate. Without entering on

details, it may be sufficient to state, in regard to

2. Disputation,— Logical Disputation, that it is here essential
Oral and Written. ^i ^ ^i • ^ • ^- ^i ^ ^

Academical dispu-
*''^* ^"^^ TO'^*^ '° question,— the Status contro-

tation. versiw,— the thesis, should, in the first place, be

accurately determined, in order to prevent all

logomachy, or mere verbal wrangling. This being done, that dis-

putant who denies the thesis, and who is called the ojyjyonent, may
either call upon the disputant who affirms the thesis, and who is

called the defendant, to allege an argument in its support, or he

may at once himself produce his counter-argument. To avoid,

however, all misunderstanding, the opponent should also advance

an antithesis, that is, a proposition conflictive with the thesis, and

when this has been denied by the defendant the process of argu-

mentation commences. This proceeds in regular syllogisms, and is

governed by definite rules, which are all so calculated that the dis-

cussion is not allowed to wander from the point at issue, and each

disputant is compelled, in reference to every syllogism of his adver-

sary, either to admit, or to deny, or to distinguish.' These rules

you will find in most of the older systems of Logic ; in particular

I may refer you to them as detailed in Heerebord's Praxis Zogica,

to be found .at the end of his edition of the Synopsis of Burgersdi-

cius. The practice of disijutation was long and justly regarded as

the most important of academical exercises ; though liable to abuse,

the good which it certainly ensures greatly surpasses the evil which

it may accidentally occasion.

1 Cf. Krug, Lofii, 5 186. Anm. 2. Scheidler, Hodegelii, §45, p. 138. — En
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THE CHAEACTER A^D COMPREHENSION OF LOGIC.— A
FRAGMENT.

(See page 3.)

In the commencement of a course of academical instruction, there are

usually two primary questions which obtrude themselves ; and with the answer

to these questions I propose to occupy the present Lecture.

The first of these questions is,— What is the character and comprehension

of the subject to be taught? The second,— What is the mode of teaching

it? In regard to the former of these, the question,— What is to be taught,

—

in the present instance is assuredly not superfluous. The subject of our course

is indeed professedly Logic ; but as under that rubric it has been too often the

practice, in our Scottish Universities, to comprehend almost everything except

the science which that name properly denotes, it is evident that the mere inti-

mation of a course of Lectures on Logic does not of itself definitely mark out

what the professor is to teach, and what the student may rely on learning.

I shall, therefore, proceed to give you a general notion of what Logic is, and

of the relation in which it stands to the other sciences ; for Logic— Logic

properly so called— is the all-important science in which it is at once my duty

and my desire fully and faithfully to instruct you.

The very general— I may call it the very vague— conception which I can

at present attempt to shadow out of the scope and nature of Logic, is of course

not intended to anticipate what is hereafter to be articulately stated in regard

to the peculiar character of this science.

All science, aU knowledge, is divided into two great branches ; for it is

either, 1°, Conversant about Objects Known, or, 2°, Conversant about the

^Manner of knowing them, in other words, about the laws or conditions under

which such objects are cognizable. The former of these is Direct Science, or

Science simply ; the latter, Reflex Science,— the Science of Science, or the

(Method of Science.

Now of these categories or great branches of knowledge, Simple Science, or

Science directly conversant about Objects, is again divided into two branches;
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for it is either conversant aljout the phenomena of the internal world, as re-

vealed to us in consciousness, or about the pha;nomena of the external world,

as made known to us by sense. The former of these constitutes tlie Science

of Mind, tlie latter the Science of Matter ; and each is again divided and sub-

divided into those numerous branches, which together make up nearly the

whole cycle of human knowledge.

The other category— the Science of Science, or the Methodology of Sci-

ence— falls likewise into two branches, according as the conditions which it

considers are the laws which determine the possibility of the mind, or subject

of science, knowing, or the laws which determine the possibility of the exist-

ence, or object of science, being known ; Science, I repeat, considered as

reflected upon its own conditions, is twofold, for it either considers the laws

under which the human mind can know, or the laws under which what is pro-

posed by the human mind to know, can be known. Of these two sciences of

science, the former— that which treats of those conditions of knowledge which

lie in the nature of thought itself— is Logic, properly so called ; the latter,—
that which treats of those conditions of knowledge which lie in the nature, not

of thought itself, but of that which we think about,— this has as jot obtained

no recognized appellation, no name by which it is universally and familiarly

known. Various denominations have indeed been given to it in its several

parts, or in its special relations ; thus it has been called Heuretic, in so far as it

expounds the rules of Invention or Discovery, Architectonic, in so far as it treats

of the method of building up our observations into system ; but hitherto it has

obtained, as a whole, no adequate and distinctive title. The consecjuence, or

perhaps the cause, of this want of a peculiar name to mark out the second

science of science, as distinguished from the first, is that the two have fre-

quently been mi.xed up together, and that the name oi Logic has been stretched

so as to comprehend the confused assemblage of their doctrines. Of these two

sciences of the conditions of knowledge, the one owes its systematic develop-

ment principally to Aristotle, the other to Bacon ; though neither of these

philosophers has precisely marked or rigidly observed the limits which separate

them from each other ; and from the circumstance, that the latter gave to his

great Treatise the name of Orymium,— tlie name which has in later times

been applied to designate the complement of the Logical Treatises of the for-

mer,— from this circumstance, I say, it has often been supposed that the aim

of Bacon was to build up a Logic of his own upon the ruins of the Aristotelic.

Nothing, however, can be more erroneous, either as to Bacon's views, or as to

the relation in which the two sciences mutually stand. These are not only not

inconsistent, they are in fact, as correlative, each necessary to, each dependent

on, the other ; and although they constitute two several doctrines, which must

be treated in the first instance each by and for itself, they are, however, in the

. last resort only two phases,— two members, of one great doctrine of method,

which considers, in the counter relations of thought to the object, and of the

object to thought, the universal conditions by which the possibility of human

knowledge is regulated and defined.

But allowing the term Logic to be extended so as to denote the genus of

which these opposite doctrines of Method are the species, it will, however, be

necessary to add a diiference by which these special Logics may be distin-
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guislied from each otlier, and from the generic science of which they are the

constituents. The doctrine, therefore, which expounds the laws by which our

scientific procedure should be governed, in so far as these lie in the forms of

thought, or in the conditions of the mind itself, which is the subject in which

knowledge inheres,— this science may be called Formal, or Subjective, or Ab-

stract, or Pure Logic. The science, again, which expounds the laws by which

our scientific procedure should be governed, in so far as these lie in the

contents, materials, or objects, about which knowledge is conversant,— this

science may be called Material, or Objective, or Concrete, or Applied Logic.

Now it is Logic, taken in its most unexclusive acceptation, which will con-

stitute the object of our consideration in the following course. Of the two

branches into which it falls. Formal Logic, or Logic Proper, demands the

principal share of our attention, and this for various reasons. In the first

place, considered in reference to the quantity of their contents. Formal Logic

is a far more comprehensive and complex science than Material. For, to speak

first of the latter :— if we abstract from the specialities of particular objects

and sciences, and consider only the rules which ought to govern our procedure

in reference to the object-matter of the sciences in general,— and this is all

that a universal logic can propose,— these rules are few in number, and their

applications simple and evident. A Material or Objective Logic, except in

special subordination to the circumstances of particular sciences, is, therefore,

of very narrow limits, and all that it can tell us is soon told. Of the former,

on the other hand, the reverse is true. For though the highest laws of thought

be few in number, and though Logic proper be only an articulate exposition of

the universal necessity of these, still the steps through which this exposition

must be accomplished are both many and multiform.

In the second place, the doctrines of Material Logic are not only far fewer

and simpler than those of Formal Logic, they are also less independent ; for

the principles of the latter once established, those of the other are either im-

plicitly confirmed, or the foundation laid on which they can be easily rested.

In the third place, the study of Formal Logic is a more improving exercise

;

for, as exclusively conversant with the laws of thought, it necessitates a turn-

ing back of the intellect upon itself, which is a less easy, and, therefore, a more

invigorating, energy, than the mere contemplation of the objects directly pre-

sented to our observation.

In the fourth place, the doctrines of Formal Logic are possessed of an in-

trinsic and necessary evidence ; they shine out by their native light, and do not

require any proof or corroboration beyond that which consciousness itself sup-

plies. They do not, therefore, require, as a preliminary condition, any ap-

paratus of acquired knowledge. Formal Logic is, therefore, better fitted than

Material for the purposes of academical instruction ; for the latter, primarily

conversant with the conditions of the external world, is in itself a less invig-

orating exercise, as determining the mind to a feebler and more ordinarj'

exertion, and, at the same time, cannot adequately be understood without the

previous possession of such a complement of information as it would be unrea-

sonable to count upon in the case of those who are only commencing their

philosophical studies.

63
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II.

GENUS OF LOGIC.

(See page 7.)

I.— Science.

A. Affirmative.— Stoici (v. Alexander Aplirod. In Topica, Proocra. ; Diog-

enes Laertius, Vita Zenonis, L. vii., § 42). " Plato et Platonic! et Academicl

omnes" (v.Camerarius, Selecta: Di.fpul. Philos. Pars, i., qu. 3, p. 30).

(a) SPECULATIVE SCIENCE.

Toletus, In Un. Arist. Log., De Dial, in Commnni, Qu. ii., iv. Suarez, Disp.

Mcluph., Disp. i. § iv. 2G ; Disp. xliv. § xili. 54. " Communiter Tliomistfe, ut

Capreolus, Sotus, Masius, Flandra, Soncinas, Javellus : Omnes fere Scotistae

cum Scoto, ut Valera, Antouius Andreas, etc." (v. Ildephonsus de Penafiel,

Loyicce Disputationes, Disp. i. qu. 4. Cursus, p. 79.) For Aquinas, Durandus,

Niphus, Canariensis, see Antonius Ruvio, Com. in Arist. Dialect., Prooem. qu.

5. For Bacchonus, Javellus, Averroes, see Conimbricenses, In Arist. Dial.

Prooem. Q. iv. art. 5. Lalemandet, Cursus Phil., Lofjica, Disp. iii. part iii.

Derodon, Lor/ica Restit., De Genere, p. 45. Camerarius, Disp. Phil., Pars i.,

qu. 3, 4. (That Logica docens a true science.) For Pseudo-Augustinus, Av-

icenna, Alpharabius, see Conimbricenses, Com. in Arist. Dial. Prooem. Qu. iv.

art. 3. For Boethius, Mercado, Vera Cruce, Montanesius, see Masius, Com. in

Porph. el in Universam Arislotelis Logicam, Sect, i., Prooem. qu. v. et seq.

Poncius, De Nat. Log., Disp. ii., concl. 2. For Rapiueus, Petrouius, Faber,

see Camerarius, Sel. Disp. Phil., Pars i., qu. 4, p. 44.

(b) FRACTIC^LL SCIENCE.

Conimbricenses, In Universam Aristotelis Dialecticam. Prooem. Qu. iv., art.

5. Fonseca, In Metaph. L. ii. c. 3, qu. 1, § 7. For Venetus, Albertus Magnus,

Jandunus, see Ruvio, /. c. Schuler, Philosnphia nova JMethodo Explicata, Pars

Prior, L. v. ex. i., p. 306. (1G03). D'Abra de Raconis, Summa Tolius Philoso-

phice. Log. Prcel, c. i. Isendoorn, Cursus Logicus, L. i., c. 2, qu. 7. Biel, in

Sentent., L. ii. Prol. Occam, Summa Tolius Logicce, D. xxxix. qu. 6. For

Aureolus, Bern. Mirandulanus, see Conimbricenses, I. c. For Mathisius, Murcia,

Vasquez, Eckius, see Camerarius, Sel. Diip. Phil. Pars i., qu. 4, p. 44. Ilde-

phonsus de Penafiel, Log. Disp. D. i. qu. 4, sect. 2. Oviedo, Cursus Philo-

sojMcus, Log., Contr. Prooem. ii. 5. Arriaga, Cursus Philosophicus, Disp. iii. § 4.

(c) SPECULATirE AND PRACTIC^IL.

Hurtado de Mendoza, Log. Disp. D. ii. § 2.

B. Negative.— For almost all the Greek commentators, see Zabarella, Opera
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Lngica, De Xal. Log., L. i. c. 5, anil Smiglecius, Logica, D. ii. qu. 5. See also

LJephonsus de Penafiel, Disj). Log. D. i. qu. 1, § 1, p. 67.

n. — Akt.

Scheibler, Opera Logica, Pars. i. c. 1, p. 4D. J. C. Scaligcr, Exerckationes,

Exerc. i. 3. G. J. Vossius, De Nalura Arlium, L. iv., c. 2, § 4. Balforeus, In

Org. Q. V. § 6, Prooem., p. 31. Burgersdicius, Instituiiones Logica. Lib. i. c.

1. Pacius, Comm. in Org. p. 1. Sanderson, Log. Arlis Compendium, L. i. c. 1,

p. 1, Cf. p. 192. Aldrich, Artis Log. Compendium. L. i. c. 1, p. 1. Hildenius,

Q'lcestiones et Commenlaria in Organon, p. 579 (1585). Goclenius, ProUemaia

Logica et Philosophica. Pars. i. qu. 3. Ramus, Dialeclica. L. i. c. 1. Augus-

tinus, De Ordine, ii. c. 15. Cicero, De Claris Oraloribus, c. 41. De Oratore, L.

ii., c. 38. Lovanienses, Com. in Arist. Dial. Praef. p. 3. Rodolplius Agricola, De
DialeclicCE Inventione, L. ii. p. 255. Monlorius (Bapt.), Comm. in Anal. Pr.

Pra;f. Nunnesius, De Con.^^iVu/. Z)(a/., p. 43. Downam (Ramai) , Comm. in Ram.

Dial., L. i. c. 1. p. 3. Paraeus, Ars Logica, p. 1, 1670. For Horatius Corna-

chinus, Ant. Bernardus Mlrandulanus, Flamminius Nobilius, see Camerarius,

Set. DUp. Phil. Pars. i. q. 3, p. 30.

in. — Science and Art.

Lalemandet, Log., Disp. iii. Part iii. cl. 4. (Logica ulens, an art ; Logica do-

cens, a speculative science.) Tartaretus, In P. Hi^panum, f. 2 (Practical Sci-

ence and Art.) P. Hispanus, Copulala Omn. Tractat. Pet. Hisp. Pan. Logical,

T. i. f. iO, 1490. Philosophia Vetus et Noca in Regia Burgundia olim Pertrac-

tata, Logica, T. I., pp. 58, 59. 4th ed. London, 1685. Tosca, Comp. Phil.

Log., Tr. i. 1. iv. c. 4, p. 208 (Practical Science and Art). Purchot, Instit.

Phil., T. L Procem. p. 36. Eugenius, hoyiKri, pp. 140, 141. Dupleix, Logique,

p. 37. Facciolati, Rudimenta Logica:, p. 5. Schmier, Philosophia Quadripartita

(v. Heumannus, Ada Pliilosoph. iii. p. 67). Aquiuas (in Caramuel, Phil. Eealis

el Rationalis, Disp. ii. p. 3).

IT.— Xeitiiek Science nok Art, but Instrument, Organ, or Habit, or
Instrumental Discipline.

Philoponus, In An. Prior., initio. For Ammonius {Prcef. in Proed.), Alex-

ander (In Tnpica, i. c. 4 ; Metnph. ii. t. 15). Simplicius, {Prcef. in Prced.^,

Zabarella (De Natura Logica;, L. i. c. 10.), Zimara (In Tabida v. Absurdiim),

Averroes, see Smiglecius, Logica, Disp. ii. qu. 6, p. 89. Aegidius, In An. Post.

L. i. qu. 1. For M^nesius, Niger (Petrus), Villalpandeus, see Ruvio, In Arist.

Dial., prooem. qu. 2. F. Crellius, Isagoge Logica, L. i. c. 1, p. 5. P. Vallius,

Logica, T. I. prooem. c. i. et alibi. Bartliolinus, Janitores Logici, IL pp. 25 and

76. Bertius, Logica Peripatetica, pp. 6, 10. Themistius, An. Post. 1. c. 24.

Aquinas, Opuscula, 70, qu. De Divisione Scientice Speculaiiva,— sed alibi sci-

entiam vocat. (See Conimbricenses, In Arist. Dial., T. I. qu. iv. art. 5, p. 42.)

Balduinus, In Qucesito an Logica sit Scientia. Scaynus, Paraphrasis in Organon.

Praif. p. 9.
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V. — That, loosely takixg the terms, Logic is either Art or Sciekce,

OR BOTH.

Zabarella, Opera Logica, De Nat. Log., L. i. c. viii. D'Abra de Kaconis,

Summa Tot. Phil. Prml. Log., L. iii., c. 1, p. 8, ed. Colon. (Practical Science).

Balforeus, In Organon, Q. v. §§ 1, 6, pp. 20, 32. (Art). Derodon, Logica Restit.

De Promm. Log., p. 49, (Speculative Science). Crellius, Isagogc, pp. 1, 4.

Bertius, Logica Peripaletica, pp. 11, 13. Aldrich, Art. Log. Comp., L. ii. c. 8,

T. i. (Art). Sanderson, Log. Art. Comp. Append. Pr., c. 2, page 192. (Art).

Conimbricenses, In ArLn. Dial, T. I., p. 33 (Practical Science). Pliitosophia

Burgundia, T. I. pp. 56, 59. Eustachius, .^iimma PMlonoplike, Dialectka Qucesl.

Prooem., i. p. 4. Nunnesius, Z)e Conslit. Dial., Si'. 43,68. Scheibler, Opera Log-

ica, pp. 48, 49. Scaynus, Par. in Org., pp. 11, 12. Camerarius, Sel. Disp. Phil.,

Pars. i. qu. 3, pp. 31, 38 (Speculative Science). B. Pereira, De Coinmun. Prin-

cip. Omn. Rer. Natural, L. i. De Phil. c. 18, p. GO, 1618.

VI. — That at okce Science (part of Philosophy) and Instrument of

Philosophy.

Boethiiis, Pro'f. in Porphyr. (a Victorino Transl.) Opera, p. 48. Eustachius,

Summa Philosophice, p. 8 (Scientia organica et practica). For Siniplicius, Al-
,

exander, Philoponus, etc., see Camerarius, Sel. Disp. Phil, p. 30. Pacius, Com. in

Arist. Org., p. 4.

Vn. — That Question, whether Logic part of Philosophy or not, an
Idle Question.

Pacius, Com. in Arisi. Org., p. 4. Aviceuna (in Conimbricenses, In Arist.

Dial., Qu. iv. art. 4, T. I. p. 38).

VHI. — That Question of whether Art, Science, etc., Idle — only

Verbal.

BufBer, Conrs des Sciences, Seconde Logique, § 421, p. 887.

Eugenius, 'H Ao7i/fj), p. 140, has the following

:

" From what has been said, therefore, it clearly appears of what character

are the diversities of Logic, and what its nature. For one logic is Natural,

another Acquired. And of the Natural, there is one sort according to Facultij,

another according to Disposition. And of the Acquired, there is again a

kind according to Art, and a kind according to Science. And the Native

Logic, according to Faculty, is the rational faculty itself with which eveiy hu-

man individual is endowed, through which all arc qualified for the knowledge

and discrimination of truth, and which, in proportion as a man employs the

less, the less is he removed from irrationality. But the Native Logic, according

to Disposition, is the same faculty by which some, when they reason, are wont

to exert their cogitations with care and attention, confusedly, indeed, and un-

critically, still, however, in pursuit of the truth. The Acquired, according to

Art, is the correct and corrected knowledge of the Rules, through which the

intellectual energies are, without fault or failure, accomplished. But the Ac-
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quired, according to Science, is tlie exact and perfect knowledge both of tlie

eneruies themselves, and also of the causes through which, and through which

exclusively, they are capable of being directed towards the truth."

.Native, according to [j^^^,.
Logic. J

( Acquued, according to
| g^Jejjpg_

" And thus Disposition adds to Facultj' consuetude and a promptness to en-

ergize. Art, again, adds to Disposition a refinement and accuracy of Energy

Finally, Science adds to Art the consciousness of cause, and the power of ren-

dering a reason in the case of all the Rules. And the natural logician may be

able, in his random reason, to apprehend that, so to speak, one thing has deter-

mined another, although the nature of this determination may be beyond his

ken. But he whose disposition is exercised by reflection and imitation, being

able easily to connect thought with thought, is cognizant of the several steps of

the reasoning process, howbeit this otherwise may be confused and disjointed.

But he who is disciplined in the art, knows exactly that, in an act of inference,

there are required three terms, and that these also should be thus or thus con-

nected. Finally, the scientific logician undei-stands the reason,— why three

terms enter into every syllogism,— why there are neither more nor fewer,—
and why they behoove to be combined in this, and in no other fashion.

" Wherefore to us the inquiry appears ridiculous, which is frequently, even

to nausea, clamorously agitated concerning Logic— Whether it should be re-

garded as an Art or as a Science."

III.

DITISIOXS, YAPJETIES, AXD CONTEXTS OF LOGIC.

(See p. 49.)

/v. Timpler, Logicre Si/stema, L. i. c. i.

/ Docens, I qnrest. 2, 3. Isendoorn, Effatn, Cen-

\xo>pls ^pay^drJ. \ hi"i. i- Eff. 55. CrelUus, Isagoge,

J J Pars Prior, L. i. c. i. p. 12. Noldius,

L LogicaX Utens, \ Logica Recognita, Prooem. p. 13.

/ec XP'V" KoX yviivturia j 2\ii\ofon\xs, In. An. Pr.,i.i. Alstedius,

\ -rpayiMirc^v. I Encyciopcedia, pp. 29 and 406. V.

\ Aristotle, Metapk., L. vii. text, 23.

(
Doctrin.ilis ) [Objec- J T. Timpler, Sgsl. Log., Appendix, p.

n. LoGiCA, ]
Systematica ( tiva]. > 877. Noldius, Log. Eecog., Proojm.,

' Habitualis [Subjectiva]. ) p. 13.
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( Pars Communis, Gene-

.3 ralis.

^Pars Propria, Specialis.

''Adopted in different significations by

1 Timpler, Si/st. Log., q. 19, p. 55.

) Theoph. Gale, Lorjka, pp. 6, 246,

\ e« sej. (1681). Crellius, /sa^oje, P. i.

' L. i. c. 1, p. 3. Alstedius, Encyclop.,

^ pp. 29 and 406.

( Pura.

IV. LoGiCA, \ Applicata.

N. B.— Avcrroes (P.acius, Com. p. 2)

has Logica appropriata seu particularis,

and Logica communis = Universal, Ab-

stract Logic.

V. Logica,
( Abstracta.

r Concreta.

Pars Communis.

/ Apodictica

) Dialectica.

( Sophistica.

^v. Timpler, .SysL Lo^r, p. 42. Isendoorn,

Efftita, Cent. i. Eff. 56.

fEupeTiKT] vel r

kinvcntio.

r Judicium.

\^Dispositio.

V. Timpler, Si/s. Log., p. 44. Crellins,

Isagoge, pp. 10, 11, and Isendoorn,

Effata, Cent. i. EtT. 51. Adopted

by Agricola, De Inv. Dial, L. i.

p. 35. Melanchthon, Erot. Dial., p.

10. Ramus, Schol. Dialect. L. i. t.

i., and L. ii. c. i. p. 351 et scq.

Spencer, Log., p. 11. Downam, Tn

Rami Dial, L. i. c. 2, p. 14. Peri-

onius, De Dialectica, L. i. p. 6

(1544). Vossius, De Nat. Artiiim

sive Logica, L. iv. c. ix. p. 217-.

Vin. Logica
( Pars de Propositio.

( Pars de Judicio.

V. Timpler, Sgst. Log., p. 49.

/ Doctrina DiTidendi.

IX. Logica, ) Doctrina Definiendi.

' Doctrina Ai-gumentandi.

Timpler, Si/st. Log., p. 51. Isen-

doorn, Effata, Cent. i. Eff. 57.

Boethius, (Augustin, Eonseco, etc.)
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simplicis Apprehensi-

onis.

Jadicii.

Eatiocinationis.

Noetica (meliu

Svnthetica.

Dianoetica.

Timpler, Syst. Log., 52. Isendoom,

Ejfhia, Cent. i. Eff. 58.

>Isen(iooni, Cursus Logicus, p. 31, and

Effala, Cent. i. § 59. Noldius, Log.

Rec, p. 9. Aquinas.
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Theoretica pars. ^

Practica pars— (this in-^

eluding the Metlioil-/

ology and Applied

'

Logic of Kant., /

Wolf, Philos. Eationalis, Pars i. and i

' On Adrastean order, etc. of the books of the Orgauon, vide

Ramus, Scholts Dia/., L. ii., c. 8., p. 354. Piccartus, In

Orrjanum, Prolegomena, p. 1 et seq.

XVI.*L0GICiE,<

partes.

Eugenius Diaconns, A071K7), p.

U4.

SGenovesi.
A division different in some

respects is given in his Latin Logic,

Pioleg. § 51, p. 22. The fourth

part of the division in the Latin

Logic is omitted in the Italian, or

rather reduced to the second; and

the fifth divided into two.

XVm. LOGICA,

( Poi-pliijrii Isnrj.
)

Jp„,,(l ' V Isendoom, Effata, Cent. 1.

I Interpret ) ^ff. 52.

( ^^'"'I'l' P'"
)
Reason of terms, Pacius, Cont

^Aualyt.Post (
mentinOrff.Jn Porph.Isag

n^P
\ p. 3.

V Elench J

I / Isendoorn, Effata, Cent.

XIX. LoGiCA,^ rApodictica. I Eff. 5G. (From John H(

/ 2i/XAo7itrTiK75. - Topica. ( pinian, De Cmtrovers

V (Sophistica.
) niakcticls.)

'ZroixftoXoyiK'n-

( Prior. / Vossius, De Natura
Analytica. { Posterior. V Artium slve de Lo-

Dialectica. 5 Topica. ( ff'™, L- " c ix.

X Sophistica. ) P- 220.
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. C pioilromus de Interpretatione.
Analytica.

) „„i^,j,,^g ^^ Syllogismo.

( spcciatem de Demonstratione. ( Vossius, De Na

( prodromus de Categoriis.

< de SvII. verisimili.

Aristotle, in Laeitius v. Vossius,

De Nat. Art. sive De Logica, L.

iv. c. ix. § U, p. 219.

ie ( Vocibus qua; siguil
Art. sive De Logica, L. iv. c.

\ 7, p. 218.

J
Loqucndo.

XXIV. LOGICE ) Eloquendo. I Varro, vide Vossius, De Nat. Art.,

partes do ) Proloqueudo.
^ L. iv. c. be. § 8, p. 219.

V^Proloquioruui summa.

( npis (vpeaw. ") Aristotle (?) in Laeitius, L.

XXV. Logica, •< Uphs Kpiirw

(_ Ilfiiis xP^"'"- ) uota Aldobrandi

p. 284. Alexander Aplu'od.

/ NoTjTiK-n, Apprehensiva. \
]
Kpi(ri/jLos vel KpiriKTj, I (

N Judicativa. >

/ AiaAeKTiKTi, Ai-gumenta- \ Phii. Rat. Disp. ii. p. 3.

I

Caramuel Lobkowitz, Rationalis et

Logica, <' Judicativa. ^ Realis Philosopkia, Logica

Detinitio. r v.

Argumentatio. )

Logicte J D I f
'

L ^' Crellius, Isagoije, Pars, prior, c. i. p. 10.

partes, 1
g^^J^^j^.^'

C Isendoom, ^/fata, Cent. i. Eff. 54.

Logics (Analvtica. t r^ „. t r. • • ,„
{ ~ ' ! Crellms, Isanone, Pars, pnor, c. i. p. 10.

partes, ( Topica. j
' J J ' i > i

Stolchciology (pure) should contain tlie doctrine of Syllogism, without dis-

tinction of Deduction or Induction. Deduction, Induction, Definition, Division,

6i
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from the laws of thouglit, should come under pure Methodology. All are pro-

cesses (v. CjEsalpinus, Qucesl. Perip. sub init.)

Perhaps, 1^, Formal Logic (from the laws of thought proper) should be

distinguished from, 2°, Abstract Logic (material, but of abstract general mat-

ter) ; and then, 3°, A Psychological Logic might be added as a third part,

considering how Reasoning, etc., is affected by the constitution of our miuds.

Applied Logic is properly the several sciences.

Or may not Induction and Deduction come under abstract Material Logic ?

C is either r or uou r.

The laws of Identity and Contradiction, each infers the other, but only

through the principle of Excluded Middle ; and the principle of Excluded

Middle only exists through the supposition of the two others. Thus, the prin-

ciples of Identity and Contradiction cannot move,— cannot be applied, except

through supposing the principle of Excluded Middle ; and this last cannot be

conceived existent, except through the supposition of the two former. They

are thus coordinate but inseparable. Begin with any one, the other two

follow as coroUax-ies.

I. — Pkimart Laws of Thought, — in general.

See the following authors on :— Dreier, Di.tput. ad PhilosopMam Primant,

Disp. V. Aristotle, Anabjt. Post. i. c. 11, §§ 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. Schramm, Philoso-

phia Aristolelica, p. 36. Lippius, Melaphysica Marjna, L. i. c. i., p. 71 et seq. .

Stahl, Rerjulce PJiilosopJiicce, Tit. i., reg. i. p. 2 et seq., reg. ii. p. 8 et seq., Tit.

xix. reg. viii., p. 520 et seq. Chauvin, Lexicon Philosophicum, v. Metaplujsica.

Bisterfeld evolves all out of ens,— ens est. See Philosoplda Prima, c. ii. p. 24

et seq. Bobrik, System der Lorjik, § 70, p. 247 et seq.
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Laws of Thought are of two kinds:— l". The laws of the Thinkable,—

Identity, Contradiction, etc. 2°. The laws of Thinking in a strict sense— viz.

laws of Conception, Judgment, and Reasoning. See Scheidler, Psychologie, p.

15, ed. 1833.

That they belong to Logic : — Ramus, Schol. Dial, L. ix., p. 549.

Is Affirmation or Negation prior in order of thought ? and thus on order and

mutual relation of the Laws among themselves, as coordinate or derived
;
(see

separate Laws). Fracastorius, Opera, De Intellectione, L. i. f. 125 b, makes

negation an act prior to affirmation ; therefore, principle of Contradiction prior

to principle of Identity.— 'Esser, LogUc, § 28, p. 57. Sigwart, Ilandhuch zu

Vorlesungen Uher die Logik; § 38 et seq. Piccolomineus, De Mente limnana, L.

iii., c. 4. p. 1301, on question— Is affirmative or negative prior ? Schulz, Pnif.

der Kant. Krit. der reinen Vernunft, I. p. 78, 2d ed. V\ e\ss, Lehrhuvh der Logik,

§ 81 el seq. pp. 61, 62, 1805. Castillon, Memoires de I'Academie de Berlin

(1803) p. 8 (Contradiction and Identity coordinate). A. Andreas, In Arist.

Metaph. iv. Qu. 5. p. 21. (Affirmative prior to negative.) Leibnitz, CEuvres

Philosojildques, Nouv. Essoin, L. iv. ch. 2, § 1, p. 327, ed. Raspe. (Identity prior

to Contradiction.) Wolf, Onlologia, §§ 55, 288— (Contradiction first. Identity

second). Derodon, Metaphysica, c. iii., p. 75 et seq. 1669. (Contradiction first,

Excluded Middle second, Identity third). Fonseca, In Metaph., I. 849. Biunde,

Psychologie, Vol. I., part ii., § 151, p. 159. (That principle of Contradiction

and principle of Reason and Consequent not identical, as Wolf and Reimarus

hold.) Nic. Taurellus, Philosophice Triumphus, etc., p. 124. Arnheim, 1617.

" Cum simplex aliqua sit affirmatio, negatio non item, hane illam sequL conclu-

dimus," etc. Chauvin, Lexicon Philosophicum, v. Metaphysica.

By whom introduced into Logic :— Eberstcin ( Uber die Beschaffenheit der

Logik und Metaphysik der reinen Per-ipatetiker^ y>. 21, Halle, 1800) says that

Darjes, in 1737, was the first to introduce Principle of Contradiction into

Logic. That Buffier, and not Reimarus, first introduced principle of Identity

into Logic, see Bobrik, Lugik, § 70, p. 249.

n.— Primaey Laws of TiiouonT,— in particular.

1. Principle of Identity. " Omne ens est ens." Held good by Antonius

Andreas, In Metaph. iv., qu. 5. (apud Fonsecara, In Metaph. I. p. 849 ; melius

apud Suarez, Select. Du/p. Metaph. Disp. iii. sect. iii. n. 4.) Derodon, Meta-

phijsica, c. iii., p. 77. J. Sergeant, Method to Science, pp. 133—136 and after.

(Splits it absurdly.) Boethius— " Nulla propositio est verior ilia in cpia idem

praidicatur de seipso." (Versor, In P. Hispani SunDnulas Logicales, Tr. vii.,

p. 441 (1st ed. 1487) ; et Buridanus, In Sophism.) " Propositiones illas oportet

esse notissimas per se in quibus idem de se ipso prtedicatur, ut ' Homo est

homo,' vel quarum praedicata in definitionlbus subjectarum includuntur, ut

'Homo est animal.'" Aquinas, Contra Gentiles, L. i. c. 10. Opera T. XVHL
p. 7, Venet. 1786. Prior to principle of Contradiction — Leibnitz, Nonveaux
Essais,]). 377. Buffier, Principes du Raissonnement, II. art. 21, p. 204. Rejected
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as identical and nngatoiy by Fonseca, he. eit. Suarez, loc. cit. AVolf, Onlolo-

gia, §§ 55, 288, calls it Principium Certitudinis, and derives it from Principium

Contradictionis.

2. Principle of Contradiction— o.(,iaixa. ttjs avTufiaiTem.

Aristotle, Metaph., L. iii. 3 ; x. 5. (Fonseca, //* Melapk. T. I., p. 850, L. iv.

(iii.) c. iii.) Anal. Post. L. i. c. 11 c. 2, § 13. (On Aristotle and Plato, see

Mansel's Prolegomena, pp. 236, 237.) Stahl, Reyulce Philosophicce, Tit. i. reg. i.

•Suarez, Select Disp. Phil, Disp. iii. § 3. Tirapler, Bletaph. L. i., c. 8 qu. 14.

Derodon, Metaphysica, p. 75 etc. Lippius, Metaphysica, L. i. c. i., p. 73. Ber-

nard!, Thes. Aristot., vv. Principium, Contradictio. Leibnitz, CEuvres Philoso-

phiquest, Nniir. Exk., L. iv. c. 2. Ramus, " Axioma Contradictionis," Scholce

Dial. L. ix. C-. i., L. iv. o. 2, § 1, p. 548. Gul. Xylander, InstilutiOnes Apkoristicm

Loijirix Arkti:!., p. it (1577), "Principium pi'ineipiorum boo. est, lex Contra-

dictionis." I'hiluponus, o|iaifio T^s avri'pa.aeas, v. In Post. An. i. 30 b. et seq.

Ammonius, a^iuina rijs a.tnLtpd<T(as, In De Interpret, f. 94, Aid. 1503 ; but princi-

pium Exclusi Medii, Scheibler, Tnpica, c. 19. On Definition of Contradictories,

V. Scheibler, Ibid. On Two Principles of Contradiction,— Negative and

Positive, V. Zabarella, Opera Logica, In An. Post. i. t. 83, p. 807.

Conditions of.— Aristotle, Metaph., L. iv., c. G. Bernardi, Thesaurus Arist.,

V. Conirad., p. 300.

Proof attempted by— Clauberg, Ontosophia, § 26 (Degeraudo, Histoire de

Philosophie, T. II. p. 57), through E.xcluded Middle.

3. Principle of Excluded Middle— a^loip-a SiaiperiKcir.

"'Ali'm^utt SimpeTtKif, divisivum, dicitur a Gr:ei;is principium contradictionis

affirmativum ; ' Oportet de omni re affirmare aut negare,' " Goclenius, Lexicon

Philosophicum. Lat. p. 136. Zabarella, In An. Post., L. i., text 83, Opera

Logica, p. 807. Conimbricenses, In Org., II. 125. Lucian, Opera, IT. p. 44

(ed. Hemsterhuis). Aristotle, Metaph., L. iv. (iii.) o. 7 ; An. Post, L. i. 2 ; ii.

13 (Mansel's Prolegomena, p. 236). Joannes Philoponus (v. Bernardi, Tlies. v.

Conirad., p. 300). Piccartus, Isagoge, pp. 290, 291. Javelins, In Metaph., L.

iv. qu. 9. Suarez, Disp. Metaph., Disp. iii., sect. 3, § 5. Stabl, Regulm Philos.,

Tit. i. reg. 2. Wolf, Ontologia, §§ 27, 29, 56, 71, 498. Fonseca, In Metaph.,

L. iv. c. iii. qu. 1. et seq., T. I. p. 850. (This principle not first.) Timpler,

Metaphysica, L. ii. c. 8, qu. 15. Derodon, Metaph., p. 76. (Secundum princi-

pium.) Lippius, Metaphysica, L. i. c. i., pp. 72, 75. Chauvin, Lexicon Philo-

sophicum, V. Metaphysica. Scheibler, Topica, c. 19. Hurtado de Mendoza, i*!S/).

Metaph., Disp. iii., § 3 (Caramuel, Rat. et Real. Phil, § 452, p. 68).

Wliether identical with Principle of Contradiction.

Affirmative,— Javellus, I. c. Mendoza, Disp. Metaph., D. iii. § 3. Leibnitz,

(Euvres Philosophiques, Nouv. Ess., L. iv. c. 2, p. 327.

Negative,— Fonseca, Disp. Met. Disp. iv. c. 3, 9. Suarez, Disp. Metaph.,

Disp. iii. § 3. Stahl, Reg. Phil. Tit. i. reg. 2.

Wliether a valid and legitimate Law.

Fischer, Logik; ^ 64 et seq. (Negative).— Made first of all principles by

Alexander de Ales, Metaph., xiv. text 9 : " Conceptus oranes simplices, ut
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resolvuntur ad ens, ita omnes conceptus compositi resolvuntur ad lioc princi-

pium— De quolibel affirmalio vel negatio." J. Picus Mirandulanus (after Aris-

totle), Cunclwiones, Opera, p. 90. Philoponus, In An. Post. i. f. 9 b, (Brandis,

Scholia, p. 199). Tb S" airav ipdvai ij iTroipdvcu, tj eis rh aSifaroi/ air6S€i^is Ka/jifidl/ft.

Aristotle, An. Post. i. C. 1 1 . § 3. 'AvTiipaa-is Sh a>n-id«Tis iis ovk iari fLeTat,v koA''

aini]v. An. Post. i.e. 2, § 13. M€Ta|u avTiipiaeas ovk evSix^rcu oibiv. Mefaph.

L. iii. C. 7. 'Eirei atrmpaafos ovSiv ava fxftrov, ^ayephv on eV ro7s ^vatrriois earat rb

/leroli. Physica, L. v. c. 3, § 5. See also Post. An. L. i. c. i. § 4, p 414 ; c. 2

§ 13, p. 417 ; c. 11, § 3, p. 440 (vide Seheibler, Topica, c. 19 ; and Hansel'*

Prolegomena, p. 236, on Aristotle).

4. Principle of Reason and Consequent.

That can be deduced from Principle of Contradiction.

"Wolf, Ontologia, § 70. Baumgarten, Metaphi/sU.;^ 18.

Jakob, Grundriss der allgemeinen Logik und Krkische Angfangsgriinde der

allgemeinen Melaphysik, p. 38, 3d ed., 1794. (See Kiesewetter, I. c.)

Tliat not to be deduced from Principle of Contradiction.

Kiesewetter, Allgemeine Logik; Weitere Au.<<einan(lerselziing,F.l. ad §§ 20,

81, p. 57 et seq. Hume, On Human Nature, Mook. i. part iii. § 8. Sehulze,

Logik, § 18, 5th ed., 1831.

Y.

KEW ANALYTIC OF LOGICAL FOPvMS— GENERAL RESULTS
— FRAGMENTS.

L— Extract from Prospectus of "Essay towards a New Axalttic op

Logical Forms."

{First piibUshed in 1846.1 gee pp. 102, 172.— Ed.)

" Nmo, what has Seen the source of all these evils, Iproceed to relate, and shall clearly con-

vince those tcho hare an intellect and a will to attend,— that a tririal slip in the eUmentari)

precepts of a Logical Tlteorij becomes the cause ef mightiest errors in that Theory itself."~
Galex. (De Temperamentis, I. i. c. 5.)

" This New Analrtic is intended to complete and simplify the old ;— to

place the keystone in the Aristotelic arch. Of Abstract Logic, the theorj-, in

particular of Syllogism (bating some improvements, and some eiTors of detail),

remains where it was left by the genius of the Stagirite ; if it have not receded.

1 An extract, corresponding in part with is republished in the Discussions on Pliilosophy,

tliat now given from the frospectus of "E.«?ay p. 850. To this extract the Author has pre-

towards a Xew Analytic of Logical Forms," fixed the following notice regarding the daU
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still less has it advanced. It contains the truth ; but the truth, partially, and

not always correctly, developed,— in complexity,— even in confusion. And

why ? Because Aristotle, by an oversii^ht, marvellous certainly in him, was

prematurely arrested in his analj-sis ; began his synthesis before he had fully

sifted the elements to be recomposed ; and, thus, the system which, almost

spontaneously, would have evolved itself into unity and order, he laboriously,

and yet imperfectly, constructed by sheer intellectual force, under a load of

limitations and corrections and rules, which, deforming the symmetry, has seri-

ously impeded the usefulness, of the science. This imperfection, as I said, it is

the purpose of the New Analytic to supply.

" In the first place, in the Essay there will be shown, that the Syllogism

proceeds, not as has hitherto, virtually at least, been taught, in one, but in the

ttco correlative and counter wholes (Metaphysical) of Comprehension, and

(Logical) of Extension ; the major premise in the one whole being the minor

premise in the other, etc.— Thus is relieved a radical defect and vital inconsis-

tency in the present logical system.

" In the second place, the self-evident truth,— Tbat wc can only rationally

deal with what we already understand, determines the simple logical postulate,

—To stale explicitly what is thought implicitly. From the consistent application

of this postulate, on which Logic ever insists, but which Logicians Lave never

fairly obeyed, it follows : — that, logically, we ought to take into account the

quantity, always understood in thought, but usually, and for manifest reasons,

elided in its expression, not only of the subject, but also of the predicate, of

a judgment. This being done, and the necessity of doing it will be proved

against Aristotle and his repeaters, we obtain, inter alia, the ensuing results

:

" 1°. That the preindesignate terms of a proposition, whether subject or predi-

cate, are never, on that account, thought as indefinite (or indeterminate) in

quantity. The only indefinite, is particular, as opposed to definite, quantity

;

and this last, as it is either of an extensive maximum undivided, or of an exten-

sive minimum indivisible, constitutes quantity «»<" < -'// (Li.iiiral), and quantity

singular (individual). In fact, definite and imhjlnii. :m: llir only quantities of

which we ought to hear in Logic; for it is only as iudtliiiilc that particular, it

is only as definite that individual and general, quantities have any (and the

same) logical avail.

" 2°. The revocation of the two Terms of a proposition to their true relation ;

a proposition being always an eijuation of its subject and its predicate.

"3°. The conse(iuent reduction of the Conversion of Propositions from three

species to one,— that of Simple Conversion.

" 4°. The reduction of aU the General Laivs of Categorical Syllogisms to »

Single Canon.

of liis doctrine of the Qnanfiflcation of the a thorough quantification of the predicate, in

rreiticate: — "Touctiin;; llio i)iinciple nt au aflirmative propositions,

e.xplicitly Quantified P„iii, . 1 h, .i, I > 1- :::, "Before 1840, 1 had, however, become con-

become convinced of tli. i: i : it vinced tliat it was necessary to extend the

and correct tlie logic;il >:
;

i| : ilm principle equally to negatives; for I find, by

point. In the article on I.. ,;il u" iIh- A/m- academical documents, tliat in that year, at

6urg/i/(et'i'fu>) first published in 1S3.3, lliu theory latest, I had publicly taught the iiuexclusive

of Induction there maintained proceeds on doctrine." — Discussions, p. G50.— Ed.
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" 5°. The evolution from that one canon of all the Species and varieties of

Syllogism.

" 6°. The abrogation of all the Special Laws of Syllogism.

" 1°. A demonstration of the exclusive possibility of Three syllogistic Figures ,

and (on new grounds) the scientific and final abolition of the Fourth.

" 8°. A manifestation that Figure is an unessential variation in syllogistic

form ; and the consequent absurdity of Reducing the syllogisms of the other

figures to the first.

" 9°. An enouncement of one Organic Principle for each Figure.

" 10°. A determination of the true number of the legitimate Moods; with

" 11°. Their amplification in number (thirty-six) ;

"12^ Their numerical cjua/iVy under all the figures ; and,

" 13". Their relative equivalence, or virtual identity, throughout every sche-

matic difference.

" 14°. That, in the second and third figures, the extremes holding both the

same relation to the middle term, there is not, as in the first, an opposition and

subordination between a term major and a term minor, mutually containing and

contained, in the counter wholes of Extension and Comprehension.

" 15°. Consequently, in the second and third figures, there is no determinate

major and minor premise, and there are two indifferent conclusions ; whereas,

in the frst the premises are determinate, and there is a single proximate con-

clusion.

'• 16°. That the third, as the figure in which Comprehension is predominant, is

more appropriate to Induction.

" 17°. That the .second, as the figure in which Extension is predominant, is

more appropriate to Deduction.

" 18°. That the frst, as the figure in which Comprehension and Extension are

in equilibrium, is common to Induction and Deduction, indiflerently.

"In the third place, a scheme of Symbolical Notation will be given, wholly

different in principle and perfection from those which have been previously

proposed; and showing out, in all their old and new applications, the proposi-

tional and syllogistic forms, with even a mechanical simplicity.

" This Essay falls naturally into two parts. There will be contained,— in

the_^rs/, a systematic exposition of the new doctrine itself; in the second, an

historical notice of any occasional anticipations of its several parts which break

out in the writings of previous philosophers.

" Thus, on the new theory, many valid /orms of judgment and reasoning, in

ordinary use, but which the ancient logic continued to ignore, are now openly

recognized as legitimate ; and many relations, which heretofore lay hid, now
come forward into the light. On the one hand, therefore. Logic certainly

becomes more complex. But, on the other, this increased complexity proves

only to be a higher development. The developed Syllogism is, in efi'ect,

recalled, from multitude and confusion, to order and system. Its laws, ere-

while many, are now few,— we might say one alone,— but thoroughgoing. The
exceptions, formerly so perplexing, have fallen away ; and the once formidable

array of limitary rules has vanished. The science now shines out in the true

character of beautv,— as One at once and Various. Logic thus accomplishes
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its final destination ; for as ' Tlirice-greatest Hermes,' speaking in the mind of

Plato, has expressed it,— 'The end of Philosophy is the intuition of Unili/.'"

II. — Logic, — Its Postulates.

(November 1848— See p. 81.)

I. To state explicitly what is thought implicitly. In other words, to deter-

mine what is meant before proceeding to deal with the meaning. Thus in the

proposition Men are animals, we should be allowed to determine whether the

term men means all or some men,— whether the term animals means alt or some

animals ; in short, to quantify both the subject and predicate of the proposition.

This postulate applies both to Propositions and to Syllogisms.'

n. Throughout the same Proposition, or Immediate (not mediate) Reason-

ing, to use the same words, and combinations of words, to express the same

thought" (tliat is, in the same Extension and Comprehension), and thus iden-

tity to be presumed.

Thus a particular in one (prejacent) proposition of an immediate reasoning,

though indefinite, should denote the sa7ne part iu the other. This postulate

applies to inference immediate, e. g. Conversion.

Predesignate in same logical unity (proposition or syllogism), in same sense,

both Collective or both Distributive. That one term of a proposition or syllo-

gism should not be used distributively and another collectively.

m. And, e contra, throughout the same logical unity (immediate reasoning),

to denote and presume denoted the same sense (notion or judgment) by the

same term or terms.^

This does not apply to the different propositions of a Mediate Inference.

IV. (or V.) To leave, if necessary, the thought undetermined, as subjectively

uncertain, but to deal with it only as far as certain or determinable. Thus a

1 See (quoted by 'Wallis, Logka, p. 291), Ar- the converted proposition (unless the I. were

istotle, An. Prior., L. i., c. 33 (I'acius, c. 32, H COgeut, the convertenUa would be false). All

2, 3, 4, p. 261), and Kamus (tVum Dowiiam, In man is (an) animal, is converted into Some an-

P. Rami Diulnl., L. ii., c 9. p. 410): What is imat is (all) man. But if thesome animal here

understood to Ul- supplied
;
[Ramus Dial., L. were not thought in and limited to the sense

ii., c. 9. " Si qua [de argumeutationis conse- of the convertend, it would be false. So in

quentia propter crypsiu] dubitatio fuerit, ex- the hypothetical proposition, 1/ the Ckinese

plenda qiue desuut ; amputanda quie super- are Moliammedans, they are (some) infidels ; the

sunt; et pars qujelibet in locum redigenda word infidel, unless thought in a meaning

situ est."] [Cf. Ploucquet, Elementa Philoso- limited to and true of Mohammedans, is inept.

phia Contemplative, § 29, p. 5. Stutgardise, But if it be so limited, we can (contrary to

1778. " Secundum sensum logicum cum omni the doctrines of the logicians) argue back

termino jungendum est signum quantitatis." from the position of the consequent to the

— Ed.J position of the antecedent, and from the sub-

2 That words must be used in the same lation of the antecedent to the sublation of

sense. See Aristotie, Anal. Prior., Ij.i., ce. 23, the consequent, though false. If not granted,

34, 35, 36, 37, etc. Logic is a mere childish play with the vague-

3 If these postulates (II. and III.) were not ness and ambiguities of language. [Cf. Titius,

cogent, we could not convert, at least not use Ars Cogitandi, o. xii., § 26. — Ed.]
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•whole may be truly predicable, though we know only the truth of it as a part.

Therefore, we ought to be able to say some at least when we do not know, and

cannot, therefore, say determinately, either that some only or that all is true.

(January 1850.)

III. (or IV.) To be allowed, in an immediate reasoning, to denote, that an-

other part, other, or some, is used in the conclusion, from what was in the antece-

dent. Inference of Sub-contrariety.

That the some, if not otherwise qualified, means some only,— this by pre-

sumption.

That the Term (Subject, or Predicate) of a Proposition shall be converted

with its f|uantity unchanged, i. e. in the same extension. This violated, and

violation cause of error and confusion. No per accidens, for the real term3

compared are the quanlljied terms, and we convert only the terms compared in

the prejaeent or convertenda.

That the same terms, apart from the quantity, i. e., in the same comprehen-

sion, should be converted. As before stated, such terms are new and different.

No Contraposition, for contraposition is only true in some cases, and even in

these it is true accidentally, not by conversion, but through contradiction ; i e.,

same Comprehension.

That we may see the truth from the necessary validity of the logical process,

and not infer the validity of the logical process from its accidental truth. Con-

version per accidens, and Contraposition, being thus accidentally true in some

cases only, are logically inept as not true in all.

To translate out of the complexity, redundance, deficiency, of common lan-

guage into logical simplicity, precision, and integrity.'

(December 1849.)

As Logic considers the form and not the matter, but as the form is only man-
ifested in application to some matter, Logic postulates to employ any matter in

its examples.

(January 1850.)

That we may be allowed to translate into logical language the rhetorical ex-

pressions of ordinary speech. Thus the Exceptive and Limitative proposi-

tions in which the predicate and subject are predesignated, are to be rendered
into logical simplicity.

(May 1850.)

As Logic is a formal science, and professes to demonstrate by abstract for-

mulsB, we should know, therefore, nothing of the notions and their relations

except ex facie of the propositions. This implies the necessity of overtly quan-
tifying the predicate.

1 See p. 512, note 1. — Ed.

65
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III.— Quantification of Predicate, — Lmjiediate Infekence, — Con-

version, — Opposition.!

(See pp. 172, 185.)

We now proceed to what has been usually treated under the relation of

Propositions, and previously to the matter of Ini'erouce altogether, but which I

think it would be more correct to consider as a species of Inference, or Rea-

soning, or Argumentation, than as merely a preparatory doctrine. For in so

far as these relations of Propositions warrant us, one being given, to educe

from it another,— this is manifestly an inference or reasoning. Why it has

not always been considered in this light is evident. The inference is immedi-

ate ; that is, the conclusion or second proposition is necessitated, directly and

without a medium, by the first. There are only two propositions and two

notions in this species of argumentation ; and the logicians have in general

limited reasoning or inference to a mediate eduction of one proposition out of

the correlation of two others, and have thus always supposed the necessity of

three terms or collated notions.

But they have not only been, with few exceptions, unsj'stematic in their pro-

cedure, they have all of them (if I am not myself mistaken) been fundamen-

tally erroneous in their relative doctrine.

There are various Immediate Inferences of one proposition from another.

Of these some have been wholly overlooked by the logicians ; whilst what they

teach in regard to those which they do consider, appears to me at variance with

the truth.

1 shall make no previous enumeration of all the possible species of Immedi-

ate Inference ; but shall take them up in this order : I shall consider, 1°, Those

which have been considered by the logicians ; and, 2°, Those which have not.

And in treating of the first group, I shall preface what I think the true doctrine

by a view of that which you will find in logical books.

The first of these is Conversion. When, in a categorical proposition (for to

this we now limit our consideration), the Subject and Predicate are transposed,

that is, the notion which was previously the subject becomes the predicate, and

the notion which was previously the predicate becomes the subject, the propo-

sition is said to be converted.* The proposition given, and its product, are

together called the judicia converse, or propositiones conversas, which I shall not

attempt to render into English. The relation itself in which the two judgments

stand, is called conversion, reciprocation, transposition, and sometimes obversion,

(conversio, reciprocatio, transpositio, ohversio).

I Appendix III., from p. 614 to p. 527, was tyioiv Kara robs Upovs ai/iiTra\ii/ ribefiivovs,

usually delivered by the author as a Lecture, liiTo. tov amaXriStfuew. Ale.\ander, In An.

supplemeutary to the doctriue of Conversion Pr. i. c. 4, t. \a b. Siee the same in ditierent

as giveu p. 185. — Ed. words, by I'liiloponus (Animoiiins), /n An.

2 [Definitions of conversion in general. Pr. i. c. 2, f. 11 b., .(iid copied from him by
'ADTiffTpoipri iariv laoarpotfrl] Tis, Philopo- Maseutinus, In An. Pr., t 3 b. Cf. lioethius,

nus (or Ammonius), In An. Pr. i. c. 2, f. 11 b. Opera, hnrodurtio ail SyUogismos, p. 574. We-
So Mageutinus, In An. Pr. i. o. 2, f. 3 b. gelin, in Grtgorii Aneponymi Phil. Sijnlag.

Anonymus, De Sijlloghmo, f. 42 b. npord. (circa 12G0), L. v., c. 12, p. 621. Nicephorus

irsiiis amurTpoipii tan Koiyiavia Sio irpoTa- Blemmidas, Epit. Log., c. 31, p. 221.]
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The original or given proposition is called the Converse, or Converted, some-

times the Prajaceno, Judgment (judicium, or propositio, conversum, conversa,

prcBJacens) ; the other, that into which the first is converted, is called the Con-

verlinr/, and sometimes the Subjacent, Judgment (propositio, or jud. convertens,

suhjacens). It would be better to call the former the Convertend (pr. conver-

tenda), the latter the Converse (pr. conversa). This language I shall use.'

Such is the doctrine touching Conversion taught even to the present day.

This in my view is beset with errors ; but all these errors originate in two, as

these two are either the cause or the occasion of every other.

The First cardinal error is,— That the quantities are not converted with the

quantified terms. For the real terms compared in the Convertend, and which,

of course, ought to reappear without change, except of place, in the Converse,

are not the naked, but the quantified terms. This is evident from the follow-

ing considerations

:

1", The Terms of a Proposition are only terms as they are terms of relation
;

and the relation here is the relation of comparison.

2°, As the Propositional Terms are terms of comparison, so they are only

compared as Quantities,— quantities relative to each other. An Affirmative

Proposition is simply the declaration of an equation, a Negative Proposition is

simply the declaration of a non-equation, of its terms. To change, therelbre,

the quantity of either, or of both Subject and Predicate, is to change their cor-

relation,— the point of comparison ; and to exchange their quantities, if dif-

ferent, would be to invert the terminal interdependence ; that is, to make the

less the greater, and the greater the less.

3°, The Quantity of the Proposition in Conversion remains always the same

;

that is, the absolute quantity of the Converse must be exactly equal to that of

the Convertend. It was only from overlooking the quantity of the predicate

1 See p. 185. — Ed. or exponens, quite different ae used by Logi-

[Names for the two propositions in Conver- cians, v. Scheykius, In Arist. Org. 162 (and

sion. above, p. 186.)

I. Name for the two correlative proposi- g) Convertenda, Corvinus, loc. tit. Kichter,

tions — Conversa, Twesten, Logik, j 87, Con- loc. eit.

tiapo^ita, lit. ibid. h) Contraponens, Twesten, Ibid.

II. Original, or Given Proposition. i) Prior, Boethius, Be Syllog. Categ. L. I. Op-

a) T) TrpoT)yov^4vr), rpoKii}x4vy\, avTiffrpfipo- era, p. 588.

fifUT] -n-pSTacris — Cf. Strigelius In Me- li) rrincipiuni, Darjes, Via ad Veritalem, § 234.

lanchth. Eroc. Dial., L. ii., p. 581. III. Product of Conversion.

'ApTtcrrpeipovcTai TrpoTdireis, Philoponus, a) V avTi(jTp(<pov(Ta. See Strigelius, loc. ciu

(quoted by Wegelin, /. c.) b) Convertens, Subjacens, Scotus, Qucestiones,

b) Conversa (= Convertenda) vuigo. Scotus, Jn jln. Frjor. , i. 9, 24, f. 276, ff ptwsim. Krug,

Qucestiones in An. Prior., i q. 12. Corvinus, Logik, 5 65, p. 205, and logicians in general.

Instil. Phil., s 510. Eichter, De Conversione, 0) Conversa, Boethius, Opera, Introd. ad Syll.,

1740. Halae Magdeb. Baumgarten, Logica, pp. 575 et seq., 587 tt seg. ; Melanchthon, Er-

§ 278. DIrich,/n.«!i. Log. et Met., j 182, p. 188. otemata, L. ii. p 681, and Strigelius, arf loc.

ej Corivertibilis(raro). Micraelius, Lex. Phil., v. Conversio. Nold-

d) Convertens, Micraelins, Lex. Phil. v. Con- ius, Logica Recognita, p. 263, says that the
versio. Twesten, Logik, ; 87. Antecedens, first should more probably be called Con-
Scotus, I. c. Strigeliua, I. c. yertibilis, or Convertenda, and the second

e) I'rayacens, Scheibler, Opera Logica De Prop- Conversa.

ofitionibus. Pars iii. o. x. p. 479. d) Conversum, Twesten, loc. cit.

f ) Exposita, Aldrich, Camp., L. i. c. 2. e) Contrapositum, Id. ibid.

Whately, L^s, p. 69. Propositio exposita f ) Conclusio, Darjes, Via ad Veriiatem, } 231
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(the second error to which we shall immediately advert) that two propositions,

exactly equal in quantity, in fact the same proposition, perhaps, transposed,

were called the one universal, the other^a; acu/af, by exclusive reference to the

quantity of the subject.

4°, Yet was it of no consequence, in a logical point of view, which of the

notions collated were Subject or Predicate ; and their comparison, with the

consequent declaration of their mutual inconclusion or exclusion, that is, of af-

firmation or negation, of no more real difference than the assertions,—London

isfour hundred miles distant from Edinburyh,—Edinburgh isfour hundredmiles

distant from London. In fact, though logicians have been in use to place the

subject first, the predicate last, in their examples of propositions, this is by no

means the case in oi'diuary language, where, indeed, it is frequently even diffi-

cult to ascertain which is the determining and which the determined notion.

Out of logical books, the predicate is found almost as frequently before as after

the subject, and this in all languages. You recollect the first words of the

First Olympiad of Pindar, "KjiKr-roi/ i^iv SSup, " Best is water ;" and the Vulgate

(I forget how it is rendered in our English translation) has, " Magna est Ver-

itas, et prsevalebit." ' Alluding to the Bible, let us turn up any Concordance

under any adjective title, and we shall obtain abundant proof of the fact. As

the adjective great, magnus, has last occurred, let us refer to Cruden under that

simple title. Here, in glancing it tfver, I find— " Great is the wrath of the

Lord— Great is the Lord and greatly to be praised — Great is our God—
Great are thy works— Great is the Holy One of Israel — Great shall be the

peace of thy children — Great is thy faithfulness — Great is Diana of the

Ephesians — Great is my boldness — Great is my glorying— Great is the

mystery of godliness," etc.

The fine of Juvenal,

" Nobilitas sola est atque unica virtus,"

is a good instance of the predicate being placed first.

The Second cardinal error of the logicians is, the not considering that the

Predicate has always a quantity in thought, as much as the Subject ; although

this quantity be frequently not explicitly enounced, as unnecessary in the com-

mon employment of language ; for the determining notion or predicate being

always thought as at least adequate to, or coextensive with, the subject or de-

termined notion, it is seldom necessary to express this, and language tends ever

to elide what may safely be omitted. But this necessity recurs the moment

that, by conversion, the predicate becomes the subject of the proposition ; and

to omit its formal statement is to degrade Logic from the science of the neces-

sities of thought, to an idle subsidiary of the ambiguities of speech. An un-

biassed consideration of the subject will, I am confident, convince you that

this view is correct.

1°, That the predicate is as extensive as the subject is easily shown. Take

the proposition, — All animal is man, or, All animals are men. This we are

1 in. Esdras iv. 41: "Magna est Veritas et iv. 41), " Great is truth, and mi^ity above s

prsevalet." In tlis gjigUsh vereion (I. Esdras things."— Ed.
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conscious is absurd, though we make the notion man or men as wide as possible

;

for it does not mend the matter to say,— All animal is all man, or. All animals

are all men. We feci it to be equally absurd as if we said,— All man is all

animal, or. All men are all animals. Here we are aware that the subject and

predicate cannot be made coextensive. If we would get rid of the absurdity,

we bring the two notions into coextensioa, by restricting the wider. If we say,

— Man is animal (^Homo est animal), we think, though we do not overtly

enounce it. All 7nan is animal. And what do we mean here b}' animal? We
do not think,— All, but Some, animal. And then we can make this indiffer-

ently either subject or predicate. We can think,— we can say, Some animal

is man, that is. Some or All Man ; and, e converse,— Man (some or all) is

animal, viz., some animal.

It thus appears that there is a necessity in all cases for thinking the predicate,

at least, as extensive as the subject. Whether it be absolutely, that is, out of

relation, more extensive, is generally of no consequence ; and hence the

common reticence of common language, which never expresses more than

can be understood,— which always, in fact, for the sake of brevity, strains at

ellipsis.

2°, But, in fact, ordinary language quantifies the Predicate so often as this

determination becomes of the smallest import. This it does directly, by adding

all, some, or their equivalent predesignatrons, to the predicate ; or it accom-

plishes the same end indirectly, in an exceptive or limitative form.

") Directly,— as Peter, John, James, etc., are all the Apostles— Mercury,

Venus, etc., are all the planets.

t>) But this is more frequently accomplished indirectly, by the equipollent

forms of Limitation or Inclusion, and Exception.^

For example, by the limitative designations, alone or only, we say,— God
alone is good, which is equivalent to saying,— God is all good, that is, God is

all that in good; Virtue is the only nobility, that is, Virtue is all nohle, that is, all

that is nolle.' The symbols of the Catholic and Protestant divisions of Chris-

1 By the logicians this is called simply Ex- subject alone. As, Man alone pMlosopliizes

elusion, and the particles, ia/i(um, etc., ;?arf(c- (though not all do). TIte dog alone barks, ot,

ultp., ezdusha. This, I think, is inaccurate; dogs alone bark (though some do not), ilfan

for it is inclusion, limited by an exclusion, only is rational, or, No animal but man is ra-

that is meant.— [See Sclieibler, Opera Logica, tional. Notking but rational is risihU. 0/ ma~

P. iii. c. vii. tit. 3, p. 457 et seg.] terial things there is nothing living {but} not

2 (February 1850.) On the Indirect Predes- organized, and nothing organized not living.

ignation of the Predicate by what are called God alone is to be worshipped. Gud is the

the Exclusive aud Exctptive particles. single, — sole object of vjorship. Some men only

Kames of the particles. are elect.

Latin, — nnus, unicus, unice ; solus, solum, II. Annexed to the Predicate, they limit

soUtmmodo, tantum, tantummodo ; duntaxat ; the subject to the predicate, but do not define

prcecise; adequate. Nihil prefter,— prcslerquam, its quantity, or exclude from it other sub-

— ninisinon. jeets. As, Peter only plays. The sacraments

English, — one, only, alone, exclusively, prC' are only two. John drinks only water,

cisfly. just, sole, soldy, nothing but, not except. III. Sometimes the particles sole, solely,

not b.ijond. single, alone, only, etc., are annexed to the

I. These particles annexed to the Subject Predicate as a predesignation tantamount to

predejiguate the Predicate universally, or to a«. As, God is the single, — one, — alone, —
its whole extent, denying its particularity or only, — exclusive, — adequate, objtct of worship.

indefiuitude, and definitely Umiting it to the On the relation of Exclusive propositione
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tianity may afTord us a logical Illustration of the point. The Catholics say,-^.

Faith, Hope, and CJiariiy alone justify ; that is, the three heavenly virtues together

are oil justifying, that is, all that jmtifes : omne ju!>tificans, jmtum faciens. The

Protestants say,— FaiiJi nlonr jii.<iiji,:.< : tliat Is. Faifh^ -which they hold to com-

prise the other two virtues, is all jusiifying, that i.s "// that justifies ; omne justi-

ficans. In either case, if we translate the watchwords into logical simplicity,

the predicate appears predesignated.

Ofanimals man alone is rational; that is, Man is all rational animal. What is

rational w alone or only risible ; that is, All rational is all risible, etc.

I now pass on to the Exceptive Form. To take the motto overhead,— " On
earth there is nothing great but man." What does this mean ? It means,

Man— is— all earthly great.— Homo— est—omne magnum ierrestre. And the

second clause— " In man there is nothing great but mind"— in hke manner

gives as its logical equipollent— Mind— is— all humanly great^ that is, all that

is great in man. (^Mens est omne magnum humanum.y

to those in which the predicate is predesig-

nated, see Titius, Ats Cogitandi, c. vi. H 66,

67. HollmiiD, Philosophia Rationalh, § 475.

Kreil, Handburh der Logi'k, § 62. Derodon,

Logica RestiiHta, Be Enunciatione,c. v. p. 569

et seq. Keckermann, Systema LogiccB^ lib. iii.,

c. H. Opera, t. i. p. 763.

The doctrine held by the logicians as to the

exclusum prmdkalum^ exclusum subjectum, and

exclusum stgnum, is erroneous. See Scheibler,

Opera Logica, P. iii. c vii. tit. 3, p. 457 et seg.

Jac. Thomasins, Erotism. Log., c. xxx. p. 67 et

seg. [Cf. Fonseca, Instii. Dial., L. HI. c. 23.

For a detailed exposition of this doctrine by

Scheibler, see below, note 1. — Ed.]

1 Vide Scheibler, Opera Logica, P. iii. c. vii.

pp. 458, 460, where his examples, with the ex-

pedition of the Logicians, may be well con-

trasted with mine.

[Scheibler, after referring to the Parva Logi-

calia of the schoolmen, as containing a pro-

posed supplement of the doctrines of Aris-

totle, proceeds to expound the Propositiones

ExponihiUs of those treatises. " Exclusiva

enunciatlo est, quae habet particulam exclu-

sivam, ut, Solus homo est rationalis. . . .

Porro exclusive enunciationes sunt duplicis

generis. Alix sunt exclusivae pradicati : aliae

exclusivEc subjecti ; hoc est, in aliis particula

exclusiva excludit a subjecto, in aliis excludit

aprtedicato, veluti hcec propositio exclusiva

est: Deus tantum est immortalis. Estque ex-

clusiva a subjecto, hoc sensu, Deus tantum, et

non homo vel lapis, etc Omnes
propositiones exclusiva; ambiguse sunt, si

habeant particulam exclusivam, post subjec-

tum propositionis, ante vinculum, ut erat in

proposito exeraplo. Carent autem propositi-

ones exclusiva; ilia ambiguitate, si vel exclu-

riva particula, ponatur ante subjectum prop-

ositionis, vel etiam sequatur copulam. Ibl

enim iudicatur esse propositio exclusiva sub-

jecti, ut, solus kojjio discurrit. Hie autem in-

dicatur, <;^>^<^ propositio (.xcliisiva pra^dicati,

ut, Su'-n,--. „!: :\ '
'/"

/
.,.' intt tantum

suit exponendce txclusivtB a

exclusivm a subjecto.

" II. Exclusiva propositio r,

*' III. Omnis exclusiva resolvitur in duos sim-

plices, alteram affirmatam, alteram negatam,

Atque hoc est quod vulgo dicitur, quod
omnis exclusiva sit hypothetica. Hypothetica

eiiim propositio est quje includit duas alias in

virtute, vel dispositione sua. Veluti ha;c,

Solus homo est rationalis^ a^quivalet bis dua-

bus. Homo est rationalis, et quod non est homo^

non est rationale. Et in specie, Bestia non est

rationalis, Planta non est rationalis

Atque hEe du<E propositiones vocantur expo-

iientesy fiicut propositio exclusiva dicitur ez-

ponibilis.

'* SpeciaJes autem regula; explicandiexclu-

sivas sunt octo: sicut et octo sunt genera

locutionum exclusivarum.

"I. Propositio excliK^iva uuicrsalis uffirma-

tiva, citjus signiiiii r--,, ,'-.: /, iit, Tantum

omnis homo cuml. < "./;.; Immo

currit, et nihil a\'„ Vucari

solet hsee expoMtiu i'.i'iJJi:. ^im;; prior <'jus

pars est universalis aliumaiiva, quod nolat

A. Et) alterae pars est universalis negativa.

quod iudiCftt in posteriori syllaba litera E.

"11. Propositio particular is, vel indejinita af-

firmativa, in gua signum non negatur, ut Tan-

tum homo currit, exponitur sic, Homo currity et
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"We ought, indeed, as a corollary of the postulate already stated, to require

to be allowed to translate into equivalent logical terms the rhetorical enounce-

ment of couunon speech. We should not do as the logicians have been wont,

— introduce and deal with these in their grammatical integrity ; for this would

be to swell out and deform our science with mere grammatical accidents ; and

to such fortuitous acerescences the formidable volume, especially of the older

Logics, is mainly owing. In fact, a large proportion of the scholastic system is

merely grammatical.

3o, The whole doctrine of the non-quantification of the predicate is only

another example of the passive sequacity of the logicians. They follow obedi-

ently in the footsteps of their great master. We owe this doctrine and its preva-

lence to the precept and authority of Aristotle. He prohibits once and again the

annexation of the universal predesignation to the predicate. For why, he says,

such predesignation would render the proposition absurd ;
giving as his only exam-

ple and proof of all this, the judgment

—

All man is all animal. This, however,

is only valid as a refutation of the ridiculous doctrine, held by no one, that any

predicate may be universally quantified ; for, to employ his own example, what

absurdity is there in saying that some animal is all man .' Yet this nonsense

(be it spoken with all reverence of the Stagirite) has imposed the precept on

the systems of Logic down to the present day. Nevertheless, it could be shown

by a cloud of instances from the Aristotelic writings themselves, that this rule is

invalid; nay, Aristotle's -own doctrine of Induction, which is far more correct

than that usually taught, proceeds upon the silent abolition of the erroneous

canon. The doctrine of the logicians is, therefore, founded on a blunder;

which is only doubled by the usual averment that the predicate, in what are

technically called reciprocal propositions, is taken universally vi materia and

not vi formcE.

But, 4°, The non-quantification of the predicate in thought is given up by

the logicians themselves, but only in certain cases where they were forced to

admit, and to the amount which they could not possibly deny. The predicate.

nihil aliud ah homine currit. Vocatur hiec es- aliquid aliud ab homine non currit, vocatur

positio NisE. Fecit.

"III. Propositio exdusiva^ in qua signum non " VII. Exdusiva, in qua signum negatur^ ex-

negatiir, universalis negativa^ ut, Tantiim nulhis istens particularis a^mativa, ut, Non tantum.

homo cunit, exponitur sic, Nullus homo currit, aliquis homo currit, expositor sic, Aliquis homo

et quodlibet aliud ab homine currit, vocatur Te- currit, aliquid aliud a6 homine currit, vocatur

»AX. PiLOB.

"IV. Exclusiva cvjus signum non negatur par- "VIII. Negativa particularis exclusives prop-

Ucidaris vel indejinita negativa, ut, Tantum homo ositiones, cvjus signum negatur, ut, Non tanlum

non currit, exponitur sic. Homo non currit, aliquis homo non currit, exponitur sic, Aliquis

et qnodlibet cUiud ab homine currit, vocatur homo non currit, et aliquid aliud ab homine non
Stoeax. currit, vocatur Nobis.

"V Ezdiisiva,in qua signum negatur, a;ffir- " Differentia autem propositionis exclusivte

maiiva ft universalis, ut, Non tantum omnis et exceptivEe est evidens. Nempe exclusiva

homo currit, exponitur sic, Omnis homo currit, pradicatum vendicat uni subjecto, aut a sub-

tt aliquod aliud ab homine currit, vocatur jecto excludit alia praedicata, ut, Solus Dens

Cakos. bonus est. Exceptivaautem statuit universale
" VI. In qua signum negatur, existens univer- subjectum, indicatque aliquid contineri sub

sails affirmativa, ut, Non tantum mdlus homo isto universali, de quo non dicatur pradica-

currit, sic exponitur, Nullus homo currit, et turn, ut, Omne animal est irrational!, prater

hominem." -ED.]
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they confess, is quantified by particularity in affirmative, by universality in nega-

tive, propositions. But why the quantification, formal quantification, should

be thus restricted in thought, they furnish us with no valid reason.

To these two errors I might perhaps add, as a third, the confusion and per-

plexity arising from the attempt of Aristotle and the logicians to deal with in-

definite (or, as I would call them, indesignale) terms, instead of treating them

merely as verbal ellipses, to be filled up in the expression before being logically

considered ; and I might also add, as a fourth, the additional complexity and

perplexity introduced into the science by viewing propositions, likewise, as

affected by the four or six modalities. But to these I shall not advert.

These are the two principal eiTors which have involved our systems of Logic

in confusion, and prevented their evolution in simplicity, harmony, and com-

pleteness ;
— which have condemned them to bits and fragments of the science,

and for these bits and fragments have made a load of rules and exceptions

indispensable, to avoid falling into frequent and manifest absurdity. It was in

reference to these two errors chiefly that I formerly gave you as a self-evident

Postulate of Logic— " Explicitly to state what has been implicitly thought
;

"

in other words, that before dealing logically with a proposition, we are entitled

to understand it ; that is, to ascertain and to enounce its meaning. This quali-

fication of the predicate of a judgment is, indeed, only the beginning of the

application of the Postulate ; but we shall find that at every step it enables us

to cast away, as useless, a multitude of canons, which at once disgust the student,

and, if not the causes, are at least the signs, of imperfection in the science.

I venture, then, to assert that there is only one species of Conversion, and that

one thorough-going and self-sufficient. I mean Pure, or Simple Conversion.

The other species— all are admitted to be neither thorough-going nor self-

sufficient— they are in fact only other logical processes, accidentally combined

with a transposition of the subject and predicate. The conversio per acciilens

of Boethius, as an ampliative operation, has no logical existence ; it is material

and precarious, and has righteously been allowed to drop out of science. It

is now merely a historical curiosity. As a Restrictive operation, in which re-

lation alone it still stands in our systems, it is either merely fortuitous, or

merely possible through a logical process quite distinct from Conversion ; I

mean that of Restriction or Subalternation, which will be soon explained.

Conversio per conlrapositionem is a change of terms,— a substitution of new

elements, and only holds through contradiction, i being just as good without as

1 (See Aristotle, Topica, L. ii. c. 8. Scotus, conslanilam illam non posueris in antecedenti,

Bannes, Mendoza, silently following each instabitur illi consequently in evontu, in quo

other, liave held that contraposition is only nihil sit non album, et omuis homo sit olbus."

mediate, inflnitation, requiring Constanlia, Bannes, Instil. Min. Dial. h. vi. c. 2, p. 530.

cic. Wholly wrong. Sec Arriaga. Ciirsiis —Ed.]

Fhilosoplikiis, D. 11. s. 4. p. 18. "Observan- Rule for Finite Prejacents given,

dum est pvffidictas consequentias (per coutia- With the single exception of E n E (A n A ),

positionem) malas esse ej instabiles, nisi ac- theotherseven propositions may be convened

cesserit alia propositio in antecedenti quie by Counterposition under tlie following rule,

impartit e.\istentiam subjecti consequentis. —'Let the terms he intinitatcd and traiifposed,

Tunc enim firma erit consequentia, e. g. the predesignations remaining as before '

Omnis homo est albus et non album est, ergo With the two additional exceptions of the

cmne non album est non homo. Alioquin si two convertible propositions, A f I, and I f
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with conversion. Tlie Contingent Conversion of the lower Greolcsi is not a

conversion,— is not a logical process at all, and has been worthily ignored by

the Latin world. But let us now proceed to see that Simple Conversion, as I

have asserted, is thorough-going and all-sufficient. Let us try it in all the

eight varieties of categorical propositions. But I shall leave this e.xplication to

yourselves, and in the examination will call for a statement of the simple con-

version, as applied to all the eight propositional forms.

It thus appears that this one method of conversion has every advantage

over those of the logicians. 1°, It is Natural; 2°, It is Imperative ; 3°, It is

Simple ;
4°, It is Direct ; 5°, It is Precise ;

6°, It is thoroughgoing : Whereas

their processes are— 1°, Unnatural; 2^ Precarious; 3°, Complex; i", Cir-

cuitous ; 5°, Confused ; 6°, Inadequate : brealiing down in each and all of

their species. The Greek Logicians, subsequent to Aristotle, have well and

truly said, avTurrpoipii ia-riv laoffTpoipri tis, " omnis conversio est Eequiversio; "" that

is, all conversion is a conversion of equal into equal ; and had they attended

to this principle, they would have developed conversion in its true unity and

simplicity. The}- would have considered, 1°, That the absolute quantity of

A, the infinitated propositions hold good

without the trausposition of the terms.

Rule for Infiuite Prejacents given.

With the single exception of u I f n I (nE

= u = nE being impossible), the other six

propositions may be converted by Counter-

position under the following rule,— 'Let the

terms be uninflnitated and transposed, the

predesignatiuns remaining as before.'

Contraposition is not explicitly evolved by
Aristotle in Prior Analytics^ but is evolved

from his Topics, L. ii. cc. 1, 8, alibi. Be Inter-

pretaiione, c. 14. See Conimbricenses, In Arist.

Dial., An. Prior., L. i. q. i. p. 271. Cannes,

Instit. Minoris Dialectics, L. v. 0. 2, p. 532.

Burgersdicius, Jnstit. Log. L. i. c. 32.

First explicitly enounced by Averroes, ac-

cording to Molinaeus {Elementa Logica, L. i.

c. 4, p. 54). 1 cannot lind any notice of it in

Averroes. He ignores it, name and thing.

It is in Anonymus, De Sytlogismo, f. 42 b., in

Kicephorus Blemraidas, Ejnt. Log., c. xxxi.

p. 222; but long before him Boethius has all

the kinds of Conversion,— Simidex, Per Acci-

dens, et Per Opposiiionem {Introditctio ad Sytlo-

gismos, p. 576), what he culls Per C'ontraposi-

tianem (De Si/llogismo Categonco, L. i. 583).

Is he the inventor of the name? It seems so.

Long before Boethius, Apuleius (in second

century) has it as one of the five species of

Conversion, but gives it no name— only de-

scriptive; see De Habitud. Doct. Plat., L. ill. p.

33. Alexander, In An. Pr.. i. c. 2. f. 10 a, has

it as of propositions, not of terms, which is

conversion absolutely. Vide Thiloponus. In

An. Pr., I f 12 a. By them called ai/Tio-Tpo(|>r;

aliir ayTL^tan. So Magentinus, In .in. Prwr
,

i. 2, 1.3 b.

That Contraposition is not properly Con-

version— (this being a species of consequence)

— an aiquipollence of propositions, not a con-

version of their terms.

Noldius, Lngica Recognita, c. xii. p. 299.

Crakanthorpe, Logica, L. iii. c. 10, p. ISO.

Bannes, Instit. Min. Dial., L. v. c. 2, p. £30.

Kustachius, Summa PhilosophicB, Logica, P. II

tract, i. q. 3, p. 104. Herbart, Le/irbuck der

Logik, p. 78. Scotus, Quttstiones, In An. Prior.,

L. i. q. 15, f 258 b. Chauvin, ti. Conversio.

Isendoorn, Cttrsus Logicus, p. 308.

That Contraposition is useless and perplex-

ing. See Chauvin, v. Conversio. Arriaga,

Cursus, Philosopkicus, p. 18. Titius. Ars Cogi'

tandi, c. viii. 5 19 tt seg. D'Abra de Kaconis,

Tot. Piiil. Tract., Logica, ii. qu. 4, p. 315.

Bannes, Instit. Min. Dial., p. 529.]

1 [Blemmidas.] [Epitome Logica, c. 31, p.

222. The following extract will explain the

nature of this conversion. 'H 5' eV irpord-

(TetTi yivofj.^t/rj ai^t(npo(pTi, h t^' M^^ to^iv

TUf opoiv (puKoLTTei, rhu aurhi' r-qpouaa kut-

r\yopovij.ivov koX rhv auihu viroKei^etfou '

ix6pf]ii 5€ TTj^ TT0t6ry\Ta /xera^aAXei, Tcoiovtra

TTjy 6itroc(}artKT]v irporecni/ KarafpaTiKrji', Kol

KaracpaTiKr)" arropaTiKrii'. Kai Ke-yfTai

aoTTj ii/Sexof.Lei'ri avri(Trpo(p^, ws iirX p.ovr}S

TTjs 4i'SexofJ.4ves uKtjs (TuvKTraixcvt] ' oiov,

Tis ifbpaTTos Koverai, tis SrAponros oil \oi-

7]Tai' auTT) 5' ovK ay ftrj Kvpidis avriarporpT].

This so-called contingent convtrsinn is in fact

nothing more than the assertion, leptated by

many Latin logicians, that in contiiiiit-nt mat-

ter subcoutrary propositions are both tru«.

- F.r>,l

tiU
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the proposition, be it convertend or converse, remains always identical ; 2%
That the several quantities of the collated notions remain always identical, tho

•whole change being the transposition of the quantified notion, which was in the

suljject place, into the place of predicate, and vice versa.

Aristotle and the logicians were, therefore, wrong ; 1°, In not considering

the proposition simply as the complement, that is, as the equation or non-equa-

tion, of two compared notions, but, on the contrary, consideiing it as de-

termined in its quantity by one of these notions more than by the other. 2°,

They were wrong in according too great an importance to the notions con-

sidered as prepositional terms, that is, as subject and predicate, independently

of the impoi't of these notions in themselves. 3°, They were wrong in ac-

cording too preponderant a weight to one of these terms over the other ; but

differently in diiferent parts of the system. For they were wrong, in the doc-

trine of Judgment, in allowing the quantity of the proposition to be determined

exclusively by the quantity of the subject term; whereas they were wrong, as

we shall see, in the doctrine of Reasoning, in considering a syllogism as ex-

clusively relative to the quantity of the predicate (extension). So much for

the theory of Conversion. Before concluding, I have, however, to observe, as

a correction of the prevalent ambiguity and vacillation, that the two proposi-

tions of the process together might be called the convertent or converting (pj-o-

positiones convertenles) ; and whilst of these the original proposition is named

the converlend (propositio convertcnda), its product would obtain the title of

converse, converted (prnpodlio conversa)^

The other species of Immediate Inference will not detain us long. Of these,

there are two noticed by the logicians.

The first of these, Equipollence (ceqiiijioUentia), or, as I would terra it. Double

Negation, is deserving of bare mention. It is of mere grammatical relevancy.

The negation of a negation is tantamount to an affirmation. B is not not-A, is

manifestly only a roundabout way of saying B is A : and, vice versa, we may

express a position, if we perversely choose, by sublating a sublation. The

immediate inference of Equipollence is thus merely the grammatical translation

of an affirmation into a double negation, or of a double negation into an

affirmation. Non-nullus and non-nemo, for example, are merely other gram-

matical expressions for aliquis or quidam. So Nonnihil, Nonnunquam, Nonnus-

quam, etc.

The Latin tongue is almost peculiar among languages for such double nega-

tives to express an affirmative. Of course the few which have found their place

in Logic, instead of being despised or relegated to Grammar, have been fondly

commented on by the ingenuity of tho scholastic logicians. In English, some

authors are fond of this indirect and idle way of speaking; they prefer saying

— "I entertain a not uiifavoiablc opinion of such a one," to saying directly, I

entertain of him a favoraMi' (i|niiioii. Neglecting this, I pass on to

The third species of linmiiliati' Inference, noticed by the logicians. This

they call Suhalternation, but it may be more unambiguously styled Restriction.

If I have £100 at my credit in the bank, it is evident that I may draw for £5 or

£10. In like manner, if I can say unexclusively that all men are animals, I can

1 See p. 185. — Ed.
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say restrictively, that negroes or any other fraction of mankind are animals. This

restriction is Bilateral, when we restrict both subject and predicate, as

:

AU Triangle is all trilateral. All ratioiuil is all risible.

.'.Some triangle is some trilateral. .'.Some rationalis some risible.

It is Unilateral, by restricting the omnitude or universality either of the Subject

or of the Predicate.

Of the Subject -

Of the Predicate,

AUi

Some animal is all risible ;

.Some animal is some risible.

It has not been noticed by the logicians, that there is only an inference by

this process, if the some in the inferred proposition means some at least, that is,

some not exclusive of all ; for if we think by the some, some only, that is, some,

not alt, so far from there being any competent inference, there is in fact a real

opposition. The logicians, therefore, to vindicate their doctrine of the Opposi-

tion of Subalternation, ought to have declared that the some was here in the

sense of some only ; and to vindicate their doctrine of the Inference of Subal-

ternation, they ought, in like manner, to have declared, that the some was here

taken in the counter sense of some at least. It could easily be shown that

the errors of the logicians in regard to Opposition are not to be attributed to

Aristotle.

Before leaving this process, it may be proper to observe that we might well

call its two propositions together the restrinyent or restrictive (propontiones

reslringentes vel restrictivce) ; the given proposition might be called the restrin-

gend (propositio restringenda), and the product the restrict or restricted (piropo-

sitio restricta).

So much for the species of Immediate Inference recognized by the logicians.

There is, however, a kind of immediate inference overlooked by logical

writers. I have formerly noticed that they enumerate (among the species of

Opposition) Subcontraricty (subcontrarietas, iirepavTiSTris'), to 'vvit,— some is,

some is not ; but that this is not in fact an opposition at all (as in truth neither

is Subalternation in a certain sense)." Subcontrariety, in like manner, is with

them not an opposition between two partial somes, but between different and

different ; in fact, no opposition at all. But if they are thus all wrong by

commission, they are doubly wrong by omission, for they overlook the immediate

inference which the relation of propositions in Subcontrariety affords. This,

however, is sufficiently manifest. If I can say. All men are some animals, or

Some animals are all men, I am thereby entitled to say, — All men are not some

animals, or Some animals are not some men. Of course here the some in the

inferred propositions means some other, as in the original proposition, sovie

only ; but the inference is perfectly legitimate, being merely a necessary

exphcation of the thought; for, inasmuch as I think and say that all men are
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some animals, I can think and say that they are some animals only, which

implies that they are a certain some, and not any other animals.' This infer-

ence is thus not only to some others indefinitely, but to all others definitelj'. It

is further either affirmative from a negative antecedent, or negative from an

affirmative. Finally, it is not bilateral, as not of subject and predicate at once;

but it is unilateral, either of the subject or of the predicate. This inference

of Subcontrariety I would call Inleyration, because the mind here tends to

determine all the parts of a whole, whereof a part only has been given. The
two propositions together might be called the integral or integrant (propositiones

integralcs vel inlegrantes). The given proposition would be styled the integrand

(propositio integranda) ; and the product, the integrate (propositio inlegrata)?

I may refer you, for various observations on the Quantification of the Predi-

cate, to the collection published under the title, Discussions on Philosophy and

Literature.

The grand general or dominant result of the doctrine ou which I have

already partially touched, but which I will now explain consecutively and more

in detail, is as follows :— Touching Propositions,— Subject and Predicate ;
—

touching Syllogisms,— in Categoricals, Major and Minor Terms, Major and

Jlinor Premises, Figures First, Second, Third, Fourth, and even what I call

No Figure, are all made convertible with each other, and all conversion re-

duced to a simple e(juation ; whilst in Hypotheticals, both the species (viz.,

Conjunctive and Disjunctive reasonings) are shown to be forms not of mediate

argumentation at all, but merely complex varieties of the immediate infereiwe

of Kestriction or Subalternation, and are relieved of a load of perversions,

limitations, exceptions, and rules. The differences of Quantity and Quality,

etc., thus alone remain ; and by these exclusively are Terms, Propositions, and

Syllogisms formally distinguished. Quantity and Quality combined constitute

the only real discrimination of Syllogistic Mood. Syllogistic Figure vanishes,

with its perplexing apparatus of special rules ; and even the Greneral Laws of

Syllogism proper are reduced to a single compendious canon.

This doctrine is founded on the postulate of Logic :— To state in language

what is efficient in thought ; in other words. Before proceeding to deal logically

with any proposition or syllogism, we must be allowed to determine and express

what it means.

First, then, in regard to Propositions : In a proposition, the two terms, the

Subject and Predicate, have each their quantity in thought. This quantity is

not always expressed in language, for language tends always to abbreviation
;

but it is always understood. For example, in the proposition, Men are animals,

what do we mean ? We do not mean that some men, to the exclusion of others,

1 If we eay some animal is alt man, and 2 Jllf»i. Immediate infcrcDce of Contradic-

some animal is not any man,— in that case, we tion omitted. Also of Relation, wliicli would

TOust hold some as meaning some only. We come under Jujuipollence. [For Tabular

may have a mediate syllogism on it, as : Schemes of Piopositional Forms, and of

. . . n .
t'"^''' ilu'ual Kelalions, see pp. 629, 530. —
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are animals, but we use the abbreviated expression men for the thought all men.

Logic, therefore, in virtue of its postulate, warrants, nay requires, us to state

this explicitly. Let ms, therefore, overtly quantify the subject, and say, All

men are animals. So far we have dealt with the proposition,— we have quan-

tified in language the subject, as it was quantified in thought.

But the predicate still remains. We have said— All men are animals. But

what do we mean by animals ? Do we mean all animals, or some animals f

Not the former ; for dogs, horses, oxen, etc., are animals, as well as men ; and

dogs, horses, oxen, etc., are not men. j\Ien, therefore, are animals, but exclu-

sively of dogs, horses, oxen, etc. All men, therefore, are not equivalent to all

animals ; that is, we cannot say, as we cannot think, that all men are all ani-

mals. But we can say, for in thought we do affirm, that all men are some animals.

But if we can say, as we do think, that all men are some animals, we can, on

the other hand, likewise say, as we do think, that some animals are all men.

If this be true, it is a matter of indifierence, in a logical point of view

(whatever it may be in a rhetorical), which of the two terms be made the

subject or predicate of the proposition ; and whichsoever term is made the

subject in the first instance, may, in the second, be converted into the predi-

cate ; and whichsoever term is made the predicate in the first instance, may, in

the second, be converted into the subject.

From this it follows—
1°, That a proposition is simply an equation, an identification, a bringing

into congruence, of two notions in respect to their Extension. I say, in re-

spect to their Extension, for it is this quantity alone which admits of ampliation

or restriction, the Comprehension of a notion remaining always the same,

being always taken at its full amount.

2°, The total quantity of the proposition to be converted, and the total

quantity of the proposition the product of the conversion, is always one and

the same. In this unexclusive point of view, all conversion is merely simple con~

version ; and the distinction of a conversion, as it is called, by accident, arises

only from the partial view of the logicians, who have looked merely to the

quantity of the subject. They, accordingly, denominated a proposition univer-

sal or particular, as its subject merely was quantified by the predesignation

some or all ; and where a proposition like. All men are animals (in thought,

some animals'), was converted into the proposition, Some animals are men (in

thought, all men), they erroneously supposed that it lost quantity, was restricted,

and became a particular proposition.

It can hardly be said that the logicians contemplated the reconversion of

such a proposition as the preceding ; for they did not (or rarely) give the name
of conversio per accidens to the case in which the proposition, on their theory,

was turned from a particular into a universal, as when we reconvert the prop-

osition. Some animals are men, into the proposition, All men are animals.''-. They

1 See above, p. 186. — Ed. [A mistake by For Aristotle uses the terms universal, and
logicians in general, that partial conversion, partial conversion, simply to express whether
e^ /i«'p€i, is the mere synonym of 7JeracciVyen5, the conveitens is a universal or particular

and that the former is so used by Aristotle, proposition. See § 4 of the chapter on Con-
See A'allius, Logiea, t. ii. 1. t. q. i. c. 2, p. 32. version {An. Prior., i. 2), where particular af-
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likewise neglected such affirmative propositions as had in thought both subject

and predicate quantified to thoir whole extent; as, ^W triangular Jigure is trilate-

ral, that is, if expressed as understood, All triangular is all trilateral Jigure,—
All rational is risible, that is, if expKcitly enounced. All rational is all risible

animals. Aristotle, and subsequent logicians, had indeed frequently to do with

propositions in which the predicate was taken in its full extension. In these

the logicians— but, be it observed, not Aristotle — attempted to remedy the

imperfection of the Aristotelic doctrine, which did not allow the quantification

of the predicate to be taken logically or formally into account in affirmative

propositions, by asserting that in the obnoxious cases the predicate was dis-

tributed, that is, fully quantified, in virtue of the matter, and not in virtue of

the form (t'i materim, nnn ratione forince). But this is altogether erroneous.

For in thought we generally do, nay, often must, fully quantify the predicate.

In our logical conversion, in fact, of a proposition like All men are animals,—
some animals, we must formally retain in thought, for we cannot formally

abolish, the universal quantification of the predicate. We, accordingly, must

formally allow the proposition thus obtained. Some animals are all men.

The error of the logicians is further shown by our m(5st naked logical nota-

tion ; for it is quite as easy and quite as natural to quantify A, B, or C, as pre-

dicate, as to quantify A, B, or C, as subject. Thus, All B is some A ; Some A
is all B.

I may here also animadvert on the counter defect, the counter error, of the

logicians, in their doctrine of Negative Propositions. In negative propositions

they say the predicate is always distributed,— always taken in its full exten-

sion. Now this is altogether untenable. For we always can, and frequently

do, think the predicate of negative propositions as only partially excluded from

the sphere of the subject. For example, we can think, as our naked diagrams

can show,— All men are not some animals, that is, not irrational animals. In

point of fact, so often as we think a subject as partially included within the

sphere of a predicate, eo ipso we think it as partially, tliat is, particularly,

excluded therefi-om. Logicians are, therefore, altogether at fault in their

doctrine, that the predicate is always distributed, i. e., alwajs universal, in

negative propositions.'

and propositions remaining always !he same.

So Ridiger, De Semu Veri el Fahi, p. 303.

The second is tlLit of logicians in general,

where the quantity of the proposition is di-

minished, the quality of the propositions and

terms remaining the same, salva VfritaU.]

I Melanchthon [Erolemata. L. ii. De Con-

fersione, p. 516), followed by his pupil and

greater, .saim fcriiafr, the quality of the terms commentator Strigelius t,In Erotemata, pp,

firmatives are said
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But, 3°, If the preceding theory be true,— if it be true that subject and

predicate are, as quantified, always simply convertible, the proposition being

in fact only an enouncemcnt of their equation, it follows (and this also is an

ado([uate test) that we may at will identify the two terms by making them both

the subject or both the predicate of the same proposition. And this we can

do. For we can not only say— as A is B, so conversely B is A, or as All men

are some animals, so, conversely. Some animals are all men; but equally say—
A anil B are convertible, or, Convertible are B and A; All men and some ani-

mals are convertible (that is, some convertible things'), or. Convertible (that is,

some convertible things) are some animals and all men. By convertible, I mean

the same, the identical, the congruent, etc.'

576, 531), and by Keckermann (Syst. Log.

Minm, L. ii. c. 3, Op. p. 222), and others,

tliinks that " there is a greater force of the

pilrticle 7ione tnulUis, not any), than of the

particle all {omnw). For, in a universal neg-

ative, the force of the negation is so spread

over the whole proposition, that in its con-

version the same sign is retained (as— No

vhereas such conversion

docs not take place in a universal affirma-

tive.' This .Strigelius compares to the dif-

fusion of a lernient or acute poison: addiug

that the affirmative particle is limited to the

subject, whilst the negative extends to both

subject and predicate, in other words, to the

whole proposition.

This doctrine is altogether erroneous. It is

ail erroneous theory devised to explain an
erroneous practice. In the first place, we
have here a commutation of negation with

quantiJication; and, at the same time, con-

version, direct conversion at least, will not

be said to change the quality either of a neg-

ative or affirmative proposition. In the sec-

ond place, it cannot be pretended that nega-

tion has an exclusive or even greater-affinity

to universal than to particularquantification.

TVe can equally well say not some, not all, not

any : and the reason why one of these forms
is preferred lies certainly not in any attrac-

tion or affinity to the negative particle]

1 [With the doctrine of Conversion taught
in the text, compare the following authori-

ties: Laurentius Valla, Dialtciica, L. ii. c.

24, f. 37. Titius, Ars Cogitandi (v. Eidiger, De
Sensu Veri et Falsi, L ii. c. i. p 232). Keusch,
Sfstema Logicum, § 380, p. 413 il stq., ed. 1741.

llollmann, Logtca, § 89, p. 172. Ploucquet.

Fries, Logik, } 33, p. 146. E. Reinhold, Logik,

! 117, p. 2S6. Ancient."! referred to by Ammo-
nias, In D< hu.rp

, c. vii. i 4, f- • • • • Paulus
Vallius. £ 1^....,. t ii.. In An. Prior., L. i. q. ii.

latins .qccipitur pra?dic;itum quam .subjectum.

Ideoque cum illo couverti potest, ut omnis

homo est animal: non ntique totum genus ani-

mal, sed aliqua pars hujus generis. . . . ergo,

Aliqnapars animalts est in omni liomine. Item,

Quidam ftomo est animal, scilicet est qutzJatn

pars animaUs, eri^O, Qufpdatn pars anintalis est

quidam homo, etc." Gottlieb Gerhard Titius,

Ars Cogitandi, c. vii. } 3 et seq., p. 125. Lipsia;,

1723 (first ed. 1701). " Kihil autem aliud agit

Conversio, quam ut simpliciter pnedicatum

et subjectum transponat, hinc nee qualitatem

nee quantitatem iis largitur, ant eas mutat,

sed prout reperit, ita convertit. Ex quo neces-

sario sequitur conversionem esse uniformem

ac omnes propositioncs eodem plane moJe
convert!. Per exempla, (1), NuUus homo est

lapis, ergo, Julius lapis est homo. (2), Quida7n

homo non est jnedicus {omjiis), ergo, JMediciis

non est homo quidam, seu Nnlltrs tnedicns est

homo quidam (3), Hie Petrus Hon

est doctus (omnis), ergo, Omnis doctits non est

hie Felrus (4), Omnis homo est ani-

mal (qnoddam), ergo, Quoddam animal est

homo. (5), Quidam homo currit (partieulariter),

ergo, Quidam currens est homo. (6), Hie Paulus

est doctus {quidam), ergo, Quidam doctus est liic

Paulus. In omnibus bis exemplis subjectum

cum sua quantitate in locum prs'dicati, et

hoc, eodem modo, in illius sedem transponi-

tur, ut nulla penitus ratio solida appareat,

quare conversionem in diversas species divel-

lere debeamus. Vulgo tameu aliter sentiunt

quando triplicem conversionem, nempe sim-

plicem, per accidens, acper eontrapositionem, ad-

aecidens et per eontrapositionem gratis asseritur,

nam conversio propositionis affirmantis uni-

versalis perinde simplex est ac ea qua univer-

salis negans convertitur, licet post eam sub-

jectum sit particulare; conversiouis enim hie

nulla culpa est, quae quantitatem, qu£e non
adest, largiri nee potest nee debet

Error vulgaris doctrinse, nisi fallor, inde est,

quod exislimaverint ad conversionem simpli-

cera rG(\uiTi, ut prepdicatum assumat signum et

qmmtitatem subjecti Conversionem

per eontrapositionem quod attinet, facile ostendi
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The general errors in regard to Conversion,— tlie errors from which all the

rest proceed, are—
1°, The omission to qnantify the predicate throughout.

2°, The conceit that the quantities did not belong to the terms.

3°, The conceit that the quantities were not to be transposed with their

relative terms.

4°, The one-sided view that the proposition was not equally composed of the

two terms, but was more dependent on the subject than on the predicate.

5°, The consequent error that the quantity of the subject term determines

the quantity of the proposition absolutely.

6°, The consequent error that there was any increase or diminution of the

total quantity of the proposition.

7°, That thorough-going conversion could not take place by one, and that

the simple, form.

8°, That all called in at least the form of Accidental Conversion ; all admit-

ting at the same time that certain moods remain inconvertible.

9°, That the majority of logicians resorted to Contraposition (which is not

a con\'ersioa at all) ; some of them, however, as Burgersdyk, admitting that

certain moods still remained obstinately inconvertible.

10°, That they thus introduced a form which was at best indirect, vague,

and useless, in fact not a conversion at all.

11°, That even admitting that all the moods were convertible by one or

other of the three forms, the same mood was convertible by more than one.

12°, That all this mass of error and confusion was from their overlooking

the necessity of one simple and direct mode of conversion; missing the one

straight road.

We have shown that a judgment (or proposition) is only a comparison re-

sulting in a congruence, an equation, or non-equalion of two notions in the

quantity of Extension ; and that these compared notions may stand to each

potest (1) exempla heic jactari solita, posse comprehensivo sumtam, esse omnem circulum,

convert! simpliciter; (2) couversionem per seu ovinem circulum esse liiinntlam liueam

contrapositionem, revera non esse conversio- curvam." Vallius, I. c. "Negativae vero con-

nem; iDterim (3) putativam istam oonver- vertuntur et in particulares et in univer-

siouem non in universal! affirmante, et partic- sales negativasj ut si dioamus, Socrates nan
ulari negante solum, sed in omnibus potius est tapis^ convertens illius erit, Aliguis lapis

propositioijibus locum habere, . . . e. g., non est Socrates, et NuUus lapis est Socrates, et

Quodilam animal non est quadrupes, ergo, Nul- idem dicendum erit de omni alia simili prop-

lus qvadrupes est animal quoddam,^^ See the ositione." — Ed.]

criticism of the doctrine of Titius by Eidiger, [That Universal AflBrmative Propositions

quoted below, p. 556. Ploucquet, Methodus may be converted simply, if their predi-

Calculandi in Logicis,-p.i^0-'6Z). "Intellec- cates are reciprocating, see Corvinus, Jnsd'f.

tio ideniitaiis subject! et prsedicati est affirma- Phil. Eat., j 514. lenae, 1742. Baumgarten,
tio Omnis circulus est linea curva. Logiea, § 280, 1765. Scotus, In An. Pr., L.

Quae propositi© logice expressa hsc est:— i. qu. 14. Ulrich, Instit. Log. et. Met.,ii.2,

Omnis circulus est qu/pdam linea curva. Quo 177 (1785). Kreil, Logik, §j 46, 62 (1789). Is-

pacto id, quod intelligitur in praedicato iden- endoorn, Logiea Peripatetica, L. iii. c. 8, pp.

tificatur cum eo quod intelligitur in subjecto. 430,431. Wallis, iojjiM, L. ii. c. 7. Zabar-

Sive norim, sive non norim prater circulum ella, In An. Prior. Tabulce, p. 148. Lambert,

dar! quoque alias curvarum species, verum Ds Vniversaliori Calculi Idea, j 24 et seq.]
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Other as the one subject and the other predicate, as both the subject, or as

both the predicate of the judgment. If tliis be true, the transposition of the

terms of a proposition sinks in a very easy and a very simple process ; whilst

the whole doctrine of logical Conversion is superseded as operose and imper-

fect, as useless and erroneous. The systems, new and old, must stand or fall

with their doctrines of the Conversion of propositions.

Thus, according to the doctrine of the logicians, conversion applies only to

the naked terms themselves :— the subject and predicate of the prejacent

interchange places, but the quantity by which each was therein affected is

excluded from the movement; remaining to affect its correlative in the subja-

cent proposition. This is altogether erroneous. In conversion we transpose

the compared notions,— the correlated terms. If we do not, eversion, not

conversion, is the result.

If (as the Logicians suppose) in the convertens the subject and predicate

took each other's quantity, the proposition would be not the same relation of

the same notions. It makes no difference that the converse only takes place

when the subject chances to have an equal amount or a less than the predicate.

There must be at any rate a reasoning (concealed indeed) to warrant it : in

the former case— that the predicate is entitled to take all the quantity of the

subject, being itself of equivalent amount ; in the second (a reasoning of sub-

alternation), that it is entitled to take the quantity of the subject, being less

than its own. All this is false. Subject and predicate have a right to their

own, and only to their own, which they carrj' with them, when they become
each other.

IV.

—

Applicatiox of Doctkixe of Quantified Predicate to Pbopositions.

(a) yEW PBOPOSITIONAL FORMS- NOTATIOy.

Instead of four species of Proposition determined by the Quantity and

Quality taken together, the Quantity of the Subject being alone considered,

there are double that number, the Quantity of the Predicate being also taken

into account.

oo
firmal

(1)
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Negative.

(y) [EnE] C:.
(A) (A)

(6) [EnO] C:.

(A) (I)

(vii) [OnE] B,.
(I) (A)

(8) [OnO] C,.
(I) (I)

. : D Any Triangle is not any Square (E) [fig. 3].

• , B Any Triangle is not some Equilateral

[fig- 4].

-
: C Some Equilateral is not any Triangle (O)

[fig- 4].

• , B Some Triangle is not some Equilateral

[fig. 4].'

m QUA.yTITY OF PROrOSITIOXS- DEFISITUDB AXD IXDEFimTUDE.

Nothing can exceed the ambiguity, vacillation, and uncertainty of logicians

concerning the Quantity of Propositions.

I. As regards what are called indefinite (iSUpuyToi) more properly indesignale

ov preindesujnate propositions. The absence of overt quantification applies only

to the subject ; for the predicate was supposed always in affirmatives to be

particular, in negatives to be universal. Referring, therefore, only to the

indesignation of the subject:— indefinites were by some logicians (as the

Greek commentators on Aristotle (?), Apuleius apud AVaitz, In Onj. i. p. 338,

but see AVegelin, In Aneponymi Phil. Si/n., p. 588) made tantamount to par-

ticulars; by others (as Valla, Dialectica, L. ii. c. 24, f 37), made tantamount

1 [In this tnble tlie Eoman numerals dis-

tinguish sucli prepositional forms as are rec-

ognized in tbe Aiistotelic or common doc-

triue, whereas the Arabic ciphers mark those

(half of the whole) which I think ought like-

wise to be recognized. In the literal symbols,

I simplify and disiutricate the scholastic nota-

tion; taking A and I for universal and par-

ticular, but, extending them to either quality,

marking affirmation by f, negation by n, the

two first consonants of the verbs affinno and

meg-o,— verbs from which I have no doubt

that Petrus Hispanus drew, respectively, the

two first vowels, to denote his four complica-

tions of quantity and quality]

[In the notation employed above, the

comma , denotes same ; the colon : all ; the

line B* denotes the affirmative copula,

and negation is expressed by drawing a line

through the affirmative copula "H— ; the

thick end of the line denotes the subject, the

thin end the predicate, of E.\tension. In In-

tension the thin end denotes the subject, the

thick end the predicate. Thus: — C: - ,

A is read, AU C is some A. C : -H— : D is

read, jVo C is any D. The Table given in the

text is from a copy of an early scheme of the

author's new I'ropositioual Forms. For some

time after his discovery of the doctrine of a

quantified predicate, .Sir W. Hamilton seems

to have used the vowels E and O in the for-

mula; of Negative Propositions; and the full

period () as the symbol of some (indefinite

quantity). In the college session of 1845-46,

he had adopted the comma (,) as the symbol

of indefinite quantity. As the period ap-

pears in the original copy of this Table as the

symbol of some, its date cannot be later

than 1845. The comma (,) has been substi-

tuted by the Editors, to adapt the Table to

the Author's latest form of notation. The

translation of its symbols into concrete prop-

ositions, aflbrrls decisive evidence of the

meaning which the Author attached to them

on the new doctrine. That this, moreover,

was the uniform import of Sir W. Hamil-

ton's propositioual notation, from the earli-

est development of the theory of a quantified

predicate, is placed beyond doubt by numer-

ous passages in papers (not printed), and by
marginal notes on books, written at various

periods between 1839-40, and the date of his

illness, July 1844, when he was compelled to

employ an amanuensis. The letters in round

brackets (A) and (T) are the vowels finally

adopted by the Author, in place of E and CX

Seep. 534^ —Ed.]
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to universals. They ought to have been considered a? merely elliptical, and to

be definitely referable either to particulars or universals.'

II. A remarkable uncertainty prevails in regard to the meaning of particu-

larity and its signs,— some, etc. Here some may mean some only,— some not

all. Here some, though always in a certain degree indefinite, is definite so far

as it excludes omnitude,— is used in opposition to all. This I would call its

Semi-dejtnite meaning. On the other hand, some may mean some at least, —

•

some, perhaps all. In this signification some is thoroughly indefinite, as it does

not exclude omnitude or totality. This meaning I would call the Indejinite.

Now of these two meanings there is no doubt that Aristotle used particularity

only in the second, or thoroughly Indefinite, meaning. For, 1°, He does not

recognize the incompossibility of the superordinate and subordinate. 2°, He
makes all and oh irus, or particular negative, to be contradictories ; that is, one

necessarily true, the other necessarily false. But this is not the case in the

Semi-definite meaning. The same holds good in the Universal Negative and

Particular Affirmative.

The particularity— the some— is held to be a definite some when the other

term is Definite, as in ii. and 3, in 6 and vii. On the other hand, when both

terms are Indefinite and Particular, as in iv. and 8, the some of each is left

wholly indefinite.

The quantification of definitude or non-particularity (:) may designate am-

biguously or indifierently one or other of three concepts. 1°, It may designate

explicit omnitude or totality; which, when expressed articulately, may be

denoted by (: :). Thus— All triangles are all trilaterals. 2°, It may designate

a class considered as undivided, though not positively thought as taken in its

whole extent ; and this may be articulately denoted by (: .). Thus— The tri-

angle is the trilateral;— The dog is the lalrant. (Here note the use of the def-

inite article in English, Greek, French, German,- etc.) 3°, It may designate not

1 [Tliat Indefinite propositions are to be re- Kamus, Sckol. Dial, L. vii. c. 2, p. 457.

ferred to universals, see Purchot. InMit. Phil. Downam, In Kami Dialrci., L. ii. c. 4, p. 350.

Logim. I. s ii. c. 2, pp. 124, 125, 126. Rotten- Facciolati, Rud. Log. p. ii. c. iii., p. 67. De-
beccius, Logica Contracta, c. vi. p. 92 (1560). lariviere, Nomelle Logique aassique, L. ii. s.

Baumeirter, Inst. Phil. Rat., J 213. J. C. Seal- Ii. c. 3, 8. 580, p. 334.

iger, Ej-erciiationes, Ex. 212, } 2. Drobiscb, That Indefinitude has sometimes a logical

Logik, « 39. Neomagus, Ad Trapizuniimn, f. import, when we do not know whether a«,

10. To be referred to particular; see Lovan- or some, of the one be to be affirmed or de-
ieiises, Tom. in Arist. Dial. p. 161. Molinsus, nied of the other: E. Reinhold, Logik. i 88.

Elrmenfa Lcgica, L. I. c. 2. Alex. Aphrod., Anm. 2, pp. 193, 194. Plouctiuet, Methodus
In An. Prior.,c. i\. -p.lQ. Denzinger, io^ica, Calculandi, pp. 48, 53, ed. 1773. Lambert,
} 71. Either univei-sal or particular. Keeker- Neites Organon, I.. § 235, p. 143.]

mann, Opera, p. 220. Aristotle doubts; see 2 [On effect of the definite article and its

An. Prior., L. I. c.27, 5 7, and De Interp. c. 7. absence in different languages, in reducing
That I.ulefluitude is no separate species of the definite to the indefinite, see Delariviere,
qurmlity. set- Scheibler, Opera Logica, p. iii. c. Logigve, §§ 580, 581.

6. p 443. (jraicus Anonymus, De Sijllogismo, On the Greek article, see Ammonius, In De
L i. c. 4. t. 42. Leibnitz, Opera, t. iv. p. iii. Interp c. vii. f. 67 b.

p. 123. Fries, Sy««n der Logik, j 30, p. 137. On use of the Arabic article in quanti^ca-
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what is merely undivided, though divisible,— a class, but what is indivisible,

—

an individual ; and this may be marked by the small letter or by (: •)— Thus
— Socrales is the husband of Xanthippe ;— This hoise is Bucephalus.

In like manner particularity or indefinitude (,), when we wish to mark it as

thoroughly indefinite, may be designated by (' ,), whereas when we would

mark it as definitely indefinite, as excluding all or not any, may be marked

by (")•

The indefinites (aiipio-ra) of Aristotle correspond sometimes to the particular,

sometimes to one or other, of the two kinds of universals.'

The designation of imiefinilude or particularity, some (, or ,) may mean one

or other of two veiy different things.

1°, It may mean some and some only, being neither all nor none, and in this

sense it will be both affirmative and negative (,,).

2°, It may mean, negatively, not all, perhaps none, some at most; affirmatively,

not none, jyerhaps all,— some at least (, ,).

Aristotle and the logicians contemplate only the second meaning. The
reason of this perhaps is, that this distinction only emerges in the consideration

of Opposition and Immediate Inference, which were less elaborated in the

former theories of Logic ; and docs not obtrude itself in the consideration of

Mediate Inference, which is there principally developed. On the doctrine of

the logicians, there is no opposition of subalternation ; and by Aristotle no

opposition of subalternation is mentioned. By other logicians it was errone-

ously introduced. The opposition of Subcontraries is, likewise, improper,

being precarious and not between the same things. Aristotle, though he

enumerates this opposition, was quite aware of its impropriety, and declares it

to be merely verbal, not real."

tion, see Averroes, De Inttrp., p. 39, edition 1 [Logicians who have marked the Quanti-

1552

:

ties by Definite, Indefinite, etc.

"4! in the Arabic tongue, and Ha in the Aristotle, An. Pr., c. iv. § 21, and there Al-

Hebrew, and in lilie manner the articles in exander, Pacius. Theophrastus (Facciolati,

other languages, sometimes have the power Rud. Log., p. i. c. 4, p. 39). Ammonius, In

of universal predesiguatious, sometimes of De Inter., f. 72 b. (Brandis, Scholia, p. 113.)

particular. If the former, then they have Sioics and Non-peripatetic Logicians in gen-

the force of contraries ; if the latter, then the era], see Sext.Empiricus, 4*. Lo^., § 98 eJsej.,

force of sub-contraries. For it is true to say, p. 476, ed. Fabricii; Diog. Laert. Lib. vii. seq.

al, that is, ipse homo is white, and al, that is, 71, nbi Henagius. Downam, In Rami Dialec-

ipse homo is not white; tliat is, when the arti- ticam, L ii. c. 4, p. 363, notices that a partic-

cle al or ha, that is, ipse, denotes the designa- ular proposition " was called by the Stoics

tion of particularity. They may, however, indefinite {a.6piffTQv) ; by some Latins, and
be at once false, when the article oi or A(2 has sometimes by Ramus himself, infinite; be-

the force of the universal predesignation." cause it does not designate some certain

(See also p. 52 of the same book.) species, but leaves it uncertain and indefi-

In English the definite article always de- nite." Hurtado de Meudoza, Disp. Log. it

fines, — renders definite, — but sometimes in- Mf(., t. i. d. iv. § 2, p. 114, Lovanienses, In

dividualizes, and sometimes generalizes. If Ari.it. Dial., p. 161. Hollmann, Logica, p. 173.

we would use man generally, we must not Boethius, Opera, p. 345. Reusch, Syst. Log.,

prefix the article, as in Greek, German, p 424. Esser, Lof*, § 58. Weiss, Log-/!-, H 149,

French, etc. ; so u.foifA, ^oftrnmrar, etc. But 150. So Kiesewetter, Lo?*, « 102, 103.]

in definition of horse, etc., the reverse, as the 2 On both forms of Opposition, see Scheib-

dog {le Men, & Kvuiv, etc.). A in English is ler, [Opera Logica, § iii., ile Propasilionibus, c.

Often equivalent to any.] xi. p. 487, and above, p. 184.— Ed.]
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By the introduction of the first meaning of some, we obtain a veritable

oppositiou in Subalternation ; and an inference in Subcontrariety, which I

would call Integration.

(c) OPFOSITIO.Y OF PJlOPOSITW.rS.

Propositions may be considered under two views ; according as their par-

ticularity, or indefinitude, is supposed to be thoroughly iudcfinite, unexclusive

even of the definite : some, meaning some at least, some, perhaps all. some, per-

haps not any ; or definite indefinitude, and so exclusive of the definite ; some,

meaning some at most,—some only,— some not all, etc. The latter thus excludes

omnitude or totality, positive or negative ; the former does not. The former is

the view promulgated as alone contemplated by Aristotle ; and has been

inherited from him by the Logicians, without thought of increase or of change.

The latter is the view which I would introduce ; and though it may not super-

sede, ought, I think, to have been placed alongside of the other.

Causes of the introduction of the Aristotelic system alone

:

1°, To allow a harmony of Logic with common language ; for language

eliding all that is not of immediate interest, and the determination of the

subject-notion being generally that alone intended, the predicate is only con-

sidered in so far as it is thought to cover the subject ; that is, to be at least

coextensive with it. But if we should convert the terms, the inadequacy wouUI

be brought to light.

2°, A great number of notions are used principally, if not exclusively, as

attributes, and not as subjects. Men are, consequeutly, very commonly igno-

rant of the proportion of the extension between the subjects and predicates,

which they are in the habit of combining into propositions.

3°, In regard to negatives, men naturally preferred to attribute positively a

part of one notion to another than to deny a part. Hence the unfrequency of

negatives with a particular predicate.

On the doctrine of Semi-definite Particularity, I would thus evolve the

Opposition or Incompossibility of propositions, neglecting or throwing aside

(with Aristotle) those of Subalternation and Sub-contrarielij, but introducing

that of Inconsistency.

Incompossibility is either of propositions of the same, or of different, quality.

Incompossible propositions differing in quahty are either Contradictories without

a mean,— no third,— that is, if one be true the other must be false, and if one

be false the other must be true ; or Contraries with a mean,— a third,— that

is, both may be false, but both cannot be true. Incompossible propositions of

the same quality are Inconsistents, and, like Contraries, they have a mean ; that

is, both may be false, but both cannot be true.

Contradictories are again either simple or complex. The simple are either,

1°, Of Universals, as undivided wholes; or, 2°, Of Individuals, as indivisible

parts.'

1 General terms, used as individual terms, So that there are three kinds of contradic-

when opposed to eacli other, may be contra- tories.

diCtories, as Man is mortal, Man is not mortal.
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The complex are of universals divided, as 4—5.

Contraries, again, which are only of divided universals, are, 1°, Bilateral, as

1—5
; or, 2°, Unilateral, as 1—6, 1—7, 2—5, 3—5; or, 3^ Cross, as 2—7, 3—6.

Inconsistents are either, 1°, Affirmatives ; or, 2°, Negatives. Affirmatives, as

1—2, 1—3, 2—3. Negatives, as 5—6, 5— 7. The propositions 6— 7 are some-

times Inconsistents, sometimes Consistents.

All the other propositional forms, whether of the same or of different quali-

ties, are Compossible, or Unopposed.

The differences in compossibility of the two schemes of Indefinite and Defi-

nite particularity lies, 1°, In the whole Inconsistents ; 2°, In two Contraries for

Contradictories. 1°, According to the former, all affirmative and all negative

propositions are consistent, whereas in the latter these are inconsistent, 1—2,

1—3, 2—3 ; among the affirmatives, and among the negatives, 5—6, 5—7.

(As said before, 6—7 is in both schemes sometimes compossible, and sometimes

incompossible.) 2°, Two incompossibles, to wit, 2— 7, 3—6, which, on the

Aristotelic doctrines, are Contradictories, are in mine Contraries.

The propositional form 4 is consistent with all the affirmatives ; 8 is not only

consistent with all the negatives, but is compossible with every other form in

universals. It is useful only to divide a class, and is opposed only by the

negation of divisibOity.

By adopting exclusively the Indefinite particularity, logicians threw away some

important immediate inferences ; those, to wit, 1°, From the affirmation of one

some to the negation of another, and vice versa : and, 2°, From the affirmation

of one inconsistent to the negation of another. 1°, Thus, on our system, but

not on theirs, affirming all man to he some animal, we have a right to infer that

no man is some (other) animal ; affirming that some animal is all man, we have

a right to infer that some (other) animal is not any man ; affirming soine men are

some blacks (Negroes), we are entitled to say that (same) some men are not some

(other) blacks (Hindoos), and also that (other) some men are not the (same) some

blacks. And so backwards from negation to affirmation. This inference I

would call that of [Integration].

2°, Affirming all men are some animals, we are entitled to infer the denial of

the propositions, all men are all animals, some men are all animals. And so in

the negative inconsistents.

Affirmatives.

1.) Toto-total = Afa = All — is all —

.

ii.) Toto-partial ^= Afi = All — is some —

.

(A)

3.) Parti-total = Ifa = Some — is all —

.

iv.) Parti-partial = Ifi = Some — is some —

.

(I)

Negatives.

V.) Toto-total = Ana= Any — is not any — . (E)

G.) Toto-jjartial = Axi = Any — is not some —

.

vii.) Parti-total = Ln.\ = Some — is not any — (O)

8) Parti-partial = Ini = Some — is not some —

.
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TABLE OF THE Mutual Relations of the Eight Propositional Forms on

Either System op Pakticularitt. {For Generals only.)

Afflrmat.

1-ii

1-3

ii-3

ii-iv

3-iv

Negat.

v-6

v-vii

v-8

6—
vii

6-8

vii-8Aflf.

Neg.

1-6

1-vii

1-8
ii-v

ii-6

ii-vii

ii-8

3-6

3-vii

3-8
iv-v

iv-vii

iv-8
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OBSERVATIONS ON THE MUTUAL RELATIONS OF STLLOOISTIC TEEMS IN QUAN-

TITT AND QUALITY.

General Canon.— TT7iaf icorst relation of subject and predicate subsists between

either of two terms and a common third term, icith which one, at least, is positively

related ; that relation subsists between the two terms themselves.

There are only three possible relations of Terms (notions, representations,

presentations).

1°, The relation of Toto-total Coinclusion (co'identity, absolute convertibility

or reciprocation) (AfA).

2°, The relation of Toto-total CoSxclusion (non-identity, absolute inconverti-

bility or non-reciprocation) (AnA).

3°, The relation of Incomplete Coinclusion, which involves the counter-rela-

tion of Incomplete CoSxclusion (partial identity and non-identity, relative con-

vertibility and non-convertibility, reciprocation, and non-reciprocation). Tliis

is of various orders and degrees.

a) Where the whole of one term and the part of another are coinclusive or

coidentical (Afl). This I call the relation of toto-partial comclusion, as, All

men are some animals. This necessarily involves the counter-relation of toto-

partial coexclusion (AnI), as. Any man is not some animal. But the converse

of this affirmative and negative affords the relations of

b) Parti-total Coinclusion (IfA) and Coexclusion (InA), as, Some animal is

all man. Some animal is not any man.

c) There is still a third double relation under this head, when two terms

partially include and partially exclude each other (IfI Inl), as, Some women are

some authors, and Sotne women are not some authors. This relation I call that

of Parti-partial Comclusion and Parti-partial Coexclusion.

Of these three general relations, the first is [technically styled] the best ; the

second is the worst ; and the third is intermediate.

Former logicians knew only of two worse relations,— a particular, worse

than a universal, affirmative, and a negative worse than an affirmative. As to

a better and worse in negatives, they knew nothing; for as two negative

premises were inadmissible, they had no occasion to determine which of two

negatives was the worse or better. But in quantifying the predicate, in con-

necting positive and negative moods, and in generalizing a one supreme canon

of syllogism, we are compelled to look further, to consider the inverse proced-

ures of affirmation and negation, and to show (e. </., in v. a. and vi. b., ix. a.

and X. b.) how the latter, by reversing the former, and turning the best quan-

tity of affirmation into the worst of negation, annuls all restriction, and thus

apparently varies the quantity of the conclusion. It thus becomes necessary to

show the whole order of best and worst quantification throughout the two
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qualities, and how affirmation commences with the whole in Inclusion and

Negation, with the parts in Exclusion.'

-1.) :
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III. A term totally, and a term par-

ti-totally, coinclusive of a third, are

toto-partially coinclusive of each other.

IV. A term parti-totally, and a term

totally, coinclusive of a third, are parti-

totally coinclusive of each other.

v. A term totally, and a term toto-

partially, coinclusive of a third, are

parti-totally coinclusive of each other.

VI. A term toto-partially, and a

term totally, coinclusive of a third, are

toto-partially coinclusive of each other.

VII. A term parti-totally, and a

term partially, coinclusive of a third,

are partially coinclusive of each other.

Vin. A term partially, and a term

parti-totally, coinclusive of a third, are

partially coinclusive of each other.

a) A term totally coexclusive, and

a term parti-totally coinclusive, of a

third, are toto-partially coexclusive of

each other.

b) A term totally coinclusive, and

a term parti-totally coexclusive, of a

third, are toto-partially coexclusive of

each other.

a) A term parti-totally coexclusive,

and a term totally coinclusive, of a

third, are parti-totally coexclusive of

each other.

b) A term parti-totally coinclusive,

and a term totally coexclusive, of a

third, are parti-totally coexclusive of

each other.

a) A term totally coexclusive, and

a term toto-partially coinclusive, of a

third, are totally coexclusive of each

other.

b) A term totally coinclusive, and

a term toto-partially coexclusive, of a

third, are parti-totally coe.xclusive of

each other.

a) A term toto-partially coe.xclu-

sive, and a term totally coinclusive, of

a third, are toto-partially coexclusive

of each other.

b) A term toto-partially coinclusive,

and a term totally coexclusive, of a

third, are totally coexclusive of each

other.

a) A term parti-totally coexclusive,

and a term partially coinclusive, of a

third, are partially coe.xclusive of each

other.

b) A term parti-totally coinclusive,

and a term partially coe.xclusive, of a

third, are partially coexclusive of each

other.

a) A term partially coexclusive, and

a term parti-totally coinclusive, of a

third, are partially coexclusive of each

other.

b) A term partially coinclusive, and

a term parti-totally coexclusive, of a

third, are partially coexclusive of each

other.
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IX. A term totally, and a term par-

tially, coiuolusive of a third, are par-

tially coinelusive of each other.

X. A term partially, and a term

totally, coinelusive of a third, are par-

tially coinelusive of each other.

XI. A term parti-totally, and a term

toto-partially, coinelusive of a third,

are parti-totally coinelusive of each

other.

Xn. A term toto-partially, and a

term parti-totally, coinelusive of a third,

are toto-partially coinelusive of each

other.

a) A term totally coexclusive, and

a term partially coinelusive, of a third,

are totally coe.xdusive of each other.

b) A term totally coinelusive, and a

term partially coe.xdusive, of a third,

are partially coexclusive of each other.

a) A term partially coexclusive, and

a term totally coinelusive of a third,

are partially coexclusive of each other.

b) A term partially coinelusive, and

a term totally coexclusive, of a third,

are toto-partially coiixelusive of each

other.

a) A term parti-totally coexclusive,

and a terra toto-partially coinelusive, of

a third, are parti-totally coexclusive of

each qfher.

b) A term parti-totally coinelusive,

and a term toto-partially coe.xdusive,

of a third, are parti-totally coexclusive

of each other.

a) A term toto-partially coexclusive,

and a term toto-partially coinelusive, of

a third, are toto-partially coexclusive

of each other.

b) A term toto-partially coinelusive,

and a term parti-totally coexclusive, of

a third, are toto-partially coexclusive

of each other.

VI.— Objections to the Doctrine of

SIDERED.

Qu^vntified Predicate Con-

material -THEIK distinction.

But it is requisite, seeing that there are such misconceptions prevalent on

the point, to determine precisely what is the formal which lies within the

jurisdiction of Logic, and which Logic guarantees, and what the material which

lies without the domain of Logic, and for which Logic is not responsible. This

is fortunately easy.

Logic knows— takes cognizance of— certain general relations; and from

these it infers certain others. These, and these alone, it knows and guarantees

;

and these are formal. Of all beyond these forms or general relations it takes

no cognizance, affords no assurance ; and only hj^othetically says,— If the

several notions applied to these forms stand to each other in the relation of
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these forms, then so and so is the result. But whether these notions are rightly-

applied, that is, do or do not bear a certain reciprocal dependence, of this

Logic, as Logic, knows nothing. Let ABC represent three notions, A con-

taining B, and B containing C ; in that case Logic assures us that C is a part

of B, and B a part of A ; that A contains C ; that C is a part of B and A.

Now all is formal, the letters being supposed to be mere abstract symbols. But

if we apply to them— fill them up by— the three determinate notions,—
Animal,— ^/an,— Negro, we introduce a certain mailer, of which Logic is

not itself cognizant ; Logic, therefore, merely says,— If these notions hold

to each other the relations represented by A B C, then the same results will

follow ; but whether they do mutually hold these relations,— that, as material,

is extra-logical. Logic is, therefore, bound to exhibit a scheme of the forms,

that is, of the relations in their immediate and mediate results, which are deter-

mined by the mere necessities of thinking,— by the laws of thought as thought

;

but it is bound to nought beyond this. That, as material, is beyond its juris-

diction. However manifest, this has, however, been frequently misunderstood,

and the material has been currently passed off in Logic as \h(t formal.

But further, Logic is bound to exhibit this scheme full and unexclusive. To

lop or limit this in conformity to any circumstance extrinsic to the bare condi-

tions, the mere form, of thought, is a material, and, consequently, an illegiti-

mate curtailment. To take, for instance, the aberrations of common language

as a model, would be at once absurd in itself, and absurd as inconsistent even

with its own practice. And yet this double absurdity the Logic now realized

actually commits. For while in principle it avows its allegiance to thought

alone, and in part it has overtly repudiated the elisions of language ; in part it

has accommodated itself to the usages of speech, and this also to the extent

fi-om which even Grammar has maintained its freedom. Grammar, the science

proper, the nomology, of language, has not established ellipsis as a third law

beside Concord and Government ; nor has it even allowed Concord or Govern-

ment to be superseded by ellipsis. And why ? Because the law, though not

externally expressed in language, was still internally operative in thought.

Logic, on the contrary, the science proper, the nomology, of thought, has

established an imperative ellipsis of its abstract forms in conformity to the

precarious ellipses of outward speech ; and this, although it professes to look

exclusively to the internal process, and to explicate,— to fill up what is implied,

but not stated, in the short cuts of ordinary language. Logic has neglected,

— withheld,— in fact openly suppressed, one-half of its forms (the quantifica-

tion of the predicate universally in affirmatives, particularly in negatives),

because these forms, though always operative in thought, were usually passed

over as superfluous in the matter of expression.

Thus has Logic, the science of the foi-m, been made hitherto the slave of

the matter, of thought, both in what it has received and in what it has rejected.

And well has it been punished in its servitude. More than half its value has

at once been lost, confusion on the one hand, imperfection on the other, its lot;

disgust, contempt, comparative neglect, the consequence. To reform Logic, we

must, therefore, restore it to freedom ;— emancipate the form from the matter

;

— we must, 1°, Admit nothing material under the name of formal, and, 2°,
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Reject nothing formal under the name of material. When this is done, Logic,

stripped of its accidental deformity, walks forth in native beauty, simple and

complete ; easy at once and useful.

It now remains to show that the quantities of the Predicate denounced by

logicians are true logical forms.

The logicians have taken a distinction, on which they have defended the

Aristoteiic prohibition of an overt quantification of the predicate ; the distinc-

tion, to wit, of tha forma!, in opposition to the material,— of what proceeds vi

formoe, in contrast to what proceeds vi malerice. It wiU be requisite to deter-

mine explicitly the meaning and application of these expressions ; for every

logical process is formal, and if the logicians be correct in what they include

under the category of material, the whole system which I would propose

in supplement and correction of theirs must be at once surrendered as

untenable.

In the first place, the distinction is not established, in terms at least, by

Aristotle. On the contrary, although the prepositional and syllogistic relations

which he recognizes in his logical precept be all formal, he, as indeed all

others, not unfrequcntly employs some which are only valid, say the logicians,

vi matericE, and not raiione formce, that is, in spite of Logic.

But here it is admitted that a distinction there truly is ; it is, consequently,

only necessary, in the second place, to ascertain its import. What then is

meant by these several principles ?

The answer is easy, peremptory, and unambiguous. All that is formal is

true as consciously necessitated by the laws of thought ; all that is material is

true, not as necessitated by the laws of thought, but as legitimated by the

conditions and probabilities discoverable in the objects about which we chance

to think. The one is a priori, the other a posteriori; the one is necessary,

the other contingent; the one is known or thought, the other unknown or

unthought.

For example : if I think that the notion triangle contains the notion trilateral,

and again that the notion trilateral contains the notion triangle ; in other words,

if I think that each of these is inclusively and exclusively applicable to the

other; I fonnally say, and, if I speak as I think, must say— All triangle is all

trilateral. On the other hand,— if I only think that all triangles are trilateral,

but do not think all trilateral to be triangular, and yet say,— All triangle is all

trilateral, the proposition, though materially true, is formally false.

Again, if I think, that this, that, and the other iron-attracting stones are .some

magnets, and yet thereon overtly infer,

—

All magnets attract iron; the infer-

ence is formally false, even though materially not untrue. Whereas, if I think

that this, that, and the other iron-attracting stones are all magnets, and thence

conclude,— All magnets attract iron; my conclusion is formally true, even

should it materially prove false.

To give the former example in an abstract notation : If I note C : : T,

I may formally convert the proposition and state T : : C. But if I note

C : r, I cannot formally convert it, for the F may mean either : F or
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,
r

;
and if I rlo, the product may or may not be true, according as it is acci-

dentally applied to this or that particular matter. As to the latter example :

C, » : (m m' m", etc.) : w — : T

This syllogism is formally legitimate. But, to take the following antecedent

:

this, if formally drawn, warrants only, (1), a particular conclusion
; and if, (2),

a universal be drawn, such is logically null

:

C, -«
: (m m' m", etc.) : -«

, T

This being the distinction of formal and material,— that what is formally
true, is true by a subjective or logical law ;

— that what is materially true, is'

true on an objective or e.\tra-logical condition ; the logicians, with Aristotle at

their head, are exposed to a double accusation of the gravest character. For
they are charged

:
— 1°, That they have excluded, as material, much that is

purely formal. 2°, That they have included, as formal, much that is purely
material. Of these in their order.

1°, I shall treat of this under the heads of Affirmative and of Negative
propositions.

Of the four Affirmative relations of concepts, as subject and predicate ; to
wit— 1. The Tolo-total ; 2. The Toto-partial ; 3. The Parli-Total ; 4. The
Parti-Partial; one half (1, 3) are arbitrarily excluded from logic. These are,

however, relations equally necessary, and equally obtrusive in thought, with
the others ; and, as formal realities, equally demand a logical statement and
consideration. Nay, in this partial proceeding, logicians are not even self-con-

sistent. They allow, for example, the tolo-]iartial dependency of notions, and
they allow of their conversion. Yet, though the terms, when converted, retain,

and must retain, their original relation, that is, their reciprocal quantities ; we
find the logicians, after Aristotle, declaring that the predicate in affirmative

propositions is to be regarded as particular ; howbeit, in this instance, where the

toto-partial is converted into the parti-total relation, their rule is manifestly
false. When I enounce,—All man is animal, I mean,— and the logicians do
not gainsay me,—All man m some animal. I then convert this, and am allowed
to say,— Some animal is man. But I am not allowed to say, in words, though
I say, indeed must say, in thought,— Some animal is all man. And why?
Simply because there is an old traditionary rule in Logic which prohibits us
in all cases, at least of affirmative propositions, to quantify the predicate univer-

sally
; and to establish a reason for this exclusion, the principle of materiality

has been called in. But if air is formal which is necessitated by thought, and
if all that is formal ought to find an expression in Logic, in that case the uni-

versal quantification of tlie notion, when it stands as predicate, may be, ought,

indeed, on demand, to be, enounced, no less explicitly than when it stood as

of tbe HQtation here employed, in reference to Syllogism, see
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subject. The quantification is no more material on the one alternative than

on the other ; it is formal in both.

In like manner, the toto-total relation is denounced. But a similar exposi-

tion shows that notions, thought as reciprocating or coequal, are entitled, as

predicate, to have a universal quantification, no less than as subject, and this

formally, not materially.'

In regard to the four Negative relations of terms,— 1. The Toto-total,— 2.

TheToto-parHal,— 3. The Parti-total,— 4. The Parti-partial; in like manner,

one half, but these wholly different classes (3, 4), are capriciously abolished. I

say capriciously ; for the relations not recognized in Logic are equally real in

thought, as those which are exclusively admitted. Why, for example, may I

say, as I think,— Some animal is not any man ; and yet not say, con^ertibly, as

I think,—Any man is not some animal? For this no reason, beyond the caprice

of logicians, and the elisions of common language, can be assigned. Neither

tan it be shown, as I may legitimately think,— Sovie animal is not some animal

(to take an extreme instance), that I may not formally e.xpress the same in the

technical language of reasoning.

In these cases, to say nothing of others, the logicians have, therefore, been

guilty of extruding from their science much that is purely formal ; and this on

the untenable plea that what is formal is material.

(6) SPECIAL.

Two objections have been taken to the universal quantification of the pred-

icate. It is said to be — 1°, False ;
2°, If not false, useless.

I. The fii-st observation may be subdivided into two heads, inasmuch as it

r.;ay be attempted to establish it, a), on material; b), on formal, grounds. Of

these in their order :
—

a). This ground seems to be the only one taken by Aristotle, who, on three

(perhaps on four) different occasions denounces the universal quantification of

the predicate (and he but implicitly limits it to afiirmative propositions) as

" always untrue." - The only proof of this unexdusive denunciation is, how-

ever, one special example which he gives of the falsity emerging in the propo.

sition,—All man is all animal. This must be at once confessed false ; but it is

oidy so materially and contingently,— argues, therefore, nothing for the formal

and necessary illegitimacy of such a quantification. As extra-logical, this

proof is logically incompetent ; for it is only because we happen, through an

external knowledge, to be aware of the relations of the concepts, man and

animal, that the example is of any import. But, because the universal quanti-

fication of the predicate is, in this instance, materially false, is such quantifica-

tion, therefore, always formally illegal ? That this is not the case, let us take

other material examples. Is it, then, materially false and formally incompe-

tent to think and say,—All human is all rational,—All rational is all risible,—

1 It is hardly requisite to notice the blun- uounced by the acuter logicians, when they

dering docti-iiio of" some autliors, that the liave clianced to notice the absurdity. See

predicate is materially qnantified.even when Fonseca, InMit. Dial. 1. vi. c. 20.

predesignated as universal. It is sufficient to 2 .See p. 546— Ed.

observe that this opinion is explicitly re-
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All riniUe in all capable of admiralion,— All trilateral is all triangular,— ATI

triangular is all figure with its angles equal to two right angles, etc. ? Or, em.

ploying Aristotle's material example, is it untrue, as he asserts, to say,— Some

animal is all man ; and this either collectively,— A part of the class animal is

the whole of the class man,— or distributively,— Some several animal is every

several man ?

But the absurdity of such a reasoning is further shown by the fact, that if it

were cogent at all, it would equally conclude against the validity of the uni-

versal quantification of the subject. For this proposition is equally untrue

(employing always Aristotle's own material example),

—

All animal is man.

After this, it may the less surprise us to find that Aristotle silently abandons

his logical canon, and adheres to truth and nature. In fact, he frequently does

in practice virtually quantify the predicate, his common reasonings often pro-

ceeding on the reciprocation or coextension of subject and predicate. Nay,

in his logical system, he expressly recognizes this coextension ;
unless, indeed,

we overtly supply the quantification of the predicate, his doctrines of Induc-

tion and of Demonstration proper have no logical notation ; and, unless we

covertly suppose it, they are actually arrested. His definitions of the Univer-

sal, as severally given in his Prior and Posterior Analytics, are, in this respect,

conflictive. In the former, his universal (known in the schools as the Universale

Prioristicum) explicitly forbids, whereas the latter (the Universale Posterior-

isticum of the schoolmen) implicitly postulates, the quantification of the

predicate.

b). The defect in the polemic of their master was felt by his followers.

They, accordingly, in addition to, but with no correction of, Aristotle's doc-

trine, argue the question on broader gi-ound ; and think that they disprove the

formal validity of such quantification by the following reasoning. Overlooking

the case, where the subject is particularly, the predicate universally, quanti-

fied, as in the instance I have just given, they allege the case of what are

called reciprocating propositions, where both subject and predicate are taken

in their utmost extension, vi materia, as subsequent logicians' say, but not

Aristotle. In this case, then, as in the example. All man it all risible, they

assert that the overt quantification of the predicate is inept, because, the all as

applied to the subject being distributively taken, every individual man, as

Socrates, Plato, etc., would be all (that is, the whole class) risible. This ob-

jection is only respectable by authority, through the great, the all but unex-

clusive, number of its allegers ; in itself it is futile.

Terms and their quantifications are used'either in a distributive, or in a col-

lective, sense. It will not be asserted that any quantification is, j^er se, neces-

sarily collective or necessarily distributive ; and it remains to ascertain, by rule

and relation, in which signification it is, or may be, employed. Now a general

rule or postulate of logic is,— That in the same logical unity (proposition or

syUogism), the same term or quantification should not be changed in import.''

If, therefore, we insist, as insist we ought, that the quantification here, all,

should be used in the sa7ne proposition in the same meaning, that is, as applied

1 [See, for example, Tacius, In An. Prior, L. i. c. 5, p. 134. Alexander, Li An. Prior, L. i. c.

, note 1, sub. Jin.]
1 Seep. 612.— Ed.
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to the one term, collectively or distribntively, it should be so applied likewise

to the other, the objection fails. Thus taken collectively :—All (that is, the

whole c/a»\-) tiian is all (that if, the whole class) risible, the proposition is valid.

Again, taken distributivel)/:—All (that is, every several) man is all (that is,

every several) risible, the proposition is, in like manner, legitimate. It is only

by violating the postulate,— That in the same logical unity the same sign or

word should be used in the same sense, that the objection applies ; whereas, if the

postulate be obeyed, the objection is seen to be absurd.

It is hardly necessarj' to say anything in confutation of the general doctrine,

that in Reciprocating propositions the predicate is taken in its full extent, vi

viaterice. In the fii-st place, this doctrine was not promulgated by Aristotle

;

who, frequently allowing,— frequently using,— such propositions, implicitly

abandons the rule which he explicitly lays down in regard to the non-pre-

designation of the predicate by a universal. In the second place, apart from

authority, such doctrine is in itself unfounded. For as form is merely the ne-

cessity of thought, it is as easy to think two notions as toto-totally coinciding

(say, triangle and trilateral), as two notions toto-partially and parti-totally co-

inciding (say, triangle and Jigure). Accordingly, we can equally abstractly

represent their relations both by geometric quantities (lines or figures),

and by purely logical symbols. Taking lines:— the former i ; the

latter
| . Taking the symbols, the former C : : F ; the latter

A, 1= : B. But if the reciprocation were determined by the mere matter,

by the object contingently thought about, all abstract representation would be

impossible. So much for the first objection,— that the universal quantification

of the predicate would, at least in affirmative propositions, be false.

n. As to the second objection, that such quantification would be useless and

superfluous, disorderly, nay confusive, this only manifests the limited and one-

sided view of the objectors, even though Aristotle be at their head.

Is it useless in any case, theoretical or practical, that error be refuted, truth

established ? And in this case—
1°, Is it disorderly and confusive that the doctrine of Exponibles, as they

are called, should be brought back from anomaly and pain to ease and order

;

that propositions Exclusive and Exceptive, now passed over for their diflicultj-,

and heretotbre confessedly studied as " opprobria and excruciations," should

be shown to be, not merely reducible by a twofold and threefold tortuosity,

through eight genera and eight rules, but simple, though misunderstood, mani-

festations of the universal quantification of the predicate ?

'

2', Is it useless to demonstrate that every kind of proposition may be con-

verted, and not some only, as maintained by Aristotle and the logicians ? And
is it disorderly and confusive, in all cases, to abolish the triple (or quadruple)

confusion in the triple (or quadruple) processes of Conversion, and to show,

that of these processes there is only one legitimate, and that, the one simple of

the whole ?

3=', Is it disorderly and confusive to abolish the complex confusion of Mood
and Figure, with all their array of rules and exceptions, general and special;

and thus to recall the science of reasoning to its real unity ?
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4°, Is it useless and superfluous to restore to the science the many forms
of reasoning wliich had erroneously, ineffectually, and even inconsistently,

been proscribed ?

5°, Is it useless or superfluous to prove that all judgment, and, consequently,

all reasoning, is simply an equation of its terms, and that the difference of sub-

ject and predicate is merely arbitrary?

6°, In fine, and in sum, is it useless or superfluous to vindicate Lof'ic ao^ainst

the one-sided views and errors of logicians, to reconcile the science with truth

and nature, and to reestablish it at once in its amplitude aud simplicity ?

VII. — Historical Notices of Doctrine of Quantified Predicate.

(a) ARISTOTLE.

It will be sufficient to make one extract from Aristotle in illustration of his

doctrine upon tills point, and I select the following passage from his Caterjnnes,

c. v., § 7.

"Further, the primary substances [irpirtu ola'tai,— individual existences],

—

because they are subjects to all the others, and as all the others are predicated

of, or exist in, them,— are, for this reason, called substances by preeminence.
And as the primary substances stand to all the others, so stands the Species to

the Genus. For r/enera are predicated of species, hut not, conversely, species of
genera ; so that of these two, the species is more a substance than the genus."

Ainmouius, who has nothing in his Commentary on the Calefjories relative to

the above passage of Aristotle, states, however, the common doctrine, with its

reasons, in the following extract from his Commentary on Porphyry's Introduc-

tion (f 29, ed. Aid. 154G).

" But confining ourselves to a logical consideration, it behooves us to inquire,

— of these, which are subject to, which predicated of, the others ; and to be
aware that Genera arc predicated of Differences and Species, but not con-

versely. These, as we have said, stand in a certain mutual order,— tlic genus,

the ditference, and the species ; the genus first, the species last, the diflerence

in the middle. And the superior must be predicated of the inferior; for to

.
predicate the inferior of the superior is not allowable. If, for example, we
say,—All man is animal, the proposition is true ; but if we convert it, and say,

—

All animal is man, the enouncement is false.' Again, if we say,—All horse is

irrational, we are right ; but if conversely we say,—All irrational is horse, we
are wrong. For it is not allowed us to make a subject of the accidental.

Hence it is incompetent to say that Animal is man, as previously stated."

[Categ. ch. ii., § 1.

" When one thing is predicated of another as of its subject, all that is said

[truly] of the predicate will be said [truly] also of the subject. Thus man is

1 The converse of a true proposition is al- some anlnml, and, All korse is some irrational.

ways true; but the false propositions wliicli Convert these, — Some animal is nil man, and,
are here given, as conversions of tlie true, Some irnittonalis all liorse ; tlie truth remains,
are not conversions at all. The true proposi- but the one-sided doctrine of the logicians is

tious, if explicitly stated, are,— >4H man is exploded.
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predicated of this and that man,' and animal of man ; anunal will therefore be

predicated of this and that individual, for this and that individual is both man
and animal."

l>e Interpret., c. vii., § 2-4 ; see also c. x.

" To unoiuKf something of a universal universally, I mean as, All or every

man is white, No man is while To enounce something of universals not

univei-sally, I mean as, Man is white, Man is not white ; for whilst the tenn m.an

is univei-sal, it is not used in these enouncements as universal. For all or every

(iras) does not indicate the universal [itself], but that [it is applied to a sub-

ject] universally. Thus, in reference to a universal predicate, to predicate

the universal, is not true. For no affirmation is true in which the universal is

predicated [of a universal predicate], as, All or every man is all or every ani-

mal." (See Ammonius, Boethius, Psellus, Magentinus, etc.)

Prior Analytics, Bk. I. c. 27, § 9. " The consequent [;'. e. the predicate] is

not to "be taken as if it wholly followed [from the antecedent, or subject, ex-

clusively]. I mean, for example, as if all [or everyl animal [were consequent]

on man, or all [or everyl science on music. The consequence simply [is to be

assumed], as in our propositions has been done ; to do otherwise (as to say that

all [or every'] man is all [or everyl <"!"»f^, or that justice is all [or every] good),

is useless and impossible ; but to the antecedent [or subject] the all [or every]

is prefixed."

Posterior Analytics, B. I. e. xii., § 10. "The predicate is not called aH" [or

every]
\
[that is, the mark of universality is not annexed except to the subject

of a proposition].

In refutation of Aristotle's reasoning against the universal predeslgnation

of the predicate— it will equally disprove the universal predesignation of the

subject For it is absurd and impossible to say. All animal is man ; All (every)

immortal is the soul; Ail pleasure is lieallh ; All science is music ; All motion is

pleasure.' But in point of fact such examples disprove nothing ; for all universal

predesignations are applicable neither to subject nor predicate, nor to both sub-

ject and predicate— are thoughts, not things ; and so are a\\ predesiynatioiu;

therefore, etc. It is only marvellous that such examples and such reasoning

could satisfy the acutest of intellects ; that his authority should have imposed

on subsequent logicians is less wonderful.']

of the definition elevated into a two-fold

axiom, the ts.v in loto, etc., and did de omni,

etc., toward the conclu-sion of the first chap-

ter of the first book of tlie Prior Analytics.

Th S4 eV '6K(o ilvai 'irepov krepco Kai rb

KaTOL iraPThs KaT-riyope^aAat ^aripou ba.-

Tcpoii TaiiTOv iiTTiv. This, with its ambi-

guity, may be thus literally, however awk-

wardly, translated:— "But [to say] that one

thing K in a icfiole other, and [to gay] that one

th'iXigisprtdicattd of altanotker, are identical."

— Now, the question arises, — What does

Aristotle here mean by "a whole other?" for

it may signify cither the class or higher no-

tion under which an inferior conceiit cumes,

1 [For the n's here, as elsewhere, denotes
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Quantification of Predicate— Aristotle.

1. Admits that syllogism mental not oral (An. Post.J. 10). Tliis to be borne

in mind.

2. That individual is never predicated (Cat. c. 2), refuted by reciprocation of

singular (An. Pr. ii. 23, § 4).

3. That affirmative universal not [to] be added to predicate, incompatible Tvith

what he says of reciprocation (in An. Pr. ii., cc. 22 and 23 alibi). That his

custom to draw universal conclusions in Third Figure and afBrmative in

Second ' with allowance of simple conversion in certain universal affirma-

tives.

4. That particular not in negative predicate, absurd in oviras, non omnis.

Aristotle's doctrine of Predesignation.

1°, How can Aristotle, on his doctrine, make iversal terms taken indif-

or the inferior concept itself, of which, as of

a subject, tlie higher is predicated. The for-

mer is tlie sense given by all the commenta-

tors; the latter, the sense which, I am conU-

dent, was intended by Aristotle.

There are only two grounds of interpreta-

tion. The rule must be expounded iu consis-

tency— 1°, With itself; 2°, Must be with the

analogy of Aristotelic usage.

\°. On the former ground, the common
doctrine seems untenable; for what Aristotle

declares to be identical, by that doctrine be-

comes different, nay, opposed. An inferior

concept may be in a Iiigher whole or class,

either partially or totally; and the definition

on the prevalent interpretation virtually runs

— "To say that one thing is all or part in tlie

whole of another, and to say that this other

is predicated of it uuexclusively, are convert-

ible." Had Aristotle, therefore, used the ex-

pression in the sigiiilicatiou attributed to him,

he must, to avoid the contradiction, have

said — Tc) 5e -nuv eT^poi/ eV oA.a> cT^/at eVepw,

K.T.\. (•• But to say that one thing is oH iu

a whole other," etc.)

2°. On the second ground, it may, however,

be answered, that the ambiguity of the word,

as it stands, is superseded, its signification

being determined by other passages. I join

issue; and on this ground am well content to

let the question be decided.

In the first place, the meaning I attribute

to the expression, '^ whole otlur''^ — that is,

whole subject or inferior notion— is, in short,

in strict conformity with Ari.«totlc's ordinary

language. There are, I admit, sundry pas-

sages in his logical writings where the term

whole is clearly used as synouymous witli cl(us^

or higher notion; as, to limit ourselves to the

Prior Analytics, in Book I. iv. § 2; and II. i.

5 4. But, every single text, iu which the term

iuhols -appears iu this relation, is overruled by

more than five others, in which it is no less

clearly applied to denote the totality of a loiver

notion, of which a higher is predicated—
passages in which the word whole CoXos) is

used convertibly with aH(7r5s). See ior ex-

ample. An. Pr. II ii. s 5, } 16— iii. 5 5, 5 7

{bis ), i 14, 5 15— iv. i 6 {bis.}, S 8, § 10, 5 12

(6.s)-.xxii. {7, S8-.xxiii. S4.

But iu the second place (and this is directly-

subversive of the counter-opinion, even iu

the principal of the few passages where the

term whole is used for class), the lower notion

may be in or under the higher, only pariiru-

larlij; and this manifestly shows that Aris-

totle could not possibly mean, by merely say-

ing that one thing is another, as in a class,

that it is so unexclusively, or universally. Com-
pare An. Pr. I. iv. » 2, 3, 10. On this inter-

pretation, Darii aud Ferio would then be

annulled; a special result which ought to

have startled the logicians into a doubt of

the accuracy of the received doctrine in gen-

eral. (See, instar omnium, Pacius, iu Iiis rela-

tive Notes and Commentary.)

That doctrine must, therefore, he aban-

doned, and the rule, reduced to a definition,

read in the following signification: — " But

to say that one thing is in the whole of another.

sally of another, an

of the same mcai

the preliminar)' e

of s

Hurquently used by Arislot

convertibles, he descends from extensi

comprehension, from the predicale t

subject; and the ingenious exposition 1

commentators, old and new, of the ir

intention of the philosopher in the

clauses, must be regarded as erroneous.

1 Seep. 681.—Ed
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ferentlv, or ^vithout predesignation, be tantamount to particulars ? {An. Prior,

I. c. 4, § 13 ; Org. Pad!, p. 135, alibi).

2°, An. Prior, I. c. 27, § 7. He says, as elsewhere, " A proposition being in-

definite [preindesignate], it is not clear whether it be universal ; when, however,

it is definite [predesignate], that is manifest" Contrast this statement with his

doctrine of the all.

3°, There are syllogisms in Aristotle which are only valid through the quan-

tity of the predicate.'

4°, Aristotle requires, though he does not admit, the universal predesigna-

tion of tlie predicate in his syllogism of Induction. (Vide An. Prior, L. ii. c.

23, § 4 ; Organon Pacii, p. 399. Compare also his doctrine, p. 39G.)

(b) ^U-ESAyoEE AFHRODISIESSIS.

Alexander Aphrodisiensis, in his commcntarj- on the first book of the Prior

Analytics, in reference to the second passage of Aristotle, states as follows

:

" And in the book of Enouncement Aristotle explains why he there says :
—

' that to predicate the universal of a universal predicate is not true ; for there

will be no proijosition, if in it we predicate the universal of the universal, as,

All man is (ill animal.' He repeats the same also here ; showing how it is

useless to attempt thus to express the consecution [of higher from lower

notions] ; and adds, that it is rot only useless, but impossible. For it is impos-

sible that all men should be all animal, as [useless to say (SxF'iffToi' inreiv must

have dropt out)], that all man is all risible. AVe must not, therefore, apply the

all to the subsequent [or predicate], but to that from which it follows [or sub-

ject]. For man is to be taken universally, as that from which animal follows,

supposing this to be the consequent of all man. Thus shall we obtain a stock

of universal propositions. The process is the same in making man the conse-

quent on its proper all; but Tnan is not consequent on all biped, but on all

rational.

" The words, ' as we express ourselves,' mean— as we express ourselves in

common usage. For we say, that all man is simply animal, and not all animal,

and that all pleasure is natural, not all natural ; prefixing the all, not to the

consequent, but to the subject from which the predicate follows." (Edd. Aid.,

f 100 a ; Junt., f 122 a ; compare Aid., f 8G a ; Junt., f. 105 a.)

<c) .UBlOXirs IIERMLE.

Ammonius Hermit, In de Interp. c. vii. § 2. (Aldine editions, of 1503, sig.

C. vii. 59, of 154G, fi". 70, 74.)

" In these words Aristotle inquires,— Whether, as the annexation of the

aflirraative predesignation (wpoa-SiopuriiO!) to the subject constitutes one distinct

class of propositions, the same annexation to the predicate may not, likewise,

constitute another ; and he answers, that the supposition is absolutely ground-

less. Thus the enouncement— all (or every) man is all (or every) animal

(ttSs ii/^paiTTos lav fay effTi), asserts that each man is all animal, as horse, ox, etc,

1 See p. 581.— Ed.
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But this proposition is impossible ; as is shown by Aristotle in his here omitting

the word ' true.' For no affirmation can be true in which the universal is

predicated of a universal predicate ; that is, in which the universal predesignate

is added to a universal predicate ; as when we say that man (of whom all, or,

as he says, universally, animal is predicated) is not simply animal, but all

animal. He, therefore, teaches that such an affirmation, as utterly untrue, is

utterly* incompetent

" Neither does Aristotle allow the predesignation so/ne to be annexed to the

predicate, that propositions may, thereby, become true always or occasionally.

For logicians (as they do not propose to themselves every superfluous variety

of enunciation) are prohibited from considering propositions (not only those

always true or always fiilse), but those which express no difference in reference

to necessary or impossible matter, and affiDrd us absolutely no discrimination of

truth from lalsehood. Thus, particular propositions, which may be alternatively

true and false, ought not to have a predesignated predicate. For in a proposi-

tion which has all their power, without any predesignation of its predicate,

why should we prefer to the simpler expression that which drags about with

it a supcrlluous additamcnt ? Why, for example, instead of

—

All man is some

animal [I read, ti fcior], or, All man is not all animal,^ should we not say,

—

All

man is animal, and in place of All man is no stone, not say,

—

Alt man is not

stone ; or, what is a simpler and more natural enouncement still,— No man

i,s stone ?

" And when we find some of the ancients teaching that the particular affirma-

tive predesignation is to be connected with the predicate, as when Aristotle

himself styles the soul a certain (some) entelechy {imtKix^iav rim), and Plato,

rhetoric, a certain (some) experience (e/xTrftpiav riva) ; it is to be observed that

the some is there added for the sake of showing, that the predicate is not con-

vertible with the subject, but is its genus, and requires the adding on of certain

differences in order to render it the subject's definition.

"But, add they, is not the reasoning of Aristotle refuted by fact itself, seeing

that we say, All man is capable of all science ; thus truly connecting the uni-

versal predesignation with the universal predicate ? The answer is this :
—

that, in truth, it is not the predicate to which we here annex the all. For what

is predicated, is what is said of the subject. But what is here said of man is

not that he is science, but that he is capable of science. If, therefore, the all

were conjoined with the capable, and the proposition then to remain true, as

when we say— all man is all capable of science ; in that case the reasoning of

Aristotle would be refuted. But this proposition is necessarily false. It, in

fact, asserts nothing less than that of men, each individual is all the kind :
—

that Socrates is not Socrates only, but also Plato, Alcibiades, and, in short,

every other man. For, if all man is all capable of science, Socrates being

one of the all, is, therefore, himself .all capable of science ; so that Socrates

will be Plato, Alcibiades, etc., since they also are capable of science. For if

bo observed that Ammonius does or Aristotelic doctrine; and this impossibility

pt an equivulenl for tliis proposi- itself ouj^tit to have opened his eyes upon the

act it is impossible on the common iusuflicieucy of the view he maintaiued.
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Socrates be not, at once, Plato, Alcibiades, etc., neither will he be all capable

" Now, that we ought not to prefix the universal afBrmative predesignation

to the predicate (whether the predicate be more general than the subject, as

All man is all animal, or whether they be coadequate, as All man is all risible),

this is manifest from what has been said. Even when the terms are coadequate

or reciprocating, the proposition runs into the absurd. For, declaring that

all man is all risible, it virtually declares that each individual man is identical

with all men ; that Socrates, in that he is a man, is all risible, consequently, all

"But why is it that the predicate is intolerant of the predesignation all,

though this be akin to the counter-predesignation no or none ? Is it because

the affirmative predicate, if predicated universally, tends always to contain

under it the subject, and this not only when itself coadequate with the subject,

but when transcending the subject in extension ; while, moreover, through a

participation in its proper nature, it is suited to bind up and reduce to unity

the multitude of individuals of which the subject is the complement ? For, as

Aristotle pre^^ously observed— ' the all does not indicate the universal, but

that [the universal predicate inheres in, or is attributed to, the subject] jmi-

versalli/.' If, therefore, the affirmative predicate thus tend to collect into one

what are by nature distracted, in virtue of having been itself previously recog-

nized as simple ; in this case, the all [superadded to this universal predicate,

in fact] enounces not a unity, but a multitude of several things,— things which

it is manifestly unable to complicate into reciprocity. But, on the other hand,

since what is negatively predicated of, is absolutely separated from, the subject;

we are, consequently, enabled to deny of the subject all under the predicate,

as in saying. All man is no stone. We may indeed condense this proposition,

and say more simply, j4// 7nati is not stone; or, more simply still, No man is stone;

thus dispensing with the affii'mative predesignation in a negative proposition."

(d) BOETlllVS.

Boethius, In Librum de Interpretalione, editio secunda, et in textum lauda-

tum. Opera, p. 348.

" AATiat he says is to this purport : — Every simple proposition consists of two

terms. To these there is frequently added a determination either of univer-

sality or of particidarity ; and to which of the two parts these determinations

are to be added, he expounds. It appears to Aristotle that the determination

ought not to be conjoined to the predicate term ; for in this proposition, Man is

animal— (Homo est animal), it is inquired whether the determination ought

to be coupled with the subject, so that it shall be — (Omnis homo animal

est)—All (or every) man is animal; or with the predicate, so that it shall be—
(Homo omne animal est)—Man is all (or every) animal ; or with both the one

and the other, so that it shall be. All (or every) man is all (or every) animal

— (Omnis homo omne animal est). But neither of these latter alternatives is

competent. For the determination is never joined to the predicate, but ex-

clusively to the subject ; seeing that all predication is either greater than the
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Bubject, or equal. Thus in this proposition— All (or everi/) man is animal

(omnis homo animal est), animal [the predicate] is greater than man [the sub-

ject]; and, again, in the proposition

—

Man is risible Qtomo riaihiUs est), risible

[the predicate] is equated to man [the subject] ; but that the predicate should be

less and narrower than the subject is impossible. Therefore, in those predicates

which are greater than the subject, as, for example, where the predication is

animal, the proposition- is manifestly false, if the determination of universality

be added to the predicate term. For if we say, Ma7i is animul (Jiumo est

animal), we contract aniynal, which is greater than man, by this determination

to [an identity of extension with] man, the subject, although the predicate,

animal, may be applied not only to man, but to many other objects. Moreover,

in those [subjects and predicates] which are equal, the same occurs ; for if I

say. All (or every) man is all (or every) risible (omnis homo omne risibilc est),—
in the first place, in reference to the nature of man itself, it is superfluous to

adject the determination ; and, again, if it be added to all several men, the

proposition becomes false, for when I say, All (or every) man is all (or every)

risible, by this I seem to signify that the several men are [each of them] all or

every risible, which is absurd. The determination is, therefore, to be placed

not to the predicate but to the subject. But the words of Aristotle are thus

reduced to the following import : — In tliose predicates ivkich are universal, to

add to them atir/hl universal, so that the universal predicate may be predicated uni-

versally, is not true. For this is what he says— " In the case of a universal

predicate" (that is, in a proposition which has a universal predicate), "to

predicate the universal itself universally, is not true." For in a universal

predicate, that is, which is universal and is itself predicated, in this case uni-

versally to predicate the predicate which is universal, that is, to adject to it a

detei-mination of universality, is not true ; for it cannot be that any affirmation

should be true in which a universal determination is predicated of a predicate

universally distributed ; and he illustrates the conception of the matfer by the

example, " All or every man is alt (or every) animal (omnis homo oinne animal

est), of the incompetency of which we have already spoken."

Boethius, In Libnim de Interprelatione, editio prima. Opera, p. 236. (Text

so wretchedly printed that the sense nmst be constituted by the reader.)

[^Aristotle, c. vii. § 4].
"

' In what is predicated as a universal, to predicate

the" universal universally is not true.'

" In this sentence he instructs us what is the place to which the determina-

tion of universality should be rightly added. For he teaches that the univer-

sality, which we call the universal determination, is to be connected with the

subject term, never with the prctlicate. For were we to say— All (or every)

man is animul (omnis homo animal est), we should say rightly, annexing the all

(or every) to the subject, that is, to the term man. But if we thus speak— All

or every man is all or every anitncd (omnis homo omne animal est), we should

speak falsely. He, therefore, does not say this [in the words] — ' in what is

predicated as a universal,' as animal of man; for animal is universal, being

predicated of aH or cfC)'?/ )7)an. [But he says] — To predicate this universal

itself, animal, to wit, universally, so that we enounce— All (or every) animal is
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man (omne animal esue Jiominem), is not true ; for he allows this to be rightly

done neither in these nor in any other affirmation.' He adds, therefore :—
' For no affirmation will be true in which a universal predicate shall be univer-

sally predicated, as All or every man is all or every animal (oinnis homo est omne

animal):

" Why this happens, I will explain in a few words. The predicate is always

greater than the subject, or equal to it. Greater, as when 1 say, Man is animal

(homo animal est) ; here animal is predicated, 7nan is subjected, for animal is

predicated of more objects than man. Again, it is equal when we thus speak

— Man is risible (homo risibitis est) ; here man is the subject, risible the pred-

icate. But man and risible are equal ; for it is proper to man to be a risible

animal. But that the predicate should be found less than the subject, is impos-

sible. Is the predicate the greater? Then, to adject the universal to the

predicate, k false, as in the example he himself has given— All (or every) man
is all (or every) animal (omnis homo omne animal est). Is it equal ? Then, the

adjection is supci fluous, as if one should say, All every man is all or every risible

(omnis homo omne risibile est). Wherefore, to predicate a universal predicate

universally is incompetent."

Averroes, Perihermenias, L. I., c. v.

" Propositions are not divided from the conjunction of the predesignation

(clausurte) with the predicate ; because the predesignation, when added to the

predicate, constitutes a false or a supei-fluous proposition :— False, as All or

every man is all (or every) animal (omnis homo est omne animal) ; superfluous,

as All (or every) man is some or a certain animal (omnis homo est quoddam ani-

mal)." Vide Conimbricenses, In Arist. Dial. ii. 158.

Cf) AZBERTCS 2IAayUS.

Albertus Magnus, Periherminias, L. I., Tractatvs, v. c. 1 (Op. cd. Lugd.

1651, t. I., p. 2GI).

[" Ly ' omnis ' non est universale, sed slgnum universalitatis. Quare ly

' omnis ' et hujusmodi signa distributiva non sunt universalia, secundum Avicen-

nam."] Hoc enim signum distributivum, quod est omnis, non est universale,

proprie loquendo; sed est signum per quod stat pro particularibus universahter

universale, cui tale signum est adjunctum. Causa autem, quare non sit univer-

sale, est :— quia, quamvis secundum grammaticum sit nomeu appellativum, hoc

1 The Coimbra Jesuits (Sebastianus Contus, his mighty Logic (ad locum). With Boethius

1606) erroneously make Boethius and Aver- he joins Levigersonides ;
— he means the

roes oppose Aristotle, " thinking that the sign Rabbi Levi Ben Gerson, of Catalonia, who
of universality may be annexed to the predi- died at Perpignan in 1370, who wrote on
cate of a universal proposition when it is Theology, Thilosopliy, Mathem.atics, and
coextensive with the subject" {ad locum ii., p. Logic. See JScher t;. Levi, from Bartolocci

158). This, a mistake, has been copied by and Wolf,

their brother Jesuit, P. Tallius, of Eome, in
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est, multis secundum natur® suae aptitudinem conveniens ; tamen est, secun-

dum formam, infinitum, nuUam enim naturam unam dicit. Propter quod omnis

natura; communis est distributivum. Universale autem est, quod est in multis

et de multis, sua3 naturae, suppositis. Ideo omnis, et nuUus, et hujusmodi signa

universalia esse non possunt; sed sunt signa designantia utrum universale sit

acceptum universaliter vel particulariter, secundum sua supposita. Et hiBC

sunt verba Avicennae.

[" Quare signum universale non sit ponendum a parte pra^dicati.] In sub-

jecto universal! signum distributivum ordinandum : quia per divisionem subjecti,

prjedicatum partibus attribuitur subjecti, ut divisim participent id per prffidica-

tionem, et non in prsedicato ponendum : quia quum praedicatiim formaliter sit

acceptum, non proprie dividitur, nisi alterius, hoc est, subjecti divisione : sed

iuEequaliter redditur subjecto et partibus ejus. Unde id quod est universale,

prsedicari potest, ut Omnis homo est animal; sed universale universaliter ac-

ceptum non potest pra;dicarl : nulla enim vera affirmatio esse potest, in qua de

universali aliquo prsedicato predicetur sive prsdicatio fiat
;
quoniam universal-

iter sic patet, quod falsum est, Omnis homo est omne animal, et si ponatur, quod

Nullum, animal sit nisi homo. Cum enim homo subjiciatur gratia partium suarum,

et pra;dicata formaliter accipiantur, oportet quod Quilibet homo esset omne ani-

mal, quod falsum est."

<S) ZEI7 HEiY gerson.

Levi Ben Gerson (or Levi Gersonidcs), a Jewish philosopher, vrho died in

1370, at Perpignan, wrote commentaries on Averroes' Commentary upon the

logical books of Aristotle. The following is what he says on Averroes' doctrine

touching the ([uantification of the predicate, as it is found (f 39) of the Venice

edition, in folio, of 1552,' of the works of Aristotle and Averroes:— "Al-

though it be not necessary that when the quantitative note is attached to the

predicate, this should be false or superfluous, seeing that it may be neither, as

when we say, All man is all rational ; and the same holds good in all other

reciprocating propositions ;
— nevertheless, as in certain matters it may so hap-

pen, Aristotle has declared that the quantitative note is not to be joined to the

predicate in any language. But it may be here objected, that if this be the

ease, the quantitative note should not be annexed even to the subject, since

there too it may be either false or superfluous. Superfluous,— as when we

say. Some aniinat is rational. For the very same follows here, as if we simply

say, Aniwal i.t rnliniKiI : the some, therefore, is superfluous. False,— as when

we sav, All auiuKil ('.< mtioual. The reason, therefore, assigned by Aristotle

why the quantitative note should not be annexed to the predicate, is futile, see-

ing that for the same reason it should not be connected with the subject. To

this we may answer : That the cause why the quantitative note is not usually

conjoined with the predicate, is, that there would thus be two quajsita at

once, — to wit, whether the predicate were affirmed of the subject, and, more-

over, whether it were denied of everything beside. For when we say, All man

2 Not ill the Svo edition of these woiks. Venice, loCO.
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is all rational, we judge that all man is rational, and judge, like-n-ise, that ra-

tional is denied of all hut man. But these are in reality two different qu.tsita;

and tlierefore it has become usual to state them, not in one, but in two several

propositions. And this is self-evident; seeing that a qua?.*itum, in itself, asks

only— Does, or does not, this inhere in thatV and not— Does this inhere in

that, and, at the same time, inhere in nothing else '?
"

(j; THE MASTERS OF LOUVAIX.

Facultalis Artium in Academia Lovaniensi Commcntaria in Aristolelis Lilros

de Dialeclica (1535), Tr. iii. c. 1, p. 162, ed. 1547.

Speaking of" the text in the De Interpretalione, the Masters, ititer alia, allege

:

"But if it be even elegantly said by a poet— 'Nemo est omnis homo,'—
' Non omnes omnibus artes ' — [proverb, ' Unus homo nullus homo '], why may

we not contradict this aptly, howbeit falsely,— ' Aliquis est omnis homo ' ? Why
(they say) do you determine the predicate by the note of universality, seeing

that the quantity of the proposition is not to be sought from the predicate, but

from the subject ? We answer, because we wish to express a certain meaning

in words, which by n^ others can be done. But if the mark of universality

could only be employed in changing the quantity of propositions, it would

not be lawful to annex it to the part of the predicate. We have, therefore,

thought these few cautions requisite to evince that what is condemned by these

critics for its folly, is not incontinently sophistical or foolish babbling. But as

to the universal rule which Aristotle enounces,— ' Xo affirmation will be true,'

etc.,— it is sufficient if it hold good in the majority of cases ; whether the

predicate exceed the subject, as. All man is all animal,— be its equal, as, All

man is all risible, or its inferior, as, [Some] animal is all man. In a few cases,

however, the exception is valid; as,— This sun is every sun, One phoenix is all

phtenix, and some others. Nor are these futile subtleties, since reason herself

approves."

dJ TITIUS AND BWIGER.

The only notice of these speculations of Titius' which I have met with in

any subsequent philosopher (and I speak from an inspection of several hundred

1 [Titius, Ars Cogiiandi, c. vi., lias the fol- totam quidem suara comprehensionem, non

lowing relative to the quantiticatiou of the \ero fxtniswnrm. j 39: E contrario in propo-

predicate: — r 36: '-Licet aulem Proposi- sitionibus negativis, licet particularibus, ple-

tionum quantitas ex Subjecto Eestimetur. at- rumque pra?(licatum est univfrsal*-, ac tarn

tamen Praidicatum non penitus nejiligendum secundum comprehensionem quam exten-

videbatur, ceu vulgo in hoc tractatione lieri sionem suam totam, a subjecto lemovetur.

60let, uam et hujus quantitatem observasse j 41, Interim non putarem affirmationem vel

utile est, et crediderim et disquisitionis hujus negationem ipsam diversam illam prEdicati

neglectu varies errores tarn in doctrina Con- quantitatem necessario postulare, sed credi-

versionis, quam Syllogistica esse exortos. quos derim potius, id omne a diverse rerum et idea-

Buis locis videbimus. j 37; Breviter itaque rum babitu oriri, affirmationi vero et nega-

observandum, in propositionibus afSrmativis, tioni praidicafi quantitatem esse velut iudif-

licet universalibus, prajdicatum plerumque feientem. ^ 42: Nam plerumque pra?dicata

esse particulare, tribuique subjecto secundum eubjectis sunt latiora; quodsi i^itur ilia cum
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logical systems, principally by Germans), is his friend Ridiger's; wlio, in his

elaborate woric, De Sensu Vm et Falsi, first published some eight years subse-

quently (in 1709, but I have only the second edition of 1722), attempts a

formal refutation of the heresy of a quantified predicate. It was only, how-

ever, after " the most manifest demonstrations of the falsehood of this novel

prejudice had been once and again privately communicated to his very learned

friend " (Titius ?), that Ridiger became at length tired, as he expresses it, " of

washing a brirk," and laid the polemic before the public. It was not certainly

the cogency of this refutation which ought to have thrown the counter opinion

into oblivion ; but this refutation, such as it is, though with nothing new, is

deserving attention, as presenting the most elaborate discussion of the question

to be met with, after Ammonius, and in modern times. But the whole argu-

ment supposes certain foundalions ; and it will be sufficient to show that these

are false, to dispose of the whole edifice erected upon them. I ought to men-

tion, that it was Ridiger's criticism which first directed my attention to the

original of Titius.

" Origo autem hujus erroris neglectus notisslmce acquivocationis signorum

omnis et qiddam esse videtur, qua haec signa, vel collective sumi possunt, vel dis-

tributive. Priori modo, quantitas in prtedicato concepta sensum quidcm infert

non penitus absurdum, ca;terum propositionem constituit identicam et frus-

traneam." Ridiger then goes on to a more detailed statement of what he sup-

poses to be the grounds on which the erroneous opinion proceeds.'

First Case.— "Verbi gratia, Quoddam animal est omnis homo; hoc est, Species

qucedam animalis, homo nempe^ omne id, quod homo est : quod alium sensum,

habere nullum potest, quam, quod omnis homo sit homo : sic autem collective

sumitur et signum subjecti et signum prjedicati." This objection is absurd, for

it is suicidal ; applying equally to the proposition which the objector holds for

good, and to that which he assails as bad. All man is (soine) animal. Here,

is not animal or some animal just a certain species of animal, and is not this

species, man, to wit, all that.is man, and nothing else ? There is, consequently,

the same tautology in the one case as in the other ; and if we are blamed for

only virtually saying, by the former. All man is man, does the objector say a

whit more than this by the latter ? Ridiger goes on : " Quodsi vel alterum

signum, vel utrumque, distributive sumatur, semper absurdus erit propositionis

his componas, non poterit non pr.-iedicatum particulare habere; niliil enim obstat, quo

particulare inde emergere, dum unice ad minus aiiquando totum alferi jungere, vel

Bubjectum restringi nequit, eed ad alia quoque partem ab eodem removere queas. ^ 45 ; Usee

extendi aptura manet. § 43: Ast si prajdica- itaque propositio: — Omnis homo est risibiti^,

turn a subjecto removeas, universale illud habet prajdicatum universale, si risibilitalem

erit, cura quicquid in ejus vel comprehensione pro tiominis proprio habeas ; sicut ba,— Nul-

vel extensione est ab hoc sejungatur, nee im- lus Turca est homo (Soil. Cliristianus), vel <2'"-

minuit universalitatem, quod idem ab aliis dam meiiinis noti est homo quidam, prtedicatum

subjectis quoque removeatur, nam si pra?dica- particulare continent, dum pars solum com-

tum aliis etiam conveniat, turn quidem uni prehensioniset extensionisremovetur." For

subjecto non potest dici universaliter tribu- the application, by Titius. of tlie principle of

turn, verum si de multis negetur. potest nihil- a quantified predicate to the doctrine of Con-

ominus de certo aliquo subjecto universaliter version, see above, pp. 528. 629; and to tlie

quoque negari. 544: Quodsi habitus attributi theory of Syllogism, see below, p. 603, and

permittat, poterit aiiquando propositio affir- Appendix, X. — Ed]

mativa pradicatum universale, et negativa 1 Second Edition, pp. 232, 302.
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Second Case.— "Verb! gratia, sumatur iilrumque signiim dklrihutive, census

erit, Quoddam indlviduum aiiimalis (v. g. Pelrus), est omne individmim Iionunis

(v. g. Davus, Oedipus)." This is a still higher flight of absurdity; for, to re-

fute the proposition, it is first falsely translated into nonsense. Its true mean-

ing, both quantified terms being taken diitributiveli/, is :
—All several men are

some several animals, or, Every several man is some several animal.

In these two cases, therefore, all is correct, and the objection from the

identity or absurdity of a quantified predicate, null.

Third Case.— " Sumatur signum subjeeti distributive, signum pra;dicati col-

lective, sensus erit: Quoddam individuum animalis est universa species liominis."

Fourth Case.— " Sumatur, denique, signum subject! collective, signum prjedi-

cati distributive, i^nsMS erit: Qiicedam species animalis, ut universale el pradi-

cabile, est omne individuum liominis."

In regard to these last two cases, it is sufficient to refer to what has been

already said in answer to Ammonius (p. 549) ; or simply to recall the postulate,

that in the same logical unity (proposition or syllogism) the terms should be

supposed in the same sense. If this postulate be obeyed, these two cases are

inept, and, consequently, the objections superfluous.

Ridiger then proceeds to treat us with four long " demonstrations a priori,"

and to one elaborate "demonstration a posteriori;" but as these are all

founded on the blunders now exposed, it would be idle to refute them in

detail.

Ridiger, it may well surprise us, howbcit the professed champion of" the old

and correct doctrine," is virtually, perhaps unconsciously, a confessor of the

truth of " the new and false prejudice
;

" for I find him propounding four

several syllogistic forms, three of which are only valid through the universal

quantification of the predicate in affirmatives, jnd two (including the other

one) proceed on a correct, though partial, view, opposed to that of the logi-

cians, touching the conclusion of the Second Figure (L. II. c. iv). I shall

insert the quantities, operative but not expressed.

In the First Figure— "At, aut ego nihil video, aut /oni/c nn/uraZ/o?- est hie

processus:— Quoddapi JIuidiim est [^quoddam'] leve; quoddam corpus est [o7Hiie']

fluidum; ergo quoddam corpus est quoddam leve; quam si dicas, etc. (§34). —
Here the middle term is, and must be, affirmatively distributed as predicate.

C, ^
,M :

,

'r.

In the Second Figure.— " Vcrbi gi-atiu :— Quoddam ens est [mnne'] animal:

omnis homo est Iquoddaml animal : errjo, omnis homo est [/luoddam'] ens. Hac
conclusio verissima," etc. (§ 39.) In like manner the middle is here universally

quantified in an aflirmative. C,ii- : M, t
: F.

The following, Ridiger (p. 330) gives, as " Two new moods, which cannot

be dispeused with."— '• Quoddam animal est \_omnis'] homo : nullum hrutum est

[ullus'] homo; ergo, quoddam animal non est [uffum] brulum. Item: — Quod-

dam animal non est [ullus'] homo ; omnis civis est [quidaml homo ; ergo, quoddam

animal non est [idlus'] civis." In the first of these, the middle, as predicate,

is affirmatively distributed ; and in both .syllogisms, one conclusion, denied by
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the logicians, is asserted by Ridiger, although the other, -which involves a pred»

icate, particular and negative, is recognized by neither.

(j) GODFREY PLOUCQVET.

Godfrey Ploucquet, a philosopher of some account, Professor of Logic and

Metaphysics in the University of Tubingen, by various writings, from the year

1759, endeavored to advance the science of reasoning ; and his failure was

perhaps owing more to the inadequacy and limitation of his doctrine, than to

its positive error. To say nothing about his attempt to reduce Logic to a

species of computation, in which his one-sided views came into confliction with

the one-sided views of Lambert, he undoubtedly commenced auspiciously, on

the principle of a quantified predicate. This, like a few preceding logicians,

he certainly saw afforded a mean of simplifying the conversion of proposi-

tions ; ' but he did not see that it could accomplish much more, if properly

applied, in the theory of syllogism. On the contrary, in syllogistic, he profes-

sedly returns, on mature consideration, to the ordinary point of view, and

thinks himself successful in recalling the common doctrine of inference to

a single canon. That canon is this : — " The terms in tlie conclusion are to be

taken absolutely in the same extension which they hold in the antecedent."—
" In condusione sint termini plane iidem, qui in prtemissis, intuitu quantitatis."

(Metliochis tarn demonslrancli directe omnes sijUoijismorum species, quam rilia

forma detec/endi, ope unius regidce ;— Melhodus calculandi in Lor/icis
; passim.

Both in 17G3.) This rule, as applied to his logical calculus, he thus enounces:

" Arrange the terms in syllogistic order ; strike out the middle ; and the ex-

tremes then afford the conclusion."— " Deleatur in pra?missis medius ; id quod

restat indicat conclusionem." (Melhodus calculandi, passim ; Elementa Philoso-

phice ConlcmplalivcE, Lor/ica, § 122, 1778.) This rule is simple enough, but,

unfortunately, it is both inadequate and false. Inadequate (and this was always

sufficiently apparent) ; for it does not enable us to ascertain (and tliese the

principal (picstions) liow many terms— of what identity— of what quantity—
and of wliat quality, can be legitimately placed in the antecedent. But it is

not true (though this was never signahzed) ; for its pecuhar principle is falsi-

fied by eight of the thii-ty-six moods, to wit, in affirmatives, by ix., x., xi., xii.,

and in negatives, by ix. b, x. a, xi. b, xii. a." In all these, the quantity of an

extreme in the conclusion is less than its quantity in the antecedent. We can

hardly, therefore, wonder that Ploucquet's logical speculations have been

neglected or contemned ; although their author be an independent and learned

thinker, and his -Works all well worthy of perusal. But, though dismissed by

Hegel and other German logicians, not for its falsity, with supreme contempt,

Ploucquet's canon has, liowevcr, found its admirers in England; where I have

lately seen it promulgated as original.

^ Au extract from his Fumlamenta Pkiloso' predicate, will be found in Mr. Baylies'

pliir/. Sinculnlivtr, 1759, coutailiiug rloucquet's Essay, p. 128.

doctrine touclilng the quantilication of the 2 See Table of Moods, Appendix XI. — Ed.
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(k) VLracn.
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Instilufinnes Logics el Mctaphnsica
, % 171, 1785.— " Non tantum subjecto

set! et prmlicalo, ad subjectum relatio, sua constat quantitas, suunKjue igitur

signuin quantitatis prjefigere licet. Sed htec praedicati quantitas ex veterum

piEBceptis sjepe justo minor invenitur. In loco de conveisione distinctius de eo

expouetur." In that place, however, nothing of the kind appears." '

YI.

CAXOXS OF SYLLOGISM; GENERAL HISTORICAL NOTICES
AND CRITICISM.

A. -HISTORICAL NOTICES.

I.— Quotations fkom Various Logicians.

(Collected and Translated Autumn 1814. See p. 213. — Ed.)

(a) DAVID DERODOy.

David Derodon (who died at Geneva in 1664, and had been previously

Professor of Philosophy at Die, Orange and Nismes) was a logician of no

little fame among the French Huguenots; the study of his works was (if I

recollect aright) even formally recommended to the brethren of their com-

munion by one of the Gallican Synods. " Either the Devil or Doctor Dero-

don," was long a proverbial e-xpression in France for the authorship of an

acute argument: and the " Sepulchre of the Mass" has been translated into the

vernacular of every Calvinist country. Derodon has left two systems of Logic
;

I (Tliaf tho E.\teD?ion of Predicate is always

reduced to Extension of Subject, i. e., is

equivalent to it, see Purchot, Imtit. Phil.,

Logica, i. pp. 123, 125. Tracy, EUmens il' Idi-

ologir, t. iii. Disc. Prel., pp. 99, 100. Crousaz,

Logique^ t. iii. p. 190. Derodon, Logica Resti-

tuia, P. ii. c. v. art. 4, p. 224. Boethius,

Opera, p. 348 (see above, p. 551). Sergeant,

iUilwil to Science, b. ii., less. i. p. 127. Beneke,

Lehrbucit tier Logik, i 150, p. 100. Stattler,

Logica, i 196.

That tlie Predicate has quantity, and po-

tential designalioi) of it as well as the Sub-

jtct, see Hoffbauer, Analytic iter VrtheiU imd
&hhisse, J 81 el seq. Lambert, Deulscher Gdehrtcr

Sriffucch^el. Brief vi. vol. i. p. S95. Plainer,

PJiilosopliiiclie Apliorismrn, i. t, 54G. Corvinus,

Inslit. Phil. Rat., i 413. Conimbricenses, In

Anst. Dial., t, ii. np- 158, '/83. Scotus, In An.

Prior. L. i. qu. 4, f. 240; qu. 13, ff. 254', 255';

qu. 14, f 256b; qu. 23, i. 2T3>.

For instances of Aristotle virtually using

distributed predicate, see An. Post., i. 6, § 1.

Cf Zabarella, ad he. Opera Logica, p. 735.

The same, In An. Post., I. 2. Opera, p. 627,

and De Quarta Figura Syllog. Op., p. 123.

The adding mark of universality to predicate

is, Aristotle says, "useless and impossible"

(An. Prior., i. c. 27. S 9); yet see ii. c. 22, » 7,

8; c. 23, » 4, 5. On this question, see Bol-

zano, Logik, i 131, p. 27, (and above, pp. 543,

648,549.)

That the predesignation of the predicate by

all collectively, in fact, reduces the universal

to a singular proposition, see Puichot, Instit,

Phil., i. p. 124. Cf Logica Contracta Trajectina,

P. h. C.5. (1707. U
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a larger (Logica Ttextituta, 1C59) and a smaller (Logica Coniracta, 1GC4), both

published in 4to.' I shall quote only from the former.

It is impossible to deny Derodon's subtlety, but his blunders unfortunately

outweigh his originality. Leaving Conversion as he found it, after repeating,

with approbation, the old rules,— that the predicate is not to be overtly quan-

tified universally (p. 573), but to be taken, in affirmative propositions particu-

larly, as in negative propositions universally (p. 623) ; we are surprised to find

him controverting, in detail, the special rules of syllogism. This polemic, as

might be expected, is signally unsuccessful ; for it is frequently at variance with

all principle, and uniformly in contradiction of his own. It is, indeed, only

interesting as a manifestation, that the old logical doctrine was obscurely felt

by so original a thinker to be erroneous ; for the corrections attempted by

Derodon are, themselves, especially on the ground which he adopts, only so

many errors. He unhappily starts with a blunder; for he gives, as rectus, an

example of syllogism, in which the middle term is, even of necessity, undis-

tributed; and he goes on (pp. G27, G28, G3G, G37, 638, 639, 649) either to

stumble in the same fashion, or to adduce reasonings, which can only be vindi-

cated as inferential by supplying a universal quantity to the predicate in affir-

mative propositions, or by reducing it to particularity in negatives ; both in the

teeth of Derodon's own laws. I have, however, recorded, in my Table of Syl-

logisms, some of his examples, both the two forms which he has named, and

four others which he only enounces ; according, by liberal construction, what

was requisite to give them sense, and which, without doubt, the author would

himself have recognized.

(b) nATur.

Rapin, Reflexiom sur la Logirpie, § 4, 1GS4.

" Before Aristotle there had ajipeared nothing on logic systematic and estab-

lished. His genius, so full of reason and intelligence, penetrated to the recesses

of the mind of man, and laid open all its secret workings in the accurate

analysis which he made of its operations. The depths of human thought had

not as yet been fathomed. Aristotle was the first who discovered the new way

of attaining to science, by the evidence of demonstration, and of proceeding

geometrically to demonstration, by the infallibility of the syllogism, the most

accomplished work and mightiest effort of the human mind," etc.

Rapin errs in making Aristotle lay the rule of proportion along with the

Dictum dc Omni as a principle of Syllogism.

(c) LEIBNJTZ.

Leibnitz, De la cnnformile (le la Foi avec la Raison, § 22. Op. t. i., p. 81.

" Hence the facility of some writers is too great, in conceding that the doctrine

1 Derodon seems wholly unknown to the number in the same binding must have been

German logicians, and, I need hardly add, to imported at once, probably in consequence of

those of otlicr countries. In Scotland, his the synoilical recomiueudation.

works are not of the rarest : a considerable
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of the Holy Trinity is repugnant with that great principle which enounces—
What are the same u-ith the same third, are the same with each other; that is, if A
be the same with B, and C be the same with B, it is necessary that A and C

should also be the same with one another. For this principle flows immediately

from the principle of Contradiction, and is the ground and basis of all Logic

;

if that fail, there is no longer any way of reasoning with certainty."

Reusch, Systema Logkum, 1 734.

§ 506. " That dictum of the Aristotelians de Omni et NuJIo (503) evinces,

indeed, a legitimate consequence, but it only regulates one species of syllogisms,

at least immediately. By this reason, therefore, logicians have been induced to

prove the consequence of the other species by means of the first, to which they

are reduced. But, that we may be able to supersede this labor, I have en-

deavored to give a broader basis to the Dictum de Omni et NuUo, or by what-

ever name that rule is called, to which, in the construction of syllogisms, the

order of thought is conformed.

§ 507. "For the whole business of ordinary reasoning is accomplished by

the substitution of ideas in place of the subject or predicate of the fundamental

proposition. This some call the equation of thoughts. Now, the fundamental

proposition may be either affirmative or negative, and in each the ideas of the

terms may be considered either agreeing or diverse, and according to this various

relation there obtains a various substitution, which we shall clearly illustrate

before engaging with our doctrine of the Dictum de Omni et Nullo." [Having

done this at great length, he proceeds.]

§ 510. '• From what has been now fully declared, the following Dictum de

Omni et NuUo may be formed, which the definition itself of reasoning and

syllogism (§ 502) supports, and to which all syllogisms in every figure and

mood may be accommodated.

"7/" tico ideas (two terms) have, through a judgment (proposition), received a

relation to each other, either affirmative or negative, in that case it is allowable, in

place of either of these (that is, the subject or predicate of that judgment or

proposition), to substitute another idea (term), according to the rides given of

Equipoltence or Reciprocation (§ 508, s. 9), of Subordination, of Coordination."

(See Waldin, below, p. 565.)

(e) CRUSIUS.

Crusius, Wegzur Gewissheit. Ed. i. 1747; Ed. ii. 1762.

§ 25G. " The supreme law of all syllogism is. What toe cannot otherwise think

than as true, is true, and what we absolatebj cannot think at all, or cannot think

but as false, is false." '

1 Kaut ( iiber die Evidenz in metnphysischen gard to the supreme rule of all certainty

Wissencliafttn, 1763, Ycrm. Sckrift. ii. 43) lias wtiich thiscelebrated man thought of placing

hereon the I'ollowuig observation : — " In re- as the principle of all linowledge, and, couse-

71
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§ 259. Of necessary judgments, of judgments which we cannot but think,

" which are not identical, and which constitute, in the last result, the positive or

the kernel in our knowledge ; to which we apply the principle of Contradiction,

and thereby enrich the understanding with a knowledge of real judgments,"—
such judgments are principally the following: Every power or force is inherent

in a subject ; All that arises (begins to be), arises in virtue of a sufficient

cause ; All whose non-existence cannot be thought, has its cause, and has at some

time arisen (begun to be) ; Everi/ substance exists someivhere ; All that exists,

exists at some time ; Two material things cannot exist at the same time, and in pre-

cisely the same place. There are also many other propositions, which treat of

the determinate qualification of things as present ; for e.xample —• The same

point of a body cannot be at once red and green ; A man cannot be in two places

at once, and so forth.

§ 2G1. " All the judgments previously alleged (§ 259) may be compre-

hended under these two general propositions,— What cannot in thought be sepa-

rated from each other, cannot be separated from each other in reality ; and. What

cannot in thought be connected into a notion, cannot in reality be connected ; to

wit, although no contradiction shows itself between the notions, but we are

only conscious of a physical necessity to think the thing so and so, clearly and

after a comparison of all the circumstances with each other. For we now

speak of propositions which are not identical with the Principle of Contradic-

tion, but of such as primarily afford the matters on which it may be applied.

Hence we see that the supreme principle of our knowledge given above

(§ 256) has two determinations ; inasmuch as the impossibility to think a

something arises either because a contradiction would ensue, or because we

are positively so compelled by the physical constitution of our thinking

faculties.

§ 262. " The higliest principle of all syllogism thus resolves itself into the

three capital propositions

:

1. Nothing can at once be and not be in the same point of view.

2. Things which cannot be thought without each other, without each other cannot

exist.

3. What cannot be thought as with and beside each other, cannot exist with and

beside each other, on the supposition even that between the notions there is no con-

tradiction.

" The second of these capital propositions I call the Principle of Insepara-

bles (jirincijiinin inseparabilium) : and the third the Pnncjp/e of Inconjoinables

(principinm inconjungibilium). They may be also termed the three Principles

of Reason"

Ch. VUI. Of the different species of syllogisms, he says (§ 272), " Among

qnently, also of the metnpliysical, — TT7m( / no otlicr principle of truth is competent, and

cannot othenvise think than as tntf, is tnif, etc.; tliat knowledge is indemonstrable. It is in-

it is manilest that this proposition can never deed true that there are many indemonstrable

be a principle of truth for any knowledge knowledges, but the leeling of conviction in

whatever. For if it be agreed that no other regard to them is a confession, but not a

principle of truth is possible than inasmuch ground of proof, that they are true.*' .See

as we are inciipable of holding a thing not also Keid, Intellectual Powers, Essay iv. ch. 4.

for true, in this case it is acknowledged that
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the higher principles of syllogisgis it is needful only to enumerate the Principle

of Conlrarliclion, and the Principle of Sufficient Reason, which is subsumed

from the principle of Inseparables (§ •2S2). We shall state the laws of syllo-

gism in this order,— Consider those which flow, 1°, From the Principle of

Contrailiction ; 2°, From the Principle of Sufficient Reason ; and, 3°, From
both together."

(/) F21AX-C!S nUTCHESON.

[Franclsci Hutcheson.] LogiccE Compendium. Glasguoe, in adibus academ-

icis, excudfbant Roberlus et Andreas Foulis, Academice Typographi. 1764.

Part III., Ch. ii., p. 58.

" The whole force of syllogism may be explicated from the following axioms.

" First Axiom.— Tilings which agree in the same third, agree among themselves.

" Second Axiom.— Tilings ichereof the one agrees, the other does not agree, in

one and the same third, these things do not agree among themselves.

" Third Axiom.—Things which agree in no third, do not agree among them-

selves.

" Fourth Axiom.— Things which disagree in no third, do not disagree among

tlienvielves."

" Hence are deduced the general rules of syllogisms.

" Of these the three first regard the Quality [not alone] of Propositions.

" Rule 1.— If one of the premises he negative, the conclusion will be negative

(by Ax. 2).

" Rule 2.— If both premises be affirmative, the conclusion will be affirmative

(byA.x. 1).

'• Rule 3.

—

-If both premises be negative, nothing follows : because, of things

mutually agreeing and mutually disagreeing, both may be different from a third

thing (by Ax. 3, 4).

" Two Rules regard the Quantity of Terms.

"Rule 4.— Let the middle be once at least distributed, or taken universally

;

for the common term frequently contains two or more species mutually opposed,

of which it may be predicated according to various parts of its extension ; these

[specific] terms do not, therefore, truly agree in one third, unless one at least

of them agrees with the whole middle (by Ax. 3, 4).

" Rule 5. — JVb term ought to be taken more universally in the conclusion than

in the premises: because no consequence is valid from the particular to the

universal. [Because we should, in that case, transcend the agreement or disa-

greement of the two terms in a third, on which, ex liypothesi, we found.]

"[In like manner there are two rules] concerning the Quantity of Proposi-

tions.

" Rule G. •— If one of the premises be particular, the conclusion wilt abo be par-

ticular.

" For, Case I.— If the conclusion be affirmative, therefore both premises will

be affirmative (by Rule 1). But, in a particular proposition, there is no term

distributed; the middle is, therefore, to be distributed in one or other of the

premises (by Rule 4). It will, therefore, be the subject of a universal affirma-

tive proposition ; but the other extreme is also taken particularly, when it b
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the predicate of an affinnative proposition, the conclusion will, therefore, te

particular (by Rule 5).

" Case 11. — Let the conclusion be negative ; its predicate is, therefore,

distributed : hence, in the premises, the major and the middle terms are to be

distributed (by Rules 5 and 4).

"But when one of the premises is negative, the other is affirmative (by Rule

3). If one premise be particular, these two terms only can be distributed;

since one premise affirms, whilst the other is particular. The minor extreme,

the subject of the conclusion, is not, therefore, distributed in the premises; it

cannot, tlierefore (by Rule 5), be distributed in the conclusion.

" Rule 7.— From two particular premises nothiny follows ; at least according

to the accustomed mode of speaking, where the predicate of a negative propo-

sition is understood to be distributed. For, 1°, If the conclusion affirm, both

premises will affirm, and, consequently, no term is distributed in the premises

;

contrary to Rule 4. 2°, Let the conclusion be negative, its predicate is there-

fore distributed ; but in particular premises there is only distributed the predi-

cate of a negative proposition ; there is, therefore, necessarily a vice (either

against Rule 4 or Rule 5)."i

(g) SAVONAROLA.

Savonarola, Compendium Logices, L. iv. p. 115, ed. Venetiis, 1542.— "In
whatever syllogism any proposition can be concluded, there may also be con-

cluded every other proposition which follows out from it." On this he remarks

:

" When any syllogism infers a conclusion flowing from its immediate conclu-

sion, it is not to be called one syllogism, but iico. For that other conclusion does

not follow simply in virtue of the premises, but in virtue of them there first

follows the proper conclusion, and from this conclusion there follows, by another

syllogism, the conclusion consequent on it. Hence there are tacitly two syllo-

gisms ; otherwise the moods of syllogisms would be almost infinite."

Oi) BAVUGARTEy.

Baumgarten, Acroasis Logica. Ed. ToUner. Ed. I. 1765.

§ 297. " Every reasoning depends on this proposition :— A and B connected

I "Rules 1 and 7 are thus contracted into Some French

one: The conclusion follows tlte weaker part;

that is, the negative or the particular. All

these Rules are included in the following

verses

:

Distribuas medium, nee Quartus terminus adsit,

TTlraque nee priEmias.a negans, nee porticularia.

Sectetur partem conclusio deteriorem;

Et nou distrlbuat uisi cum priemissa, negetve.

In an unusual mode of speaking, a certain (What are within [ ] are by me). [Written

negative conclusion may be effected with a Autumn, 1844. In the latest notation (,) is

non-distributive predicate. As in this ex- substituted for (.), and (:) for {;.). SeeAppen-
ample: dix XI. — Ed.]
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u-i!k a third C, are connected witli each other : in affirmation immediately, in

negation mediately. Tbis proposition is, therefore, the foundation and princi-

ple of all reasoning ; which, however, is subordinate to the principle of Con-

tradiction.

§ 324. " Every ordinary syllogism concluding according to the Dictum, either

de Omni, or de Nulla. This Dictum is thus the foundation of all ordinary syllo-

gisms." (It had been previously announced, §§ 319, 321.)

" AVhatever is truly affirmed of a notion universally, is also truly affirmed

of all that is contained under it. Whatever is truly denied of a notion iiniver^

sally, is also truly denied of all that is contained under it."

(i) REIMARVS.

Reimanis, Vernunftlehre. 1766.

§ 176. " The fundamental rules of syllogism are, consequently, no other than

the rules of Agreement [Identity] and of Contradiction. For what the geometer

in regard to magnitudes takes as the rule of equality or inequality, that the

reasoner here adopts as the universal rule of all mediate insight :— If two things

he identical with a third, they are also in sofar identical with each other. But if

the one be, and the other be not, identical with the third, then they are not mutually

identical, but rather mutually repugnant."

§ 177. Here he notices that the Dictum de Omni et Kullo is not properly a

rule for all figures, but for the first alone.

Waldin, Novum Logicce Sy.<'tema. 1766.

§ 335. " Since the syllogism requires essentially nothing but a distinct cogni-

tion of the sufficient reason of some proposition, the most universal rule of all

syllogisms is,— The sufficient reason of a given proposition is to be distinctly

cognized.

§ 364. " The most general rule of aU reasonings (§ 335) remains also the

rule of all reasonings as well in synthesis as in analysis. But in the synthesis of

the ordinary syllogism the middle term in the major proposition is referred to

the major term, in the minor proposition to the minor term. (§ 360.) Where-
fore, from this relation we must judge whether the middle term be or be not

the sufficient reason of the conclusion. Wherefore, the synthesis of the ordi-

nary syllogism is to be cognized from the relation of its ideas. This you may
thus express

:

"1.) After the true proposition, the relation of whose extremes you distinctly

apprehend

;

" 2.) Add to its subject or predicate another idea different from both, whether

agreeing or disagreeing ;

" 3.) Inquire into the relation of the added idea, to the end that you may know

whether the middle term in Oie given relation infer the conclu.^inn ; and this is

known by the application of the rules of Reciprocation, Subordination, Coordina-

tion, and Opposition. If any one wish to call this the Dictum de Omni et Nulla

I have no objections."
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" Observation.—This they call the Dictum de Omni et Nulla of the celebrated

Reusch. It stands true indeed, but is beset with difficulties, inasmuch as it is

rather a complexus of all rules than one only, -which as yet is to be referred

to the class of jsia desideria. Logicians have, indeed, taken pains to dis-

cover one supreme rule of all ordinary reasonings ; but no one has as yet

been so happy as to find it out." Then follows a criticism of the attempts

by the Port Royal and Syrbius.

(t) STATTIER.

Stattler, PUlosopMa, P. I. Logica, 1769.

§ 237. " In this comparison of two ideas with a third, six different cases may
in all occur : for, either,

1.) "One of the hoo ideas contains that same third, which again contains the

other; or,

2.) " Both of the two are contained in the third; or,

3.) " Each of the two contains the third; or,

4.) "One of the two contains the third, the other being repugnant with it;

or,

5.) "One of the two is contained in the third, with which the other is repugnant

;

or,

6.) " Both of the two are repugnant to the third.

" The former three cases generate an affirmative conclusion, the latter three

a negative." In a note Stattler eliminates a seventh case, in which neither may
contain, and neither be repugnant to the third.

§ 244. General La%v of all Reasonings. " In all reasonings, as often as a con-

sequent is, h>j legitimate form, inferred from an antecedent, so often is there

included in the antecedent what the consequent enounces ; either the congruitg and

reciprocal containment, or the repugnance of A and C ; and if such be not

included in one or other of the antecedents, lohatever is inferred in the consequent

is void of legitimate form."

Sauter, Institutioties Logica;, 1798.

§ 1 23. " Foundations of Syllogism. — In every syllogism there are two notions

compared with a third, to the end that it may appear whether they are to be

conjoined or sejoined. There are, therefore, here, three possible cases. For

there agree with the assumed third, either both notions, or one, or neither. In

reasoning, our mind, therefore, reposes on these a.x.ioms, as on fundamental

principles.

1.) "]VJiere two notions agree with the same third, they agree with one another.

2.) '• Where one is contained by the third, with which the other is repugnant,

they are jnutually repugnant.

3.) " When neither notion agrees icith the third, there is between them neither

agreement nor repugnance."

i
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(m) SUTEIt.

Suter, Logica.

§ 61. " Quse eidem tertio conveniunt vel disconveniunt, etiam conveniunt

vel disconveniunt inter se."

Seguy, PMlosopJiia ad Usitm Scholarum Accommodala, T. I. Logica. Paris,

1771.

P. 1 75, ed. 1 785. " Concerning the rule of recent philosophers."

Having recited the general rule of the Port Royal Logic, he thus comments

on it:

" 1°, This is nothing else than the principle of reasoning ; therefore, it is

improperly adduced as a new discovery, or a rule strictly so called.

" 2°, It may be useful, to the rude and inexperienced, to recognize whether

a syllogism be legitimate or illicit.

" But the principal fault of this rule is, that it contains no certain method

whereby we may know when, and when not, one of the premises contains a

conclusion ; for the discovery of which we must frequently recur to the general

rules."

'

P. 1 78. Seguy exposes Father Buffier's error in saying, " that, according to

Aristotle and the common rules of Logic, the middle term ought absolutely to

be the predicate in the first or major proposition ;
" seeing that the middle term

is not the predicate in the first and Ihird Figures. This must be a mistake ; for

I cannot find such a doctrine in Bufiier, who, in this respect, in many places

teaches the correct.

(0) HOFFBAnER.

Hoffbauer, Anfangsgriinde der LogHc, 1794, 1810.

"§317. Fundamental Principles.

" I. 1.) An attribute which belongs to all and every of the objects contained

under a notion, may also be affirmed of these objects so contained. (Dictum

de Omni.)

" 2.) An attribute which belongs to none of the objects contained under a

notion, must also be denied of these objects so contained. (Dictum do NuUo.)

" II. When, of the objects X and Z, the one contains an attribute which the

other does not contain, and they are thus different from each other, then X is

not Z, and Z is not X.

"in. 1.) When objects which are contained under a notion a are also con-

tained under another notion 6, then this last notion contains under it some at

least of the objects which are contained under the fiist.

" 2.) If certain objects which are not contained under a notion a are con-

1 Followed by Larroqiie, EUmens r!e Fhilo- Melafish

Sophie, p. 231; Galluppi, Ltzioni Ui Logica e di Lugditnt
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tatned under h, tten h contains under it some at least of the objects wliich are

not contained under a.

" IV. 1.) If objects whicli are contained under a notion a belong to those

which are contained under another notion b, then this second notion 6 contains

under it some at least of the objects which are contained under a.

" 2.) If all objects which are contained under a notion a belong to those

which are not contained under a certain other notion h, then this notion b con-

tains under it no object which is contained under the notion a.

" 3.) If all the objects contained under a certain notion a are different from

certain other objects contained under b, then 6 contains under it at least some

objects which are not contained under a."

(p) E^tyT.

Kant, Lor/lk. 1800-6. II. Syllogisms.

"§56. S>/lt(x/ism in General. — A syllogism is the cognition that a certain

proposition is necessary, through the subsumption of its condition under a given

general rule.

"§ 57. General principle of all Sijllogiims.— The general principle whereon

the validity of all inference, through the reason, rests, may be determinately

enounced in the following formula :

''What stands under the condition of a rule, that stands also under the rule

itself.

''Observation.— The syllogism premises a General Rule, and a, Subsumption

un(ier its Condition. Hereby we understand the conclusion a pi-iori, not as

manifested in things individual, but as universally maintained, and as necessary

under a certain condition. And this, that all stands under the universal, and is

determinable in universal laws, is the Principle itse]£ o{ Jiationality or oi Neces-

sity (principimn rationalitatis seu necessitatis).

" § 58. Essential constituents of the Syllogism.— To every syllogism there

belong the three foUomng parts

:

"1.) A general rule, styled the Major proposition (propositio major, Obersatz).

" 2.) The proposition which subsumes a cognition under the condition of the

general rule, called the Minor proposition (propositio minor, Untersatz) ; and,

finally,

" 3.) The proposition which affirms or denies the predicate in the rule of the

subsumed cognition,— the Concluding proposition, or Conclusion (Conclusio,

Schlussatz).

" The two first propositions, taken in connection with each other, are called

the Antecedents, or Premi.'ies (Vordersdize).

"Observation.— A rule is the assertion of a general condition. The relation

of the condition to the assertion, how, to wit, this stands under that, is the Ex-

ponent of the rule. The cognition, that the condition (somewhere or other)

takes place, is the Subsumption.

" The nexus of what is subsumed under the condition, with the assertion of

the rule, is the Conclusion."

Having shown the distribution of syllogisms into Categorical, Hypothetical,

and Disjunctive, he proceeds to speak of the first class.
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" § G3. Principle nf Categorical Si/l!ogi.tms.— The principle whereon the

possibiUty and validity of Categorical Syllogisms is this,— What pertains to the

attribute of a thing, that pertains to the thing itself; and what is repugnant to

the attribute of a thing, that is repugnant to the thing itself ("iVota nol(E est

nola rei ipsius ; Repugnans notes, repugnat rei ipsi).

^^ Observation. —From this principle, the so-called Dictum de Omni et NuUo

is easily deduced, and cannot, therefore, be regarded as the highest principle

either of the Syllogism in general, or of the Categorical Syllogism in particular.

Generic and Specijic Notions are in fact the general notes or attributes of all

the things which stand under these notions. Consequently the rule is here

valid— What pertains or if repugnant to the genus or species, that aUo pertains

or is repugnant to all the ohjtcts which are contained under that genus or species.

And this very rule it is which is caUed the Dictum de Omni et XuUo.'"

(q) CimiSTlAN WEISS.

Christian Weiss, Logik, 1801.

" § 216. Principle for all Syllogisms.— The principle of every perfect Syllo-

gism consists in the relation of one of the notions contained in the conclusion to a

thirdnotion (terminus medius), to which the other notion of the conclusion belongs.

Kow the relation which the first of these holds to the middle notion, the same must

hold to the second, Just because the second coincides with the middle notion to the

same extent as the first.

" Remark. — 'Relation to' means only any determinately thought relation

expressed in a judgment
" The older logicians adopt, some of them, the principle Kota notce est nota

rei ipsius,— quod repugnat notes, repugnat ipsi rei ; this, however, is only prop-

erly applicable to the first figure. The e.xpression of others is preferable,

Qucecumque conveniunt (vel dissentiunt) in uno tertio, eadem conveniunt (vel

dissentiunl) inter se. Others, in fine, among whom is Wolf, give the Dictum de

Omni et Xullo (cf. § 233) as the principle of syllogisms in general ; compare

Philosophical Aphorisms [of Platner], P. i. § 546. All inference takes place

according to a universal rule of reason, here only expressed in reference to

syllogism, to which, however, some have chosen to give a more mathematical

expression : — If two notions he equal to a third, they are also equal to each

other.

\_Nota bene.— Weiss's mistake (§231) in supposing that Aristotle "desig-

nated the syllogistic moods with words, like his learned followers."]

"§231. Categorical Syllogisms, Figure I. — The first figure concludes by

means of a subordination of the minor term in the conclusion under tlie subject

of another judgment.

" § 233. This takes place under the general principle :

" 1 .) What pertains to all objects contained under a notion, that pertains also to

some and to each individual of their number among them.

" 2.) What belongs to none of the objects contained under a notion, that also

does not pertain to some or to any individual of their number among them.

" These are the celebrated Dicta de Omni and de Nullo,— Quidquid prce-

72
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dicatur de omni, idem etiam de aliquo, and, Quidquid prcedicatur de nulla, id nee

de aliquo pradicatur."

(r) FRIES.

Fries, Si/stem der Logil:

" § 52. Ilithei-to we have maintained two views of the Syllogism in connec-

tion. The end in view of reasoning is this,— that cases should be subordinated

to general rules, and through them become determined. For example, the

general law of the mutual attraction of all heavenly bodies has its whole signi-

ficance, for my knowledge, in this, that there are given individual heavenly

bodies, as Sun and Earth, to which I apply it. To enounce these relations, it

is, in the first place, necessary that I have a general rule, as Major Proposition

(Obersatz) ; in the second, a Minor Proposition (Untersatz), which subordi-

nates cases to the rule ; and, finally, a Concluding Proposition, which determines

the cases through the rule. On the other hand, we see that every Conclusion

is an analytico-hypothetic judgment, ami this alwaj's flows from the Dictum de

Omni et Nullo, inasmuch as the relation of subordination of particular under

universal notions, is the only relation of Reason and Consequent given in the

form of thought itself Kow, if the conclusion, as syllogism, combines a plu-

rahty of judgments in its premises, in this case the principle of the inference

must lie in a connection of the thoughts,— a connection which is determined

by the matter of these judgments. In the simplest case, when taking into ac-

count only a single syllogism, I thus would recognize in the premises the rela-

tion of subordination between two notions by reference to the same third

notion, and therethrough perceive in the conclusion the relation of these two

notions to each other. I know, for example, that all men are mortal, and that

Caius is a man. Consequently, through the relation of the notion of mortality,

and of my imagination of Caius, to the notion man, the relation of Caius to

mortality is likewise determined:— Caius is mortal. The first of these views

is a mere postulate ; but in conformity to the second we are enabled imme-

diately to evolve the general form of syllogisms, and from this evolution does

it then become manifest that all possible syllogisms satisfy the postulate. We,

therefore, in the first instance, attach ourselves to the second view. Through

this there is determined as follows

:

" 1.) Here the determination of one notion is carried over to another, super-

ordinate or subordinate to itself To every syllogism there belong three

notions, called its terms (termini). (Wo say notions (Begriff), because they

are, in general, such, and when individual representations [or images] appear

as terms, in that case there is no inter-commutation possible.) A major term,

or superior notion (Oberheyriff), P, is given as the logical determination of a

middle term or notion (Mittelheyriff), M, and, through this, it is positively or

negatively stated as the determination of a minor term or notion (Unterbeg-

nf), s.

" 2.) If, then, we regard the propositions in which these relations are

enounced, there is, firstly, in the conclusion (Schlussalz), the minor term, or

inferior notion, subordinated to the major term, or superior notion (S is P).

Further, in one of the premises, the middle must be connected with the major

term or notion (M is P). This is called the major proposition ( Obersatz). In
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the other, again, the minor is connected -with the major term or notion (S is

M) ; this is called the minor proposition ( Untersalz).

" The form of every syllogism is therefore—

Major Proposition, JI is P.

Minor Proposition, S i's >I.

Conclusion, S is P.

" In the example given above, man is the middle term ; mortality the major

term ; and Cuius the minor term. The syllogism is—

Major Proposition, All men are mortal;

Minor Proposition, Oiius is a man

;

Conclusion, Caius is mortal.

" The fundamental relation .in all syllogisms is that of the middle term to

the major and minor terms ; in other words, that of the carrying over of a

logical determination from one notion to another, through certain given sub-

ordinations. For, howbeit the Dictum de Omni et Nullo, as a common princi-

ple of all syllogisms in the formula,— What holds good of the universal, holds

also good of the j'artictdars subordinate thereto, and still more in that other,—
The attribute of the attribute is also the attribute of the thing itself,— is proxi-

mately only applicable to the categorical subordination of a representation [or

notion] under a notion ; still, however, the law of mental connection is alto-

gether the same in syllogisms determined by the subordination of consequence

under a reason [Hypothetic Syllogisms], or of the complement of parts under

a logical whole [Disjunctive Syllogisms]. The displayed form is the form of

every possible syllogism. In fact, it also coincides with the first requirement

that, in the syllogism, a case should always be determined by a rule, inasmuch

as every syllogism proposes a universal premise, in order rigorously to infer

its conclusion. This will be more definitely shown when we treat of syllo-

gisms in detail. Only the declaration, that the rule is always the major proposi-

tion, is sometimes at variance with the declaration, that the major proposition

contains the relation of the middle term to the major term. We must, however,

in the first place, always follow the determination of the latter. For every

syllogism properly contains the three processes:— 1). The subordination of a

particular under a universal; this is the function of the minor proposition, and

the relation between the minor and major terms ; 2). Postulate of a logical

determination for one of these two ; this is the function of the major proposi-

tion, and the relation of the middle to the major terra ; 3). The carrying over

this determination to that other ; this is the function of the conclusion and the

relation of the minor to the major terms.

" § 53. The subordination of a particular to a universal must, therefore, in

every syllogism, be understood wholly in general. Here either a particular

may be determined through the superordinated universal, and such an in-

ference from universal to particular we shall call a syllogism in the frst figure;

or there is a universal known through its subordinated particular, and this

inference from the particular to the universal is called a syllogism in the second

{third'] figure. If, for example, the subordination is given me,— All gold is
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metal ; I can either transfer an attribute of metal, for instance fusibility, to the

gold, or enounce an attribute of gold, ductility, for instance, of some metal. In

the first case, I draw a conclusion in the first figure, from the universal to the

particular

:

All metal is fusible ;

All gold is metal

;

All gold is fusible.

" In the other case, I conclude in the second [third] figure from the par-

ticular to the general

:

All gold is ductile ;

All gold is metal;

Some metal is ductile."

Then, after distribution of the Syllogism into Categorical, Hypothetical, and

Divisive (Disjunctive), he proceeds with the first class.

(s) KIESF.WETTER.

Kiesewetter, Allgemeine Logik; 1801, 1824. I. Theil.

" § 228.— All pure Categorical Syllogisms, whose conclusion is an affirma-

tive judgment, rest on the following principle:— What pertains to the altrihute

of an object, jierlains to the object itself. All syllogisms, whose conclusion is a

negative judgment, are based upon the principle:

—

What is repugnant to the

attributes of an object, is repugnant to the object itself. Two principles which

can be easily deduced,— the first from the principle of Identity, the second

from the principle of Contradiction.

" § 229.— If we take into consideration that the major proposition of every

categorical syllogism must be a universal rule,— from this there flow the fol-

lowing rules

:

" 1. Whatever is universally affirmed of a notion, that is also affirmed of

everything contained under it. The Dictum de Omni.

" 2. What is universally denied of a notion is denied also of everything con-

tained under it. The Dictum de Nulla.

" These rules are also thus expressed

:

" What pertains to the genus or species, pertains also to whatever is con-

tained under them. What is repugnant to the genus or species, is repugnant

also to whatever is contained under them."

See also the Weilere Auseinandersetzung on the paragraphs.

(I) LAEROQUE.

Larroque, Ele'mens de Philosophic, Paris, 1830. Logique, ch. i., p. 202.

" The attribute of an affirmative proposition is taken sometimes particularly,

sometimes universally. It is taken particularly when it has a greater e.xtension

than the subject; universally, when it has not a greater extension, which oc-

curs in every proposition where the two terms are identical. The reason of
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this difference is palpable. If the attribute be a term more general than the

subject, we affirm that the subject is a species or individual contained in the

extension of the attribute:— Man is mortal; Paul is learned;— that is, man is

one, and not the only, species containexl in the extension of the term mortal

;

Paul is an individual, and not every individual, contained in the extension of

the term learned. If, on the contrary, the attribute be not more general than

the subject, the attribute is the same thing with the subject, and, consequently,

we affirm that the subject is all that is contained in the extension of the at-

tribute:

—

A circle is a plane surface, which has all the points in [a line called']

its circumference at an equal distance from a point called its centre,— that is,

a. circle is all or every plane surface, etc.

" The attribute of a negative proposition is always taken universally. When
we deny an attribute of a subject, "we deny of this subject everything that has

the nature of that attribute, that is to say, all the species, as all the individuals,

contained in its extension : The soul is not extended; to wit the soul is not any

of the species, iiot any of the individuals contained in the extension of the term

extended."

Ch. ii., p. 230. " We have supposed, in the demonstration of these rules

[the general rules of the Categorical Syllogism], that tlie attribute of an affirm-

ative premise is always taken particularly. It would, therefore, seem that the

calculations on which this demonstration rests are erroneous, whensoever the

attribute is not a term more general than the subject, for we have seen that,

in these cases, the attribute can be taken universally. But it is to be observed,

that when the two terms of a proposition are identical, if the one or the other

may be taken universally, they cannot both be so taken at once ; and that, if it

be the attribute wliich is taken universally, it ought to be substituted for the

subject, which then affords a particular attribute. A triangle is a figure xvhich

has three sides and three angles. We cannot say. All triangle is all fgure,

which, etc. ; but we can say. All triangle is some fgure, which, etc. ; or, Allfgure

which has three sides and three aivjles is some triangle. Now, in adopting either

of these last expressions of the proposition, the attribute is particular."

Ch. ii., p. 231. "We have seen that the Syllogism inferred from its prem-

ises a proposition to be proved ; now this conclusion cannot be inferred from,

unless it be contained in, the premises. From this incontestable observation

the author of ihe Port Royal Logic has endeavored to draw the following pre-

tended rule, by aid of which we may detect the vice of any fallacious reasoning

whatsoever : Thus should one of the premises contain the conclusion, and the

other show that it is so contained. A great many treatises on Logic call this

the single rule of the moderns. This pompous denomination seems to point at

some marvellous discovery, of which the ancients had no conception,— at

some consummative result of the efforts of the human intellect. It is true,

indeed, that a syllogism is invalid if the conclusion be not contained in the

premises ; but a fine discovery forsooth ! This all the world already knew,—
Aristotle among the rest ; but he justly noted that it is not alwa}S easy to see

whether the conclusion be contained in the premises, an<l it is to assure our-

selves of this that he laid down his rules. The pretended rule of the Port
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Eoyal is, therefore, not one at all ; it enounces only an observation, true but

barren."

iu) OAlLUPPl.

Galluppi, Lczioni di Logica e di Metqfisica. 1832. Lez. xlvii., p. 353, ed.

1841.

" In a reasoning there must be an idea, common to the two premises ; and a

judgment which affirms the identity, either partial or perfect, of the other two

ideas."

In the same Lecture (p. 348) he shows that he is ignorant of the law

quoted from the PMlosophia Lugdunensis, being by the authors of the L' Art de

Penser.

Buffier, Premiere Logique, about 1725. The following is from the Recapitu-

lation, § 109 :

The S\llogism is defined, a tissue of three propositions, so constituted that

if the two former be true, it is impossible but that the third should be true

also. (§ 63.)

The first Proposition is called the Major; the second the Minor; the

third the Conclusion, which last is the essential end iu view of the sj-jlogism.

(§65.)

Its art consists in causing a consciousness, that in the conclusion the idea of

the subject comprises the idea of the predicate ; and this is done by means of a

third idea, called the Middle Term (because it is intermediate between the sub-

ject and predicate), in such sort that it is comprised in the subject, and com-

prises the predicate. (§ C?.)

If the first thing comprise a second, in wliich a third is comprised, tlie first

comprises the third. If a fluid comprise chocolate, in which cocoa is comprised,

the fluid itself comprises cocoa. (§ C8.)

To reach distant conclusions, there is required a plurality of syllogisms.

(§ 71.)

Our rule of itself suffices for all syllogisms, even for the negative ; for every

negative syllogism is equivalent to an affirmative. (§ 7 7.)

Hypotlictical syllo;rlsms consist in the enouncenicnt, by the major premise,

that a ].r.'i"i-iii..ii is true in case there be found a certain condition; and the

minor piiiiiiM' slmus tliat this condition is actually found. (§ 79.)

Disjunctive syllogisms, to admit of an easy verification, ought to be reduced

to hypotlieticals. (§ 81.)

Although the single rule, which is proposed for all syllogisms, be subject to

certain changes of e.xpression, it is nevertheless always the most easy; in fact,

all logical laws necessarily suppose this condition. (§ 87.)

The employment of Grammar is essential for the practice of Logic. (§ 90.)

By means of such practice, which enables us to estimate accurately the value

of the terms in every proposition, we shall likewise obtain the rule for the dis-

covery of all sophisms, which consist only of the mere equivocation of words,

and of the ambiguity of propositions. (§ 92 el seq.')
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(ic) ncTORiy.

Victorin, Neue natUrlichere Darstellung cicr Lngik; Vienna, 1835.

II. Simple Categorical Syllogisms. § 94. The fundamental rule of all such

syllogisms

:

" In whal relation a concept stands to one of two reciprocalltj subordinate con-

cepts, in the same relation does it stand to the other."

§ 94. First Figure; fundamental rule:— "As a notion determines the higher

notion, so does it determine the lower of the same ;
" or, " In what relation a

notion stands to one notion, in the same relation it stands to the lower of the same."

§96. Second Figure; fundamental rule: — " When two notions are oppo-

sitely detennined by a third notion, they are also themselves opposed;" or, "If
two notions stand to a third in opposed relations, they also themselves stand in a

relation of opposition."

§ 98. Third Figure ; fundamental rule : — "As a notion determines the one of
two l^lo i(] subordinate notions, so docs it determine the other;" or, "In ichal

relation a notion stands to the one of two \_to itj subordinate notions, in the same

relation stands it also to the other."

§ 100. Fourth Figure; fundamental rule:— "As a notion is determined by

the one of two subordinate notions Itwo notions in the relation to each other of
subordination'}, so does it determine the other

;

" or, " In what relation one of two

subordinated notions [notions reciprocally subordinate or superordinate'] stands as

to a third, in the same relation stands it also to the other."

11.— Fundamental Laws of Sy

(See Galluppi, Lezioni di Lnijica e di Melafsica, Lez. xlvii., vol. i. p. 345

et scq. ; Troxler, Logik; i. p. 33 ; Bolzano, Wis.ienschaftslehre, Logik, vol. ii.

§ 263, p. 543.)

I. Logicians who confound the Nota notse and the Dictum de Omni, being

ignorant of their several significances ; making them—
a) Coordinate laws without distinction.

Jagcr, Handb. d. Logik, § 68 (1839) ; Prochazka, Gesetzb.,f. d. Dcnken, § 217

(1842) ; Calker, Denklehre, § 143 (1822). Troxler, Logik; ii. p. 40.

b) Derivative ; the Dictum de Omni, to wit, from the Nota nota?. This

supreme or categorical.

AVenzel, Elem. Philos. Log., §§ 253, 256. Canonik. § 64: Kant, Die falsche

Spilzf.,%3. Lngik, %G3. Krag, Logik; ^ 70. Bachmann, io^/A, § 123. Jakob,

Logik, § 262, 4th ed. 1800 ; 1st ed. 1788.

II. Logicians who enounce the law of Identity (Proportion), in the same

third, by the mathematical expression Equality.

Reimarus, Vemunfilehre, § 176. Mayer, Vernunflschlusse, i. p. 290. Arriaga,

In. Sum.. D. III. § 3, p. 23.

III. Logicians who make the Dictum de Omni the fundamental rule of syl-

logisms in general.

Aristot, An. Prior.. L. i. c. 1, § 4. "Wolf, Phil. Pat., § 353. Schciblcr, Op.

P. iv. Xle .sy;. c. ii. §12. Jnc. Thomamas, Erol. Log., c. 3d5. Buttncr, Cur-
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S!(.t Phiha., Log., § 14G. Conimbricenses, In Arist. Dial, An. Prior., L. i. c. 2,

p. 204.

IV. Logicians who confound or malce coordinate llie law of Proportion or

Analogy, and the Dictum de Omni.

Wjttenbach, Priec. Philos. Log., P. iii. c. 6, § 4. Whately, Logic, Intr., ch.

n. p. iii., § 2. Leechman, Logic, P. III. ch. 2. Keckermann, Systema Logicm

Minus, L. iii. c. 2. Sysl. Log. Majus., L. iii. c. 6.

v. Logicians who make the Law of Identity the one supreme.

Suter, Logica, § 61, calls this the principle of Identity and Contradiction.

Aldrich, Comp., L. i. c. 3, § 3, p. 2. Ilutcheson, Log. Comp., P. iii. c. 2.

Arriaga, Cur. Phil., In. Sum., D. iii. §§ 16-22, pp. 23, 24. Larroque, Logique,

p. 224. Mayer, Vernunftschusse, i. p. 293. Troxler, Logik; ii. pp. 33, 40.

Keimarus, Vernunftlelire, § 176. Mendoza, Disp. Log. el Met., I. p. 470.

Derodon, Log. Rest., De Log., pp. 639, 644. Darjes,Fm., etc., § 271, p. 97.

Smiglecius, Logica, D. xiii. p. 517, qu. etc. Fran. Bonce Spei, Com. Prim, in

Log. Arist., D. vii. d. 2, p. 25. Cursus Complut., De Arg., L. iii. e. 4, p. 57.

Alstedlus, Enc. Logica, § ii. c. 10, p. 435. Havichorst, Inst. Log., § 324.

Poncius, Cursus Philos. In An. Prior., D. xx. qu. 5, p. 282.

VI. Logicians who restrict the Dictum de Omni to the First Figure (im-

mediately).

Aldrich, Comp. 1. 1, c. 3, § 7. Noldius, Log. Rec, c. xii. p. 290. Grosser,

Pharus Intellectus, § iii. p. 1, memb. iii. p. 13 7.

VII. Logicians who make the Dicta de Omni et Nullo the supreme canons

for Universal Syllogisms ; the law of Proportion for Singular Syllogisms.

Burgersdicius, Inst. Log., L. ii. c. 8, p. 171. Melancthon, Erot. Dial., De
Syll. Expos., L. iii. p. 172, ed. 1586. Fonseca, Instit. Dial., L. vi. cc. 21, 24,

VIII. What name given by what logicialis to the Law of Proportion, etc.

Laic of Proportion, or of Analogy, Keckermann, 5;/s(. Zo^. L. iii. c. 5, Op.,

p. 746. Alstedius, Encycl., p. 435, rb aycAoyias. Dictum de Omni et Nullo

Majus, Noldius, Log., p. 288. Of Identity, Zedler's Lex. Pr. convenientice.

Darjes, Via ad Verit, § 270, p. 96. Laiv of Proportional Identity and Non-

Identity, Self.

IX. Logicians erroneously supposing Aristotle to employ, besides the Dictum

de Omni, the rule of Proportion as a fundamental law of syllogism.

Rapin, Reflexions sur la Logique, § 4.

X. Terms under which the law of Proportion has been enounced.

Agree with. Coincide with. The same with. Cohere (Syrbius). Coexist

(bad). Co'identicat with. Equal to (No. ii.). In combination with, Darjes, Via

ad Ver., p. 97 (includes negative). Convertible.

III.— ENnNCIATIONS OP THE HiGHEE LawS OF StLLOGISM.

Law of Proportion.

Aristotle, Elench, c. vi. § 8. " Things the same with one and the same, are

the same with one another." Compare Topica, L. vii. c. 1, § 6. Thus Scotus,

In An. Prior., L. i. ciu. 9, f. 248.
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Some say, " Uni tertio indivisibili."— some others, " Uni tertio indivisibili,

indivisibiliter sumpto." Others, in fine, say, " Uni tertio, adequate sumpto."

See Irenieus, Jnleg. Philos. Log., §§ 3, 5. Some express it, " Things that are

equal to the same third are equal to each other." See Irenasus, ib. So Eeim*

arus, Mayer.

Some express it, " Qusecunque conveniunt (vel dissentlunt) in uno tertio,

eadem conveniunt (vel dissentiunt) inter se."

" Quae duo conveniunt cum uno quodam tertio, eatenus conveniunt inter se

;

quando autem duorum unum convenit cum tertio, et alterum huic repugnat,

repugnant quoque eatenus sibi invicem." Wynpersse, Insl. Logica, § 272, Lug.

Bat. 3ded. 1806.

Noldius (Logica, p. 288) calls these the Dicta de Omni et de Nullo. The

former is, " Qujecunque affirmantur in aliquo tertio (singular! identice, univer-

sali et identice et complete distributive), affirmantur inter se." The latter,

" Quorum unum [totaliter] affirmatur in aliquo tertio, alterum negatur, ea inter

se negantur."

Noldius.— " Whatever is affirmed essentially of a subject, is affirmed of all

that is inferior or reciprocal to that subject. Whatever is denied of a subject,

is denied of all inferior or reciprocal." (See Noldius against the universal

application of these Dicta, Log. Hec, p. 290.)

Reusch (Syst. Logicum, ed. i. 1734, § 503) makes the Dicta de Omni et

Nullo the rule of ordinary syllogisms, and thus enunciates them :
" Si quid

pra;dicatur de omni, illud etiam prsdicatur de aliquo : et, Si quid predicatur

de nullo, illud etiam non pra?dicatur de aliquo. Sensus prions est, Quidquid

de genere, vel specie omni pra;dicari potest, illud etiam prsdicatur de quovis

sub illo genere, vel sub ilia specie, contento ; Item,— Cuicunque competit

definitio, illi quocjue competit definitum." (And so vice versa of the other.)

Syrbius gives these two rules

:

1) " If certain ideas cohere with a one-third, they also cohere in the same

manner with each other."

2) " Ideas which do not cohere with the same one-third, these do not cohere

with each other." (Given in the original by Waldin, Systema, p. 162. See

also Acta Erudilorum, 1718, p. 333.) Syrbius thinks that the law of Propor-

tion, unless limited, is false.

Darjes, Tia ad Verilatem (1755), § 270, p. 96, 2d ed. 1764. "Two [things or

notions] in combination with the same third, may be combined together in the

same respect (ea ratione) wherein they stood in combination with that third."

(See further ; shows that other rules are derived from this.)

Dictum de Omni, etc.

Aristotle, Anal. Pr., L. i. c. i. § 11.

" To be predicated, de Omni, universally, is when we can find nothing under

the subject of which the other [that is, the predicate] may not be said ; and to

be predicated de Nullo, in like manner."

Jac. Thomasius, Erotemata Logica, 1670.

" 40. What do you call the foundation of syllogism ?— The Dictiun de

Omni et Nullo.

"41. What is the Dictum de Omni?—When nothing can be subsumed

73
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under the subject of the major proposition of which its predicate may not be

affirmed.

" 42. ^VTiat is the Dictum de JJulIo ? —When nothing can bo subsumed

under the subject of the major proposition of which its predicate is not

• denied."

Thomasius notices that the first rule applies only to the affirmative moods of

the first figure, Barbara and Darii ; the second only to the negative moods of

the same figure, Celareut and Ferio.

IV.— Objections to the DiCTnii de Omni et Nullo.

I. As a principle of syllogism in general.

n. As a principle of the First Figure, as enounced by Aristotle.

1°, Only applies to syllogisms in extension.

2°, Does not apply to individual syllogisms; as, Peler is runnhuj ; bid some

man is Peler; therefore, some man is running.

(Arriaga, In. Summ., p. 24.)

3°, Does not apply to coextensive reasonings ; as, All trilateral is (all) tri-

angular ; hut all triangular has three angles equal to two right angles ; ergo, etc.

Arriaga, ib.

Dictum de Omni et Nullo does not apply,

1°, To the otlier Figures than the First.

2°, Not to all the moods of First Figure, for in many of these the higher

class is subjected to the lower.

3°, The form of the First Figure does not depend upon the principle of the

Dictum de Omni et Nullo. This imperfect ; not upon the thorough-going prin-

ciple, that in tliis figure one notion is compared to a second, and this second

with a third.

V.— General Laws of Stllogissi in Verse.

(1) Partibus ex puris sequitur nil (2) sive negatis.

^(3) Si qua pra;it partis, secpiitiir conrUisio partis.

3 (4) Si qua negata pi-a;it, conclusio sitque negata.

) (5) Lex generalis erit, medium concludere nescit.'

\ (6) Univocusque
; (7) triplex; (8) ao idem terminus estc'

/(l) Distribuas medium
; (2) nee quartus terminus adsit.

3 (3) Utraque nee praemissa negans
; (4) nee particularis.

J (5) Sectetur partem conclusio deteriorem
;

\_(6) Et non distribuat nisi cum prajmissa, (7) negetve.'

1 Pctrus Hisiiatins, Simmiuloc. [Tr. iv. c. 3, 2 Campaiicll.i, Dialect., p. 384.

f. 45 b. — Ed.) 3 Ilutcbesou, Log. Comp. [P. iii. c. 3, p. 53.^

J
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'(1) Terminus esto triplex : medius, majorque, minorque :

(2) Latins hunc quam praemissfe, conclusio non vult,

I
(3) Nequaquam medium capiat conclusio oportet.

' (4) Aut seinel aut iterum medium generaliter esto.

\ (5) Nil sequitur gemiuis ex particularibus unquam.

' (6) Utraque si prsemissa neget, nihil inde sequetur.

(7) Ambae affirmantes nequeunt generare negantem.

> (8) Est parti similis conclusio deteriori. >

Pejorem sequitur semper conclusio partem. )

'(1) Terminus est geminus, mediumque accedit utrique.

I (2) Praemissis dicat ne finis plura, caveto.

I (3) Aut semel, aut iterum medinm genus omne capessat

;

,_(4) Officiique tenax rationem claudere nolit.

'(1) Terminus est triplex. (2) Medium conclusio vitet.

(3) Hoc ex prsemissis altera distribuat.

I (4) Si pr»missa simul fuit utraque particularis,

(5) Aut utrinque negans, nulla sequela venit.

I (6) Particulare prajit ? sequitur conclusio partis.

(7) Pouitur aute negans ? Clausula talis erit.

^(8) Quod non prsecessit, conclusio nulla requirit.*

Tum re, tum sensu, triplex modo terminus esto.

( Argumentari non est ex particulari.

\ Neque negativis reete concludere si vis.

( Nunquam complecti medium conclusio debet.

(
Quantum prajralssje, referat conclusio solum.

( Ex falsis falsum verumque aliquando sequetur;

( Ex veris possunt nil nisi vera sequi.^

VI.— Special Laws of Stllogism in Verse.

1. Fig. Sit minor affirmans, nee major particularis.

2. Fig. Una negans esto, major vero generalis.

3. Fig. Sit minor affirmans, conclusio particularis.

4. Fig. a) Major ubi affirmat, generalem sume minorem.

b) Si minor affirmat, conclusio sit specialis.

c) Quando negans modus est, major generalis habetirr.*

B. -CRITICISM.

I. — Ckiticism of the Special Laws op Syllogism.

The Special Laws of Syllogism, that is, the rules which govern the several

Figures of Categorical Reasonings, all emerge on the suspension of the logical

1 Furchot, with variationB of Seguy, Ph. 3 Crakanthorpe, Logim, L. iii. c. 15, p. 210.

Lvg<l.. Galluppi. [Furchot, Inst. Phil., vol. < Ubaghs, Logim Elimenta, § 225. Sancru-

i., Lo-fica, P. iii. c. 3, p. 171. — Ed.) cius, Diatectica ad McnUm Doct. Subtilis, L. i.

2 Isendoorn, Logica, L. iii. c. 8, p. 427, 8°, c. 3, p. 103. Loud. 1673.

(1652). Chauvin and Walch, Lex. v. SyUog.
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postulate,— To be able to state in language what is operative in thought.

Thej all emerge on the refusal or neglect to give to the predicate that quantity

in overt expression which it possesses in the internal operations of mind. The

logicians assert, 1°, That in affirmative propositions the predicate must be

always presumed particular or indefinite, though in this or that proposition it

be known and thought as universal or definite ; and, 2°, That in negative

propositions this same predicate must be always presumed absolutely (i. e.,

universally or definitely) excluded from the sphere of the subject, even though

in this or that proposition it be known and thought as partially (i. e., partic-

ularly or indefinitely) included therein. The moment, however, that the said

postulate of Logic is obeyed, and we are allowed to quantify the predicate in

language, as the predicate is quantified in thought, the special rules of syllo-

gism disappear, the figures are all equalized and reduced to unessential modi-

fications ; and while their moods are multiplied, the doctrine of syllogism itself

is carried up to the simplicity of one short canon. Having already shown that

the general laws of. syllogism are all comprised and expressed in this single

canon,' it now only remains to point out how, on the exclusive doctrine of the

logicians, the special rules became necessary, and how, on the unexdusive doe-

trine which is now propounded, they became at once superfluous and even

erroneous. It is perhaps needless to observe, that the following rules have

reference only to the whole of Extension.

The double rule of the First Figure, that is, the figure in which the middle

term is subject in the sumption, and predicate in the subsumption, is,— Sit

minor ctjfinnan.9 ; nee major particularis. Here, in the first place, it is prescribed

that the minor premise must be affirmative. The reason is manifest ; because,

if the minor premise were negative, the major premise behooved to be affirma-

tive. But in this figure, the predicate of the conclusion is the predicate of the

major premise ; but if affirmative, the predicate of that premise, on the doctrine

of the logicians, is presumed particular, and as the conclusion following the

minor premise is necessarily negative, a negative proposition thus, contrary to

logical law, has a particular predicate. But if we allow a negative proposition

to have in language, as it may have in thought, a particular or indefinite predi-

cate, the rule is superseded.

The second rule, or second part of the rule, of this First Figure, is, that the

major premise should be universal. The reason of this is equally apparent.

For we have seen that, by the previous rule, the minor premise could not be

negative, in which case certainly, had it been allowable, the middle term would,

as predicate, have been distributed. But whilst it behooved that the middle

term should be once at least distributed (or taken universally), and, as being

the subject of the major premise, it could only be distributed in a universal

proposition, the rule, on the hypothesis of the logicians, was compulsory. But

as we have seen that the former rule is, on our broader ground, inept, and that

the middle term may be universally quantified, as the predicate either of an

affirmative or negative subsumption, it is equally manifest that this rule is, in

like manner, redundant, and even false.

In the Second Figure, that is, the figure in which the middle term is predicate

1 See pp. 536 and 583. — Ed.
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both in sumption and subsumption, the special rule is,— Una nerjans eslo

;

major vero generalis.

In regard to the first rule, or first half of the rule,— That one or other of

the premises should be negative,— the reason is manifest. For, on the doc-

trine of the logicians, the predicate of an affirmative proposition is always

presumed to be particular ; consequently, in this figure the middle term can,

on their doctrine, only be distributed (as distributed at least once it must be)

in a negative judgment. But, on our doctrine, on which the predicate is quan-

tified in language as in thought, this rule is abohshed.'

The second rule, or second moiety of the rule,— That the sumption should

be always univei-sal,— tlie reason of this is equally clear. For the logicians, not

considering that both extremes were in equilibrio in the same whole of exten-

sion, and, consequently, that neither could claim [in either quantity] the place

of major or minor term, and thereby constitute a true major or a true minor

premise ;— the logicians, I say, arbitrarily drew one instead of two direct con-

clusions, and gave the name of major term to that extreme which formed the

predicate in that one conclusion, and the name of major premise to that ante-

cedent proposition which they chose to enounce fii-st. On their doctrine,

therefore, the conclusion and one of the premises being always negative, it

behooved the sumption to be always general, otherwise, contrary to their doc-

trine, a negative proposition might have a particular predicate. On our

doctrine, however, this difficulty does not exist, and the rule is, consequently,

superseded.

In the Third Figure, that is, the figure in which the middle term is subject

of both the extremes, the special rule is,— Sit minor nffirraans ; conclvsio par-

ticular.

Here the fii-st half of the rule,-— That the minor must not be negative,

—

is manifestly determined by the common docti-ine. For (major and minor

terms, major and minor propositions, being in this tigure equally arbitrary as in

the second) here the sumption behooving to be affirmative, its predicate, con-

stituting the major term or predicate of the conclusion, behooved to be partic-

ular also. But the conclusion following the minor premise would necessarily

be negative ; and it would have— what a negative proposition is not allowed

on the common doctrine— an undistributed predicate.

The second half of the rule,— That the conclusion must be particular,—
is detei-mined by the doctrine of the logicians, that the particular antecedent,

which they choose to call the minor term, should be affirmative. For, in this

ease, the middle term being the subject of both premises, the predicate of the

Eubsumptiou is the minor extreme ; and that, on their doctrine, not being dis-

tributed in an affirmative proposition, it consequeudy forms the undistributed

1 [For examples from Aristotle of affirma- ositions in Second Figure, and does not give

tive conclusions in the Second Figure, see De the reason why the inference is good or bad
Colo, L. ii. c. i, i i, text 23, ibi Averroes. in such syllogism. Cf. Ammonius and Philo-

Phys. L. ii. C.2, j 12, text 23, i6i Averroes; c. ponus atl. loc. An. Prior, L. ii. c. 22, §j 7,8.

4, J S, text 33, lit Averroes. ii. c. 7, » 1, text An. Post., L. i. c. 6, i 1, et ibi, Themistius,

42, lii Averroes. An. Post, L. i. c. 12, § 12, Pacius, Zabarella. Cf. also Zabarella, De
text 92, lit Averroes et Facius. Argues him- Quarta Fig. Syll., c. x.]

self, like Caeneus, from two affirmative prop-
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subject of the conclusion. The conclusion, therefore, having a particular sub-

ject, is, on the common doctrine, a particular proposition. But as, on our

doctrine, the predicate of an affirmative proposition may have a universal

quantification, the reason fails.

II. — Laws of Secoxd Figure— Additional.'

By designating the quantity of the predicate, we can have the middle term

(which in this figure is always a predicate) distributed in an affirmative propo-

sition. Thus

:

All Pis aim

;

. All Sis some M;

Therefore, all S is some P.

AU (he things that are organized are all the things that are endowed with life

;

But oilplants are some things endowed with life;

Therefore, all plants are some things organized.

This first rule (see above, p. 291) must, therefore, be thus amplified: — The

middle term must be of definite quantity, in one premise at least ; that is, it

must either, 1°, Be a singular,— individual,— concept, and, therefore, identi-

cal in both premises ; or, 2°, A universal notion presumptively distributed by

negation in a single premise ; or, 3°, A universal notion expressly distributed

by designation in one or both premises.

But the second rule, which has come down from Aristotle, and is adopted

into every system of Logic, with only one exception, an ancient scholiast, is

altogether erroneous. For, 1°, There is properly no sumption and subsump-

tion in this figure ; for the premises contain quantities which do not stand to

each other in any reciprocal relation of greater or less. Each premise may,

therefore, stand first. The rule ought to be, " One premise must be definite ;

"

but such a rule would be idle ; for what is here given as a special canon of this

figure, was already given as one of the laws of syllogism in general. 2°, The

error in the principle is supported by an error in the illustration. In both the

syllogisms given," the conclusion drawn is not that which the premises warrant.

Take the first or affirmative example. The conclusion here ought to have

been. No S is some P, or. Some P is no S ; for there are always two equivalent

conclusions in this figure. In the concrete example, the legitimate conclusions,

as necessitated by the premises, are,— No horse is some animal, and, Some

animal is no horse. This is shown by my mode of e.xplicating the quantity of

the predicate,— combined with my symbolical notation. In like manner, in

the second or negative syllogism, the conclusion ought to have been either

of the two following: In the absti-act formula,— All S are not some P, or,

Some P are not all S ;— in the concrete example, All topazes are not some min-

1 What follows to page 683 was an early The interpolation appears In students' notes

written interpolation by the author in Lee- of the Lectures of session 1841-42, and was

tures (p. 201), being an application of the prin- probably given still earlier. — Ed.

ciple of a quantified predicate to syllogism. 2 See p. 292.— Ed.
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erals, i. e., No topazes are some minerals, or, Soine minerals are not all topazes,

i. e., Some minerals are no topazes.

The moods Cesare and Camestres may be viewed as really one, for they

are only the same syllogism, with premises placed first or second, as is always

allowable in this [Figure], and one of the two conclusions, which are always

legitimately consequential, assigned to each.

A syllogism in the mood Festino admits of either premise being placed first

;

it ought, therefore, to have had another mood for its pendant, with the affirma-

tive premise first, the negative premise second, if we are to distinguish moods

in this figure by the accidental arrangement of the premises. But this was

prohibited by the second Law of this Figure,— that the Sumption must always

be universal. Let us try this rule in the formula of Festino now stated, revers-

ing the premises.

Some S are M (i. e., some M)j

JVoPVsM;

I No Pis some S. 1

I Some S are no P. )

Some actions are praiseworthy

;

No vice is praisewortliy

;

C No vice is some action, "j

' Some action is no vice. )

From what I have now said, it will be seen that the Dictum de Omni et de

NuUo cannot afford the principle of the Second Figure.

The same errors of the logicians, on which I have already commented, in

supposing that the sumption or major premise in this figure must always be

universal,— an error founded on another error, that there is (properly speak-

ing) either sumption or subsumption in this figure at all,— this error, I say,

has prevented them recognizing a mood corresponding to Baroco, the first

premise being a particular negative, the second a universal affirmative, i. e.,

Baroco with its premises reversed. That this is competent is seen from the

example of Baroco now given. Reversing it we have

:

[Some d are not B

;

Some animals are not (any) oviparous

;

All a are B. All birds are (some) oviparous.

No a is some a ; No bird is some animal;

Some a are no a.] Some animal is no bird.

III.— Authoe's Supreme Canons of Categoricai, Syllogisms.

[The supreme Canon or Canons of the Categorical Syllogism, finally adopted

by Sir W. Hamilton, are as follows :]

L " For the Unfigured Syllogism, or that in which the terms compared do

not stand to each other in the reciprocal relation of subject and predicate,

being, in the same proposition, either both subjects or (possibly) both predicates.
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— the canon is:— In so far as two notions (notions proper, or individuals)

either both agree, or one agreeing, the other does not, with a common third notion ;

in so far, these notions do or do not agree with each other.

II. " For the Figured Syllogism, in which the terms compared are severally

subject and predicate, consequently, in reference to each other, containing and

contained in the counter wholes of Intension and Extension,— the canon is

:

— What worse relation of stiiject and predicate subsists between either of two

terms and a common third term, with which one, at least, is positively related ; that

relation subsists between the two terms themselves.

" Each Figure has its own Canon.

"First Figure:

—

What worse relation of determining (predicate) and of

determined (subject) is held by either of two notions to a third, with which one at

least is positively related ; that relation do they immediately (directly) hold to

each other, ajid indirectly (mediately) its converse.

" Second Figure :— What worse relation of determined (subject) is held by

either of tioo notions to a third, with which one at least is positively related ; that

relation do they hold indifferently to each other.

" Third Figure :— Wliat worse relation of determining (predicate) is held by

either of two notions to a third, with which one at least is positively related ; thai

relation do they hold indifferently to each other." '^

IV.— Ultra-Total Qdantificatio.n of Middle Term.

{a) LAMDESrS DOCTRmE.

Lambert, Neues Organon.

Dianoiologie, ^ 193. "If it be indetermined how far A does, or does not,

coincide with B, but, on the other hand, we know that A and B, severally,

make up mo)-e than half the individuals under C, in that case it is manifest

that a [linear] notation is possible, and that of the two following kinds

:

" For since B and A are each greater than the half oi C, A is consequently

greater than C less by B ; and in this case, it is of necessity that some A ai-e

B, and some B are A.^ We may accordingly so delineate

:

-Ci

seeing that it is indifferent whether we commence with A or with B. I may

add, that the case which we have here considered does not frequently occur,

inasmuch as the comparative extension of our several notions is a relation

1 a'sfMsi'owj, pp. 65i, 655. — Ed. I liave elsewhere had occasion to show. See

2 It is enough if either A or B exceed tlie below, p. 688.

half ; the other need be only half This, 3 In the original, for A there is, by a typo-

which Lambert here and hereafter overlooks, graphical erratum, C. See PA. 5 208.
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which remains wholly unknown.' I, consequentl.v. adduce this only as an exam-

ple, that a legitimate employment may certainly be made of these relations."

Phanomenologie, § v. Of the probable—
"§ 188. In so far as such propositions are particular, they may, like all other

particular propositions, be syllogistically employed ; but no farther, unless we

look to their degree of particularity, or other pro.ximate deteimination, some

examples of which we have adduced in the Dianoiologie (§ 235 et seq.). Thus

the degree of particularity may render a syllogism valid, which, without this,

would be incompetent. For example :

Three-fouTths ofA are B;

Tico-thirdsofAareC;

Therefore, some C are B.

The inference here follows, because three-fourths added to two-thirds are

greater than unity ; and, consecjuently, there must be, at least, five-twelfths of

A which are at once B and C.

" § 204. In the Third Figure we have the middle term, subject in both

premises, and the conclusion, particular. If, now, the subjects of the two

premises be furnished with fractions [i. e., the middle term on both sides], both

premises remain, indeed, particular, and the conclusion, consequently, indeter-

mined. But, inasmuch as, in both premises, the degree of particularity is

determined, there are eases where the conclusion may be drawn not only with

probability, but with certainty. Such a case we have already adduced (§ 1 88.)

For, if both premises be affirmative, and the sum of the fractions with which

their subjects are furnished greater than unity, in that case a conclusion may
be drawn. In this sort we infer with certainty :

Tliree-fmrths of A are B

;

Two-thirds of A are C;

Therefore, some C are B.

" § 205. If, however, the sum of the two fractions be less than unity, as—

One-fourth ofA are B;

One-third ofA are G,

1 In reference to this statement, see above, five amount For Logic and Fliilosophy

Dian. § 179, and below, Ph. } 157, where it is tend always to an unexclusive generality;

repeated and confirmed. Lambert might and a general conclusion is invalidated

have added that, as we rarely can employ equally by a single adverse instance as hy a

this relation of the comparative extension of thousand. It is only in the concrete or real

our notions, it is still more rarely of any im- whole, — the whole quantitative or integrate,

port that we should. For in the two abstract, and, whether continuous or discrete, the

or notional, wholes, — the two wholes correl- whole in which mathematics are exclusively

ative and counter to each other, with which conversant, but Logic and Philosophy little

Logic is always conversant (the Universal and interested, — that this relation is of any avail

Formal), — if the extension be not complete, or significanc

it is of no consequence to note its compai a-
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in that case there is no certainty in any affirmative conclusion [indeed in any

conclusion at all]. But if we state the premises thus determinately,

—

Three-fourths of A are not B;

Two-thirds ofA are not C

;

in that case, a negative conclusion may be drawn. For, from the propositions,

Three-fourths of A are not B;

Oue-third ofA are C;

there follows— Some C are not B. And this, again, because the sum of the

two fractions (three-fourths added to one-third) is greater than unity." And!

so on. See the remainder of this section and those following, till § 211.

(6) AUTHOR'S DOCTRINE.

Aristotle, followed by the logicians, did not introduce into his doctrine of

syllogism any quantification between the absolutely universal and the merely

particular predesignations, for valid reasons.— 1°, Such quantifications were

of no value or application in the one whole (the universal potential, logical),

or, as I would amplify it, in the two correlative and counter wholes (the logical

and the formal, actual, metaphysical), with which Logic is conversant. For

all that is out of classification,— all that has no reference to genus and species,

is out of Logic, indeed out of Philosophy ; for Philosophy tends always Ijo the

universal and necessary. Thus the highest canons of deductive reasoning, the

Dicta de OmiiLet de Xullo, were founded on, and for, the procedure from the

universal whole to the subject parts ; whilst, conversely, the principle of in-

ductive reasoning was established on, and for, the (real or presumed) collection

of all the subject parts as constituting the universal whole.— 2°, The integrate

or matlicmatical whole, on the contrary (whether continuous or discrete), the

philosophers contemned. For whilst, as Aristotle observes, in mathematics

genus and species are of no account, it is, almost exclusively, in the mathemat-

ical whole that quantities are compared together, through a middle term, in

neither premise, equal to the whole. But this reasoning, in which the middle

term is never universal, and the conclusion always particular, is, as vague,

partial, and contingent, of little or no value in philosophy. It was accord-

ingly ignored in Logic ; and the predesignations more, most, etc., as I have

said, referred to universal, or (as was most common) to particular, or to neither,

quantity.' This discrepancy among logicians long ago attracted my attention

;

and I saw, at once, that the possibility of inference, considered absolutely, de-

pended exclusively on the quantifications of the middle term, in both premises,

being, together, more than its possible totality .— its distribution, in any one.

At the same time I was impressed— 1°, With the almost utter inutility of

Log. L. ii c.1 [Cf. Corvinus, Insi
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sucli reasoning, in a philosophical relation ; and, 2°, Alarmed with the load of

valid moods which its recognition in Logic would introduce. The mere quan^

tification of the predicate, under the two pure quantities o{definile and indefi-

nite, and the two qualities of ajfirmative and negative, gives (abstractly) in each

figure thirti/six valid moods ; which (if my present calculation be correct)

would be multiplied, by the introduction of the two hybrid or ambiguous quan-

tifications of a majority and a half, to the fearful amount oi four hundred and

eighty valid moods for each figure. Though not, at the time, fully aware of the

strength of these objections, they, however, prevented me from breaking down

the old limitation ; but as my supreme canon of Syllogism proceeds on the

mere formal possibility of reasoning, it of course comprehends all the legitimate

forms of quantification. It is:— What worst relation of subject and predicate

subsists between either of two terms and a common third term, with which one, at

least, is positively related ; that relation subsists between the two terms themselves:

in other words,

—

In as far as tico notions both agree, or, one agreeing, the other

disagrees, with a common third notion; insofar those notions agree or disagree

with each other. This canon applies, and proximately, to all categorical syllo-

gisms,— in extension and comprehension,— affirmative and negative,— and

of any figure. It deteimines all the varieties of such syllogisms : is developed

into all their general, and supersedes all their special, laws. In short, without

violating this canon, no categorical reasoning can, formally, be wrong. Now,

this canon supposes that the two extremes are compared together through the

same common middle ; and this cannot but be if the middle, whether subject or

predicate, in both its quantifications together, exceed its totality, though not

taken in that totality in either premise.

But, as I have stated, I was moved to the reconsideration of this whole mat-

ter ; and it may have been Mr. De Morgan's syllogism in our correspondence

(p. 19) which gave the suggestion. The result was the opinion, that these two

quantifications should be taken into account by Logic, as authentic forms, but

then relegated, as of little use in practice, and cumbering the science with a

superfluous mass of moods.'

No syllogism can be formally wrong in which (1°), Both premises are not

negative; and (2°), The quantifications of the middle term, whether as sub-

ject or predicate, taken together, exceed the quantity of that term taken in its

whole extent. In the former case, the extremes are not compared together ; in

the latter, they are not necessarily compared through the same third. These

two simple rules (and they both flow from the one supreme law) being obeyed,

no syllogism can be bad, let its extremes stand in any relation to each other

as major and minor, or in any relation to the middle term. In other words, its

premises may hold any mutual subordination, and may be of any Figure.

On my doctrine, Figure being only an unessential circumstance, and every

proposition being only an equation of its terms, we may discount Figure, etc.,

1 Extract from A Lttter to A. de Morgan, Esq., from Sir W. Hamilton, p. 41. — Ed.
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altogether ; and instead of the s)Tnbol (^ ) marking subject and predi-

cate, we might use the algebraical sign of equality (=).

The rule of the logicians, that the middle tenn should be once at least dis-

tributed [or indistributable] (i. e., taken universally or singularly= definitely),

is untrue. For it is sufficient if, in both the premises together, its quantification

be more than its quantity as a whole (Ultratotal). Therefore, a major part (a

more or most) in one premise, and a half in the other, are sufficient to make it

effective. It is enough, for a valid syllogism, that the two extreme notions

should (or should not), of necessity, partially coincide in the third or middle

notion ; and this is necessarily shown to be the case if the one extreme coin-

cide with the middle to the extent of a half (Dimidiate Quantification) ; and

the other to the extent of aught more than a half (Ultradimidiate Quantifica-

tion). The first and highest quantification of the middle term ( : ) is sufficient,

not only in combination with itself, but with any of all the three inferior. The
second ( .

,
) suffices in combination with the highest, with itself, and with the

third, but not with the lowest. The third (
.
) suffices in combination with

either of the higher, but not with itself, far less with the lowest. The fourth and

lowest ( , ) suffices only in combination with the highest. [1. Dcfiuite ; 2. In-

definito-dofinite ; 3. Semi-definite ; 4. Indefinite.]

{1st March, 1847.— Very carefully authenticated.)

There are 4 quantities ( , |
.

| -, | :), affording (4x4) 16 possible double quan-

tifications of the middle term of a syllogism.
2 3

Of these 10 are legitimate equivalents ( : M :
|

: M
. , |

. ,M .
j

: M .
|

. M :
|

4 6

:M,
I

,M:
I

.,M.,
|
.,M.

|
.M.,); and 6 illegitimate, as not, together, neces-

sarily exceeding the quantity of that term, taken once in its full extent ( .
,M

,

I

,M.,
I

-M.
I

-M,
I

,M.
I

,M,).

Each of these 16 quantified middle terms affords 64 possible moods; to wit,

16 affirmative, 48 negative ; legitimate and illegitimate.

Altogether, these 16 middle terms thus give 256 affirmative and 768 negative

moods ; which, added together, make up 1024 moods, legitimate and illegitimate,

for each figure. For all three figures= 3072.

The 10 legitimate quantifications of the middle term afford, of legitimate

moods, 160 affirmative and 320 negative (=480), i. e., each 16 affirmative and

32 negative moods (= 48) ; besides of illegitimate moods, from double negar

tion, 160, i. e., each 16. The 6 illegitimate quantifications afford, of affirmative

moods, 96 ; of simple negative moods, 192 ; of double negative moods, 96 (=
384). Adding all the illegitimates= 544.

The 1024 moods, in each figure, thus afford, of legitimate, 480 moods (1440

for all 3 Figs.) ; being of affirmative 160 (480 for 3 Figs.), of negative 320

(960 for 3 Figs.), of illegitimate 544 moods; there being e.xcluded in each,

from inadequate distribution alone (§), 288 moods (viz., 96 affirmative, 192

negative) ; from double negation alone (J), 160 moods; from inadequate dis-

tribution and double negation together (§:]:), 96 moods.
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(e) MNEMONIC VERSES.

A it affirms of this, these, da—
Whilst E denies of any:

I, it affirms, whilst denies,

Of some (or few or many).

Thus A affirms, as E denies.

And definitely either:

Thus I affirms, as O denies.

And definitely neither.

A half, left semi-definite.

Is worthy of its score;

U, then, affirms, asT denies,

This, neither less nor more.

Indefinito-definites,

To UI and YO we come;

And that affirms, and this denies.

Of mare, most (half plus some).

UI and YO may be called Indefinito-definite, either (1°), Because they ap-

proximate to the whole or definite, [forming] more than its moiety, or (2°),

Because they include a half, which, in a certain sense, may be regarded as

definite, and something, indefinite, over and above.

YII.

INDUCTION AND EXAMPLE.

(See p. 225.)

I. — Quotations from Authors.

(a) ARISTOTLE.

Aristotle, Prior Analytics, B. ii. c. 23. After stating that " we believe all

things either through [deductive] Syllogism or from Liduction," he goes on to

expound the nature of this latter process.

" Now, Induction, and the Syllogism from Induction, is the inferring one

extreme [the major] of the middle through the other ; if, for instance, B is the

middle of A C, and, through C, we show that A inheres in B. Thus do we

institute Inductions. In illustration : — Let A be long-lived, B, tcanling-bile,

and C, individual long-lived animals, as tnan, horse, mule, etc. A, then, inheres

in the whole of C (for all animal without bile is [at least some] long-lived) ; but
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B, loanting hile, also [partially, at least] inheres in all C^ If now C reciprocate

with B, and do not go beyond that middle [if C and B, subject and predicate,

are each all the other], it is of necessity that A [some, at least] should inhere

in [all] B. For it has been previously shown,'* that If any two [notions] inhere

in the same [remote notion], and if the middle' reciprocate with either [or

1 1 have, however, doubts whether the ex-

ample which uow stands in the Organon be

that which Aristotle himself proposed. It

appears, at least, to have been considerably

modified, probably to bring it nearer to wbat

was subsequently supposed to be the truth.

This I infer as likely from the Commentary
of Ammonius on the Prior Analytics^ occa-

sionally isiterpolated by, and thus erroneously

quoted under the name of a posterior critic,

— Joannes, suruamed Philoponus, etc. His

words are, in reference to Aristotle, as fol-

lows:—" He wishes, through an example, to

illustrate the Inductive process; it is of this

intent. Let A be long-lived ; B, iva?iting bile;

C, as crow, and the like. Now, he says, that

the crow awJ the stag^ being animals without

bile and long-lived, therefore, animal want-

ing bile is long-lived. Thus, through the last

(or mhior] do we connect the middle term

with the [major] extreme. For I argue thus:

— the individual animals wanting bile are

[all] long-lived; consequently, [all] animals

wanting bile are long-lived." F. 107, a. ed.

Aid. Compare also the greatly later Leo
Magentinus, on the Prior Analytics^ f. 41, a.

ed. Aid. Ou the age of Magentinus, histori-

ans (as Saxius and Fabricius) vary, from the

seventh century to the fourteenth. He was
certainly subsequent to MiOiael IVellus, ju-

nior, whom he quotes, and, therefore, not

before the cud of tlie eleventh century ; whilst

his ignorance of the doctrine of Conversion,

introduced by Boethius, may show that he

could hardly have been so receut as the four-

teenth.

Aristotle, De Part. Animal (L. iv. c. 2), says,

*'ln some animals the gall [bladder] is abso-

lutely wanting, as in the horse, mule, ass,

stag, and roe." .... "It is, therefore, evi-

dent that the gall serves no useful purpose,

but is a mere excretion. Wherefore those of

the ancients say well, who declare that the

cause of longevity is the absence of the gall;

and this from their observation of the soli-

dungula and deer, for auimals of these classes

want the gall, and are long-lived."— i^/^r.

An , L. ii c. 11, Schn. 18, .Seal. 15 vul. Notices

gall-bladder (XoA7j,v. .Schn.iii. p, lOiJ). at the

liver. Of the latter, amoug viviparous quad-

rupeds, he notices stag, roe, horse, mule, ass,

etc. Of birds who have the gall-bladder

apart from the liver and attached to the in-

testines, he notices the pigeon, crow, etc.

2 Aristotle refers to the chapter immedi-

ately preceding, which treats of the Recipro-

cation of Terms, and in that to the fifth rule

which he gives, and of the following purport

:

"Again, when A and B inhere in all C [i. e.,

all C is A and is B], and when C reciprocates

[i. c, is of the same extension and comprehen-

sion] with B, it is necessary that A should

inhere in all B [i. e., that all B should be A]."

3 For &Kpov, I read jX€aoi/- but perhaps the

true lection is— 7rp6 J rovro ^arepoi/ auTwu
ayT i<TTp€(piJ Twv aKpiav. The necessity of an

emendation becomes manifest from the slight-

est consideration of the context. In fact, the

common reading yields only nonsense, and

this on sundry grounds. — 1'^, There are three

things to which Ssarepov is here applicable,

and yet it can only apply to two. But if lim-

ited, as limited it must be, to the two inhe-

rents, two absurdities emerge. 2°, For the

middle, or common, notion, in which both

the others inhere, that, in fact, here exclu-

sively wanted, is alone excluded. 3°, One,

too, of the iuhereuts is made to reciprocate

with either; that is, with itself, or other, 4°,

Of the two inherents, the minor extreme is

that which, on Aristotle's doctrine of Induc-

tion, is alone considered as reciprocating with

the middle or common term. But, in Aris-

totle's language, to &Kpov, '• The Extreme," is

(like 7] 7rp(jTO(Tiy, The Proposition in the com-

mon language of the logicians) a synonyme

for the major, in opposition to, and in exclu-

sion of, the minor, terra. In the two short

correlative chapters, the present and that

which immediately follows, on Induction

and on Example, the expression, besides the

instance in questiou, occurs at least seven

times ; and in all as the major term. — 5°, The

emendation is required by the demonstration

itself, to which Aristotle refers. It is found

in the chapter immediately preceding (§ 5),

and is as follows : — " Again, when A and B
inhere in all C, and when C reciprocates with

B, it necessarily follows that A should [par-

tially, at least] inliere in all B. For whilst A
[some, at least] inheres in all C, and [all] C,

by reason of their reciprocity, inheres in [all]

B; A will also [some, at least] inhere in all B."

The mood here given is viii. of our Table.

{See Appendix XI.)
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with both], then will the other of the predicates [the syllogism being in the

third figure] inhere in the co-reciprocating extreme. But it behooves us to

conceive C as a complement of the ichole individuals ; for Induction has its

inference through [as it is of] all.'

" This kind of syllogism is of the primary and immediate proposition. For

the reasoning of things mediate is, through their medium, of things immediate,

through Induction. And in a certain sort, Induction is opposed to the [Deduc-

tive] Syllogism. For the latter, through the middle term, proves the [major]

extreme of the third [or minor] ; whereas the former, through the third [or

minor term, proves] the [major] extreme of the middle. Thus [absolutely],

in nature, the syllogism, through a medium, is the prior and more notorious

;

but [relatively] to us, that through Induction is the clearer."

An. Pr., L. ii. c. 24. Of Example. — § 1. " Example emerges, when it is

shown that the [major] extreme inheres in the middle, by something similar to

the third [or minor term] § 4. Thus it is manifest that the

Example does not hold the relation either of a whole to part [Deduction], nor

of a part to whole [Induction], but of part to part ; when both are contained

under the same, and one is more manifest than the other. § 5. And [Example]

dilfers from Induction, in that this, from all the individuals, shows that the

[major] extreme inheres in the middle, and does not [like Deduction] hang the

syllogism on the major extreme ; whereas that both hangs the syllogism [on the

major extreme], and does not show from all the individuals [that the major

extreme is inherent in the minor.]
"

An. Poil., L. i. c. 1, § 3.— "The same holds true in the case of reasonings,

whether through [Deductive] Syllogisms or through Induction ; for both ac-

complish the instruction they afford from information foreknown, the former

receiving it as it were from the tradition of the intelligent, the latter manifest-

ing the universal through the light of the individual." (Pacii, p. 413. See the

rest of the chapter.)

An. Pos., L. i. c. 18, § 1.— " But it is manifest that, if any sense be want-

ing, some relative science should be wanting likewise, this it being now impos-

sible for us to apprehend. For we learn everything either by induction or by

demonstration. Now, demonsh-ation is from universals, and induction from

particulars ; but it is impossible to speculate the universal unless through in-

dudtion, seeing that even the products of abstraction will become known to us

by induction."

A. Aristotle's Errors regarding Induction.

Not making Syllogism and its theory superior and common to both Deduc-

tive and Inductive reasonings.

A corollary of the preceding is the reduction of the genus Syllogism to its

species Deductive Syllogism, and the consequent contortion of Induction to

Deduction.

I This requisite of Logical Induction,— immediately following, in which he treats the

that it should be thougiit as the result of an reasoning from Example. See passage quoted

agreement of all the individuals or parts, — on page 590 (j 5).

is further shown by Aristotle in the chapter
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B. Omissions.

Omission of negatives.

Of both terms reciprocating.

C. Ambiguities.

Confusion of Indi-piduals and Particular. See Scheibler \_Opera Logica, P.

iii. De Prop., c. vi., tit. 3, 5. — Ed.].

Confusion or non-distinction of Major or Minor extremes.

The subsequent observations are intended only to show out Aristotle's au-

thentic opinion, which I hold to be substantially the true doctrine of Induction

;

to expose the multiform errors of his expositors, and their tenth and ten times

tenth repeaters, would be at once a tedious, superfluous, and invidious labor.

I shall, first of all, give articulately the correlative syllogisms of Induction and

Deduction which Aristotle had in his eye ; and shall employ the example which

now stands in the Organon, for, though physiologically false, it is, nevertheless

(as a supposition), valid, in illustration of the logical process.

Aristotle's cokbelative syllogisms.

(a) Of IrrDUCTiON. {b) Of Deduction.

All C (man, horse, mule, etc.) is some A (long- All A (imnting-bile) is some A (long-lived);

lived); All C (man, horse, mule, etc.) is all B (want-

All C (7nan, horse, mule, etc.) is all B (want- ing-bile);

iny-bile); All C (inan, horse, mule, etc.) is some A (long-

All B (wanting-bile) is some A (long-lived). lived).

A, i-i:C(p,q,r,ete.):— :B A, m-.B: ^:C (p,q,r, etc.)

These syllogisms, though of different figures, fall in the same mood ; in our

table they are of the eighth mood of the thii-d and first Figures. Both un-

allowed. (See Ramus, quoted below, p. 593.)

The Inductive syllogism in the first figure given by Schegkius, Pacius, the

Jesuits of Coimbra, and a host of subsequent repeaters, is altogether incompe-

tent, so far as meant for Aristotle's correlative to his Inductive syllogism in the

thii-d. Neither directly nor indirectly does the philosopher refer to any Induc-

tive reasoning in any other figure than the third. And he is right ; for the

third is the figure in which all the inferences of Induction naturally run. To
reduce such reasonings to the first figure, far more to the second, is felt as a

contortion, as will be found from the two following instances, the one of which

is Aristotle's example of Induction, reduced by Pacius to the first figure, and

the other the same example reduced by me to the second. I have taken care

also to state articulately what are distinctly thought,— the quantifications of

the predicate in this reasoning, ignored by Pacius and logicians in general, and
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admitted only on compulsion, among others, by Derodon (below, p. 594), and

the Coimbra commentator.'

Aristotle's inddctite syllogism in fiocees.

(c) Fm. I. {d) Fig. II.

All C (man, horse, mule, etc.) is someA (,lon(j- Some A (long-lived) is all C (man, horse,

lived)

;

mule, etc.);

AU B (wantiny-bile) is all C (jiian, horse, AU B (wanting-bile) is aU C (man, horse,

mule, etc.); mule, etc.

)

;

All B (xvarUing-bUe) is some A (long-lived). All B (wanting-bile) is some A (long-lived).

(b) PACarUEBES.

Pachymeres, Epitome of Aristotle's Logic (Title viii. ch. 3, c. 1280).— "In-

duction, too, is celebrated as another instrument of philosophy. It is more

persuasive than Deductive reasoning, for it proposes to infer the universal

from singulars, and, if possible, from all. But as this is frequently impossible,

individuals being often in number infinite, there has been found a method

through which we may accomplish an Induction, from the observation even of

a few. For, after enumerating as many as we can, we are entitled to call on

our adversary to state on his part, and to prove, any opposing instances.

Should he do this, then [for, ' data instantia, cadit inductio '] he prevails ; but

should he not, then do we succeed in our Induction. But Induction is brought

to bear in the third figure ; for in this figure is it originally cast. Should, then,

the minor premise be converted, so that the middle be now predicated of all

the minor extremes, as that extreme was predicated of all the middle ; in that

case, the conclusion will be, not of some, but of all. [In induction] the first

figure, therefore, arises from conversion,— from conversion of the minor prem-

ise,— and this, too, converted into all, and not into some. But [an inductive

syllogism] is drawn in the third figure, as follows :— Let it be supposed that

we wish to prove,— every animal moves the lower jaw. With that intent, we

place as terms:— the major, moves the under jaw; the minor, [all] animal;

and, lastly, the middle, all contained under animal, so that these contents recip-

rocate with all animal. And it is thus perfected [?] in the first figure, as

follows:

—

To move the lower jaw is predicated of all individual ani7nals; these

all a,r& predicated of all animal ; therefore, moving the lower jaio is predicated

of all animal. In such sort induction is accomplished."

Ramus, Scholm Dialectics, L. viii. c. 1 1. " Quid vero sit inductio perobscure

[Aristoteli] declaratur : nee ab interpretibus intelligitur, quo modo syllogismus

per medium concludat majus extremum de minore : inductio majus de medio

1 [In An. Prior, L. ii. p. 403. Cf. Perionius, Dialectka, L. iii. p. 356 (1544). Tosca, Comp.

Pith. Logica, 1. 1. 1. iii. c. 1, p. 115.]

75
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per minus." Ramus has confirmed his doctrine by his example. For, in his

expositions, he himself is not correct.

Derodon, Lnrjica Restituta, 1G59, p. G02. PMlosoph'ia Contractu, 1664, Logica,

p. 91. " Induction is the argumentation in which, from all the particulars,

their universal is inferred; as— Fire, air, water, earth, are bodies; therefore,

every element is body. It is recalled, however, to syllogism, by assuming all the

particulars [including singulars] for the middle term, in this manner :
—Fire,

air, water, and earth are bodies; but fire, air, water, and earth are every element;

therefore, every element is body. Again :— The head, chest, feet, etc., are dis-

eased ; but the head, chest, feet, etc., are the tchole animal; therefore, the whole

animal is diseased. Thus induction is accomplished when, by the enumeration

of all the individuals, we conclude of the species what holds of all its indi-

viduals ; as— Peter, Paid, Ja/nes, etc., are rational ; therefore, all man is

rational ; or when, by the enumeration of all the species, we conclude of the

genus what holds of all its species; as— Man, ass, horse, etc., are sensitive;

therefore, all animal is sensitive ; or when, by the enumeration of all the parts,

we conclude the same of the whole ; as— Head, chest, feet, etc., are diseased;

tJiereforc, the whole animal is diseased."

(€) TBE COLLEOE OFALCALA.

A curious error in regard to the contrast of the Inductive and the Deductive

syllogism stands in the celebrated Cursus Complutensis,— in the Disputations

on Aristotle's Dialectic, by the Carmelite College of Alcala, 1624 (L. iii. c. 2).

We there find surrendered Aristotle's distinctions as accidental. Induction

and Deduction are recognized, each as both ascending and descending, as both

from, and to, the whole ; the essential difference between the processes being

taken, in the existence of a middle term for Deduction, in its non-existence

for Induction. The following is given as an example of the descending syllo-

gism of Induction:

—

All men are animals; therefore, this, and this, and this,

etc., man is an animal. An ascending Inductive syllogism is obtained from the

preceding, if reversed. Now all this is a mistake. The syllogism here stated

is Deductive ; the middle, minor, and major terms, the minor premise and the

conclusion being confounded together. Expressed as it ought to be, the syllo-

gism is as follows :
—All men are (some) animals ; this, and this, and this, etc.,

are (constitute) all men ; therefore, this, and thii, and thi<>, etc., are (some)

animal. Here the middle term and three propositions reappear ; whilst the

Deductive syllogism in the first figure yields, of course, on its reversal, an

Inductive syllogism in the third.

The vulgar errors, those till latterly, at least, prevalent in this country,—
that Induction is a syllogism in the Mood Barbara of the first figure (with the

minor or the major premise usually suppressed) ; and still more that from a

some in the antecedent we can logically induce an all in the conclusion,.

—

these, on their own account, are errors now hardly deserving of notice, and
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have been already sufficiently exposed by me, upon another occasion (Edin-

burgh Review, LVJi. p. 224 et seq.). ^Discussions, p. 158 et seq.— Ed.]

(f) FACCIOLATI.

Facciolati, Rudimenia Logica, P. iii. e. 3, defines Induction as " a reasoning

without a middle, and concluding the universal by an enumeration of the sin-

gulars of which it is made up." His examples show that he took it for an

Enthymeme.— '^Prudence, Temperance, Fortitude, etc., are good habits \_these

constitute all virtuel ; therefore [aW] virtue is a habit."

(g) LAMBERT.

Lambert, Neues Organon, i. § 287. "When, in consequence of finding a

certain attribute in all things or cases which pertain to a class or species

[genus (?)], we are led to affirm this attribute of the notion of the class or

genus ; we are said to find the attribute of a class or genus through induction.

There is no doubt that this succeeds so soon as the induction is complete, or

so soon as we have ascertained that the class or species A contains under it no

other cases than C, D, E, F, M, and that the attribute B occurs in each

of the cases C, D, E, F, M. This process now presents a formal syllo-

gism in Caspida. For we thus reason —

C, as trefl as D, E, F, M are all B;

But A is either C, or D, or E, or F or M;
Consequently, all A are B.

" The example preidously given of the syllogistic mood Caspida may here

serve for illustration. For, to find whether every syllogism of the Second

Figure be negative, we go through its several moods. These are Cesare,

Catnestres, Festino, Baroco. Now both the first conclude in E, both the last in

O. But E and O are negative, consequently all the four, and herewith the

Second Figure, in general, conclude negatively.^ As, in most cases, it is very

difficult to render the minor proposition, which has the disjunctive predicate

for its middle term, complete, there are, therefore, competent very few perfect

inductions. The imperfect are [logically] worthless, since it is not in every

case allowable to argue from some to all. And even the perfect we eschew,

whensoever the conclusion can be deduced immediately from the notion of the

genus, for this inference is a shorter and more beautiful."

Strictures on Lambert's doctrine of Induction.

1°, In making the minor proposition disjunctive.

2°, In making it particular.

3°, In making it a minor of the First Figure instead of the Third.

Better a categorical syllogism of the Third Figure, like Aristotle, whom he

does not seem to have been aware of. Befuted by his own doctrine in § 230.

I It is given in § 285. as follows

:

".Voic ei-enj syllogism of Vie Second Figure is eUher in
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The recent German Logicians/ following Lambert {N. Org. i. § 287), make

the inductive syllogism a byword. Lambert's example :— " C, as well as D,

E, F M,'all are B; but A is either C, or D, or E, or F, or U;
therefore, all A is B." Or, to adapt it to Aristotle's example :— Man, as well

as horse, mule, etc., all are long-lived animals ; but animal void of gall is either

man, or horse, or mule, etc. ; therefore, all animal void of gall is long-lived.

This, I find, was an old opinion, and is well invalidated by the commentators

of Louvain."

The only inducement to the disjunctive form is, that the predicate is ex-

hausted without the predesignation of universality, and the First Figure

attained. But as these crotchets have been here refuted, therefore, the more

natural, etc.

Some logicians, as Oxford Crakanthorpe (Logica, 1. iii. c. 20, published

1622, but written long before), hold that induction can only be recalled to a

Hypothetical syllogism. As,— If Sophocles be risible, likewise Plato and all

other men, then all man is rltible ; but Socrates is risible, likewise Plato and all

other men ; therefore all man is risible. Against the Categorical syllogism in

one or other figure he argues :— " This is not a universal categorical, because

both the premises are singular ; nor a singular categorical, because the conclu-

sion is universal." It is sufficient to say, that, though the subjects of the prem-

ises be singular (Crakanthorpe does not contemplate their being particular),

as supposed to be all the constituents of a species or relatively universal whole,

they are equivalent to that species ; their universality (though contrary to

Aristotle's canon) is, indeed, overtly declared, in one of the premises, by the

universal predesignation of the predicate. Our author further adds, that In-

duction cannot be a categorical syllogism, because it contains four terms ; this

1 As Herbart, Lehrbucli dtr Logik, § 69, minor, and the predicate the major, extreme

Twesten, Drobisch, H. Rittcr. in the syllogism; whilst the singulars, which

2 ''I am aware of the opinion of many, have no place in the conclusion, constitute

that the singulars in the Inductive syllogism the middle term. Thus the Induction — Soc-

should he enumerated by a disjunctive con- rates runs, Plato nms {and so of ottier men);

junction, in so much that the premises of therefore, alt man runs,— is thus reduced:

such a syllogism are commonly wont to be All that is Socrates, or Plato (and so of others),

thus cast; Whalsoe'ver is .Tohn, or Peter, or Paul, runs ; but ail man is Socrates, or Plato {and so

etc., is capable of instruction. But they err, of others) ; therefore, all man runs. And these

not observing that the previous proposition singulars ought to be taken disjunctively, and

is manifestly equivalent to the following,— disjunctively, not coraputatively, verified of

John, and Peter, and Paul, etc., are capable of their universal." — (/)i Hisp. Sutnmul. Tr. v.)

instruction." (Lovauienses, Cojn. In An. Pr., The same doctrine is held in the Repara-

L. ii. tr, 3, c. 2, p. 28B, ed. 1547; 1st ed., 1555.) (loncjofArnoldusdeTungeri and the Masters

This here said of the major is true of Lam- Eegent in the Burse (or College) of St. Law-
bert's minor. The Louvain masters refer rence, in Cologne, 1496. (Tr. iii. c. ii.. Sec.

probably [to Versor, etc.] This doctrine, — Pri.)

that the Inductive syllogism should be drawn It is also maintained in the Copulati of

in a disjunctive form, — was commonly held, Lambertus de Monte, and tlie other Regents

especially by the scholastic commentators on in the Bursa Montis of Cologne, 1490. They

Fetrus Hispanus. Thus Versor (to take the give their reasons, which are, however, not

books at hand), whose Exposition first ap- worth stating and refuting,

peared in 1487, says— " In the fourth place. But Tartaretus, neither in his Commenta-

Induction is thus reduced to syllogism, seeing ries on Hispanus nor on Aristotle, meutioxis

that, in the conclusion of the Induction, there this doctrine,

are two terms of which the subject forms the
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quaternity being made by the "all men" (in his example) of the premises

being considered as different from the "all man" of the conclusion. This is

the veriest trifling. The difference is wholly factitious : all man, all men, etc.,

are virtually the same ; and we may indifferently use either or both, in prem-

ises and conclusion.

II.— Material Induction.

Material or Philosophical Induction is not so simple as commonly stated,

but consists of two syllogisms, and two deductive syllogisms, and one an Epi-

cheirema. Thus

:

I.— What is found true of some constituents of a natural class, is to be pre-

sumed true of the whole class (for nature is always uniform) ; a a' a" are some

constituents of the class A ; therefore, what w true of a a' a" is to be presumed

true of A..

H.^What is true of a a' a," is to be presumed true of A ; but z is true of a

a' a" ; therefore, z is true of A.

It will be observed, that all that is here inferred is only a presumption,

founded, 1°, On the supposed uniformity of nature ; 2°, That A is a natural

class ; 3°, On the truth of the observation that a a' a" are really constituents

of that class A ; and, 4°, That z is an essential quality, and not an accidental.

If any be false, the reasoning is nought, and, in regard to the second, a a' a"

(some) cannot represent A (all) if in any instance it is found untrue. "Data

instantia cadit inductio." In that case the syllogism has an undistributed

middle.
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VI 1 1.

HYPOTHETICAL AND DISJUNCTIVE REASONING— IMME-
DIATE INFERENCE.

I.— Author's Doctrixe — Fragments.

(See p. 2.31.)

All Mediate inference is one ; that incorrectly called Categorical ; for the

Conjunctive and Disjunctive forms of Hypothetical reasoning are reducible to

immediate inferences.

Immediate

;

of which some

kinds are

^ Recognized,

as Propositional.

) (Various.)

Not recognized,

as Syllogistic,

'Disjunctive,

Mediate

;

Syllogism Proper,

(Categorical.)

'b) Figured,

1 (Intensive

or Exten- ^ F- H-

.Z^

§ 1. Reasoning is the showing out explicitly that a proposition, not granted

or supposed, is implicitly contained in something different, which is granted or

§ 2. What is granted or supposed is either a single proposition, or more than

a single proposition. The Reasoning in the former case is Immediate, in the

latter Mediate.

§ 3. The proposition implicitly contained may be stated first or last. The

Reasoning in the former case is Analytic, in the latter Synthetic.

Observations.— § 1. "A proposition," not a truth ; for the proposition may
not, absolutely considered, be true, but, relatively to what is supposed its

evolution, is and must be necessary. All Reasoning is thus hypothetical

;

hypothetically true, though absolutely what contains, and, consequently,

what is contained, may be false."

l Reprinted from Discussions, p. 656 Ed. cal, and that Categorical Syllogism is really,

and in a higher signification, Iiypothetical,

' That all logical reasoning is hypotheti- see Maimon, Versuch einer neuen Logik, j vi. 1.,
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Observations.— § 2. Examples : Immediate— If A is B, then B is A ; Medi-

ate— i/" A is B, and B is C, then A is C.

Observations.— § 3. Examples : Analytic— B is A, for A is B ; A is C,for

A is B, and B is C. Synthetic— A is B; therefore, B is A; A is B, and

BisC; therefore, A is C.

ON THE NATURE AND DIVISIONS OP INFERENCE OR SYLLOGISM IN GENERAL.

(NoTember, 1848.)

I. Inference, what

II. Inference is of three kinds; what I would call the— 1°, Commutative;

2°, Explicative ; and, 3°, Comparative.

1°, In the first, one proposition is given ; and required what are its formal

commutations ?

2°, In the second, two or more connected propositions are given, under cer-

tain conditions (therefore, all its species are conditionals) ; and required what

are the formal results into which they may be explicated. Of this genus tliere

are two species,— the one the Disjunctive Conditional, the other the Conjunc-

tive Conditional. In the Disjunctive (the Disjunctive also of the Logicians),

two or more propositions, with identical subjects or predicates, are given, under

the disjunctive condition of a counter quality, i. e., that one only shall be affir-

mative ; and it is required what is the result in case of one or other being

affirmed, or one or more denied. (Excluded Middle.) In the Conjunctive

(the Hypotheticals of the logicians), two or more propositions, convertible or

contradictory, with undetermined quality, are given, under the conjunctive

condition of a correlative quality, i. e., that the affirmation or negation of one

being determined, determines the corresponding affirmation or negation of the

others ; and it is required what is the result in the various possible cases.

(Identity and Contradiction, not Sufficient Reason, which in Logic is null as a

separate law.)

3°, In the third, three terms are given, two or one of which are positively

related to the third, and required what are the relations of these two terms to

each other V

'

in. All inference !s hj-]50thctical.

IV. It has been a matter of dispute among logicians whether the class which

pp. 82, 88. E. Eeinhold, Log-i/t, § 109, p. 253 1 A better statement of the tliree different

et seq. Smiglecius, Logka, Disp. siii. q. 5, processes of Keasoning.

p. 495 (1st ed. 1616). I. Given a proposition;-

On tlie nature of the Necessity in Syllogistic what are tlie inferences which its i

Inference; distinction of Formal and Mate- tions afford?

rialNecessity, or of nfcf55jras consf^i/enfity and II. Given two or more propositions; re-

necessitas eonsequenti^, see Scotus, Qiiesstiones, lated and conditionally; — what are the in-

Su/jer HencAos, qu iv., 227, ed 1639, and that ferences which the relative propositions,

all inference hypothetical, In An. Prior, L. ii. explicated under these conditions, afford?

qu.i.p.331. Apuleius, jDe Hii6. Doct. Pte., p. III. Given three notions; two related, and
34. Ari.stotIe, An. Prior, i. 32, § 5. Smiglecius, at least one positively, to a third ; — what are
Logica, toe. cit. Balforeus, In Arist. Org., An. the inferences afforded in the relations to
Prior. \. t. 8, p. 454.1616. [See also Discus- each other, which this comparison of the twQ
sions, p. 146, note. — Ed.] notions to the third determines?
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I call ExpKrative (viz., the Hypothetical and Disjunctive Syllogisms) be of

Mediate or Immediate inference. The immense majority hold them to be me-

diate ; a small minority, of which I recollect only the names of Kant [Fischer,

Weiss, Bouterwek, Herbart],' hold them to be immediate.

The dispute is solved by a distinction. Categorical Inference is mediate, the

medium of conclusion being a term; the Hypothetical and Disjunctive syllo-

gisms are mediate, the medium of conclusion being a proposition,— that which

I call the Explication. So far they both agree in being mediate, but they differ

in four points. The first, that the medium of the Comparative syllogism is a

term ; of the Explicative, a proposition. The second, that the medium of the

Comparative is one ; of the E.xplicative, more than one. The third, that in the

Comparative the medium is always the same ; in the E-xplicative, it varies

according to the various conclusion. The fourth, that in the Comparative the

medium never enters the conclusion ; whereas, in the Explicative, the same

proposition is reciprocally medium or conclusion.

V. Logicians, in general, have held the Explicative class to be composite

syllogisms, as compared with the Categoric ; whilst a few have held them to be

more simple. This dispute arises from each party taking a partial or one-sided

view of the classes. In one point of view, the Explicative are the more com-

plex, the Comparative the more simple. In another point of view, the reverse

holds good.

Our Hypothetical and Disjunctive Syllogisms may be reduced to the class of

Explicative or Conditional. The Hypothuticals should be called, as they were

by Boethius and others, Conjunctive, in contrast to the coordinate species of

Duy'unctive. Hypothetical, as a name of the species, ought to be abandoned.

The Conjunctive are conditional, inasmuch as negation or affirmation is not

absolutely asserted, but left alternative, and the quality of one proposition is

made dependent on another. They are, however, not properly stated. The
first proposition,— that containing the condition,— which I would call the

Explicand, should be thus enounced : As B, so A;— or. As B is, so is A ; or,

As C is B, so is B A. Then follows the proposition containing the explication,

which I would call the Explicatire ; and, finally, the proposition embodying the

result, which I would call the Explicate.

They are called Conjunctii'es from their conjoining two convertible proposi-

tions in a mutual dependence, of which either may be made antecedent or

consequent of the other.

Disjunctive syllogisms are conditional, inasmuch as a notion is not absolutely

asserted as subject or predicate of another or others, but alternatively conjoined

with some part, but only with some part, of a given plurality of notions, the

affirmation of it with one part involving the negation of others. The first

proposition, containing the condition, I would call the Explicand, and so forth

as in the Conjunctives. They are properly called I>i<junctii'cs.

[I Kant, Logik, § 75. Bouterwek, Utirbucti 1.37. Weiss, Lngik, }} 210, 261. Herbart,

drr ptiilosoptiisc/ten Vorkenntnhsr. § 100, p. 158, Lrlirbucli zur EiideUung in die Pliilosophie, j 64,

2d ed. 1820. Fischer, Logii-, c. v. « 99, 100, p. p. 87, ISai.]
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DISTRIBUTION OF EEASOXISGS.

(Nov. 1848).—-Inference may be thus distributed, and more fully and accu-

rately than I liave seen. It is either (I.) Immediate, that is, without a middle

term or medium of comparison ; or (H.) Mediate, with such a medium.*

Both the Immediate and the Mediate are subdivided, inasmuch as the reason-

ing is determined (A) to one, or (B) to one or other, conclusion. (It is mani-

fest that this latter division may constitute the principal, and that immediate

and mediate may constitute subaltern classes.)

All inference, I may observe in the outset, is hi^-pothetic, and what have been

called Hypothetical Syllogisms are not more hj-pothetic than others.

I. A— Immediate Peremptory Inference, determined one conclusion, con-

tains under it the following species:-

I. B— Immediate Alternative Inference contains under it these five spe-

cies, —
1°, Given one proposition, the alternative of affirmation and negation. As

— A either is or is not ; but A w ; there/ore, A is not not. Or, A is or is not B;

but A is B ; therefore, A is not not-B.

This species is anonymous, having been ignored by the logicians ; but it

requires to be taken into account to e.xplain the various steps of the process.

2°, Given one proposition, the alternative between different predicates. This

is the common Disjunctive Syllogism.

3°, The previous propositions conjoined, given one proposition, etc. As, A
either is or is not either B or C or D ; hut A is B ; therefore, il is not nol-B, it is

not C, it is not D.

Alias, A is either B or non-B, or C or non-C, or D or non-D; hut A is B;
therefore it is not non-B, and it is non-C, and it is non-D.

i". Given two propositions, second dependent on the first, and in the first the

alternative of affirmation and negation. This is the Hj-pothetical Syllogism of

1 [Cf. Fonseca, Instil. Dial., L. vi. c. 1., 1st reinen Logik, § 130, p. 391. Scheibler, Op.

ed. 1561. Eustachius, Summa Philosophia: Log., De Proposit. Conseculhm,p. i92el seg.]

Quadripartita, Dialtctica, P. iii. tract, i., p. 2 [Kinds of Immediate Inference. I. Sub-
112. [" Quoniam argiimentatio est quaedam alternation. II. Conversion. III. Opposi-
consequentia (latins enim patet consequentia tion — (a) of Contradiction— (b) of Contra-
quam argnmentatio), prius de consequentia, riety— (c) of Subcontrariety. IV. Equipol-
quam de argumentatione dicendum est. Jence. V. Modality. VI. Contraposition.

Consequentia igitur, sive consecutio. est ora- VII. Correlation. VIII. Identity,

tio in qua ex aliquo aliquid colligitur; ut, Fonseca(IV),(I),(IIl. Eustachius (I), (IV),

Omnis homo est animal, igitur aliquis homo est (II), (VIII.) Wolf, (IV), (VII). (Ill), a, b, c,

animal." — -Ed.] [Whether Immediate Infer- (II). Stattler,(l5, (IV), (H), (III) Kant, (I),

ence really immediate, see, on the aiHrmative, (III), a, b, c,(ll), (VI). E. Eeinhold, (I), (II),

E. Reinhold. Logik, § 106; on the negative, (VI), (VII). Eosling, (I), (IV), (II), (III), a,

Wolf, Phil. Rat., S 461. Kmg, Logik, } 94, p. b. c, (V). Krug, (IV), (I), (III), a, b. c. (II),

287. SchuUe, Logik, H 85-90 (s 80,5lh ed.). (V). G. E. Schulze, (IV), (I). (III). (II). s.

Cf Maimon, Vcrji/M emfr riMfn ioo-ii, Sect. r. Maimon, (I). (Ill), (II), (VI). Baclimann,
S 2, p. 74 ff seq. F. Fischer, Logik, p. 104 et (IV), (I). (Ill), a, b, c, (II), (VI), {X).

seq. Bachmann, ioj,*, j 105, p. 154 « s€5. Platner. (I), (II), (IU),(IV). F. Fischer, (V),

Reimarus, Vemunfihhre, i 159 et seq. (1765) (I), (III), (II), (VI). Reimarns, (IV), (I),

Bolzano, Wi.isinscha/tsUhre, Logik, vol. ii. § (III), a, b, (II). Twesten, (I), (V), (III), (IT),

235 « sf?. Twesten, Lngik, insbesondtre die (II|, (VI). See pp. 534, 535.]

Analytik, § 77, p. 66. Eosling, Die Lehren der
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the logicians. It is, however, no more hypothetical than any other form of

reasoning ; the so-called hypothetical conjunction of the two radical propositions

being only an elliptical form of stating the alternation in the one, and the de-

pendence on that alternation in the other. For example : If A is B, B is C
;

this merely states that A exllier is or is not B, and that B is or is not C, accord-

ing as A is or is not B. In short •— As A is or is not B, so B is or is not C.

(Errors,— 1°, This is not a mediate inference.

2°, This is not more composite than the categorical.

3°, The second proposition is not more dependent upon the first than the

first upon the second.)

5°, Given two propositions, one alternative of affirmation and negation, and

another of various predicates; the Hypothetico-disjunctive or Dilemmatic

Syllogism of the logicians.

IT. A— Mediate Peremptory Inference. This is the common Categorical

Syllogism. Three propositions, three actual terms, one primary conclusion, or

two convertible equally and conjunctly valid.

II. B — Mediate Alternative Syllogism. Three propositions, three possible

terms, and conclusions varying according ....

2°, The Disjunctive Categorical.

4°, The Hypothetical Categorical.

5°, Hypothetico-Disjunctive Categorical.

AL SYLLOGISM. CANON.

(Oct. 1848.)— Canon— Two or more propositions thought as indetermined

in cjuality, but as in quality mutually dependent, the determination of quality in

the one inters a determination of the corresponding quality in the other.

This canon embodies and simplifies the whole mystery of Hypothetical Syl-

logisms, which have been strangely implicated, mutilated, and confused by the

logicians.

1°, What are called Hypothetical Propositions and Syllogisms are no more

hypothetical than others. They are only hypothetical as elliptical. When we

say. If A. is, then B is, we mean to say the proposition, A is or is not, and the

proposition, B is or is not, are mutually dependent,— that as the one so the

other. If here only means taking for the nonce one of the qualities to the

exclusion of the other ; I, therefore, e.xpress in my notation the connection of

the antecedent and consequent of a hypothetical proposition, thus

:

2°, The interdependent propositions are erroneously called Antecedent and

Consequent. Either is antecedent, either is consequent, as we choose to make

them. Neither is absolutely so. This error arose from not expressing overtly

the quantity of the subject of the second proposition. For example : If man is,

then animal is. In this proposition, as thus stated, the negation of the first does
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not infer the negation of tlie second. For man not existing, animal might be

realized as a consequent of dog, horse, etc. But let us consider -what we mean
;

we do not mean all animal, but some only, and that some determined by the

attribute of rationality or such other. Now, this same some animal depends on

man, and man on it ; expressing, therefore, what we mean in the proposition

thus :
—If all man is, then some animal is,— we then see the mutual dependence

and convertibility of the two propositions.' For to say that no animal is, is

not to explicate but to change the terms.

3°, The interdependent propositions may be dependent through their counter

qualities, and not merely through the same. For example : As our hemisphere

is or is not illuminated, so the other is not or is ; but the other is not illuminated

:

therefore ours is. Another : If A is, then B is not; but B is; therefore A is not.

DISjnSCTIVE AND HYPOTHETICAL STLLOGIS

Aristotle ignores these forms, and he was right.^ His followers, Theophras-

tus and Eudemus, with the Stoics, introduced them into Logic as coordinate

with the regular syllogism ; and their views have been followed, with the addi-

tion of new errors, up to the present hour. In fact, all that has been said of

them has been wrong.

1°, These are not composite by contrast to the regular syllogism, but more

simple.

2°, If inferences at all, these are immediate, and not mediate.

3°, But they are not argumentations, but preparations (explications) for

argumentation.^ They do not deal with the qusesitum,— do not settle it ; they

1 Cf. Titius, Ars Cogitandi, c. xii. § 26. " In

specie falsum quoque arbitror, quod Syllo-

gismi Coiiditionales duas habeant figuras, quas

his muniantur regulis, (!) posito antecedente,

ponilur consequ'ens, non ven

removeiur consequens, (2)

removftur antecedens, non
con$equente.

i 28. Vide-

regulam sicamus specialius; contra prir

peccatur:

Si ClUnenses sunt Mahometani, sunt infideles,

At non sunt Maliomttani,

Ergo non sunt infideles,

**nam conclusio hie est absurdal Verum si

pradicatum conclusionis sumatur particular-

iter, nulla est absurditas, si autem generaliter,

turn evadunt quatuor termini. J 9. Eodem
exemplo secunda regula etiam illustratur, sed

assumemus aliud ex Weisio, d. I.

Si miles est doctus, novit libros (nempe sicut

eruditi solent).

Sed novtt libros (soil, ut alii homines, etiam
indocti, nosse solent).

Ergo mites est doctus.

"H.-ec conclusio itidem pro falsa habetur!
Bed jam indicavimus in addita parentbesi

veram causam. nempe quatuor terminos,

quodsi autem medius termiuus eodem seusu

cccipiatur, ac in syllogismo formaliter pro-

posito queat minor probari, turn conclusio

erit verissima, idque virtute pra^missarum.

§ 30. Omnis igitur error exinde liabet origi-

nem, quod quantitatera pra?dicati vel non
intelligant, vel non observent; si igitur hunc
lapsum evites, objecta exempla omnia, qualia

etiam Weisius d. I. commemorat, facile di-

lues."' — Ed.

2 Cf Titius, Ars Cogitandi, o. xii. § 7. " Syl-

logismus Disjunctivus est entbymema sine

majore, bis, oratione disjuncta et positiva,

propositum, ... 5 17. Conditionalis seu

Ilypotheticus nihil aliud est quam entby-

mema vel sine majore, vel minore, bis, prima

scil. vice, conditioualiter, secunda, pure, pro-

positum. 5 20. Sequitur nullum peculiare

concludendi fundamentum vel formam circa

Syllogismos Conditionales occurrere, nam
argumentationes imperfectas, adeoque mate-

riam syllogismorum regularium illi conti-

nent."— Ed.

3 This I say, for, notwithstanding what SI.

St. Hilaire so ably states in refutation of my
paradox, I must adhere to it as undisproved.

— See bis Translation of the Organon, vol.
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only put the question in the state required for the sj-llbgistic process; this,

indeed, they are frequently used to supersede, as placing the matter in a light

which makes denial or doubt impossible ; and their own process is so evident,

that they might, except for the sake of a logical, an articulate, development of

all the steps of thought, be safely omitted, as is the case with the quaesitum

itself. For example :

1. Hypothetical (so called) Syllogism. Let the qusesitum or problem be, to

take the simplest instance,— Does animal exist ? This question is thus hypo-

thetically prepared— If man in, animal is. But [as is conceded] man is; there-

fore, animal is. But here the question, though prepared, is not solved ; for the

opponent may deny the consequent, admitting the antecedent. It, therefore,

is incumbent to show that the existence of animal follows that of man, which is

done by a categorical syllogism.

Animal, p» : Man : , Existent.

2. Disjunctive (so called) Syllogism. Problem— Is John mortal? Dis-

junctive syllogism— John is either mortal or immortal; but he is not immortal;

ergo [and this, consequently, is admitted as a necessary alternative] he is martal.

But the [alternative antecedent] may be denied, and the alternative consequent

falls to the ground. It is, therefore, necessary to show either that he is not im-

mortal, or— the necessary alternative— that he is mortal, which is done by

categorical syllogism.

John^ , Man : m~^ : Immortal,

I

HYPOTHETICAL INFERENCE.

as a notion is thought, it is thought either as existing or as non-ex-

isting ; and it cannot be thought as existing unless it be thought to exist in this

or that mode of being, which, consequently, affords it a ground, condition, or

reason of existence. This is merely the law of Reason and Consequent ; and

the hypothetical inference is only the limitation of a supposed notion to a cer-

tain mode of being, by which, if posited, its existence is affirmed ; if sublated,

its existence is denied. For example : If A is, it is B ; but A is, etc.

Again, we may think the existence of B (consequently of A B) as depen-

dent upon C, and C as dependent upon D, and so forth. We, accordingly,

may reason: If A is B, and B is C, and C is D, etc.

DISJUNCTIVE

(October 1848.) — Inasmuch as a notion is thought, it is thought as detei^

mined by one or other, and only by one or other, of any two contradictory at-

tributes ; and inasmuch as two notions are thought as contradictory, the one or
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the other, and only the one or the other, is thought as a determining attribute

of any other notion. Tliis is merely the law of Excluded Sliddle. The dis-

junctive inference is the limitation of a subject notion to the one or to the other

of two predicates thought as contradictories ; the affirmation of the one infer-

ring the negation of the other, and vice versa. As, A is either B or not B, etc.

Though, for the sake of brevity, we say A « either B or C or D, each of these

must be conceived as the contradictory of every other ; as, B =
|
C

|
D, and

so on with the others.

HYPOTHETICALS (CONJUNCTIVE AND DISJUNCTIVE SYLLOGISM).

(April 30, 1849.) — These syllogisms appear to be only modifications or cor-

ruptions of certain immediate inferences ; for they have only two terms, and

obtain a third proposition only by placing the general rule of inference (stat-

ing, of course, the possible alternatives), disguised, it is true, as the major

premise. It is manifest that we might prefi.x the general rule to every mediate

inference ; in which case a syllogism would have four propositions ; or, at least,

both premises merged in one complex proposition, thus :

IfA and C be either subject or predicate [of the same term?], they are both subject or pred-

icate of each other

;

But B is the subject ofA and predicate of B [C ?]

;

.'. A is the predicate of C.l

Thus, also, a common hj-pothetical should have only liro propositions. Let us

take the immediate inference, prefixing its rule, and we have, in all essentials,

the cognate hypothetical syllogism.

1. — Conjunctive Hypothetical.

All B is (some or all) A; AU men are isome) animals;

Some or all B exists

;

{AU or some) men exist

;

Therefore, some A exists. Therefore, some animals exist.

Here it is evident that the first proposition merely contains the general rule

upon which all immediate inference of inclusion proceeds ; to wit, that, the sub-

jective part being, the subjective whole is, etc.

Now, what is this but the Hj-pothetical Conjunctive ?

If B IS, A is , Ifman is, animal is ;

But B is

;

But man is

;

Therefm-e, A is. Therefore, animal is.

1 There seems to be an error here in the C is B, tlien C is A; but B is A, and C w B;

anthor'8 M.S It is obvious that a mediate there/ore, C is A. This is apparently what the

inference may be expressed in the form of a author means to express in a somewhat differ-

hypothetical syllogism. Thus : 1/ B is A, and ent form.— Ed.
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2. — nypothetical Disjunctive.

B is either A or not A

;

Man is either animal or non-animal

;

But B IS A

;

But man is animal

;

Tlierefore, B is not not-A. Therefore, is not non-animal.

Stating this hypothetically, we may, of course, resolve the formal contradic-

tory into the material contrary. But this is wholly extralogical.

HYPOTHETICAL AND DISJUNCTIVE SYLLOGISMS.

(1848 or 1849.)— The whole antecedent must be granted; and there can-

not be two propositions inferred. In Categorical Syllogisms, the antecedent is

composed of the major and minor premises, and there is only one simple con-

clusion (though this may, in the second and third figures, vary). So in Hypo-

thetical and Disjunctive Syllogisms the whole antecedent is the two clauses of

the first proposition ; and the whole inference is the first and second clauses of

the second proposition, erroneously divided into minor proposition and conclu-

sion.

(January 1850.) .— The Medium or Explicative may be indefinitely various,

according to the complexity of the Explicand ; and so may the Explicate. The

explicative and the explicate change places in different explications. There

is, in fact, no proper medium-explicative or conclusion-explicate.

(January 1850.) — In Disjunctives there is always at least double the num-

ber of syllogisms (positive and negative) of the disjunct members ; and in all

syllogisms where the disjunct members are above two, as there is thus afforded

the possibility of disjunctive explicates, there is another half to be added. Thus,

if there be two disjunct members, as A—x B C, there are four syllogisms, but

all of an absolute conclusion,— explicate. But if there be three disjunct

members, as A—x B C D, in that case there are six absolute explicates, three

positive and three negative, and, moreover, three disjunctivo-positive conclu-

sions,— explicates, after a negative explicative, and so on.

HYPOTHETICAL SY-LLOGISM. — CANONS.

(February 1850.) — I. For Breadth,— The extensive whole or class being

universally posited or sublated, every subjacent part is posited or sublated ; or,

for Depth,— All the comprehensive wholes being posited or sublated, the com'

prehended parts are universally posited or sublated.

II. For Breadth, — Any subjacent part being posited or sublated, the exten'

sive whole or class is partially posited or sublated ; or, for Depth,— Any com'

prehensive whole being posited or sublated, the comprehended parts (or part)

are, pro tanto, posited or sublated,— Conversion and Restriction.

in. If one contradictory be posited or sublated, the other is sublated or posi-

ted,— Contradiction.

IV. If some or a part only of a notion be posited or sublated, all the rest

(all other some) is sublated or posited,— Integration.

V. If the same under one correlation be posited or sublated, so under the

other,— EquipoUence.
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YI. Law of Mediate Inference,'— Syllogism.

JHem. — The .fome in the explicand is (as in the Conversion of propositions)

to be taken in the explicative as the same some. There is thus an inference

equally from consequent to antecedent, as from antecedent to consequent.-

HYPOTHETICALS, OR ALTEEN ATI Y ES.

CONJUNCTIVE (hYPOTHETICALS EMPHATICALLY) AND DrSJUNCTIVE (aLTEKNA-

lIVES EMPHATICALLY.)

(August 1852.)

Quantification,— Any.

Alfirmative, — Any (Anything, Aught) contains under it everj- positive

quantification,— All or Every,— Some at least,— Some only,— TTiis, These.

(Best.)

Negative,— Aor any. None, No (Nothing, Naught), is equivalent to the most

exclusive of the negations, All not; All or every not; Not one, and goes be-

yond the following, which are only partial negations,— A^o^ all; Not some;

Some not. (Worst.)

Aftirraative,— Any, a highest genus and best ; not so Negative— Not any,—
a lowest species, and worst. Therefore can restrict,— subalternate in the

iiinuer, not in the latter.

Ally (all or ii'o'y,— some ). Some not. or not i

Pure afiirmative. Mixed aflirmative and negative.

lot, not one, not any.

Pure negative.

ff any {every) M be an {some) A, ami any {every) A an {some) S, then is any {every) M
n S ; and, v. v., if no {not any) A be any S, and any M some A, then is no M any S.

.•. (On cue alternative), some M beiny some A, and all A some S, some >I is some S.

(On the other), no A beiny any S, and every M some A, no M is any S.

J/ {on any possibility) JI is, some A is; or, r. v., if no A is, no M is.

.•. (on one alternative) (in this actuality), some 51 beiny, some A is; {on the other), no

A beiny, no 51 is.

Possible M:
, , A or A:m : M. Supposition of universal Possibility. In

Actual J[ ,
^— ,A or A:^ : A. Assertion of particular Actuality. Jn this

From Possible, we can descend to Actual ; from Any, to Some; but Not any

being lowest or worst, we can go [no] lower.

1 See p. 536. — Ed. 2 See p. 603. — Ed.
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The Possible indifferent to Affirmation or Negation, it contains both implicitly.

But when we descend to the Actual (and Potential?), the two qualities emerge.

This explains much in both kinds of Hypotheticals or Alternatives,— the

Conjunctives and Disjunctives.

Higher classes,— Possible, Actual— Semper, quandocunque, tunc, nunc—
Ubicunqiie, ubique, ibi, hoc— Any, all, some— In all, every, any case, in this

case— Conceioable, real.

KULES OF HYPOTHETICAL SYLLOGISMS.

1. Universal Rule of Restriction.— What is thought of all is thought of

some,— what is thought of the whole higher notion (genus) is thought of all

and each of the lower notions (special or individual).

2. General Rule of both Hypotheticals.— What is thought (implicitly) of

all, the Possible (genus), is thought (explicitly) of all and each, the Actual

(species).

3. Special Rule of Conjunctives.— What is thought as consequent on every

Possible, is thought as consequent on every Actual, antecedent.

4. Special Rule of Disjunctives.— What is thought as only Possible (alter-

natively), is thought as only Actual (alternatively).

6. Most Special Rule of Conjunctives

6. Most Special Rule of Disjunctives

HYPOTHETICALS— EXAMPLES UNQUANTIFIED.

(Higher to Lower.)

Affibmatite. Negative.

If ike genus is, the species is. If the rjenus is not, tlie species is not.

If the stronger can, tlie tveaker can. If the stronger cannot, the weaker cannot.

(Lower to Higher.)

If the species is, the genus is. If the species is not, the genus is not.

If the weaker can, the stronger can. If the weaker cannot, the stronger cannot.

(Equal to Equal.)

If tiiangle, so trilateral. If A befaOier of B, B is son of A;

Such poet Homer, such poet Virgil. .-. A beingfather of B, Bis son of A;

Where (when) the carcass is, there (then) .-. B not being son of A, AisnotfatherofB.

are the flies. If the angles be proportional to the sides of

If Socrates be the son of Sophroniscus, Soph- a A

;

roniscus is the father of Socrates. ,-. An equiangular mil be an equilateral A.

If equals be added to equals, the wholes are If wheresoever the carcass is, there will the

equal. eagles be gathered together (Matt.

xxiv.28);

.•. If here the carcass is, here, etc.

i
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A.)— COSJUXCTITE HYPOTUETICALS.

. _ . . (A, being D, is A

;

' -^
' '

I A, not bang A, IS not D;

In other icords—A is either DornotA D.

Identity and Contradiction.

„ ^ _. „ , . .^ . , , ( B, being A, is not non-A;
2.)JfBbeA,itisnotnon-A;.-.i',. '

.

' ' '
( B, being non-A, is not A;

In other words— B is either A or non-A.

Excluded Jliddle.

_ , ... . ( B, no« being A, is non-A :

3.) IT B 6c not A, it is non-A; ..„.. . . . .
' •'

'

( B, being non-A, is not A;

In other words— B ts either not A or vft non-A.

Excluded iliddle.

,, „„, T« . . \^, not being T>, IS not A;
i.)If^benon>,itisnotA;.-.\'^. .'

•' {^,being A,isT);

In other words—E is either not D A, or AT).

Contradiction and Identity.

B.)— DISJUNCTIVE HTPOTHETICALS.

IfBbe either A or non-A;
B being A, is not non-A ;

B being non-A, is not A.

Excluded Middle.

" If" means suppose that,— in case that,— on the supposition— hypothesis,—
under the condition, —'under the thought that,— it being supposed possible

;

.: etc., means then,— therefore,— in that case, etc., etc.,— in actuality either.

Only, properly, in both Conjunctives and Disjunctives, two contradictory

alternatives. For contrary alternatives only material, not formal, and, in point

of fact, either A or B or C means A or non-A, B or 7wn-B, C or rion-C.

The minor premise, on the common doctrine, a mere materiality. Formally,

— logically, it is a mere differencing of the conclusion, which is by formal

alternative afforded.

1.) In Hi,-potheticals (Conjunctive and Disjunctive), two or three hj-potheses.

The first is in the original supposition of possibility. (JfB be A, it is not non-

A— IfBbe either A or non-A.) The second (and third) is in the alternative

suppositions of actualittj (.-. either if B be A, it is not non-A, or if B be non-A,

it is not A.— .-. If B be A, it is not non-A, or if B be non-A, it is not A). (Pos-

sibly,— by possible supposition) If man is, animal is; .: (actually) Man being,

animal is ; (or) animal not being, ?nan is not.

1.) Possibility-— a genus indifferent to negative and affirmative. These two

species of Possibility, to wit, two Actuals,— an actual yes, and an actual no.

The total formal conclusion is, therefore, of two contradictories. This explain*

77
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why, in Conjunctive and Disjunctive Hj-potheticals, there are two alternative

consequents, and only one antecedent.

2.) In Hypotheticals (Conjunctive and Disjunctive) a division of genus in

the first supposition into two contradictories,— species. The inference, there-

fore, one of subalternation or restriction.

3.) In Hypotheticals (Conjunctive and Disjunctive), two alternative contra-

dictory conclusions— the form giving no preference between the two, the mat^

ter only determining (other immediate inferences have only one determinate

conclusion, and all mediate syllogism has virtually only one). Formally, there-

fore, we cannot categorically, determinately, assert, and assert exclusively,

either alternative, and make a minor separate from the conclusion. This only

materially possible ; for we know not, by the laws of thought, whether a cer-

tain alternative is, knowing only that one of two alternatives must be. For-

mally, therefore, only an immediate inference, and that alternative double.

4.) Hypothetical (Conjunctive and Disjunctive) reasoning more marking

out,— predetermining how a thing is to be proved, than proving it.

5.) Thus, three classes of inference: 1°, Simple Immediate Inference.— 2°,

Complex Immediate Inference (Hypotheticals Conjunctive and Disjunctive).

—

3°, Syllogisms Proper, Mediate Inference.

6.) If we quantify the terms, even the formal inference breaks down.

7.) The only difference between the first proposition and the two latter, is

the restriction or subalternation. These last should, therefore, be reduced to

one, and made a conclusion or restriction. The genera and species are of the

most common and notorious kinds, as Possible and Actual,— Wherever, Here,

etc.,— Whenever, Now,— All or Every, Some, This, etc. The commonness

and notoriety of this subordination is the cause why it has not been signalized
;

and if signalized, and overtly expressed, Hypotheticals might be turned into

Categoricals. It is better, however, to leave them as immediate inferences.

For it would be found awkward and round-about to oppose, for example, the

Possible to the Actual, as determining a difference of terms. (See Molinaaus,

Elem. Log., L. i. tr. iii. p. 95, and Pacius, In Org., De Sijll. Hyp., p. 533.) The

example of the Cadaver there given shows the approximation to the ordinary

Hypotheticals. They may stand, in fact, either for Categoricals or Hjpotheti-

cals.

8.) Disjunctives— (Possibly) A is either B or non-B ; .•. (Actually) A is

either, etc.

9.) The doctrine in regard to the Universal Quantity, and the Affirmative

Quality (see Krug, Logik, §§ 57, 83, 86, pp. 171, 2G4, 275), of the supposition,

proposition, of Conjunctive (?) and Disjunctive Hypotheticals, is solved by'my
theory of Possibility. In it is virtually said (whatever quantity and quality be

the clauses),— " on any possible supposition." (On the Quality, v. Krug, Logik,

§57, p. 172. Pacius, /« Orjf., p. 533. UoVimeus, Elem. Log., I. e.)

10.) Possibly,—problematically includes as species the actual affirmative and

the actual negative. It will thus be superfluous to enounce a negative in op-

position to an affirmative alternative ; for thus the possible would be brought

down to the actual, and the whole syllogism be mere tautological repetition.

11.) Tile (piantified terms, if introduced, must either be made determinate,

to suit the Hypotheticals, or must ruin their inference. For example— If all
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or some man be some animal, we must be able to say, But some animal is not,

therefore man (any or some) is not. But here some animal, except definitized

into the same some aniinal, would not warrant the required inference. And so

in regard to other quantifications, which the logicians have found it necessary

to annul.

1 2.) The minor proposition may be either categorical or hypothetical. (See

Krug, Loyik, § 83, p. 264. Heerebord, Inslit. Logicar. Synopsis, L. ii. c. 12, pp.

266, 267.) In my way of stating it :— If man is, animal is, .: If man is (or

man being), animal is.

13.) Of notions in the relation of sub-and-superordination (as, in opposite

ways Depth and Breadth, Containing and Contained), absolutely and relatively,

the lower being affirmed, the higher are (partially) affirmed ; and the higher

being (totally) denied, the lower are (totally) denied. A, E, I, O, U, Y may

represent the descending series.

The first proposition is conditional, complex, and alternative ; we should

expect that the second should be so likewise. But this is only satisfied on my
plan ; whereas, in the common, there is a second and a third, each categorical,

simple, and determinate.

The subalternatlon is frequently double, or even triple, to wit, 1°, From the

Possible to the Actual. 2° (for example), From Everyichere to here, or this

place, or the place by name. 3°, From all to some, etc. — in fact, this infer-

ence may be of various kinds.

The METoATnl/is of Aristotle may mean the determination,— the subalterna-

tlon ; the Kara iroiiiT7)Ta may refer to the specification of a particular quality or

proportion under the generic ; and the Trp(i<rA7ji(<is of Theophrastus (for the

reading in Aristotle should be corrected) may correspond to the Kora itohJttjto.

There is no necessary connection, formally considered, between the antece-

dent and consequent notions of the Hypothetical major. There is, conse-

quently, no possibility of an abstract notation ; their dependence is merely

supposed, if not material. Hence the logical rule,— Propositio conditionalis

nihil ponit in esse. (See Krug, Logik; § 57, p. 166.) But on the formal sup-

position,— on the case thought, what are the rules ?

We should distinguish in Hypotheticals between a propositional antecedent

and consequent, and a syllogistic A and C ; and each of the latter is one

proposition, containing an A and C.

The antecedent in an inference should be that which enables us formally to

draw the conclusion. Show in Categoricals and in Immediate Inferences. On

this principle, the conclusion in a Hypothetical will contain what is commonly

called the minor proposition with the conclusion proper ; but it will not be one

and determinate, but alternative.

If there were no alternation, the inference would follow immediately from

the fundamental proposition ; and there being an alternative only makes the

conclusion alternatively double, but does not make a mediate inference.
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To make one alternative determinate is extralogical ; for it is true only as

materially proved. 1°, The splitting, therefore, of the conclusive proposition

into two— a minor and a conclusion proper— is wholly material and extralogi-

cal ; so also, 2°, Is the multiplying of one reasoning into two, and the dividing

between them of the alternative conclusion.

Errors of logicians, touching Hypothetical and Disjunctive Reasonings

:

1°, That [they] did [not] see they were mere immediate inferences.

2°, Most moderns that both Hypothetical.

3°, That both alternative reasonings in one syllogism.

4°, Mistook a part of the alternative conclusion for a minor premise.

5°, Made this a distinct part (minor premise), by introducing material consid-

erations into a theory of form.

6°, Did not see what was the nature of the immediate inference in both,—
how they resembled and how they differed.

II.— Historical Notices.

(CONJUNCTIVE AND DISJUNCTIVE.)

(a) ARISTOTLE.

(August 1852.)

Aristotle {Anal. Pr. L. i. c. 32, § 5, p. 262, Pacii) describes the process of the

Hypothetic Syllogism (that called by Alexander Si" '6\uv), but denies it to be a

syllogism. Therefore his syllogisms from Hypothesis are something different.

This has not been noticed by Mansel, Waitz,

Thus literally :— " Again, if man existing, it be necessary that anivml exist,

and if animal, that substance ; man existing, it is necessary that substance exist.

As yet, there is, however, no syllogistic process ; for the propositions do not

stand in the relation we have stated. But, in such like cases, we are deceived,

by reason of the necessity of something resulting from what has been laid

down ; whilst, at the same time, the syllogism is of things necessary. But the

Necessary is more extensive than the Syllogism ; for though all syllogism be

indeed necessary, all necessary is not syllogism." Why not? 1°, No middle.

2°, No quality,— affirmation or negation
;
problem, also not assertory,— hypo-

thetical not syllogistic. 3°, No quantity. Compare, also, An. Pr. L. i. c. 24.

Aristotle (Anal. Post., L. i. c. 2, § 15, p. 418; c. 10, §§ 8, 9, p. 438) makes

Tliesis or Position the genus opposed to Axiom, and containing under it, as

species, 1°, Hi/pothesis or Supposition ; and, 2°, Definition. Hv-pothesis is that

thesis which assumes one or other alternative of a contradiction. Definition is

that thesis which neither affirms nor denies. Hjpothetical, in Aristotle's sense,

is thus that which affirms or denies one alternative or other,— which is not

indifferent to yes or no,— which is not possibly either, and, consequently,
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includes both. Hj'potheticals, as involving a positive and negative alternative,

are thus, in Aristotle's sense, rightly named, if di^ ided ; but, in Aristotle's

sense, as complete, they are neither propositions nor syllogisms, as not affirming

one alternative to the exclusion of the other.'

(t) Ajuioyirs jiEBjo^.

1 Ammonius HermisE, on Aristotle Of Enouncement, Introduction, f. 3, ed.

Aid. 1546, f. 1. ed. Aid. 1503. After distinguishing the five species of Speech,

according to the Peripatetics,— the Vocative, the Imperative, the Interrogative,

the Optative, and the Enunciative or ^ssertiVe,— having further stated the

corresponding division by the Stoics, and having finally shown that Aristotle,

in this book, limited the discussion to the last kind, that alone being recipient

of truth and falsehood, he thus proceeds :— " Again, of Assertive speech (oTro-

^(urrmoi \6yov), there are two species ; the one called Categoric [ot Predicative],

the other Hypothetic [or Suppositive]. The Categoric denotes that something

does or does not belong to something : as when we say, Socrates is walking, Soc-

rates is not walking ; for we predicate walking of Socrates, sometimes affirm-

ativel}-, sometimes negatively. The Hypothetic denotes that something being,

something [else] is or is not, or something not being, something [else] is not or is :

As when we say, If man be, animal also is,— If he be man, he is not stone,—
If it be not day, it is night,— If it he not day, the sun has not risen.

" The Categoric is the only species of Assertive speech treated of by Aris-

totle as that alone perfect in itself, and of utility in demonstration ; whereas

Hypothetic syllogisms, usurping [usually] without demonstration the [minor]

proposition, called the 2'ransumplion, or Assumption, and sometimes even a

[major premise] Conjunctive or Disjunctive, requiring proof, draw their per-

suasion from hypotheses, should any one [I read ii ns for tjtis] concede their

primary suppositions. If, then, to the establishment of such suppositions we
should employ a second hypothetic syllogism,— in that ease, we should require

a further establishment for confirmation of the suppositions involved in it ; for

this third a fourth would again be necessary; and so on to infinity, should we
attempt by hypotheses to confirm hj-potheses. But to render the demonstra-

tion complete and final, it is manifest that there is needed a categoric syllogism

to prove the point in question, without any foregone supposition. Hence it is

that Categoric [reasonings] are styled Syllogisms absolutely ; whereas Hypo-

thetic [reasonings] of every kind are always denominated Syllogisms from
hypothesis, and never Syllogisms simply. Add to this, that Hypothetic enounce-

1 [Whether the Syllogisms ex hypothesi of Opera Logica Tract. Si/lt. P. iv. c. x. tit. 2, p.

Aristotle are correspondeut to the ordinary 548. Bursgersdicius, Instil. Log. L. ii. cc. 12,

Hypothetical Syllofrism. 14, pp. 263, 270. 275. Ritter, Gtsh. der Pliil.

For the aflSrmative, see Facias, Com. in iii. p. 96. (Eng. Tr., p. 80.) Ramus, Schola

Org An. Prior, L i. cc. 23. 29, 44, pp 153, 177, Dial- L. vii. cc. 12, 13. pp. 492, 503. Molinasus,

194. St. Hilairc. Translation of Organon, vol. EUmenla Logica. p. 95 et seq. Waitz, Org. i.

ii. pp. 107, 139, 178. pp. 427, 433 Cf. Alexander, In An. Prior, ff.

For the negative, see Piccartns, In Org. An. 88, 109. Pbiloponus, In An. Prior, ff. 60», 60>>,

Prior. L. i. cc. 40, 41. 42, p. 500. Neldelius, Sr>, 88. Anonymus, De SyUogismo, f. 44».

De Vsu Org. Arisi. F. iii. c. 2, pp. 38, 45 (1G07). Magentinus, In An. Prior, t. IV. Ammonius,
Keckermann, Opera, pp. 766, 767. Schcibler, In de Interp., !f: Blemmidas, Epit. Log. c. 36.]
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merits are made up of Categoric. For tliey express the consequence or oppo-

sition (aKoXov^iay v Sioo-too-ij/) of one Catei;oric proposition and another, uniting

them with each other by eitlier the Conjunctive or Disjunctive particle (a-un-

!r\eKTiKif Jt SiaCeuKriK(f o'ui'SeV^w), in order to show that they constitute together a

single enouncement. For these reasons, therefore, Aristotle has only consid-

ered, in detail, the Categoric species of Assertive speech."

(c) ANONYMOUS SCHOLION.^

In Hypothetic Syllogisms, the first [I] are those of two terms [a], Conjunc-

tive, or [b] Disjunctive (Spoi oi a\ii>nfi.ti.(m^ % SiaXeKv/xcmi)
; then follow [II] the

two [classes of] syllogisms with three, and these conjunctive terms.

[I. a.] " There are four syllogisms through the Return (fi fWcoSoj) on the

prior (6 Tp6Tepos, 6 T^panos) [or antecedent clause of the hypothetical proposi-

tion], and four through it on the posterior (6 Sdrepos, S effxaros). For the

terms are taken either both affirmatively or both negatively. And the return

upon the prior is ponent (/cara ,&e'(ri>'), upon the jMsterior toUent (ftara ayaipeaivy

For example [the return upon the prior] :

(1.) If A is, B is; (Return) but A is; (Conclusion, avfivepaa-iMa) therefore, B is.

(2.) Tf A is, B is not; but A is; therefore, B is not.

(3.) If A is not, B is; but A is not; therefore, B is.

(4.) If A is not, B is not ; but A is not ; therefore, B is not.

" The return upon the posterior

:

(1.) If A is, B is ; but B is not ; therefore, A is not.

(2.

)

If A is, B is not ; but B is ; therefore, A is not.

(3.) If A is not, B is; but B is not; therefore, A is.

(4.) If A is not, B is not ; but B is ; therefore, A too is.

[b.] " Following those of conjunctive, are syllogisms of disjunctive terms.

In these, the return is upon either [clause] indifferently. For example : If it

must be that either A »s or B is [in the one case] ; B is not, therefore., A is ; or

[in the other], A is not, therefore B is.

[II.] " Of three conjunctive terms, there are [in the figures taken together]

eight syllogisms, through a return on the prior, and eight [sixteen]^ through a

return on the posterior [clause]. For the three terms are correlated {awTiStev-

Ttti), either all affirmatively, or some; and here either the third alone, or the

third and second, or the second alone, negatively. Again, either all are neg-

atively correlated, or some ; and here the third alone, or the third and second,

or the second alone, affirmatively. In this manner the correlation [in each

1 In Wnitz, Or^. i. pp 9, 10. premise (the minor placed first, according to

2 It would seem tliat tlie author here, and the common practice of the Greelis, or the

in the last sentence, discounts altogether the major prior, in Aristotelic theory) he shouM

first figure, puzzled, apparently, to which accord the designation of first.
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figure] is eightfold ; taking for exemplification only a single mood [in the

several figures] :

If Ais.B is;

If Bis, C is;

If A is, therefore, C is.

This is of the first figure. For the middle collative term (6 avfdyav '6pos inftrot)

is twice taken, being the consequent {6 \rryuv) in the former conjunctive

[premise] (ri irpdrepov avvrifiiiemv) , the antecedent {S fiyoi/ievos) in the latter.

Wherefore, these syllogisms are indemonstrable,^ not requiring reduction

{ri avaXutjis) lor demonstration. The other moods of the first figure are, as has

been said, similarly circumstanced.

" The second figure is that in which the collative term [or middle] {6 <rvvdyav)

holds the same relation to each of the collated [or extreme] terms, inasmuch as

it stands the antecedent of both the conjunctive [premises], except that in the

one it is affirmative, in the other negative. Wherefore, when reduced to the

first figure, they demonstrate, as is seen, through the instance of a single mood

composed of aflirmative collated terms. As—

If A is. Bis;

If A is 7tot, C is

;

If B is not, therefore, C is.

" This is reduced to the first figure in the following manner :—AVhether it

has the collated terms, both affirmative, or both negative, or both dissimilar to

the reciprocally placed collative term, there is taken in the reduction the

opposite [and converse] of the prior conjunctive [premise] ; and the latter is

applied, in order that the opposite of the consequent in the former conjunctive

[premise] may find a place in the foresaid mood. As—

If B is not, A is not

;

If A is not, C IS ;

If B IS not, therefore, C is.

" This it behooved to show.

" The third figure is that in which the collative term holds the same relation

to each of the collated terms, being the consequent in either conjunctive [pre-

mise] affirmatively and negatively, as in the example of a single mood again

consisting of affirmative collated terms. Thus

:

If A IS, B is

;

IfCis,Bisnot;

If A is, therefore, C is not.

" The reduction of this to the first figure is thus efiected. The opposite [a

1 Vide Apuleius. [De Dogm. Flat. iii. p. 37- Elm. Cf. Discussions, p. 836. — Ed.]
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converse E] of the second conjunctive [premise] is taken along with the

first conjunctive [premise], and the antecedent of the former is applied to the

opposite of the latter's consequent ; as in the foresaid mood. Thus

:

If A is, B is

;

IfB is, C is not

;

If A IS, therefore, C is not.

" AU this requires to be shown concretely. As in the first figure [first

mood] :

If day is, light is

;

If light is, visible objects are seen ;

If day is, therefore, visible objects are seen.

" Second figure, first mood

:

If day is, light is;

If day is not, the sun is under the earth ;

If light is not, the sun is [therefore] under the earth.

If light is not, day is not ;

If day is not, the sun is under the earth

;

If light, therefore, is not, the sun is under the earth.

" Third figure, first mood

:

If day is, light is

;

If things visible are unseen, light is not

;

If day, therefore, is, things visible are not unseen.

" There are eight moods of the second figure, and eight of the third ; two

composed of affirmatives, two of negatives, four of dissimilars, with a similar

or dissimilar coUative.

" End of Aristotle's Analytics."

Relative to the translation from the Greek interpolator on Hypothetical

Syllogisms, in Waitz (^Org. i. p. 9', 10); and in particular to the beginning

of [II].

Better thus :— In all the Figures : — the quality of the syllogism is either

Pure,— and here two, viz., one affirmative and one negative ; or Mixed, —
and here six, viz., three in which affirmation, and three in which negation, has

the preponderance.
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The following are thus arranged

:

617

m Jf A is, B is

;

L If B is, G is;

..JfAis,Cis.

Second Figure.

If Bis, A is,

J/]iis,Cis;

.-. If Ms, C is.

Third Figure.

If A is. Bis;

If C is, his;

.-. If Ais,C is.

If A is. Bis;

If P. is, C is not

;

.-. IfAis,Gisnot.

If Bis, A is;

If B is, C is not

;

.-. If A is, C !S not.

If A is, Bis;

If G is not. Bis;

.-. If A is, C is not.

1,3, If A is. Bis not;

C IfBisnot,Cis;

.-.If A is, C is.

2,3, If A is not. Bis;

D IfB is, C M ;

.-.If A is not, Gt

IfB is net, A is;

IfB is7iot, C is;

.: If A is, G is.

If Bis, A is not;

If B is, C is

;

.-. If A is not, C is.

If A is, Bis not;

If G is, B is not

;

.-. If A is, G is.

If A is not, B is

;

If G is, B is ;

.-. If A is not, C is.

All 7/" A is not, B is not.

E If Bis not, G is not

;

..IfAisnot,Gis,u

If B is not, A is not ; If A is not, B is not

If B is not, C is not ; If G is not, B is not

.-. If B is not, G is not. .-. If A is not, C is i

If A is not, B is not ; If B is not, A is not ; If A is not, B is not

;

If B is not, G is

;

If B is not, C is

;

If C is, B is not

;

.-.IfAis mt, Cis. .: If A is not, C is. .-. If A is not, C is.

1,3, IfA is not, B is

;

G If Bis, G is not;

.-. If Ais not, Cis not

2,3, If A is, B is not

;

H If Bis not, Cis not;

.-. If Ais, Cis not.

If B is, A is not

;

If A is not, B is

;

If B is, C is not

;

If C is not, B is ;

.-. If Ais not, G is not. .: If A is not, G is not.

If B is not, A is

If B is not, C is

.-. If A is, C is 1

If A is, Bis not;

If Gis not. Bis not;

.: If A is, G is not.

These eight syllogisms are all affirmative, the negation not being attached

to the principal copula.' If, therefore, the negation be attached to one or

other premise, there will be si.xteen negative syllogisms, in all twenty-four.

The negatives are, however, awkward and useless. (See Lovanienses, p. 301.)

But each of these twenty-four syllogisms can receive twelve different forms

of predesignation, corresponding to the twelve moods of the simple categorical

;

according to which they are arranged and numbered. It is hardly necessary

1 See Lovanienses. ht Arist. Dial, Tract, de Hypothec

78

i Syllogismis, p. 299.
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to notice that the order of the premises is in comprehension, after the Greek

fashion of the scholiast.
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IX.

SORITES.

(See p. 27-1.)

(Without order.)

All logicians have overlooked the Sorites of Second and Third Figures.

In Sorites of the Second or Third Figures, every term forms a syllogism

with every other, through the one middle term. In Sorites of the First Figure,

every Second term at most forms a syllogism with every other, through its

relative middle term.

No subordination in Sorites of Second or Third Figure, ergo no one domi-

nant conclusion.

Alias— In First Figure, there being a subordination of notions, there may

be a Sorites with difierent middles (all, however, in a common dependency).

In Second and Third Figures, there being no subordination of terms, the only

Sorites competent is that by repetition of the same middle. In First Figure

there is a new middle term for every new progress of the Sorites ; in Second

and Third, only one middle term for any number of extremes.

In First Figure, a Syllogism only between every second term of the Sorites,

the intermediate term constituting the middle term. In the others, every two

propositions of the common middle term form a syllogism.

Alias— There being no subordination in Second and Third Figures between

the extremes, there, consequently, are—
1°, No relations between extremes, e,xcept through the middle term.

2°, There is only one possible middle term ; any number of others.

3°, Every two of the terms, with the middle term, may form a syllogism.

4°, No order.

Before concluding this subject, I would correct and amplify the doctrine in

regard to the Sorites.'

1°, I would state that, by the quantification of the Predicate (of which we

are hereafter to treat, in reference to reasoning in general), there are two

kinds of Sorites ; the one descending from whole to part,— or ascending from

part to whole ; the other proceeding from whole to whole : of which last it is

now alone requisite to speak. It is manifest, that if we can find two notions

wholly equal to a third notion, these notions will be wholly equal to each other.

Thus, if all trilateral figure be identical with all triangular figure, and all tri-

angular figure with all figure the sum of whose internal angles is equal to two

right angles, then all figure, the sum of whose internal angles is equal to two

right angles, and all trilateral figure, will also be identical, reciprocating, or

absolutely convertible. We have thus a simple syllogism of absolute equation.

On the same principle, if A and B, B and C, C and D, are absolutely equiva-

lent, so also will be A and D. AVe may thus, in like manner, it is evident,

1 Interjiolaliou iu Lectures. See p. 274. —Ed.
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have a Sorites of absolute equivalents. It is not, indeed, very easy always to

find four or more terms or notions thus simply convertible. In geometry, we

may carry out the concrete syllogism just stated, by adding the three following

propositions :
—All Jigure, the sum of whose internal angles is equal to tmo right

angles, is all Jigure which can be bisected through only one angle ;
—All figure

which can be bisected through only one angle, is all figure which, bisected through

an angle and a side, gives two triangles ; and All figure which, thus bisected,

gives two triangles, is all figure which, bisected through two sides, gives a triangle

and a quadrangle ; and so forth. In theology, perhaps, however, these series are

more frequently to be found than in the other sciences. The following twelve

equivalent concepts constitute at once a good example of such a Sorites, and

at the same time exhibit a compendious view of the whole Calvinistic doctrine.

These are,— 1. Elected; 2. Redeemed; 3. Called; 4. Graced with true repent-

ance; 5. With true faith; 6. With true personal assurance; 7. Pardoned; 8.

Justified; 9. Sanctified; 10. Endowed with perseverance; 11. Saved; 12. Glorified.

This series could indeed be ampUfied ; but I have purposely restricted it to

twelve. Now, as All the elect are all the redeemed, all the redeemed all the called,

all the called all the Itrulyl penitent, all the Itrultj'] penitent all the Itrulyl believ-

ing, all the [trulyl believing all the [Jruly'] assured, all the \_truly'\ assured all the

pardoned, all the pardoned all the justified, all the justified all the sanctified, all

the sanctified all the perseverant, all the perseverant all the saved, all the saved

all the glorified, all the glorified all the blest with life eternal; it follows, of neces-

sity, that all the blest with life eternal are all the elect. To turn this affirmative

into a negative Sorites, we have only to say, either at the beginning,— None

of the reprobate are any of the elect, and, consequently, infer, at the end, that

none of the blessed with eternal life are any of the reprobate ; or, at the end,—
None of the blest with eternal life are any of the punished, and, consequently,

infer that none of the punished are any of the elect. Perhaps the best

formula for this kind of Sorites is to be found in the letters a, b, c. This will

afford us a Sorites of six terms, viz., a, b, c—a, b—b, a, c—b, c, a—c, a, b—c,

b, a,—which are all virtually identical in their contents. If there be required

a formula for a longer Sorites, we may take the letters a, b, c, d, which will

afford us twenty-four terms. Perhaps the best formula for a descending or

ascending Sorites is, for example, a, b, c, d, e, f—a, b, c, d, e,—a, b, c, d,—a,

b, c,—a, b,—a.

I. — COMPREHENSIVE SOKITES

E D

PKOGKESSIVE AND REGRESSIVE.

Bucephalus
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X.

SYLLOGISM.

I.

—

Its Enouncement — Analytic and Synthetic— Order of Premises.

(Seep. 281.)

(a) ENOUNCEMENT OF STLIOOISM.

(Nov. 1848.)— There are two orders of enouncing the Syllogism, both

natural, and the neglect of these, added to the not taking into account the

Problem, or Question, has been the ground why the doctrine of syllogism has

been attacked as involving a petitio principii, or as a mere tautology. Thus,

Buffier cites the definition the art of confessing in the conclusion what Jias been

already avowed in the premises} This objection has never been put down.

The foundation of all syllogism is the Problem. But this may be answered

either Analytically or Synthetically.

I. Analytically (which has been wholly overlooked) thus,— Problem or

qusesitum, /s P C ? Answer, P is C; forT U M, and M is C. This is the

reasoning of Depth. More explicitly : — Does P contain in it C? T contains

in it C
; for P co7itains in it M, and M contains in it C. But it is wholly indif-

ferent whether we cast it in the reasoning of Breadth. For example :— Does

C contain under itT? C contains under it P; for C contains under it M, and

M contains under it T.'

Here all is natural ; and there is no hitch, no transition, in the order of pro-

gressive statement. The whole reasoning forms an organic unity ; all the parts

of it being present to the mind at once, there is no before and no after. But it

is the condition of a verbal enouncement, that one part should precede and

follow another. Here, accordingly, the proposition in which the reasoning is

absolved or realized, and which, from the ordinary mode of enouncement, has

1 Seconds Logique, Art. iii. § 126.— Ed. (ttiat good mm so think), lastly the major (that

2 Plato, in a letter to Dionysius (Epist. 2), the presentiments of divine men are of highest

reverses the common order of .Syllogism, authority). Plaionis Opera, Bekker, ix. p. 74.

placing the conclusion first {that he thinks Cf. Melanchthon, Diatectica, L. iii., De Fig-

there is some sense in the dead), then the minor uratione, p. 93, ed. 1542.
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been styled the Conchislon, is stated first ; and the grounds or reasons on which

it rests, which, from the same circumstance, have been called the Prenme or

Antecedent, are stated last. This order is Analytic. AVe proceed from the

effect to the cause,— from the piincipiatum to the principia. And it is evident

that this may be done indifferently either in Depth or Breadth ; the only dif-

ference being that in the counter quantities the grounds or premises naturally

change their order.

II. Synlhelkalbj,— the only order contemplated by the logicians as natural,

but on erroneous grounds. On the contrary, if one order is to be accounted

natural at the expense of the other, it is not that which has thus been exclu-

sively considered. For—
1°, It is full of hitches. There is one great hitch in the separation of the

conclusion from the question ; though this latter is merely the former proposi-

tion in an assertive, instead of an interrogative, form. There is also at least

one subordinate hitch in the evolution of the reasoning.

2°, The exclusive consideration of this form has been the cause or the occa-

sion ofmuch misconception, idle disputation, and groundless objection.

(On the two Methods ; tumultuary observations, to be better arranged, and

corrected.)

1°, In the first or analytic order, what is principal in reality and in interest

is placed first, that is, the Answer or Assertion, called on the other order the

Conclusion.

2°, In this order all is natural ; there is no hitch, no saltus, no abrupt transi-

tion ; all slides smoothly from first to last.

a) Tlie question slides into its answer, interrogation demands and receives

assertion.

b) Assertion requires a reason, and prepares us to expect it ; and this is

given immediately in what, from the other order, has been called the Antecedent

or Premises.

c) Then the first term, either in Breadth or Depth, is taken first in the

ground or reason, and compared with M; then M is .compared with the other.

As in Breadth : — A/, x C fin.iai), under itT7 C contains T
; for C contains

under it M, and 'SI c«iiliiii:.< iin,l,r ii V. In Depth— Does T contain in it C ?

r contains in it C
;
Jin- V cinildiiis in it M, and M contains in it C. This is the

first Figure. Second Figure, using common language : — Is T Ci T is C
(and C ii F)

;
for T and C are both tlie same M. Here the two extremes taken

together are compared with M. In the third Figure M is compared with both

extremes— Z< F C ? F is C {and M is F)
; for the same M is both F and C.

3°, In this order there is nothing pleonastic, nothing anticipated.

4°, Nothing begged.

5°, In this method the process is simple. Thought is one ; but to be enounced

it must be analyzed into a many. This order gives that necessary analysis,

and nothing more.

6°, 111 this order, when assertive, answer is limited by question
;
good reason

why, in Second and Third Figures, one answer should be given.

7°, Tliis order is the one generally used by the mathematicians. (See Twes-

ten, Logik, insbesondere die Analijtik, § 117, p. 105, and below, p. C26. Plato

also).
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8°, If the Qusesitum be stated as it ought to be, this order follows of course;

and the neglect of the quaesitum has followed from the prevalence of the other.

If the quEesitum be stated in using the common form, we must almost of course

interpolate a yes or a no before proceeding to the premises in the common

method ; and in that case, the conclusion is only a superfluous recapitulation.

In the Synthetic, or common order, all is contrary. (The numbers cor-

respond.)

1°, In this order, what is first in reality and interest, and in and for the sake

of which the whole reasoning exists, comes last ; till the conclusion is given we

know not (at least we ouglit not to know) how the question is answered.

2°, In this order all is unnatural and contorted by hitches and abrupt transi-

tions. There is no connection between the question and what prepares the

answer, — the premise. (Show in detail.)

3°, In this order all is pleonastic and anticipative. The premises stated, we

already know the conclusion. This, indeed, in books of Logic, is virtually

admitted,— the conclusion being commonly expressed by a therefore, etc. An-

cient doctrine of Enthymeme (Ulpian, etc.), unknown to our modern logicians

;

among their other blunders on the Enthymeme. On the common doctrine,

Logic— Syllogistic— is too truly defined the art of confessing in the conclusion

what had been already avowed in the premises.

4°, On this order the objection o{pelitio principii stands hitherto unrefuted, if

not unrefutable, against Logic'

b°, In this order the process is complex. The simple thought is first mentally

analyzed, if it proceed, as it ought, from the quaesitum; but this analysis is not

expressed. Then the elements are recomposed, and this recomposition affords

the synthetic announcement of the syllogism,— the syllogism being thus the

superfluous regress of a foregone analysis. Aristotle's analytic is thus truly

a synthetic ; it overtly reconstructs the elements which had been attained by a

covert analysis.''

6°, In this metliod, the problem hanging loose from the syllogism, and, in

fact, being usually neglected, it does not determine in the Second and Third

Figures one of the two alternative conclusions which, ex facie syllogisjrii, are

competent in them. The premises only being, there is no reason why one of

the conclusions should be drawn to the preference of the other. 3Iem. Coun-

tei^practice old and new. The logicians ought not, however, to have ignored

this double conclusion.

7°, See corresponding number.

8°, See corresponding number.'

1 [StewattiElements, vol. ii. ch. 3, } 2, Works, meaning of the term is the doctrine showing
vol. iii. p 202, el alibi) makes this objection, how to analyze or reduce reasonings to syl-

Eefuted by Galluppi, Lez. di Logica e di Mela- logisms; syllogisms to figure; tiKure to mood;
.feim, Lez. i. p. 242, ei 5e?.] second and third figures to first; s)llo;ii;ms

2 [Aristotle's Analyties are in syntlietic or- to projwsitions and terms; propositions to

der; they proceed from the simple to the terms; for of all these analysis is said. See

compound; the elements they commence Facet Or^anon, An. Prior, i cc. 2, 32, 42, 44,

with are gained by a foregone analysis, which 45, pp. 12S, 261, 273, 275, 278, 280]

is not expressed. They are as synthetic as a

grammar commencing with the letters. The 3 Compare Discussions, p 632. — Ed.
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0) ORDER or

Aristotle places the middle term in tlie first Figure between the extremes,

and the major extreme first ; — in the second Figure before the extremes, and

the major extreme next to it; — in the third Figure, after the extremes, and

the minor extreme next to it.

In his mode of enouncement this relative order is naturally kept ; for he

expresses the predicate first and the subject last, thus : A is in all B, or A is

predicated ofall B, instead of saying All B is A.

But when logicians came to enounce propositions and syllogisms in conform-

ity to common language, the subject being usually first, they had one or other

of two difficulties to encounter, and submit they must to either ; for they must

either displace the middle term from its intermediate position in the first Figure,

to say nothing of reversing its order in the second and third ; or, if they kept

it in an intermediate position in the first Figure (in the second and third the

Aristotelic order could not be kept), it behooved them to enounce the minor

premise first.

And this alternative actually determined two opposite procedures,— a dif-

ference which, though generally distinguishing the logicians of difierent ages

and countries into two great classes, has been wholly overlooked. All, it must

be borne in mind, regard the syllogism in Figure exclusively, and as figured

only in Extension.

The former difficulty and its avoidance determined the older order of

enouncement, that is, constrained logicians to state the minor premise first in

the first Figure ; and, to avoid the discrepancy, they of course did the same for

uniformity in the second and third. Such is the order.

The latter difficulty and its avoidance determined the more modern order of

enouncement, that is, constrained logicians to surrender the position of the

middle term as middle, in following the order of the major premise first in all

the Figures.

Philoponus on the First Book of the Prior Anali/lics, c. iv. § 4 (Pacian

Di\-ision), f. xx. ed. Trincavelli.— " This definition appears to be of the exti-emes

and of the middle term ; but is not. It behooves, in addition, to interpolate in

thought an 'only;' and thus will it be rightly enounced, as if he had said:—
But the extremes are both that which is only in another, and that in which another

only is. For if A is [predicated] of all B, and B is [predicated] of all C, it is

necessary that A should be predicated of all C. This is the first syllogistic

mood. Two universal affirmatives, inferring a universal conclusion. For if

B is in all C, consequently C is a part of B ; but again B is a part of A ; con-

sequently, A is in all C, inasmuch as C is a part of B. But what is here said

will appear more clearly from a concrete example— Substance of alt animal;

animal of all man; (there follows) substance of all man. And backwards

(^kva.TroKii''), All 7nan animal; all animal substance ; all man therefore substance.

In regard to this figure, it is plain how we ought to take the terms of the first

mood. The first [major] Is most generic; the second [middle] is a subal-

tern genus ; and the third [minor] is a species more special than the middle.

But a conclusion is here always necessary. Thus, following the synthetic

order, that is, if we start from the major term, substance begins, beginning also
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the conclusion. Substance of all animal (xiihslance stands first) ; aniynal of all

7imn ; (finally the conclusion commences -with, substance') — substance of all man.

But if [on the analytic order] we depart from the minor term, as from man, in

this case the conclusion will, in like manner, begin therewith: All man animal;

all animal substance ; all man substance."

This is the only philosophic view of the matter. His syllogisms really ana-

Ij-tic ( = in Depth).

Anali/iic and Synthetic ambiguous. Better,— order of Breadth and Depth.^

1 [Instances and authorities for the enounce-

ment of Syllogism, with the Minor Premise

etnted first

:

AUCIEXTS.

Gr^.eks:— Gregory ofXyssa, Optra, t. ii. p.

612, in his 12 (not 10) Syllogisms against Man-

icheans, varies. These very corrupt. Joan-

nes Damascenus (Dia/€crica, c. 64, Optra, ed.

Lequien, Paris, 1712, t. i. pp. 65, 66) gives two

Syllogisms, one with minor first. Alcinous,

De Doci. Plat. L. i. cc. 5 and 6. Aristotle

often places minor first. See Zabarella, O/icm

Logica, De Qimrta Figtira, p. 124. Vallius,

Logica, t. ii., pp. 72, 76. Aristotle and Alex-

ander not regular in stating major proposi-

tions. See in First Figure, An. Pr. i. c. i.

Aristotle used the " whole " only of the predi-

cate. See Zabarella, Taiula:, In An. Prior, p.

149. (But see above, p. 548.) Boethius, Opera,

pp. 562. 583. Aristotle, An. Pr. i. c. 1, subfint,

ubi Alexander, f. 9 a. Philoponus, f. 17 a. f 11

b. Alexander Aph. In An. Pr. i. ff. 9 a, 15 b.

Philoponus, In An. Pr. i. ff. 11 b, 20 a, explains

the practice of Greek Peripatetics in this

matter. See also ff. 17 a, IS a; and 11, 21 a

— these in i. Fig. — in ii. Fig. 23 b. The same
In Physica, i. c. 1, f. 2. Themistius, In An.

Post. ii. c. 4. Anonymus, De Syllogismo, f.

43 a. Gregorius Aneponymus, Compend. Pliil-

osophia: Synlagmn, L. v. CC. 1, 6, pp. 58, 70.

Georgius Diaconus Pachymerius, Epit. Log.

tit. iv. CO. 1—4. Sextus Empiricus, Pijrrh. Hy-
potypos., L. ii. cc. 13, 14, pp. 103, 110. Clemens

Alex. Strom. L. viii. Opera, p. 764 (ed. Syl-

burgii). blemraidas, Eintome Logica, c. 31, p.

219. Gregorius Trapezuntius, Dialectica, De
SyU. p. 30. "Prima (Figura) est in qua
medius terminus subjicitur in majore, et in

minore pra;dicatur : quamvis contrafieri el ioleat

ctpo.^sii." A Greek, he wrote in Italy for the

Latins; but refers here to the practice of liis

countrymen.

iafins.— Cicero, De Fin. iii. 8; iv. 18.

Tuse. Disp. iii. 7; v. 15, Opera PAii. pp. 885,

903, 981, 1029, ed.Verburgii. Macrobius, Optra,

p. 181, Zeunii. Seneca, Epist. 85, p. 368. Apu-
leius, De Habit. Docl. Plat. L. iii. p. 36, ed.

Elmenhorst. Isidorus in Gotlwfr. Aueiores, p.

873. Cassiodorus, Dialectica, Opera, p. 556,

Genev. 1650, gives alternative, but in Psalm

xxxi. V. 16, gives a syllogism with minor first.

Marlianus Capella, De Septem Artibus Liberali-

bus, allows both forms for first Figure; gener-

ally makes the minor first (see below, p. 640).

Boethius (origo mali), v. Opera, p. 594 et seq.

OKIE^-TALS.

belo

/tits ; — Rabbi Simeon [truly Maimonides]

(in Hebrew), Logica, per S. Munsterum, cc. 6,

7, Basil, 1527.

Modern anticipations of the doctrine that

the Minor Premise should precede the Major,

Valla, Dialectica, f. 60 b, etc. Opera, pp. 733,

736. Joannes Keomagus, In Trapezuntium, f.

38 b. (only adduces examples). Caramuel,

Rat. et Realis Philosophia, Logica, Disp.ix. xvi.

Aquinas, Opusc. 47. (Camerarius, Disp. Phil.

P. i. qu. 13, p. 117.) Alstedius, Encydopcedia,

p. 437. Gassendi, Opera, ii. p. 413; i. p. 107.

Camerarius, Disp. Phil. P. i. qu. 13, p. 117.

Leibnitz, Opera ii. Pars. i. p. a56, Dissert, dt

Arte Combinatoria (1666), ed. Dutens, who re-

fers to Ramus, Gassendi, Alcinous, etc. Cf.

Nouctaux Essais, L. iv. j 8, p. 454, ed. Raspe

;

aud Locke's Essay, ibid. Bufiier, Logique, \

68. Ca;sarius, Dialectica, Tract, v. De Syll.

Cat. p. 198 (first ed. 1632). J. C. E. iVoi-a De-

t£cla Veritas, etc., see Eeusch, Systema Logicum,

5 547, p. 626. Chauvin, Lexicon Pkitosop/ticum,

V. Figura. Hobbes, Computaiio, c. iv., prefixes

the minor (see Hallam, Lit. of Europe, vol. iii.

c. 3, p. 309, ed. 1839). Lambert, JVewM Organm,

i. 136, S 225. Bachmann, Logik, f, 133, pp. 202,

226. Hollmann, Logica, } 454. Esser, Logik,

§ 107, p. 210. Krug, Logik, j 114, p. 408. Ben-

eke, System dcr Logik, c. V. p. 210 et seq. Stap-

ulensis, in Sergeant's Method to Science, p. 127.

Facciolati (though he errs himself), Rudimenta

Logicce, p. 86, P. iii. c. 3, note 4, where Boe.

thius, Se.vtus Empiricus, Alcinous, etc. Ch.

Mayne, Essay on Natural Notions, p. 122 et seq.

Lamy, Ada Erud., 1708, p. 67.

Who have erred in this subject,— making
our order of enunciation the natural and
usual. Vives, Censura Veri. Opera, t. i. p.
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n.— Figure. — UNFionRED and Pigttked Syllogism.

(1853) (a) COXTRAST AND COMPARISOX OF THE VARIOUS KtXDS OF FORMAL STLLOOISM

-DIFFERENCE OF FIG[TEE ACCIDENTAL.

A.) Unfigured Syllogism—-One form of syllogism : for here there is abolished,

1°, The difference of Breadth and Depth, for the terms are both Subject or

both Predicate, and may be either indifferently ; 2°, All order of the terms, for

these may be enounced from first or second indifferently ;
3°, All difference of

major or minor term of proposition, all duplicity of syllogism ;
4°, All difference

of direct and indirect conclusion.

B.) Figured Sylloghm— Two forms of syllogism by different orders of terms

:

First Figure.— Here the two forms of syllogism are possible, each with its

major and minor terms, each with its direct or immediate, its indirect or

mediate, conclusion. These two various forms of syllogism are essentially one

and the same, differing only accidentally in the order of enounceraent, inasmuch

as they severally depart from one or from the other of the counter, but correl-

ative, quantities of Depth and Breadth, as from the containing whole. But, in

fact, we may enounce each order of syllogism [in] either quantity, the one is

the more natural

Second and Tltird Figures.— In each of these figures there are possible the

two varieties of syllogism; but not, as in the first figure, are these different

forms variable by a counter quantity, and with a determinate major and minor

term; for in each the extremes and the middle term (there opposed) are

necessarily in the same quantity, being either always Subject or always Predi-

cate in the jugation. They differ only as the one extreme, or the other (what

is indifferent), is arbitrarily made the Subject or Predicate in the conclusion.

Indirect or Mediate conclusions in these figures are impossible ; for the indirect

or mediate conclusion of the one syllogism is in fact the direct conclusion of the

other.

Thus difference of Figure accidental.

If rule true, it will follow that it is of no consequence whether—
1°, The middle one or any other of the three terms be, in any proposition,

subject or predicate, if only either. Hence difference of Figure of no account

in varying the syllogism. Thus (retaining the subordination of terms), convert

major proposition in Extension of first Figure, and you have second Figure

;

606. J. G. Vossius, De Nat. Art. Liberal , Log- Rational Notions, p. 123 ft S'q. Mariotte, Lo-

ica, c. viii. § 9. J. A. Fabricius, Ad. Sext. gique. Fart ii , disc. iii. p. 161. Paris, 1678.

Emp. 103. Facciolati, Eudimmta Logica, p. Cliladenus, Phil. De/. p. 18 (in Wolf, Pliil.

86. Waitz, In Org. Comm., pp. 380. 3S6. Rat. i 551). Castillon, Mrm. de Berlin, 1802.

That Reasoning in Comprehensive Quantity Hallara, Li(. o/Ti'rf/", vol. iii p SW Thom-

most natural. Wolf. P/..(. fl^if. § 399, p. 327. son ( W.), Oi((f;n.,w •,. /,„.,- r;,oir?Ai, p.

Eeusch, Systema Lni;ini,n. } bi'. Schul^e, 39. In reference iiMlii iiliuv., til. iiKiilicma-

Loglk, 5 77 of old (1817), j 72 of last (1831) ticians usually besni wiih wIku i« .Mimraouly

edition, holds that dictum de omni, etc., called the Minor Tremise (as A = ii, B = C,

evolved out of iiufn iiofff, for mere subordina- theri/nre A = C); and frequently they state

tion sylloiifms. Ilanschius, in Ana E,ud. the Conclusion first (as A = B, /or A = M.nnrf

1758. p. 470 Lamy(B ) in Ana Erud. 1708, p. M = B), or, etc., see AVolf, Pi<il. Rat. § 551,

67. Oldlield, R.'hj on KfasDn, p. 246. Valla, and Twesten, tog-iA, « 117, p. 105; and Lam-

Diakctiea, L. iii. c, 45. Holfbauer, Analylilc bert, Ntues Org. i. j 225.]

der VrlheiU und SMitsse, S 152, p. 198. Mayne's
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convert minor proposition, and you have third Figure ; convert both premises,

and vou have fourth Figure.

2°, 'Wliether one of the extremes, one or other of the premises, stand first

or second, be, in fact, major or minor term of a proposition ; all that is required

is, that the terms and their quantities should remain the same, and that they

should always bear to each other a relation of subject and predicate. Thus, if

[in] any of the Figures the major and minor terms and propositions inter-

change relation of subordination; when, in the first Figure, you convert and

transpose ; and when [in] the other three Figures (fourth?), you simply trans-

pose the premises.

Indifferent (in first Figure) which premise precedes or follows. For of two

one not before the other in nature. But not indifferent in either whole, which

term should be subject and predicate of coinclusion.'

(h) DOUBLE coycLUsioy ly sEcoyn Ayn third figures.

My doctrine is as follows

:

In the Unfigured Syllogism there is no contrast of terms, the notions compared

not being to each other subject and predicate ; consequently the conclusion is

here necessarily one and only one.

In the Figured Syllogism we must discriminate the Figures.

In the First Figure, where the middle term is subject of the one extreme and

predicate of the other, there is of course a determinate major extreme and

premise, and a determinate minor extreme and premise ; consequently, also,

one proximate or direct, and one remote or indirect, conclusion,— the latter

by a conversion of the former.

In the Second and Third figures all this is reversed. In these there is no

major and minor extreme and premise, both extremes being either subjects or

predicates of the middle ; consequently, in the inference, as either extreme

may be indifferently subject or predicate of the other, there are two indifferent

conclusions, that is, conclusions neither of which is more direct or indirect than

the other.

This doctrine is opposed to that of Aristotle and the logicians, who recognize

in the Second and Third Figures a major and minor extreme and premise,

with one determinate conclusion.

The whole question with regard to the duplicity or simplicity of the conclu-

sion in the latter figures depends upon the distinction in them of a major and a

minor term ; and it must be peremptorily decided in opposition to the universal

doctrine, unless it can be shown that, in these figures, this distinction actually

subsists. This was felt by the logicians ; accordingly they applied themselves

with zeal to establish this distinction. But it would appear, from the very

multiplicity of their opinions, that none proved satisfactory; and this general

presumption is shown to be correct by the examination of these opinions in

detail,— an examination which evinces that of these opinions there is no one

which ought to satisfy an inquiring mind.

In all, there are five or six different grounds on which it has been attempted

1 Compare Discussions^ p. 653. — Kd.
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to establish the discrimination of a major and minor term in the Second and

Third Figures. All are mutually subversive ; each is incompetent. Each

following the first is in fact a virtual acknowledgment that the reason on which

Aristotle proceeded in this estabhshment is at once ambiguous and insuffi-

cient. I shall enumerate these opinions as nearly as possible in chronological

order.

1. Tlial the major is the extreme tvhich lies in the Second Figure nearer to, in

the Third Figure farther from, the middle. This is Aristotle's definition {An.

Pr., L. i. cc. 5, 6). At best it is ambiguous, and has, accordingly, been taken

in different senses by following logicians ; and in ti-eating of them it will be

seen that in none, except an arbitrary sense, can the one extreme, in these

figures, be considered to lie nearer to the middle term than the other. I

exclude the supposition that Aristotle spoke in reference to some scheme of

mechanical notation.

2. That the major term in the antecedent is that which is predicate in the con-

clusion. This doctrine dates from a remote antiquity. It is rejected by

Ale.xander; but, adopted by Ammonius and Philoponus (f 17 b, 18 a, ed.

Trine), has been generally recognized by subsequent logicians. Its recognition

is now almost universal. Yet, critically considered, it explains nothing. Educ-

ing the law out of the fact, and not deducing the fact from the law, it does not

even attempt to show why one being, either extreme may not be, predicate of the

conclusion. It is merely an empirical,— merely an arbitrary, assertion. The

Aphrodisian, after refuting the doctrine, when the terms are indefinite (prein-

designate), justly says: " Nor is the case different when the terms are definite

[predesignate]. For the conclusion shows as predicate the term given as

major in the premises ; so that the conclusion is not itself demonstrative of" the

major ; 'on the contrary, the being taken in the premises as major, is the cause

why a term is also taken as predicate in the conclusion."— {An. Pr. f 24 a,

ed. Aid.)

3. That the proximity of an extreme to the middle term, in Logic, is to he decided

by the relative proximity in nature to the middle notion of the notions compared.

This, which is the interpretation of Aristotle by Herminus, is one of the oldest

upon record, being detailed and refuted at great length by the Aphrodisian

(f. 23 b, 24 a). To determine the natural proximity required is often difficult

in affirmative, and always impossible in negative, syllogism ; and, besides the

objections of Alexander, it is wholly material and extralogical. It is needless

to dwell on this opinion, which, obscure in itself, seems altogether unknown to

our modern logicians.

4. That the major term in the Syllogism is the predicate of the problem or

question. This is the doctrine maintained by Alexander (f 24 b) ; but it is

doubtful whether at first or second hand. It has been adopted by Averroes,

Zabarella, and sundry of the acuter logicians in modern times. It is incompe-

tent, however, to establish the discrimination. Material, it presupposes an

intention of the reasoner; does not appear ex facie syllngismi ; and, at best,

only shows which of two possible quEesita— which of two possible conclusions

— has been actually carried out. For it assumes, that of the two extremes

either might have been major in the antecedent, and predicate in the conclu-

aion. If Alexander had applied the same subtlety in canvassing his own
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opinion which he did in criticizing those of others, he would not have given the

authority of his name to so untenable doctrine.

5. That the major extreme is thai contained in the major premise, and the

major premise that in the order of enouncement first. This doctrine seems

indicated by Scotus {An. Pr., L. i. qu. xxiv. §§ 5, 6) ; and is held explicitly

by certain of his followers. This also is wholly incompetent. For the order of

the premises, as the subtle doctor himself observes (/6.,qu.xxiii. §6), is altogether

indifferent to the validity of the consequence ; and if this external accident be

admitted, we should have Greek majors and minors turned, presto, into Latin

minors and majors.

6. That the major extreme is that contained in the major premise, and the

major premise that itself most general. All opposite practice originates in abuse.

This opinion, which coincides with that of Herminus (No. 3), in making the

logical relation of terms dependent on the natural relation of notions, I find

advanced in 1614, in the Disputatiunes of an ingenious and independent phi-

losopher, the Spanish Jesuit Petrus Hurtado de Slendoza {Disp. Log. et Mel., I.,

Disp. x. §§ 50-5.5). It is, however, too singular, and manifestly too untenable,

to require refutation. As material, it is illogical ; as formal, if allowed, it

would at best ser^e only for the discrimination of certain moods ; but it cannot

be allowed, for it would only subvert the old without being adequate to the

establishment of aught new. It shows, however, how unsatisfactory were the

previous theories, when such a doctrine could be proposed, by so acute a

reasoner, in substitution. This opinion has remained unnoticed by posterior

logicians.

The dominant result from this historical enumeration is, that, in the Second

and' Third Figures, there is no major or minor term, therefore no major or

minor premise, therefore two indifferent conclusions.

This important truth, however natural and even manifest it may seem when

fully developed, has but few and obscure vaticinations of its recognition during

the progress of the science. Three only have I met with.

The fii-st I find in the Aphrodisian (f 24 b) ; for his expressions might seem

to indicate that the opinion of there being no major and minor tei-m in the

second figure (nor, by analogy, in the third), was a doctrine actually held by

some early Greek logicians. It would be curious to know if these were the

" ancients," assailed by Ammonius, for maintaining an overt quantification of

the predicate. The words of Alexander are :
— " Nor, however, can it be

said that in the present figure there is no major. For this at least is determi-

nate, that its major must be universal ; and, if there be in it any syllogistic

combination, that premise is the major which contains the major term " (f.

24 a.). Demurring to this refutation, it is, however, evidence sufficient of the

opinion to which it is opposed. This, as it is the oldest, is, indeed, the only

authority for any deliberate doctrine on the point.

The second indication dates from the middle of the fifteenth centurj', and is

contained in the Dialectica of the celebrated Laurentius Valla (L. iii. c. 8

[51]). Valla abolishes the third figure, and his opinion on the question is

limited to his observations on the second. In treating of Cesare and Camestres,

which, after a host of- previous logicians, he considers to be a single mood,

there is nothing remarkable in his statement : " Neque distinctse sunt pro-
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positio et assumptio, ut altera major sit, altera minor, sed quodaramodo pares

;

ideoque sicut neutra vindicat sibi primum aut secundum locum, ita utraque

jus habet in utraque conclusione. Verum istis placuit, ut id quod seeundo

loco poneretur, vendicaret sibi conclusionem : quod verum esset nisi semper

gemina esset conclusio. Sed earum dicamus alteram ad id quod primo loco,

alteram ad id quod seeundo loco positum est refen-i." We, therefore, await

the development of his doctrine by relation to the other moods, Feslino

and Barocn, which thus auspiciously begins:—-"Idem contingit in reliquis

duobus: qui tamen sunt magis distincti." We are, however, condemned to

disappointment. For, by a common error, excusable enough in this im-

petuous writer, he has confounded singulars (definites) with particulars

(indefinites) ; and thus the examples which he adduces of these moods are,

in fact, only examples of Cesare and Cameslres. The same error had also

been previously committed (L. iii. c. 4). The whole, therefore, of Valla's

doctrine, wliich is exclusively founded on these examples, must go for nothing

;

for we cannot presume, on such a ground, that he admits more than the four

common moods, identifying, indeed, the two first, by admitting in them of

a double conclusion. We cannot, certainly, infer that he ever thought of

recognizing a particular, an indefinite, predicate in a negative proposition.

The third and last indication which I can adduce is that from the Method to

Science of John Sergeant, who has, in this, as in his other books (too suc-

cessfully), concealed his name under the initials "J. S." He was a Catholic

priest, and, from 16G5, an active religious controversialist; whilst, as a philos-

opher, in his Idea Pliitosophke Cariesianoe, a criticism of Descartes, in his Solid

Philosophy, a criticism of Locke,' in his Metaphysics, and in the present work,

he manifests remarkable eloquence, ingenuity, and independence, mingled, no

doubt, with many untenable, not to say ridiculous, paradoxes. His works,

however, contain genius more than enough to have saved them, in any other

country, from the total oblivion into which they have fallen in this,— where,

indeed, they probably never were appreciated. His Method to Science (a

treatise on Logic) was published in 1C96, with a "Preface, dedicatory to the

learned students of both our Univereities," extending to sixty-two pages. But,

alas ! neither this nor any other of tis philosophical books is to be found in the

Bodleian.

In the third book of his Method, which treats of Discourse, after speaking

of the first, or, as he calls it, " only right figure of a syllogism," we have the

following observations on the second and thii-d : — "§ 14. Wherefore the other

two figures [he does not recognize the fourth] are unnatural and monstrous.

For, since nature has shown us, that what conjoins two notions ought to be

placed in the middle between them ; it is ayainst nature and reason to place it

either above them both, as is done in that they call the second figure, or under

them both, as is done in that figure they call the third.

"§ 15. Hence no determinate conclusion can follow, in either of the last

1 Sergeant is an intelli<:;ent antagonist of wmH Un/terstanftln^. In certain views

botli these philosijpliers, and I have elsewhere ticipates Kant; and Pope has evidenti;

had occasion to quote bim as the lirst and from liis brother Catholic the hint of s

one of the ablest critics of tlie Essay on Hu- his most celebrated thoughts.
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figures, from tlie disposal of the parts in the syllogisms. For since, as appears

(§ 13), the extreme which is predicated of the middle term in the major, has

thence a title to be the predicate in the conclusion, because it is above the

middle term, which is the predicate, or above the other extreme in the minor, it

follows, that if the middle term be twice above or twice below the other two

terms in the premises, that reason ceases; and so it is left indifferent which of

the other terms is to be subject or predicate in the conclusion ; and the inde-

terminate conclusion follows, not from the artificial form of the syllogism, but

merely from the material identity of all the three terms ; or from this, that

their notions are found in the same Ens. Wherefore, from these premises [in

the second figure].

Some laudable thing is [all] virtue,

[All] courtesy is a virtue ;

or, from these [in the third],

[All] virtue is [some] laudable.

Some virtue is [all] courtesy;

the conclusion might either be,

Therefore, [all] courtesy is [some] laudable.

Or, Some laudable thing is [all] courtesy.

So that, to argue on that fashion, or to make use of these awkward figures, is

not to know certainly the end or conclusion we aim at, but to shoot our bolt

at no determinate mark, since no determinate conclusion can in that case fol-

low." (P. 232.)

Extremes, it is said, meet. Sergeant would abolish the second and third

figures, as petitory and unnatural, as merely material corruptions of the one

formal first. I, on the contrary, regard all the figures as equally necessary,

natural, and formal. But we agree in this : both hold that, in the second and

third figures, there is a twofold and indifferent conclusion ; howbeit, the one

makes this a monstrosity of the syllogistic matter, the other, a beauty of the

syllogistic form. Therefore, though I view Sergeant as wrong in his premises,

and " shooting his bolt at no determinate mark," I must needs allow that he

has, by chance, hit the bull's eye. I have inserted, within square brackets, the

quantifications required to restore and show out the formality of his examples.

On my scheme of notation, they stand as follows :
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III.— Historical Notices Regakdi.vo Figuee of Stllooism.

Aristotle ; Figures and Terms of Syllogism, Prior Analytics, B. I. ch. iv.

First Figure, ch. iv.— § 2. "When three terms [or notions] hold this mutual

relation,— that the last is in the whole middle, whilst the middle is or is not

in the whole first,— of these extremes there results of necessity a perfect

syllogism.'

§ 3. " By middle term [B (B)] I mean that which itself is in another and

another in it ; and which in position also stands intermediate. I call extreme

both that which is itself in another [the minor], and that in which another is

[the major]. For if A be predicated of all B, and B of all C, A will neces-

sarily be predicated of all C.

§ 10. "I call that, the inajor extreme [A (A)] in which the middle is; the

minor [F (C)] that which lies under the middle."

Second Figure, ch. v.— § 1. "When the same [predicate notion] inheres in

all of the one and in none of the other, or in all or in none of both [the sub-

ject notions],— this I denominate the Second Figure.

§ 2. " The middle [M (M)] in this figure I call that which is predicated of

both [notions] ; the extremes, the [notions] of which the middle is said. The
major extreme [N (N)] is that towards the middle ; the minor [H (O)], that

from the middle more remote.

§ 3. " The middle is placed out [from between] the extremes, the first in

position"

—

[So, M

Third Figure, ch. vi.— § 1. "When in the same [subject notion] one

[predicate notion] inheres in all, another in none of it, or when both inhere in

all or in none of it, such Jigure I call the Third.

§ 2. " In this [figure] I name the niiV/rf/e, that of which both [the other terms]

are predicated ; the extremes, the predicates themselves. The major extreme

[n (P)] is that farther from, the minor [P (Q)] that nearer to, the middle.

1 Ch, iv. } 2 —This definition of the First the all or whole of the highe

Figure (founded on the rules De Omni and de with reference to comprelie

Nullo) applies only to the universal moods, higher notion A as contain

but, of these, only to those legitimate and whole of the lower notion B
useful, — Barbara and Celarent. It, there- sense, which ivith Aristotle i;

fore, seems inadequate, but not superfluous. and, in fact, the only one (

Aristotle uses the phrase " to be in all or in the lo;,'ichiiis, iljere is also t

the iv/iole," both with reference to extension, di

— for the lower notion B, as contained under di
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§ 3. " The middle [5 (R)] is placed out [from between] the extremes, the

last in position,"

[Ai?, n P
P Q
2 R

Aristotle, Prior Anali/lics, B. i. e. 23, § 7.

General Theory of Figure.— "If, then, it be necessary [in reasoning] to

take some [term] common [or intermediate] to both [extreme terms] ; this is

possible in three ways. For we predicate either [the extreme] A of [the

middle] C, and [the middle] C of [the extreme] B ; or [the middle] C of both

[extremes] ; or both [extremes] of [the middle] C. These are the [three]

Figures of which we have spoken ; and it is manifest, that through one or other

of the Figures every syllogism must be reahzed."'

(b) and (c) - ALEXANDER ASD HERMIXVS.

Alexander, In An. Pr., f. 23 b.

Second Figure, c. v. Aristotle. — " ' The middle extreme is that which lies

towards the middle.'

§ 2. " But it is a question, whether in the Second Figure there be by nature

any major and minor extreme, and if there be, by what criterion it may be

known. For if we can indifferently connect with the middle tenn whichsoever

extreme we choose, this we may always call the major. And as negative con-

clusions only are drawn in this figure, universal negatives being also mutually

convertible, it follows, that in universal negatives the one term has no better

title to be styled major than the other, seeing that the major term is what is

predicated, whilst both are here indifferently predieable of each other. In

universal affirmatives, indeed, the predicate is major, because it has a wider

extent; and for this reason, such propositions are not [simply] convertible ; so

that here there is by nature a major term which is not to be found in universal

negatives.

" Herminus is of opinion that, in the Second Figure,

[1°.] " If both the extremes, of which the middle is predicated, be homop;e-

neous [or of the same genus], the major term is that most proximate to the

genus common to the two. For example : If the extremes be bird and man ;

bird lying nearer to the common genus [aniwrnZ] than man, as in its first

division, bird is thus the major^ extreme ; and, in general, of homogeneous

terms, that holding such a relation to the common genus is the major.

[2°.] " But if the terms be equally distant from the common genus, as horse

and man, we ought to regard the middle predicated of them, and consider of

1 Aristotle here varies the notation by let- notation might appear to indicate) that the

ters of the three syllogistic terms, making C middle term was a notion in tlie First Figure,

(F) stand for the middle term, A and B for necessarily intermediate hetweeu the two ex-

the two extremes. Tliis he did, perhaps, to tremes, in the Second superior, in the Third

prevent it being supposed (what his previous inferior, to them.
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which [term] it is predicated through [that term] itself, and of which through

some other predicate ; and compare that through which it is predicated of

another with that through which it is predicated of [the term] itself. And if

that through which [the middle] is predicated of another (viz. the one extreme)

be nearer [than the other extreme] to the conmaon genus, that [extreme] of

which [for tovtuv oh, I read toDtoi' o5] the middle is [mediately] predicated,

from its closer propinquity to the common genus, rightly obtains the title of

major. For example : If the extremes be horse and man, raliunal being predi-

cated of them,— negatively of horse, affirmatively of ?nan; seeing that rational

is not of itself denied of horse, but because horse is irrational, whereas rational

is of itself affirmed of man, horse is nearer than mati to their common genus

animal ; horse will, therefore, be the major e.\treme, though 7na7i be no further

removed than horse from its proper genus. And this, because that through

which the predicate [i. e. the middle] is predicated of this last, as being

irrational, is greater ; for rational is not denied of horse qua horse, whilst it is

affirmed of man qua man.

[3°.] " But if the extremes be not homogeneous, but under different genera,

that is to be considered the major term, which of the two holds the nearer of

its own genus. For instance : If aught be predicated of color and man, color

is the major extreme ; for color stands closer to quality than man to substance :

as man is an individual [or most special] species, but not color.

[4°.] " Finally, if each be equally remote from its proper genus, we must

consider the middle, and inquire Of which term it is predicated through [that

term] itself, and of which through something else ; and if that, through which

the middle is predicated of another [/. e., one extreme], be nearer to its proper

genus, and if through that the middle be actually predicated of this term, this

term is to lie deemed the major. For example: If the terms be white and

man, the one being an individual species in quality, the other in substance

;

and if rational be affirmatively predicated of man, negatively of white ; the

affirmation is made in regard to vian as man, whereas the negation is made of

while, not as white, but as inanimate. But since inanimate, through which

rational is denied of white, is more common, more universal, and more proxi-

mate to substance inanimate than man to Isubstancel animate, on that account,

white is the major term in preference to man." [So far Herminus.]

" But to reason thus, and to endeavor to demonstrate a major term by nature,

in the Second Figure, is a speculation which may be curious, but is not true.

[I read wfihs t^.]

[1°.] " For, in the first place, if we consider the given terms, not in them-

selves, but in relation to others, in which the predicated term does not inhere

;

the major term will be always found in the negative proposition. For, in this

case, the major is always equal to the middle term ; since, whether it be thus or

thus taken from the commencement, or be so made by him who denies it, "in

negative major will still stand in this relation to the middle term. For the mid-

dle does not inhere, where it is not supposed to inhere. Wherefore, its repug-

nant opposite inheres in the subject, but the repugnant opposite of the middle

is equal to the middle. And this, either through the middle itself, or through

another notion of wider extent ; as when rational is denied of something through

itxanimate. For there is here an equalization through irrational, through which
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rational is negatively predicated of Jwrse. For cither the middle is equal to

this of which it is denied, or [I read ^ for i] it is less; as when tlirough inaui-

male, rational is denied of aught. For inanimate is equal to animate, under

which is rational, a notion greater than that other of which it is affirmed. For

since the affirmative predicate is greater than its subject, of which the middle is

denied or not affirmed ; and since the reason why the middle is denied is equal

to or greater than the middle itself, which middle, again, in an affirmative

proposition, is greater than its subject ; — on these accounts a negative propo-

sition is always greater than an affirmative. Nevertheless, Aristotle himself

says that a negation is to be placed in the minor [proposition] ; for the second

syllogism In this figure [Camestres] has as its minor premise a universal

negative.

[2°.] " Further, why in the case of negatives alone should explanation or

inquiry be competent, in regard to the reason of the negative predication,

seeing that in the case of affirmatives the reason is equally an object of inquiry ?

For rational is predicated of ynan, of itself, indeed, but not primarily, that is,

not inasmuch as he is man, but inasmuch as he is rational ; so that if rational

[be denied] of horse through irrational, still these are both branches of the

same division. By this method, assuredly, no major can be ever found.

Wherefore, we ought not, in this way, to attempt a discrimination of the major

of affirmative syllogisms in the Second Figure. For in this figure affirmation

and negation are equally compatible with the major term ; so that whatsoever

term has by the forementioued method been found major, the same, taken

either as major or minor, will effectuate a syllogistic jugation ; which being

competent, there is no longer any major [or uiinoi'] in this figure. For the

problem is to find not a major term absolutel}', but one of this figure." [So

much touching Herminus.]

[3°.] " Nor, on the other hand, as is thought by some, is that unconditionally

to be called the major term which stands predicate in the conclusion. For

neither is this manifest; if left indefinite [jjreindesignate], the same term will

hold a different relation, though a conversion of the universal negative ; so

that what is now the major, may be anon the minor. We may, in fact, be

said to constitute the same term both major and minor. Naturally there is in

negative propositions no major notion, nor, from the conclusion, ought we \o

make out the major at all. Nor is the case different when the term is defined

[predesignate]. For the conclusion shows, as predicate, the term given as

major in the premises ; so that the conclusion is not itself demonstrative of the

major; on the contrary, the being taken in the premises as major is the cause

why a term is also taken as predicate in the conclusion.

" Nor, however, can it be said that in this figure there is no major. For this

at least is determinate,— that its major must be universal ; and, if there be

[in it] any syllogistic combination, that premise is the major which contains the

major term.

[4°.] "But, in the Second Figure, which of the terms is to be deemed the

major ? Tliat is to be deemed the major, and to be placed first, which in the

problem [question or quiesitum] we intend to demonstrate, and which we

regard as predicate. For every one who reasons, first of all determines with

himself what it is he would prove ; and to this end he applies his stock of
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suitable propositions ; for no one stumbles by chance on % conclusion. The

notion, therefore, proposed as predicate in the problem to be proved, is to be

constituted the major term ; for although the proposition be converted, and the

notion thereby become the subject, still, in what we proposed to prove, it

[actually] was, and, therefore [virtually], remains, the predicate. Hence, even

if there be drawn another conclusion, we convert it ; so that, to us who prove

and syllogize and order terms, that always stands as the major. For major and

minor are not, in negative syllogisms, regulated by their own nature, but by

the intention [of the reasoner] to conclude. Thus it is manifest, tliat what is

the predicate in the problem, is also the predicate in the conclusion."

Alexander on Prior Analytics, L. i. c. vi. f. 30 a. ed. Aid.

(Third Figure.) . . . This is the Third Figure, and holds the last place

because nothing universal is inferred in it, and because sophistical syllogisms

chiefly aifeet this figure with their indefinite and particular conclusions. But

the sophistical are the last of all syllogisms. . . . Add to this, that while

both the Second and Third Figures take their origin from the First of the

two, the Third is engendered of the inferior premise. For the minor, (jua

minor, is the inferior premise, and holds reasonably a secondary place [the

conversion of the minor proposition of the first figure giving the second figure].

F. 30 b. (Darapti). " The first syzygy in this figure is of two universal

afhrmatives [Darapli]. But it may be asked— Why, whilst in the second

figure there are two syllogistic conjugations, liaving one of the premises a

universal afiirmative, the other a universal negative (from having, now their

major, now their minor, as a universal negative proposition converted,,— wliy,

in the third figure, there is not, in like manner, two syllogistic combinations of

two universal affirmatives, since of these either the major or the minor propo-

sition is convertible ? Is it that in the second figure, from the propositions

being of diverse form [quality], the commutation of a universal negative into

something else by conversion is necessary, this being now the major, now the

minor, and it not being in our power to convert which we will? In the third

figure, on tlie other hand, there being two universal affirmatives, the position

[relation] of the propositions (for they are similar in character and position) is

not the cause of one being now converted, now another; the cause lying in us,

not the jugation. Wherefore, the one or other being similarly con\ertible,

inasmuch as the position [relation] of the two propositions is the same ; the

one which affords the more important probation is selected, and hereby is

determined the syllogistic jugation. IMoreover, the differences of syllogism

[moods] in each figure are effected by the differences among their jugations,

not by those among their probations. Thus that the combination of proposi-

tions is syllogistic [or valid], is proved by conversion and reductio ad impossibile,

also by exposition. But from this circumstance there does not emerge a plu-

rality of syllogisms [moods]. For the different probations [are not valid from

such plurality, but] from the unity of the jugation from which they are inferred,

so that one jugation of two universal affirmatives may constitute, in the tliird

figure, a single syllogism [mood], howbeit the probations are different ; inas-

much as now the one, now the other, of the propositions can be converted."
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id) - rimopoyvs.

Philoponus (or rather Ammonius) on Aristotle, An. Pr., i. 4, § i. f. 1 7 a, ed.

Trincavelli, 1536.

" The Predicate is always better than the subject, because the predicate is,

for the most part, more e.xtensive (eVl 7r\e'of) than the subject, and because the

subject is analogous to the matter, the predicate to the form ; for the matter is

the subject of the forms. But when the middle term is predicated of the two

extremes, or is the subject of both, in this case it is not properly intermediate.

But, howbeit, though in position e.xternal to the middle, it is still preferable to

be the predicate than to be the subject. On this ground, that is called the

first figure, the middle term of which preserves its legitimate order, being

subject of the one extreme, and predicate of the other. The second figure is

that in "which the middle is predicated of both extremes, and in which it occu-

pies the better position of those remaining. Finally, the third figure is that in

which the middle term is subjected to the two extremes ; here obtaining only

the lowest position. Wherefore, in the first figure the middle term is delineated

on a level with the extremes ; whereas in the second it is placed above, and in

the third below, them."'

Philoponus (or rather Ammonius) on Aristotle, An. Pr., f. 17 a, cd. Trinca-

velli, 1536.

Syllogistic Figures in general. — " We must premise what is the ]\Iajor

Proposition of the Syllogism, and what the Minor. But to understand this,

we must previously be aware what are the Major and Minor Terms. And it

is possible to define these, both, in common, as applicable to all the three

figures, and, in special, with reference to the first alone. In the latter relation,

that is, regarding specially the first figure, the Major Term is that which consti'

lutes the Predicate, the Mi))or that which constitutes the Subject, of the Middle, so

far as limited to the first figure. But since in neither of the other figures do

the e.xtremes reciprocally stand in any definite (?) relation to the middle term,

it is manifest that this determination is inapplicable to them. We must, there-

fore, employ a rule common to all the three figures ; to wit, that the major

term is that predicated, the minor that subjected, in the conclusion. Thus, the

Major Proposition is the one containing the Major Term : the Minor Proposition

the one containing the Minor Term. Examples : Of the First Figure,-

—

Man
[(.s] animal ; animal, substance ; therefore, man, substance Of the

Second,— Animal [is predicated] vf all man; animal of no stone; man, there-

l Ammonius, or Philoponus, here mnni- Whether these diagrams ascend higher than

festly refers to the diagrams representiug the Ammonius does not appear; for they are

three figures, and accommodated to Aris- prohably not the constructions referred to by
totle's tliree sets of letters, noting tlie three Aristotle; and none are given by the Aphro-
terms in each of these; thus; disian in his original text, though liberally

„ Q 1/ u IT su])plied bv his Latin translator. The dia-

V^W :' Ammonius were long generally*

By Xeomagus, 1533 (In Trapezu

Diakct., f. 35), they are most erroneously i

X^,^^ ^^y^ ^ ^ V ferred to Faber Stapulensis. [See further,
"

^ ^ DiscussionSj p. 670.— Ed.]
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fore, of no stone Of the Third,— .Some stone is white; all stone is

inanimate ; consequently, some white is inanimate."

First Figure.— F. 19 b, 59; Aristotle, I. c. § 3. "'But I call that the

middle term which itself is in another, and another in it ; and which in position

lies intermediate.'

" This definition of the middle term is not common to the three figures, but

limited to the middle of the first figure only. For, etc But, if there

be a certain difference in species between the middle terms of the three

figures, they have likewise something in common ; to wit, that the middle term

is found twice in the premises, throughout the three figures ; which also in

position is middle. For Aristotle wishes in the Diagraph {^v ainfi rfj KaTaypap^)

to preserve the order of intermediaey, so that, placing the three terms in a

strairjht line, we assign the middle place to the middle term. [?]

Aristotle, /. c. § 4. " ' But [I call] the extremes both that which is in another,

and that in which another is. For if A be predicated of all B, and B of all

C, it is necessary that A should also be predicated of all C. We have previ-

ously said what we mean by the expression [predicated] of all.'
"

" It may seem, perhaps, that this is a [perfect] definition of the extremes and

of the middle term. But it is not ; for it behooves us to sub-understand, in

addition, the word only ; and thus the definition will rightly run,— But [I call]

the extremes, both that which is in another [minor], and that in which another

is [major]. For if A be predicated of all B, and B of all C, it is necessary

that A be predicated of all C.

" This the first syllogistic mood is of two aflirmative universals, collecting an

affirmative conclusion. For if B inheres iu all C, C is, consequently, a part of

B. But B is a part of A ; A therefore, also, inheres in all C, C being a part

of B. The reasoning will be plainer in material examples— as substance [is

predicated] of all animal ; animal of all man; and there is inferred substance

of all man ; and conversely, all man [is] animal; all animal substance ; there-

fore, all man siihslance.

" But it is manifest how, in this figure, the term of the first mood [Barbara]

ought to be taken. The first is the most general, and the second the subaltern,

genus ; whilst the third is a species more special than the middle. The con-

clusion ought always to be drawn. Tiuis, if, proceeding synthetically, we

commence by the major term [and proposition], substance begins ; wherefore it

also leads the way in the conclusion. [There is predicated] substance of all

animal (here substance commences) ; animal of all man ; whilst the conclusion

again commences with substance,— substance of all tnan. But if we start from

the minor term [and proposition], as from man, with this also the conclusion

will commence ; all man [is] animal ; all animal substance : all man substance.

" Aristotle takes the terms A, B, C ; and, from the relation of the letters, he

manifests to us the order of the first figure. The major tenn he calls A,

because A stands first in order ; the minor term C ; and the middle term B ; as

B, m its order, follows A, and precedes C.

" It is plain that the terms may possibly be coiidequate [and therefore recip-

rocating] ; as receptive of science— risible— man; for all man is risible; all

risible is receptice of science ; therefore, all man is receptive of science."
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F. 23 b, Aristotle,ch. 5, § 2, Second Figure. " ' The major extreme is that

which lies nearer to the middle ; the minor, that which lies farther from the

middle.'

" In place of more akin and more proximate to the middle ; not in position,

but in dignity. For since, of the terms, the middle is twice predicated, while,

in the conclusion, the major is once pi-edicated, but the minor not even once

predicated
;
[consequently] that which is once predicated will be the more

proximate to that which is twice predicated, that is, to the middle, than that

which is not even once predicated, ^^'^lerefo^e, we shall hear him [Aristotle],

in the Third Figure, calling the minor the term more proximate to the middle

on account of their affinity, for they are both subjects, while he calls the major

term the more remote. Perhaps, also, he wishes that in the diagraph (t^

KaTaypatpfj) the major term should be placed closer to the middle, and the minor

farther off. But the major extreme in this figure, the two premises being uni-

versal, exists not by nature but by position, for the first of the extremes which

you meet with as a subject in the second figure,— this is the minor extreme,

the other is the major. So in the example—All man an aniinal ; no plant

animal ; therefore, no man plant. In like manner, if we take the commence-

ment from plant, this becomes the minor term, and man the major ; as, no plant

animal; all man animal: no jjlant, therefore, man. Consequently the major

and minor terms exist in these examples only by position, not by nature.

If indeed, one or other of tlie propositions be particular, the major and the

minor terms are then determined ; for we hold that in this figure the universal

is the major."

Aristotle.— §3. " ' Tlie middle is placed external to [not between] the

extremes, and first in jiosition.'

" The middle term passes out of what is properly the middle position ; it is

also placed out of or external to the extremes ; but either above these or below.

But if it be placed above, so as to be predicated of both, it is called first in

position ; if below, so as to be subjected, it is called second. 'Wlierefore, here,

as predicate of both premises, he styles the middle term the first ; for if it be

placed above, it is first in position, and in being apart from the extremes, it is

placed without them."

Aristotle, ch. 6, § 2. Third Figure, f 2" b. " 'The major extreme is that

more remote from, the minor is that more proximate to, the middle.'

" The major term in this figure is twice predicated of the middle, and in the

conclusion ; but the minor once only, and that of the middle, for it is subjected

to the major in the conclusion ; the middle alone is subjected, never predicated.

When he, therefore, says that the major term is more remote from the middle,

he means the term always predicate is in affinity more remote from that which

is never predicate, but always subject. And that which is never subject is

the major and more proximate term ; that again, which is now subject, now

predicate, is the minor."

(e) M.ISTIASUS CAPELLA.l

Martianus Capella, De Scptem Arlibus IJberalibus, L. iv. De Dialeclica, in

1 Flourished A. C. 457, Passow; 474, Tennemann-
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capite, Quid sit Predicalivus Syllogismus, p. 127, ed. Grotii; p. 83, ed. Basil.

1532.

" Hujus generis tres formas [figurse] sunt,

" Prima est, in qua declarativa [prtedicatum] particula superioris sumpti,

sequentis efficitur subjeetiva [subjeetum] ; aut subjectiva superioris, declarativa

sequentis. Declarativa superioris fit subjectiva sequentis, ut Omnia voluptas

honum est ; omne honum utile est ; omnis igitur voluptas utilis est. Subjectiva

superioris fit declarativa sequentis, si hoc mode velis convertere : Omne bonum

utile est ; omnis voluptas honum est; omnis igitur voluptas utilis est."

In First Form or Figure, notices the four direct and five indirect moods,—
reflexion ; and, in the second and third, the usual number of moods.^

In Second Figure— " Hie reflexione si utaris, alius modus non efficitur,

quoniam de utrisque subjectivis fit illatio." He seems to hold that two direct

conclusions are competent in Second and Third Figures.

In Second Figure he enounces generally (four times) as thus : — '^0/nne Jiis-

tum Iwnestum ; nullum turpe honestum ; nullum igiturjustum turpe ;" but some-

times (once) thus,— " Nullum igitur turpe justum."

In Third Form or Figure generally (six times) thus, as— " Omne Justum

honestum; omne justum honum; quoddam igitur honestum honum;" but some-

times (once) as— " Quoddam igitur honum honestum."

Isidorus, Originum, L. i. c. 28. De Sgllogismis Dialecticis. Opera, p. 20

(1617) ; in Gothofred. Auciores, p. 878.

" Formulie Categoricorum, id est, Prsedicativorum Syllogismorum sunt tres.

Primte formulae modi sunt novem.

" Primus modus est qui conducit, id est, qui colligit ex universalibus dedica-

tivis dedicativum universale directim : ut, Omne justum honestum : omne hones-

tum bonum ; ergo omne justum bonum." All in first figure, with minor first ; in

second and third figures, varies ; uses per reflexionem et reflexim indifferently

;

and through all moods of all figures follows Apuleius. " Has formulas Cate-

goricorum Syllogismorum qui plene nosse desiderat, librum legat qui inscribitur

Perihermenias Apuleii, et quaj subtiHus sunt tractata cognoscet."

(a) AVEIiROES.

Averroes, In Anal. Prior, L. i. c. v., on First Figure. — " If, therefore, the

middle term be so ordered between the two extremes, that it be predicated of

the minor and subjected to the major (as, if we say all C is B, and all B is A)
;

it is plain that this order of syllogism is natural to us ; and it is called by

Aristotle tlie First Figure." And thus are stated all the examples in detail.

C. vi.. Figure Second.— " And the proposition whose subject is the subject

I Cassiodorus, in First Figure, gives botli pp. 538, 556, Genev. 1650, and above, p. 626

forms, "vel sic;" in Second and Tliird, (fl. 520). CI. A'p\i\ems, De SijUogismo Categor-

tliough he gives also a " vcl sic," they are fro, Op., p. 35. Elmen. (A. c. 160). Isidorus,

examples, both in converse, of Capella's gen- of Seville ( Gothofr. Auct., p. 878), (A. o. 600;

eral mode of enunciation. See I)iatect.,Opera, died 636).
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of the quEesitum is the minor proposition, but that whose subject is the pred-

icate of the qufBsitum is the major. Let us then place first in order of enun-

ciation the minor extreme; let the middle term then follow, and the major

come last, to the end that thus the major may be distinguished from the minor

;

for in this figure the terms are not distinguished, unless by relation to the

qusesitum." So all the examples.

C. vii., Third Figure.— " That proposition in which lies the subject of the

quEesitum is called the minor proposition, since the subject itself is called the

minor term ; that proposition which contains the predicate of the qufssitum is

named the major. In the example, let the minor term be C, the middle B, and

the major A, and their order be that we first enounce the middle, then the

minor, and last of all the major." And so the examples.

(h) MELAyCBTHOy.

Melanchthon, Erotemata Dialecticce, L. iii. p. 1 75.

" Demonstration why there are necessarily three [and only three] Figures.

" Every argumentation which admits the syllogistic form (for of such form In-

duction and Example are not recipient [?]) proceeds either [1°], From genus

to species universally with a universal conclusion ; or [2°], From species to

genus with a particular conclusion ; or [3°], A distraction of two species takes

place ; or [4°], There is a concatenation of a pluralitv' of causes and effects.

Nor are there more modes of argumentation, if we judge with skill.

" The process fi-om genus to species engenders the First Figure. And the

consequence is valid from the genus with a universal sign both affirmatively and

negatively to the species,— this is naturally manifest. The process from

species to genus with a particular conclusion engenders the Third Figure.

And it is evident that, the species posited, the genus is posited.

" The distraction of species engenders the Second Figure. And the reason

of the consequence is clear, because disparate species are necessarily sundered.

These may be judged of by common sense, without any lengthened teaching-

Both are manifest,— that the figures are rightly distributed, and that the con-

sequences are indubitably valid."

Amauld, L'Art de Penser (Port Royal Logic), P. iii. ch. 11, p. 235.—

General principle of syllogisms :
— " That one of the premises should contain

the conclusion, and the other show that it does so contain it."— [So Purchot,

Instit. Phil., Vol. I. P. iii. ch. 1.]

Ch. v., p. 215.— " Foundation of First Figure."

" Principle of affirmative moods :
— TTial what agrees uith a notion taken uni-

versally, agrees also with all of which this notion is affirmed ; in other words, with

all that is the subject of thvi notion, or is composed within its sphere." [Or, more

shortly (says Purchot, c. \-i.). Whatever is predicated of the superior, is pred-

icated of the inferior.']

" Principle of the negative moods :— What is denied of a notion taken uni-

versally, is denied of all whereof this notion is affirmed." [Purchot— Wluit is

repugnant to the superior, is repugnant also to the inferior. Ch. vi. p. 21 7.]

81
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" Foundation of the Second Figure.' Principle of the syllogisms in Cesare

and Festino:

—

That what is denied of a universal notion, is denied also of

whatever this notion is affirmed, that is to say, of all its subjects.

" Principle of the syllogisms of Camestres, Baroco :— All that is contained

under the extension of a universal notion, agrees ivilh none of the subjects whereof

that notion has been denied, seeing that the attribute of a negative proposition is

taken in its whole extension."

Ch. vii., p. 220. " Foundation of the Third Figure.

" Principle of the affirmative moods :— When two terms may be affirmed of

the same thing, they may also be affirmed of each other, taken particularly. [So

Purchot nearly.]

" Principle of the negative moods : — When of tico terms the one may be

denied, and the other affirmed, of the same thing, they may be particularly denied

of each other." [So Purehot nearly.]

No foundation or principle given for the Fourth Figure.

Samuehs Grosser!, Pharus Intellectus, 1697, P. iii. S. i. Mem. 3, c. 2 (prob-

ably from Weiss, see Pref.).— " The foundation of the first figure is the Dic-

tum de Omni et Nullo ; for whatever is universally aflirmed or denied of a

universal subject, that is also affirmed or denied of all and each contained

under that subject.

" The foundation of the second figure is Contrariety ; for the predicates of

contrary things are contrary.

" The foundation of the third figure is the agreement of the extremes in any

third ; for what agrees with any third agrees with each other, and may be

joined or separated in the same proposition, inasmuch as they are in agree-

ment or confliction in relation to any third thing."

Illustrates the three figures by three triangles, p. 132. In the first, we ascend

to the apex on one side, and descend on the other ; in the second, we ascend at

both sides ; in the third, we descend on both sides.

(k) LAMBERT.

Lambert, Neues Organon, Vol. I. § 225. (See Melanchthon, p. 641.)

Relation of Figures.— " We further remark, that the first discoverer of Syl-

logisms and their Figures was, in his arrangement of their propositions, deter-

mined by some arbitrary circumstance ; his views and selections at least were

not founded on aught natural and necessary (§ 196). He places, to wit, that

premise after the other which contains among its terms the subject of the con-

clusion, probably in order to introduce into all the figures a common law. To

that law, however, we do not restrict ourselves either in speech or in writing.

The mathematician, who, perhaps, draws the greatest number of formal syllo-

gisms with the fewest paralogisms, commences to take the first figure, for exam-

1 Purchot Bays this Figure rests upon a sin- but something agrees with the one, which is re-

gie principle— Two things are not the same, pugnant to the other.
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pie, not Tvith the major, but with the minor proposition, because not only in

this figure is such premise always the more obtrusive, but also because its sub-

ject is the proper matter of discourse. Frequently the premise is only quoted,

or it is absolutely omitted whensoever it is of itself obvious to the reader, or is

easily discoverable from the minor and conclusion. The conclusion inferred is

then, in like manner, constituted into the minor proposition of a new syllogism,

wherewith a new major is connected. This natural arrangement of the syllo-

gisms of the first figure rests, consequently, altogether on the principle,

—

Tliat

we can assert of the subject of an affirmative proposition whatever we may know

of its predicate ; or what may be said of the attribute of a thing is valid of the

thing itself. And this is what the syllogisms of the first Figure have peculiar

to themselves. It is also so expressed :— What is true of the genus, is true also

of each of its species.

§ 226. " On the other hand, in the second and third Figures there is no

talk of species and genera. The second Figure denies the subjects of each

other, because they are diverse in their attributes ; and every difference of

attribute is here effectual. We, consequently, use this figure principally in the

case where two things ought not to be intercommuted or confounded. This

becomes necessarily impossible, so soon as we discover in the thing A something

which does not e.xist in the thing B. We may, consequently, say that syllo-

gisms of the second figure lead us to distinguish things, and prevent us from

confounding notions. And it will be also found that in these cases we always

use them.

§ 227. "The third Figure affords Examples and Exceptions; and, in this

Figure, we adduce all exempla in contrarium. The two formula are as follows

:

" 1. There are B which are C ; for M !,s B andC.
" 2. There are B which are not C

; for M is B and not C.

" In this manner we draw syllogisms of the Third Figure, for the most part,

in the form of copulative propositions (§ 135) ; because we are not wont twice

to repeat the subject, or to make thereof two propositions. Sometimes one

proposition is wholly omitted, when, to wit, it is self-manifest.

" In the Fourth Figure, as in the First, species and genera appear only with

this difference, that in the moods, Baralip, Dibatis, Fesapo, Fresison, the infer-

ence is from the species to the genus; whereas, in Calentes, there is denied of

the species what was denied of the genus. For where the genus is not, neither

are there any of its species. This last mood we, therefore, use when we con-

clude negatively a minoriad majns, seeing that the genus precedes, and is more

frequently presented than any of its species.

§ 229. " The syllogisms of the four Figures are thus distinguished in relation

to their employment, in the following respects

:

" 1. The First Figure ascribes to the thing what we know of its attribute.

It concludes from the genus to the species.

" 2. The Second Figure leads to the discrimination of things, and reUeves

perplexitj' in our notions.

" 3. The Third Figure affords examples and exceptions in propositions which

appear general.

" 4. The Fourth Figure finds species in a genus in Baralip and Dibalis ; it
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shows that the species does not exhaust the genus in Fexapn, Fresison ; and it

denies the species of what was denied of the genus in Caleides.

§ 230. " This determination of the difference of the Four Figures is, abso-

lutely speaking, only manifested when we employ them after natural fashion,

and without any thought of a selection. For, as the syllogisms of every figure

admit of being transmuted into those of the first, and partly also into those of

any other, if we rightly convert, or interchange, or turn into propositions of

equal value, their premises ; consequently, in this point of view, no difference

subsists between them ; but whether we in every ease should perform such com-

mutations, in order to bring a syllogism under a different figure, or to assure

ourselves of its correctness, — this is a wholly different question. The latter

is manifestly futile. For, in the commutation, we nmst always undertake a

conversion of the premises, and a converted proposition is assuredly not always

of equal evidence with that which we had to convert, while, at the same time,

we are not so well accustomed to it; for example, the proposition. Some stones

attract iron, every one will admit, because The magnet is a stone, and attracts

iron. This syllogism is in the Third Figure. In the first, by conversion of

one of its premises, it would run thus

:

M.ijor, — All magnets attract iron ;

Minor,— Some stones are magnets ;

Conclusion, — Sonte stones attract iron.

Here we are unaccustomed to the minor proposition, while it appears as if we
must pass all stones under review, in order to pick out magnets from among
them. On the other hand, that the magnet is a stone, is a proposition which

far more naturally suggests itself, and demands no consideration. In like man-

ner, A circle is not a square ; for the circle is round, the square not. This proof

[in the third figure] is as follows, when cast in the first

:

What is not round is no circle;

A square is not round ;

Consequently, etc.

Here the major proposition is converted by means of terminus injinitus, and its

truth is manifested to us only through the consciousness that all circles are

round. For, independently of this proposition, should we not hesitate— there

being innumerable things which are not round— whether the circle were one

of those which belonged to this category ? We think not ; because we are

aware.

§ 231. "It is thus apparent that we use every syllogistic figure there, where

the propositions, as each figure requires them, are more familiar and more cur-

rent. The difference of figures rests, therefore, not only on their form, but

extends itself, by relation to their employment, also to things themselves, so

that we use each figure where its use is more natural : The first for finding out

or proving the Attributes of a thing ; the second for finding out or proving the

Difference of things ; the third for finding out and proving Examples and Ex-

ceptions ; the fourth forfinding out and excluding the Species of a Genus.
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§ 232. " Further, whether the three last figures are less evident than the

first, is a question which has been denied [affirmed (?)] on this account, that

the first figure only rests immediately on the Dictum de Omni et Nulla [§ 220]

whilst the others have hitherto, by a circuit, been educed therefrom. We have

already remarked [§ 211] that this circuit, through our mode of notation, is

wholly superseded. We need, therefore, only translate its principle into the

vernacular, and we shall find that the Dictum de Omni et Nulla is on that

account applicable to the first figure, because its truth is based on the nature

of the proposition. From this principle, therefore, the first figure and its

moods admit of an immediate deduction ; it is thus only a question whether the

other figures are incapable [capable (?)] of such immediate deduction, or

whether it is necessary previously to derive them through the first figure. Our

mode of notation shows that the latter is an [unnecessary] circuit, because

everj- variety of syllogism admits for itself a various nptation, and because, in

that case, the premises are taken for what they actually are. Consequently,

every figure, like the first, has its own probation,— a probation drawn exclu-

sivel}' from the natures of the propositions. The whole matter is reduced to

this : — Whether a natian, wholly or in part, is, or, wholly or in part, is nat, under

a second : and whether, again, this second, wholly or in part, is, or, wholly or in

part, is not, under a third. All else proceeds only on the interchange of equiv-

alent modes of expression,— the figured, namely, and those which are not

figured. And this interchange we may style translating, since the figured

modes of expression may be regarded as a special language, serving the pur-

pose of a notation. We have above (§ 220), after all the syUogistic moods

were discovered and denoted, adduced the Dictum de Omni et Nulla, but only

historically, since our maunerof determining the syllogistic moods is immedi-

ately founded on the nature of the propositions, from which this Dictum is only

a consequence. Sloreover, this consequence is special, resting, as it does, on

the notions of Species and Genera. Wherefore, its validity only extends so far

as propositions can be recalled to these notions; as, for example, in the First

Figure. In the Second, the notion of Difference emerges ; and in the Third,

the notion of Example. If we, therefore, would have special dicta for the

several Figures, in that case it would follow, and, at the same time, become

manifest that the middle term of a syllogism, considered for itself, expresses, in

the First Figure, a principle [o/" Ascription or Procreation^ ; in the Second,

Difference ; in the Third, an Example ; and in the Fourth, the principle of

Reciprocity.

" 1. For the First Figure. Dictum de Omni et Nulla. What is true of aJl A,

is true of every A.

" 2. For the Second Figure. Dictum de Diverso. Things which are diflferent,

are not attributes of each other.

" .S. For the Third Figure. Dictum de Exemplo. When we find things A
which are B, in that case some A are B.

" 4. For the Fourth Figure. Dictum de Reciproca. I. If noM is B, then no

B is this or that M. 11. If C is [or is not] this or that B, in that case some B
are [or are not] C."
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(!) PLATKER.

Plainer, Phihsophische Aphorismen, 3d ed., 1 793.— Part I., § 544, conformed

to his Lehrbuch der Logik und Metaphysik, 1795, § 227. " The reason why the

predicate belongs to the subject is in all possible syllogisms this,— because the

subject stands in a relation of subordination with [is either higher or lower

than] a third notion to which the predicate belongs. Consequently, all infer-

ence proceeds on the following rule : If the subject of the [concluding] judg-

ment stand in a relation of subordination with a third notion, to which a certain

predicate pertains ; in that case, this predicate also pertains to the same judg-

ment, affirmatively or negatively."

In his note on this Aphorism, Platner (Lehrbuch) admits— "My fundar

mental rule is only at fault in the second Aristotelic figure, which, however, is

no genuine figure ; because here, in the premises, the subject and predicate

have changed places," etc. In the 2d edition of his Aphorisms (1784) he had

adopted the principle of Identity with the same third, as he has it : " In what

extension or proportion (JMaasse) two notions are like or unlike to a third, in the

same extension or proportion are they like or unlike each other." (§ 628.)

Philosophische Apltoriwien, Part I., third edition, 1793, § 568, compared with

second, 1784, § 672-676.— " Nevertheless, each of these grammatical figures of

syllogism has its pecuhar adaptation in language for the dialectical application

of proofs ; and the assertion is without foundation that the first is the most

natural. Its use is only more appropriate, when we intend to show^

—

that a

predicate pertains [^or does not pertain^ to a subject in virtue of its class. More

naturally than the first do we show, in the second, the difference of things

apparently similar ; and in the third, the similarity of apparently different things.

The fourth figure [it is said in the second edition], on account of the position

of its terms, is always unnatural in language."

Philosophische Aphorismen, Part I., last edition, 1793, § 561.— "The principle

of the first figure is the Dictum de Omni el Nulla."

§564.— "Touching the other figure [the third, for in this edition Platner

abolishes, in a logical relation, the second], its special principle is the following

rule : — What belongs to the subordinate, that, since the subordinate is a part of the

universal, belongs also in part (particularly) to the universal."

In the second edition, 1784, the second figure is recognized, and, with the

third, obtains its special law.

§ 659.— "The principle of the second figure is:— If two notions, wholly or

in part, are opposite to a third, so are they also, wholly or in part, opposite to each

other."

§ 664.— " The principle of the third figure is :
— ^^^tat can be particularly

affirmed or denied of a subaltern species, that also, in so far as .luch subaltern

species is part of a genus, may be particularly affirmed or denied of the genus."

Philosophische Aphorismen. Part I., § 546. Note.— " In general, logicians

treat the subject as if it were necessarily subordinated to the predicate. It

may, however, on the contrary, be the higher notion, and the predicate thus be

subordinated to it. This is the case in all particular propositions where the

predicate is not an attribute of the genus, but an accident of the subject. For

instance,— Some creatures are animals ; here the subject is the higher : Some
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men are imperfect ; here the higher is the predicate. We must not, therefore,

in our syllogistic, thus enounce the fundamental rule of reasonings, — If the

subject he subordinated to a third notion, but with or in the relation of subordina-

tion with a third notion."

(m) — miES.

Fries, St/stem der Logik, § 56.— " Tlie species of categorical syllogisms are

determined by the variety of relations in which three notions may stand to each

other, so that a syllogism may be the result.

" These relations may be thought as three.

" Case I.— Three notations are reciprocally subordinated in gradation, so

that the second is subordinated to the first, but superordinated to the third.

" Case n.— Two notions are subordinated to a third.

" Case ni.— Two notions are superordinated to a third.'

" When, in these cases, is a syllogism possible ?

§ 57.— "In all the three cases the syllogisms are equally valid, for they are

founded on the general laws of the connection of notions.

" They all follow, to wit, from the relation of a whole sphere to its parts,

which lies in the Dictum de Omni et Nulla. The principles for the three men-

tioned cases are thus

:

" For the first,— The part (C) of the part (B) lies in the whole (A), and what

(A) lies out of the ichnle (B), lies also out of its parts (C).

" For the second,— Wliat (A or some A) lies out of the whole (B), lies also

out of its parts (C).

"For the third,— If a part (B) lies in two wholes (A and C), in that case

these have a part in common ; and if a part (B) lie in a whole (C), hut out of

another whole (A), in that case the first (C) has a part out of the other (A).

"The first case alone coincides Immediately with the perfect declaration

of a syllogism,— that a case is therein determined by a rule. For the third

case, therefore, our two declarations of a major premise— that it is the rule,

and that it contains the major term— do not coincide, seeing that here the

minor term may be forthcoming in the rule. On this account the arrangement

of the first case is said to be the only regular, and the others are reduced to it.

That this reduction is easily possible, we may in general convince ourselves, by

reflecting that every syllogism requires a general rule as premise, and that the

other cases are only distinguished from the first by a converted arrangement

of the propositions. But as all propositions may be either purely converted or

purely counterposed, consequently the two last cases can at most so far deviate

from the first that they are connected with the first case only through reversed

(gegentheilige) notions.

§ 57 b.— " The doctrine of the several species of categorical syllogisms, as

regulated by the forms of their judgments, is at bottom an empty subtlety

;

for the result of all this circuity is only that, in every categorical syllogism,

a case is determined by a rule, and this is already given in the law, that

in every reasoning one premise must be universal. The scholastic logic

treats of this doctrine only in so far as the species of syllogism are determined

by the forms of judgment, and thereby only involves itself in long grammatl-

1 [See Jordano Bruuo (in Denzinger, Logik, t. ii. p. 259). Stattler, Logica, § 237, p. 103.]
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cal discussions. Aristotle has been falsely reproached for overlooking the

fourth figure, he only having admitted three. For Aristotle proceeds, pre-

cisely as I have here done, only on the relation of notions in a syllogism, of

which there are possibly only our three cases. His error lies in this,— that

he did not lay a general rule at the root of every figure, but, with a prolixity

•wholly useless, in determining the moods of the several figures, details each,

even of the illegitimate, and demonstrates its illegitimacy. This prolixity has

been too often imitated by other logicians, in the attempts at an evolution

of the moods. Kant goes too far in denouncing this whole doctrine as a

mere grammatical subtlety. The distinction of the three cases is, however,

a logical distinction ; and his assertion that the force of inference in the other

two is wholly derived from that of the first case, is likewise not correct. I

manifestly, however, conclude as easily in the third case,— ' A part which lies

in two wholes is a part common to both,'— as in the first,— ' The part of the

part lies in the whole.' The third case presents, indeed, the readiest arrange-

ment for reasonings from the particular to the general, i. e., for syllogisms in

the second figure according to our terminology.

" The scholastic doctrine of the four syllogistic figures and nineteen moods

of categorical syllogisms requires no lengthened illustration. If the figures are

determined by the arrangement of notions in the premises, then the following

combination is exhaustive. For the conclusion in all cases S P [being

supposed the same], the [terms or] notions stand :

1) According to our first case, M P

S M
2) With converted major premise, P M

S M
3) With converted minor premise, M —

P

4) Both premises converted, P M
M S

" Should we therefore simply convert both premises in a syllogism of the

first figure, we are able to express it in all the figures. Let the notions given

he fireproof, lead, metal, there then follows the conclusion— Some melal is nol

fireproof— fi'om the premises :

In the First Figure — No lead is fireproof;

Some metal is lead ;

In the Second Figave^ Nothing fireproof is lead;

Some metal is lead ;

In the Third Yi^me — No lead is fireproof

;

All lead is metal ;

In the Fourth Figure— Nothing fireproof is lead;

All lead is metal.

" It is here apparent that the first three figures are our three cases ; but the
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fourth we did not employ, as it contains no peculiar relations or notions, but

only under our first case superordinates, and then subordinates a middle term.

This manner of enunciating a syllogism is thus only possible where we are

competent, through conversions, to transmute the arrangement of the first

figure into that of the fourth. Now this happens: 1] If we convert the conclu-

sion S P into P S, since then the major and the minor terms, as

also the major and minor premises, change names ; or, 2] If both premises

allow of an immediate conversion, so that the one remains universal ; for then

the converted propositions contain the same thoughts as those given, and,

consequently, establish the same conclusion."

[Objections to Fries' doctrine of figure— 1°, Only applies to affirmatives

;

2°, Only the arrangement of the results of a successful comparison, and takes

no heed of the comparison that may have been fruitless (the illegitimate

moods) ; 3°, Takes account of only one subordination, for, in the second and

third cases, in each there is a reciprocal subordination in Extension and Com-

prehension.]

(nando) KRUO AND BEXEKE- THEIR DOCTRrS'ES OF SYILOGISU CRITICIZED.

The authority of the two following philosophers, who conclude this series, is

rather negative than positive ; inasmuch as they both concur in proving that

the last attempts at a reformation of the Syllogistic Theory proceed on a

wholly different ground from that on which, I think, this alone can be accom-

plished. These two philosophers are Krug and Beneke ; for, beside them, I

am aware of no others by whom this has been attempted.

Krug was a disciple of the Kantian school, Kant's immediate successor in

his Chair of Logic and Metaphysics at Koenigsberg, and, subsequently. Pro-

fessor of Philosophy in the University of Leipsic. He is distinguished not

only as a voluminous writer, but as a perspicuous and acute thinker ; and his

peculiar modification of the Kantian system, through a virtual return to the

principle of Common Sense, is known among the German theories by the

name of Synthedsm. His Logic (the first part of his System of Theoretical

Philosophy) was published in 1806, and is one of the best among the many
excellent treatises on that science which we owe to the learning and ability of

the Germans. (I have before me the fourth edition, that of 1833.) Krug

propounded a new theory of syllogistic ; but the novelty of his scheme is

wholly external, and adds only fresh complication to the old confusion. It has,

accordingly, found no favor among subsequent logicians.

Passing over the perverse ingenuity of the principles on which the whole

doctrine is founded, it is enough to state that Krug distributes the syllogistic

moods into eight classes. Of these, the first (which, with some other logicians,

he considers not as a figure at all, but as the pure, regular, and ordinary form

of reasoning) corresponds to the First Figure of the Aristotelico-Scholastic

distribution. The other seven classes, as so many impure, irregular, and ex-

traordinary forms, constitute (on the analogy- of Rhetoric and Grammar) so

many figures. Of these, the new is only the old First Figure, the minor

premise, in extension, being stated before the major. Krug, like our other

modem logicians, is not aware that this was the order in which the syllogism

82
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was regularly cast, in common language, hy the Greeks, by the Arabians, by
the Jews, and by the Latins prior to Boethius.' The old and new first figures

are only a single figure, the syllogism being drawn in the counter orders of

breadth and of depth. A mood in these orders, though externally varying, is

intrinsically, is schematically, the same. Krug's distinction of his new first

figure is, therefore, nuU. Thus, Barama is Barbara ; Calerae is Celarent

;

Dirami is Darii ; Firemo is Ferio. Nor is his discrimination of the other sis

better founded. His new (the old) Second and his Fifth Figures are also one.

The latter is precisely the same with the former ; Fimeso is Festino, and Fomaco

is Baroco. In one case (under Camestres), Krug adopts, as alone right, the

conclusion rejected by the logicians. In this, he and they are, in fact, both

wrong, though in opposite ways. Each mood, in the second (as in the third)

figure, has two indifferent conclusions ; and the special one-sided practice of

the former is only useful as gainsaying the general one-sided precept of the

latter. The same objection applies to Krug's new (the old) Third, in connec-

tion with his Siclh Figure. They are one; Daroco is Bocardo, Fapimo is

Felaplon, and Fisemo is Ferison. In two cases (under Disamis and Bocardo)

Krug has recognized the repudiated conclusion. Krug (§109) has, however,

committed an error in regard to Bocardo. He gives, as its example, the

following syllogism, in which, for brevity, I have filled up the quantifications

:

"Some animaU are not [any] vimparms;

All animals are [some] organized things ;

Therefore, some organized things are not [any] viviparous."

In a note, he adds, " The conclusion should here be :
—

' Therefore, some

things which are not viviparous are (some) organized.' And this is seen also by

reduction. We have, however, followed the arbitrary precept of the logicians,

that the extreme in the second proposition should stand subject in the conclu-

sion ; although it be here indifferent which extreme becomes the subject. The

conclusion is only changed into another quality." Only changed into another

quality ! Only an affirmative conclusion from a negative premise ! The

legitimate inference is

:

" Therefore, no viviparous is some organic ;
'* or,

" Therefore, any viviparous is not some organic."

Bachmann (Logik, § 135), another eminent logician, has erred with Krug.

A particular predicate in a negative proposition seems indeed one of the last

difficulties for reformed logic. Krug's new (the old) Fourth Figure bears a

corresponding relation to his Seventh. He is right, certainly, in abolishing all

the moods of the fourth figure except Fesapo and Fresiso ; and, from his point

of view, he is hardly to be blamed for not abolishing these likewise, along with

the correlative moods Fapesmo and Frisesmo, and, with them, his seventh

figure. Finally, rejecting the scholastic doctrine of Reduction, he adopts, not

without sundry perverse additions, Kant's plan of accomplishing the same end;

so that Krug's conversive and contrapositive and transpositive interpolations,

1 See p. 625. — Ed.
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hy which he brings back to proprietj- his sevenfold figured aberrations, are

merely the substitution of one "false subtlety" for another. He, and Bach-

mann after him, renounce, however, " the crotchet of the Aristotelians," in

making the extreme of the prior premise the predicate, always, of the conclu-

sion, in the first and second figures; and, though both do this partially and

from, an erroneous point of view, their enunciation, such as it is, is still

something.

Professor Beneke, of Berlin, is the last to whom I can refer, and in him we

have, on the point in question, the final result of modern speculation. This

acute and very original metaphysician stands the uncompromising champion

of the philosophy of experience, against the counter doctrine of transcenden-

tahsm, in all its forms, now prevalent in Germany ; and, among the other de-

partments of mental science, he has cultivated the theory of reasoning with

great ability and success. In 1832 appeared his Lehrbuch ckr Logik, etc.; in

1839, his Syllogismnrum Analylicorwn Origines et Ordo Naiiiralis, etc. ; and in

1842, his System der Logik, etc., in two volumes. In Logic, Beneke has devoted

an especial share of attention to the theory and distribution of Syllogism ; but

it is precisely on this point, though always admiring the ingenuity of his reason-

ings, that I am compelled overtly to dissent from his conclusions.

The Syllogistic of Beneke is at once opposed, and correspondent, to that

of Krug; there is an external diflference, but, without imitation, an internal

similarity. Instead of erroneously multiplying the syllogistic figures, like the

Leipsic philosopher, the philosopher of Berlin ostensibly supersedes them

altogether. Yet, when considered in essence and result, both theories agree

in being, and from the same side, severally, the one an amplification, the other

an express doubling, of the nineteen scholastic moods. In this, both logicians

were unaware that the same had been long ago virtually accomplished in the

progress of the science ; neither considered that the amplification he proposed

was superficial, not to say mistaken ; and that, instead of simplicity, it only

tended to introduce an additional perplexity into the study. Beneke has the

merit of more openly relieving the opposition of Breadth and Depth, in the

construction of the syllogism ; and Krug, though on erroneous gi-ounds, that

of partially renouncing the old error of the logicians in regard to the one

syllogistic conclusion, in the second and third figures. But, in his doctrine of

moods, Beneke has, I think, gone wrong in two opposite ways : like Krug, in

his arbitrarj- multiplication of these forms ; like logicians in general, in their

arbitrary limitation.

In regard to the former— the counter quantities of breadth and depth do not

discriminate two moods, but merely two ways of stating the same mood. Ac-

cordingly, we do not multiply the moods of the first figure, to which alone the

principle applies, by casting them in the one dependency and in the other ; we
only show that, in that figure, every single mood may be enounced in a two-

fold order, more german, the one to the quantity of extension, the other to the

quantity of intension. An adequate notation ought, e(jually and at once, to

indicate both. But in reference to the second and third figures, the case is

worse. For in them we have no such dependency at all between the ex-

tremes ; and to double their moods, on this principle, we must take, divide, and
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arbitrarily appropriate, one of the two indifferent conclusions. But, as every

single mood of these figures has a double conclusion, this division cannot be

made to difference their plurality. If Professor Bcneke would look CiHS/nr

omnium) into Apuleius or Isidorus, or, better than either, into Blemmidas, he

will find all his new moods (not, of course, those in the fourth figure) stated by
these, as by other ancient logicians; who, however, dreamed not that the mere

accidental difference of, what they called, an anali/tic and synthetic enounce-

ment, determined any multiplication of the moods themselves.

In the latter respect, Dr. Beneke has only followed his predecessors ; I, there-

fore, make no comment on the imperfection. But, in accomplishing what he

specially proposes, whilst we do not find any advancement of the science, we
find the old confusion and intricacy replaced by another, perhaps worse. To
say nothing of his non-abolition of the fourth figure, and of his positive

failures in doubling its moods, the whole process is carried on by a series of

arbitrary technical operations, to supersede which must be the aim of any one

who would reconcile Logic with nature. His new (but which in reality are

old) amplifications are brought to bear (I translate his titles) through " Com-

mutations of the Premises,— by Subalternation,— by Conversion,— by Con-

traposition ;

" and "of the Major,— of the Minor,"— in fact, of both premises

(e. g., Fesapo, etc.). And so difficult are these processes, if not so uncertain

the author's language, that, after considerable study, I am still in doubt of his

meaning on more points than one. I am unable, for example, to reconcile the

following statements :— Dr. Beneke repeatedly denies, in conformity with the

common doctrine, the universal quantification of the predicate in affirmative

propositions; and yet founds four moods upon this very quantification, in the

conversion of a universal affirmative. This is one insolubility. But there

arises another from these moods themselves (§ 28-31). For, if we employ this

quantification, we have moods certainly, but not of the same figure with their

nominal correlatives ; whereas, if we do not, simply rejecting the permission,

all slides smoothly,— we have the right moods in the right figure. This, again,

I am unable to solve. Dr. Beneke's duplication of the moods is also in sundry

cases only nominal ; as is seen, for example, in Ferio 2, Fesapo 2, and Fre-

siso 2, which are forms, all, and in all respects, identical. I must protest also

against his violence to logical language. Thus, he employs everywhere " non

omne," " non omnia," "alle sind nicht," etc., which is only a particular (being

a mere denial of omnitude), for the absolute or universal negative, " nullum,"

" nulla," " kein ist," no, none, not anij, etc., in opiiosition both to principle and

to the practice of Aristotle and succeeding logicians.

Gottlieb Gerhard Titius, Ars Cogitandi, sive Scientia Cogitationum Cogitan-

tium, Cogitationibus Necessaris Instructa et a Peregrinis Liberata. Leipsise,

1723 (first edition, 1701).

Titius has been partially referred to, by Sir W. Hamilton, as having main-

tained the doctrine of a Quantified Predicate. See above, p. 555. His theory

of the Figure and Mood of Syllogism is well deserving of notice,— proceed-

ing, as it does, on the application of that doctrine. This theory is principally
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contained in the following extracts from his Ars Cor/itanrii, which show how

closely he has approximated, on several fundamental points, to the doctrines

of the New Analt/tic.^

Titius gives two canobs of syllogism

:

I. Affirmative. " QuiEcunque conveniunt in uno tertio, ilia etiam, juxta

mensuram illius convenientiEB, inter se conveniunt."

n. Negative. " Qusecunque pugnant in certo aliquo tertio, ilia, juxta men-

suram illius disconvenientiie, etiam inter se pugnant." C. ix. §§ 30, 27.

The following relates to his doctrine of Figure and Mood, and to the special

rules of Syllogism, as commonly accepted :

C. X. § i. " Sic igitur omnium Syllogismorum formalis ratio in genuina medii

termini et prsedicati ac subjecti Concluslonis coUatione consistit ; earn si dicere

velis formam essentialem aut Jtyurain generalem, vel conununem, non valde

reluctabor.

§ ii. " Praeter eam vero Peripatetici Figuras ex peculiari medii termini situ

adstruunt, ea ratione ut Primam figuram dicant, in qua medius terminus in

Majore est subjectum, in Minore Prsedicatum, Secundam, ubi idem bis praedi-

cati, et Tertiam, ubi subjecti locum bis subit. Galenus adjecit Quarlam primae

eontrariam, in qua medius terminus in majore est praedicatum, in minore sub-

jectum, quam pluribus etiam exposuit Autor. Art. Cog. p. 3, c. 8.

§ iii. " Cseterum illae figurse tantum sunt accidentales, ab iisque vis conclu-

dendi non dependet. Quodsi tamen quis diversum medii termini situra atten-

dendura esse putet, tum noc Quarta figura negligenda esse videtur, licet eam

Peripatetici nonnuUi haut curandam existiment, vide Ulman. Synops. Log. 1. 3,

c. 2, p. 164.

§ iv. " Interim Prima caeteris magis naturalis ex eo viderl potest, quod Sub-

jectum et Praedicatum Concluslonis in Praeinissis suam retlneat qualitatem, cum
in secunda el tertia alterum qualitatem suam exuere, in quarta vero utrumque

eam deponere debeat.

§ V. " Postea in unaquaque figura, pro ratione quantitatis et qualitatis propo-

sitionum, peculiares Modi adstruuntur, ita quidem ut Primae figure Qualuor,

totidem Secundae, Tertiae sex attribuantur, ex quibus etiam debite variatis

Quarta quinque accipiat, prout ilia passim cum vocabulis memorialibus recen-

seri solent, ut ilia quidem hue transcribere opus non sit, vide Autor, Art. Cogit.,

p. 3, c. 5, 6, 7, 8.

§ vi. " Non opus esse istis figuris et modis ad dijudicandam Syllogismorum

bonitatem, ex monito § 3, jam intelligi potest. CJuomodo tamen sine iis bonitas

laudata intelligi queat, id forte non adeo liquidum est

§ vii. " Non diu hie quierenda sunt remedia : Observetur forma essentialis

seu figura communis, ac de veritate Syllogisrai recte judicabitur. Applicatio

autem hujus moniti non est difficilis, nam primo respiciendum ad conclusionem,

deinde ad medium terminum, quo facto etiam judicari potest, an ejus et ter-

minorum conclusionis coUatio in praemissis recte sit instituta nee ne. . . .

§ i.x. " De caetero uti anxie jam non inquiram, an omnis bene concludendi

1 For Titius- doctrine of a Quantified Pred- Propositions and to the Hypothetical Syllo-

icate, its application to the Conversion of gism, see above, pp. 555, 527, 603. — Ed.
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ratio numero modOrum denario circumscribatur, quod quidem juxta &Kpl$etay

mathematicatn demonstrasse videri vult Autor. Art. Cog. p. 3, c. 4, ita id haut

admiserim, quod illi modi, quos vulgo laudant, Primae, Secundae aut Tertise

figurse prsecise sint assignandi, licet hoe itidem acumine mathematico se demon-

strasse putet dictus Autor. d. I. c. 5 segq.

§ X. " Cum enim qusevis propositio possit converti, modo quantitas praedicati

probe observetur, hinc neeessario sequitur, quod quivis Syllogismus, adhibita

propositionum conversione, in quavis figura possit proponi, ex quo non potest

non sequalis modorum numerus in unaquaque figura oriri, licet illi non ejusdem

semper sint quantitatis.

§ xi. " Operas pretium non est prolixe per omnia Syllogismorum singulis

figuris adscriptorum exempla ire, sufficiat uno assertionem illustrasse, v. gr. in

prima figura, modo Barba7-a hie occurrit Syllogismus apud d. Autor. c. 5.

0. sapiens siiijicilur voluniaii Dei,

0. hmiestus est sapiens,

£. 0. honesius subjicitur voluntati Dei.

§ xii. " Huno in secunda figura ita proponere licet

:

Quidam, qui svbjicilur voluntati Dei, est omnis sapiens,

Omnis honestus est sapiens,

E. omnis honestus subjicitur voluntati Dei,

ratio concludcndl manct eadem, sapiens enim et is qui subjicitur voluntati Dei,

uniuntur in Majore, dein sapiens et honestus in Minore, ergo in conclusione idea

sapientis et Ejus qui voluntati Dei subjicitur, quoque conveniunt.

§ xiii. " In tertia figura ita se habebit

:

0. sapiens subjicitur voluntati Dei,

Q. sapiens est omnis honestus,

E, 0. honestus subjicitur voluntati Dei,

nee in hac concludendi ratione aliquid desiderari potest, nam medius terminus

universaliter unitur cum conclusionis prsedicato, deinde, quantum sufficit, con-

jungitur cum ejusdem subjecto, seu mnni honesto, ergo subjectum et prsedicatum

se quoque mutuo admittent.

§ xiv. " Cieterorum eadem est ratio, quod facile ostendi posset, nisi trieas illaa

vel scribere vel legere taediosum foret. Ex his autem sequitur, quod omnes

regulce speciales, quae modis vtdt/aribus attemperatce vulgo circumferuntur, falscB

sint, quod speciatim ostendere llceat.

§ XV. " In universum triplici modo impingitur, rel enim conclusio creditur

absurda, qucB talis non est, vel vitium est in materia, ac altera prcemissarum falsa,

Tel adsunt quatuor termini, adeoque absurditas conclusionis, si aliqua subest,

nunquam ab ea causa dependet, quam referimt regulae.

§ xvi. " Sed videamus distinctius (1) major in prima Jigura semper sit univer-
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§ XYU. " Inflectam hue exemplum minus controversum, quod Autor, Art. Cog.

p. 3, c. 7, in modo Disamis, tertiae figurae, proponit

:

Quidam impii in honore habentur in mundOf

Quidam vituperandi sunt omnes impii,

E. quidam vituperandi in honore habentur in mundo.

§ xviii. " Hie habes primam figuram cum majore particulari, optime iterum

concludentem, nam licet medius terminus particulariter sumatur in majore,

ejus tamen ille est capacltatis, ut in eodem convenientia prjedicati et subjecti

ostendi queat, et nisi hoc esset, nee in tertia figura rite conduderetur.

§ xix. " Nee valde obsunt, quae vulgo illustrandse regula? adducuntur. Ex
sententia Weis. in Log. p. 1, lib. 2, c. 2, § 4, male ita concluditur:

Q. animal vdlal,

O. ho est animal,

E. Q. leo volat.

Varum si animal sumitur in minore sicut in majore, tum ilia falsa est, si vero

alio sensu, tum existunt quatuor termini ; his ergo causis,- non particularltati

Majoris, vitiosa conclusio tribuenda.

8 XX. " Nam alias ita bene concluditur

:

Q.<

O. avis est animal (illud quoddam),

E. O. avis volat,

nam licet medius terminus particularis sit, tantae tamen est latitiidinis, ut cum
utroque Conclusionis termino possit uniri.

§ xxi. " Porro (2) Minor semper sit affirmans. Sed quid desiderari potest

in hoc Syllogismo:

0. homo est animal rationale,

Leo non est homo,

E. non est animal rationale?

et nonne ilia ratio concludendi manifeste bona est, qua subjectum et praedi-

catum, qute in certo tertio non conveniuif t, inter se quoque pugnare contendit ?

§ xxii. '• Sed ab, mutemus paululum Syllogismmn et absurditas conclusionis

erit manifesta

:

0. homo est animal,

Ijeo 7ion est homo,

E. leo non est animal

!

Verum si terminus animalis in Conclusione perinde sumitur, sicut suppositus

fuit in majore, nempe particulariter, tum conclusio est verisslma ; si autem aliter

accipiatur, tum evadunt quatuor termini, quibus adeo, non negationi Minoris,
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absurditas conclusionis est imputaiida, qua; observatio in omnibus exemplis quse

hie objici possunt et solent, locum habet.

§ xxviii. " Sed revertamur ad regulas vulgares I Nimirum (3) In secunda

.figura major sit universalis. Verum cur non ita liceat concludere :

Qmdam dives est Saxo,

Quidam Germanus est omnis Saxo,

E. quidam Germanus est dives ?

quod argumentum Weis. 1. 2, c. 4, § 2, intuitu tertlte figura; proponit.

§ xxix. " Argumenta, quse fallere videntur, v. gr. quod Weisius 1. 2, c. 3, § 8,

profert

:

Quidam homo est sapiens,

NuUus stultus est sapiens,

E. nuHus stultus est homo,

et simllia, responsione, § 22, data eliduntur; nimirum conclusio vel non est

absurda, si recte intelligatur, vel adsunt quatuor termini, quibus adeo, non

particularitati majoris, vitium est imputandum.

§ XXX. " Amplius (4) Ex piiris affirmative in secundaJigura nihil concluditur,

sed mirum foret, si ilia concludendi ratio falleret, quse fundamentum omnium

Syllogismorum affirmativorum tam evidenter prse se fert ! Hoc argumentum

utique formaliter bonum est

:

Omnis sapiens sua sorte est contentus,

Paulus sua sorte est contentus,

E. Paulus est sapiens.

§ xxxi. " Sed fallunt multa argumenta, v. gr. Weisio d, c. 3, § 3, adductum

:

Omnis lepus vivit,

Tu vivis,

E. tu es lepus,

verum non fallunt ob afBrmationem prfemissarum, sed quia vel minor falsa est,

si soil. pra;ditatum aceipiatur eodem sensu, quo in Majore sumtum est, vel

quia adsunt quatuor termini, si prsedicatum Minoris particulariter et alio sensu

aceipiatur.

§ xxxii. " Non possunt etiam vulgo diffiteri, quin ex puris affirmativis ali-

quando quid sequatur, verum id non \i/oi-mce sed materice fieri causantur, vide

Ulman. Log. 1. 3, c. 3, § 4. Hebc vero est petitio principii, nam qua conveniunt

in uno tertio, ilia etiam inter se convenire debent, idque non fortuito, sed

virtute unionis laudatse, sen beneficio formae.

§ xxxiv. " In tertia figura (5) Minor semper sit affirmans. Ego tamen sic

recte concludi posse arbitror

:
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Quoddam laudandum est omnis virtus,

Nullum laudandum est quadam magm'ficentia,

E. qucedam magnificentia non est virtus.

§ XXXV. " Nee valde urgent exempla opposita Weisius d. 1. 2, c. 4, § 2, hoc

affert:

Omnis homo ambulat,

KuUus homo est porcus,

E. quidam porcus non ambulat,

nam recurrit responsio § 22 data, quae vel conclusionem falsam non esse, Tel

causam falsitatis a quatuor terminis dependere ostendit, quae etiam locum ha-

beret, licet conclusionem universalem, NuHus porcus ambulat, assumas.

§ xxxii. " Tandem (6) In terlia fgura conclusio semper sit particularis.

Verum Syllogismum cum conclusione universali,jam exhibui § 13, in Exemplis

autem quae vulgo afferuntur, v. gr.

Omnis senator est honoratus,

Omnis senator est homo (quidam scU.),

E. omnis homo est honoratus,

vide Weis. d. 1. 2, c. 4, § 3, occurrunt quatuor termini (nam homo, in minore

particulariter, in conclusione universaliter sumitur), qui adeo veram absurdse

conclusionis causam, ac simul regulae vulgaris falsitatem ostendunt.

§ xxx\-ii. " Dla autem omnia, qute contra vulgares regulas hactenus disputa-

vimus, non eo pertinent, quasi rationem concludendi rejieiendis regulis hinc

inde confectam commendemus, ita ut in demonstrationibus eadem uti, aut valde

delectari debeamus. Quin omni potius eo spectant, ut Peripateticos, qui for-

mam Syllogismoriun essentialem vel omnino non vel nimis frigide exponunt, in

explicandis etiam eorum figuris accidentalibus, falli probarem.

§ xxxix. " Atque ex hactenus dictis etiam intelligi potest, quse nostra de

Reduclione sit sententia. Nimirum ex nostris hj-pothesibus ilia nihil aliud est,

quam Syllogismorum per 07nnes quatuor figuras accidentales, saka semper con-

clusione, facia varialio.

§ xl. " Pertinet igitur ilia tantum ad Pramissa, Syllogismus enim semper ut

instrumentum veritatis inquirendae considerari, adeoque qusestio probanda,

quEE semper immobilis sit, nee, prout visum est, varietur, praesupponi debet.

§ xli. " Reductionis unica Lex est, ut simpliciter, juxta figurae indolem, prop-

ositiones convertamus, quod sine ulla difficultate procedit, dummodo quanti-

tatem subjecti et praedicati debite confideremus, ceu ex iis quae de Conversione

diximus satis liquet.

§ xhi. ''Finis est, ut per ejusmodi variationem, terminorum unionem vel

separationem eo accuratius intelligamus, hinc omnis uliUtas reduction! non est

abjudicanda, si enim recte instituatur, ingenium quantitati propositionum

observandfe magis magisque assuescit, ac inde etiam in penitiorem formae essen-

tialis intelligentiam provehitur.

83
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§ xliii. " In vulgari Reductione, quas in libellis logicis passim exponitur, vide

Aut. Art. Cog. p. 3, c. 9, quEedem exempla reprehendi non debent, quando

V. g. Cesare ad Celarent reducitur, nam ibi simplici conversione alicujus propo-

sitionis defunguntur, juxta legem, quam § 41, reduction! dedimus.

§ xliv. " Sed si ab illis exemplis abeas, parum vel nihil est, quod in eadem

laudari debeat, dum fere ex falsis hypothesibus oranis reductio oritur, nam
conversio per conlraposkionem prsesupponitur, quam tamen valde dubiam esse,

supra ostendimus, prteterea peculiares modi in singulis figuris adstruuntur, ac

omnis reductio ad primam figuram facienda esse existimatur, cum tamen idem

Sylloglsmus per omnes figuras variari queat.

§ xlv. " Ipsa vero reductio nuUis legibus adstricta est, convertitur Con-

clusio, transponuntur Prajmissae, propositiones negativse mutantur in affirma-

tivas, atque ita quidvis tentatur, modo figura intenta obtineatur. Quo ipso

puerilis error, quo Logica, pro arte concinnandi tres lineas, easque in varias

formas mutandi habetur satis elucet. Inepta seientia est, quae in verbis dispo-

nendis, circumagendis aut torquendis unice, occupatur.

§ xlvi. " Juxta h«e igitur, vulgari modo reducere, maximam partem nihil

aliud est, quam errorem errore tegere, ingenia discentium torquere, ac magno

conatu magnas nugas agere, inscitiamque professa opera ostendere."— Ed.]

IV. — Syllogistic Moods.

(p. 285.)

I.— DIKECT AND INDIRECT MOODS.

(a) THEIR PRISCIPLE.- FIRST AXD FOURTH FIGURE.

(Seep. 302.)

Direct and Indirect Moods— principle of. — That the two terms should

hold the same relation to each other in the conclusion that they generally hold

to the middle term in the premises. This determined by the Question. This

constitutes direct, immediate, natural, orderly inference. When reversed, by

Conversion, there emerges indirect, mediate, unnatural, irregular inference.

In the two last Figures (Second and Third), the two terms hold the same

relation to the middle term in the premises ; ergo, no indirect inference, but

always two direct conclusions possible.

In the first Figure, as the two terms are subordinated to each other in the

premises, one direct conclusion from premises, whether read in Extension or

Comprehension, and, consequently, an indirect one also, — the First Figure

being first figure in Extensive quantity ; the Fourth Figure being first figure in

Comprehensive quantity. Direct and indirect moods in each.

1. Blunder about definition of major and minor terras by logicians (for

which Aristotle not responsible),' cause of fancy of a Fourth Figure, consti-

tuted by indirect moods in comprehension.

1 See Stahl [Notiz et Animadversiones in Casiiari Posneri Pro/. Pub. Jena. 1656, Ad. L.

Compendium DinUeiicitm D. Conradi Horneii^ iii. c. viii.].

nunc primum ex Auctoris Aulugrapfio editeB euro ^
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2. That predicate could have no prefinition, and, therefore, though they

allowed its converse, the direct inference was not suffered. This in Fapesmo,

Frisesmo (these alone, by some logicians, admitted in the First Figure), and

Fesapo and Fresison in Fourth, or Comprehensive First.'

3. That major proposition, that which is placed first.

Fourth Figure.— The First Figure, and that alone, is capable of being

enounced in two orders, those of Breadth and of Depth. It is exactly the

same syllogism in either order; and, while the order of Depth was usually

employed by the Greeks, Orientals, and older Latins, that of Breadth has been

the common, if not the exclusive, mode of enouncement among the western

logicians, since the time of Boethius. In either form there are thus four direct

moods, and five indirect •— in all nine moods ; and if the Figure be held to

comprise the moods of either form, it will have eighteen moods, as in fact is

allowed by some logicians, and, among others, by Mendoza {Dbp. Log. el Met.

T. I. pp. 515, 516). Martianus Capella {De Septem Arlibus Liberalibus, L. iv.,

De Dialeclica, in cap. Quid sit Prcedicativus Sylloghmus— see p. 639) states and

allows either form, but, like his contemporaries, Greek and Latin, he employs

in his examples the order of Depth.

Now, mark the caprice of the logicians of the West subsequent to Boethius.

Overlooking entirely the four direct moods in the order of Depth, which they

did not employ, as the conclusion would, in these cases, have been opposed to

their own order; they seized upon the five indirect moods of the order of

Depth, as this afforded a conclusion corresponding to their own, and consti-

tuted it, thus limited, into a Fourth Figure.

Did not make two forms of First Figure.

An indirect conclusion is in subject and predicate the reverse of a direct

;

opposed, therefore, to the order of predication marked out by the premises

which the direct conclusion exclusively follows. An indirect conclusion (what

the logicians have not observed) ^ is an inference from the direct conclusion,

and, therefore, one mediate from the premises.

(6) MOODS OF FOURTH FIGURE REDRESSED.

(Early paper— previous to 1844. Later signs of quantity substituted. — Ed.)

I. Bamalip,— only Barbara with transposed premises and converted con-

clusion.

(2) All irons are (some) metals;

(1) All metals are (some) minerals;

Alt irons are (some) minerals.

1 [That fourth Figure difTers from first only Dialect., Lib. ii. c. vi. art. xi. p. 391, and art.

by transposition of Premises,— held by De- iv. p. 3S5 (1635). Eidiger, De Sensu Veri el

rodon, Logica Restiliita, p. 606. Camerarius, Falsi, ii. 6, § 36. Crusius, Weg Zur Gcwissliril,

Dispulatwnts Plulosopliicer, Uisp. i. qu. 13, p. S 335, p. 606. Tlatner, Ptiilosopkisciie Apltoris-

116. Caramuel, Kal. el Rial. Pliil., Disp. xii. men. i. j 554, p. 267
]

p. 45. Irenwus, Inl,g. Pliil., Eltmenia Lo^ires, 2 But see C'ontarenus, De Quarta Figura

Sect, iii j 3, p. 29. Campanella, PIUl. Rat. Syllog., t3ptra, p. 235. — Ed.
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(By conversion.)

Sime minerals are (all) irons.

(Minerals) , - : (Metals), -.(Irons).

(Redressed)

n. Calemes,— only Celarent with transposed premises and

elusion.

(2) All snails are (some) moTlmca;

(1) No moUusmm is any insect;

No snail is any insect.

(By conversion.)

No insect is any snail.

(Insect)

m. Dimatis,— only Darii with transposed premises and converted conclu-

sion.

(2) Some stars are (some or all) planets;

(1) All planets are some things moving round sun;

Some stars are some things moving round sun ;

(By conversion.)

Some things moving round sun are some stars.

(Moving round Sun), : (Planets) : , , (Stars)
(Redressed)
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IV. Fesapo [Felapos].'

(2) No artery is any vein

;

(1) AU veins are (some) bloodvessels;

No artery is {soine) bloodvessel

(By conversion.)

Some bloodvessel is no artery.

(^Bloodvessels) , -^^m : ( Vein) ;

(Redressed)

{Artery)

V. Fresison [FrelUos].

(2) No muscle is any nerve;

(1) Some nerves are (some) e:rpansion on hand

;

No muscle is (some) expansion on hand.

(By conversion.)

Some expansion on hand is no muscle.

{Expansion on hand), , {Nerve) : —^* : {Afusck)

(Redressed)

(March 1846.) — My universal law of Figured Syllogism excludes the

Fourth Figure.— What worse relation of svbject and predicate subsists betiveen

either of two terms and a common third term ivith which one, at least, is positively

related; that relation subsists between the two terms themselves. What relation,

etc. ; that relation, etc. Now, in Fourth Figure this is violated ; for the predi-

cate and subject notions, relative to the middle term in the premises, are in the

conclusion turned severally into their opposites by relation to each other. This

cannot, however, in fact be ; and, in reality, there is a silently suppressed con-

clusion, from which there is only given the converse, but the conversion itself

ignored.

1 Zabarella, Opera Logica Be Quarta Fig.

SyU. pp. 118, 119, 125. Burgersdyk, Inslit.

Log., L. ii. c. 7, p. 167, reverses premises and

Fapesmo an indirect mood of

i violating the rule of that Fig-
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Fourth Figure. Reasons against.

1°, Could never directly, naturally, reach (a) Conclusion from premise,

or (b) Premises from qusesitum.

2°, All other figures conversion of premises of First, but, by conversion of

conclusion (as it is), no new figure.

3°, All other figures have one conclusion Fourth a converted one, often

different.

(March 1850.) — Fourth Figure. The logicians who attempt to show the

perversion in this figure, by speaking of higher and lower notions, are extra-

logical. Logic knows nothing of higher and lower out of its own terms ; and

any notion may be subject or predicate of any other by the restriction of its

extension. Logic must show the perversion in this Figure ex facie syllogismi,

or it must stand good. On true reason, why no Fourth Figure, see Aristotle,

Anal. Pr., L. i. c. 23, § 8, and Pacius, in Commentary.

(March 1850.) — Fesapo and Fresiso (also Fapesmo, Frisesmo) proceed on

the immediate inference, unnoticed by logicians, that the quantities, apart from

the terms, may, in propositions InA and AnI, be converted.

Averroes on Prior Analytics, B. i. Ch. 8.

" If we ask whether A be in C, and say that A is in C, because A is in B,

and B in C ; in this case, there is a natural syllogism by general confession

;

and this in the First Figure.

" In like manner, if we say that A is not in C, because B is in C, and B is

not in A ; it is plain that we collect that conclusion by natural process ; and

this is the Second Figure, which is frequently found employed by men in their

ordinary discourse.

"In like manner, also, if we say that A is in C, because A and C are in B
;

that syllogism is also natural to us, and is the Third Figure. But if we say A
is in C, because C is in B, and B in A ; the reasoning is one which no one

would naturally make, for the reason that the quaesitum (that is, C to be in

A) does not hence follow— the process being that in which we say A is in C,

since A is in B, and B in C ; and this is something which thought would not

perform, unless in opposition to nature. From this it is manifest that the

Fourth Figure, of which Galen makes mention, is not a syllogism on which

thought would naturally light " (etc.). Thereafter follows a digression against

this figure. See also the same book, Ch. 23d, and the Epitome, by Averroes,

of the same, Ch. i.

(c) FOURTH FIGURE.- AUTHORITIES FOR AND AGAIKST.

Admitted by

—

Udefonsus de Penafiel, Cursus Philosopliicus, Dixp. Sumijml. D. iii. p. 39.

G. Camerarius, Disput. Philos., P. i, q. xiii. p. 116. Port Royal Logic, p. iii.

c. 8, and c. 4. Ridiger, De Sensu Veri el Falsi, L. ii. c. 6, § 36. Hauschius in

Acta Erud. p. 470 et seq. Lips. 1728. Noldius, Logica Recognita, c. ^\. p.

277. Crakanthorpe, Logica, L. iii. c. xv. p. 194 (omitted, but defended). Lam-
bert, Neues Organon, I. § 237 et seq. Hoffbauer, Analytik der Urtheile und
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SchlUsse, §138. Twesten, LogiJ:, inshcsonclere die Analyiik; § UO. Leibnitz,

Opera, ii. 357 ; v. 405 ; vi. 216, 217, ed. Dutens. Oddus de Oddis (v. Con-

tarenus, Kon Dari Quart. Fig. SylL, Opera Omnia, p. 233, ed. Venet, 1589).

Rejected by—
Averroes, In An. Prior, L. i. c. 8. Zabarella, Opera Logica, De Quarla

Fig. Syll., p. 102 et seq. Purchot, Instit. Phil. T. I. Log. P. iii. c. iii. p. 169.

Molinseus, Elementa Logica, L. i. c. viii. Facciolati, Rudimenia Logica, P. iii.

c. iii. p. 85. Scaynus, Paraphrasis in Organ., p. 574. Timpler, Logica %.?-

tema, L. iv. c. i. qu. 13, p. 543. Plainer, PhilosophiscJie Aphorismen, I. p. 267.

Burgersdicius, Instit. Log. L. ii. c. vii. p. 165. Derodon, Logica Beslituta, p.

606. Wolf, Pliil. Rat., § 343 et seq. (Ignored.) Hollmann, Logica, § 453, p.

569. Goclenius, ProJfema^a Zo^ica, P. iv. p. 1 1 9. Keckermann, Oj>era, T.l.

Syst. Log. Lib. iii. c. 4, p. 745. Arriaga, Cursus Philosophicus, In Summulas,

D. iii. § 5, p. 24. Ai-istotle, An. Prior, i. c. 23, § 8 ; c. 30, § 1 (omitted). Jo.

Picus Mirandulanus, Conclusiones, Opera, p. 88. Melanchthon, in 1st edition

of Dialectic, L. iii., De Figuratione (1520), afterwards (1547) restored (Heu-

manni. Acta, iii. 753). Cardinalis Caspar Contarenus, Epistola ad Oddum de

Oddis, De Quart. Fig. Sgll., Opera, p. 233 (1st ed., 1571). Trendelenburg,

Elementa Logica, § 28, etc. Herbart, Lehrbuch der Logik, Einleit 3, § 71.

Hegel, Encyclopcedie, § 187. Fries, System der Logik, § 57 b. Griepenkerl,

Lehrbuch der Logik, § 29 et seq. Drobiseh, Logik, § 77, p. 70. Wallis, Institu-

lio Logica, L. iii. c. ix. p. 1 79.
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For the particular quantification of the Predicate, usefiil illustrations, as in

the First fi-oni Fapesmo, Frisesmo, or (in the pseudo Fourth) from Fesapo

and Fresiso ; so in the Second Figure of what have been called the indirect

moods of Figure 11.

FicnEE n.

1. Bocardo. A , —4 : B ,
—— : C

Figure HI.

A,^—i:B, H :C

1

2. Fapemo.

(1853.) Blunders of Logicians.— What have been called the Indirect Moods
of the Second and Third Figures, arise only from the erroneously supposed

transposition of the premises ; and the Fourth Figure is made up of the really

indirect moods of the First Figure, with the premises transposed.

III.— NEW MOODS— NOTES UPON TABLE OF STLLOGISMS.l

Fig. I. ^^.— Cor^nnus {Institutiones Philosophic Rationalis, 1742, § 540^

says :— " There sometimes appears to be an inference from pure particulars.

For example, Some learned are \some'] ambitious men ; some men are [all Me]

learned; therefore, some men are ambitious. But the minor proposition,

although formally particular, involves, however, a universal, to wit, its con-

verse,— All the learned are [some"] men,— which is equipollent." Why not,

then, scientifically enounce (as I have done), without conversion, what the

thought of the convertend already really and vulgarly involved ?

In all Figures.— I have not been undoubtful whether the syllogisms of the

class in which the two premises, being the same, are mutually interchangeable,

should be regarded as a single or as a double mood. Abstractly considered

from all matter, the mood is single; for the two premises, however arranged,

1 See Appendix
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afford only a repetition of the same form. But so soon as the form is applied to

any matter, be it even of a symbolical abstraction, the distinction of a double

mood emerges, in the possible interchange of the now two distinguished

premises. To the logicians this question was only presented in the case of

Darapti (III. ii.) ; and on this they were divided. Aristotle {An. Pr. i. c. 6,

§ 6) contemplates only one mood ; but his successor, Theophrastus, admitted

two (Apuleius, De Hah. Doctr. Plalonis, L. iii. Op. p. 38, Elm). Aristotle's

opinion was overtly preferred by Alexander (ad locum, t. 30, ed. Aid. quoted

above, p. 636), and by Apuleius (I. c.) ; whilst that of Theophrastus was

adopted by Porphyry, in his lost commentary on the Prior Analytics, and,

though not without hesitation, by Boethius (De Si/ll. Categ. L. ii., Op. pp. 594,

598, 601, 604). The other Greek and Roman logicians silently follow the

master; from whom, in more modern times. Valla (to say nothing of others)

only differs, to reduce, on the counter-extreme, Cesare and Camestres (II. ix.

a, and x. b), and, he might have added, Disarais and Datisi (III. iv. v.), to a

single mood (De Dial., L. ii. c. 61). (For the observations of the Aphrodisian,

see above, p. 633 et seq.)

To me it appears, on reflection, right to allow in Darapti only a single

mood ; because a second, simply arising through a first, and through a transpo-

sition, has, therefore, merely a secondary, correlative, and dependent existence.

In this respect all is different with Cesare and Camestres, Disamis, and Datisi.

The principle here applies in my doctrine to the whole class of syllogisms with

balanced middle and extremes.

Fig. II. xii. b.— David Derodon (Log. Rest. De Arg., c. ii. § 51), in canvass-

ing the special rule of the Second Figure,— that the major premise should be

universal,— he now approbates, he now reprobates syllogisms of this mood

;

but wrong on both alternatives, for his admissions and rejections are equally

erroneous. " Hie syllogismus non valet :— Aliquod animal est laliquod^ ration-

ale ; sed [uUus'J asinus non est [^idlus"] 7'atiotialis ; ergo [_ullusj asinus non est

[^aliquod^ animal." (P. 635.) The syllogism is valid; only it involves a prin-

ciple which Derodon, with the logicians, would not allow,— that in negatives

the predicate could be particular.— (See Log. Rest. De Argument, c. ii. § 28, p.

623.) Yet almost immediately thereafter, in assailing the rule, he says :— "At

multi dantur syllogismi constantes majori particulari, qui tamen sunt recti;

ut,— Aliquod animal non est [«Mus] lapis ; sed \omnis'] adamas est \_aUquis']

lapis; ergo, [ullus'] adamas non est ^aliquod} animal." (This syllogism is,

indeed, II. iii. a ; but he goes on :)
" Item : Aliquod animal est [aliquod']

rationale; sed [wWus] Inpis non est \_ulhis'] rationalis ; ergo \^idlus'\ lapis non est

[^aliqtwcF] animal." Now, these two syllogisms are both bad, as inferring what

Derodon thinks they do infer, —- a negative conclusion, with, of course, a

distributed predicate (p. 623) ; are both good, as inferring what I suppose

them to infer,— a negative conclusion with an undistributed predicate.

Fig. III. viii. b.— Derodon (Ihid. § 54), in considering the Special Rule

of the Third Figure,— that the minor premise should be aflirmative,— alleges

the following syllogism as " r/V/ows.-"

—

'^Omnis homo est \nliquod'\ animal; sed

[u//t(s] homo non est [ulhis] asinus; ergo, [kWu,<] asinus non est [jxliquod"]
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animal" (p. 638). It is a virtuous syllogism,— with a particular predicate

(and not a universal, as one logician imagines) in a negative conclusion.

Again (omitting his reasoning, which is inept), he proceeds:— "Hie vero

syllogismus non est vitiosus, sed rectus:— [Omnis'] homo est [quidam'] rationalis,

sed [ullus] homo non est [ullusl asinus [or Dens'] ; ergo, [units'] asinus [or Deus]

non est [quidam] ratioiiaHs." This syllogism is indeed correct ; but not as

Derodon would have it, with a distributed predicate in the conclusion. That

his conclusion is only true of the asinus, per accidens, is shown by the substitu-

tion of the term Deus ; this showing his illation to be formally absurd.

Fig. III. ii.— Derodon {Ibid.y says : — " Denique, conclusionem in tertia

figura debere esse particularem, non universalem, statuunt communiter Philos-

ophi; unde hie syllogismus non valet;— 'Oinnis homo est [_quidam] rationalis;

sed omnis homo est [tjuoddam] animal ; ergo, omne \_quoddam] animal est [^quod-

dam] rationale.' Verum, hcet conclusio sit universalis, syllogismus erit bonus,

modo," etc. (p. 638). The syllogism is, and must remain, vicious, if the subject

and predicate of the conclusion be taken universally, whilst both are undis-

tributed in the antecedent. But if taken, as they ouglit to be, in the conclusion

particularly, the syllogism is good. Derodon, in his remarks, partly overlooks,

partly mistakes, the vice.

Derodon, criticizing the Special Rule of the First Figure,— that the major

premise should be universal,— says, intgr aha: — " At multi dantur syllogism!

primaefigurae constantes majori particulari, qui tamen sunt recti: ut,— ^Aliquod

animal est [^aliquod] rationale ; sed homo est \aliquod] animal ; ergo, [! !] homo

est [(diqu'is] rationalis': item," etc., etc. (p. 627). This syllogism is vicious

;

the middle term, animal, being particular in both its quantifications, affords no

inference.'

XI.

LOGICAL NOTATION.

(Seep. 215.)

I.— Lajibeet's Linear Notation.*

This very defective,— indeed, almost as bad as possible. It has accordingly

remained unemployed by subsequent logicians ; and although I think linear

diagrams do afford the best geometrical illustration of logical forms, I have

found it necessary to adopt a method opposite to Lambert's, in all that is

peculiar to him. I have been unable to adopt, unable to improve, anything.

1°. Indefinite or particular notions can only be represented by the relation

1 See p. 559.— Ed. the schemes of Lambert and Euler, see S.

2 For Lambert's scheme of notation, see his Maimon, Vtrsuch einer neutn Logtk, Sect, iv.,

Neua Organon, I. § 21; and for a criticism of S 7, p. 64 et seq. Berlin, 1794. — Ed.
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of two lines, atid in two wars : 1°, One being greater than the other; 2°, One
being partially out of relation to the other. Instead of this, Lambert professes

to paint particularity by a clotted line, i. e., a line diiferent by an accidental

quality, not by an essential relation. But not even to this can he adhere, for

the same notion, the same Une, in different relations, is at once universal and

particular. Accordingly, in Lambert's notation, the relation of particular

notions is represented sometimes by a continuous, sometimes by a dotted line,

or not represented at all. (See below, 1*, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.)

2°, The inconsistency is se^en at all climax in the case of the predicate in

affirmatives, where that term is particular. In Lambert's notation it, however,

shows in general as distributed or universal ; but in this he has no constancy.

(See 1*, 1, 2, 3, 4.) But the case is even more absurd in negative propositions,

where the predicate is really taken in its whole extent, and yet is, by the dot-

ted line, determinately marked as particular. (See 4.)

3°, The relation of negativity, or exclusion, is professedly represented by-

Lambert in one line beyond, or at the side of, another. This requires

room, and is clumsy, but is not positively erroneous :— it does express exclu-

sion. But his affirmative propositions are denoted by two unconnected lines,

one below the other. This is positively wrong ; for here the notions are equally

out of the other, as in the lateral collocation. But even in this he is inconsist-

ent ; for he as often expresses the relation of negativity by lines in the relation

of higher and lower. (See below, 1, 4.)

4°, He attempts to indicate the essential relation of the lines by the fortuitous

annexation of letters, the mystery of which I have never fathomed.

5°, He has no order in the relation of his lines.

The middle term is not always the middle line, and there is no order between

the extremes.

This could not indeed be from his method of notation ; and except it be ex-

plained by the affixed letters, no one could discover in his lines the three com-

pared notions in a syllogism, or guess at the conclusion inferred. (See 1—5.)
6°, From poverty the same diagram is employed to denote the most diiferent

moods in affirmative and negative. (Compare 2 and 3 with 4.)

7°, No order in the terms in the same figure.

8°, Incomplete. Lambert can represent ultra-total, etc., included in affirma-

tive, but not ultra-total excluded in negative. Has the merit of noticing this

relation.

9°, Lambert— but it is needless to proceed. What has been already said,

shows that Lambert's scheme of linear notation is, in its parts, a failure, being

only a corruption of the good, and a blundering and incongruous jumble of

the natural and conventional. The only marvel is, how so able a mathemati-.

cian should have propounded two such worthless mathematical methods. But
Lambert's geometrical is worse even than algebraic notation.

To vindicate what I have said, it will be enough to quote his notation of the

moods of the Third Figure (I. p. 133), which I shall number for the previous

references.
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III. Figure.

I.* Darapti. . . . . C c

1. Felapton.
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wholly identical notions, in contrast to others partially identical ; for every angle

of every triangle infers, — necessitates,— contains, if you will, — the whole of

every other, equally as do the several angles of an equilateral triangle.

2°, But Maass is not consistent. He gives, for instance, a triangle (Fig. 12)

to illustrate the subordination of one notion to another ; and yet he represents

the lower or contained notion by an obtuser, the higher or containing notion

by an acuter, angle.

3°, Tlie scheme is unraanifest,— in fact, nothing can bo less obtrusive. It

illustrates the obscure by the obscure, or, rather, it obscures the clear. Requir-

ing itself a painful study to comprehend its import (if comprehended it be),

instead of informing the understanding through the eye, it at best only addresses

the eye through the understanding. Difficult ;— we only regret that it had

not been impossible.

4°, It is clumsy, operose, complex, and superfluous. For, to represent a

notion denoted by a single angle, it is compelled to give the redundance of a

whole triangle ; and three repugnant notions demand an apparatus of three

several figures, and si.\ vacant angles. In fact, the only manifestation to which

this scheme of angles can pretend, is borrowed from the scheme of figures

which it proposes to supersede.

5°, It is wholly dependent upon the accidents of foreign aid. To let it work

at all, it calls in to its assistance an indefinite plurality of figures, a Greek and

Latin alphabet, combinations of letters straiglit and deflected, and an assort,

mentof lines, thick and thin, plain and dotted. I have counted one diagram

of the eighteen, and find that it is brought to bear through three varieties of

line, four triangles, and eleven letters.

It is needless to enumerate its other faults, its deficiencies, excesses, ambigu-

ities, etc. V Iranseal in pace.

III.— The Author's Notation.

NO. I. LINEAR.

The notation previously spoken of represents every various syllogism in all

the accidents of its e.xternal form. But as the number of Moods in Syllogisms

Analytic and Synthetic, Intensive and Extensive, Unfigured and Figured (and

of this in all the figures), are the same ; and as a reasoning, essentially identi-

cal, may be carried through the same numerical mood, in every genus and

species of syllogism, it seems, as we should wish it, that there must be possible,

also, a notation precisely manifesting the modal process, in all its essential dif-

ferences, but, at the same time, in its internal identity, abstract from every acci-

dental variety of external form. The anticipation and wish are realized, and

realized with the utmost clearness and simplicity, in a notation which fulfils, and

alone fulfils, these conditions. This notation I have long employed ; and the two

following are specimens. Herein, four common lines are all the requisites : three

(horizontal) to denote the terms ; one (two ?— perpendicular), or the want of it,

at the commencement of comparison, to express the quality of affirmation or

of negation ; whilst quantity is marked by the relative length of a terminal

1 See Tabular Scheme at the end of the present volume. — Ed.
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line \rithin, and its indefinite exeurrence before, the limit of comparison. This

notation can represent equally total and ultra-total distribution, in simple Syllo-

gism and in Sorites ; it shows at a glance the competence or incompetence of any

conclusion ; and every one can easily evolve it

Of these, the former, with its converse, includes Darii, Dabitis, Datisi, Disa-

mis, Dimaris, etc. ; whilst the latter, with its converse, includes Celarent, Cesare,

Celanes, Camestres, Cameles, etc. But of these, those which are represented

by the same diagram are, though in different figures, formally the same mood.

For in this scheme, moods of the thirty-si.x each has its peculiar diagram

;

whereas, in all the other geometrical schemes hitherto proposed (whether by

lines, angles, triangles, squares, parallelograms, or circles), the same (complex)

diagram is necessarily employed to represent an indefinite plurality of moods.

These schemes thus tend rather to complicate than to explicate,— rather to

darken than to clear up. The principle of this notation may be realized in

various forms.'

The problem, in general, is to manifest, by the differences and relations of

geometrical quantities (lines or figures), the differences and relations of logical

forms. The comparative excellence of any scheme in solution of this problem

will be in proportion as it is, 1°, Easy ; 2°, Simple ; 3°, Compendious ;
4°, AU-

sufiicient; 5°, Consistent; 6°, Manifest; 7°, Precise; 8°, Complete.

In the scheme proposed by me,

1°, I denote terms or notions by straight lines ; and, as a syllogism is consti*

tuted by three related notions, it will, of course, be represented by three re-

lated lines.

2°, I indicate the correlation of notions by the order and parallel coexten-

sion of lines. (The perpendicular order and horizontal extension, here

adopted, is arbitrary.)

3°, Lines, like notions, are only immediately related to those with which

they stand in pro.ximity. Hence the intermediate line in our diagram, repre-

senting the middle term of a syllogism, is in direct relation with the lines

representing the extremes, whereas the latter are only in mutual correlation

through it.

4°, The relative quantity of notions is expressed by the comparative length

of the related lines. In so far as a line commences (here on the left) before

another, it is out of relation with it,— is indefinite and unknown. Where a

line terminates under relation (here towards the right), it ceases absolutely to

be. A line beginning and ending in relation indicates a whole notion. A
line beginning before or ending after its correlative indicates a part of a

1 Reprinted from DUcv^sions, p. 657. For a further explanation of the relations denoted

by the diagrams, see p. 134.— Ed.
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5°, The kinds of correlation, Affirmation and Negation, are shown by the

connection or non-connection of the lines (here from the left). The connec-

tion (here a perpendicular line) indicates the identity or coinclusiou of the

connected terms ; the absence of this denotes the opposite. The hnes in posi-

tive or affirmative relation are supposed capable of being slid into each other.

This geometric scheme seems to recommend itself by all the virtues of such

a representation, and thus stands favorably contrasted with any other. For it

is easy,— simple,— compendious,— all-sufficient,— consistent,— manifest,—
precise,— complete.

1°, Easy. — Linear diagrams are more easily and rapidly drawn than those

of figure ; and the lines in this scheme require, in fact, no symbols at all to

mark the terminal differences, far less the double letterings found necessary by

Lambert.

2°, Simple.— Lines denote the quantity and correlation of notions far more

simply than do any geometric figures. In those there is nothing redundant

;

all is significant.

3°, Compendious.— In this respect lines, as is evident, are far preferable to

figures ; but Lambert's linear scheme requires more than double the space suf-

ficient for that here proposed.

4°, All-sufficient. — Any scheme by figures, and Lambert's scheme by lines,

is, in itself, unintelligible, and depends on the annexation of accidental sym-

bols to enable it to mark out the differences and relations of terms. Lambert,

likewise, endeavors to supply this exigency by another means,— by the fortui-

tous quality (his dottings) of certain lines. In our scheme lines, simple lines,

and lines alone, are sufficient.

5°, Consistent.— Lambert's linear scheme is a mere jumble of inconsisten-

cies. Compared with his, those by figures are, in this respect, far preferable.

But the present linear scheme is at once thorough-going, unambiguous, and

consistent.

6°, Manifest.— In this essential condition, all other geometrical illustrations

are lamentably defective. In those by figure, each threefold diagram, typifying

an indefinite plurality of moods, requires a painful consideration to extract out

of it any pertinent elucidation ; this is, in fact, only brought to bear by the

foreign aid of contingent symbols. , Nor can these schemes properly represent

to the eye the relation of the toto-total identity of a plurality of terms ; the

intention requires to be intimated by the external accident of signs. Lambert's

lines sink, in general, even below the figures, in this respect. But as lines

are here applied, the sole pertinent inference leaps at once to sense and under-

standing.

7°, Precise.— Ambiguity, vagueness, vacillation, redundancy, and, withal,

inadequacy, prevail in the other schemes. In those by figure, one diagram is

illustrative of as many as a dozen moods, positive and negative ; and a single

mood may fall to be represented by four diagrams, and perhaps in six several

ways. Lambert's lines are even worse. In our scheme, on the contrary, every

mood has a diagram applicable to itself, and to itself exclusively, whilst every

possible variety of its import has a corresponding possible variety of linear

difference.

8°, Complete.— In this last and all-important condition, every scheme
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hitherto proposed is found to fail. A thorough-going, adequate, and pliant

geometric method ought equally and at once to represent the logical moods in

the Unfigured and Figured Syllogism, in the Syllogism Synthetic and Analytic,

in Extension and Intension,— this, too, in all their mutual convertibilities, and

in all their individual varieties. This our scheme performs, but exclusively. So

much in general. Again, in particular :— Of the figures, circles and triangles

are necessarily inept to represent the ultra-total inclusion or coe.xclusion of

terms,— in a word, all the relations of proportion, except totality and indefinite

partiality ; whilst quadrilateral figures are, if not wholly incompetent to this,

operose and clumsy. Lambert's linear method is incompetent to it in nega-

tives ; and such inability ought to have opened his eyes upon the defects of the

whole plan, for this was a scheme which he expressly proposed to aecomplisb

The present scheme, on the other hand, simply and easily affirms this, ip

affii-mation and negation, and with any minuteness of detail.

AUTHORS SCHEME OF NOTATION TrNFIGUKED AND FIGURED SYLLOGISM-

(1853.) The following Diagram (see p. 674) aifords a condensed view

of my other scheme of Syllogistic Notation, fragments of which, in detail, will

be found in Mr. Thomson's Outline of the Laws of Thought, and in Mr. Bayncs'

Essay on the New Analytic of Logical Fonns. The paragraphs appended will

supply the necessary explanations.

1.) A Proposition (Suktrryiim, intervallum. irpdrcuns, literally protensio, the

stretching out of a line from point to point) is a mutual relation of two

terms (opoi) or extremes (ixpa). This is therefore well represented,— The

two terms, by two letters, and their relation, by a line extended between

them.

2.) A Syllogism is a complexus of Three Terms in Three Propositions.— It

is, therefore, adequately typified by a Triangle,— by a Figure of three lines

3.) As upwards and downwards is a procedure arbitrary in the diagram, the

diagram indicates that we can, indifferently, either proceed from the Premises

(mliones) to the Conclusion (rationatum), or from the Conclusion to the Prem-

ises ; the process being only, in different points of view, either Synthetic or

Analytic. (An exclusive and one-sided view, be it remembered, has given an

inadequate name to what are called Premises and Conclusion.)

4.) Rationally and historically, there is no gi'ound for constituting that

Premise into Major which is enounced first, or that Premise into Minor which

is enounced last. (See after, p. 697, etc.) The moods of what is called the

Fourth Figure, and the Indirect moods of the Fii-st Figure, are thus identified.

In the diagram, accordingly, it is shown, that as right or left in the order of

position is only accidental, so is first or last in the order of expression.

85
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Depth

Order
of

Breadth ^

Either orNeitht

5.) The diagram truly represents, by its various concentric triangles, the

Unfigured Syllogism, as involving the Figured, and, of the latter, the First

Figure as involving the two others. (In fact, the whole differences of Figure

and Figures are accidental ; Moods alone are essential, and in any Figure and

in none, these are always the same and the same in number.)

6.) Depth and Breadth, Subject and Predicate, are denoted by the thick

and thin ends of the same propositional line.

7.) Depth and Breadth are quantities always coexistent, always correlative,

each being always in the inverse ratio of the other. This is well shown in the

connection and contrast of a line gradually diminishing or increasing in thick-

ness from end to end.
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8.) But though always coexistent, and consequently always, to some amount,

potentially inferring each other, still we cannot, without the intervention of an

actual inference, at once jump from the one quantity to the other, — change,

per salLum, Predicate into Subject, and Subject into Predicate. We must

proceed gradalim. We cannot arbitrarily commute the quantities, in passing

from the Qutesitum to the Premises, or in our transition fi'om the Premises to

the Conclusion. When this is apparently done (as in the Indirect moods of

the First Figure and in all the moods of the Fourth), the procedure is not only

unnatural, but virtually complex and mediate ; the mediacy being concealed hij

the concealment of the mental inference zvhich really precedes. Indicated by the

line and broken line for the First Figure.

9.) In Syllogism, Figure and the varieties of Figure are determined by the

counter relations of Subject and Predicate subsisting between the syllogistic

terms,— between the Middle and Extremes. All adequately represented.

10.) Figure and the differences of Figures all depending upon the difference

of the mutual contrast of Subject and Predicate between the syllogistic terms
;

consequently, if this relation be abolished,— if these terms be made all Sub-

jects (or it may be all Predicates), the distinction of Figure will be abolished

also. (We do not abolish, be it noted, the Syllogism, but vpe recall it to one

simple form.) — And this is represented in the diagram. For as the opposition

of Subject and Predicate, of Depth and Breadth, is shown in the opposition

of the thick and thin ends of the same tapering line ; so where (as in the out-

most triangle) the propositional lines are of uniform breadth, it is hereby-

shown that all such opposition is sublated.

11.) It is manifest that, as we consider the Predicate or the Subject, the

Breadth or the Depth, as principal, will the one premise of the Syllogism or

the other be Major or Minor ; the Major Premise in the one quantity being

Minor Premise in the other. Shown out in the diagram.

J 2.) But as the First Figure is that alone in which there is such a difference

of relation between the Syllogistic Terms,—^ between the Middle and Extreme,

so in it alone is such a distinction between the Syllogistic Propositions realized.

By the diagram this is made apparent to the eye.

13.) In the Unfigured Syllogism, and in the Second and Third Figures,

there is no difference between the Major and Minor Terms, and, consequently,

no distinction (more than one arbitrary and accidental) of Major and Minor

Propositions. All conspicuously typified.

14.) All Figured Syllogisms have a Double Conclusion, but in tlie different

figures in a different way. This is well represented.

15.) The Double Conclusions, both equally direct, in the Second and Third

Figures, are shown in the crossing of two counter and corresponding lines.
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The logicians are at fault in allowing Indirect Conclusions in these two figures,

— nor is Aristotle an exception. (See Pr. An., I. vii. § 4.)

16.) The Direct and Indirect Conclusions in the First Figure are distinctly

typified by a common and by a broken line ; the broken line is placed im-

mediately under the other, and may thus indicate that it represents only a

reflex of,— a consequence through the other (kot' aviKXaaw, reflexim, per

reflexionem). The diagram, therefore, can show that the Indirect moods of

the First Figure, as well as all the moods of the Fourth, ought to be reduced

to merely mediate inferences ; that is, to conclusions from conclusions of the

conjugations or premises of the First Figure.'

[The following Table affords a view in detail of the Author's Scheme of

Syllogistic Notation, and of the valid Syllogistic Moods (in Figure), on his

doctrine of a quantified Predicate. In each Figure (tliree only being allowed)

there are 12 Affirmative and 24 Negative moods; in all 36 moods. The

Table exhibits in detail the 12 Affirmative Moods of each Figure, and the 24

Negative Moods of the First Figure, with the appropriate notation.

The letters C, F, each the third letter in its respective alphabet, denote the

extremes; the letter M denotes the middle term of the syllogism. Definite

quantity (all, any) is indicated by the sign (:) ; indefinite quantity (some) by

the sign (, or ,). The horizontal tapering line (
n ) indicates an affirm-

ative relation between the subject and predicate of the proposition. Negation

is marked by a perpendicular line crossing the horizontal (=—)——). The

negative syllogisms, in all the Figures, are exactly double the number of the

affirmative; for every affirmative affords a double negative, as each of its

premises may be marked by a negative. In Extension, the broad end of the

line denotes the subject, the pointed end the predicate. In Comprehension

this is reversed; the pointed end indicating the subject, the broad end the

predicate. By the present scheme of notation, we are thus able to read a

syllogism both in Extension and in Comprehension. The line beneath the

three terms denotes the relation of the extremes of the conclusion. Predesig-

nation of the conclusion is marked only when its terms obtain a different

quantity from what they hold in the premises. Accordingly, when not marked,

the quantification of the premises is held repeated in tlie conclusion. In tlie

Second and Third Figures,— a line is inserted above as well as below the

terms of the syllogism, to express the double conclusion in those figures. The

symbol —y—' shows that when the premises are converted, the syllogism

remains in the same mood
; ^)I><Cll shows that the two moods between which

it stands are convertible into each other by conversion of their premises. The

middle term is said to be Balanced, when it is taken definitely in both premises.

The extremes are balanced, when both are taken definitely ; unbalanced, when

the one is definite, and the other is not

1 Reprinted from Disnmions, pp. 65V—661. —Ed.
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The Table here given exhibits the author's final arrangement of the Syllo-

gistic Moods. The Moods are either A), Balanced, or B), Unbalanced. In the

former class both Terms and Propositions are Balanced, and it contains two

moods,— i. ; ii. In the latter class there are two subdivisions. For either, a),

the Terms are Unbalanced,— iii. iv. ; or, b), both the Terms and Propositions

are Unbalanced,— v. vi. ; vii. viii. ; ix. x. ; xi. xii.

It should be observed that the arrangement of the order of Moods given in

the present Table diifers from that of the earlier scheme printed above, p. 537

et seq. The following is the correspondence in the order of moods

:

Present ond
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SCHEMA; OF NOTATION^
CABLE OF SYLLO-

A. AFFIRM A Tl'Vi. MOODS.

Fig. I. Fig. ii.

i. C: : M : :r C i^^— : M ; .-.T

,T C- : M : ,,rii. C> :m

iii. C, :M, :r C,= :M, :r

iv, C: , M

r V. c- M,

.r 0: , M : ,r

M

vi; C-

Vii. C:-

M M

M : ,r C: : M

viii. C. : m : :f q, : M : ^:p

M, .:rix. C: M, :r C:X
X. C: . , M : ^:r C:^ , M : :V

xi. C:-

"'

M, ,r C:^ : M, ^.r

xii. C, , M : ••.V Q., . M : -.V

KOTE -A. i. and ii. are £i.;ii»cci( B i lie otbci moods are £/«6oi07ice<i. Of these,
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FIGURED SYLLOGISM.
GISTIC MOODS.
A. AFFIRMATIVE MOODS.

Fig. III.

B. NEGATIVE MOODS.

Fig. I.

C:-





I I^ D E X

Abstract of General Logic, see Logic.

Abstraction or Generalization, what, 88,

104-5; its synonyms, ib.

Academical Disputation, 493.

Accidents, or Extrinsic Denominations,

what, 153.

Acquisition of Knowledge, Doctrine of, see

Logic.

Affections or Passions, as a source of error,

see Error, causes of

Apranius, quoted on the nature of experi-

ence, 444.

Agkicola, Eodolphus, 198.

Albertus Magnus, referred to on genus of
' Logic, 7; quoted on province of Logic,

20 ;
quoted on quantification of predicate,

653-4.

Aldrich, Dean, his Compendium, 21; his

abusive employment of the terras ht/potheti-

cal and conditional, 167; his abuse of the

phrase propositio exposiia, 185, 249.

Alexander of Aphrodisias, the oldest com-

mentator on Aristotle, 4 ; referred to as to

his use of the term A.071K7), ib.; has the

distinction of Abstract or General and Ap-
plied or Special Logic, 38; bis illustration

of the distinction, 38-9, see Logic; 198, 199;

on principle of name of major and minor

terms, 207, 215, 240 ; referred to on quantity

of hypothetical syllogisms, 247, 278, 296, 336,

514; quoted on quautificatiou of predicate,

549; his ground of the discrimination of

major and minor terms in the second and
third Figures, 628-9; certain early Greek
logicians mentioned by, who recognized no
major or minor term in the second and
third Figures, 629-30; (and Herminus),
quoted on figure of syllogism, 633-6.

Alexander de Ales, or Alepsis, held the

law of Contradiction to be the primary
principle of knowledge, 66; but, in fact,

identified it vntis. that of Excluded Mid-
dle, 16.

the principle of Contradic-

tion, 63; partially anticipated Lambert in the

use of parallel lines as logical notation, 180.

Ammonius Hermle, referred to on genus

of Logic, 7, 39; on the principle of Contra-

diction, 63, 135, 160, 172, 196. 240, 278; re-

ferred to on the hiyos SifpiCav, or reaper,

331, 333, 336; referred to on Division and

its various kinds, 350; referred to on Greek

article, 531; quoted on quantification of

predicate, 546, 549-51; quoted on Hypothet-

ical (Conjunctive) and Disjunctive Syllo-

gisms, 613-16; (and Philoponus), their

grouud of the discrimination of major

and minor terms in the second and third

Figures, 628.

Analogy, what, 450-51, 453-4; founded on

the principle of Philosophical Presumption,

451; its agreement with and distinction

from Induction, ib. ; has two essential con-

ditions, 454-5; summary of the doctrine of,

455; Induction and Analogy compared
together, 16.; these do not aflford absolute

certainty, 455-6; authors referred to on,

456.

Analysis, see Method.

Analytic, name employed by Aristotle to

denote a particular part of Logic, 6.

Anaximenes, of Lampsacus, the treatise

Rhetoric to Alexander attributed to, 278.

Ancillon, Frederic, referred to, 32.

Andreas, Antonius, the first to explicate

the law of Identity as a coordinate princi-

ple, 65.

Anschauung, expresses what is common to

Perception and Imagination, as opposed to

Conception, viz., the individuality and im-

mediacy of their objects, 90-1, 129 ; can be

translated into English only by Intuition,

but ambiguously, 90-1.

ANTHOLOGIA GKiECA, 280.

Atrapt^HTicns, its character and meaning, 351.
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A poDEicTic, employed by Aristotle to denote oft

a particular part of Logic, 6.

Apophantic, see Judgments, Doctrine of.

'hiritpavais, its use by Aristotle, 159.

Applied Log-if, the expression, liow employed

by Kant, 43; can only with propriety be

used to denote Special or Concrete Logic,

and is improperly employed as a designa-

tion of Modifled Logic, 43, 44.

Afdleids, 296.

Aquinas, St. Thomas, 42; referred to on

classification of the Categories, 141; his

definition of truth quoted, 378.

Ap.abian Schoolmen, viewed Logic as a

science, 7.

'Apx^ "r^s yv(*!iTewSt distinguished by Aris-

totle from the apx^ '^V^ ytufcrfus, 66-7.

ABGUME^T, properly denotes the middle no-

tion in a reasoning, 196; how defined by the

Latin Rhetoricians, ib. ; often employed as

coe.\tensive with argumentation, (6.

Aristotelic questions, An sic, etc., referred

to, 445.

Aristoteliaks, ancient Greek, denied Logic

to be either science or art, 7; their views on

the object-matter of Logic, 19, 20.

Aristotelians,- modern, many of them

Aristotle, quoted, 4; his employment of

the term Diahcik, 6; did not define Logic,

7; his relation to views of the nature and

domain of Logic, 19; by far the greater

of his treatises afl'ords a view of Logic from

a central point, ib.; gave no general defini-

tion of Logic, i4.; said that medicine begins

whei-e the philosophy of nature leaves

off, 26; emphatically enounced the law of

Contradiction, 62; explicitly enounced the

principle of Excluded Middle, 65; recog-

nized the law of Reason and Consequent,

66; distinguished it from the principle of

Production, 66-7; said that the doctrine of

Syllogisms deals not witli the external ex-

pression, but with the internal reasoning

of the mind itself, 82; see nho 277; used

vo-fifxara in a sense equivalent to concepts,

85; his first anti-prjedicamental rule quoted,

103; this rule translated by the i\'o(a noicE

est nota rei ipsius, ib.; his Categories, what,

139, see Categories; noticed the differenci!

of Potential and Actual Wholes, 146; re-

ferred toon inclusion of Copula in predi-

cate, 161; called subject and predicate,

the terms or extremes of a proposition, ib.

;

called a proposition an Interval, SidaT-nna,

ib. ; allowed only four kinds of modality,

181 ; described Sub-contrary opposition as

merely in language, 184; see also 5-32; his 641-

conversion iy ^ipfi, 186; noticed Cc

sion per Contrapositionem, under the

ib. ; his employment of the term iK^fUis,

exposition, 185; his expression for Simple
Conversion, 186; his ^na/j/iics are Synthetic,

195; see also 623; his definition of the terms

of a Syllogism, 210; his definition of the

middle, as middle by position, not applica-

ble to the mode in which subsequent logi-

cians enounce the syllogism, ib. ; but appli-

cable to the reasoning in comprehension,

211; did not, however, necessarily contem-

plate tlie reasoning in comprehension, ib.;

enounced the canons both of Extensive

and Comprehensive reasoning, 214, 243;

his law, — that the whole is necessarily

conceived as prior to the part,— criticized

by tlie Author, 254-5; only once vaguely

alluded to the process of what was after-

wards called Sorites, 267; his rule translated

prcFdtcatum prrEtlicati, etc., contains the prin-

ciple of Sorites, 268; did not discriminate

the vulgar Euthymeme as a distinct species

of reasoning, 277; his Euthymeme a syllo-

gism from signs and likelihoods, ib. ,- U/iet-

cric to MexaniJer attritiuted to, 278; the term

trxv/ia, Figure, due to, 285; distinguished

the first three figures, 285, 292, 296, 324, 333,

339; his distinction of the two modes of
scientific procedure as from, and to, princi-

ples, 340, 342; his argument for slavery a
petitio principii, 371; referred to and quoted

on knowledge and belief, 383; his precept

regarding the subjugation of self-love,

406, 430, 479
;
quoted on ability to teach as

a mark of knowledge, 482; first systemati-

cally developed Logic proper, 496; referred

to on postulates of Logic, 512-13; quoted

against quantification of predicate, 646-49;

the true meaning of his esse in toio, and did

de omni, 547-8; his doctrine of predesig-

nation, 548-9; syllogisms in his writings

which are valid only through quantifi-

cation of the predicate, 649, 581; his doc-

trine of Induction and Example, 589-93;

ignored the Disjunctive and Hypothetical

syllogisms of the logicians, 603; quoted

and referred to on Hypothetical syllo-

gism, 612-13; his syllogisms ex hypotiiesi,

— wliether correspondent to the ordinary

hypothetical syllogism,— authors referred

to on, 613; his doctriue of the discrimina-

tion of major and minor terms in the second

and third Figure, 627-8; quoted on Figure

and Terras of syllogisms. 632-3.

Abnauld, along with Nicole, author of the

Fort Royal Logic {UArtde Penser),^; re-

ferred to as holding that men are naturally

envious, 408; quoted on figure of Syllogism,

DCS 1 TuNQEKi, his doctrine of In-



Areiaw, referred to on the argument called

\6yos Kvpieiuv, 331.

Arsesius,334.

Art, ancient and modern, diverse characters

of, 426.

Association, laws of, what, 419-20.

ASSOCIATION or Suggestion, as a source of

Error, see Error, causes of

AsscMPTioN, name for Minor Premise, 201;

but not a suitable term, ib.

Attextion, the act of, how constituted, 88;

Prescision, Abstraction, and Attention cor-

relative terms, 83.

AuoDSTrs, St., his answer to the question

what time is, 118.

AcouSTiN, Pseudo, referred to on inapplica-

bility of the categories to Deity, 140.

AUGCSTrxns Niphus Suessanus, 63.

AuLus Gellics. 331-3.

Authenticity, criticism of, sm Testimony.

AvEKUo'ES, quoted on use of the Arabic

article in quantification, 531-2; quoted on

quantification of predicate, 553; quoted on

figure of syllogism, 640-1
;
quoted on fourth

Figure, 662.

AVICENNA, 451, 454.

AxiOMA, used by Stoics and Ramists as a

synonym for proposition, ISS.

Aliwfxa Tjji ai/T<0o(reais,— name applied by

Ammonius and Philoponus to principle of

Contradiction, 63 ; set Contradiction, prin-

ciple of

Axioms, what, 188.

Bachmann, referred to on the analogy be-

tween Logic and Slathematics, 32, 68, 88. 149,

162, 179, 163, 198, 215, 218, 219, 237,243, 288;

quoted, with brief original interpolations,

on the figures and moods of Syllogism,

288-302 ; his reduction of Baroco, 314;

quoted on character of ancient Greek Soph-

isms, 323-4. 391: quoted on the prejudice

of learned authority, 395-6, 414-17, 428, 440,

456.

Bacon, Lord, wholly misconceived the char-

acter of Logic in certain respects, 20, 21 ; at

fault in his criticism of Aristotle's doctrine

of Induction, 230; called empirical gen-

eralizations axioms, 367 ; bis classification

of the sources of error, 390; quoted on
reading, 491 ; the aim of his Organon , 496.

Balfode, or Balforeus, referred to on a

spnrious passage in Aristotle's JtJtetorie,6;

quoted on illustration by the Aphrodisian

of Abstract and Applied or Special Logic,

38; on Abstract and Applied or Special

Logic, 44.

Bidus, its meaning in relation to concepts,

100.

65; called the principle of Identity, pn'nci-

pium positionis sive identitatis,GG; attempted

to demonstrate the law of Sufficient Kea-

Eon by that ofContradiction, 68, 101 ;
quoted

on Canons of Syllogism, 564-5.

Baynes, Thomas Spencer, his Essay on the

Ntw Analytic of Logical Forms referred to,

31; his translation of the Port Royal Logic

noticed, 50, 114 ; his Essay referred to,

658.

Begkiff, the term in German philosophy

for the symbolical notions of the under-

standing, 129.

Belief, see Truth and Error, doctrine of

Ben Gerson, or Gersonides, Levi, quoted on
quantification of predicate, 554-5.

Bexeke, 68; his doctrine of syllogism, 651-2.

Bertids, 196, 268.

Beza, 280.

BiEL, Gabriel, his use of conceptus, 30.

BicNDE, 378.

Blemmidas, Nicephorus, 85; referred to on

origin of distinction of propositions secundi

and tPTtii a{ljaccntis,\C3l\ quoted on import

of the term (rvWoyia/xos, 197, 274; hia Epit-

ome for many centuries the text-book of

Logic in the schools of the Greek Church,

308 ; mentioned as the inventor of the

Greek mnemonic verses for mood and

figure of syllogism, id.; but, according to

later view, these verses only a translation

of the Latin, i«., 514; quoted on Contingent

Conversion, 521.

Boethius, referred to on the application of

the term logic, 4,101,110; his division of

Conversion, 186; the first to give the name
Conversio per accidens, ib. ; nature of this

process as employed by, 186, 198 ;
quoted for

use of sumptum and assmnptio, 201 ; referred

to on use of terms ponens and tolhns, in

connection with hypothetical syllogism,

240, 296, 344; quoted on the influence of

passion on the mind, 400, 514; quoted on

quantification of predicate, 551-3.

Bolzano, 240, 244, 456.

Boyle, Hon. Robert, referred to for dis-

tinction of reason in abstracto, and reason

m concreto, 43.

Brandis, Ch. A., referred to on the title

Organon for the logical treatises of Aris-

totle, 24, 135.

Braniss, Cb. J., 184, 320.

Breadth and Depth, names for the exten-

sion and comprehension of concepts, 100,

BccHANAN, George, 280.

Buffier, 112, 344; quoted on canons of syl-

Buegersdyk, or Burgersdicius, referred to

on genus of Logic, 7 ; his Institutioncs

Logica noticed and recommended, 51, 493;



referred to on Whole and Part, 143; quoted

ou Potential and Actual Whole, U6, 296.

BuRiDAKUs, his sophism of the Ass referred

to the head of Sophisma Heterozeteseos, 333.

BuKLEiOH, Lord, his practice in reading, 487.

BuTLEU, Samuel, quoted as to the principal

utility of Rhetoric, 35.

Cajetan, Cardinal, quoted for his use of the

terms intensii-e and extensive in relation to

notions, 101.

Calker, 101.

Cameeakids, Gul., referred to on genus of

Logic, 7; referred to for scholastic theories

on the object-matter of Logic, 20.

Campbell, Principal, quoted on indistinct-

ness of terms, 124.

Capella, Martianus, quoted on figure of

syllogism, 640.

Caramuel, see Lobkowitz.

Carleto:n, Thomas Compton, referred to on
the metaphysical character of the Categories

of Aristotle, 141.

Caeo, quoted, 407-8, 414, 435.

s, majority of, maintained Logic

Cassiodokus, 279, 640.

Categorical Proposition, better styled Ab-

solute or Fer/ecty 165 ; see Judgments, doc-

trine of.

Categorical, the term, as used by Aristotle,

equivalent to affirmative, 165 ; its application

by Theophrastus and Eudemus, in opposi-

tion to conditional, 165 ; this difference of

signification not hitherto observed, 166.

Categories or Predicaments of Aristotle,

what, 139; original meaning of the term

Category, i6. ; its employment by Aristotle,

139^0; by Plotinus, 140; by Kant, *.,• the

Categories of Aristotle metaphysical, 141

;

criticized as a classification of being, ib. ;

objects not included under, 140; diversity

of opinion among logicians regarding their

number, 142 ; various authors referred to

regarding, ib.

Certaisty, see Truth and Error, Doctrine

of Logica, 4

;

Chauvin, 187.

CiCEUo, referred to on th

probably borrowed his use of that term

from the Stoics, ib. ; quoted on the province

of Logic, 26 ; enounced the principle of

Excluded Middle, 65 ; recognized the prin-

ciple of Reason and Consequent, 67; his

definition of argiimentum quoted, 196 ; ap-

plied the term Sorites to an argument like

the modern Sorites, but which could also

be a Chrysippean, 268; called the sophism

Sorites Aeervalis, ib. ; his employment of

the term Enthymeme,

the Ignava Ratio, 330, 332-3, 406,

CiRCULDa in demonslrando, see Probation.

Classes, names for the different steps in the

series of, in physical science, 142.

Clearness and Obscurity, Distinctness and
Indistinctness of Concepts, see Concepts,

Quality of.

Clement of Alexandria, quoted on teaching

as a mean of self-improvement in knowl-
edge, 482-3.

Clerc, see Le Clerc.

CoGiTATio ( Thought), its use by Descartes, 9;

see Thought.

Cognitive Faculties, Weakness and Dispro-

portioued Strength of, as a source of error,

see Error, Causes of

Coke, Zachary, his use of the term concept.

College of Alcala, the, see Cursus Cornplu-

Communication of Knowledge, Doctrine

of, see Logic.

Comparison, Faculty of, its products three-

fold, — Concepts, Judgments, and Reason-

ings, S3; its offices, 87-8.

Comprehension and Extension of Concepts,

see Concepts, Quantity of, a7id Reasonings.

Concept, should be used to denote the object

conceived, 30; its derivation, ib.; many
words in Euglish formed on the same anal-

ogy, as precept, digest, etc., ib. ; was in com-
mon use in the sense proposed among the

older English philosophical writers, ib.;

and among the old French philosophers,

31 ; now employed in French in translating

the German Begriff, ib. ; see also Conceptus ;

what, 54 ; its synonyms, 55 ; see Concepts,

Doctrine of.

CoNCEPTio, its meaning, 85-6.

Conception, employment of the term by
Stewart to denote the simple representa-

tion of an object presented in Perception,

29; vacillation in its use by Reid, ib. ; sense

in which employed by the author, 30 ; its

derivation, 30; means both the act of con-

ceiving and the object conceived, ib. ; should

be used to denote exclusively the act of con-

ceiving, and concept applied to the object

conceived, ib.; Reid quoted on, 78-80; his

mistakes regarding, 80-1; usually called by

the logicians Simple Apprehension, 85.

Concepts, Doctrine of, 83-88; of Concepts or

Notions, order of discussion, — A. In gen-

eral, what they are, and how produced, 84

et seq., 93 et seq. ; doctrine of Concepts

omitted by Whately in his Elements, 84
;

a. Meaning of the terms Concept or Notion,

85-6; their synonyms, 85; Concept denotes

the result of the act of Conception, that is,

of comprehending or grasping up into

unity the various qualities by which an ob-

ject is characterized, 85-6; Notion denotes
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cither the act of apprehending the notes or

marlis of an object, or the result of that

act, 86 ; employment of the terms animo

vel rntnle concipere, and animi conreptus. ih. ;

of eoncipere, conrfptus and conception without

adjunct, (fe.,- the term iVoe/on, how employed
by the author, 16.,• b. Nature of the thiug

expressed, 87 tt $tq. ; a concept equivalent

to the mediate and relative knowledge we
have of au object, as comprising qualities

or characters common to it with other ob-

jects, 87; nature and production of concepts

illustrated by reference to the history of

our knowledge, 8" et seq. ; the results of

comparison and abstraction or attention, as

operating on objects originally presented in

confused and imperfect perceptions, and

reducing multitude to unity, 87-8; the re-

duction of multitude to unity involved in

conception t-xplaiued and illustrated, 89 et

seq. ; thought one and tlie same, while its

contents are identical, ib.; objects are to us

the same when we are unable to distinguish

their cognitions, whether as wholes, or in

their partial characters, 89; concepts or

notions are constituted by the points of

similarity discovered in objects, and identi-

fied in the unity of consciousness, 90; con-

cepts may themselves become the objects of

comparison and abstraction, 90; concepts

or notions superfluously styled §f7Krat, ib.

;

general characters of concepts, 91 et seq., 96

et seq. ; a. A concept atrori.s only an inade-

quate knowledge of the thing thought under

it, 91 et seq. ; b. Affords no absolute object

of knowledge, but can be realized only by

being applied as a term of relation to one

or more of the objects which agree in the

point or points of resemblance which it

expresses, ift. : this doctrine explains the

whole mystery of generalization and gen-

eral terras, tb. ; the generality of a concept

is potential, not actual, 92-6; concepts are

not, on that account, mere words, 97; c.

Their dependence on language, 97 et seq.

;

language necessary to the perfection of

concepts, 99; B. Of concepts or notions in

special, 99 et seq. ; quantity of concepts, 100

tt seq.,- what is meant by saying that a

concept is a quantity, 102; this quantity of

two opposite kindf.— Intensive or Com-
preliensive and Extensive, 102-10. .ve Con-
cepts. Quantity of; quality of Concepts,

111-31, see Concepts, Quality of; Recipro-

cal Relations of, 132 et seq., see Concepts,

Reciprocal Relations of.

Concepts, Quantity of, or Comprehension
and Extension of Concepts, what, 100-3;

how respectively designated, 100; these

quantities opposed to each other, 103; law
regulating the mutual relations of, lOJ;

this illustrated, 16. ,• processes by which

amplified and resolved, — Determination or

Concretion, Abstraction or Generalization,

Detinition, and Division, 102-4; opposed

in an inverse ratio, 105-6; Definition and

Division the processes by which the Com-
prehension and Extension of concepts are

respectively resolved, 106-7; diagram repre-

senting, with relative illustration, lOS-10.

Concepts. Quality of. 111 et seq. ; this deter-

mined by their relation to their subject,

111 ; consists in their logical perfection or

imperfection, 111-12; this of two degrees. —
Clearness and Distinctness, and Obscurity

and Indistinctness, 112; these degrees dis-

tinguished, *.,• original application of the

expressions, clearness, obscurity, etc., 16.;

illustrated by reference to vision and rep-

resentation, 113-13, 115-16; clearness and

obscurity as in concepts, 113 et seq. ; the

absolutely clear and the absolutely obscure,

114 ; distinctness and indistinctness of, 16. ;

historical notices of this distinction, ib. et

seq. : due to Leibnitz, 115; notice of Locke

in connection with it, 114-15; difference

between a clear and distinct knowledge

illustrated, 115 et stq. ; the judicial deter-

mination of life and death supposes the

difference between a clear and distinct

knowledge, 116; further illustration from

the human countenance, ib. ; special condi-

tions of the distinctness of a concept, and

of its degrees, 116-17; the distinction be-

tween clear and distinct knowledge illus-

trated by examples, 118; how the distinct-

ness of a concept is affected by the two

quantities of a concept. 118 ei seq. : distinct-

ness is internal and external, 119; relations

of Deliuition and Division to internal and

external distinctness, ib. ,• simple notions

admit of an extensive, individual notions

of an intensive, distinctness, ib. ; the high-

est point of the distinctness of a concept,

120; imperfection to which concepts are

liable, in respect of the thought of wiiich

they are tlie exi.ression, 121; this imper-

fection illuftrui.-.l, H2 tt stq.; noticed by

British philusuplnis, 12-3; .-~lewart quoted

on the subject, l-3-o; Locke anticipated

Hume in remarking the employment of

terras without distinct meaning, 125 ; Locke

quoted on this point, 125-6; the distinction

of Intuitive and Symbolical knowledge

first taken by Leibnitz, 126; this distinction

superseded the controversy of Nominalism

and Conceptualism in Germany, 126-9; dis-

cussed by him in De Cognitinne, Veritate, et

Ideis, 127; the passage quoted, 128-9; the

distinction appreciated by the disciples of

Leibnitz, 129; Wolf quoted on. 129-31.

Concepts, Reciprocal Relations of, 132-58;



relation proper of, what, 132; can be com-
pared together with reference only either,

1°, To their Extension, or, 2°, To their

Comprehension, ib.,- considered, A. As de-

pendent on extension, 132-49; as dependent

on extension, concepts stand to each other

in the five mutual relations of Exclusion,

Coextension, Subordination, Coordination,

and Intersection, 132; examples of the five

mutual relations of concepts, 132-3; dia-

grams illustrative of, 134; of these rela-

tions, subordination and coordination of

principal importance, 133; subordination

considered, 133-48; terms expressive of the

different modes of the relation of subor-

dination, 133 et seq.; Superior, Inferior,

Broader, Narrower Notions, 135; Univer-

sal, Particular, ib. ; General Notion, Genus,

Special Notion, Species, ia5-6, see Genus

and Species; Coordination, what, 148; the

two general laws by which subordination

and coordination under extension are regu-

lated, viz., of Homogeneity and Heteroge-

neity, ib. i their import, ib. ; law of Hetero-

geneity, true only in theory, ib. ; additional

law of Logical Affinity promulgated by

Kant, but to be rejected, 149; B. As de-

pendent on comprehension, but not in the

relations of involution and coordination,

150-8; notions, in relation to each other,

are Identical and DiflTerent, 150; identical,

divided into absolutely and relatively iden-

tical, ib.; absolutely identical notions im-

possible, ib. ; relatively identical, called also

Similar and Reciprocating or Convertible,

ib. ; notions are Congruent or Agreeing,

and Conflictive, 151 ; Congruent and Iden-

tical notions, and Diverse and Conflictive,

distinguished, ifr., see Concepts, Opposition

of; Intrinsic and Extrinsic, 153; Involution

and Cocirdination in comprehension, 153,

155 ; these relations of notions neglected by

logicians, and hence also neglected reason-

ing in comprehension, 153 et seq. ; the rela-

tion of the containing and the contained in

comprehension ijropeily called involution,

155; this illustrated, 156; the involving no-

the
, the

more simple, 157; coordination in compre-

hension, 157-8; notions coordinated incom-
prehension called Disparate, in extension

Disjunct or Discrete, 158.

Concepts, Opposition of, arises under Com-
prehension, 151 ; constituted by conflic-

tion, or the impossibility of being con-

nected in thought, ib. ; twofold, 1°, Imme-
diate or Contradictory; 2°, Mediate or Con-
trary, ib.; these distinguished and illus-

trated, 152; their logical significance, 152-3;

si'f Opposition, of Propositions.

COAX-EPTUALiSM and Nominalism, the whole

controversy originated in the ambiguity of

words, 91,97; how to be reconciled, 92; this

question not agitated in Germany, 97.

CoNCEPTCS, its use by Biel, Occam, 30; foji-

ceptus, and conceptus animi, its meaning, 86.

CoisciPEKE, its meaning, 86.

Conclusion, of a syllogism, what, 198; its

synonyms, ib. ; is the problem stated as a

decision, ib.

Concrete or Special Logic, see Logic.

CoNDiLLAO quoted on influence of Associa-

CoNDiTiONAL Judgment or Proposition, see

Judgments, Doctrine of.

Conditional and Hypothetical, variations in

regard to the application of the terms,

166-7; Boethius, used contlitionalis [condition-

al) and kypotktticvs {hypothetical) us convert-

ible, 167; conditional to be applied to the

genus as including hypothetical and disjunc-

CoNFERENCE, see Knowledge, Doctrine of

the Acquisition and Perfecting of.

Confucius, his remedy for precipitation, 403.

CoNiMBRicENBES, 184; their error regarding

the opposition of Boethius and Averroes to

Aristotle on quantification of predicate,

553.

CONSPECiES. what, 148; in so far as they are

considered diiferent, but not contradictory,

called Discrete or Disjunct Notions, ib.

Contingent Conversion, of the Lower
Greeks, what, 521; Blemmidas cited on, ib.

Contradiction, or Non-Contradiction, prin-

ciple of, a fundamental law of thought, 57;

what, 58; properly the law of Non-Contra-

diction, 59 ; how enounced, ib. ; the princi-

ple of all logical negation and distinction,

ib.; diflers from the law of Identity only

by a negative expression, 69; its history,

62 et seq. ; can be traced back to Plato, 62;

emphatically enounced by Aristotle, 62-3;

with the Peripatetics and Schoolmen the

highest principle of knowledge, tb.: ob-

tained its name from the Greek Aristoteli-

ans, ib. ; said by Ammonius and Philopo-

nus to be the criterion which divides truth

from falsehood throughout the universe of

existence, i6, ; said by Suarez to hold the

same supremacy among the principles of

knowledge which the^eity does among the

principles of existence, ib. ; controversies

touching its truth and axiomatic charac-

ter, 63-4; its truth denied by modern abso-

lutists, 64; how viewed by Schelling and

Hegel, ib.; along with that of Identity,

regulates the categorical .syllogism, 207, 251

;

authors referred to on, 508; conditions of,

ib. ; proof of, attempted by Clauberg, ib.

;

see Fundamental Laws of Thought.

CoNTUS, Sebastianus, 553.
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Conversion, per accidtns, what, 186,- Conver-

sion iv jue'pet, not the mere synonym of,

525; differently defined by different logi-

cians, 526; by Boethius, ib. ; by logicians in

general, ib. / as ampliative, not logical, 520;

as restrictive, fortuitous, or not a conver-

sion, ib.

Conversion, of Judgments or Propositions,

185-8; what, 185; see aiso 614-15 ; terms em-

ployed to denote the original and converted

proposition, 185; the original proposition

ought to be called the Convenend or Con-

vertible., the product of the conversion the

Converted or Coiil-wje, 184-5; see also 514-15,

521-2; species of conversion distinguished

by logicians, 186; (1), Simple or Pure, li.,-

(2), Conversio per Accidens, *. , this name
first given by Boethius, ib. ; (3), Conversio

per Contrapositionem, ib. ; divisions of, by

Boethius, ib. ; mnemonic verses for con-

version, 186-7; definitions of, in general,

614-15 ; a case of immediate inference, ib.

;

names for the proposition given in, and its

product, 615; best names for these together,

Convertent or Converting^ and for each apart,

Convertend and Converse^ ib.^ 522; errors of

the common logical doctrine of, two— first,

That the quantities are not converted with

the quantified terms, 515-16, 529 ; this wrong
shown, 1°, Because the terras of a proposi-

tion are only terms of relation, 515; 2°,

Only compared as quantities, ib. ; 3°, Quan-
tity of proposition in conversion remains

always the same, 515-16, 525; 4°, Of no con-

sequence logically whether subject or pred-

icate placed first, 516; second error— The
not considering that the predicate has al-

ways a quantity in thought as well as the

subject, 516-20; see ako 525-7, 529; only one
species of, and that thorough-going and
self-suihcient, 520 ; conversio per accidens^ as

ampliative, not lo^al, and as restrictive,

merely fortuitous, i6. ,• see nho 525-6, see

Conversion per accidens; Conversio per con-

trapositionem only holds through contradic-

tion, and is independent of conversion, 520,

see Conversion per contrapositionem; the

Contingent Conversion of the lower Greeks,
not a conversion, 621, see Contingent Con-
version

; advantages of the author's own
method over those of the logicians, 521-2;

the character of, as given by Greek logicians

subsequent to Aristotle correct, 521; errors

of Aristotle and the logicians regarding,

522, 528-9
; authorities referred to on, 527-8.

Conversion per contrapositionem, only holds
through contradiction, and is not properly
a conversion, 520-21, 528; held by some to

be mediate, 520; this erroneous, ib. ; rules

for, 520-1; historical notices of, and au-

thors referred to on, ib.

meaning in ArConversion ^v /i^pei,

totle, 625-6.

Coordination of concepts.

Relations of.

Copula, the logical, what, 161-2 ; included

in the predicate by Aristotle, ib. ; styled

the Appredicate, Trpo<TKaTy]yopovix€vov, 161;

that negation does not belong to, held by
some logicians, 177; the opposite doctrine

maintained by the author, ib. ; true import
of, 177-8 ; origin of the controversy regard-

ing the place of negation, 173; its meaning
in Comprehensive and Extensive proposi-

tions, 193.

CORAX and Tisias, case of, referred to, 334.

Corollaries, what, 188.

CoRViNus, quoted on inference from pure
particulars, 665.

Cousin, Victor, his contradictions on the

cognition of the Absolute, 64.

Crakasthorpe, 162; referred to on names
of propositions in conversion, 185, 229, 261;

his doctrine of Induction, 596.

Crellius, 38. 230, 243, 342.

Crenius, 402, 483.

Criticis.1i, Art of, see Testimony.

Crousaz, 399; quoted in illustration of pre-

cipitancy, 402-3; quoted on sloth as a source
of error, 404, 430, 436.

Crusius, Christian August, 411
;
quoted on

canons of syllogism, 561-3.

CURSUS Complutensis, referred to on induction

of Aristotle, 594.

Custom, power of, as a source of error, see

Error, Causes of.

D'Abea de Eaconis, referred to for scholas-

tic theories of the object-matter of Logic,

20.

Damascenus, Joannes, 6 ; referred to on
method in Logic, 341.

Damiron, his Logique, 50.

David, the Armenian, referred to on the cat-

egories, 142.

Darjes, or Daries, 25; referred to on prin-

ciple of SutBcient Reason, 68.

De Morgan, A., Letter of Sir W. Hamilton
to, 587.

Definite and Indefinite Propositions, as un-

derstood by the author, 171-2, 175, .ie« Judg-

ments, Propositions.

Definition, or Declaration, the analysis of

the comprehension of a concept, 104-6; doc-

trine of, 341-2; what, *..• the terms declaration

and dfjinition express the same process in

different aspects, ib. : definition in its strict-

er sense, 342; this explicated, ib et seq.; va-

rious names of— Declaration, Explication,

Exposition, Descrii'tion, Definition Proper,

ib. : Kominal, Real, and Genetic, what,
342-3; rules of, 344; these explaiued, ib. u
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seg.; first rule, 344-5; second rule, 34.5-C;

third rule, 346; circular definition, 346-9;

fourth rule, 346-7; fifth rule, 347-8; Defini-

tion, in its looser sense, 348; Dilucidations

or Explications, ib. ; Descriptions, 3J8-9.

Degep.akdo, Baron, 68, 123, 366.

UELAniviEeE, his Logique, 50; referred to

on definite article in relation to quantifica-

tion, 531.

Denzingee, Ignatius, referred to on Catego-

ries, 142, 184, 187; quoted on modes of

fallacia sensus composili et dlvisi, 326-7, 333.

Derodon, David, referred to on Whole and
Part, 143,215; quoted on quantity of dis-

junctive and hypothetical propositions, 237,

244, 247; held syllogism and enthymeme to

be the same species of reasoning, 276, 289,

291, 311; his method of reducing Camestres

to Barbara, 314; notice of, 659; his polemic

against the special rules of syllogism, £

quoted on Induction, 594; his criticisn

the special rules of the figures reviewed,

666-7.

Descartes, quoted regarding the extension

of the term TlioiighUcogitatio), 9 ;
quoted <

the means of avoiding error, 388; I

doubt, 393; his precept to doubt all, 398-9;

conditions which modify its application,

Determination, or Concretion, what, 104-5

;

its synonyms, ib.

Dialectic, ancient name (with certain limi-

tations) for Logic, 5; its use by Plato, ib.;

its origin, ib, ; its use by Hegel, 6; by Aris-

totle,— the logic of probable matter, 6;

mistakes regarding the use of the term by
Aristotle, ib. , employed in a vacillating

manner by the Stoics, 6.

Aia\6/cTiicrj X'^P^^ irpa-yimToiv, equal to Ab-
stract or General Logic, 38, see Logic.

Aia\eKTi/c}^ €l/ ;^pT7(rei koX yu[j.i>atTia wpay-

HaTinv, equal to Special or Applied Logic,

38, sec Logic.

Dicta de Omni et lie Nulla, the canons of

deductive categorical syllogisms in exten-

sion, 214; how expressed, *. , logicians

who confound the Dictum de Omni with

the Kota Nota, etc., 575; who make the

Dictum the fundamental rule of syllogism

in general, 575-6, 5ee Syllogism; who con-

found or make cosrdinate the law of Pro-

portion or Analogy with, 576; who restrict

the Dictum to the first figure (immediately),

ib. ; who make the Dicta the supreme can-

ons for universal syllogisms, ii>. ; who
erroneously suppose Aristotle to employ,

besides the Dictum, the rule of Proportion

a.safuiidanieutal lawof syllogism, ib. ; how
enounced by Noldius, 577; by Reusch, ib.;

by Aristotle, ib ; by Jac. Thomasius, ib.

;

objections to, 578.

Diderot, quoted on memory, 418.

Dilemma, see Hypothetico-disjunctive syllo-

gism.

Dilemmatio judgment or proposition, set

Judgments.

Diogenes Laektius, referred to on genus of
Logic, 7; attributed the invention of Soph-

ism Sorites to Eubulides, 268, 324, 331-3;

referred to on the Platonic definition of

man, 347, 369.

Diagrams of Ammonius, 637; erroneously

referred to Faber Stapniensis, ib.

Dialogue, 492, see Knowledge, Doctrine of

the Acquisition and Perfecting of
DioNTSins of Halicarnassus, his employment
of the term enthymeme, 278.

DiOKYSics Cato, on teaching as a means of

self-improvement in knowledge, 483.

DiscnssioNB on Philosophy, Author's, referred

to for scholastic theories on object-matter

of Logic, 20; on the character of Dr.

Whately's Elements,21, 22; referred to for

a later development of the author's doc-

trine on the Logic;il Laws, 70, 75, 196, 207;

referred to on history of Latin and Greek

mnemonic verses for Mood and Figure of

Syllogism, 308.

Disjunctive Reasoning or Syllogism, first

class of Conditional Syllogisms, and second

class aflbrded by Internal Form of Syllo-

gism, 231; a reasoning whose form is deter-

mined by the law of Excluded Middle, and

whose sumption is accordingly a di.'^juuctive

proposition, either of Contradiction or of

Contrariety, ib. ; either affirmative, consti-

tuting the Modus Ponens, or Morfus ponendo

tollens, or negative, constituting the Modus
Tollens, or Modus tollendo ponens, ib.; mne-

monic verses for these modes of, ib. ; its

definition explicated, ?&. cisey ; a syllogi?lh

with disjunctive major premise is not neces-

sarily a disjunctive Wasoning, 231-2; gen-

eral view of, 232 el seg. ; formula for a syllo-

gism, a. With two disjunct members, ib.

;

b. With more than two disjunct members,

233-4; the principle of, 234; the several

parts of, 235; the rules of, 235-6; these

explicated, 236 et seg. ; first rule of, 236;

second rule of, 237; third rule of, 237-8;

the disjunctive syllogism of comprehension

and extension, ib.; though specially regu-

lated by the law of Excluded Middle, still

the other logical laws operative in, 252;

maybe drawn in all the four figures, 319

;

this illustrated, 319-20 ; its character accord-

ing to author's latest view, 604-5, 612-13,

614, see Hypothetical Reasoning or Syllo-

gism.

Disputation, see Knowledge, Doctrine of

the Acijuisilion and Perfecting of

Division, the analysis of the Extension of a



concept, 105-7; doctriue of, 350-9 ; clivi-icai

in general, what, 350-1 j of two speci-s.

Partition and Logical Division, 351; jjuili-

tion citlier Eeal or Ideal, 351-2; examiilcs

of these two kinds of, 351; logical division,

what, 352-3; its rules, 353; its character

and rules explicated, ib. et seq. ; the end of,

is Distinctness, which involves Complete-

ness of thinking, 354; as many kinds of

possible a^ there are characters affording

a principle of division, ib.; a universal

notion the only object of, ib. ; general prob-

lem of. 354-5; rules of, 356 tt stg.; these

classified, 356; those springing, i.), from

the principle of division,— first, second,

and third rules, 356-7; ii.), from the rela-

tions of the dividing memtiers to the divided

wholes, — fourth and fifth rules, 358; iii.),

from the relations of the several dividing

members to each other,— sixth rule, ib.

;

iv.), from the relations of the divisions to

the subdivision,— seventh rule, 359.

DocBT or doubting, the art of doubting well

dillicuit to teach and to learn, 393, see Error,

Cau.«es of, Descartes.

DowNAM, 336; referred to on Aristotle and
Plato's views of method, 310.

Dkoeisch, 88; referred to on opposition of

concepts, 151; on coordination of notions

in comprehension, 155, 15S, 179, 219, 320,

351.

Ddkcan, William, of Aberdeen, his Logic,

s, Mark, 240, 244, 261, 311; reduced

elarent, and Baroco to Ferio

by counterposition, 314.

EXCTCLOP^DIA Britannica, 81 et alibi.

Enxoematic, see Concepts, Doctrine of.

"Ewoia, fi/i/6n)Ui, piniia, !imbi;;uous. So.

ExTHYMKME, a svllofiism detective in exter-

nal form, 275; the eomnion doctrine of

logicians regarding, ib.; this doctrine fu-

tile, and erroneously attributed to Aristotle,

276 et seq. ; 1°, Not a special form of rea-

soning, 276; 2^, Distinction of, as a special

form of reasoning, not made by Aristotle,

277 It seq.; the enthymeme of Aristotle,

what, ib. ; various applications of the term,

by Dionysius of Halicarnassus, author of

Rhetoric to Alexander, Sopater Apameensis.

Anlus Gellius, Cicero, Quintilian, 278;

denoted, with some of the ancients, a syllo-

gism with some suppressed part, as the

Aphrodisian, Ammonius, Philoponus, Fa-
chymeres, yuiutilian,Ulpian, Scholiast on
Hermogenes, ib. ; 3°, Admitting the validity

of the discrimination of the Enthymeme,
it cannot be restricted to a syllogism of one
suppressed premise, 279; examples of, of
the first, second, and third order, ib. : epi-

87

jrrnnimatic examples of, with suppressed

cunLlu^iun, 280-1.

Kpicm.ir.E.MA or Keason-Rendering Syllo-

gism, ilie first variety of complex syllogism,

what, 259; authors referred to on varia-

tions in the application of the name, 260;

in Aristotle the term is used for a dialectic

syllogism, i6. ; as a polysyllogism compara-

tively simple, 274; may be drawn in any
figure, 320.

EpicTETUs, 332; fallacies mentioned by, ib.

Erasmus, his advice to a young man on the

conduct of his studies, 402.

Erizzo, Sebastiano, 25.

Ersesti, 435.

EuKOR, see Truth and Error, Doctrine of.

Eekor, Causes, Occasions, and Remedies of,

390; Bacon's classification of the sources of,

390 ; its causes and occasions comprehended
in one or other of four classes, — 1°, In the

general circumstances which modify the

intellectual character of the Individual; 2=',

In the Constitution, Habits, and Relations of

Ills powers of Cognition, Feeling, and De-

sire; 3^, In Language as an Instrument of

Thought and Medium of Communication;

or. 4°, In the nature of the objects about

which his knowledge is conversant, 390-1

;

these considered in detail, 391 et seq. ; I.

General circumstances which modify the

Intellectual character of the individual, ib.

et seq.'; these of two kinds,— 1=, The par-

ticular degrees of cultivation to which his

nation has attained; 2^, The stricter associ-

ations, as schools, sects, etc., 391 ; these illus-

trated, 3al-400; man by nature social, and

influenced by the opinion of his fellows,

391-2 ; Pascal quoted on the power of Cus-

tom, 392; an ingenious philosopher quoted

on the same subject, 392-3; the art of

doubting well difficult to learn and to

teach, 393-4; two general forms of the

influence of example, 394, — (1) Prejudice

,in favor of the Old, 394-5; (2) Prejudice

in favor of the New, 395; Prejudice of

Learned Authority, 395-6; means by which

the influence of Society as a source of Error

may be counteracted, 398 et seq.; necessary

critical examination of the

of our knowledge, ib.; the pre-

cept of Descartes on this pomt,ib. et seq.;

conditions which modify its application,

399; a gradual and progressive abrogation

of prejudices all that can be required of

the student of philosophy, ib. II. The
Constitution, Habits, and Reciprocal Rela-

tions of the Powers gf Cognition, Feeling,

and Desire, 400; of two kinds, — i. The
undue preponderance of the Affective Ele-

ments of Mind, 400 et seq.; influence of pas-

sion on the mind, ib.; Boethius quoted on
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this influence,;*.; the possibility of e

Jiniiteil tij l'i-,,l,;il.li> Ueasoiiing, 401;

rus^iuii^ ;t- Muiicr^ nl eiior reduced to four,

401-2; 1 Vrvvi\nl:,ucy,i02 et seq.; Seneca

quoted on, ib. ; Eriismus quoted on, ib. ; il-

. lustrations of, from Seneca, Montaigne,

402-3; precipitate dogmatism and skepti-

cism i:)lia.-es of file same disposition, 403;

remedy li.r i,i-..fi|Mtiition, i"6.; 2. Sloth, ib. ;

Seni-c;i iiuni.d .jii,-lii-l; its remedy, i6. ; 3.

operate uufavoiably on the Understand-

ing. 405; 4. Sell-love, including Vanity,

Pride, etc., 406 el seq. ; Aristotle's precept

regarding this passion, ib. ; illustrations

of the influence of Self-Love on our o

ions, 406-7
; Self-Love leads us to regard

with favor the opinions of those to whom
ive are in any way attached, 406; Jlale-

brancUe adduced to this effect, 406-7 ; this

shown especially when the passion changes,

408 ; Arnauld holds that man is naturally

envious, ft. , the love of Disputation, i6. ;

t\i(i affections now mentioned the immedi-

ate causes of all error, 409; preliminary con-

ditions requisite for the efficiency of pre-

cepts against the sources of error, 409-10;

rules against errors from the Affections, 410.

Weakness and Disproportioned Strength

of the Faculties of Knowledge, 411-31;

neglect of the limited nature nftlio Human
Intellect a source of crr.ir. 411 ./ .v./

. (1)

Thilosophy of the Absoluli^. 411-12; (2| A
one-sided view of the linitu.le of the mind,

412 etsiq.; this illustrated by reference to

the two contradictories,— the absolute com-

libertarian argument in behalf of free-will,

ib. : weakness and disproportioned strength

of the several Cognitive Faculties, as

source of error, 414 et feq.; these facultii

of two classes— a Lower and a Higher, i6

A. The Lower Class, ib. et seq.; (1) The
rrescntative Faculty, of two kinds, .i.

quoted on this influence, 421-S; Condillao

quoted on the same, 423; 'S Uravesande,

Herodotus, and Justin, referred to on the

same, 423-4; only remedy for the influence

of Association is the I'hilosophy of the

Human Mind, 424-5; (4) Imagination, as a
source of error, 42(5 et seq , its necessity in
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cnmsfancesunderthis head which mutually

affect each other, 431-7; the vocabulary of

every language necessarily fiuite, and the

consequences of this, 437 ;
words are merely

hints to the mind, 437-5; remedy for error

arising from language, 438-9; IV. The Ob-

jects of our knowledge a source of error,

439; rules touching the causes -and reme-

dies of our false judgments, 439-40.

EssEXCE, Essentials, or Internal Denomina-

tions, what, 153.

ESSEE, quoted on the distinction of the mat-

ter and form of thought, 11 ; on the latter

as the object of Loj,mc to the exclusion of

the former, 11-12; on the laws of thought

as thought as strictly the object of Logic.

13-13; quoted on the distinction of logical

and metaphysical truth. 7'>-7; referred to

on relation of concepts to their origin as

direct or indirect, 100-1; quoted on the

clearness and obscurity of concepts, 113-14;

quoted on the special conditions of the dis-

tinctness of a concept, 117-18, 119; quoted

on the highest point of the distinctness of a

concept, 120; quoted on the impossibility

of notions absolutely identical, 151; quoted

on the agreement and difference of con-

cepts and judgments, 162-3, 174; quoted on

certain ultra-logical distinctions of propo-

sitions, 187-8; quoted on the act of reason-

ing, 189-90; quoted on the general condi-

tions of syllogism, 197; quoted on the form

of syllogism as a ground of its division

into species, 203-4; on the laws regulating

the various kinds of syllogisms. 204, 215;

quoted on positi\e and contrary oppo>ition

in a disjunctive reasoning, 2.33; on the

principle of the disjunctive syllogism, 234-5;

on the several parts of the disjunctive syl-

logism, 234-5; quoted on the peculiar prin-

ciple of the hypothetical syllogism, 241-2;

quoted on the first rule of hypothetical syl-

logisms, 245-6 ; on the ground on which the

hypothetical syllogism has been regarded

as having only two terras and two proposi-

tions, 240-7; quoted on relation of syllo-

gisms to each other, 258; quoted on Epi-
• cheirema and .'Sorites, 25S-9, .323; quoted on

division in general, .3.50-2; on logical divi-

sion, 354-5 ; quoted on tiie rules of division,

356-9; quoted on rules of division spring-

ing from relations of dividing members to

the divided wholes, 358; on the relation of

the several dividing members to each other,

359 ; on the rule of division, -— Divisio ne

fiat ptrsaUmn, 359-60; quoted on the differ-

ences of probations, 3S4-6; on pure and
empirical probations, 366; quoted on dis-

tinctions of iMobations from their internal

form, 367-S ; on probations, under the in-

ternal form, as synthetic and analytic,

369-70, 330, 385, 442; quoted on experience

and observation, 444-9; quoted on induc-

tion and analogy, 451, 452, 453; quoted on

sum of doctrine of induction, 453; quoted

on induction and analogy as not affording

absolute certainty, 465-6; quoted on testi-

mony, 458-9, 460
;
quoted on credibility of

testimony in general, 460-4; on testimony

in special, 464-7; quoted on criticism and

interpretation, 469-75; quoted on specula-

tion as a means of knowledge, 47i3-7.

EtTDEMUS, referred to on use of the term cate-

gorical^ 165; his nomenclature of the parts

of the hypothetical syllogism, 241.

EcGEKios, or Eugenius, 85, 101, 142; referred

to on the distinction of Potential and

Actual in relation to notions, 14.5-6; quoted

on import of the term auXXoyur/xis, 197,

198, 230.

EuLER, employed circular diagrams as logi-

cal notation, 180 ; but not the first, ib.

EtrSTACHics, referred to on Method in Logic,

341.

Edstratius, 336.

Example, Aristotle quoted on, 591.

Excluded Middle, or Third, principle of, a

fundamental law of thought, 57; what, 59;

its logical significance, 59-60; the principle

of disjuVictive judgments, 60 ; its history,

62 c< iiq.; can be traced back to Plato, 62,

65; explicitly enounced by Aristotle, 05;

enounced by Cicero, ib.: received the ap-

pellation by which it is now known at a

comparatively modem date, probably from
Baumgarten, 65; regulates in conjunction

with that of Reason and Consequent Hypo-

thetico-disjunctive Syllogisms, 204-5; deter-

mines tlie form of the Disjunctive Syllo-

gism, 231, 252 ; authors referred to on, 508;

whether identical with law of Contradic-

tion, ib. ; whether a valid and legitimate

law, 505-9; see Fundamental Laws of

Thought.

Exclusive and Exceptive Particles, what,

and their effect as indirectly predesignating

the predicate, 517; authorities referred to

on, 518; .vc Propositiones Exponibiles.

Experience, s(e Ivnowledge. Doctrine of the

Acquisition and Perfecting of.

ExPERiEXTiAL OF Experimental Proposi-

tions, what, 188.

Facciolati, 135, 139; quoted on the mean-

ing and distinction of categoricum^ vagum,

and transeeni/ens^ 140; referred to on Cate-

gories, 142; referred to on Whole and Part,

143, 160, 198, 219, 260, 261, 268, 330, 331, 369;

quoted on Induction, 595.

Fallacies, what, 321 f of two kinds, — Pa-

ralogisms and Sophisms, ib.; this distinc-

tion not of strictly logical import, 323; but
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, Ma
and Material. < i; i.

,
..i < iicyoud the

jurisdiction oi I.^jk, ,-
, A m-itut Greek

Sophisms, tlieir eliaractcr, 323-4; consid-

ered in detail in as far as they lie withiu a

single syllogism, 325 et seq. ; I. Formal Fal-

lacies, Categorical, 325-7,- first subordinate

class, — those cousistiug in quaUrnione ter~

mintirum, 325; under this genus are com-

prised three species, 1°, Faltacia sensus

cowpositi et divisiy 325-6; modes of this

fallacy, 326; 2°, Faltacio a dicto secuiu

quid ad dictum simplicitcr^ ib. ; 3°, Faltacia

figurcB diaionis, 327; II. Material, 327-34;

of two kinds,— 1.) Of an Unreal Universal-

ity, 327-S; 2.) Of Unreal Middle or Reason,

328; these kinds of, coincide, 328-9; this

fallacy as dangerous in its negative as in its

positive form, 329; species of this fallacy,

—

1^, Sopfiisma citm hoc^ vet post hoc^ ergo proptei

hoc, 329-30; 2", Ignara Ratio, 8.30-1; tli(

history of thi.< fal'ir , ,

.""1 il< > irr. nni-S

3^ Soptiisma I" ' " ''' iaiinii.

designations,-' ' .' '-..' -

294-5; its legitimate moods, with diagrams,

295-3; Fourth Figure,— its symbol, 299;

its rules, 299-300; its legitimate moods,

with diagrams, 300-2; whatever figure is

valid and regular in E.xtension is also valid

and regular in Comprehension, 302; criti-

cism of the foregoing doctrine of Figure,

it/, et seq.; the Fourth Figure, — repudiated

by the great majority of the rigid Aristotel-

ians, 302; logicians not in possession of the

grounds on which this figure may be set

aside, 303; grounds on which the Foui-th

Figure ought to be disallowed, it. et seq.;

a cross inference possible from Extension

to Comprehension, and vice versa, 303; this

the nature of the inference in the Fourth

Figure, 304; this proved and illustrated,

304-5; this hybrid- inference is,— 1°, Un-

natural; 2°, Useless; 3°, Logically invalid,

305 ;
general character of the Second, Third,

and Fourth Figures, 307; the last three

figures onlv the mutilated expressions of a

Pre jn, V,

Feak, s.c tnor, Causeb of

Feueulix, referred to on principle of Suffi-

cient Eeason, 68.

FicHTE, placed the law of Identity as the

primary principle of all knowledge, 66.

FiGOKE, of Syllogism, constituted by the

place which the middle term holds in pr

ises, 281-2, 285; the Four Figures a

from the relative positions of the middle

term, 282 ; formuliE of the Figures in Com-
prehension and Extension, ib.; mnemonic

\ erses for tl ese m Comprehension ai

Extension b the nimc (rx M« fg"
gi\en b \ii totle 'Sd tl e f rst oit
pr valent d 11'
i6 tlieefl

logisms, 318-20; of no account in varying

the Syllogism, 626-7; double conclusion, in

Second and Third Figures, 027-31; grounds

on which it has been attempted to establish

the discrimination of a major and minor

term in the Second and Third Figures,

627 et seq. ; Aristotle, 628; Ammouius and

Philoponus, ib.; Herminus, ib.; Alexander

Aphrodisiensis, 628-9; Scotus, 629; Men-
doza, ib. ; anticipatory recognitions of the

truth that there is no major or minor term

in the second and third figures, 629-31;

by certain early Greek logicians, 629; by

Valla, 629-30; bv John Sergeant, 630-31;

hi torical notices regtrd ng figure of s) llo

gi m 632 Alistotle 63' 3 Alexander ai d

H rmms 6"!3-h PI iloi onus (oi Amm

of

doeti

Hood
llogism

g to the

logicians and in Extension alone 288 302

symbol by letters of the First Figure, 288,

rules of First Figure, 233-9; legitimate

moods of First Figure, with, circular dia-

grams illustrative of, 289-90; Second Fig-

ure, its symbols, 291; its rules, 291-2; its

legitimate moods, with diagrams, 292-3;

Third Figure,- its symbol, 294; its rules,

figu

Itli 1

6 9 autl

•ttl om 1 eld that fo i th fg ue d ff si om
first onl> b) transpo ition ol p em cs b

moods of iourth fa„ure ledre sed 6oJ 61

criticism of fourth figure, 662; authorities

for and against this figure, 062-3.

First Figure, see Figure.

Fischer, 186 ; referred to on coordination of

notions in Comprehension, 155-8.

FiSCHAEEK, 486.



FosTAiSE, La, quoted, 390.

FossECA, P., 184, 207, 21G, 289, 292, 325; re-

-ferred to as against the doctrine of a mate-

rial quaniitication of the predicate in recip-

rocating propositions, 643.

Formal Induction, see Induction.

FoKMAL Truth, Me Truth and Error, Doc-

trine of.

FoKMAL and llaterial, their distinction, 539-

il.

FouETH Figure, see Figure.

Fuiiis, 43; on principle of Double Negation,

OS, 149, 203, 215, 2J.3, 249, 261, 354, aso, 3So,

428. 435, 456; quoted on Canons of Syllo-

gism, 570-2; quoted on Figure of Syllogism,

647-9.

FusDAMESTAL Laws of Thought, order of

their consideration, 57; these (our in num-
ber,— 1. Identity, 2 Contradiction or Non-
contradiction, 3. E.xcluded Middle, 4. Rea-

son and Consequent, or Sufficient Reason,

57 .( seq. (but see 61); their history, 62-8,

see these Laws ; general observations in

relation to, 69 et seq.; these fall into two
classes, the first class consisting of the three

principles of Identity, Contradiction, and

Excluded Middle, the second of the princi-

ple of Reason and Consequent alone, ib. :

this classidcation founded, 1^, On the differ-

[ thel

selves, 70; 2^, On the diflerence of the ends

which the two classes severally accomplish,

t6. ,- two counter opinions regarding the

limits of objective possibility, 71; the re-

spective spheres of the two classes of the

laws of thought defined and illustrated, 71

et seij. ; to deny the universal application

of the first three laws is to subvert the

reality of thought, 71; but this is not in-

volved in the denial of the universal appH
cation ofthe law ofReason and Consequent,

72 et seq. ; this law shown in general not to

be the measure of objective possibility, 72-5;

by reference to Extension, 1^, Asa whole,

72-3; distinction of po.«itive and negative

thought, 73; this law not the criterion of

objective possibility shown by reference to

Extension ; 2^, As a part.74 : 3^, By reference

to the law of Reason and Consequent itself,

74-5; this law reducible to a higher princi-

ple, 75; summary statement of the spheres

of these laws, 75; the general influence

which the foregoing laws exert on the

operations of thinking, 75-7; the highest

criterion of non-reality, but no criterion of
reality, 70; erroneously held to be the posi-

tive standard of truth, ib. ; the absolutists

proceed on their subversion, 77; the whole
of these laws operative in each form of

syllogism, although certain of them more
prominently regulate each various form,

251-2; their relations, 506; authors on, in

general, ib.; of two kinds,— the laws of the

Thinkable, and the laws of Thinking, 507;

that they belong to Logic, ib. ; on order and

mutual relation of, ib.; by whom intro-

duced into Logic, ib. ; in particular, authors

on, 507; see Identity, Contradiction, Ex-

cluded Middle.

Gale, Theophilus, 326.

Galex, the fourth figure of syllogism attrib-

uted to, but on slender authority, 2.S5, 302;

new logical treatise of, 285.

Galileo, his rebuke of the Professor of

Padua, 406.

GALLtJppi, quoted on canon of syllogism,

574.

Gassesdi, 3-30, 332, 338; referred to, on

Method in Logic, 341.

Gellius, see Aulus Gellius.

General or Abstract Logic, «e Logic.

Geneealization, what, 90; its whole mys-

tery explained, 91, see Concepts, Doctrine of.

Gexekic and Specific Diflerence, see Genus

Geseeification and Specification, limited

expressions for the processes of Abstraction

and Determination, considered in a partic-

ular relation, 135-8; depend on the two

laws of Homogeneity and Heterogeuuity,

148; see Genus and Species,

Gexetic Definition, see Definition.

science being the instrument of another, 25;

his Latin Logic noticed, 51, 474.

Gesdessis, see Genovesi.

Gexus and Species, or General and Special

notion, what and how designated, 135-6;

the distinction of, merely relative, 136-7;

the abstraction which carries up species

into genera, called Generitication or Gener-

alization, 13&-7; the determination which

divides a genus into its species, called Speci-

fication, 137-8; gradations of genera and

species, and their designations,138 ; Supreme

or Most General genus, what, ib. ; Subal-

tern or Intermediate genus, what, ib.

;

Lowest or Most Special species, what, ib. /

Subaltern or Intermediate species, what,

ib. ; these distinctions taken from Porphy-

ry's Inlmliiclion to the Categories, 139; a

genus as containing under it species, or a

species as containing under it individuals,

is called a Logical, Universal, Subject,

Subjective, or Potential whole, 142; an

individual as containing in it species, or a

Eiwcies as containing in it genera, is called

a Metaphysical, Formal, or Actual whole,

142-3; these distinctions illustrated, 143 et

seq., see Whole: Generic and Specific Dif-

ference, 146-7 ; as contradistinguished from



InOividnal Difference, 147 ; Conspecies,

wbat, 148; tlie classiflcation of tbings by

genera and species governed by two laws
— viz., of Homogeneity and of Heteroge-

neity, 148; a tliirtl law alleged by Kant—
viz., of Logical Affinity or continuity, but

rejected, 149 ; Genus and Dilforcnce, the

elements of Definition Propel-, 34*2-3.

George of Trebisond, or Georgius Trape-

zuntins, described the process of Sorites,

Gerlach,58.
Gibbon, his practice in reading, 489-80.

Gleig, Dr., mistook Reid's view of Concep-

tion, 81.

GOCLENIDS, Eodolplius, discovered and sig-

nalized the Kegre.'isive Comprehensive

Sorites, 273 ; but before him this given by

Pacius, 344.

of intellectual improvement, 482.

GOETBE, his estimate of mathematics, 425.

Great Bkitaim, the country in which Logic

has been most generally and completely

misunderstood, 20.

Greek Sophisms, ancient, their character,

323-4.

Grosser, or Grosserus, 25; quoted on figure

of syllogism, 642.

GnNDi.iNG, 25.

Gdnnek, ib.

Harvey, Gideon, his use of Concept, 30.

Heekeeord, his Sraxis Logica referred to,

493.

Hegel, his employment of the term Dialectic,

6; repudiated the principles of Contradic-

tion and Excluded Middle in relation to the

absolute, 64; rejected the principle of Iden-

tity as ajjplicable only to the finite, 66; a

dying deliverance of, 281.

Heraclitus, quoted, 481.

Herbart, referred to for a complicated the-

ory of Sorites in different figures, .320.

Herder, quoted on tendency of the age to

over-reading, 487.

Hermann, Gottfried, 280.

Hegmisus, his ground of the discrimination

of major and minor terms in tlie second

and third figures, 628; quoted on figure of

syllogism, 5.33-4

Hermooexes, 333, 351.

Herodotus, case cited from, illustrating the

power of Association, 424.

Heterogeneity, Law of, what, 148-9, see

Genus and Species.

HiBERNiccs, Thomas, 484.

Hilaire, St., 603,

HiKDS, Dr., his encomium of the Elements of

io?/cof Dr. \VlialeIy.21.

HispANUs, Tetrus, Pope John xx., or x

or xxii., 187; author of the Latin mne-
monic verses for Mood and Figure of Syl-

logism, 308; notice of, ib.; his Summnlce,

for many centuries the text-book of Logic

in the schools of the Latin Church, ib.

HOBEES, maintained all thought to be at bot-

tom a calculation, 197; quoted on the influ-

ence of authority on opinion, 401.

Hooker, 85.

HOFFBAUKR, 43, 59, 174, 215, 338; quoted on

canons of syllogism, 456.

HOLLMANN, 289, 291, 294, 456.

Homogeneity, law of, what, 148, see Genua.

Hope and Fear, see Error, Causes of.

HospiNiAN, J ohn , erroneously attributed the

invention of the Fourth Figure to Scotus,

303.

IIDMAN Mind, limited nature of, as a source

of error, see Error, Causes of.

HtJME, David, 84; quoted on indistinctness

of terms, 123-4; quoted on belief as the

root of knowledge, 384.

Hutchesok, Francis, quoted on canons of

syllogism, 563-4.

Hypolemma, name for minor premise or

sutsumption of a syllogism, 199.

Hypotuksis, what, 188, 443-50; its place and

,450.

Hypothetical Judgment, or Proposition,

see Jndgment.s, Doctrine of,

Sypothetical Reasoning or Syllogism, the

second class of Conditional Syllogisms, and

third class alTorded by Internal Form of

Syllogism, 239; its general character — a

reasoning whose form is determined by the

Law of Reason and Consequent, and whose

sumption is thus necessarily an h\ puiletieal

proposition, 239-40; ,.<: ^^^.. r,-ni,-, .\lliim-

ative or Coustnu :i, ..'
, :mhI

Negative or Dr-iiii' ,. -V'"-.

poneiis and tollens, 240; nuifnionic \erses for

these forms, ib. : authors on, in general,

referred to, ib. ; its general character e.\pli-

cated. 240 et seq. ; contains tliioe propcwi-

tion the 111(1

eopi

ib. ; its peculiar principle — the Law of

Reason and Consequent, 241 ft seq. ; this

principle, how variously enounced, 242 ;

why we cannot conclude from the truth of

the consequent to the trutli of the antece-

dent, and from the falsehood of the ante-

cedent to the falsehood of the consequent,

ib.: conversion of to categorical syllogisms

is, 1°. Unnecessary, 243; 2°, Not always

possible, 24-3^; authors on the conversion

of, relerred to, 243 ; those of one form easily

convertible into another, 244; special rules

of, 245; these explicated— first rule, 245 et
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seq. ; regulates the general form of, 245;

ground on which it has been regarded as

having only two terms and two proposi-

tions, 246,- this view erroneous, i6. ,— sec-

ond rule, 247; that the sumption is always

delinite, to be understood in a qualiticd

sense, ib. ; that the sumption is always af-

firmative, ib.; the sub-umption of. 248; —
third rule, i6., see 602-6: though prominently

regulated by the law of Reason and Conse-

quent, still the other logical laws operative

in, 252; difficulty in connection with, in

regard to the doctrine that all reasoning is

either from whole to part or from the parts

to the whole, stated and obviated, i6. tt

seq. ; antecedent and consequent of, equal

to condition and conditioned, 252-3; hence

the reason or condition must contain the

consequent, 253; whole and parts respect-

ively may be viewed in thought either as

the conditioning or as the conditioned, 254

;

application of this doctrine to the solution

of the previous difficulty, 255; not liable

to the affection of figure, 318; author's later

doctrine of Hypothetical (or Conjunctive

and Disjunctive) Eeasouings, 598-618; these

reducible to immediate inferences, 598-9,

599-600, 601-2, 603^, 605; referred to the

class of Explicatives or Conditionals, 599-

600; not composite by contrast to the regu-

lar syllogism, but more simple. 603; only

preparations for argumentation, 603^, 609-

10; canons of Hypothetical syllogism, 602,

606 ; theory of, regarded as alternatives,

607-12; errors of logicians regarding, 612;

historical notices of, 612-18; Aristotle,

612-13 ; Ammonius Hermia:, 613-14 ; Anony-
mous Scholion, and matter relative to,

614-18.

H\-poTHETicAi. Proposition, application of

the doctrine of a quantified predicate to,

and its result, 512, see Hypothetical Syllo-

gism.

HYPOTHETico-DisjtJKCTivE Or Dilemmatic

Judgment, see Judgments. Doctrine of.

Hypothetico-Disjuxctive Syllogism, Di-

lemmatic or Dilemma, third class of Con-

ditional Syllogism and fourth class afforded

by Internal Form of Syllogism, 205, 249 ;

regulated by the laws of Excluded Middle

and of Keason and Consequent in conjunc-

tion, 205; what, 248-9; held by Wallis to

be a negative induction, 249; its character

explicated, ib. ; designations ot— ceratinus,

cornutus^ 5C., syUogismus, e/c, 249-50; rules

for sifting a proposed dilemma. 250.

Idea, the term, reason why not regularly

employed, and sense in which it is occa-

sionly used by the author, 90.

Identity, principle of, a fundamental law of

thought, 57; what, ib. ; variously enounced,

ib. ; its logical importance — the principle

of all logical affirmation and definition,

58; its history, 62 ft seq.; developed last in

the order of time, 62. 65; first explicated as

a coordinate principle, by Antonius An.

dreas, at the end of the 13th century, 65;

maintained by Andreas against Aristotle

to be the one absolutely first principle, 65,

66: controversy regarding the relative pri-

ority of the laws of Identity and Contra-

diction, 66; called by Wolf primipium cer-

titudinis^ ib.; by Baumgarten priitcipium

positionis sive ijeiuilatis, ib. : placed by

Fichte and Schelling as the primary prin-

ciple of all knowledge, ib. ; rejected by
Hegel, i«.; along with that of Contradic-

tion, regulates the categorical syllogism,

207, 251; formally the same with that of

Keason and Consequent, 251; autliors re-

ferred to on, 507-8; see Fundamental Laws
of Thought, Proportion, law of.

IJIAGIXATIOX, what, 425-6; its necessity in

scientific pursuit", 425; as a source of error,

ib., see Error, Causes of.

Immediate Inference, what, 514; cases of,

recognized by logicians. 514 it seq. ; 1. Con.

version, i6., see Conversion, 515; 2. Equipoi-

lence, or, better. Double Negation,— merely

grammatical, 522; 3. Subalternation, better

Et«lriction, /6.; this Bilateral and Unilat-

eral. 523; not noticed by logicians that in

subalternation the some means sowi? at least,

ib. ; the two propositions in subalternation

should be called Restringen: or Restrictive,

the given proposition the Restringend, and
the product the Restrict or Restricted. 523;

logicians have overlooked the immediate

inference of Subcontrariety, 523-4, 534;

this called by the author Integration, .524,

534; the two propositions in integration

called the Integral or Integrant, the given

proposition the Integrand, and the product
the Integrate, ib. ; tabular scheme of. 535;

Eustachius quoted on, 601; authors referred

to on. lb.: kinds of, ib.; authors by whom
adopted, ib. ; Immediate Peremptory, and
Immediate Alternative Inference, 601-2

;

the latter contains five species, embracing

among these the Disjunctive, Hypothetical,

and Hypothetico-Disjunctive syllogisms of

the logicians, ib. ; logicians who refer Hy-
pothetical and Disjunctive Syllogisms to,

600.

I.MPEDIMEXTS to thinking. Doctrine of, see

Logic.

Indefinable, the, what, 105, 107.

Indefinite, the, how distinguished from the

Indefinite Propositions, 171, see Judgmeuta,

Propositions.
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ISDETERMISED, the, What, 55, 56.

Individual or Singular difference, what,
146-7, see Genus and Species.

Individual Propo.'itious, 171, sre Judg-
ments, Tropositions.

[ndividuum signatum and Individuum va~

[ndivisible, the, what, 105-7.

Ixduction, of two kinds, — Logical or For-
mal, and Philosopliicul, Real, or Material,

226, 589-90, 597; the views of logicians re-

garding the nature of Logical Induction
errou..T:i;.. .j-, il;, , hinaclers of Lo,:;ical

and ot 1 ' I :, ,. I'lPi-'r, canon of
Induc;ii

:
i

, ::; tliis equally for-

mal \vi;li ', il
:

. I,,. .Svllo'iism, ft.,-

for-

mui.1' iMi i,,i;:, .,.,. - ,,... ,-n,, il, ( iimpre-

hension uhU L.vien^n.n, 2.,^ii, Wliately

and others erroneously make the inductive

syllogism deductive, 229; this done before

Whately by Schramm and Wolf, A. ; doc-
trine of till- liM, r l'.,).;:n!- n-arding,

in niB ciii:ri..M ..I All. lull. .- ,Ii.r.,ine of.

Real or Material, founded on the principle

of Philosophical Prestnnption, 450 j its agree-

ment with and distinction from Analogy,
450-1; of two kinds, — Individual and
Special, 452; but in the last result all In-

duction is individual, 452; two conditions
of legitimate, 452-3; summary of the doc-
tWne of, 453; Induction and Analogy com-
pared together, 455; these do not afford

absolute certainty, 455-6; authors referred

to on, 458; authors quoted and referred to

on, 589-97; Aristotle, 589-93; example of,

given in the Organon of Aristotle, probably
not that proposed by the author himself,

690; Aristotle's doctrine of the correct,

592-3; Pachymeres, 693; Ramus, 693-4 ; De-
rodon, 694; the college of Alcala — their

bert, iV.
1 I ,i,,ljorts doctrine,

595; his .!. 1 1 ;in .,.'. .^u.] liy certain subse-

quent Cic-rman h.gicians, 596; his doctrine
old, and well invalidated by the commen-
tators of Louvain, ib. ; a similar doctrine
to that of r.nni

noldus dc rm,

Monte. /';.
,

I ill.

syllogisn

by Versor, Ar-

Lambertus de

held that Induc-

o a hypothetical

I, its character,

Imfkhence, meaning of the term, 196; dis-

tribution of, 593-600: its two grand classes.

ence hypothetic, 598-9; authors by whom
this maintained, 593-9; the distinction of
as Commutative, E.\plicative, and Compar-
ative, 699-600; Mediate Peremptory, and
Mediate Alternative Inference, 602.

IKFINITE, its name and notion, 73-4; ex-
pressed by negative terms, 74; how distin-

guished from the Indefinite, ib.

Insteuction, its end, 1; methods of writ-
ten and oral instruction different, ib., see

Knowledge, Doctrine of the Acquisition
and Perfecting of

iNTEGKlxy, Criticism of, see Testimony.
Interpretation, or E.xegesis, Art of, see

Testimony.

Intuition, the term, its meaning, 90 ; ambig-
uously translates the German Anschaumig,
ib. ; what, 385, see Truth and Error, Doctrine

Intuitive and Symbolical Knowledge, see

Concepts, Quality of.

Intuitive, the term, sense in which used by
Leibnitz and the continental philosophers,
121.

Involution of Concepts, see Concepts, Rela-
tions of.

IsENDOORN, Cisbert ab, 37-8, 230.

IsiDOKUS, quoted on Figure of Syllogism,

Jakob, 456.

Jerome, St., quoted on the superior effect of
the living voice, 484.

Judg.ments, Doctrine of, 159-88; a Judg-
ment, what, 159-60; how distinguished from
a Proposition, ib. ; what is implied in judg-
ment, 160; condition under which notions

are judged congruent, 160-1; a judgment
must contain three notions— viz, of Sub-
ject, Predicate, Copula, 161; these con-
stituents illustrated, 162; propositions of
the Third Adjacent, and of the Second
Adjacent, ib. ; concepts and judgments, how
far they coincide and differ, 162-3; judg-
ments, how dividid. 10.3: I. From the rela-
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a categorical judgment, 166; conditional

judgments, 166-71; tliese comprise three

species, 166; 1. Hypothetical, ib. el seq.;

variations in regard to the application of

the terms conditional and hyjwthetieal, 166-7;

a hypothetical judgment, what, 167; appel-

lations of its constituent elements, 168; not

composite, ib. ; not convertible into a cate-

gorical, ib. ; 2. Disjunctive, 169 tt stq. ; not in

reality composite, and not couvertihle into

a categorical, 169-70; 3. Dilemmatic, or

Hypothetico-Disjunctive, 170 et seq. ; indi-

visible, and not reducible to a plurality of

categorical judgments, 170; these various

kinds of judgments may be considered in

reference to Quantity, Quality, and Rela-

tion, 171; a. In relation to Quantity,*, et

seq. : the common doctrine of the division

of judgments according to their quantity,

171; the doctrine of the author on this

point, 171-2; ail judgments are, according

to the author, either Definite or Indefinite,

171; Definite includes Universal and Indi-

vidualjudgments, 171-2; Indefiniteincludes

Particular judgments, 172
;
propositions are

either Predesignate or Preiudesignate, ib.;

common doctrine errs by taking into ac-

count only the quantity of the subject,

ib.; these doctrines explicated, 173 et seq.;

Universal judgments, what, ib ; Singular

or Individual judgments, what, ib. ; Par-

ticular judgments, what, ib. ; words which
eerve to mark out quantity in universal,

individual, and particular propositions, ib.

;

distinction of universal and individual

from particular judgments, 173-4
; cate-

gorical judgments alone, according to the

logicians, admit of all the forms of quan-

tity, 174; this doctrine erroneous, ib.; b.

In relation to Quality, judgments are di-

vided into Affirmative and Negative, 176;

generality of the definition of predication

and of affirmation and negation, as given

by the author, 176; affirmative and negative

propositions, 176-7 ; that negation does not

belong to the copula held by some logi-

cians, 177; the opposite doctrine maintained

by the author, 177-S; origin of the contro-

versy regarding the place of negation, 178;

the possibility ofenunciating negative prop-

ositions in an affirmative, and affirmative

propositions in a negative, form, the occa-

sion of much perverse refinement among
logicians, 178-9; negative terms, how desig-

nated by Aristotle, 178; by Boethius, tb.;

by the Schoolmen, H.; propositiones infinila:

of the Schoolmen, i6. ,• Kanfs division of
judgments into Affirmative, Negative, and
Limitative unfounded, 179; judgments
divided according to their quantity and
quality taken together, into Universal

Affirmative, Universal Negative, Particular

Affirmative, Particular Negative, ib.; these,

how symbolized, ib. ; circular diagrams

illustrative of, 180; division of propositions

into Pure and Modal, 180-81; this distinc-

tion futile, 181; division of Modal propo-

sitions by logicians as Necessary, Impossi-

ble, Contingent, and Possible, extralogical,

181-2; W'hately quoted on this distinction,

and criticized, 182-3; the terms A!.seriori/,

Problematic, Apoileictic, or Demonstrative in

relation to propositions, explained, 183;

c. By Relation to each other, judgments

divided into Identical, Difiercnt, Relatively

Identical, Disparate, Disjunct, Subalter-

nant, Subalternate, 183-4; out of Relation

arises the Opposition of judgments, 184;

opposition either of contradiction or of

central iety, ib. ; Congruent Judgments,

ib. ; Sub-contrary opposition, what, ib.

;

not a real opposition, i6., see. Opposition

;

conversion of, 185-6, see Conversion; cer-

tain distinctions of, not strictly logical,

explained — viz., Theoretical and Practi-

cal, Indemonstrable and Demonstrable,

Axioms and Postulates, Theorems and
Problems, Corollaries, Experimental Prop-

ositions, Hypotheses, Lemmata, Scholia,

187-8; .«e Propositions.

Justin, case cited from, illustrating the

power of Association, 424.

KaKov K6paKos Kaxhii a6v, the proverb, its

origin, 334

Kant, 42; his Applied Logic identical with

the Author's Modified Logic, 43; his em-
ployment of the phrase censured, 44, 58. 59,

88, 112; his employment of the term cate-

gory, 140, 170; his threefold division of

propositions as Affirmative, Negative, and
Limitative, groundless, 179-83 ; rejected

'

Sub-contrariety as a species of opposition,

184, 242 ; his doctrine of Figure borrowed by
the Author, 307; his speculation founded

on the general relations of distance between
the planets, 367; bis argument from the law
of duty for human liberty, and the exist-

ence of a Moral Governor, valid, 372, 456;

quoted on Crusius's supreme canon of Syl-

logism, 561; quoted on Canons of Syllo-

gism, 568-9.

KeckermANN, 216, 230, 243. 250. 342. 351, 527.

KlESEWETTEK, 174, 243, 469; quoted on can-

ons of syllogism, 572

KiRWAN, Dr. Richard, 435.

Knowledge, Doctrine of the Acquisition

and Perfecting of, 441, 493; the means of

perfecting knowledge are, iu general, two,

— the Acquisition and the Communication
of knowledge. 441 ; the first mean. — the

Acquisition of knowledge,— considered,



441 n seg. : this must be viewed in relntion

to the difTerent kinds of knowledge, which
are two, as of contingent and of necessary

matter, 441-2; coi:si>ts of two parts— acqui-

sition tlirougli Experience, and through In-

telligence, 442; in what sense all knowledge
may be called acqutrtU, ib.; I. The doctrine

of Experience, 442 et seg. ; experience of

two kinds, 442; 1. Personal, 442-3; this in

general, what, 443 ; explicated, ib. et seg.

;

common and scientific, 444; Observation,

what, ib. : of two kinds — Observation

proper and Experiment, i6. , prajcognita

of, 445 et seq. ; First, The object of observa-

tion, 445-7; this fourfold, 445; 1°, What
the phajnomena are in their individual pe-

culiarities and contrasts, and as under

determinate genera and species, ib. ; 2^,

What the conditions of their reality, 446;

3°, Whattheir causes, 448-7; 4°, What the

order of their consecution; Second, The
manner of observation, 447-8; P, Proper

state of the observing mind, 447; 2°, Con-

ditions of the question to be determined by

observation, 447-8; Third, The means by

which the data of observation are to be re-

duced to system — viz.. Hypothesis, Induc-

tion, and Analogy, 449-56, see those words;

2. Foreign experience, 457 et seq.; this re-

alized through testimony, ib.; testimony,

what, ib. ; oral and recorded, 457-75, see Tes-

timony ; H. Speculation— the second means

of acquiring and perfecting knowledge,

475-6; principal distinctions of empirical

cation — tlie last mean of acquiring and

perfecting knowledge, 478 93; this an im-

portant mean of perfecting knowledge in

the mind of the communicator, 479; man
naturally determined to communication,

and his knowledge of the object of his

Ihoii^'ht is thereby rendered clearer, ib.;

till. liiLt notiii-d by Plato, ib. ; by Aristotle,

'r]n!iii>tius, Lticilius, Persius, Cicero, Sen-

cation is conducive to the perfecting of

knowledge are two, 480; 1. By reciprocally

determining a higlier energy of the facul-

ties, a. Through sympathy, b. Through op-

position, 480-81; Plutarch, and J. C. Scal-

iger, quoted on the benefits of opposition

and dispute, 481 ; 2. By imposing the neces-

knowl'dj il ! . I
, . 1^1; influence of

comi!.'!;: :
.:

I
!inii in perfecting

our kiui\> 1 .!.', ri !. i.ndwin quoted to

this efiect, 482; and Aristotle, Plato, Sen-

eca, Clement of Alexandria, Dionysius,

Cato, Scholastic Maxims, Vives, Sander-

son, 482-3; influence of the communication

of knowledge on those to whom it is ad-

dressed, 483 et seq.; A. Unilateral Commu
nication or Instruction Oral and Written,

483-92; Oral, its advantages, 484-5; a.

More natural, therefore more impressive,

484; Theophrastus, the younger Pliny, Vale-

rius Maximus ( !), St. Jerome, cited to this

eflect, ib. ; b. Less permanent, therefore

more attended to, ib. ; c. Hearing a social

act, 484-5; testimony of Menage and Varil-

las to the advantages of conversation, 485;

reading, a substitute for oral instruction,

its advantages, a. More easily accessible, b.

More comprehensive, c. More permanent,

485; itsdisadvautagesasan exclusive means
of acquiring knowledge, 48.'i-(;; Written

Instruction, and its . mj \.,. m. j,: :; , ihuiius

of perfecting kno\i i
-

, ; ii; 1.

Quantity to be reu.l i
i : i

i , ,
,. ii.lmt

not many works, -hT , i^ niih.iM'. u, tliis

rule by Solomon, t,iiiintilian, the youn^'cr

Pliny, Seneca, Luther, Sanderson, Lord
Burleigh, Herder, ib. ; end of reading, 488;

2. Quality of what is to be read — first rule,

Read by selection, ib. ;— second rule. Begin

with the general, 489; (iibbon quoted to

effect ofsecond rule, ib.;— third rule. Study
a science as it is, befoje proceeding to its

chronological development, 490; — fourth

rule, Read diflerent works on the same sub-

ject, A-,-— fifth rule, Study works which
cultivate the understanding, and also those

which cultivate the taste, 490; 3. Manner
of reading, 491 et seq. ; — first rule, Read
that you mayremeniber. but esjieciallv tliat

you may understiiinl. ii) -.. .<,iii ttili.'.

Seek to compa.'-s ii. I ; ,
i ul a

work, before judgii., .1 ., ,,i „. ,r ,—
third rule, Acconiinu.uHf iln; iiiitufuy uf

the reading to the importance of the work,
ib. ; Lectio cursoria, and Lectio stntaria^ ib.

'

Bacon quoted on this distinction, ii>.,

Johann Yon Muller quoted on the same,

492; — fourth rule. Regulate, on the same
principle, the extracts from the works you
read, ib.; B. 3Iutual communication, or

conference, 492-3; of two kinds— Dialogue

and Formal Dispute, 492; (1), Dialogue,

ib. ; (2), Disputation — oral and written,

492-3; Academical, 493.

KopPKN, 252.

KpiiTis and Kptveiv, rarely used by the

Greeks, and never by Aristotle, as technical

terms of Logic or of Psychology, 159.

KED6, W. T., referred to on the form of

thought as the exclusive object of Logic,

12; on the laws of thought as thought, 13;

referred to for definitions of Logic, 25; re-

ferred to and quoted as to Logic being

merely a formal instrument of the sciences,

26-7; quoted as to the sense in which Logic

can be styled the Medicine of the Mind, 26,



32-3; quoted on the utility of Logic as

serving to guard against error, 34, 36, 3S;

not aware of tlie original distinction of

Logha itoc.ns and Lo^ica uUns. 42, 43, 56,

57, 59, 60 ;
quoted on the distinction of

Eeason and Consequent, and Cause and

Effect, 61-2; referred to as to Conception

and Reasoning, involving Judgment, 84,

88, 101, 104, 112, lis, IW, 120, 132, 135. 136,

147; quoted on Individual and Singular

Difference, 147, 149, 151; quoted on the Op-

position of Concepts. 152-3, 160 ;
quoted on

the Copula, 162; quoted on Hypothetical

Jndgmenls. 16S-9; quoted on Disjunctive

Judgments, 169-70; quoted on quantity of

Hypothetical and Disjunctive Judgments,

174. 179, 184, 188, 203,214, 215; quoted on

the first rule of Deductive E.vteu.sive Cate-

gorical Syllogism, 216; quoted on quaternia

teiviinonm, 216-17, 218, 219 ; quoted ou third

rule of Deductive Extensive Categorical

syllogisms. 219-20,227; quoted on the first

rule of the Disjunctive Syllogism, 236 ;

quoted on Hypothetical Syllogism in gen-

eral, 241, 24i; 'quoted on the application of

the principle of Reason and C.insequent to

the Hypothetic:iI -.I,m_': ii- l;j: ,,noted on

Keduction of 1 1 i
; c .n Con-

version of H\ 1
'

l"rm to

another, 244-5; .,n •
. . i : .

i nl rule of

Hypothetical Syllo^i-m-s 'JiS; quoted on

the designations of the Hypotlietico-di-s-

junctive Syllogism, 249-50; on the rules for

sifting a proposed dilemma. 250; quoted on

classeii and designations of related syllo-

gisms, 253,284, 311, 320, 321; quoted on a

categorical syllogism with four capital no-

tions, 326, 327; quoted on fallacies of an

Unreal Universality, 327-8; quoted ou the

I^nava Kalio, 330; quoted ou vice ot Ignava

Kntio. 331 ; quoted on Sophhma pnlyzettseos,

332; quoted on character of the Suphisma

l,iitrczfW,ns, 333, 338, 341 ;
quoted on the

constitui-nts of Logical Methodology, 341,

343; quoted ou Nominal, Real, and Genetic

delinitions, 34.3,344,345; quoted on tauto-

logical delinition, 316-7; quoted on the rule

of deliniti.iu which requires it to be pre-

cise, 347; quoted on the necessity for a defi-

nition being perspicuous, 347-«; on defini-

tion in the looser sense. 348-9, 351; quoted

against complexity of division, 357-8. 364,

366, 370; quoted ou the circle in probation,

372 373; quoted on the Mutalio EUnchi,Zii,

375; quoted on conditions of the adequate

activity of External Perception, 414-15; on

precautious against errors of the Senses,

415-16, 417.418; quoted on the Laws of As-

sociation, 420, 427, 428 ; quoted

tious, 428-30. 436; quoted on remedy for

error arising from language, 43S-9, 440,

451, 452, 454. 4.55; quoted on Induction and

Analogy. 455, 4.58, 459,469, 473, 486, 493; his

doctrine of Syllogism, 649-51.

Lambekt, 43; employed parallel lines as logi-

cal notation, ISO, 230,456; his doctrine of

the ultra-total quantification of the middle

term, 5S4-0; quoted ou Induction, 595;

strictures on his doctrine of, ib. ; quoted on

Figure of Syllogism. 642-5.

Lambertcs de Monte, his doctrine of In-

duction, 596.

Laxge. 25.

Laxgifs. 484.

Lasguage, its relation to thought, and the

influence which it exerts on our mental

operations, 98 et seg. ; unnecessary in cer-

tain mental operations, ib. ; indispensable

in certain other mental operations, and its

relation to these, 98-9 ; has man invented

it ? — ambiguity of the question, 432; iu

what sense natural to man, 432-3; was the

first language actually spoken the inven-

tion of man, or the inspiration of the

Deity ? 433; the latter hypothesis consid-

eredi ib.; difficulty of the question, ib.

;

Rousseau cited on, ib. ; language has a gen-

eral and a special character, 434; no lan-

guage is a perfect instrument of thought,

434; signs necessary for the internal opera-

tion of thought, 435 ; and for its commu-

nication, ib. : intonations of the voice, the

only adequate symbols of thought and of

its communication, ib. ; these inarticulate

and articulate, 436; the latter constitute

Language Proper, ib. : the vocabulary of

any language necessarily finite, 437; words

are merely hints to the mind, 437-8; Lan-

; of Error, 436, see Error,

of syllogism,Lakroque, quoted o

572-4.

L'Art de Pensee {Port- Royal Logic), 25;

its study recommended, 50, 408; authors of

very nearly took the distinction between

notions as Clear and Obscure, Distinct and

Indistinct. 114.

Latix Schoolmen, viewed Logic as a science,

7; their views as to the object-matter of

Logic. 19-20.

Lauremeep.gics, p., 25.

Laws of Thought, see Fundamental Laws of

Thought.

LECLEnc.n.
Lectio Cursoria and Lectio St'itoria, 491,

s>e Knowledge, Doctrine of the Acquisition

and Perfecting of

nditions themselves of Leibnitz.

s, but iu their appHca-
|

Contradi

andthe principles of Idi

ou, 64; did not always distin
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guish the principles of Identity and Con- I

tradiction, 66; called attention to law of

Sufficient Reason, 67; founded his philoso-
|

phy on the i.niiciplL-s „f Sufficient ncasuu
j

andCoi.lninini-.n (ii.r-!Mi,:u tM.'hiii', ,,
;•

,

didiiul -I,
:

.

, ,

Causniii'. , - I
.,•,., -

„„.„„„„ designation of the science, as ap-

pears from Cicero, 4; b. Its derivation

and meaning, from \6yos, signifying both

thuu^lit luul its cxiHcssiou, 4; this unibi'gu-

Sufficieut Kl-usou, iii : coiifrovL-rsy brt\v.jun

and Clarke, on province of Sufficient Kc-a-

Bou, 16. ; his distinction of Intuitive and

Symbolical Knowledge, noticed, 87; to

him is owing the distinction of Concepts

into Clear and Distinct, 112-14; the first to

take the distinction of Intuitive and Sym-
bolical knowledge, 126; unacquaiutauce of

the philosophers of this country with

doctrines of, 127; manner in which he gave

his writings to the world, ib. : his paper

De Cognitions, Veritate, ct I'leis-, quoted from

on Intuitive and Symbolical Knowledge,

121, 456; quoted on canon of Syllogism,

560-1; referred to on simplicity of sorites,

274.

Leidenprost, maintained all thought to be

at bottom a calculation, 197.

Lemma, name for the major Premise or

Sumption of a Syllogism, 200.

Lemmata, what, 18S.

hBX.CoHtrac/ictoriarum,prindpium Contradicen-

tium, its extension in the schools, 65.

LOBKOWITZ, Joannes Caramuel, 184; referred

to on various kinds of wholes, 351.

Locke, John, totally misapprehended the

nature of Logic, 21; on the principle of

Contradiction, 64; his real merits in rela-

tion to the distinctions of Ideas, the doc-

trine of Definition, etc., 115; anticipated

Hume in remarking the employment of

terras without distinct meaning, 125
;
quoted

on this point, 125-6.

Logic, the first seven lectures of the Author's

Metaphysical Course delivered as a general

introduction to the course of, 1; mode in

which its consideration ought to be con-

ducted, ib. ; system of, consists of two parts,

viz. : — Introductiou to the Science, and.

Body of Doctrine constituting the science

itself, 3; questions to be answered in the

Introduction to Logic, 3 et seq. ; I. Defini-

tion of, 3-24, sec also 496-7 ; the Science of

the Laws of Thought as Thought, 3 et seq.
,

this definition explained in detail, ift. ; (1)

The wora Losie, a. Its history, 3 e( seq.;

term (Ao-yiK?)) as marking a particular

science not so old as the science itself, ib. ;

not used in this sense by Aristotle, 3, 4;

according to Boethius, first applied to the

science by the ancient Peripatetics. 4 : used

in the wide sense by Alexander of Aphro-
disias, ib.; but previously to Alexander a

iiiiceatterw aids called

11 in the application of

, Epicureans.and other

n"-..].li\ .6; (2)TheGe-

!' .>'.''i I .' i 1M-, i.m Hialecticwith

tlieni eqiiiTaleiit to riie Lu-iic and Metaphys-

ics of the Peripatetics, 7 ; denied to be either

science or art by the Greek Aristotelians

and many philosophers since the revival

of letters, ib. ; a science according to the

Stoics, ib. ; and according to the Arabian

and Latin schoolmen, ib.; maintained to

be an art in more modern times by many
Aristotelians, the Ramists, and a majority

of the Cartesians, ib.; both science and art,

according to others, ib. ; in Germany, since

Leibnitz, regarded as a science, ib. ; the

question futile, 7; errors of Whately on
this point, 7, 8; what is implied in defining

Logic as a science, 8, 9; held by some to

be a science, 498; and either Speculative

science, ib. ; or Practical, ib.; or both

.Speculative and Practical, ib.; an art, 449j

art, but instrument, organ, habit, or instru-

mental discipline, ib. ; that, loosely taking

the terms, is either art, or science, or both,

500; that at once science {part of jihiloso-

phy) and instrument of philosophy, ib.;

that question, whether part of philosophy

or not, an idle question, ib. ; that question,

whether art, science, etc., only verbal,

600-1; Eugenius quoted to this effect, ib.

;

(3) Its Object-matter, 9 et seq. ; a. Thought,

what, ib. et seq.; in its wider meaning,

thought denotes every Cognitive act, and

even every mental modification of which

in ited

mi'nviiv' 'n...>i._'!it (Thought proper) denotes

oi '
' '•

I 1 understanding, Faculty

III '
. ; ,, I lab.jrative, or Discursive

I;i.ii!i. ,' [". Ill the more limited mean-

ing, riioiisilit Is the object-matter of Logic,

9; objects that lie beyond the sphere of

Logic, ib. ; b. Thought as thought, what,

10 et seq. ; Matter and Form of Thought,

distinguished. 11; Logic properly conver-

sant only with the Form of Thought, 11 et

seq. ; tilis shown by a consideration of the

nature and conditions of the thing itself,

11-12; c. Laws of Thought as Thought, 12
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ft seq. ; these the proper object of Logic,

12-13, sec also 14-17; how distinguished from

Empirical or Historical Psycliology, 17 ; as

the science of the Laws of Thouglit as

Thought, is the science of the necessary

Forms of Thought, 17, 1S2-3; necessary

form of thought implies four conditions—
I. Determined by the nature of the think-

ing subject itself; 2. Original; 3. Universal;

4. A Law, 17-18; hence the object-matter of

Logic explicitly enounced, in saying that

Logic is the science of the Laws ofThought
as Thought, or of the Formal Laws of

Thought, or of the Laws of the Form of

Thought, 18, see also 28-9; hence analogy

between and Mathematics as both formal

sciences, 31-2; general historical retrospect

of views in regard to the object and domain
of, 18 el seq. ; merit of the author's view of,

ib.; Aristotle's relation to views of the

nature and domain of 19: views of Greek

Aristotelians and Latin schoolmen regard-

ing, in general correct, 19-20; views of the

object-matter of, in the Leibnitio-Wolf-

ian and Kantian schools, 20: its nature

most completely and generally misunder-

stood in Great Britain, ib.; in certain re-

spects wholly misconceived by Bacon, 20-21;

totally misapprehended by Locke, 21 ;
gen-

eral character of Whately's Eltmcnis of, ib. ;

his view of the object-matter and domain
of, slated and criticized, 21-23, see Whately

;

II. Dtility of, 24 et seg ; Utilities falsely

attributed to, ib. et .^eq. ; supposed to be an

instrument of scientific discovery, 24 ; hence

called an Iiistrujnertt, or Instrumental Philos-

oTiA^, etc, 24-6; supposed to be the infallible

corrector of our intellectual vices, 25; its

designations on this supposition, ib., 348;

in what respect an instrument of the sci-

ences, 25-6. 32; not properly an art of

discovery, 26, 32; in what sense to be styled

the medicine of the mind, 26,32; the laws of,

the negative condition of truth, ib.; its

utility that of a formal instrument, or mean
by which knowledge, already acquired,

may be methodized into the form accom-

modated to the conditions of the under-

standing, 33; useful as giving us, to a cer-

tain extent, dominion over our thoughts,

33-4; as supplying, in part, the criterion of

Truth from Error, 34; as invigorating the

understanding, ib. ; as affording a scientific

nomenclature of the laws by which think-

ing is governed, and of the violation of

these laws, 35-6.-111. Its Divisions, 37 e«

seq., see also 496-7; division of into Natural

and Artificial inept, 36; its Kinds, or Spe-

cies, and Parts, ib. et seq. ; 1°, By relation

to the mind, is Objective and Subjective,

~ Systematica and Habitualts, 37; both of

these to be proposed as the end of instruc-

tion in, ib.; 2°, By relation to objects, is

Abstract or General, and Concrete or Spe-

cial, 38, see also 497; these kinds of, how
designated by the Greek Aristotelians, and
by the Arabian and Latin schoolmen, 38;

this division of remounts to Alexander the

Aphrodisian, ib.; his illustratiou of the dis-

tinction, ib.; other illustrations of this

division of, 39; General Logic is alone one,

Special Logic is manifold, and part of the

science in which it is applied, 39^0; the

distinction of Logica docens and Logica

utens mistaken by some modern authors,

42; 3=, By reference to the circumstances

under which it can come into exercise by
us, is divided into Pure and Modified, 42

et seq.; Pure Logic, what, 43; Modified

Logic, what, ib:; nomenclature of Modified

Logic, 43-4; this identical with the Applied

Logic of Kant and others, 43; not properly

an essential part of, 44-5; Conspectus of

the present course of, 45 ; Formal and Ma-
terial Logic contrasted, 497; division, va-

rieties, and contents of, in detail. 501-6.—

IT. History of, postponed, 48.— V. Bibli-

ography of, ib. ; this shortly noticed, 49-51;

first great division of, — Pure Logic,—
considered, 52-375; Part I., Stoicheiology,

52-334; Section I., Noetic, or of the Funda-
mental Laws of Thought, 52-82; in what
aspect Thought is viewed by, 52-3; the true

relations of Logic overlooked on two sides,

76 et seq. — 1. Erroneously held to aiford

the positive standard of truth, 76 — 2. Re-

pudiated as affording no criterion of truth

in relation to the absolute by some philoso-

phers, 77; its Postulates, 81, see also 512-13;

of these only one signalized, —To be al-

lowed to state explicitly in language all

that is implicitly contained in thought, 81,

see also 510; this cannot be refused, 81; is

implied in what Aristotle states of the doc-

trine of Syllogism, 82; Section II. — Of the

Products of Thought, 83-334; i. Ennoe-

matic,— Of Concepts or Notions, 83-158,

see Concepts, Doctrine of; ii. Apopliantic,

or the Doctrine of J udgments, 159-88, see

Judgments, Doctrine of; on the supposition

that Logic takes cognizance of the modality

of objects, the science can have no exist-

ence, 1*2: iii. Doctrine of Reasonings. 189-

334, see Reasonings, Doctrine of; Part II.

Methodology, Section i. Method in general,

Section ii. Logical Methodology, 33.3-375;

Logical Methodology, what, 335-6, 340-41;

consists of three parts, — 1°, The Doctrine

of Definition, 2°, Of Division, 3^, Of Pro-

bation, 341; historical notices of Logical

Methodology, ib.; 1°, Doctrine of Definition,

3U-9, see Definition, Doctrine of; 2°, Of
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Doctrine of Division, 350-59, see Division,

Doctrine of; 3', Doctrine of Tiobation,

360-75, Me riobatiou, Doctrine of; second

great di\ision of, — Moditied Lo;,'ic, 376-

493; its object, —the conditions to which

thouglit is subject, arising from the empiri-

under whicli man's faculty of thinlciug is

manifested, 376; its problems three, 1^,

What is Truth, and its contradictory oppo-

site. Error! .2=, What are the causes of

Error and the impediments to Truth, and
what are tlie means of their Removal? 3',

Wliat are the Subsidiaries by which Human
Thought may be strengthened and guided

in the exercise of its functions ? ib. ; the

first two questions belong to the Stoicheiol-

ogy of Modified Logic, the third to its

Methodology, 377; Part I. Modified Stoi-

cheiology, 376-440; Section i. Doctrine of

Truth and Error, 376-96 ; Section ii. Error,

its Causes and Remedies, 397-440, see Truth

and Error, Doctrine of; Modified Method-
ology, Section i. Of the Means by which
our Knowledge obtains the character of

Perfection, — the Acquisition and Commu-
nication of Knowledge, 441-93, see Knowl-
edge, Doctrine of the Acquisition and Per-

fecting of.

LoGicA Docens, equal to Abstract or General

Logic, see Logic.

LoGicA Habitualis, see Logic.

LoGiCA Systematica, see Logic.

LoGicA t/ffTTS, equal to Concrete or Special

Logic, see Logic.

Logical Division, see Division.

Logical Induction, see Induction.

Logical Laws, see Fundamental Laws of

Thought.

Logical Methodology, see Logic.

Logical Pei'fection and Imperfection of

Concepts, see Concepts, Quality of.

Logical Truth, see Truth and Error, Doc-

trine of.

Logical Affinity or Continuity, Law of,

alleged by Kant, but rejected by the Author,

149.

Logical Notation, that by circular diagrams

as illustrating propositions, 180; the first

employment of these improperly ascribed

to Euler, jb.; to be found in Weisc, ft.,-

that by parallel lines of diflerent lengths

(Lambert's), partially anticipated by Al-

stedius, lb. ; circular diagrams illustrative

of reasoning, 191 ; circular and linear, for

Syllogisms in Extension and Comprehen-

otation by cir-

and linear, il-

, the Author's,,

ir for the same,

le of, criticized,

667-9; Maass's scheme of, criticized, 669-70;

the Author's scheme of, — No. I Linear,

670-3; Author's scheme of, — No. II. Un-
flgured and Figured syllogism, 073; No.

III. Figured syllogism, — table of Syllo-

gistic Moods, in each figure 12 affirmative

and 24 negative, in all 36, 678-9.

Logical (and Dialectical) Reasoning, its

Logical t efly borrowed from Mathe-

AoytKhs Ao-yiKi'j, liovv employed by Aristotle,

3, 4; by Alexander of Aphrodisias, 4; by
the subsequent Aristotelians, ib.

Myos, its twofold meaning,— thought and

its expression, equivalent to the raUo and
oratio of the Latins, 4, 5; these meanings

how contradistinguished by Aristotle, 5;

by others, i*. , Kiyos iTpo<popiKhs, and
\6yos evSiaSreros, probably originated with

the Stoics, ii.

LovANiENSES, Or Masters of Louvain, 2S9,

291,294; quoted on quantitication of pred-

icate, 555; quoted on error regarding In-

duction, 596, 017.

LuciAH, 331, 333.

LuoiLins, 479.

LtJTiiER, quoted on Knowledge and Belief,

383
;
quoted on reading, 487.

editi( of

5ESTINUS, 240, 514; variation of histori-

is as to the age in which he lived, 590.

smuB, 486.

;,Mo>-. S., referred to on schemes of logi-

Majuk propositio

Malebua>'che, quoted on the influence of

Self-Love, 407-8.

Makilids, quoted, 389,428; quoted on the

nature of experience, 443^.

Makiotte, relerred to for correct doctrine of

the Aristotelic enthymeme, 278.

Masters of Louvain, the, see Lovanienses.

Masters Regent in the College of St. Lau-

rence in Cologne, their doctrine of Induc-

Matekial Induction, see Induction.

Matiiem.\tical Truth, see Truth and Error,

Doctrine of

Mauritius, refers to St. Augustin as author-

ity for quotation as to Logic being the

Mazuue, quoted on the office of the natural

sciences. 390.

Meikeks, 392.
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Melakchthos, 261 : his doctrine that there

is a greater force iu the negative particle

none, not any, than in the affirmative ail,

527 ; this doctrine shown to be erroneous,

ill., 621 ;
quoted on Figure of Syllogism, 641.

Mexage, 330,332,333; quoted on the benefit of

Conversation as a mean of Knowledge, 485.

Mexdoza, Hurtado de, quoted on proximate

and remote matter of Syllogism, 202, 207;

his ground of the discrimination of major

and minor terms in the Second and Third

MfTd\Titpis, of Aristotle, its probable mean-
ing, 611.

Metaphysics, the Author's Course of Lec-

tures on, the first seven were delivered by

the author as a General Introduction to the

course of Logic proper, 1 ; referred to, 88

Metaphtsical Truth, see Truth and Error,

Doctrine of.

Method, in general, what, 33-5-6 ; authors re-

ferred to on, 336; iu reference to science,

what, 336-7; considered in its integrity is

twofold — Analytic and Synthetic, what,

336-7; the Analytic, what, 337; the Syn-

thetic, what, ib.; confusion in regard to

the application of the terms Analijsis and
Synihesif, 3.37-3; authors referred to ou this

confusion, 33S ; these counter processes as

applied to the counter wholes of compre-

hension and extension correspond with each

other, 338 ; the Synthetic method has been

called the I'rogressive, and the Analytic

the Regressive, 339 ; these designations

wholly arbitrary and of various application,

339^0; iu general. Synthesis has been des-

ignated the Progressive, and Analysis the

Regressive, process, 340.

Methodology, see Logic, Method.

Metz. 456.

MicR^Lius, 85.

MixoR Proposition, see Premise.

SIlRASDULAKUS, Jo. PiCUS, 142.

MlEAKDULASCS, J. F. Picus, 230.

SISE.MOXIC Verses, those embracing the dif-

ferent kinds of propositions in reference to

quantity and quality combined, "Asserit

A," etc., 179, 2S7; author's English metri-

cal version of these, 287; previous English

metrical versions of the same, i&., see also

589; for Conversion, 186-7 ; for Disjunctive

Syllogisms, 231; for Hypothetical Syllo-

gisms, 240; for Figure of Syllogism, 232.

MoDipiKD Logic, .«ee Logic.

MoLix.£C&, quoted on meaning of the Lex
ConlrmJicloriarutn, 65, 230, 243. 336, 338.

MoNBODDO, Lord, quoted ou the distinction

of potential and actual in relation to no-
tions. 115-6; his error on this poiut, 146.

Moxtaigse, quoted on illustration of Pre-

cipitancy, 402-3; quoted on precipitate

dogmatism and skepticism as phases of the

same disposition, 403.

Mood of Syllogism, doctrine of, according

to logicians, 286 et seq. ; name for the ar-

rangement of the three propositions of a

syllogism, with designation of quantity and

quality of each, 2S6; the Greek logicians,

looking merely to the two premises iu com-

bination, called these Syztj^ies, ib.; in all

sixty-four moods, 287-8; but only eleven

valid, 258; of the six in each figure, in all

twenty-four, only nineteen useful, ib. ;

these, according to doctrine of author, may
be still further simplified, ib. ; the doctrine

of, explicated, 287 et seq. ; the possible com-

binations of premises tested as to their

validity by the general laws of the Cate-

gorical Syllogism. 287-8; these laws give

.:j!.t 1 ~-il : iiiiicjdsof a legitimate syllo-

. :! - - M'-'ht moods being further

11. 1 .ial rules of the First Fig-

, Barbara, Celarcnt, Darii,

araples with diagrams of

that figure

Ferio, 2SS

the legitii oods of the Kir^t Figure,

290-91; iu the Second Figure there are four

legitimate moods— viz., Cesare, t.'araestres,

Festino, Baroco, 291-3; examples of these

with diagrams, 292-3; in the Third Figure

there are six legitimate moods— viz., Da-
rapti, Felapton, Disamis, Datisi, Bocardo,

Ferison, 294-5; examples of these with dia-

grams. 295-8; some ancient logicians made
two moods of Darapti, 295-6; in the Fourth

Figure there are five legitimate moods—
viz., Bramantip, Camenes, Dimaris, Fesapo,

Fresison, 299-.300; examples of these with

diagrams, 300-1; what is trae of mood in

Extension holds also of it in Comprehen-
sion, 302; Latin and Greek mnemonic
verses for moods — historical notice of,

307-8 ; the Latin due to Petrus Hispanus,

308; the Greek less ingenious than the

Latin, and, according to author's latest

view, probably copied from the latter, ib.

;

reduction of the moods of the Second,

Third, and Fourth Figures to those of the

First, 309-18; direct and indirect moods,—
their principle, 658-9; direct and indirect

moods in First and Fourth Figures, 658;

indirect moods of logicians of Second and
Third Figures, 663^; these impossible, 664

;

new moods, 665-7; Author's table of moods,

678-a

More, most, etc , the predesignations, vari-

ously referred to universal, particular, or

to neither quantity, 586; authors referred

to on, ib.; Corviuus, ib.

MuLLER, Johauu von, his practice in read-

ing, 492.
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Mqretus. referred to on a spurious passage

of Aristotle's lihetoric, 6.

Mdkmeluds, mnemonic verses of, compris-

ing the Ten Categories, 139; his mnemonic
verses, quoted of objects not included under

the Ten Categories, 140.

MtJTATio Elenohi, see Probation.

Kecessitas Consequentia et Necessitas Con-

sequeufis, authors referred to on distinction

of, 689.

Negation, controversy regarding the place

of, 173 ; negative terms, how designated by

Aristotle, Boethius, the Schoolmen, «.;

particuta inJinUans^ what, ib.; propositiones

infinitir., what, ib.

New Analytic of Logical Forms, proposed

Essay by the author on, 509; extract from
Prospectus of, 509-12.

Noetic, see Logic.

NoLDiDS, 185; referred to, on History of

Fourth Figure, 303; his reduction of Ba-

roco, 3U-17; called the mood Bocardo

Docamroc.
Nomenclature, scientific, importance of,

35.

Nominal Definition, see Definition.

Non-Conteadiction, principle of, see Con-

tradiction.

NON ens logicuTtij what, 55.

Notion, see Concept.

Ndnnesius, 336, 451.

Objective Logic, see Logic.

Obsekvation, see Knowledge, Doctrine of

the Acquisition and Perfecting of.

Occam, William, his use of Conceptus, 30.

Olbeks, his speculation founded on the

general relations of distance between the

planets, 367.

Opinion, sec Truth and Error, Doctrine of

OPPOSiTiroc, n; Ti.cMv.j,.- il'ili:-,
,

iif .Tudg-

Contr:hl:. -: . , , ; ,, Sub-

oppositiou, lb. . this di;scribod by Aristotle

as an opposition in language, not in real-

ity, ib. ; distinction between Indeflnitude

and Semi-deflnitude or Definite indefini-

tude, B.33; tlie author's doctrine of, evolved

out of this distinction, i6.; Subalternation

and Subcoiitrariety as forms of, rejected,

ib.; Inconsistency introduced, li.,- Contra-

dictory and Contrary opposition among
propositions of difl'erentquality,what, 533-4;

Inconsistency among propositions of the

same quality, 533; subdivisions of Contra-

diction, Contrariety, and Inconsistency,

633-4; differences in Corapossibility of the

two scliemes of Indefinite and Definite Par-

ticularity, 534; tabular scheme of, 535.

OuGASON, name bestowed on the collection

we possess of the logical treatises of Aris-

totle, 24; but not by Aristotle himself, i6. ,

as thus applied, contributed to the errone-

ous supposition that Logic is an instrument

of discovery, ib.

OviD, quoted, 482.

Georgius,Pachtmekes, or Pachy

278; quoted on Induction, 593.

Pacius, Julius, 37, 196, 243, 263; gave the

Regressive Comprehensive Sorites before

Goclenius, 273; referred to, on Figure, 285;

quoted on error of phrase petitio principii,

Paralogism, see Fallacies.

Part, see Whole.

Particular Propositions, 171, see Judg-
ments, Propositions.

Partition, see Division.

Pascal, quoted on the dignity of man as

consisting in thought, 34; quoted on the

power of custom, 392.

Passion, as a source of Error, see Error,

Causes of.

Paul, St., quoted, 899.

nepiox»), not used by Aristotle, but the verb
Trep.e;

PEUir.i

100.

heir nomenclature of the

palt^ ulthf Hypothetical Syllogism, 241.

Persids, quoted on Chrysippus, as inventor

of the Sophism Sorites, 268; quoted, 272,

479.

Petersen, referred to on history of Catego-

ries in antiquity, 142.

Petitio Principii, what, 369; error of the

phrase, ib., see Probation.

Petrus a Cornibus, satirized by Buchanan,

Beza, and Kabelais, 280.

Philo, 5.

Philoponus, or Grammaticus, Joannes, 39;

on the principle of Contradiction, 63, 196,

207, 240, 241, 278, 296, 336; referred to on

analysis of Geometry. 339; (or Ammonius),

his definition of conversion, 514; quoted,

on order of Premises, 624-5; quoted on

Figure of Syllogism, 637-9.

Philosophical or Logical Presumption,

principle of, 450; the foundation of Induc-

tion and Analogy, ib.

Philosophy of Common Sense, the, what,

383; well stated by Aristotle, ib.

Phoctlides, Greek epigram by, 280.

Piccartds, 196.

Platina, referred toon death of Petrus His-

panus, 308.

Platner, Ernst, referred to, on Logic being

a formal instrument of the sciences, 26, 249,

456; quoted on Figure of Syllogism, 646-7.

Plato, bis use of the term Dialectic, b^G; (and

the Platonists) considered Dialectic (i. e.,
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Logic and Metaph5'sies) as ft ECience, 7;

frequently employed the laws of Excluded

Middle and of Contradiction, 62-^; Lis

(alleged) Second AUtbiadts spurious, t>5; rec-

ognized the law of Reason and Consequent

or Sufficient Reason, 66; employed, in ref-

erence to this principle, the ambiguous term

aiVio, 66, 3*); guilty of the vice of circulus

lit dtmon.urando, in his proof of the immor-
tality of the soul, 3?2; quoted to the effect

that man is naturally determined to com-

munication, 479.

Flato, I'seudo, quoted on teaching as a mean
of selt-improvement, 482.

Platomsts, the, referred to on knowledge

and belief, 384.

nXaros, its meaning in relation to concepts,

100.

Plautus, quoted on the superiority of im-

mediate to mediate testimony, 4-59.

Plisv, the younger, quoted on the greater

tendency of hearing to rouse the attention,

4S4; his maxim regarding quantity to be

Plotincs, his employment of the term cate-

gory, 140; referred to on Categories, 142;

referred to on analysis of Geometry, 339.

Ploucquet, Godfrey, 43; referred to on Pos-

tulate of Logic, 512; quoted on Conversion,

528; referred to on quantification of predi-

cate, 558; his general canon of Syllogism,

558.

FLtJTAECH, 5, 331; cited on the beneBts of

opposition, 481.

Poscics, referred to for scholastic theories

of the object-matter of Logic, 20.

Pope, Alexander, has borrowed from Ser-

geant. 630.

PoEPHYET, 101, 104; quoted on the relation

between the Breadth and Depth of notions,

104. 139; made two moods of Darapti. 296.

POESON, Richard, his imitation of an epi-

gram of Fhocydidesasapplied to Hermann,
280.

Poet Royal Logic, see L'An de Penser.

Postulates of Logic, ue Logic.

Postulates, what, 1S8.

Fk-EDICATUM prtFdicati est etiam prfpylicatum

subjecti, the canon of Deductive Categorical

Syllogisms in Comprehension, 214; how
otherwise expressed, ib.

Peecipitasct, see Error, Causes ot

Peei>esiqnate and Preindesignate Proposi-

tions, what, 172, see Judgments, Proposi-

Peedicate, of ajudgment, what, 161 ; in Aris-

totle the predicate includes the copula, ib.

;

called the term or extreme of a proposition,

ib. : Quantification of, date of its discovery

by author, 510; its results specified, 510-11,

524-7; considered in detail, 516-20; estab-

lished, l",That the predicate is as extensive

as the subject, 516-17; 2°, That ordinary

language quantifies the predicate so often

as this determination is of importance, 517;

this done either directly, or by Limitation

or lixceplion, 517-19; 3°, The doctrine of

the non-quantification of, only an example

of the passive sequacity of the logicians,

519; 4°, The non-quantification of, given

up by logicians themselves, in certain cases,

519-20; logicians (but not Aristotle) as-

serted that in affirmative propositions in

which subject and predicate are quantified

to their full extent, the predicate is distrib-

uted in virtue of its matter, 526; logicians

wrong in their doctrine that in negative

propositions the predicate is always dis-

tributed, ib. : objections to the doctrine of

the quantification of, considered, 639 et

seq ; I. General, — objections founded on

the dktinction of Formal and Material

considered, 539-43; II. Special,— 1^, That

it is false, 543-5; 2°, Useless, 545-6; histori-

cal notices regarding quantification of,

546-559; Aristotle, 546-9; Alexander Aph-

rodisiensis, 549; Ammonius Hermi:e, 546,

549-51; Boethius, 551-3; Averroes, 553; Al-

bertus Magnus, 553-1; Levi Ben Gerson,

554-5; Masters of Louvain, 555; Titius

and Ridiger, ib. ; Godfrey Ploucquet, 558;

Ulrich, 559; authors referred to on the

doctrine that the extension of predicate is

always reduced to extension of subject,

559; authors referred toon thedoctrine that

predicate has quantity as well as subject,

ib. : references to Aristotle for use of dis-

tributed predicate, ib.

Peejcdice, authors referred toon, 394, see

Peelectios, Author's Method of, 2; same

as that prevalent in Germany and Holland,

Peemise, Premises, of Syllogism, what, 198,

199, 207; Major and Minor Premise or

Proposition, ib. ; objections to these terms

as denominations of the propositions of a

syllogism, 200; their designations, ib.; best

names for are Sumption and Subsumption,

199-201; order of 624; Philoponus quoted

on, 624-5; instances and authorities for the

enouncement of syllogism with the minor

premise stated first. 625-6.

Feescisiox, what, 88.

Peesextative Faculty, as a source of Error,

see Error, Causes of.

Peevost, 456.

Peimaey Laws ofThought, see Fundamental

Laws of Thought.

Peimum Cogniium, controversy regarding,

156.

Peixcipittm Contradicentium, see iex Contrct'
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PROBATioif, Doctrine of, 3R0-75; its diame-
ter and elements, 360; these explicated, 361

et «}. ; terms employed lor Probation,

Argujntntation, Argument^ Demonstrutio

Leading of Proof, 361 ; iu general, what, if

bow distinguished from Syllogism, il

whereon depends the logical value (

361-2; ground of Proof either absolute

relative, 362; distinctions of propositio

in respect of the general form of a syste

of, 364-5; divisions of Probations, 365 ; tl

ditferences of probations depend partly

on their matter and partly on their form,

ib. ; (1) In respect of their Matter, they

Pure and Empirical, 364-6; this distinction

of Probations not taken into account by

Logic, 387; (2) In respect of their Form
is Internal and External, 365-0; Probations

are, in respect of Internal Form, a. Direct

and Indirect, 366-T; principle of indirect

proof, 367-8; differences of Indirect

Apagogical Probations, 368; b. Deductive

and Inductive, 365-8; c. Synthetic and

Analytic, 365, 369 ; in respect of External

form, they are, 1°, Simple and Composite

2°, Perfect and Impeifect, 3°, Regular and

Irregular, 365-6; (3) In respect of theii

Degree of Cogeucy, they are, 1°, Apodeictio

or Demonstrative and Probable, 366;

Universally and Particularly Valid, ib. ; the

formal legitimacy of, determined accord-

ing to the logicians by five rules, 369-70;

these rules reduced to two, 370; the five

rules explicated, 370 et seg. ; first rule. Noth-

ing is to be begged, borrowed, or stolen,

369-71; its violation affords the Petitio Prin-

eipii^ 369 ; limitation under which this rule

is to be understood, 371; second rule. That

no proposition is to be employed as a prin-

ciple of proof, the truth of which is only

to be evinced as a conseiinciice of the prop-

osiUon which it is .mpln. , ,1 i,, |„-.ive, 369-

72 ; its violation ;< II ; . ia-rffiov

probation is to bi' hi: 'h\ ':'''• ^J, i;-\iu]ation

affords the vice of Cimihis m ilemonflrnniln,

369; regressive and progressive proofs not

to be coufounded with the tautological cir-

cle, 373; fourth rule. That no leap, no hia-

tus must be made, 370-73; its violation af-

fords the vice of Saltus in demonstranch,

370, 373 ; fifth rule. The scope of the proba-

tion is not to be changed, 370-4; this rule

admits of three degrees, 374; (1) Muiatio

Eknchi, 374; (2) Proving too little,*.,- (3)

Proving too much, 376.

Problem, the, what, 198.

Problems, what, 188.

Proclfs, referred to on Knowledge and Be-

lief, 384.

Pbogrebbive Method, see Method.

Proof, see Probation.

Proportion, Analogy or Identify, law of,

as a fundamental rule of syllogisms, 575;

made by some logicians the one supreme
canon of syllogism, ib.; logicians by whom
this law is confounded, or made conrdinute

with the Dictum de Oumi, ib. ; names
given by logicians to, ib. ; erroneously

supposed to be employed by Aristotle as a

fundamental rule of syllogism, 576; terms

under which enounced, 575-8 ; Syrbius

thought that this law, unless limited, is

false, 577. see Syllogism.

PROro.slTIO Coiiditioifidis nihil ponit in es.se,

the 1 , 169.

Proposition, The, name for major premise,

200; but ambiguous, 200-1.

Proposition, what, 159; its synonyms, 159-

60; called by Aristotle an interval, SioaxTj^a,

inl; how divided by the logicians, in respect

of quantity, 171; propositions distinguished

by the author into Predesignate (Defi-

nite), and Preindesignate (Indefinite), ac-

cording as their quantity is or is not marked

out by a verbal sign, 172, see Judgment.*

distinctions of, in respect of the generaV

form of a system of proof, 362-3, see also 187

et seq. ; terms of, only terms as terms of a

relation, 515; these only compared as quan-

tities, ib. ; of no consequence logically

whether subject or predicate of be placed

first, 516, 527; in common language predi-

cate often placed first, 516; simply an equa-

tion of two notions in respect of their

extension, 525, 626-7, 528-9; new proposi-

tional forms resultiug from the doctrine of

a quantified predicate, 529 et seq., see also

537; these, with the old, in all eight, 529-

30, 534^6; their literal symbols, 529-30;

their notation, ib. ; quantity of, 630 et seq.;

Indefinite propositions (of the logicians),

better Indesignate or Preindesignate, ib. ; va-

rious opinions as to their classilicatiou, *.;

authors referred to on this subject, 530-31;

prevalent uncertainty in regard to Particu-

larity and its signs, 531 ; two meanings of

some, either Semi-dennite, and equivalent

to some onbj, or Indefinite, and equivalent

to some at least, ib.; how these may be sym-

bolized, 532; Aristotle and logicians recog-

nized only the latter of these meanings,

531-2
; reasons of this, 532-3; Defluitude or

Non-particularity of three kinds, 531-2;

how these forms maybe symbolized, ib.;

effect of the definite article and its absence

in different languages in reducing the defi-

nite to the indefinite, 631; to what the In-

definites of Aristotle correspond, 632 ; logi-

cians who have marked the quantities by

definite and indefinite, 632 ; the three pos-

sible relations of the terms of, 1. Toto-total
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coinclusion, 2. Toto-total coexclusion, 3.

Incomplete coinclusion, involving lucora-

plete coexclusion, 535; the whole order of

best and worst quantification of the terms

of, throughout the two qualities of Affirma-

tion and 2^' L-gation, 537-39, 3£e Judgments,

Doctrine of.

PropositioNES tertii adjactntis, or ttrtii ad-

jeeti^ what, 162; how designated by the

Greeks after Aristotle, 161-2 ; secundi adja-

cenlis, what, 162.

PROPosniosEg EjcpohMUs, the doctrine of,

as given by logicians, S18-19, see Exclusive

and Exceptive Particles.

np6aKt]fifiSj of Tbeophrastus, its probable

meaning, 611.

np6T!uris, its use by Aristotle, 159.

Fbotagobas and Euathlus, the case of,

quoted, 334.

Peovekes, The Book of, cited, 480.

PsELLUS, Michael, the Synopsis of the Orga-

noid attributed to, in all probability a trans-

lation from Hispanus, 308.

PSTCUOLOGV, Empirical or Historical, how
distinguished from Eogic, 17, 22.

FuRCHoT, relerred to on Categories, 142;

mnemonic verse for Disjunctive Syllogism,

from, 231 ; his formula for the Figure of

Syllogism (in Extension), 282; referred to

on the predesiguation of the predicate by

aU collectively, 559.

P0KE and Applied, as usually employed in

opposition in German pllilosophy, not

properly relative and correlative to each

other, 44; pure and mixed, applied and un-

applied, properly correlative, ib.

PtTEE and Modal Propositions, 180-81, see

Judgments.

PuaE Logic, see Logic.

Qdalities, or Modes, what, 55; their syno-

nyms, 55-

QuisTiLiAS, 260; his employment of the

term Enthymeme, 278, 332; his maxim re-

garding quantity to be read, 487.

Rabelais, 280.

Eajiists, maintain logic to be an art, 7.

Ramus, referred to on genus of Logic, 7, 142;

his illustration of the distinction between

Abstract or General, and Concrete or

Special Logic, 39 ; referred toon Method in

Logic, 341; referred to on postulate of

Logic, 512; quoted on Induction of Aris-

totle, 593-t.

Rapix, referred to on canon of syllogism.

Reading, see Knowledge, Doctr

Acquisition and Perfecting of.

Real Definition, see Definition.

Real Induction, see Induction.

of

EeA L Truth, «« Truth and Error, Doctrine of.

Reason and Consequent, Law of, see Suffi-

cient Reason.

Reasoning, see Reasonings, Doctrine of.

Syllogism.

Reasonings, Doctrine of, 189-334; the act of

Reasoning, what, 189-90; this illustrated by

an example, 190; the example given is a

reasoning in the whole of Extension, and

may be represented by three circles, 191;

the reasoning of Extension may be exhib-

ited in Comprehension, 191-5; the copula

in extension and comprehension of a

counter meaning, 193 ; definition of the

process of Reasoning with the principal

denominations of process and product,

193-4; these explicated and illustrated, 194

et seq. ; 1. The Act of Reasoning, — a rea-

soning is one organic whole, ib. ; errors of

logicians on this point, 195; utility of the

process of reasoning, ib. ; 2. Terms by

which the process of reasoning is denom-

inated, — Reasoning, liatiocination, Dis-

course, Argumentation, Argument, Inference,

To conclude. Conclusion, To syllogize, Cotlee-

tio, Colligere, 195-7; general conditions of

Reasoning or Syllogism, 197, see Syllogism;

reasoning may proceed in the quantity of

Extension, and in that of Comprehension,

207 et seq. ; reasonings in these opposite

quantities explicitly compared and con-

trasted, 209 et 5eg. ,- logicians have over-

looked reasoning in Comprehension, and
have thus given narrow and erroneous defi-

nitions of the major, middle, and minor

terms, 209-10, see also 153 et seq. ; difliculty

in regard to the doctrine that all reasoning

is either from the whole to the part, or

from the parts to the whole, stated and ob-

viated, 252, see Inference, Syllogism.

Recipkocating Propositions, common doc-

trine of logicians that predicate in these

quantified vi maleria, 526, 512, 544; this in-

correct, 544 ; authors referred to who hold

that they may be simply converted, 528;

Pacing, Alexander Aphrodisiensis referred

to on, ib. ; Fonseca cited against their

Redi, his anecdotes of two Peripatetics, 407.

Reduction of Syllogisms, the whole of the

rules given by logicians for, unphilosoph-

ical,308; these superseded. 309-18; reduetio

ad impossibile applied to Baroco and Bocar-

do. but awkward and perplexing, 312, 314.

Regressive Method, see Method.

Reid quoted on Conception, 78-SO; his mis-

takes regarding, 80, 81; not, however, open

to Dr. Gleig's censure on this point, 81-

Reimapxs, H. S., anecdotes cited from, of

the influence of passion on opinion, 407;

quoted on canons of Syllogism, 565.



Reinhold, 370.

Keminiscenoe, as a soi

ror, Causes of.

Representation (npn ntatio)y the term,

u.'icd

Continent since the time of Leibnitz, 90;

want in English of a term to express what
is tlius (improiierly) denoted by represen-

tation, ih. ; sense in which used by the

author, ib.

Repugnance, of Notions, equivalent to Con-
tradictory Opposition, 152.

Eedsch, or Keuscliius, 101, 243, 259, 311; his

reduction of Baroco, 314, 315. 317, 343, 451,

466; quoted on canons of Syllogism. 661.

Rhetoric to Alexander, author of, his employ-

ment of the term entkymeme, 278.

EiciiTER, Ileiurich, referred to, as to Logic

not being properly an art of Discovery, 26;

quoted on the dominiou which Logic gives

us over our tlioughls. 33^, 45, 183, 342, 360.

ElDlGER, 186; noticed the error of those who
make .Sorites only of comprehensive whole,

270; erroneously attributed introduction of

Fourth Figure to Galen and Scotus, 303;

quoted and criticized on quantification of

predicate, 655-8; syllogistic forms pro-

pounded by, 557-8.

KOMAGNOSI, 51.

EOSLXNG, 66.

KoDSSEAH, cited on the difficulty as to the

origin of Language, 433.

Rdiz, Didacus, referred to, on liistory of dis-

tinction of Sensus Composili et Divisi, 326,

378, 387.

Saltcs m demonstmndo, what, 370-3; only a

special case of the Pttitio Pruuipii, 373, see

I'robation.

Sanderson, Bishop, quoted on objects not

included under the ten categories, 140; re-

ferred to on names of propositions in con-

version, 185,227; quoted on importance of

teacliing as a mean of self-improvement,

4«3: his practice in reading, 487.

Sauter, 42; quoted on canons of Syllogism,

Savonarola, quoted < r Syllogism,

ScALioER, J. C, quoted on the benefits of

discussion, 481.

BcHEiBLEK, 184, 210, 216; quoted on what
constitutes a Disjunctive Reasoning, 232,

240; referred to on Aristotle and Plato's

views of Method, 340; referred to on

Method in Logic, 341,342,458; quoted on

Propositiones E.Kponibiles, 518-19; referred

to on opposition of Subalternation and of

Subcontrariety, 532.

SCHEIDLER, 425, 486, 490, 492, 493.

Scbellinq, repudiated the principles of Con-

tradiction and Excluded Middle in relation

to the Absolute, 64; respect in which his

treatment of llie princiiile of Contradiction

ditfered from that of Hegel, tb. ; placed the

law of Identity as the primary principle of

all knowledge, 66.

SCHMOLDERS, 4.51. 454.

SCUOLIA, what, 188.

Scholiast on Ilermogenes, his doctrine of

the Enthynieme, 279, 334.

SCHOTTCS, Andreas, 334.

Schramm, made the Inductive Syllogism

deductive, 229.

ScHDLER, referred to for scholastic theories

of the object-matter of Logic, 20.

SCHULZE, G. E., 56, 67, 69, 60, 88, 104, 162, 174,

179, 183, 196, 215, 219.

ScuwEiGH.Et;sEn, 260; referred to on true

reading of Epictetus, 332.

Science, deBnition of, 335-6; its perfection

of two kinds— Formal and Material, 337;

distinguished as Real and Formal, 380;

under the Real Sciences are included the

Mental and Material, 380-81; divided into

two great branches, according as it is con-

versant, I'', About objects known, or, 2°,

About the manner of knowing them, 495-6;

these branches called respectively Direct

Science or Science Simply, and Reflex Sci-

ence, the Science of Science, the Method of

Science, 495; the latter falls into two great

branches as it is conversant, 1°, About the

laws under which the human mind can

know, or, 2', The laws under which what
is proposed by the human mind to know,

can be known, 496; the former is Logic

properly so called, the latter not named, ib. ;

but in its parts, called Heuretie, Architec-

tonic, ib. ; these sciences, respectively devel-

oped by Aristotle, and by Bacon, ib. ; not

inconsistent, butcorrelative and dependent,

ScoTtJS, John Duns, referred to as to genua

of Logic, 7; referred to for scholastic theo-

ries on the object-matter of Logii, 20; (or

St. Augustin) quoted as to Logic being the

Ars arlium and Scitntia scientiarum. 25, 42,

227, 291 ; alleged as defending the Fourth

Figure, 303; this erroneous, ib.; held Feri-

son, Bocardo, and Felaptou as useless, be-

cause concluding indirectly, 318; his ground

of the discrimination of major and minor

terms in the Second and Third Figures,

629

Second Figure, see Figure.

Seody, quoted on canons of Syllogism, 667.

Self-Love, .ve Error, Causes of

Seneca, example of Sorites from, 272,327;

quoted on Divi.>.ion, 357; quoted on evil

influence of precipitancy, 402; quoted on

the hope of dying old, as an illustration of
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precipitate judgment, 402; quoted on sloth

as a source of error, 404, 480; quoted on

teaching as a mean of self-improvement in

knowledge, 482; his maxim regarding the

quantity to be read, 487.

Sekgeant, John, notice of, 630; his doctrine

of the Second and Third Figures, 630-31.

Sextus Empikicus, 5, 198, 369.

'S Geavesamde, cited on influence of Asso-

SiGWART, referred to on what truly consti-

tutes a Disjunctive Keasoning, 232, 334, 344,

375, 390.

SiMPLicins, 5; referred to on genus of Logic,

Sloth, see Error, Causes of.

Smiqlecids, referred to on genus of Logic,

7; referred to for scholastic theories of the

object-matter of Logic, 20, 42.

Smith, Adam, quoted on influence of Asso-

ciation, 422-3.

Shell, 469, 475.

Society, influence of, as a source of Error,

see Error, Causes of.

SocKATES, his saying regarding the extent of

his knowledge, 393-4.

Solomon, 487.

SOPATER APAMEENSie, 211.

Sophism, see Fallacies.

Sorites, or Chain Syllogism, 257-74; the

second variety of Comple.v Syllogism, 260;

what, ib.; its formulae in Comprehension and

Extension, ib. ; Progressive and Regressive,

260-1; authors on, in general, referred to,

261; diagrams, circular and linear, illustra-

tive of, ib.: concrete examples of, 261-3;

the formal inference equally necessary in,

as in simple syllogism, 263; resolvable into

simple syllogisms, ib. ; this illustrated, 263-4;

equally natural as simple syllogism, 264;

may be either Categorical or Hypothetical,

ib.; laws of these forms of, 264-5; formula

of Hypothetical Sorites, 265; resolution of

Hypothetical Sorites, progressive and re-

gressive, into simple syllogisms, 265-6; a Dis-

junctive Sorites possible after a sort, 266-7;

but complex and unserviceable, 267; his-

torical notice of the logical doctrine of, *.

et seq. ; neither name nor doctrine found in

Aristotle, ib. ; but the principle of given in

Aristotle's first antipredicamental rule, 268;

the term sorites never applied by any an-

cient writer to designate a certain form of

reasoning, ib. ; with them denoted a par-

ticular kind of sophism, ib. ; first used in its

present acceptation by Laurentius Valla,

269; the process of, described in the Dialec-

tic of George of Trebisond. the contempo-

rary of Valla, ib. i the doctrine of logicians

regarding, illustrates their one-sided view

of the nature of reasoning in general, ib. ;

the Sorites of extension overlooked, and
that of comprehension, the progressive,

alone contemplated by logicians, 270; dif-

ference between the two forms of, (6. ; prob-

able reason why logicians overlooked, in

the case of Sorites, the reasoning in exten-

sion, 271-2; examples of, in comprehension

and extension, 272-3; the Goclenian, or

Regressive Comprehensive Sorites, 273;

names given to, 273-4; before Valla, called

vaguely complex syllogism., 274; as a poly-

sylJogism, comparatively simple, ib. ; may
bedrawm in any figure, 320; observations

on, 619; correction and ampliHcation of

the common doctrine of, 619-21; diagrams

illustrative of, 620-21.

SoRiTESi, the sophism, its derivation and
meaning, 268; its nature, ib.; said to have

been invented by the Stoic Chrysippus, ib. ;

by Eubulides, ii. ; called <j>a\aKphs, calvus,

ib. ; called acervalis by Cicero, ib. ; its char-

acter, 332; its various designations, ib.;

well defined by Ulpian, ib.; exemplified,

Space, or Extension, as absolutely bounded,

unthinkable, 73; as unlimited, inconceiva-

ble, because contradictory, ib. ; as an abso-

lute minimum, or as infinitely divided,

inconceivable, 74.

Special Logic, see Logic.

Special or Concrete Logic, see Logic.

Specie3,s« Genus.

Speculation as a means of knowledge, see

Knowledge, Doctrine of the Acquisition

and Perfecting of

Stattler, 42; quoted on canons of syllo-

,
566.

.epi-Stephanus, H., 85; hii

gram of Phocylides, 280.

Stewart, Dugald, quoted on the liability of

notions to vagueness and ambiguity, 123-5;

refers to Hume and Campbell, ib. ; his un-

favorable strictures on the alleged modern

origin of certain technical logical language,

groundless, 146, 197, 418; quoted on iuflu-

enoe of association, 421-3, 430, 431.

STOicHEioLoor, or Doctrine of Elements, see

Logic.

Stoics, viewed Logic as a science, 7 ; their

nomenclature of the parts of the Hypothet-

ical Syllogism, 241; the excogitation of the

sophism Ignava. Ratio attributed to, 330i

but this doubtful, 331.

Strabo, 280.

Strigelius, 526.

SOAUEZ, on the principle of Contradiction,

63,66; referred to on classification of the

categories, 141.

SCBJECT, of a Judgment or Proposition,

what, 161; called term or exlrcne, lb., set

Judgments, Proposition.
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Subjective Logic, see Lofjic.

SuBsiDiAEiES or Aids of thiDliiiig, Doctrine

Subordination of Concepts, see Concepts,

Relations of.

Sufficient Reason, or Reason and Conse-

quent, principle of, a fundamental law of

thought, 57 (6ki see 61); what and how (

pressed, 60i relations between Reason and
Consequent, 60-1; logical Biguilicance of,

61; discriminated from the principle of

Cause and Etfect, ih. ; logical mid metaphysi-

cal reason and consequent^ ib.; these both in-

cluded under the terms condition and condi-

tioned, ib.; this law should be excluded

from Iftgic, ib. : recognized by Plato, 66;

by Aristotle, ib.; by both under the ambig-

uous term aiVm, airiov (,„i,s,i, ih .• but the

principle of Knowh-I.i' >m < i iniii;;iied by

66-7; comprelii.iiMi . , , ml by

schoolmen, uiitl, i i !, . , >uhil

causa, 61; but iiimI- '

• iMirJ,

in modern time ,i
I m il

Leibnitz, ib. ; Imt , ,' ' »lisci

inated by him, i". . cunUviui .v butw

Leibnitz and Dr. Samuel Clarke on

law, among other points, ib. ; assumed by

Leibnitz as the foundation of Natural

Philosophy, *. ; the form of the Hypothet-

ical Syllogism determined by, 239; how
enounced by Wolf, 67; discussion regard-

ing the Leibnitian principle of, 68; law of,

regulates, in conjunction with that of ex-

cluded middle, Hypothetico-disjunctive syl-

logisms, 204-5; only another expression of

Aristotle's law, that the whole is necessarily

conceived as prior to the part, 253-4; au-

thors referred to on, 509; that can be de-

duced from law of Contradiction, i'6. ,• that

cannot be so deduced, (6., see Fundamental

Laws of Thought.

SuiDAS, 334.

Sumption and Subsumption, best names for

the premises of a syllogism, 199; tbeir em-

ployment vindicated, 199-200; not consti-

tuted by the mere order of enunciation,

218; what truly constitutes these, 219.

SuTER, quoted on canon of Syllogism, 567.

Syllogism, original meaning of the term,

196 ; borrowed from Mathematics, ib. ; Eu-

genics, Blemmidas, and Zabarella quoted

on import of, 197, 198, et seq. ; general con-

ditions of, 197; the parts of which com-

posed, and their denominations, 197-8;

these explicated, 193, et seq. ; Premises, ma-

jor and minor, 199; Sumption, Subsump-

tion, Conclusion, best names for the three

propositions of, ib. ; Lemma, Bypolemma,

i6. ; Assumption, 200; objections to the

denominations of the propositions of, in

ordinary use, ib. ; the use of Sinvptinn and
Subsumption sanctioned by precedent, 201;

Divisions of, ib. et srq. ; first di\ i.'sion of

Syllogisms, comprehending all the others,

into Extensive and Comprehensive, 201-2;

matter and form of, 202-3; proximate and
remote matter of, 202 ; the form alTords the

next grand distinction of, 203; the form of,

twofold— Internal and External, ib. ; I.

According to Internal or Essential Form,
Syllogisms are divided into four classes, as

regulated by the laws— 1", Of Identity and
Contradiction, 2=, Of Excluded Middle, 3°,

Of Reason and Consequent, and, 4^, Of
Excluded Middle and of Reason and Con-
sequent, viz., Categorical, Disjunctive, Hy-
pothetical, and Hypothetico-di.-junctive, or

Dilemmatic, 205-6 (6ii( see 598-600, and Infer-

ence); these four classes comprised in two
genera. Simple and Conditional, 206, see

Categorical, Hypothetical, Disjunctive and
Hypothetico-disjunctive Syllogism; Cate-

gorical Syllogism, the one class under the

genus Simple Syllogism, 206; its general

nature, 206-7; may proceed in the quantity

of Extension, and in that of Comprehen-

sion, 207-8; examples of the Extensive, and

of the Intensive or Comprehensive Cate-

gorical Syllogism, 208; these reasonings or

syllogisms explicitly compared and con-

trasted, 209 e« seg.,- logicians looking only

to the reasoning in Extension have given

narrow and erroneous delinitions of the

Major, Middle, and Minor terms, 209-10;

Aristotle's dehuitiou of these will apply to

both quantities, 210-11, see aUo 154-5, see

Terms of Syllogism; most convenient mode
of stating a syllogism in an abstract) form

by the letters S, P, M, 211-12 {but see 674,

676, 678); divided intospecial classes accord-

ing to the application of the laws of Iden-

tity aud Contradiction, under the relation

of whole and part, 212 et seq. ; this rela-

tion may be regarded in two points of

view, and thus affords two classes of Rea-

sonings, viz.. Deductive and Inductive,

212-13; I. Deductive Categorical Syllogism,

character of the process in, 213 et seq. ; its

213-14; connection of the propositions and

terms of, illustrated by sensible sj-mbols,

214-15; pro.vimate rules of, 1 Extensive —
Three Rules, 215; first rule of illustrated,

216-17; second rule of, illustrated, 217-19;

misconception in regard to detiiiition of

Sumption in second rule obviated, 21S-19;

third rule, 219-20; 2. Intensive, three rules,

222 et seq : tirst rule illustrated, 223; second

rule illustrated, 223-4; grouudsof the rules

regarding Sumption and Subsumption in

Extensive and Comprehensive Sjllogisms,
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224; third nile illastrated, 224-5; II. In-

ductive Categorical Syllogism, what, 223;

views of logicians regarding the nature of

this reasoning erroneous, 225 et seq., see In-

duction ; canons ofthe Deductive and Induc-

tive Svllogisms equally formal, 227; these

reasonings illustrated, 227-8; objection obvi-

ated, 228 ; formula for Inductive Syllogisms

in Comprehension and Extension, 228-9;

Whately and others erroneously make the

inductive syllogism deductive, 229 ; doctrine

of the older logicians difierent, and correct

as far as it goes, 229-30 ; though the Cate-

gorical Syllogism is specially regulated by

the laws of Identity and Contradiction,

still the other logical laws also operative in,

251; Divisionsof according— II To Exter-

nal Form, 257-320 ; A. Complex, — Epi-

cheirema, and Sorites, 257-74 ; relation of

syllogisms to each other, 258; classes and
designations of related syllogisms, ib.

;

Monosyllogisro, what, ib.; Polysyllogism,

what, ib.; this Analytic and Synthetic, ib.

;

Prosyllogism, ib. ; Episyllogism, ib , set

Epicheirema, Sorites; probable reason why
logicians, in the case of simple syllogisms,

overlooked the reasoning of Comprehen-

sion, 270-71; divisions of, according to

External Form, B. Defect

meuic, 275-81, see Entln mrtn.

- Enthy-

Regular

, Mood,ana irregular, _^i .j'

Reduction ofS>;. _ _ j by re-

lation, 1°, To III', ,,>! .. . , .. I uf its

Propositions; 2=, Ul ll^ leuii>: a . (_)! both

its Propositions and Terms, 281-2; doctrine

of logicians regarding the regularity and

irregularity of, in respect of the order of

its propositions, 281; this one-sided and
erroneous, 282; in respect of its Terms, a
syllogism is regular or irregular, according

to the place which the Middle Term holds

in the premises, ib. ; regular and irregular

order of, in Comprehension and Extension,

282 ; the relative position of the Middle
Term in a syllogism constitutes its Figure,

ib. ; the Four Figures of, ib. ; mnemonic
verses for Figures, i4.,jfe Figure of Syllo-

gism; regularity and irregularity of, expli-

cated, 283 ti 5eg. ; irregularity in external

form of, arising from transposition of the

Propositions, 283-5; can be perspicuously

expressed by any of the five irregular con-

secutions of its propositions, 233-4; true

doctrine of consecution of syllogism, which
is either Synthetic, the premises being

placed first, the conclusion last, or Ana-
lytic, the conclusion preceding, the prem-
ises following, 281-5; second ground of
regularity and irregularity of,— the natu-

ral and transposed order of the Syllogistic

Terms, 285 tt uy., see Figure of Syllogism;

all the varieties of, divided into classes, ac-

cording to their Validity, viz., into Correct

or True, and Incorrect or False, 321; the

meaning of these terms as applied to syllo-

gisms determined, 322; incorrect, divided

into Paralogisms and Sophisms, 321-3 ; this

distinction not of directly logical import,

323; but not altogether without logical

value, ib.; incorrect, vicious, either in re-

spect of their form, or of their matter, or

in respect of both form and matter, 322-3;

syllogisms incorrect in respect of their mat-

ter lie beyond the jurisdiction of Logic,

323; syllogisms formally incorrect, to be

judged by an application of the rules of

syllogism, ib.., see Fallacies; how distin-

guished from Probation, 361; on the mu-
tual relations of the terms of, in quantity

and quality, through the application of the

doctrine of a quantified predicate, 536-9;

general canon of, 536; the three possible

relations of terms, — 1. Toto-total Coincla-

Bion; 2. Toto-total Cosxclusion; 3. Incom-
plete Coinclusion, involving Incomplete

Coexclusion, ib. ; the first is the best, the

second the worst, the third intermediate,

ib. ; the whole order of best and worst

quantification throughout the twoqualities,

537; application of this doctrine in special

cases of the general canon of, in the 12 af-

firmative and 24 negative moods, 537-9;

Canons of, general historical notices re-

garding, 559-79; quotations from various

logicians on, 559-75; Derodon referred to

in, 559-60; Eapin, 660; Leibnitz, 560-61;

Eeusch, 561; Crusius, 561-3; Hutcheson,

563-4; Savonarola, 564; Alex. G. Baum-
garten, 564-5; Eeimarus, 565; Waldin,

565-6; Stattler, 566; Sauter, i6. ; Suter,567;

Seguy,667; Hoffbauer, 567-8; Kant, 568-9;

Christian Weiss, 569; Fries, 570-2; Kiese-

wetter, 572; Larroque, 572-4; GaUuppi, 574;

BuHier, li. ; Victorin, 575; references to au-

thors on fundamental laws of, 575-6; enun-

ciations of, 576-8; Dictum de omni et nuUo,

criticized, 578; general Ipws of, in verse,

578-9 ; criticism by the author of the spe-

cial laws of, 579-83; the author's supreme

canons of, 583-4; doctrine of, attacked, as

involving a petitio priiicipii, 621; how this

objection is to be met, 621, 623; this objec-

tion made by Stewart and refuted by Gal-

luppi, 623; its enouncement— Analytic and

Synthetic, 621-2; these methods of enounce-

ment compared, 622, 623; Untigured and

Figured, 626; difference of F'igure of, of no

Symbolical and Intuitive

Concepts, Quality of,

Sykthesis, 338, see ilethod.
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Tacitus, quoted, 427.

Taktaketus, Petrus, commentator on His-

panus, 187, 596.

Tennemahn, 142.

Terms of a Propo-sition, see Proposition.

Teems of Syllogism, Major, Minor, and

Middle, what, 207 ; borrowed from Mathe-

matics, 210; their synonyms, 16. ,• in Exten-

sion the predicate of the conclusion the

greatest whole, and, therefore, the major

term, the subject the smallest part, and,

therefore, the minor terra, 207; in Compre-

hension, the subject of the conclusion is

the greatest whole, and, therefore, the ma-

jor term, the predicate the smallest part,

and, therefore, the minor term, ib.; narrow

and erroneous definitions by logicians of,

209-10; Aristotle's definition of, 210; his

definition of the middle term as middle

by position not applicable to the mode in

which subsequent logicians enounce the

syllogism, 16. ; but applicable to the rea-

soning in Comprehension, 211
;
possible to

state a reasoning in E.\tension in which the

major term shall stand first, the middle

second, and the minor last, ib. ; what is

properly to be regarded as a term of syllo-

gism, 216.

Testimony, what, 4.57; explicated, 458 etseq ;

its proper object, 453-9 ; the object of, called

the Fact, 459; the validity of, called His-

torical Credibility, ib.; either immediate or

mediate, ib. ; an immediate witness styled

an eye-witness, ib ; a mediate an ear-witness,

ib. ; the guarantee, what, ib. ; testimony may
be Partial, Complete, Consistent, Contra-

dictory, ib.; division of the subject:— I.

Credibility of Testimony in general, ib. et

seq.; \°, The object of the testimony— its

absolute possibility, 460; physical and met-

aphysical possibility, 460-61; its relative

possibility, 461 ; 2°, The subject of, or per-

sonal trustworthiness of the witness, ib.;

this consists of two elements, a. Honesty or

veracity, 461-2; the presumption of the

honesty of a witness enhanced by certain I

circumstances, 462; b. Competency of a '

witness, 16.; circumstances by which the

presumption of competency is enhanced,

ib. ; the credibility of Testimony not invali-

dated because the fact testified is one out

of the ordinary course of experience, 463;

summary regarding the credibility of testi-

mony in general. 463^; II. Testimony in

special, as immediate and mediate, 464 et

seq.; 1°, Immediate, ib.; conditions of its

credibility, ib. ; whether all these condi-

tions are fulfilled in the case of any imme-

diate testimony, cannot be directly ascer-

tained, 464-5; when te.=timony attains the

highest degree of probability, 465; negative

and positive discrepancy, 485-6; 2°, Medi-

ate, 466 et seq. ; mediate witnesses are either

proximate or remote, and either indepen-

dent or dependent, 466-7; Kumor, Tradi-

tion, ib.; Recorded Testimony, 468 et seq.;

Criticism and Interpretation, what, 468-9;

these explicated, 469 et seq. ; the examina-

tion of a testimony twofold— of its Au-
thenticity and Integrity, and of its Meaning,

ib. ; the former the problem of Criticism

(Critica), the latter of Interpretation or

exposition (Hermeneutica, Ezegetica), 470;

I. Criticism considered in detail, 470-74; its

problems, 470 ; Universal and Special Criti-

cism, ib. ; Universal Criticism alone within

the sphere of Logic, ib. ; this divided into

Higher and Lower Criticism, or tlie Criti-

cism of Authenticity and the Criticism of

Integrity, ib. ; (1) Criticism of Authenticity,

470-71; a. Internal Grounds, these of them-

selves not sufficient to establish the authen-

ticity of a writing, 471 ; but omnipotent to

disprove an alleged authenticity, ib. ; b.

External Grounds, ib. ; (2) Criticism of In-

tegrity, 472^; emendation of the text of

two kinds— viz.. Historical and Conjectu-

ral, 472; historical, of two kinds. External

and Internal, 473; Conjectural, it.; II. In-

terpretation, 474-5; General and Special,

474; sources of interpretation, 475.

Text-Book, its use in a systematic course of

Lectures, 2.

Tbemistios, referred to on genns of Logic,

7, 479.

Tbeophrastds, referred to on use of the

term categorical, 165, 172; his nomenclature

of the parts of the Hypothetical Syllogism,

241; quoted on hearing, 484; made two

moods of Darapti, 666; this opinion adopted

by Porphyry, ib. ; aud by Boethius, ib. ; but

opposed by the author, ib.

Theorems, what, 18S.

Third Figure, see Figure.

TiiOMASins, Jacobus, holds that simple ap-

prehension is impossible without judgment,

84.

Thought, the Products of, see Concepts,

Judgments, Keasoning.

Thought, what, 9 et seq. ; in its wider mean-

ing, equivalent to every cognitive act, or

even to every conscious mental modifica-

tion, 9; in its narrower meaning as thought

proper, denotes the acts of the Understand-

ing proper, 9-10; in the latter sense, the

object-matter of Logic, 9 ; Matter and Form

of. of foi
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— Clearness,

o, 340.

1 whole and

form, and matter discriminated,

object respectively of Psychology and of

Logic, lb. ; a mediate and complex cogni-

tion, 5t-5 ; the various terms by which the

modes of thought, or cogitable existence,

are designated, 55-6; what is involved in

thinking an object, 55; the attribution im-

plied in, regulated by laws, 56, see Funda-

mental Laws of Thought; distinction of

Positive and Negative, 73 ; its products are

of three kinds,— Concepts, Judgments, and
Reasonings, 83 el alibi: these are all prod-

ucts of comparison and all modifications of

Judgment, 63-4, see Concepts, Judgments,

Eeasonings; its formal or logical perfec-

tion consists of three virtue

Distinctness, and Harmony,
TniPLER. 3T. 138; referred to

part, 143. 146, 336, 339.

TiTius, Gottlieb Gerhard, referred to on ap-

plication of quantitication of predicate to

the Hypothetical Proposition, 512; his doc-

trine of Conversion proceeds on the doc-

trine of a quantified predicate, 527; quoted

on quantification of predicate, 556; his

doctrine of Hypothetical Syllogism as pro-

ceeding on the application of the principle

of a quantified predicate, 603; his doctrine

of Disjunctive Syllogism, ib.; held both

forms merely to be the matter of regular

syllogism, ib, ; his doctrine of the Figure

and Mood of Syllogism, 652-8.

TiTTEL, 435.

Topic, employed by Aristotle to denote a

particular part of Logic, 6.

TOUSSAINT, 435.

Trakscexdent and Transcemhntnl. their

original application, and use by Kant, 140.

Tkexdelexbukg, F. a., referred to on the

title Organon for the logical treatises of

Aristotle, 24; referred to for the doctrines

of the Platonists and Stoics on the Catego-

ries, 142, 186, 260, 338.

Tkoxlek. 36, 249, 338.

Tbuth, its division into Logical and Meta-

physical, criticized, 76; what, ib. ; logical

discriminated from absolute, 322, see Truth

and Error, Doctrine of.

TsnTH and Error. Doctrine of, 376-90; Truth

and Certainty, what, 377; Truth is defined

the correspondence or agreement of a cog-

nition with its object. 377. 378; this defini-

tion due to the sclioolmen, 378; Aquinas

quoted to this effect, ib. : philosophers I

agreed as to the definition of truth, ib ; i

questions in debate regarding,— whether
i

truth be attainable, and whether we possess

any criterion by which we can be assured

of its attainment, ib. ; for man only two
kindsof, — Formal and Real, 379; I. For-

mal Truth, the harmony of Thought with

the form of Thonght, ib. ; Formal Truth of

two kinds,— Logical and Mathematical,

379-80; II. Keal Truth, — the harmony be-

tween a thought and its matter, 3S0; Real

and Formal Sciences, 380-81; How can we
know that there is a correspondence be-

tween our thought and its object? 381; sub-

divisions of Real Truth, — Metaphysical,

Psychological, Physical, 381-2; various ap-

plications of the term IrulA, 382; the crite-

rion of,— the necessity determined by the

laws which govern our faculties of knowl-

edge, 377-82; Certainty, the consciousness

of this necessity, 3S2; truth considered in

relation to the degree and kind of certainty

is distinguished as Knowledge, Belief, and

Opinion, 377-83; Knowledge and Belief,

—

their diflerence, 383; that the certainty of

all knowledge is ultimately resolvable into

a certainty of belief maintained by Luther,

ib.; by Aristotle. 3S&4; by the Platonists,

384; by David Hume, ib. ; the manifestation

of Belief involves knowledge, 385 ; Intui-

tion, what, ib. ; the question as to the rela-

tion of belief and knowledge properly met-

aphysical, i6. ; Pure and Empirical Truth,

distinguished. 335-6; Error, its character

and sources, 387; this explicated, ib. et seq.

;

as the opposite of truth, consists in a want
of agreement between a thoujrht and its

object, 387; distinguished as Material, 388;

as Formal, ib.; when closely scrutinized is

found to arise from the want of adequate

activity of the cognitive faculties, ib. ; dis-

criminated from Ignorance, 389; from Illu-

sion, ib.,see Error, Causes of.

TSCBIEXHAUSEN, 25.

TWESTEN, 237, 377, 387; quoted on the nature

of Error, 387-9; quoted on Ignorance, lUu-

Dlpiaji, his doctrine of the Enthymeme, 279

;

his definition of the Sorites, 3-32.

Ulrich, 184, 2H9; quoted on quantification of

predicate, 559.

Ultea-total Quantification ofMiddleTerm,

Lambert's doctrine of, 384-6; this doctrine

criticized, 5S4-5; author's doctrine of,

586-8.

UNIVERSAL Propositions, 171. see Judgments.

"TaTcpoy irpinpov, see Probation.

Valla, Laurentins, 142, 261; first to use the

term Soriiesm its present application. 269;

quoted on Conversion. 527; his doctrine of

the Second and Third Figures, r29-.30.

Valerius Maximhs ( ?), qnoteil. 4S4.

VALLinSjPaulus, quoted on Conversion, 528,

5.53

Varillas. 48.5.

Veksoe. his doctrine of Induction, 596.
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•VlCTonm, 338, 344; quoted on canons of

Syllogism, 575.

ViCTORisus, his doctrine of Enthymeme, 279.

TiTlDM Subreptianis, vvliat, 427.

TiVES, Ludovicus, 198; his opinion regard-

ing silent meditation as a means of intel-

lectual improvement combated by Scal-

iger, 481; quoted on importance of teaching

as a mean of self-improvement, 483.

VOET, orVoetius, Gisbert, his conduct cited

as an instance of the influence of passion

on opinion, 406.

Tossius, Gerard John, referred to on genus

of Logic, 7; referred to for scholastic theo-

ries of the object-matter of Logic, 20, 37.

Waitz, quoted regarding A.071/C)) aTropia, 4,

85, 160, 186, 196, 240.

Walch, 261.

Waldin, quoted on canons of Syllogism,

565-6.

Wallis, Dr. John, his Institutw Logica, 21;

referred to ou names of propositions in

Conversion, 185; relerred to on character

of Hypothetico-Difjunctive Syllogism, 349;

his English version of the Latin mnemon-
ics for the four kinds of propositions, 287.

Walz, 333.

Watts, Dr. Isaac, 25; his Logic, 50.

WiiOELiN, 514, 547.

Weise, Christian, employed (before Euler)

circular diagrams as logical notation, 180.

Weiss, Christian, 1G9; quoted on canons of

Syllogism, S'iO.

^^'K1U':^I^ELSIUS, bis De hogomachiis Ermiito-

rinn relerred to, 438.

Wii ATELT, Dr.. his definition ofLogicquoted

and criticized, 7-9; general character of

his Elements of Logir, 21 ; his view of the

object-matter and domain of Logic, stated

and criticized, 21-3; proposes to Logic

different and contradictory object-matter,

22 et seg. ; the operation of Reasoning not

the object-matter of Logic, as affirmed by,

ib.; erroneously and contradictorily makes

Language the object-matter of Logic, 22-3

;

the true nature of Logic more correctly un-

derstood by the scholastic logicians than by,

23; his Elements 0/ Logic, bO; omits thedoc-

trine of Concepts from his Elements of

Logic, 84; abusively employs the terms E.k-

tension and Comprehension as convertible,

85, 184; follows Aldrich in his abusive em-

ployment of the phrase propositio exposita,

185-6; his abusive employmentof the terms

hypothetical and conditional, 167; quoted ou

the modality of propositions, 182; his doc-

trine criticized, ib. ; his reduction of the

rules of Categorical Syllogism to six, 215,

454.

Whole and Fart, what, 143; whole per se,

and whole per accidens, ib. ; whole per se

divided into, 1°, Logical or Potential, 2°,

Metaphysical or Actual, 3^, rhysical, 4°,

Mathematical, 5°, Collective, 143-4; the

terms subject and subjective as applied to tlie

Logical Whole and Parts 144; the term

potential as applied to denote the Logical

Whole, 145; Lord Jlonboddo quoted ou
potoilioi, 145-6; Stewart's strictures on the

passage from Monbodilo rebutted, 146;

Monboddo wrong in ascribing the author-

ship and application of the term potential

to Eugenius, 146; both terra and applica-

tion to be found, with few exceptions, in

all the older systems of Logic, 16. ,• Burg-

ersdyk quoted as an example, 16. ; the dif-

ference of the Potential and Actual Whole
noticed by Aristotle, ib, ; all reasoning

under the relation of, 191,212; this relation

may be regarded in two points of view, and

thus affords two classes of Reasonings, —
Deductive and Inductive, 212-13; difficulty

in connection with Hypotlietical Syllo-

gisms in regard to the doctrine that all rea-

soning is either from the whole to part or

from the parts to the whole, — considered

and obviated, 252 ei set).: Antecedent and

Consequent in Hypothetical.^ equal to Con-

dition and Conditioned, 253; hence the

reason or condition must contain the con-

sequent, ib. ; the law of Reason and Con-

sequent only another expression of Aris-

totle's law. That the whole is necessarily

conceived as prior to the part, 253-4; Aris-

totle's law criticized, 254; Whole and Parts

respectively may be viewed in thought

either as the conditioning or as the condi-

tioned, 254; application of this doctrine to

the solution of the difficulty previously

.stated, 255.

Wilson, his English metrical version of the

Latin mnemonics for the four kinds of

Propositions, 287.

Wolf, Christian, misapplied the terms Logica

[,Mji,> ii iM
I

ihm; fiini I'rnctical, 16.;

/„, „, I,-,, ,,:.,,! i... |.n. >i|ili- of Identity

principnun ctrLiiiMiint^, Gu , did uot suffi-

ciently discriminate the principles of Ident-

ity and Contradiction, 16.; his formula for

the law of Sufficient Reason, 1"
: blamed the

schoolmen for not (h; humi-Im- r'ason

thedemonstri

by that of Contra. li.non, '
, .tn..\r,\ on

Intuitive and Symbolical Ivnowleilge, 129-

31,178,227; made the inductive syllogism

deductive, 229, 240, 243,261; his reduction

of Baroco, 341, 343, 451, 456.

WoLFiA>s, some, distinguished judgments as
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LimiMiiv, 179; followed by Kant, 178; the

distinctiou groundless, 179.

Words, .«' Lauguage

ffYTTENBACH, Daniel, 5 ; his Logic recom-

mended, 50, 332; referred to on Analysis

and Synthesis, 436.

Zabarella, Jacobus, referred to on genus

of Logic, 7; referred to for scholastic theo-

ries of the object-matter of Logic, 20
;

quoted on jmport of the term avWoyiafuis,

197, 230,296; held Cesare and Camestre.s to

be the same syllogism, 310, see alio 296, 336,

338, 451.

Zedler, 456.

Zeko, the Stoic, said by Laertius to have

purchased the knowledge of seven species

of the argument \6yos depi'^u" for two

hundred minie, 331.

THE END.








